
THIS DOCUMENT IS IMPORTANT AND REQUIRES YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. If you are in
any doubt as to what action you should take, you are recommended to seek your own financial advice
immediately from your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant, fund manager or other
appropriate independent financial adviser, who is authorised under the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 of the UK (the “FSMA”) if you are resident in the United Kingdom or, if not, from another
appropriately authorised independent financial adviser.

This document is being sent to the shareholders of both GVC Holdings plc (“GVC”) and Sportingbet plc
(“Sportingbet”). If you have sold or otherwise transferred all of your GVC Shares or Sportingbet Shares, please
send this document at once to the purchaser or transferee or to the stockbroker, bank, or other agent through whom
the sale or transfer was effected, for delivery to the purchaser or transferee. The distribution of this document into
jurisdictions other than the UK may be restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession this
document comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with
these restrictions may constitute a violation of the relevant laws in such jurisdiction. In particular, this document
and the accompanying documents should not be treated as an offer or invitation to subscribe for any New GVC
Shares by any person resident or located in Restricted Jurisdictions. If you have sold or transferred only part of
your holding of GVC Shares or Sportingbet Shares you should consult the stockbroker, bank or other agent
through whom the sale or transfer was effected.

This document, which has been approved by the UK Financial Services Authority (“FSA”) in accordance with
section 85 of FSMA, comprises: (a) a prospectus, prepared in accordance with the Prospectus Rules made under
section 73A of FSMA; and (b) an admission document prepared in accordance with the AIM Rules for
Companies. No regulatory authority in the Isle of Man has passed comments upon or approved the accuracy of
this document. A copy of this document has been filed with the FSA in accordance with paragraph 3.2.1 of the
Prospectus Rules. This document has been made available to the public in accordance with paragraph 3.2.1 of the
Prospectus Rules and Rule 27 of the AIM Rules for Companies.

The GVC Directors, whose names appear on page 44 of this document, and GVC, accept responsibility for the
information contained in this document. To the best of the knowledge of the GVC Directors and GVC (who have
taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the information contained in this document is in
accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect the import of such information.
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Admission of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital to trading on AIM

NOMINATED ADVISER & BROKER
DANIEL STEWART & COMPANY PLC

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for the Enlarged Issued Share Capital to be re-admitted
to trading on AIM. It is expected that Admission will become effective, and that dealings in the Enlarged Issued
Share Capital will re-commence on AIM, on the Business Day after the Effective Date which, subject to the
satisfaction of certain conditions, including the sanction of the Scheme by the Court, is expected to be on 19 March
2013.

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies to which a higher investment risk
tends to be attached than to larger or more established companies. AIM securities are not admitted to the
Official List of the United Kingdom Listing Authority. A prospective investor should be aware of the risks
of investing in such companies and should make the decision to invest only after careful consideration and,
if appropriate, consultation with an independent financial adviser. Each AIM company is required,
pursuant to the AIM Rules for Companies, to have a nominated adviser. The nominated adviser is required
to make a declaration to the London Stock Exchange on admission in the form set out in Schedule Two to
the AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers. The London Stock Exchange has not itself examined or approved
the contents of this document.
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You should read the whole of this document. In particular, your attention is drawn to the Risk Factors
section of this document, which you should read in full.

The New GVC Shares to be issued under the Scheme have not been, and will not be, registered under the
Securities Act in reliance upon the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act provided by
section 3(a)(10) of the Securities Act and exemptions from registration and qualification under applicable state
securities laws. Under the Securities Act, persons (whether or not US persons) who are or will be “affiliates”
(within the meaning of the Securities Act) of GVC will be subject to certain transfer restrictions relating to the
New GVC Shares received in connection with the Scheme. We urge Scheme Shareholders resident in the United
States to read the “Notice to Scheme Shareholders and potential investors,” under subheading “United States” in
the section on Important Information on pages 38 to 40 of this document.

Neither the SEC nor any other US federal or state securities commission or regulatory authority has
approved or disapproved the New GVC Shares or passed upon the fairness or merits of such securities or
upon the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained in this document. Any representation to the
contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.

The New GVC Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the applicable securities laws of any
Restricted Jurisdiction, and this document is not being made available to Sportingbet Shareholders with registered
addresses in a Restricted Jurisdiction and may not be treated as an offer or invitation to subscribe for any New
GVC Shares by any person resident or located in such jurisdictions. The New GVC Shares may not be offered in
or into any Restricted Jurisdiction or to or for the account or benefit of any national, resident or citizen of a
Restricted Jurisdiction. Any persons (including, without limitation, custodians, nominees and trustees) who have
a contractual or other legal obligation to forward this document or any accompanying document to a Restricted
Jurisdiction should seek appropriate advice before taking any action.

Daniel Stewart, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the FSA, is acting exclusively as
financial adviser, nominated adviser and broker to GVC in connection with the contents of this document and the
Acquisition and Admission and not for any other person. Daniel Stewart will not otherwise be responsible to any
person other than GVC for providing the protections afforded to customers of Daniel Stewart or for advising any
other person in respect of the matters described in this document. Daniel Stewart’s responsibilities as GVC’s
nominated adviser under the AIM Rules for Companies and the AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers are owed
solely to the London Stock Exchange and are not owed to GVC or to any GVC Director or to any other person in
respect of his decision to acquire New GVC Shares in reliance on any part of this document. Subject to the
responsibilities and liabilities, if any, which may be imposed on Daniel Stewart by FSMA or the regulatory regime
established thereunder, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Daniel Stewart as to any of
the contents of this document and no liability whatsoever is accepted by Daniel Stewart for the accuracy of any
information or opinions contained in this document or for the omission of any material information, for which the
GVC Directors and GVC are solely responsible.

Investors should only rely on the information contained in this document. No person has been authorised to
give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this document and, if given
or made, such information or representations must not be relied on as having been so authorised. GVC will
comply with its obligation to publish a supplementary prospectus containing further updated information
required by law or by any applicable regulatory authority but assumes no further obligation to publish
additional information.

Copies of this document will be available at the Company’s website, www.gvc-plc.com, and free of charge to the
public during normal business hours on any day (Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays excepted) at the offices
of Daniel Stewart. GVC’s website will also contain all other information required by Rule 26 of the AIM Rules
for Companies.

THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS LEGAL, FINANCIAL,
BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE. EACH SHAREHOLDER OR POTENTIAL INVESTOR SHOULD
CONSULT HIS, HER OR ITS OWN LEGAL ADVISER, FINANCIAL ADVISER OR TAX ADVISER
FOR LEGAL, FINANCIAL OR TAX ADVICE.
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SUMMARY

Summaries are made up of disclosure requirements known as “Elements”. These elements are numbered in
Sections A-E (A.1—E.7).

This summary contains all the Elements required to be included in a summary for this type of securities and
Issuer. Because some Elements are not required to be addressed, there may be gaps in the numbering
sequence of the Elements.

Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in the summary because of the type of securities and
Issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can be given regarding the Element. In this case a short
description of the Element is included in the summary with the mention of “not applicable”.

Section A – Introduction and warnings

A1 Introduction This summary should be read as an introduction to this
prospectus.

Any decision to invest in the New GVC Shares should be based
on consideration of the prospectus as a whole by the investor.

Where a claim relating to the information contained in this
prospectus is brought before a court, the plaintiff investor might,
under the national legislation of the Member States, have to bear
the costs of translating this prospectus before the legal
proceedings are initiated.

Civil liability attaches only to those persons who have tabled the
summary including any translation thereof, but only if the
summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read
together with the other parts of the prospectus or it does not
provide, when read together with the other parts of the
prospectus, key information in order to aid investors when
considering whether to invest in such securities.

A2 Consent for intermediaries Not applicable. GVC is not engaging any financial
intermediaries for any resale of securities or final placement of
securities after publication of this prospectus.

Section B – Issuer and any guarantor

B1 GVC Holdings plc

B2 GVC was incorporated and registered in the Isle of Man under
the 2006 Act with registered number 4685V on 5 January 2010
as a company limited by shares.

B3 The GVC Group’s operations comprise three main business
lines:

• CasinoClub – an online casino focused on German
speaking markets. CasinoClub runs on software provided
by Boss Media;

• Betboo – an own-platform Sportsbook and bingo
platform with third party casino and poker, targeting the
Brazilian market; and

Domicile/Legal Form/
Legislation/Country of
incorporation

Legal and commercial
name of issuer

Current operations/
principal activities and
markets
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• B2B – a combination of an extensive support contract
with EPC (the owner of the Superbahis Business) and the
GVC Group’s own offering also in the Turkish language
and operating on the Betboo Business’s platform but run
separately from that business.

The GVC Group runs its operations as separate
businesses/brands, each with their own management and back
office functions. There is a modest central function, broadly
comprising the GVC Executive Directors, a chief technology
officer and a small finance department.

The jurisdictions from which the GVC Group accepts
substantial revenues are Austria, Brazil, Germany and, indirectly
through its support contract with EPC, Turkey.

B4a Recent trends Average daily revenue of the GVC Group has increased from
€146,000 in the period ended 31 December 2009 to €185,000 in
the six month period ended 30 June 2012. Clean EBITDA for
the GVC Group has decreased from €17,428,000 in the period
ended 31 December 2009 to €10,018,000 in the period ended
31 December 2011 and was €7,676,000 for the six month period
ended 30 June 2012. In addition, whilst Contribution Margin for
the GVC Group decreased from 50 per cent. for the period ended
31 December 2009 to 38 per cent. for the period ended
31 December 2011 as a result of the cost of investments in
marketing and TV advertising during this period, it increased to
51 per cent. for the period ended 30 June 2012, reflecting the
cessation of the TV advertising campaigns and a changing mix
of business.

The GVC Board considers that, like many other gaming
companies, GVC is affected by the macro-economic climate of
the countries in which its customers reside; the competitive
nature of the market place with many companies and products
vying for the attention of its customers; the sporting schedules,
particularly football; and its much followed sports events such as
the European Cup and the World Cup.

However, the GVC Group runs each of its brands separately and
therefore is subject to micro-economic trends as well. It is
focussed on resilient, high growth economies (e.g. CasinoClub
in Germany, Betboo in Brazil and Superbahis in Turkey).

The GVC Board believes that sports betting customers,
particularly in Europe, are becoming more engaged and
discerning, wanting products to be supplied on mobiles and
tablets and wanting to participate more in “in-game” betting.
These trends are driving up technology costs but also result in
customers becoming more “loyal”.

AI 12.1
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B5 GVC is the ultimate holding company of the GVC Group.

Country of Percentage
Name incorporation Business activity ownership

Malta Licensed operator 100%

Dutch Caribbean Licensed operator 100%

Intera N.V. Dutch Caribbean 100%

UK 100%

On the Scheme becoming Effective, GVC will become the
ultimate holding company of Sportingbet and its subsidiaries
other than the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses which are to be
sold to William Hill Australia and other members of the William
Hill Group.

B6 Set out below are, insofar as is known to GVC, the names of
those persons who, directly or indirectly, will have an interest in
3 per cent. or more of the issued share capital of GVC as at the
date of this document.

Percentage of
No. of issued GVC issued

Name GVC Shares share capital

Audley Capital 6,755,030 21.38%
Ora Capital Partners 5,975,610 18.91%
Henderson Global Investors 3,125,320 9.89%
M&G Investment Management 1,460,000 4.62%
D&A Income 980,000 3.10%

At any general meeting every GVC Shareholder shall on a show
of hands and on a poll have one vote for each share of which he
is the holder.

B7 The summary financial information set out below has been
extracted without material adjustment from the Audited
Financial Statements of GVC for the years ended 31 December
2011, 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2009, and the
Unaudited Financial Statements for the six months ended
30 June 2012 and 30 June 2011.

Description of the
Issuer’s group

Gaming VC
Corporation
Limited

GVC
Corporation B.V.

GVC
Administration
Services Limited

Owner of the
Betboo brand

Administration
company

Interests in the Company
and voting rights

Selected historical key
financial information
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                                                                                                                Six months       Six months

                                      Year ended       Year ended       Year ended               ended               ended

                                   31 December   31 December  31 December           30 June            30 June

                                               2011               2010               2009               2012               2011

                                            (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)

Revenue                                64,346             54,907             53,338             29,108             30,282

Contribution                         24,709             23,329             26,673             17,035             11,829

Clean EBITDA                     10,018             12,164             17,428               7,676               5,216

Exceptional items                  (4,823)             (4,428)             (1,538)                     –                 (189)

Operating 

Profit                                   2,498               5,158             14,228               6,614               3,635

Financial expense 

(net of income)                  (2,382)             (1,080)                (408)             (1,101)             (1,148)

Profit before tax                        116               4,078             13,820               5,513               2,487

(Loss)/Profit after tax               (145)              3,856             13,454               5,185               2,404

Dividends paid in

period                                  6,225             18,681             12,454               3,475               3,113

Net assets                              57,174             62,684             77,821             57,983             62,201

Number of shares 

in issue at the 

balance sheet date      31,469,095      31,135,762      31,135,762      31,592,172      31,135,762

DETAIL OF REVENUE
                                                                                                                Six months       Six months

                                      Year ended       Year ended       Year ended               ended               ended

                                   31 December  31 December  31 December           30 June            30 June

                                               2011               2010               2009               2012               2011

                                            (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)

Continuing operations:

CasinoClub                           29,399             27,450             29,435             14,127             14,632

Betboo                                    8,813               5,230               2,180               5,049               3,809

B2B                                        6,128                      –                      –               9,932               1,387
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                             44,340             32,680             31,615             29,108             19,828
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––

Discontinued operations:

Betaland*                              20,006             22,227             20,000                      –             10,454

Betpro**                                        –                      –                  533                      –                      –

Winzingo***                                 –                      –               1,190                      –                      –
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                             20,006             22,227             21,723                      –             10,454
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Total revenues                     64,346             54,907             53,338             29,108             30,282
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
DETAIL OF CONTRIBUTION
                                                                                                                Six months       Six months

                                      Year ended       Year ended       Year ended               ended               ended

                                   31 December  31 December  31 December           30 June            30 June

                                               2011               2010               2009               2012               2011

                                            (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)

Continuing operations:

CasinoClub                           15,476             16,510             20,640               8,308               7,370

Betboo                                    2,281               2,626               1,375               1,560               1,758

B2B                                        2,793                   (12)                     –               7,167                  423
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                             20,550             19,124             22,015             17,035               9,551
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Discontinued operations:

Betaland*                                         

and Betpro**                          4,159               4,205               4,151                      –               2,278

Winzingo***                                 –                      –                  507                      –                      –
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Total contribution               24,709             23,329             26,673             17,035             11,829

                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
* discontinued April 2012.

** discontinued August 2009.

*** discontinued April 2010.
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DETAIL OF CLEAN EBITDA
                                                                                                                Six months       Six months
                                      Year ended       Year ended       Year ended               ended               ended
                                   31 December  31 December  31 December           30 June            30 June
                                               2011               2010               2009               2012               2011
                                            (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)           (€000’s)

Continuing operations:
CasinoClub                           12,170             13,924             18,399               6,231               5,852
Betboo                                   (1,111)                (189)                 103                 (467)                 296
B2B                                           651                 (721)                     –               4,437                 (385)
Central                                   (3,328)             (2,789)             (2,593)             (2,256)             (1,526)
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                               8,382             10,225             15,909               7,676               4,238
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Discontinued operations:                                                                                          *
Betaland & Betpro                 1,636               1,939               1,741                      –                  978
Winzingo                                       –                      –                      –                      –                      –
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Total                                     10,018             12,164             17,650               7,676               5,216
                                        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
* discontinued in April 2012, result shown in the Interim Financial Statements as discontinued activities;

amount of loss €922,000.

There has been no significant change in the financial or trading
position of the GVC Group since 30 June 2012, the end of the
last financial period for which financial information has been
published.

B8 The following pro forma statement of net assets for the Enlarged
Group has been prepared in accordance with Annex II of the
Prospective Directive Regulation to show the effect of
the Acquisition on GVC’s 30 June 2012 balance sheet as if the
Acquisition had occurred at that date. Included within this
information is the 31 July 2012 balance sheet (being the most
recently published financial statements) of the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses.

This information is prepared for illustrative purposes only and,
because of its nature, addresses a hypothetical situation and does
not represent the actual financial position or results of either GVC
or the Sportingbet Retained Businesses or of the Enlarged Group.

                                                  Sportingbet                                 Pro Forma
                                                       Retained                              Net Assets of
                                      GVC     Businesses  Adjustments Enlarged Group
                                         €m                  €m                 €m                        €m
Non-current assets        66.9              396.9           (307.8)                   156.0
Current assets               20.0                31.9                    –                      51.9
Current liabilities        (17.1)           (182.7)           104.2                     (95.6)
                                  ––––––           ––––––         ––––––                 ––––––
Net current

assets/(liabilities)         2.9            (150.8)           104.2                     (43.7)
                                  ––––––           ––––––         ––––––                 ––––––
Non-current
liabilities                       (11.8)             (89.0)             85.2                     (15.6)
                                  ––––––           ––––––         ––––––                 ––––––
Net assets                       58.0              157.1           (118.4)                     96.7                                  ––––––           ––––––         ––––––                 ––––––

B9 Profit forecast/estimate Not applicable. No profit forecast or estimate is included in this
document.

B10 Not applicable. No qualifications are included in any audit
report on the historical financial information included in this
document.

B11 Not applicable. In the opinion of GVC, the working capital
available to GVC and the GVC Group is sufficient for its present
requirements, that is, for at least 12 months from the date of this
document.

Selected pro forma
financial information

Audit report –
qualifications

Explanation in respect
of insufficient working
capital
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Section C – Securities

C1 New GVC Shares.

The ISIN number of the GVC Shares and New GVC Shares will
be IM00B5VQMV65

C2 Euro.

C3 Issued share capital The issued share capital of GVC as at the last practicable date
prior to the publication of this document is 31,592,172, each of
which is fully paid and has a par value of €0.01.

C4 Rights of securities New GVC Shares will be issued and credited as fully paid and
rank pari passu in all respects with each other and will rank in
full for all dividends and other distributions thereafter declared,
made or paid in respect of the New GVC Shares.

GVC Shares and New GVC Shares will rank equally for voting
purposes. On a show of hands and on a poll each shareholder
shall have one vote for each share of which he is the holder.

C5 GVC Shares and New GVC Shares are freely transferable with
no restrictions on transfer.

However, the receipt of the New GVC Shares by persons located
or resident in, or who are citizens of, or who have a registered
office in countries other than the UK, may be affected by the law
or regulatory requirements of the relevant jurisdiction, which
may include restrictions on the free transferability of such New
GVC Shares.

C6 Not applicable.

Application will be made for all of the GVC Shares and New
GVC Shares to be admitted to trading on the AIM market of the
London Stock Exchange. AIM is not a regulated market and the
Company’s securities are not admitted to the Official List of the
United Kingdom Listing Authority.

C7 Dividend policy GVC announced in early 2012 that it would be moving to a
quarterly pattern of distributions. However, in light of the
significant restructuring costs envisaged during 2013, GVC
intends to suspend quarterly dividend payments during this
period and instead have a single dividend payment in November
2013. The GVC Group does, however, plan to restore dividend
payments on a quarterly basis in 2014 once the bulk of this
restructuring is complete.

As announced in its Trading Update on 25 January 2013, GVC
intends to pay an interim dividend of €0.07 per GVC Share to
GVC Shareholders on the register as at 22 February 2013.

The quantum of future dividends will naturally be determined by
both the profits generated by the Enlarged Group and the success
and speed of its restructuring.

Type and class of the
securities being admitted
to trading, including any
security identification
number

Currency of the securities
issue

Restrictions on free
transferability of
securities

Admission to trading
on a regulated market
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Section D – Risks

D1 Legislative and regulatory risks relating to the online gaming
industry

• Current or future legislation or regulation may prohibit or
restrict (or may be interpreted or amended in such a way
as to prohibit or restrict) certain activities of the GVC
Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, and this may present
a higher risk in certain key territories or legislation may
be implemented which deregulates online gambling with
commercially undesirable consequences, such as punitive
tax regimes, large bonds and limited product offerings or
caps on the numbers of licences such that it is not
commercially viable to obtain one with the consequential
financial loss arising from the need to block the market.

• Risks of criminal, civil and administrative enforcement
action in jurisdictions where the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
Enlarged Group generates business, in particular Turkey
(where the authorities are of the view that the activity is
prohibited), Germany and Greece, where new licensing
regimes are being implemented (with the consequence
that enforcement action will be taken against those who
have not been granted and/or applied for a licence). The
enforcement action may manifest in arrests, fines or the
seizure or freezing of assets, which would impact
profitability and reputation, or in third party service
providers implementing payment and ISP blocking, such
that the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in
connection with the Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group
will need to shut down certain of those markets, with the
consequential financial loss to the business.

• Dependence on regulatory licences and approvals for
gambling activities, including change of control and
dependence upon such licences not being the subject of
onerous conditions or a change to benign tax structures,
such that the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group would
need to restructure with a movement of people, and
technical infrastructure, and obtain licences in other
jurisdictions, which could give rise to significant costs
and may also cause business interruption.

• Dependence on the ongoing support of payment
processors, the quality and cost of which may be variable
in certain jurisdictions, which may lead to default, delays
in money transfers, or the alienation of customers due to
poor support, all of which will impact on the financial
performance of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group

AI 4

AI 9.2.3

AI 12.2

AIII 2

Key risks that are
specific to the Issuer or
its industry
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(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

Risks Relating to the Business

• Although both the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group
have implemented detection and prevention controls to
minimise the opportunity for fraudulent play, there remains
a need to continually monitor and develop such
protections. Should such fraud or collusion go undetected,
certain customers may experience increased losses, which
may in turn lead to a loss of confidence from the customer
base and which could then result in adverse effects on the
business, financial position and results of operations of the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

Risks Relating to Technology

• The operations of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) are
highly dependent on technology and there is a risk that such
technology could fail or be subject to damage or
interruption caused by human error, unauthorised access,
increase in volume of usage of online services or other
similarly disruptive events. Any such failure or disruption
of, or damage to, the technology or systems used by the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group in its businesses could
have a material adverse effect on those businesses and their
financial conditions or results of operations; in particular
any damage to, or failure of, their online systems could
result in interruptions to the their financial controls and
customer service systems, which could in turn result in
adverse effects on the business, financial position and
results of operations of the Enlarged Group.

• If the technology and systems currently used by, and being
developed by the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group was not
successful, or was rendered obsolete by new technologies
and more advanced systems introduced in the industry or
adopted by competitors, this may result in a loss of
confidence in their products and services by their
customers, which in turn could have a material adverse
effect on their business, financial condition and results of
operations.

• The successful operation of the business of the Enlarged
Group will depend upon maintaining the integrity and
operation of the computer and communication systems
supplied and maintained by third parties. Systems failures
and breaches of security may lead to significant business
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interruption and reputational damage which could deter
current or potential customers from using its services.

D3 • An investment in a share that is traded on AIM is likely to
carry a higher risk than an investment in a share traded on
the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange and
the market price of the GVC Shares may not
reflect the underlying value of the assets of GVC or,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. The
market in the GVC Shares or the Enlarged Issued Share
Capital may be illiquid or subject to sudden or large
fluctuations and it may be difficult for shareholders to sell
their GVC Shares.

Section E – Offer

E1 Net proceeds/expenses The New GVC Shares are being issued as part consideration to
Sportingbet Shareholders as part of the Acquisition, and as such
GVC will not receive any subscription proceeds from the
recipients of those New GVC Shares.

The expenses of or incidental to the Acquisition are payable by
GVC and are estimated to amount to approximately €5 million
(excluding value added tax). No expenses will be charged to the
investor by GVC in respect of the Acquisition.

E2a The New GVC Shares are being issued as part consideration to
Sportingbet Shareholders as part of the Acquisition, and as such
GVC will not receive any subscription proceeds from the
recipients of those New GVC Shares.

E3 It is intended that the Acquisition will be effected by way of a
Court-sanctioned Scheme under Part 26 of the Companies Act.
The purpose of the Scheme is to provide for GVC to become the
holder of the entire issued and to be issued share capital of
Sportingbet and for certain members of the William Hill Group
to acquire the Sportingbet Australian Business and the Guernsey
Properties, and to be granted a call option in respect of the
Sportingbet Spanish Business, pursuant to the terms of the
Transfer Agreement.

Pursuant to the Acquisition, which will be on the terms and
subject to the Conditions set out in the Scheme Document, if the
Scheme becomes Effective, Sportingbet Shareholders will be
entitled to receive:

for each Scheme Share: 44.8 pence in cash; and
0.0435 New GVC Shares

In addition, Sportingbet Shareholders will be entitled to receive
and retain the proposed final dividend of 1.1 pence per
Sportingbet Share in respect of the year ended 31 July 2012.
This dividend was paid on 17 January 2013 to Sportingbet
Shareholders registered as at the close of business on
21 December 2012.

The New GVC Shares to be issued to Scheme Shareholders
pursuant to the Scheme will be issued in registered form, will be

Reasons for the offer,
use of proceeds

Terms and conditions
of the offer

Key risks that are specific
to the securities
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capable of being held in both certificated and uncertificated form
and will rank pari passu with all other GVC Shares in issue on
the Effective Date, will be issued free from all liens, charges,
encumbrances, equitable interests, rights of pre-emption and any
other interests of any nature whatsoever and will rank in full for
all dividends or other distributions made, paid or declared after
the Effective Date on the ordinary share capital of GVC.

Under the terms of the Acquisition, Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholders will be entitled to receive in cash the amount which
represents the see through value of the Sportingbet Convertible
Bonds under their terms (based upon the Change of Control
Conversion Price) as if the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders
had exercised their right to convert their bonds into Sportingbet
Shares at the Effective Date and received cash consideration of
55 pence per resulting Sportingbet Share.

E4 Not applicable. There is no interest, including any conflicting
interest, that is material to the issue/offer.

E5 Not applicable. There is no security being sold and no lock-up
arrangements in place.

E6 Dilution If the Scheme becomes Effective, it will result (assuming that
the maximum number of New GVC Shares are issued pursuant
to the Scheme, that no Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders
convert their Sportingbet Convertible Bonds into Sportingbet
Shares and that no options or awards under the Sportingbet
Share Plans are exercised prior to the Court’s sanction of the
Scheme), in the issue to Sportingbet Shareholders of
approximately 29,018,660 New GVC Shares, representing, in
those circumstances, approximately 47.88 per cent. of the
Enlarged Issued Share Capital of GVC.

E7 Not applicable. No expenses will be charged to the investor by
GVC in respect of the Acquisition.

Interests material to
the offer including
conflicting interests

Selling
shareholder/lock-up
arrangements

Estimated expenses
charged to the investor
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RISK FACTORS

Any investment in GVC Shares and New GVC Shares carries a number of risks. Prospective investors should
review this document carefully and in its entirety and consult with their professional advisers before
acquiring any New GVC Shares. Potential investors should consider the risks and uncertainties described
below, together with all other information in this document, before making any investment decision.

A number of factors affect the operating results, financial condition and prospects of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group and, following the Effective Date, will affect the Enlarged Group. This section describes
risk factors considered by the GVC Directors to be material in relation to the GVC Group and the
Sportingbet Group as discrete groups. These risks will, following the Effective Date, be equally relevant to
the Enlarged Group.

However, the risk factors described below should not be regarded as a complete and comprehensive
statement of all potential risks and uncertainties. Additional risks and uncertainties that are not presently
known to the GVC Directors, or which they currently deem immaterial, may also have an adverse effect on
the operating results, financial condition or prospects of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. If any such risks were to materialise the price of GVC
Shares could decline as a consequence and investors could lose all or part of their investment.

1.        LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY RISKS RELATING TO THE GVC GROUP, THE
SPORTINGBET GROUP (IN RELATION TO THE SPORTINGBET RETAINED
BUSINESSES) AND THE ENLARGED GROUP

1.1      Current or future legislation or regulation may prohibit or restrict (or may be interpreted or
amended in such a way as to prohibit or restrict) certain activities of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group (and this may present a higher risk in certain key
territories), or legislation may be implemented which deregulates online gambling with
commercially undesirable consequences such as punitive tax regimes, large bonds, limited
product offerings or caps on the number of licensees such that it is not commercially viable to
obtain a licence

The supply of online gambling is not unequivocally legal in all jurisdictions in which customers of
the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may
elect to play. The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group are licensed to supply gambling services from jurisdictions where they are (and will be) based
but not in every jurisdiction where the customer is located.

Details of the legal arguments for taking online gambling and betting custom in jurisdictions in which
the provider does not hold a local license, which have been used by the online gaming industry to
justify its position, are set out in Part 4 of this document. They include arguments that the legislation
in such jurisdictions may not accord with conflicts of law principles and/or runs counter to trade treaty
obligations.

It should be noted that there are only two countries which specifically authorise access to customers
in those countries without a local licence, namely the UK and Malta. Therefore, there is a risk in all
the other countries into which the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) makes supplies without a local licence that regulators or
prosecutors in those countries take legal action, and a defence based on the justifications noted in
Part 4 of this document may not ultimately be successful.

The risk may manifest in a number of ways, including the arrest of key executives or employees, if
present in the relevant jurisdictions, criminal sanctions and penalties, as well as civil and
administrative enforcement actions, fines, funds seizures and payment blocks and ISP blacklisting,
some of which may be more readily enforceable within an economic area such as the EEA. Even if

AI 4

AI 9.2.3

AI 12.2

AIII 2
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any and all claims could be successfully defended, there would be a resultant loss of reputation,
potential loss of revenue and diversion of management time.

These risks cannot be eradicated in jurisdictions where no open and freely competitive local licensing
regime exists or where the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group has such a small
proportion of business it may not be aware of a change in enforcement appetite or attitude.

Even where a jurisdiction decides to regulate online gaming, it may not be commercially desirable to
secure a licence in such a jurisdiction for the reasons set out in Part 4 of this document.

All of the above may ultimately result in the business being shut down in the effected jurisdictions or
such jurisdictions having to be blocked by the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, by the Enlarged Group. This
carries with it the consequent risk to the ongoing profitability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, after the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group’s business. The impact of the withdrawal of the GVC Group from a market would depend on
how material that market was to the GVC Group's business, however, it would seek to mitigate any
adverse financial impact by reducing the size of its business functions as appropriate and focusing on
alternative markets.

The GVC Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group take active steps to try to
mitigate risk by the monitoring of legal and regulatory developments in all of its material markets and
generally seeks to keep abreast of legal and regulatory developments impacting the online gambling
industry. This does not amount to a continuous monitoring of all jurisdictions from which it does or
will derive income. The GVC Group has (and the Enlarged Group will) adapt its regulatory policy on
the basis that its material markets may change either by acquisition or marketing and if it is believed
that such a territory may ultimately contribute to 3 per cent. or more of revenue, a local legal opinion
will be commissioned in order to properly evaluate risks. Despite this, there is a risk that the GVC
Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, has or may continue to take business
from jurisdictions where the full extent of the enforcement risk is unknown or not judged correctly.
However, the GVC Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will expend time and
significant resources constantly evaluating measures to contain and if feasible reduce risk in the ways
more fully described in Part 4 of this document.

The GVC Directors believe that, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will derive material
proportions of its revenue from the Turkish, Greek and German markets. Each of these markets has
risks associated with it and specific attention is therefore drawn to them below.

(a)       Turkey

The GVC Group has been targeting the Turkish-speaking market through its Betboo Turkish
Business since January 2011.

On 21 November 2011, EPC completed the acquisition of Sportingbet’s Turkish language
website, www.superbahis.com, and associated offshore assets. Although EPC is not part of the
GVC Group, the GVC Group provides support services to EPC in order to enable EPC to
operate the Superbahis Business. This means that the GVC Group may be exposed to the risks
in relation to the Superbahis Business in addition to its own Betboo Turkish Business that are
described below. The fees payable to the GVC Group by EPC as consideration for the supply
of services in relation to the Superbahis Business may be impacted by any disruption to the
Superbahis Business as a result of the risks described below.

The law in Turkey prohibits online gambling within Turkey. The relevant Turkish legislation is
summarised in Part 4 of this document.

The Turkish authorities made arrests in May 2008 of certain Turkish nationals who were
allegedly providing support services to the Sportingbet Group’s business in Turkey. In April
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2011 a bill of indictment was issued in Istanbul against four different former employees of the
Sportingbet Group. The bill alleged a breach of Turkish online gambling legislation,
notwithstanding the online betting and gaming licences issued from other jurisdictions under
which the Sportingbet Group accepted business from Turkey at the time. None of the
individuals involved in the 2008 and 2011 proceedings are currently employed within the
Sportingbet Group nor is the Sportingbet Group involved in those proceedings. As far as the
GVC Board is aware, none of the individuals concerned have, to date, been successfully
charged or sentenced by the Turkish authorities for breach of Turkish online gambling
legislation or any other Turkish law which may have been relevant to the activities that they
carried out for the Sportingbet Group at the time of their employment. However, these arrests
are illustrative of the enforcement attitude of the Turkish authorities and their capacity to arrest
individuals present in Turkey for the alleged breach of Turkish online gambling legislation.
Accordingly, there is a risk that there is an attempt to arrest key executives or employees of the
GVC Group engaged in the Turkish Businesses, if they are present in Turkey, or to extradite
such individuals from outside Turkey to face charges in Turkey. Whilst the Directors of GVC
are not aware of any attempts by the Turkish authorities to take such action (other than that
referred to above) were they to successfully do so, this could result in the loss of key executives
or employees from the business and a resultant potential loss of revenue and diversion of
management time. 

The most likely risk relating to the Turkish Businesses is that payment service or ISP blocking
by the Turkish authorities becomes so effective that the GVC Group and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, will need to exit the Turkish market, with a consequential
material adverse impact on the financial condition of the GVC Group.

(b)      Germany

German law relating to online gambling is in a state of flux due to the German Interstate Treaty
on Gambling which came into force in the summer of 2012. An overview of the relevant German
law and the issues raised by it is set out in Part 4 of this document. This legal uncertainty is
exacerbated by the fact that one federal state, Schleswig-Holstein, passed its own, more liberal,
Gambling Act rather than sign the Interstate Treaty and, prior to revoking this act on 24 January
2013, granted several licences to sports betting and online casino game operators (one of which
was granted to the Sportingbet Group in relation to sports betting) which are in conflict with the
Interstate Treaty, giving rise to arguments that the overall regulatory framework on gambling is
incoherent and inconsistent with the Treaty on the Functionality of the European Union. It is,
however, unclear if and to what extent challenges against the framework will be successful.

Whilst the legislation revoking Schleswig-Holstein’s Gambling Act enables the Sportingbet
Group to continue to make use of its Schleswig-Holstein licence in relation to players situated
in Schleswig-Holstein, it is uncertain what licences the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group will be able to secure and maintain in order to offer their services and products in the
overall territory of Germany. In the absence of appropriate licenses the German authorities may
attempt to initiate ISP blacklisting, payment blocking or recovery of taxes relating to German
supplies. Given that the law has only recently been implemented it is difficult to quantify the
risk or the possible defences to such enforcement action. Nonetheless, should enforcement
action be taken it may not only divert management time but, ultimately, may necessitate a
withdrawal from the German market with a consequential material adverse impact on the
financial condition of the GVC Group.

(c)       Greece

Greek law relating to online gambling is also in a state of flux. It is summarised in Part 4 of
this document. Greece is in the process of implementing an online licensing regime, however,
there is uncertainty around what licenses will be available for what gambling and online
gaming products. Whilst the Sportingbet Retained Businesses have secured an interim licence
for an element of its Greek business, it is uncertain whether the authorisation would permit the
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supply of all of its products and services (including online betting). Therefore there is a risk
that at some stage in the near future the GVC Group or, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group will be required to exit or partially exit the Greek market with a consequential
material adverse impact on the financial condition of the GVC Group.

1.2      Dependence on regulatory licences and approvals for gambling activities, including change of
control and dependence upon such licences to maintain tax structures

(a)      Whilst the GVC Directors are not aware of any issue in connection with any of the licences
held by the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) set out in Part 4 of this document, various GVC Group members and (in relation
to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) Sportingbet Group members currently hold, and
remain dependent upon, licences in relation to their respective gambling related activities.
There is no guarantee that any licences or approvals will be renewed and, even where renewed,
that this will occur on favourable terms. Similarly there is no guarantee that licences will not
be terminated early, or that any current tax payable on online gambling activities from the
relevant jurisdiction will not increase or onerous obligations be introduced, any of which could
materially affect the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s business and profitability
as well as cause business disruption if there was a requirement to relocate technical
infrastructure and operations to another licensing jurisdiction.

(b)      If these licences or approvals were terminated or not renewed or any such renewals were on
less favourable terms, the GVC Directors would consider seeking licences from other
jurisdictions. However, there can be no guarantee that the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group would be able to obtain licences or approvals in other jurisdictions or that any
such licences or approvals would be on more favourable terms or that the regulation provided
by any such licences or approvals would be as appealing to the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group’s customers. The business and profitability of the GVC Group and the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses, and consequently that of the Enlarged Group, could
be adversely affected by any failure to obtain a renewal of any of these licences or by their early
termination or by their renewal on less favourable terms.

(c)      When the Acquisition completes, the Enlarged Group will need to consider what, if any,
licences it wishes to maintain, including the pursuit of outstanding licence applications. This
will depend upon its strategy globally and whether the licences remain commercially viable
and/or whether in certain territories it would be more beneficial not to hold a licence in order
to litigate in connection with the enforceability of a particular regime. Irrespective of that, there
will be licences that the Sportingbet Group holds (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) which currently the GVC Group do not, where application will have to be made to
the regulators for a change of control. Whilst the risks of this exercise not being completed
successfully are low, there nonetheless remains a risk that the licence is not maintained or only
maintained on more onerous terms.

(d)      There is also a dependence on predictable tax regimes underpinning offshore licensing
structures. Given that the tax structures of both the Sportingbet Group and GVC Group are
carefully constructed and the nature of both businesses are multi-national, maintenance of a
presence in certain jurisdictions may be critical to effective tax planning going forward, which
may not be feasible if the local licensees cannot be maintained. Likewise, there is no guarantee
that certain support activities located in jurisdictions where no licensing requirement is
currently necessary will not attract the need for licensing going forward and/or for additional
local taxes for, for example, disaster recovery or for risk management. There is also a risk of
additional costs being incurred by the Group in the process of any tax effective integration, if
the current location of people, licences and assets cannot be maintained. If there is a need to
relocate people or technical infrastructure there may also be business continuity issues, which
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may also impact the profitability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

1.3      Possibility of a requirement by key suppliers to exit or withdraw products from certain markets

Key suppliers such as payment processors, banks or software suppliers, or a regulator, as a condition
of an ongoing licence, may determine that a condition of the ongoing use of their products and
services, or the continuation of the licence, is that it should block custom from certain territories,
which may cause business disruption and loss should the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group either need to switch suppliers at short notice or discontinue business in certain territories,
either permanently (while such suppliers are necessary) or pending the expiry of contract notice
periods and/or the sourcing of alternative suppliers.

1.4      Dependence on the ongoing support of payment processors, international multi currency
transfers, the quality and cost of which may be variable in certain jurisdictions

(a)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group are currently reliant on payment and multi
currency processing systems to facilitate the movement of funds between each of them and
their customer base. Anything that could interfere with their respective relationships with
payment service providers would have a material adverse effect on their businesses and,
consequently, that of the Enlarged Group. Any introduction of legislation or regulations
restricting financial transactions with online gambling operators or prohibiting the use of credit
cards and other banking instruments for online gambling transactions, or any other increase in
stringency of regulation of financial transactions, whether in general or in relation to the online
gambling industry in particular, may restrict the ability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group to accept payment from its customers or facilitate withdrawals from them.

(b)      Certain governments may seek to impede the online gambling industry by introducing
legislation or through enforcement measures designed to prevent customers or financial
institutions based in their jurisdictions from transferring money to online gambling operations.
They may seek to impose embargoes on currency use, wherever transactions are taking place.
This may result in the providers of payment systems for a particular market deciding to cease
providing their services for such market. This in turn leads to an increased risk of payments due
to the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group being misappropriated, frozen or
diverted by banks and credit card companies. There may be a limited availability of alternative
systems. As a result, payment service providers may increase their charges to the GVC Group,
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group or their respective customers, and/or the GVC Group,
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may be required to source new payment systems providers
of lesser quality and reliability than those providers previously used to service a particular
market which would also enhance the risk of default or delayed payments in circumstances
where it would be too time consuming and challenging to sue for recovery. The likelihood of
any such legislation or enforcement measures is greater in certain markets which seek to
protect their state gambling monopolies and/or which have foreign currency or exchange
control restrictions. The tightening of money laundering regulations may also affect the speed
and convenience of payment processing systems, resulting in added inconvenience to
customers. Card issuers and acquirers may dictate how transactions and products need to be
coded and treated which also may impact on acceptance rates. It may also result in customers
being dissuaded from accessing the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Retained Business
products (and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group going forward) if they cannot
use a preferred payment option or the quality or the speed of the supply is not satisfactory. Any
such developments in these or other markets may have a material and adverse effect on the
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GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group’s future financial position.

(c)      Customers of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group are usually required to deposit sums in advance of their
participation in the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s products and services. In certain jurisdictions, the receipt
and holding by the company in question of such funds may amount to “deposit taking” which
require the recipient of such funds to seek the appropriate financial services authorisation.
Moreover, even if it was not regarded as “deposit taking”, an integrated wallet system such as
that currently used by the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Retained Businesses may require
each of them to obtain an e-money issuer’s licence for customer supplies within Europe, which
again would require a form of financial services approval depending on whether the particular
offering falls within the limited exemptions of the e-money directives (impacting upon
intra-EEA supplies). In order to ensure compliance with any such regulations or to relocate the
funds to a different jurisdiction that has not adopted equivalent financial services legislation,
the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group would suffer commercial upheaval and related costs, which would have an
adverse impact on financial performance.

1.5      Risks may arise in the US due to Sportingbet’s historic acceptance of wagers from US resident
customers or due to the ongoing technical challenges of blocking US customers and the
US authorities may seek to curb dollar usage

(a)      The GVC Group has never accepted wagers or operated gaming websites accepting
US resident customers although the Sportingbet Group did, in common with a number of other
operators, until the implementation of the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act
(“UIGEA”) in 2006. Whilst according to the US authorities such supplies by the Sportingbet
Group were unlawful, this proposition was never tested at law.

Despite its historic business, the Sportingbet Group was able to enter into a non-prosecution
agreement with the office of the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York
in September 2010. The final tranche of a settlement sum of US$33 million was paid in March
2012. Notwithstanding the non-prosecution agreement, there can be no absolute guarantee that
the US federal and state authorities will not seek to revisit the issue through further
investigations or prosecutions in the US given the breadth of their powers and discretion.
Whilst the GVC Directors have no reason to believe that the US authorities will revisit the
issue, were they to do so this would result in a loss of reputation for the GVC Group, potential
loss of revenue and the diversion of management time and is therefore viewed as a material
risk.

(b)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group block, and will ensure that the Enlarged Group
continues to block, all US wagers and do not intend to advertise in the US. In addition, the
Enlarged Group will not maintain any of its assets, including bank accounts, in the US.
However, there is a risk that the US authorities might seek to curb any participation by
individuals in online gaming in any jurisdiction even if US residents are not participating
insofar as there is dollar usage. Currently, dollar usage is permitted on the GVC and
Sportingbet websites and it is intended to be offered by the Enlarged Group going forward.

Blocking is also a fallible process; if wagers are inadvertently taken then they are more likely
to lead to enforcement initiatives in the US as opposed to any other jurisdiction where
reasonable attempts to block are not measured in such absolute terms.

1.6      Compliance with other laws and regulations, and in particular anti-money laundering
legislation

(a)      In addition to the laws and regulations relating to gambling, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
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the Enlarged Group may be subject to a wide variety of laws and regulatory requirements as a
consequence of its business being multi-national, non-compliance or deemed non-compliance
with which could result in serious financial and other penalties for the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. Compliance with all such laws and regulations creates
complex regulatory obligations which involves a risk (in not being fully compliant) and
additional potential burdens (in being fully compliant).

(b)      The most material of these risks would arise from anti-money laundering legislation. The GVC
Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
currently receive deposits and other payments from customers in the normal course of their
business. The receipt of monies from customers imposes anti-money laundering and other
obligations and potential liabilities on the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.
While the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) have processes in place regarding customer profiling and the
identification of customers’ source of funds, such processes may fail or prove to be inadequate
whether in respect of the source of customers’ funds or otherwise. In addition, in common with
other operators, the now permitted payments back to credit or other cards used (pursuant to the
Card Scheme Rules) may not be permitted pursuant to the regulations in specific regimes,
which also gives rise to the potential for fraud, if for example the card has been stolen. Any
such failure or inadequacy could have a material adverse effect on the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s financial position and impact upon its licensing
obligations.

Handling, or any form of facilitating the use of criminal property, is a crime in all jurisdictions
in which the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) takes material custom (and going forward the Enlarged Group will take material
custom). In instances where no local licensing regime is in place and there is doubt in
connection with the legality of the remote supply of gambling services, there is a risk that the
authorities will claim that money movements in connection with gambling amounts to money
laundering, irrespective of whether the intention is actually to launder money (i.e. to disguise
or conceal its provenance). This gives rise to a risk that when monies are held in (or moved
into) certain territories, authorities may wish to freeze their onward payment, seek to trace
money movements into different jurisdictions and recover the relevant sums. Again, this would
give rise to conflicts of law issues (not all the definitions of what comprises criminal property
are identical in all jurisdictions) and what may not amount to money laundering in the UK may
satisfy the definition in that other territory. There is a risk that should any such claim be brought
and be successful, significant funds may have to be repatriated to the jurisdiction bringing a
claim, which would have a significant impact on the profitability of the GVC Group and the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. The GVC Directors are not, however, aware of any such
action being brought in the UK or in any of the jurisdictions where the GVC Group or the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) hold any gambling
related funds.

1.7      Regulation regarding the use of personal customer data

The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will process sensitive personal customer data
(including name, address, age, bank details and betting and gaming history) as part of their businesses
and therefore will be required to comply with strict data protection and privacy laws in all jurisdictions
in which they operate. Such laws will restrict the ability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group to collect and use personal information relating to players and potential players including the
marketing use of that information. The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and,
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following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group relies on third party contractors and employees to
maintain its databases and seeks to ensure that procedures are in place to comply with the relevant
data protection regulations. Notwithstanding such efforts, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group are exposed to the risk that these data could be wrongfully appropriated, lost or disclosed, or
processed in breach of data protection regulation, by or on behalf of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group. If the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group or any of the third party service providers on which they rely fails to
transmit customer information and payment details online in a secure manner, or if any such loss of
personal customer data were otherwise to occur, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation
to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group could
face liability under data protection laws. This could also result in the loss of the goodwill of their
customers and deter new customers which would have a material adverse effect on their businesses,
financial condition and results of operations. Furthermore, it is possible that laws in various
jurisdictions may be introduced or interpreted in a manner which is inconsistent with the existing data
practices of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, and which could, therefore, have
a material adverse effect on them.

2.        RISKS RELATING TO THE ACQUISITION

2.1      Completion of the Acquisition is subject to certain conditions which may not be satisfied or
waived

Completion of the Acquisition is conditional on the satisfaction of a number of conditions on or before
31 May 2013. These Conditions are summarised in Part 1 of this document.

If on or before the date referred to above the Conditions are not satisfied or, where applicable, not
waived, the Acquisition will not proceed, the benefits expected to result from the Acquisition will not
be achieved, the New GVC Shares will not be issued and the market price of the GVC Shares and the
Sportingbet Shares may be adversely affected.

2.2      Even if a material adverse change to the GVC Group or the Sportingbet Group’s business or
prospects were to occur, in certain circumstances neither the GVC Group nor the William Hill
Group nor the Sportingbet Group may be able to invoke the Conditions and terminate the
Acquisition, which could reduce the value of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital

The Conditions to the Acquisition include conditions that there is no material adverse change affecting
the GVC Group, the William Hill Group or the Sportingbet Group before the Scheme is sanctioned
by the Court. Under the Takeover Code, and except for certain anti-trust clearance and Scheme-related
Conditions, neither the GVC Group nor the William Hill Group nor the Sportingbet Group may
invoke a Condition to the Acquisition to cause the Acquisition not to proceed unless the Panel is
satisfied that the circumstances giving rise to that Condition not being satisfied are of material
significance to the GVC Group, the William Hill Group or the Sportingbet Group in the context of the
Acquisition. If a material adverse change affecting the GVC Group, the William Hill Group or the
Sportingbet Group were to occur and the Panel did not allow the GVC Group, the William Hill Group
or the Sportingbet Group to invoke a Condition to cause the Acquisition not to proceed, the market
price of GVC Shares and, the Enlarged Issued Share Capital following the Effective Date, may decline
or the GVC Group’s business or financial condition (or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group’s business or financial condition) may be materially adversely affected. As a result, the value
of the New GVC Shares received by Sportingbet Shareholders may be reduced.

2.3      The Enlarged Group may not realise the perceived benefits of the Acquisition or such benefits
may be materially lower than has been estimated

The GVC Directors believe that the Acquisition will result in a number of benefits for the GVC Group
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, including those referred to in Part 1 of this
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document. However, there is a risk that the Enlarged Group may not realise these anticipated benefits,
or that they may be materially lower than has been estimated, particularly given the extensive
restructuring required in order to reverse the historical position of negative cashflows in the
Sportingbet Group’s European markets. In addition, the Enlarged Group may encounter unforeseen
difficulties in achieving these anticipated benefits and/or these anticipated benefits may not
materialise, and this would have a significant impact on the profitability of the Enlarged Group and
the value of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital may be reduced.

2.4      In the event that the Acquisition does not proceed, GVC may not be able to realise shareholder
value

The GVC Directors believe that the Acquisition is in the best interests of GVC Shareholders and that
it currently provides the opportunity to deliver value to GVC Shareholders. If the Acquisition does not
complete, the GVC Group’s ability to deliver value for GVC Shareholders or to implement the GVC
Group’s stated strategy may be prejudiced and the value of the GVC Shares may be reduced.

2.5      Potentially disruptive effect on the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group

Whether or not the Acquisition completes, the prospect of the Acquisition completing could cause
disruptions in the businesses of the GVC Group and/or the Sportingbet Group. Specifically, if the
Acquisition completes, some current and prospective employees may experience uncertainty about
their future roles within the Enlarged Group, which may adversely affect the GVC Group’s and the
Sportingbet Group’s abilities and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s ability to retain
or recruit key managers and other employees. If the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group fail to
manage these risks effectively prior to the Effective Date or, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group, the business and financial results of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group could be adversely affected.

2.6      If a Sportingbet Shareholder makes an election under the Mix and Match Facility, such holder
may not receive the consideration in the proportion of New GVC Shares and cash requested

There is a Mix and Match Facility available to Sportingbet Shareholders. Under the Mix and Match
Facility, Sportingbet Shareholders may elect to vary the proportions in which they receive New GVC
Shares and cash consideration, subject to equal and opposite elections made by other Sportingbet
Shareholders. To the extent that elections cannot be satisfied in full, they will be scaled down on a
pro rata basis. As a result, Sportingbet Shareholders who make an election under the Mix and Match
Facility may not have their election under the Mix and Match Facility satisfied in full or at all, and
they will not know the exact number of New GVC Shares or the amount of cash that they will receive
until the settlement of consideration under the terms of the Acquisition.

2.7      Market fluctuations may reduce the overall value of the consideration in the Acquisition

Unless a successful Mix and Match Facility election is made, each Sportingbet Share will be
exchanged for 44.8 pence in cash and 0.0435 New GVC Shares. Any fluctuation in the market price
of the New GVC Shares between the date of publication of this document and the Effective Date will
increase or decrease the value of the consideration received. In addition, any successful election made
under the Mix and Match Facility to receive additional New GVC Shares may have the effect of
increasing or decreasing (as the case may be) the impact which any such fluctuation in the value of a
New GVC Share may otherwise have on the value of consideration received for each Sportingbet
Share.

2.8      If there are significant, unforeseen difficulties integrating the business operations of the GVC
Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) they
could adversely affect the business of the Enlarged Group

GVC intends, to the extent possible, to integrate the Sportingbet Retained Businesses into the
operations of the GVC Group. GVC’s goal in integrating these operations is to increase revenues and
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cashflows through enhanced growth opportunities and achieve cost savings by significant
restructuring, particularly of the UK operations. However, GVC may encounter difficulties integrating
its operations with those of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses, resulting in a delay or the failure to
achieve the anticipated synergies and cost savings. If such difficulties are significant, this could
adversely affect the business of the Enlarged Group.

2.9      The GVC Group may incur higher than expected integration and Acquisition-related costs

GVC expects to incur one-off expenses associated with combining the operations of the two groups,
anticipated to be approximately €24 million, all of which are expected to be incurred within
approximately 18 months of the Effective Date. GVC will incur legal, accounting and transaction fees
and other costs related to the Acquisition of approximately €5 million (excluding value added tax). In
addition, GVC will acquire Sportingbet together with its obligations to pay (i) transaction expenses
totalling €10.4 million (including VAT); and (ii) national insurance payment obligations associated
with the cash out of share options under the Sportingbet Share Plans totalling €1.6 million. Some of
these costs are payable regardless of whether the Acquisition is completed and such costs may be
higher than anticipated. Although GVC believes that the elimination of costs, as well as the realisation
of other efficiencies related to the integration of the businesses, will offset these implementation and
acquisition costs over time, this net benefit may not be achieved within the expected timetable. In
addition, some of these costs could be higher than GVC anticipates, which could reduce the net
benefits of the Acquisition and impact GVC’s results of operations.

3.        INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

3.1      Protection of intellectual property

The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) take appropriate measures, including where appropriate legal action, to protect their
intellectual property rights, including in relation to its proprietary technology and website content and
trade marks. However, any failure to adequately protect its intellectual property may result in:
(i) a person copying or otherwise obtaining and using the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group’s, proprietary content and technology without authorisation, (ii) the misappropriation of their
proprietary information or other intellectual property rights, and (iii) the absence of a registered trade
mark in key jurisdictions which may make it more difficult for the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group, to prevent others from using the same or a similar names used by the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group. In addition, policing unauthorised use of proprietary information or other
intellectual property rights, particularly on the internet, is difficult and expensive.

The GVC Directors have become aware of registered trade marks, or pending applications to register
trade marks, for sports betting and gaming services in key jurisdictions which include words which
may be considered to be similar to “GVC” or other brands used by the GVC Group. The pending
applications may not be capable of registration and may not proceed to registration. In addition, any
misappropriation or other unauthorised use of any intellectual property rights of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses), or following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group, could have a negative effect on their businesses, operating results and the
value of their respective brands and consequently on the Enlarged Group.

Furthermore, in future, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, may need to go to court
to enforce their intellectual property rights, to protect trade secrets or to determine the validity or
scope of the proprietary rights of others. Litigation relating to the GVC Group the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group’s intellectual property, whether instigated by the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group to protect their rights or arising out of alleged
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infringement of third party rights, might result in substantial costs and the diversion of resources and
management attention.

3.2      Registration of domain names

The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) have
acquired a number of domain names around the world. However, if any of the GVC Group, EPC (in
relation to the Superbahis Business) or the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses), or following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group are unable to acquire or use a
domain name which incorporates the word “GVC”, “Superbahis”, “ Betboo”, “CasinoClub” (or other
brands owned by the GVC Group or EPC) or “Sportingbet” (or other brands of Sportingbet which,
following the Effective Date, will be owned by the Enlarged Group) in all countries in which they
operate, or into which they may seek to expand their operations, their ability to trade or compete
effectively may be impaired. Notwithstanding any recovery efforts through the courts or domain name
dispute bodies, and whilst it is relatively easy to register a domain name, it does not follow that the
GVC Group, EPC (in relation to the Superbahis Business), the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will be free
to use their domain names in all jurisdictions in which they operate. It is possible that domain names
of the GVC Group, EPC (in relation to the Superbahis Business), the Sportingbet Group (in relation
to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group could
infringe a prior third party trade mark registration in certain jurisdictions or someone may have
common law or other related rights (based on reputation in the name) which may prevent the GVC
Group, EPC (in relation to the Superbahis Business) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group from using the domain name. The global nature of the internet means competing or conflicting
intellectual property rights can exist anywhere and are very difficult to monitor.

Litigation alleging the infringement by the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, of any third
party rights in relation to domain names might result in substantial costs and the diversion of resources
and management attention.

The GVC Directors intend that, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, will continue to acquire
domain names as suitable opportunities arise. The acquisition and maintenance of domain names
generally is regulated by applicable laws, as they are applied by the courts, government agencies and
their designees and internet domain name regulatory bodies, and is subject to change. Internet domain
name regulatory bodies may establish additional top level domains, appoint additional domain name
registrars or modify the requirements for holding domain names. Depending on the laws of the
particular jurisdiction, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group might not be able to offer
products and services under a domain name which incorporates the word “GVC”, “Superbahis”,
“Betboo”, “CasinoClub” (or other brands owned by the GVC Group or EPC) or “Sportingbet” (or
other brands of the Sportingbet Group which, following the Effective Date, will be owned by the
Enlarged Group).

Any restriction or prohibition on the GVC Group, EPC (in relation to the Superbahis Business), the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group, in offering products and services under a domain name which incorporates
the word “GVC”, “Superbahis”, “Betboo”, “CasinoClub” (or other brands owned by the GVC Group
or EPC) or “Sportingbet” (or other brands of the Sportingbet Group which, following the Effective
Date, will be owned by the Enlarged Group) in any jurisdiction could have a negative effect on their
businesses, operating results and the value of the brands of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group, and as a consequence, the value of the GVC Shares and, following the Effective Date,
Enlarged Group Shares, may be adversely affected.
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4.        ISSUES RELATING TO THE BUSINESS

4.1      Dependence on key executives and personnel

(a)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group currently depend upon the expertise and continued
service of certain key executives and other personnel. The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group’s future performance is heavily dependent on its ability to retain the expertise
of GVC’s Directors and a number of senior managers working both for the GVC Group and
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses), and to attract the
services of, retain and motivate suitable personnel. Although GVC has entered into service
agreements with the GVC Executive Directors, its performance would be adversely affected if
they were to resign or become unavailable due to illness or incapacity. GVC does not currently
carry key man insurance in the event of this latter event.

(b)      Furthermore, the GVC Group, and consequently the Enlarged Group’s ability to expand its
operations to accommodate its anticipated growth will also depend upon its ability to attract
and retain additional qualified gaming experts and other personnel in the finance, management,
marketing and technical areas. If the GVC Group fails to attract and retain such personnel it
may be difficult for the Enlarged Group to manage its business and meet its objectives and its
operational and/or financial results may be adversely affected.

4.2      Vulnerability to player fraud

The online gambling industry is vulnerable to attack by customers through collusion and fraud. For
example, collusion can be effected between online poker players adopting sophisticated computer
programmes to play games automatically or by “chip dumping” (depositing and losing money against
another colluding customer in an attempt to money launder). The GVC Group and the Sportingbet
Group have implemented detection and prevention controls to minimise the opportunities for
fraudulent play, but are aware of the need to continually monitor and develop such protections. If the
GVC Group or the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) fail to
detect instances of collusion and other fraud, affected customers may experience increased losses and
could directly suffer loss or lose the confidence of its customer base, which could have a material
adverse effect on the business, financial position and results of operations of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group.

4.3      Confidentiality of customer information

The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) are dependent on suppliers who have access to customer information, such as affiliates.
This requires such suppliers to comply with confidentiality obligations as well as data protection. If
such suppliers used such customer information for purposes other than those permitted by the relevant
supply agreements or by law, or if such suppliers allowed others to access such customer information
either inadvertently or otherwise, claims may be made against the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group. Any such claims may have a material adverse effect on their financial position.

4.4      Significant losses with respect to individual events or betting outcomes

The fixed-odds betting products of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation
to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) involve betting where winnings are paid on the basis of the stake
placed and the odds quoted, rather than derived from a pool of stake money received from all
customers. A bookmaker’s odds are determined so as to provide an average return to the bookmaker
over a large number of events and therefore, over the long term, the gross win percentage for the GVC
Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) has
remained fairly constant. However, there is an inherently high level of variation in gross win
percentage event-by-event and day-by-day. Both the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group
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(including relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) have systems and controls in place which seek
to reduce the risk of daily losses occurring on a gross-win basis but there can be no assurance that
these will be effective in reducing their exposure, and consequently the exposure of the Enlarged
Group to this risk following the Effective Date. As a result, in the short term, there is less certainty of
generating a positive gross-win and the Enlarged Group may experience (and the GVC Group has
from time to time experienced) significant losses with respect to individual events or betting
outcomes, in particular, if large individual bets are placed on an individual event or betting outcome
or series of events or betting outcomes by customers. In circumstances where odds compilers and risk
managers are capable of human error, then even allowing for the fact that a number of sports betting
products are subject to capped payouts huge volatility can occur. Also, there may be such a volume
of trading at any particular period of time that even automated systems would not be able to address
and eradicate all risks. Any significant losses on a gross-win basis could have a material adverse effect
on the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s cashflows and therefore a material adverse effect
on its business, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, if a jurisdiction where it
holds or wishes to apply for a licence imposes high turnover tax for betting, this too would impact on
profitability, particularly with high value/low margin bets and likewise have a material adverse effect
on the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s business.

4.5      Progressive jackpots

CasinoClub does not participate in a network progressive jackpot scheme. Instead it offers an
equivalent system in which only its own customers participate. This means that CasinoClub makes no
contributions to the central fund as it builds up (since it is the only operator in the scheme, this would
serve no purpose), and should a CasinoClub customer win the progressive jackpot there is no central
fund to cover the payout so the cost of this would be taken directly to the income statement in the
period in which it would be won with a consequential adverse effect on the financial condition of the
GVC Group. Statistically, the likelihood of jackpot wins above €500,000 is extremely low, as is
borne out by the jackpot wins for the twelve months preceding November 2012. A jackpot on any slot
game is a sum of €50,000 or above and in the period November 2011 to November 2012, of the
10 winners, only two won approximately €315,000. Therefore, the algorithms of the slots games are
such that the number of high winners overall is low, but since the winning is underpinned by a random
mechanism, one cannot predict with absolute certainty when a jackpot will be won.

4.6      Business being subject to sports schedules

The betting operations of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) are subject to the seasonal variations dictated by the sporting
calendar, which will have an effect on their businesses’ financial performance and, following the
Effective Date, the financial performance of the Enlarged Group. The majority of the GVC Group and
Sportingbet Group’s current revenue is generated from bets placed on European football, which has
an off-season in the summer that can cause a corresponding, temporary decrease in their respective
revenues. The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s ability to generate revenues is also affected
by the scheduling of major football events that do not occur annually, notably the FIFA World Cup
and UEFA European Championships. In addition, the ability to generate revenue will be dependent
on the progression of certain teams within specific tournaments and the failure, for example, of the
national football teams in the Material Territories to qualify for or progress through the 2014 FIFA
World Cup may have adverse consequences on the financial performance of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group.

Cancellation or curtailment of significant sporting events, for example due to adverse weather, traffic
or transport disruption or civil disturbances or the outbreak of infectious diseases, or the failure of
certain sporting teams to qualify for sporting events, may adversely impact the business, financial
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condition and results of operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group for the
relevant period.

4.7      Payments to sporting bodies or event rights holders

Gambling operators can be liable to make contributions to sporting bodies whether under regulations
or agreement, such as The Horserace Levy Board in the UK, as a way of ensuring certain revenues
generated from betting on sports are used to benefit those sports or related interests. Neither the GVC
Group nor the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to the Retained Sportingbet Businesses) are
currently required to make such payments, although they may be required to make similar payments
in the future as a condition of their licences or as a condition of licences they apply for in the future.
Any requirement to pay additional levies, fees or royalties would have a material adverse effect on the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following
the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s business, as would any liability they may have to pay
royalties or other types of levy to the organisers of sporting events as the concept of the “right-to-bet”
is further developed. In all such cases, the level of any such levy, fee or royalty will be outside the
control of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. Neither the GVC Group, nor the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group can predict with any certainty what future payments may be required for the success of their
business in the future and what other additional resources will need to be made available to address
the conditions which impose fees, royalties or other levies, as well as sports integrity issues.

4.8      Reliance on third party software suppliers and other technology suppliers

(a)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group’s business (including in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and technology systems and platforms currently depend on the services
of a variety of software and payment processing third parties, the principal ones being Boss
Media Malta Casino Ltd, Boss Media Malta Poker Ltd, Barclays Merchant Services Limited,
G2, Game Account, Microgaming, Net Entertainment International Ltd, OnGame, Playtech
iPoker and WebDollar. If there is any interruption to the products or services provided by these
software and payment providers or their products or services are not as scaleable as anticipated
or at all, or if there are problems in upgrading such products or services, the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s business could be adversely affected, and the GVC
Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following
the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may be unable to find adequate replacement services
on a timely basis or at all and/or at a reasonable price. Moreover, users are discriminating about
the nature of the products offered and, if Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd, Boss Media Malta
Poker Ltd, Barclays Merchant Services Limited, G2, Game Account, Microgaming, Net
Entertainment International Ltd, OnGame, Playtech iPoker and/or WebDollar do not provide
new and improved products on a regular basis, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group may lose market share.

(b)      There is a risk that if the contracts with such third parties of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group are terminated and not renewed, or not renewed on favourable terms, or if they
do not get the level of support (in terms of updates and technical assistance) they require as
they grow, this will materially impact upon the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation
to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s
financial condition and performance going forward.

(c)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) are dependent upon such software suppliers defending any challenges to their
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intellectual property; any litigation that arises as a result of such change could materially
impact upon the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s business and, even if legal
actions were successfully defended, disrupt their business in the interim, divert management
time and result in significant cost and expense for the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group.

(d)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) rely on bandwidth providers, communications carriers, data centres and other third
parties for key aspects of the process of providing products and services to its customers. Some
of these service providers operate from countries where the relevant service provision is not
well developed. Any failure or interruption in the services and products provided by these third
parties could restrict the ability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group to
operate certain of its businesses, which could in turn have a material adverse effect on their
financial position. In addition, a number of the existing contracts of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group with third party suppliers are of a long-term nature. There
may be circumstances in which the GVC Group wishes to terminate its arrangements with such
suppliers due to poor performance or other reasons but is unable to do so. Any such
circumstance may have a material adverse effect on the reputation, business, financial
condition and results of operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

4.9      Dependency of suppliers on the maintenance of third party regulatory approvals

The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) currently use third party software products as the foundation of their online gambling
services. In certain territories, such suppliers are dependent themselves upon local licences. The GVC
Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) are
reliant on the relevant third party supplier to do all that is necessary in maintaining such licences.
Insofar as any of these licences are withdrawn or not maintained on favourable terms it could have an
adverse effect upon such third party suppliers and hence on the continuity of supply to the GVC
Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group which, in turn, would have a material adverse effect on the
financial position of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

4.10    The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may be adversely affected by negative
publicity surrounding the gambling industry and in particular play by vulnerable customers

While the profile of the online gambling industry differs from that of the rest of the gambling industry
in terms of consumer protection and problem gambling, the reputation of the online gambling industry
is affected by the operations of, and issues associated with, the gambling industry as a whole. The
attraction of gambling to some minors and players for whom gambling activities assume too great a
role in their lives poses a challenge to the industry in which the GVC Group and the Sportingbet
Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) operate. The GVC Group and the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) are committed only to market
their products to, and accept business from, adult participants and to promoting responsible gambling
best practices and operating procedures at all times. Social responsibility policies also now form a key
requirement in most first tier licensing regimes. Concerns are expressed from time to time as to: (i) the
ability of online gambling companies to block minors from participation at gambling sites, (ii) the
possible increase in compulsive gambling due to online gambling; and (iii) effective measures to
preclude compulsive participation from self-help tools to intervention.
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The gambling industry can be exposed to negative publicity from time to time. Publicity regarding
such concerns and those relating to the wider gambling industry could harm the GVC Group’s brands
and wider reputation (and hence value). If the perception develops that the online gambling industry
or the gambling industry as a whole is failing to adequately protect minors and vulnerable players, it
may face increased regulation or taxes, which could adversely impact the business of the GVC Group,
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group. Damage to the industry’s reputation could also lead to a lack of support for
the industry from governments and other legislative bodies and from the public, all of which may have
a material adverse effect on the business of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, as would
any form of compulsory levy to fund research into and assistance for compulsive gamblers. Moreover,
although litigation in relation to problem gambling has yet to be successful in the markets in which
the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
operate, it cannot be ruled out that there will be successful claims for damages in the future by which
a compulsive gambler or his dependants will recover monies wagered or damages for emotional
distress or similar.

In addition, whilst it is difficult to ensure that affiliate marketers ethically source data it is equally
difficult to ensure that advertising codes are adhered to as well as ensuring that only appropriate age
groups or demographics are targeted, even if there is no scope to open accounts (where someone
underage or excluded could not proceed to play for real money). All of the above could impact
negatively on the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses), the GVC Group
(and after the Effective Date) the Enlarged Group, as well as lead to increased scrutiny from
regulators.

4.11    Dependence on the continued popularity of online betting and gambling

Online gambling is a relatively new phenomenon and the success of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group is and will be dependent on its continued popularity. The online gambling
industry is highly competitive and the Enlarged Group will need to develop other online gambling
products and services that will continue to attract and retain a broad range of customers. As a result,
the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group must continue to invest significant resources in
research and development in order to enhance its website, technology and its existing products and
services and introduce new high-quality products and services that will appeal to customers across a
wide range of platforms, including mobile phones and tablets, and to appeal to a broader demographic
e.g. to encompass social gambling. If the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group are unable
to predict user preferences or industry changes, or if they are unable to modify products and services
on a timely basis, they may lose customers and marketing affiliates; their operating results would also
suffer if their innovations are not responsive to the needs of customers or are not appropriately timed
with market opportunity or are not effectively brought to market. As technology continues to develop,
the competitors of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may be able to offer products that
are, or that are perceived to be, substantially similar to or better than those of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group.

4.12    Default by customers

(a)      The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) are subject to risks of payment default by customers. Chargebacks on credit cards
occur when the cardholder seeks to reverse a card transaction due to a challenge to the validity
of a transaction. Typical reasons for such action include: (i) the unauthorised use of a
cardholder’s details; or (ii) a cardholder’s claim that a merchant failed to perform. In the
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business of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, there is and will be the
possibility of customers seeking to reverse a losing stake by falsely claiming that they did not
authorise the use of their credit card. The risk of such chargeback transactions is greater in
respect of certain markets. Investors should be aware that if the chargeback rates of the GVC
Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following
the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group become excessive, credit card associations could levy
additional costs, fines or withdraw their service. The GVC Directors place great emphasis on
proper procedures to control chargebacks. The rate of chargebacks experienced will however,
to some extent, be out of the control of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

(b)      In addition, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group are also exposed to the risk
that receipt of deposits through automated clearing houses is sometimes rejected, resulting in
default of payment by customers. Typical reasons for rejection of the transactions are: (i) that
the account from which the payment instruction is made has insufficient funds to make the
payment (this could arise where the customer is unaware that he has insufficient funds or it
could be a fraudulent attempt to abuse the deposit clearing period by attempting to use the
deposit to win sufficient money to pay up the account before the clearing period ends); (ii) the
unauthorised use of an account holder’s details; or (iii) a false claim of unauthorised use by a
customer seeking to reverse a losing stake. The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group
(including in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) currently have measures in place to
monitor and prevent such instances of default of payment by customers arising. However, there
can be no assurance that these efforts will be successful for them or, following the Effective
Date, for the Enlarged Group, and as a result their business and profitability may be adversely
affected by customers’ payment defaults.

5.        COMPETITION

5.1      New entrants to the market

The GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will always be at risk that new entrants to the market
are able to procure, by way of acquisition or licence, the benefit of the underlying technology required
to operate a gambling business of the nature carried on by them. New entrants may take the form of
existing gambling operators who have as yet not sought to develop their business in the key markets
of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group or companies which have not to date had any
involvement in the gambling industry. As such technology is generally available, the technical barriers
to entry to the market may be perceived as relatively low. However, a successful entry into the market
would require significant investment in marketing and relationship-building as well as industry
knowledge. Therefore, while technological barriers may be overcome relatively quickly, the GVC
Directors believe that there would be significant cost and other material barriers to overcome for any
new entrant to become a serious competitive threat. If any new entrant was able to establish a foothold
in the market, this would have a corresponding negative effect on the financial prospects of the GVC
Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

5.2      The need to expand into new markets

The growth of the business of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will depend partly on
their ability to establish business in new markets throughout the world. Whilst the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group take and will take appropriate precautions when establishing new markets,
establishing new markets may involve greater legal, regulatory and commercial risks than those
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associated with their current operations. In addition, any growth through acquisition may be hampered
by relevant competition laws which may have an adverse impact on the financial prospects of the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

5.3      Further expansion cannot be assured

(a)      The vast majority of the revenue of the Enlarged Group will be generated from outside the UK.
A key element of the Enlarged Group’s strategy will involve maximising the returns from
non-UK markets. The GVC Directors can give no assurance that such international marketing
efforts will be successful and that the online gaming and sports betting services will maintain
current levels of international revenue or generate significant additional international revenues.
In order to achieve wide-spread acceptance in each country targeted by the GVC Group, the
GVC Directors believe that the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group
should tailor its gaming and sports betting services to the unique customs and cultures of that
country. Learning the customs and cultures of various countries, particularly with respect to
gaming and sports betting practices, is difficult and the failure adequately to do so could slow
the growth and/or ability to maintain revenues in those countries for the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. For example, the provision of sports betting services to
local markets will involve the compilation of odds on local sporting events and which will
require local expertise to provide this service effectively. The failure of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the
Effective Date, the Enlarged Group to obtain such expertise could impair its growth and/or
ability to maintain revenues in such local markets. There are also other risks related to
international expansion, including delays in the acceptance of the internet as a medium of
commerce and gaming and sports betting in international markets and difficulties in managing
international operations due to distance, language and cultural differences facing the GVC
Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group which could impair the Enlarged Group’s
ability to expand into further local markets and could harm the international expansion efforts
of the Enlarged Group, which would in turn have a material adverse effect on its business,
revenue and financial position.

(b)      In addition, international expansion will expose the Enlarged Group to risks associated with
tariffs and trade barriers and limitations on fund transfers; exchange rate fluctuations; potential
adverse tax consequences; challenges of developing, maintaining and supporting local
language and currency capabilities; greater risk of chargebacks and higher levels of fraud in
some countries; legal and regulatory restrictions; currency exchange rate fluctuations; foreign
exchange controls that might prevent the repatriation of cash; political and economic
instability; export restrictions; and higher costs associated with doing business internationally.
Any of these risks could harm the international expansion efforts of the Enlarged Group, which
would in turn have a material adverse effect on its business, revenue and financial position.

5.4      Competition within the online gambling industry may affect the financial performance of the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group

(a)      The online gambling industry is highly competitive. Moreover, if the legality of online
gambling was clarified and confirmed in the Material Territories (to the extent it is not clear at
present), the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group would be likely to face
increased competition from companies that do not currently offer online gambling services in
those territories. These companies could extend beyond those operating in the online gambling
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industry to include those that offer computer-based games, internet companies or entities that
have established gambling brands based on bricks and mortar businesses.

(b)      If the competitors of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group introduce new
services or distribute new technologies, or if the industry generally adopts practices that do not
mirror those of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, their existing services and
products and proprietary technology may be considered obsolete. As such, the ability of the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, to compete in the market and its financial
position would suffer if it was unable to respond to technological advances and emerging
industry standards in a timely and cost-effective manner which could have a material adverse
effect on its business, revenue and financial position.

(c)      The success and growth of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will
depend on the ability to implement advances in gambling technology and services in an
ongoing manner. Failure to adapt to changing market needs and developing opportunities will
hamper the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s ability to retain existing
players and sustain growth may have a material adverse effect on the business, financial
condition and results of operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

5.5      The ability to manage future growth

The planned expansion of the GVC Group’s business following the Acquisition will place additional
demands on the Enlarged Group’s management, customer support, marketing, administrative and
technological resources. Management cannot be certain that it will be able to manage this anticipated
growth and, if growth of the Enlarged Group is unable to be managed effectively, its business,
financial condition or results of operations could be adversely affected.

5.6      Dependence on strong brand identities

The success of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) depends on its strong brands and if, following the Acquisition, the Enlarged Group is not
able to maintain and enhance its brands, its ability to expand its base of customers, advertisers and
affiliates will be impaired and its business and operating results will be harmed. The GVC Directors
believe that the brand identities that the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group have developed have
significantly contributed to the success of their respective businesses. The GVC Directors also believe
that maintaining and enhancing these brands are important to expanding the Enlarged Group’s base
of customers and affiliates. Maintaining and enhancing these brands may require substantial
investments by the Enlarged Group and these investments may not be successful. If the Enlarged
Group fails to promote and maintain the GVC brand and the Sportingbet brand, or if it incurs
excessive expenses in this effort, its business, revenue and financial position will be materially and
adversely affected. The GVC Directors anticipate that, as the market becomes increasingly
competitive, maintaining and enhancing the brands may become increasingly difficult.

6.        ISSUES RELATING TO TECHNOLOGY

6.1      Technological Solutions

The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) have systems and controls in place which seek to ensure that they do not unwittingly offer
betting and/or gaming products into certain jurisdictions. Through their payment processing partners,
they both currently block any form of online gambling from individuals with US or Israeli addresses
and/or with a form of deposit method registered to a US or Israeli address (among others) by tools
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provided by the software provider of the relevant brand. However, there is no guarantee that the
technical blocks which they currently have in place will be entirely effective and could place each of
the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses), and
consequently, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group, in breach of relevant laws and
regulations and/or in breach of relevant licences or key contracts, or wider obligations which would
have a material adverse effect on the financial position of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.
Likewise, applications for a licence in some jurisdictions will depend upon proven blocking during
the application process, and thereafter for certain types of products. There is no guarantee that even
with effective blocking technology that a jurisdiction might not bring enforcement proceedings for
legacy business with the resultant financial risk if such proceedings are successful.

6.2      Dependence on the internet and telecommunications

The business of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) is dependent on the internet and on the continued growth and maintenance of
the internet infrastructure and the penetration of mobile and tablet devices in certain jurisdictions.
There can be no assurance that the internet infrastructure will continue to be able to support the
demands placed on it by continued growth in the number of users of and amount of traffic on the
internet. The rate at which internet use and traffic is able to increase will depend, inter alia, on the
speed at which technological improvements can: (i) expand the means and reduce the costs of access
to the internet; (ii) enhance the ease and speed of internet use; (iii) increase the capacity and reliability
of the internet infrastructure; and (iv) increase the level of consumer and business confidence in the
security and reliability of internet transactions. Internet infrastructure may be unable to support the
demands placed on it and could suffer due to delays in the development or adoption of new standards
and protocols to handle increased levels of internet activity. Any failure of the internet infrastructure
to support these demands may have a material adverse impact on the businesses of the GVC Group,
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group. In addition, viruses, worms and similar programmes may harm the
performance of the internet. The internet has experienced, and may in the future experience, outages
and delays. These outages and delays could reduce the level of internet usage as well as its ability to
operate. In addition, given that access to the internet can be made through multiple devices that are
dependent on different technology to support access to specific products, the robustness and
adaptability of that underlying technology will also be critical.

6.3      Dependence on technology and advanced information systems

The operations of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) are highly dependent on technology and advanced information systems and
there is a risk that such technology or systems could fail. There can be no assurance that such
technology or systems will not be subject to damage or interruption caused by human error,
unauthorised access, increase in volume of usage of online services, natural hazards or disasters or
other similarly disruptive events, or will be able to support a significant increase in online traffic or
increased customer numbers. Any failure or disruption of, or damage to, the technology or systems
used by the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group in its own businesses could have a material adverse
effect on those businesses and their financial conditions or results of operations; in particular any
damage to, or failure of, their online systems could result in interruptions to the their financial controls
and customer service systems. The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) have in place data recovery and systems recovery procedures and
security measures in the event of failure or disruption of, or damage to, their technology or systems,
but such procedures and measures may not anticipate, prevent or mitigate any material adverse effect
of such failure, disruption or damage on the business, financial condition and results of operations of
the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.
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6.4      Vulnerability to hacker intrusion, ‘DDoS’, malicious viruses and other cyber crime attacks

As with all online gambling companies, the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will be
vulnerable to cyber-crime attacks, which could adversely affect their business. Examples include
distributed denial of service (“DDoS”) attacks and other forms of cyber crime, such as attempts by
computer hackers to gain access to the systems and databases of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group for the purpose of manipulating results which may cause systems failure, business
disruption and have a materially adverse effect on the financial condition of the GVC Group, the
Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group. The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) employ intrusion detection and prevention measures, but nevertheless such
attacks are, by their nature, technologically sophisticated and therefore may be difficult or impossible
to detect and defend. If the protection and prevention devices were to fail or to be circumvented, the
reputation of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses)
and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may be harmed which could in turn have a
material adverse effect on their financial position.

6.5      Vulnerability to hackers stealing customers’ details for the purposes of identity theft

The operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group could be materially and adversely
affected by breaches of security and systems intrusions conducted for the purpose of stealing the
personal information of customers. Any such activity would harm the reputation of the GVC Group,
the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group and deter current or potential customers from using their services and have
a material adverse effect on their financial position.

6.6      Technological change to the market for online gambling products and services

(a)      The market for online gambling products and services is characterised by technological
developments, new product and service introductions and evolving industry standards. The
emergence of new products and services and the evolution of existing ones will require the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group to use leading technologies effectively,
continue to develop their technological expertise, enhance their current products and services
and continue to improve the performance, features and reliability of their technology and
advanced information systems. Furthermore, the widespread adoption of new internet
technologies or standards could require substantial expenditure to replace, upgrade, modify or
adapt the technology and systems of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group,
which could have an adverse impact on the their business, financial condition and results of
operations.

(b)      There can be no assurance that the technology and systems currently used by, and being
developed by, the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) will be successful, or that they will not be rendered obsolete by new technologies
and more advanced systems introduced in the industry or adopted by competitors. In addition,
new internet or other technology-based products, services or enhancements offered by the
GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group may contain design flaws or other defects
and/or require costly modifications or may result in a loss of confidence in the products and
services of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group by its customers or loss of
revenue, a combination of which could have a material adverse effect on the business, financial
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condition and results of operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

6.7      System failures and breaches of security

(a)      The successful operation of the business of the Enlarged Group will depend upon maintaining
the integrity and operation of the computer and communication systems supplied and
maintained by third parties including but not limited to Boss Media, Boss Media Malta Poker,
Net Entertainment International Ltd, Microgaming and WebDollar. However, these systems
and operations are vulnerable to damage or interruption from events which are beyond the
control of the Enlarged Group, Boss Media, Boss Media Malta Poker, Net Entertainment
International Ltd, and WebDollar, such as:

(i)       fire, flood and other natural disasters;

(ii)      power loss or telecommunications or data network failure;

(iii)     improper or negligent operation of systems by employees of the Enlarged Group, Boss
Media, Boss Media Malta Poker, Net Entertainment International Ltd or WebDollar and
unauthorised physical or electronic access; and

(iv)     interruptions to internet system integrity generally as the result of attacks by computer
hackers, computer viruses, DDoS, increase in volume in usage of online services, or
other types of security breaches.

(b)      Any such damage or interruptions could impair the ability of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet
Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the
Enlarged Group to provide its services to customers, and could result in significant disruption
to the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and,
following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group and their customers. This could be harmful
to the reputation of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet Retained
Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group and deter current or
potential customers from using their services. There can be no guarantee that the security
measures in place at the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to Sportingbet
Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will protect it from
all breaches of security, and any such breach of security could have an adverse effect on the
business, results of operations or financial condition of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group
(in relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged
Group.

There can be no assurance that the current systems of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) will be able to support a significant increase in online
traffic or increased customer numbers. The GVC Group and the Sportingbet Group (including in
relation to Sportingbet Retained Businesses) have in place business continuity procedures and security
measures in the event of network failure or disruption, but such procedures and measures may not
anticipate, prevent or mitigate any material adverse effect of such failure or disruption on the business,
financial condition and results of operations of the GVC Group, the Sportingbet Group (in relation to
Sportingbet Retained Businesses) and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.

Furthermore, the GVC Group may at any time be required to expend significant capital or other
resources to protect against network failure and disruption, including the replacement or upgrading of
its existing business continuity systems, procedures and security measures. If replacements,
expansions, upgrades and other maintenance are not completed efficiently or there are operational
failures, the quality of product and service experienced by the customer will decline. If, as a result,
customers were to reduce or stop their use of the GVC Group’s products and services, this could have
a material adverse effect on the GVC Group’s and, after the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group’s
business, financial condition and results of operations.
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7.        GENERAL INVESTMENT RISKS

7.1      Market price of GVC Shares could be subject to significant fluctuations

The market price of the GVC Shares could be subject to significant fluctuations due to a change in
sentiment in the market regarding the GVC Shares. The fluctuations could result from national and
global economic and financial conditions, the market’s response to the Acquisition, market
perceptions of GVC, and various other factors and events which are referred to elsewhere in these
Risk Factors. Stock markets have recently experienced significant price and volume fluctuations that
have affected the market price of the GVC Shares. Furthermore, the GVC Group’s, or following the
Acquisition, the Enlarged Group’s operating results and prospects from time to time may be below
the expectations of market analysts and investors. Any of these events could result in a decline in the
market price of the GVC Shares and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Issued Share Capital,
and consequently GVC Shareholders may get back less than their original investment or may lose the
whole of their investment.

7.2      Higher risk for an investment on AIM than on the Official List

An investment in a share that is traded on AIM is likely to carry a higher risk than an investment in a
share listed on the Official List. The market price of the GVC Shares may not reflect the underlying
value of the assets of GVC or, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group. The market in the
GVC Shares or the Enlarged Issued Share Capital may be illiquid or subject to sudden or large
fluctuations and it may be difficult for shareholders to sell their GVC Shares.

7.3      Potential future offers of GVC Shares

Other than pursuant to the Acquisition, the GVC Group has no current plans for offers of GVC Shares.
However, it is possible that the GVC Directors may decide to offer GVC Shares in the future. If
shareholders in the Enlarged Issued Share Capital did not take up such offer of shares or were not
eligible to participate in such offering, their proportionate ownership and voting interests in the
Enlarged Company would be reduced and the percentage that their GVC Shares would represent of
the total share capital of the Enlarged Company would be reduced accordingly.

7.4      Significant sale of GVC Shares could adversely effect the market price of outstanding GVC
Shares

An offering or significant sale of GVC Shares by any of GVC’s major shareholders could have an
adverse effect on the market price of any outstanding GVC Shares. Further issues of GVC Shares may
be dilutive to holders of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital or may result in the issuance of shares
where rights, preferences and privileges are senior to those attaching to the Enlarged Issued Share
Capital.

7.5      Sportingbet Shareholders will own a smaller percentage of the Enlarged Group than they
currently own of Sportingbet

After completion of the Acquisition, those Sportingbet Shareholders who receive (or who elect to
receive (as the case may be)) New GVC Shares will own a smaller percentage of the Enlarged Group
than they currently own of Sportingbet.

7.6      Risks of executing the Acquisition could cause the market price of GVC Shares to decline

The market price of the GVC Shares may decline as a result of the Acquisition, among other
reasons, if:

(a)      the integration of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses is delayed or unsuccessful;

(b)      GVC does not achieve the expected benefits of its acquisition of the Sportingbet Group as
rapidly or to the extent anticipated by GVC’s financial analysts or investors or at all;

(c)      the effect of GVC’s acquisition of the Sportingbet Group on its financial results is not
consistent with the expectations of financial analysts or investors; or
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(d)      former Sportingbet Shareholders sell a significant number of their GVC Shares after the
Effective Date.

The number of New GVC Shares that will be issued to Sportingbet Shareholders pursuant to the
Acquisition (assuming that the maximum number of New GVC Shares are issued pursuant to the
Scheme, that no Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders convert their Sportingbet Convertible Bonds
into Sportingbet Shares and that no options or awards under the Sportingbet Share Schemes are
exercised prior to the Court’s sanction of the Scheme) will be approximately 29,018,660, representing
approximately 47.88 per cent. of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital of GVC. If a significant
proportion of Sportingbet Shareholders who receive New GVC Shares in the Acquisition seek to sell
those shares within a short period after the Effective Date, this could create selling pressure in the
market for GVC Shares or a perception that such selling pressure may develop, either of which may
adversely affect the market for, and the market price of, GVC Shares.

7.7      The market price of GVC Shares may be affected by factors different from those affecting the
price of Sportingbet Shares

If the Acquisition is successfully completed, Sportingbet Shareholders will become holders of New
GVC Shares. GVC’s business differs from that of the Sportingbet Group, and the GVC Group’s
results of operations, as well as the price of GVC Shares, may be affected by factors different from
those affecting the Sportingbet Group’s results of operations and the price of Sportingbet Shares.

7.8      The level of any dividend paid in respect of the GVC Shares is subject to a number of factors

The level of any dividend paid in respect of the GVC Shares is within the discretion of the GVC
Directors and is subject to a number of factors, including the business and financial condition,
earnings and cashflow of, and other factors affecting, the GVC Group (and, following the Effective
Date, the Enlarged Group), as well as the availability of funds from which dividends can be legally
paid. The level of any dividend in respect of the GVC Shares is also subject to the extent to which
GVC receives funds, directly or indirectly, from its operating subsidiaries and divisions in a manner
which creates funds from which dividends can be legally paid. Any reduction in dividends paid on
GVC Shares from those historically paid, or the failure to pay dividends in any financial year, could
adversely affect the market price of GVC Shares.

8.        SHARE PRICE VOLATILITY

A number of factors, many of which are outside GVC’s control, may cause GVC’s share price and the
income derived from the GVC Shares to fluctuate significantly in the future. These factors may include:

(a)      the ability of the GVC Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group to attract new
customers and retain existing customers in the face of strong competition in the provision of online
gaming and sports betting services;

(b)      whether the strong relationship which currently exists between major sporting events and increased
betting activity continues in the future;

(c)      the rate at which the public increases its use of the internet to conduct online sports betting;

(d)      fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, most notably the Brazilian Real, which could affect the Euro
equivalent revenue obtained from the various jurisdictions in which the GVC Group has customers
and in the Sterling to Euro exchange rate;

(e)      the state of the global economy; and

(f)       the fact that publicly traded securities can experience significant price and trading volume fluctuations
that are unrelated to the operating performance of the companies that have issued them.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Notice to Scheme Shareholders and potential investors

United States

The Acquisition relates to the shares of an English company and is being implemented by means of a scheme
of arrangement provided for under English company law. The Scheme is subject to the disclosure
requirements and practices applicable in the UK to schemes of arrangement, which differ from the disclosure
and other requirements that would be applicable under the US securities laws to domestic companies,
including the requirements of the US proxy solicitation rules.

The financial information included in this document has been prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). US GAAP differs in certain significant respects from IFRS. None of
the financial information in this document has been audited in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States or the auditing standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(United States).

GVC is a corporation incorporated under the laws of the Isle of Man. Most of the GVC Directors and the
officers of GVC are citizens and residents of countries other than the United States. Substantially all of the
assets of such persons and the GVC Group are located outside the United States. As a result, it may not be
possible for investors to effect service of process within the United States upon such persons or GVC, or to
enforce against them judgments of US courts, including judgments predicated upon civil liabilities under the
securities laws of the United States or any state or territory within the United States. There is substantial
doubt as to the enforceability in the United Kingdom or the Isle of Man in original actions or in actions for
enforcement of judgments of US courts, based on the civil liability provisions of US federal securities laws.

The New GVC Shares to be issued under the Scheme have not been, and will not be, registered under the
Securities Act in reliance upon the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act
provided by section 3(a)(10) of the Securities Act.

Section 3(a)(10) of the Securities Act exempts from the registration requirements of the Securities Act
securities issued in exchange for one or more bona fide outstanding securities where the terms and conditions
of the issuance and exchange of the securities have been approved by a court of competent jurisdiction, after
a hearing upon the fairness of the terms and conditions of the issuance and exchange at which all persons to
whom the securities will be issued have the right to appear. For the purpose of qualifying for this exemption
from the registration requirements of the Securities Act, GVC and Sportingbet will advise the Court that
GVC will rely on the section 3(a)(10) exemption based on the Court’s sanctioning of the Scheme, which will
be relied upon by GVC as an approval of the Scheme following a hearing upon the fairness of the terms and
conditions of the Scheme to Scheme Shareholders at which hearing all such shareholders are entitled to
attend in person or through counsel to support or oppose the sanctioning of the Scheme and with respect to
which notification has been given to all such shareholders.

In certain circumstances, the Securities Act imposes restrictions on the resale in the United States of New
GVC Shares received pursuant to the Scheme. The restrictions on resale imposed by the Securities Act will
depend on whether the recipients of New GVC Shares are “affiliates” of GVC. For purposes of the Securities
Act, an “affiliate” of GVC is a person that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries,
controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, GVC. “Control” means the possession, direct or
indirect, of the power to direct or cause direction of the management and policies of an issuer, whether
through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise. Whether a person is an affiliate of a
company for purposes of the Securities Act depends on the circumstances. Scheme Shareholders who are not
affiliates of GVC after completion of the Scheme and were not affiliates of GVC during the 90 days prior to
the completion of the Scheme may freely resell in the United States New GVC Shares received pursuant to
the Scheme. Any Scheme Shareholder who is or becomes an affiliate of GVC may not resell in the United
States New GVC Shares received pursuant to the Scheme except in transactions permitted by the resale
provisions of Rule 144 promulgated under the Securities Act.
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In addition, the New GVC Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the securities laws of any
state or other jurisdiction of the United States and, accordingly, will only be issued to the extent that
exemptions from the registration or qualification requirements of state “blue sky” securities laws are
available. The New GVC Shares will not be issued to Sportingbet Shareholders who are residents of, or have
their principal place of business in, the state of New York, and such Sportingbet Shareholders cannot make
an election under the Mix and Match Facility and will only receive cash.

The New GVC Shares have not been, and will not be, listed on a US securities exchange or quoted on any
inter-dealer quotation system in the United States. GVC does not intend to take any action to facilitate a
market in New GVC Shares in the United States. Consequently, GVC believes that it is unlikely that an active
trading market in the United States will develop for the New GVC Shares.

If GVC and William Hill Australia decide to implement the Acquisition by way of an a Takeover Offer, it
will be made in satisfaction of the procedural and filing requirements of the US securities laws, including,
without limitation, Regulation 14E of the Exchange Act, and subject, in the case of participation by
Sportingbet Shareholders resident in the United States, to the availability of an exemption (if any) from the
registration requirements of the Securities Act.

This document does not address any US federal income tax consequences of the Scheme to Scheme
Shareholders who are citizens or residents of the United States. Sportingbet Shareholders who are citizens
or residents of the United States should consult their own legal and tax advisers with respect to the
legal and tax consequences of the Scheme or, if GVC and William Hill Australia decide to implement
the Acquisition by way of a Takeover Offer, the Takeover Offer, in their particular circumstances.

Other Jurisdictions

This document and any accompanying documents may not be treated as an invitation to acquire or subscribe
for any New GVC Shares by any person resident or located in any Restricted Jurisdiction.

The New GVC Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the applicable securities laws of any
Restricted Jurisdiction. Accordingly, the New GVC Shares may not be offered, sold, delivered or transferred,
directly or indirectly, in or into any Restricted Jurisdiction to or for the account or benefit of any national,
resident or citizen of any Restricted Jurisdiction.

The implications of the Scheme (including the right to make an election under the Mix and Match Facility)
for Overseas Shareholders may be affected by the laws of relevant jurisdictions. Such Overseas Shareholders
should inform themselves about, and observe, any applicable legal requirements. It is the responsibility of
each overseas person who is to receive New GVC Shares pursuant to the Scheme to satisfy himself as to the
full observance of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction in connection therewith, including the obtaining of
any governmental, exchange control or other consents which may be required or the compliance with other
necessary formalities which are required to be observed and the payment of any issue, transfer or other taxes
due in such jurisdiction.

This document has been prepared for the purposes of complying with English law, the Prospectus Rules and
the AIM Rules for Companies, and the information disclosed may not be the same as that which would have
been disclosed if this document had been prepared in accordance with the laws of jurisdictions outside of
England and Wales.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION
OF ANY OFFER TO BUY NEW GVC SHARES IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH
OFFER OR SOLICITATION IS UNLAWFUL. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ANY PERSON
RECEIVING A COPY OF THIS DOCUMENT OUTSIDE OF THE UK TO SATISFY HIMSELF AS
TO THE FULL OBSERVANCE OF LAWS AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS OF THE
RELEVANT JURISDICTION IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, INCLUDING OBTAINING ANY
GOVERNMENTAL OR OTHER CONSENTS WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED OR OBSERVING
ANY OTHER FORMALITIES REQUIRED TO BE OBSERVED IN SUCH JURISDICTION AND
PAYING ALL OTHER ISSUE, TRANSFER OR OTHER TAXES DUE IN SUCH JURISDICTION.
PERSONS RECEIVING THIS DOCUMENT (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
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NOMINEES AND TRUSTEES) SHOULD NOT DISTRIBUTE IT INTO ANY JURISDICTION
WHEN TO DO SO WOULD, OR MIGHT, CONTRAVENE LOCAL SECURITIES LAWS AND
REGULATIONS.

Overseas Shareholders should consult their own legal and tax advisers with respect to the legal and
tax consequences of the Scheme in their particular circumstances.

Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements

This document includes certain “forward-looking statements” with respect to the business, strategy and plans
of GVC and its current goals and expectations relating to its future financial condition and performance.
Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about GVC’s or the GVC Directors’ beliefs and
expectations are forward-looking statements. Words such as “believes”, “anticipates”, “estimates”,
“expects”, “intends”, “aims”, “potential”, “will”, “would”, “could”, “considered”, “likely”, “estimate” and
variations of these words and similar future or conditional expressions are intended to identify
forward-looking statements but are not the exclusive means of identifying such statements. By their nature,
forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend upon
circumstances that will occur in the future. Investors are therefore cautioned that a number of important
factors could cause actual results or outcomes to differ materially from those expressed in any
forward-looking statements. These factors include, but are not limited to, those discussed in the Risk Factors
and Part 1 of this document. Neither GVC nor any member of the GVC Group undertake any obligation
publicly to update or revise any of the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise, save in respect of any requirement under applicable laws, the AIM Rules for
Companies, the Prospectus Rules and other applicable regulations.

Forward-looking statements contained in this document do not in any way seek to qualify the working capital
statement contained in Part 10 of this document.

Currency exchange rate information

Unless otherwise indicated, all references in this document to:

•          “sterling”, “pounds sterling”, “£”, “pence”, “penny” or “p” are to the lawful currency of the UK; and

•          all references to “Euro” or “€” are to the lawful currency of the member states of the European Union
who adopted the Euro in Stage Three of the Treaty establishing Economic and Monetary Union on
1 January 1999.

No incorporation of website information

Neither the contents of GVC’s website nor Sportingbet’s website, nor the content of any website accessible
from hyperlinks on GVC’s website or Sportingbet’s website, is incorporated into, or forms part of, this
document.
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EXPECTED TIMETABLE OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS

The dates below are indicative only and may be subject to change and each of the times are London times,
unless otherwise stated.(i)(ii)

Event Time and/or date

Publication of this document, the Scheme Document and the
GVC Notice of EGM 25 January 2013

Latest time for Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders to convey their instructions
in relation to the Bondholder General Meeting to the relevant Bondholder
Clearing System 9.30 a.m. on 19 February 2013

Latest time for lodging GVC Form of Proxy (or electronic/CREST proxy
appointment) from GVC Shareholders for the GVC EGM 10.30 a.m. on 19 February 2013

Latest time for lodging Sportingbet Forms of Proxy for the:

(a) Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting 10.30 a.m. on 19 February 2013

(b) Sportingbet General Meeting 10.45 a.m. on 19 February 2013

Sportingbet Voting Record Time for the Sportingbet Shareholder 
Court Meeting and Sportingbet General Meeting 6.00 p.m. on 19 February 20131

GVC Voting Record Time for GVC EGM 6.00 p.m. on 19 February 2013

Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting 9.30 a.m. on 21 February 2013

GVC EGM 10.30 a.m. on 21 February 2013

Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting 10.30 a.m. on 21 February 20132

Sportingbet General Meeting 10.45 a.m. on 21 February 20133

First Court Hearing to sanction the Scheme 11 March 2013

Last day of dealings in, and for registration of transfers of, and
disablement in CREST of, Sportingbet Shares and Sportingbet
Convertible Bonds 12 March 2013

Latest time for lodging the Sportingbet Form of Election 1.00 p.m. on 12 March 2013

Reclassification Record Time 5.00 p.m. on 13 March 2013

Scheme Record Time 6.00 p.m. on 13 March 2013

Second Court Hearing to confirm the Capital Reduction 14 March 2013

Completion of Transfer Agreement between 14 March 2013 and the 
Effective Time on 19 March 2013

Effective Date 19 March 2013

Cancellation of listing of Sportingbet Shares 8.00 a.m. on 20 March 2013

AIII 4.7

AIII 5.1.3

AIII 5.1.8

AIII 5.2.3(g)
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1      If either of the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting or the Sportingbet General Meeting is adjourned, the Sportingbet Voting
Record Time for the relevant adjourned meeting will be 6.00 p.m. on the second day before the day set for such adjourned
meeting.

2      Or as soon thereafter as the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting has been concluded or adjourned.

3      Or as soon thereafter as the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting shall have concluded or been adjourned.
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Event Time and/or date

Cancellation of listing of Sportingbet Convertible Bonds 8.00 a.m. on 20 March 2013

New GVC Shares issued by 8.00 a.m. on 20 March 2013

Admission occurs and trading in GVC Shares commences 8.00 a.m. on 20 March 2013

Crediting of New GVC Shares to CREST accounts as soon as possible after
8.00 a.m. on 20 March 2013

Latest date for despatch of cheques and share certificates or
settlement through CREST in respect of the cash consideration
payable to Scheme Shareholders and the Sportingbet Convertible 
Bondholder Cash Consideration 2 April 20134

Notes:

(i)    All times shown in this document are London times unless otherwise stated. The dates and times given are indicative only and
may be subject to change (including as a result of changes to Court times and the regulatory timetable). If any of the times and/or
dates above change, the revised times and/or dates will be notified to shareholders by announcement through the Regulatory
News Service of the London Stock Exchange.

(ii)   These times and dates are indicative only and will depend, amongst other things, on the dates upon which: (i) the Conditions are
satisfied or (where permitted) waived; (ii) the Court sanctions the Scheme and confirms the associated Capital Reduction; and
(iii) the Scheme Court Order sanctioning the Scheme and Reduction Court Order confirming the Capital Reduction, along with
the statement of capital, are delivered to the Registrar of Companies.

4      The latest date for despatch of cheques or settlement through CREST in respect of the cash consideration payable to Scheme
Shareholders and the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Cash Consideration and despatch of certificates in respect of New
GVC Shares will be 14 days after the Effective Date.



ACQUISITION STATISTICS

Number of Existing GVC Shares (as at 24 January 2013) 31,592,172

Number of New GVC Shares expected to be issued pursuant to the Acquisition 29,018,660*

Number of GVC Shares expected to be in issue after the Effective Date 60,610,832*

Expected number of New GVC Shares as a percentage of the Enlarged
Issued Share Capital expected to be in issue following the Scheme becoming Effective 47.88%*

AIM Symbol of GVC                                                                                                                                 GVC

ISIN Code                                                                                                                              IM00B5VQMV65

*      These statistics assume that the maximum number of New GVC Shares are issued pursuant to the Scheme, that no Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholders convert their Sportingbet Convertible Bonds into Sportingbet Shares and that no options or awards
under the Sportingbet Share Plans are exercised prior to the Court's sanction of the Scheme. 

AIII 4.1
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       DIRECTORS, REGISTERED OFFICE AND ADVISERS TO GVC       

Directors Lee Feldman (Non-executive Chairman)
Kenneth Jack Alexander (Chief Executive)
Richard Quentin Mortimer Cooper (Group Finance Director)
Karl Diacono (Non-executive Director)
Nigel Edwin Blythe-Tinker (Non-executive Director)

Registered office Milbourn House
St. Georges Street
Douglas
Isle of Man
IM1 1AJ

Website www.gvc-plc.com
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United Kingdom
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United Kingdom
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United Kingdom
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PART 1

INFORMATION ON THE ACQUISITION

1.        INTRODUCTION

On 20 December 2012, the GVC Board, the William Hill Board and the Sportingbet Board announced that
they had reached agreement on the terms of a recommended offer pursuant to which GVC will acquire the
entire issued and to be issued share capital of Sportingbet, and members of the William Hill Group will
acquire the Sportingbet Australian Business, the “miapuesta” brand, certain Guernsey domiciled companies
which hold title to the Guernsey Properties and be granted a call option over the Sportingbet Spanish
Business.

It is intended that the Acquisition will be effected by way of a Court-sanctioned scheme of arrangement
under Part 26 of the UK Companies Act 2006 although GVC and William Hill Australia have reserved the
right, with the consent of the Panel, to implement the Acquisition by way of a Takeover Offer as an
alternative to the Scheme. In such event, the Takeover Offer will be implemented on substantially the same
terms and conditions as those that would apply to the Scheme (subject to appropriate amendments, including
(without limitation) an acceptance condition set at 90 per cent. of the shares to which such Takeover Offer
relates and of the voting rights attached to such shares (but capable of waiver in accordance with Rule 10 of
the Takeover Code) in substitution for the Conditions referred to in paragraphs 6 (a) to (d) of this Part 1).

Subject to the satisfaction, or, where applicable, waiver of the Conditions (as referred to in this Part 1), it is
expected that the Effective Date will be on or around 19 March 2013.

The Acquisition has been unanimously recommended by the GVC Board, the William Hill Board and the
Sportingbet Board.

2.        TERMS OF THE ACQUISITION

Pursuant to the Acquisition, which will be on the terms and subject to the conditions and further terms
referred to in this Part 1, and the full terms and conditions set out in the Scheme Document, if the Scheme
becomes Effective, Scheme Shareholders will be entitled to receive:

for each Scheme Share held at the                            44.8 pence in cash;                                                      
Reclassification Record Time:                                   and
                                                                                      0.0435 New GVC Shares

In addition, Sportingbet Shareholders who were on the register as at the close of  business on 21 December
2012 were paid the final dividend of 1.1 pence per Sportingbet Share in respect of the year ended 31 July
2012 on 17 January 2013, which was approved by Sportingbet Shareholders at Sportingbet’s recent Annual
General Meeting.

Taking into account this final dividend, the proposed Acquisition values each Sportingbet Share at
56.1 pence, based on a Closing Price per GVC Share of 233.5 pence on 15 October 2012, being the last
Business Day prior to the suspension of trading of the GVC Shares. On this basis, the proposed Acquisition
values the entire issued and to be issued share capital of Sportingbet on a fully diluted basis (assuming
payment in full to the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds at their see
through conversion value and exercise of all outstanding in the money options and awards under the
Sportingbet Share Schemes) at approximately £485 million.

The Acquisition therefore represents, having taken account of the Sportingbet final dividend referred to
above, a premium of approximately:

•          70 per cent. to the Closing Price per Sportingbet Share of 33.0 pence on 16 July 2012, being the last
Business Day prior to the publication of press speculation that Sportingbet was a potential bid target;
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•          57.1 per cent. to the average Closing Price per Sportingbet Share of 35.7 pence for the three month
period ended on 18 September 2012, being the last Business Day prior to the public announcement of
GVC and William Hill’s interest in Sportingbet;

•          28.2 per cent. to the Closing Price per Sportingbet Share of 43.8 pence on 18 September 2012, being
the last Business Day prior to the public announcement of GVC and William Hill’s interest in
Sportingbet; and

•          8.4 per cent. to the Closing Price per Sportingbet Share of 51.8 pence on 19 December 2012, being
the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement.

Through the irrevocable undertakings which have been given by certain Sportingbet Shareholders and the
cash underpinning and other arrangements that GVC has put in place (as described below), elections by other
eligible Scheme Shareholders under the Mix and Match Facility to take up to the entirety of their
consideration under the Acquisition in the form of cash will be satisfied in full, if the elections for New GVC
Shares which are committed to under the irrevocable undertakings detailed below are duly made in
accordance with their terms.

Following the issue of the Reduction Court Order by the Court and prior to the Effective Time, members of
the William Hill Group will acquire the Sportingbet Australian Business, the “miapuesta” brand and certain
Guernsey domiciled companies that hold the title to the Guernsey Properties from the Sportingbet Group and
be granted a call option over the Sportingbet Spanish Business. At the Effective Time, GVC will acquire the
entire issued and to be issued share capital of Sportingbet, which will then be the holding company of the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses.

The New GVC Shares will be issued in registered form and will be capable of being held in both certificated
and uncertificated form. Fractions of New GVC Shares will not be allotted or issued to Scheme Shareholders
but will be aggregated and sold in the market and the net proceeds of such sale (after deduction of costs and
expenses) will be paid in cash to the relevant Scheme Shareholders pro rata to their entitlements (except that
amounts of £5 or less will be retained for the benefit of GVC).

The New GVC Shares to be issued to Scheme Shareholders pursuant to the Scheme will rank pari passu with
all other GVC Shares in issue on the Effective Date, will be issued free from all liens, charges,
encumbrances, equitable interests, rights of pre-emption and any other interests of any nature whatsoever and
will rank in full for all dividends or other distributions made, paid or declared after the Effective Date on the
ordinary share capital of GVC. The New GVC Shares will be denominated in Euros.

Under the terms of the Acquisition, if the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolution is passed,
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders will be entitled to receive £134,146 in cash for each £100,000 in
principal amount of Sportingbet Convertible Bonds held which represents the see through value of the
Sportingbet Convertible Bonds under their terms (based upon the Change of Control Conversion Price) as if
the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders had exercised their right to convert their bonds into Sportingbet
Shares at 19 March 2013, the expected Effective Date and received under the Scheme cash consideration of
55 pence per resulting Sportingbet Share.

3.        STRUCTURE OF THE ACQUISITION

It is intended that the Acquisition will be implemented by way of a Court-sanctioned Scheme between
Sportingbet and the Scheme Shareholders under Part 26 of the Companies Act.

Pursuant to the Scheme, GVC will acquire the entire issued and to be issued share capital of Sportingbet. To
become effective, the Scheme will require approval by a majority in number of those Scheme Shareholders
who are present (either in person or by proxy) and who vote at the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting,
representing at least 75 per cent. in value of the Scheme Shares. Due to its entry into the cash underpinning
arrangements described below, any Scheme Shares in respect of which the Henderson Volantis Capital Team
is the discretionary manager are not entitled to be voted at the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting.
Henderson Global Investors has undertaken not to vote at the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting in
respect of any such Scheme Shares, but has undertaken to consent to and be bound by the terms of the
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Scheme. The Scheme will also be subject to the passing at the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General
Meeting of the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolution, and at the Sportingbet General Meeting of
the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution. The Scheme Document includes full details of the Scheme and of
the expected timetable of the Scheme, together with notices of the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting,
the Sportingbet General Meeting and the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting.

The Scheme will also be subject to the conditions and further terms referred to in this Part 1 and set out in
the Scheme Document. The Conditions provide, among other things, that the Acquisition will lapse if the
Scheme does not become effective by 6.00 p.m. on the Long Stop Date.

Once the necessary approvals from Scheme Shareholders and Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders have
been obtained and the other Conditions of the Scheme have been satisfied or (where applicable) waived, the
Scheme must be approved by the Court. 

All Sportingbet Shareholders and Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders have the right to attend, and be heard
at, the Court Hearings.

The Scheme Court Order will constitute the basis for an exemption from the registration requirements of the
US Securities Act provided by Section 3(a)(10) of the Securities Act with respect to the New GVC Shares
to be issued to Scheme Shareholders pursuant to the Scheme. Prior to the Court Hearings, the Court will be
informed of this effect of the Scheme Court Order.

The Scheme and Capital Reduction will become fully Effective upon filing (or, if so ordered by the Court in
the case of the Capital Reduction, upon registration of the Reduction Court Order) of copies of the Court
Orders with the Registrar of Companies. Subject to satisfaction or (where applicable) waiver of the
Conditions referred to above, the Scheme is expected to become Effective on or around 19 March 2013.

Upon the Scheme becoming effective, it will be binding on all Scheme Shareholders and the Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholders, will be redeemed in accordance with the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder
Resolution, irrespective of whether or not they attend or vote at the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting
or the Sportingbet General Meeting (or, in the case of Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders, at the
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting) and, if they attended and voted, whether or not they
voted in favour.

Further details of the Scheme are set out in the Scheme Document which was despatched to Sportingbet
Shareholders and Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders on or around the date of this document. The Scheme
Document is available on the website of Sportingbet at www.sportingbetplc.com, GVC at www.gvc-plc.com
and William Hill at www.williamhillplc.com.

An expected timetable of principal events is set out on pages 41 and 42 of this document.

4.        BACKGROUND TO AND GVC’S REASONS FOR THE ACQUISITION                                    

The strategy of GVC is to generate returns from highly cash generative internet gaming and gambling
brands. GVC seeks to generate these returns by (i) making direct investments, where the GVC Group owns
and operates the brands itself – the Business to Consumer or “B2C” business segment; or (ii) providing
extensive back-office services to brands owned by third party companies – the Business to Business or
“B2B” business segment.

The B2C segment of GVC currently includes the brands CasinoClub, a leading casino brand targeting
German speaking markets, and Betboo, a mix of sports and gaming products that targets the Brazilian
marketplace. The B2B segment currently includes the service revenue from EPC, the independent company
to whom Sportingbet sold its Turkish language business on 21 November 2011.

GVC has shown that, while it will invest in cash generative ventures, it will equally divest itself of ventures
which it believes have either ceased being cash generative or show no sign of becoming cash generative in
the medium-term. For example, on 4 May 2012 GVC completed the disposal of the Betaland business due
to poor prospects regarding growth and cash collectability.

AIII 5.1.8
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In line with GVC’s strategy, the acquisition of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses will result in a number
of benefits to GVC, including the following:

•          the Sportingbet Retained Businesses include operations in a number of jurisdictions where
Sportingbet does not have a local licence that will complement the existing profile of the GVC Group.
In addition, the combination of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses with the existing business of
GVC will consolidate GVC’s position as a significant operator in markets which may soon be locally
licensed;

•          GVC believes that there are a number of web-domains within Sportingbet’s existing portfolio which
are not realising their full potential value;

•          the Sportingbet Retained Businesses have an existing market leading Sportsbook platform and trading
team. GVC believes there is potential to leverage this platform further to provide additional growth.
There should also be opportunities for synergies with GVC’s existing Sportsbook;

•          the mitigation of the earn-out liabilities for the Superbahis brand as detailed in Part 2 of this
document. On 21 November 2011, Sportingbet sold the Turkish language website, Superbahis, to
EPC. The consideration for the disposal was structured on a deferred earn-out basis entitling
Sportingbet to approximately 75 per cent. of the combined Net Gaming Revenue of the Superbahis
Business and Betboo Turkish Business for a period of time. GVC, on behalf of EPC and the Betboo
Turkish Business, continues to pay that deferred consideration to Sportingbet on a periodic basis.
Upon the Scheme becoming Effective, this deferred consideration will be recoverable by the Enlarged
Group; and

•          GVC remains focussed on cash generation. The GVC Board believes that the combination of GVC
and the Sportingbet Retained Businesses has the potential to lead to enhanced cash generation
opportunities as the two businesses are integrated.

GVC expects to incur one-off expenses associated with combining the operations of the two groups,
anticipated to be approximately €24 million, all of which are expected to be incurred within approximately
18 months of the Effective Date. In addition, GVC will acquire Sportingbet together with its obligations to
pay (i) transaction expenses totalling €10.4 million (including VAT); and (ii) national insurance payment
obligations associated with the cash out of share options under the Sportingbet Share Plans totalling
€1.6 million.

5.        FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION FOR GVC

On a pro forma basis, and assuming the Acquisition had become Effective on 30 June 2012, the Enlarged
Group would have had net assets of approximately €96.7 million based on the net assets of the GVC Group,
as reflected in its balance sheet at 30 June 2012, together with the net assets of the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses as taken from Sportingbet’s balance sheet at 31 July 2012. The calculation of this pro forma is
more fully described in Part 9 of this document.

The pro forma information is prepared for illustrative purposes only and, because of its nature, addresses a
hypothetical situation and does not represent the actual financial position or results of either GVC or the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses or of the Enlarged Group.

6.        FURTHER DETAILS OF THE ACQUISITION

6.1      Scheme of Arrangement

It is intended that the Acquisition will be implemented by means of a Court-sanctioned Scheme
between Sportingbet and the Scheme Shareholders under Part 26 of the Companies Act. The Scheme
will involve an application by Sportingbet to the Court to sanction the Scheme and to confirm the
Capital Reduction, the cancellation or transfer of all the Scheme Shares in consideration for which
Scheme Shareholders will receive consideration in accordance with the terms of the Acquisition, as
set out in this Part 1. Upon the Scheme becoming Effective, the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders
will be redeemed in accordance with the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolutions and will
receive the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Cash Consideration as set out in this Part 1.
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The Acquisition is subject to the satisfaction (or, where applicable, waiver) of, inter alia, the following
conditions by no later than the Long Stop Date or such later date (if any) as Sportingbet, William Hill
Australia and GVC may agree and the Panel and the Court may allow:

(a)      the Scheme being approved by a majority in number representing not less than 75 per cent. in
value of the Scheme Shareholders who are on the register of members of Sportingbet at the
Sportingbet Voting Record Time, and who are present and vote, whether in person or by proxy,
at the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting (and at any separate class meeting which may be
required by the Court or any adjournment thereof);

(b)      the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution being duly passed by the requisite majority at the
Sportingbet General Meeting (or any adjournment thereof);

(c)      the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolution being duly passed by the requisite majority
at the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting (or any adjournment thereof),
being a majority of Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders (or their duly appointed proxies)
consisting of not less than 75 per cent. of the votes cast;

(d)      the sanction of the Scheme by the Court (with or without modification but subject to any
modification being on terms reasonably acceptable to Sportingbet, William Hill Australia and
GVC) and confirmation of the Capital Reduction by the Court and (i) the delivery of copies of
the Scheme Court Order and the requisite statement of capital attached thereto to the Registrar
of Companies and (ii) if so ordered by the Court in order to take effect, the registration of the
Reduction Court Order and such statement of capital by the Registrar of Companies;

(e)      the passing at the GVC EGM (or any adjournment thereof) of the GVC Shareholder
Resolutions;

(f)       the London Stock Exchange agreeing to admit or re-admit (as applicable) the GVC Shares in
issue upon the Scheme becoming Effective (including the New GVC Shares) to trading on AIM
subject only to the Scheme becoming Effective in accordance with its terms and/or, in the case
of the New GVC Shares, to the allotment of such shares;

(g)      the Scheme and the Capital Reduction having both become Effective on or before 6.00 p.m. on
the Long Stop Date;

(h)      the occurrence of any of the following events:

(i)       the Treasurer of Australia providing written notice to William Hill Australia that there is
no objection under the FATA or Australian foreign investment policy to the acquisition
of the Sportingbet Australian Business by William Hill Australia (that notice to be
subject to no conditions or only to those conditions that William Hill considers, acting
reasonably, to be acceptable);

(ii)      the expiry of the relevant period following the giving of notice relating to the acquisition
of the Sportingbet Australian Business by William Hill Australia under section 26 of the
FATA without any interim or permanent order of prohibition being made under the
FATA; or

(iii)     the Treasurer of Australia becoming precluded from exercising any power to make an
order under the FATA in relation to the acquisition of the Sportingbet Australian
Business by William Hill Australia;

(i)       the NT Commission granting, in a form satisfactory to William Hill, approval for a change of
control of each of the relevant Sportingbet subsidiary undertakings that hold the NT Licences
in accordance with the provisions of the NT Licences and the NT Act;

(j)       the expiry of the relevant period following the giving of notice related to the acquisition of the
Sportingbet Australian Business by William Hill Australia under section 26 of the FATA
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without the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission objecting to the acquisition of
the Sportingbet Australian Business by William Hill Australia;

(k)      all applicable waiting and other time periods (including any extension(s) thereof) during which
any Regulatory Authority, other than any Australian Regulatory Authority, in respect of the
Acquisition or proposed acquisition of any shares in, or control of Sportingbet or any member
of the Wider Sportingbet Group by any member of the Wider William Hill Group and/or Wider
GVC Group could intervene having expired, lapsed or terminated;

(l)       no adverse change or deterioration having occurred in the business, assets, financial or trading
position or profits of any member of the Wider Sportingbet Group which in any such case is
material to the Wider Sportingbet Group; and

(m)     the satisfaction or waiver of other conditions which are considered customary for a transaction
of this nature.

Subject to the requirements of the Panel, GVC and William Hill Australia have reserved the right to
waive, in whole or in part, (i) any of the deadlines set out in the Conditions referred to in paragraphs
(a) to (d) above, for the timing of the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting, the Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholder General Meeting, the Sportingbet General Meeting and the Court Hearings;
(ii) the requirement (noted at paragraph 6.1(c) above) for Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder
approval; and (iii) all or any of the further Conditions referred to in paragraphs (g), (h), (j) (k), (l) and
(m) above.

If the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolution is not validly passed, GVC and William Hill
Australia will not waive the Condition referred to in paragraph (c) above (with the result that the
Scheme will lapse), save in circumstances where a mechanism, satisfactory to William Hill Australia
and GVC, can be found to extinguish or otherwise repay or redeem all (or substantially all) of the
Sportingbet Convertible Bonds in a manner that does not result in the consideration paid to
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders being higher than currently envisaged.

The Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution, which must be passed in order for the Scheme to become
Effective, requires the approval of the Scheme Shareholders representing at least 75 per cent. of the
votes cast (either in person or by proxy), at the Sportingbet General Meeting, which will be held
immediately after the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting. The resolution is in respect of, among
other matters:

•          the cancellation of certain Sportingbet Shares pursuant to the terms of the Scheme and the Mix
and Match Facility described in paragraph 6.2 below and the approval of the issue of new
ordinary shares in Sportingbet to GVC (and/or its nominee in accordance with the Scheme);
and

•          the amendment of Sportingbet’s articles of association to ensure that the Sportingbet Shares
issued under the Sportingbet Share Plans will be subject to the Scheme or, if issued following
the Reclassification Record Time, will be automatically transferred to GVC on the same terms
as under the Scheme.

Upon the Scheme becoming Effective, it will be binding on all Sportingbet Shareholders and the
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders will be redeemed in accordance with the Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholder Resolution, irrespective of whether or not they attended or voted at the
Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting or the Sportingbet General Meeting (or in the case of the
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders, at the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting).

The Scheme Document includes full details of the Scheme, together with notices of the Sportingbet
Shareholder Court Meeting, the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder General Meeting and the
Sportingbet General Meeting and the expected timetable, and specifies the action to be taken by
Sportingbet Shareholders and Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders.
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GVC and William Hill Australia have reserved the right to implement the Acquisition by way of a
Takeover Offer, subject, in the case of participation by Sportingbet Shareholders resident in the United
States, to the availability of an exemption (if any) from the registration requirements of the Securities
Act. In such event, the Acquisition will be implemented on substantially the same terms and
conditions as those that would apply to the Scheme (subject to appropriate amendments, including
(without limitation) an acceptance condition set at 90 per cent. of the shares to which such takeover
offer relates and of the voting rights attached to such shares (but capable of waiver in accordance with
Rule 10 of the Takeover Code) in substitution for the Conditions referred to in paragraphs 6.1 (a) to
(d) above). If GVC and William Hill Australia decide to implement the Acquisition by way of a
Takeover Offer and it is extended to Sportingbet Shareholders or Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholders resident in the United States, it will be made in satisfaction of the procedural and filing
requirements of the US securities laws, including, without limitation, Regulation 14E of the Exchange
Act.

6.2      Mix and Match Facility                                                                                                                          

Eligible Scheme Shareholders (which excludes, inter alia, those in Restricted Jurisdictions) will,
pursuant to the Mix and Match Facility, be entitled to elect, subject to availability, to vary the
proportions in which they receive cash and New GVC Shares in respect of their holdings of Scheme
Shares on the basis of:

for every 0.0435 New GVC Shares, 10.2 pence in cash

or

for each 10.2 pence in cash, 0.0435 New GVC Shares

The total number of New GVC Shares to be issued under the Scheme will not be increased as a result
of elections under the Mix and Match Facility. Accordingly, elections made by eligible Scheme
Shareholders under the Mix and Match Facility for New GVC Shares will only be satisfied to the
extent that other eligible Scheme Shareholders make equal and opposite elections for cash under the
Mix and Match Facility. To the extent that elections for New GVC Shares cannot be satisfied in full,
they will be scaled down on a pro rata basis. As a result, eligible Scheme Shareholders who make an
election for New GVC Shares under the Mix and Match Facility will not know the exact number of
New GVC Shares they will receive until settlement of the consideration due to them in respect of the
Scheme.

The Mix and Match Facility is conditional upon the Scheme becoming Effective and further details
of the Mix and Match Facility are included in the Scheme Document.

Through the irrevocable undertakings by certain Sportingbet Shareholders and the cash underpinning
and other arrangements that GVC has put in place (as described below), elections by other eligible
Scheme Shareholders under the Mix and Match Facility to take up to the entirety of their
consideration under the Acquisition in the form of cash will be satisfied in full, if the elections for
New GVC Shares which are committed to under the irrevocable undertakings detailed below are duly
made in accordance with their terms. If in the unlikely event of the irrevocable undertakings referred
to above not being complied with in accordance with their terms, an announcement to this effect will
be made pursuant to Rule 2.11 of the Takeover Code and if after the operation of the cash
underpinning and other arrangements described below, valid cash elections exceed the maximum
amount available under the Scheme: (i) the number of Scheme Shares in respect of which a cash
election has been made shall be scaled down pro rata (or as near thereto as Sportingbet, William Hill
and GVC in their absolute discretion consider practicable) amongst all electors who have made valid
cash elections to the number of Scheme Shares in respect of which the relevant election is made; and
(ii) the balance of the Scheme Shares the subject of such election shall be deemed to be Scheme
Shares in respect of which no election has been made.

Henderson Global Investors Limited, which through the Henderson Volantis Capital Team exercises
discretionary investment management control over 10,102,999 Sportingbet Shares, representing
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approximately 1.5 per cent. of the share capital of Sportingbet in issue on 19 December 2012 (being
the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement), has executed an irrevocable
undertaking consenting to the Scheme and undertaking to be bound by it and undertaking to vote in
favour of the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution to be proposed at the Sportingbet General Meeting
and also to elect under the Mix and Match Facility to take the entirety of the consideration attributable
to such Sportingbet Shares under the Acquisition in the form of New GVC Shares.

Certain other Sportingbet Shareholders (namely DBS Advisors, Mark Blandford (with family trusts)
and Rockridge Investments) who hold or are beneficially entitled to 63,460,735 Sportingbet Shares in
aggregate, representing approximately 9.5 per cent. of the share capital of Sportingbet in issue on
19 December 2012 (being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement), have
executed irrevocable undertakings to vote both in favour of the Scheme and in favour of the
Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution to be proposed at the Sportingbet General Meeting and also to
elect under the Mix and Match Facility to take the entirety of their consideration under the Acquisition
in the form of New GVC Shares.

In addition, Bonaire Investment Holdings Ltd, which holds or is beneficially entitled to 45,045,275
Sportingbet Shares, representing approximately 6.8 per cent. of the share capital of Sportingbet in
issue on 19 December 2012 (being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement),
has executed an irrevocable undertaking to vote both in favour of the Scheme and in favour of the
Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution, and also elect to take a minimum of 1,100,000 New GVC Shares
under the Mix and Match Facility as its consideration under the Acquisition.

In addition, GVC has entered into cash underpinning arrangements with Henderson AIA and also with
Richard Griffiths and Antisoma plc (who are respectively a controlling shareholder of, and a company
connected to, Ora Capital) whereby if, notwithstanding the irrevocable commitments to elect for New
GVC Shares referred to above (and other eligible Scheme Shareholders either making no election
under the Mix and Match Facility or making an election for an increased proportion of New GVC
Shares), the Mix and Match Facility does not operate so as to deliver to any eligible Scheme
Shareholders the full amount of cash consideration for which they have elected, Henderson AIA,
Richard Griffiths and Antisoma plc will acquire for cash (at a price of 233.5 pence per New GVC
Share) the New GVC Shares otherwise attributable to such eligible Scheme Shareholders (or such of
those shares as those eligible Scheme Shareholders have elected not to receive). This will result in
additional cash being available to those eligible Scheme Shareholders whose elections for cash have
not been satisfied through the operation of the Mix and Match Facility. The maximum commitments
of Henderson AIA, Richard Griffiths and Antisoma plc under these cash underpinning arrangements
are in respect of 5,000,000 New GVC Shares, 783,725 New GVC Shares and 1,713,062 New GVC
Shares respectively.

Further, to the extent that eligible Scheme Shareholders elect for cash consideration, and such
elections cannot otherwise be satisfied pursuant to the operation of the Mix and Match Facility and
the cash underpinning arrangements referred to above, GVC will make an amount of up to £7,225,024
available pursuant to the Acquisition to satisfy such elections (and accordingly will not issue up to
3,094,229 New GVC Shares which would otherwise have been issued to such Scheme Shareholders).
As set out in the description of the Transfer Agreement in Part 10 of this document, this sum is being
made available to GVC by William Hill Australia as part of the working capital facility which William
Hill has agreed to provide to GVC following the Effective Date.

The ability of eligible Scheme Shareholders to receive their consideration in the form of cash if they
elect to do so under the Mix and Match Facility will be dependent on the irrevocable undertakings
provided by certain Sportingbet Shareholders to elect for New GVC Shares (as detailed above) being
complied with in accordance with their terms or, failing that, on sufficient elections for New GVC
Shares being made by other eligible Scheme Shareholders.

Each of the Sportingbet Shareholders who has irrevocably undertaken to elect under the Mix and
Match Facility to take the entirety of its consideration under the Acquisition in the form of New GVC
Shares, or to receive as consideration not less than a specified minimum number of New GVC Shares,
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has also undertaken to deliver a Sportingbet Form of Election to this effect within seven days after the
posting of the Scheme Document. In the event that any such Sportingbet Form of Election is not duly
received within this seven day period, an appropriate announcement will be made pursuant to
Rule 2.11 of the Takeover Code.

The cash underpinning arrangements with Richard Griffiths and Antisoma plc fall to be treated as a
related party transaction pursuant to the AIM Rules by virtue of the shareholding of Ora Capital in
GVC (amounting to approximately 18.9 per cent. of GVC’s share capital in issue on 19 December
2012, being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement). The GVC Directors
consider, having consulted with Daniel Stewart (GVC’s Nominated Adviser), that the terms of the
cash underpinning arrangements are fair and reasonable insofar as the GVC Shareholders are
concerned.

By virtue of the cash underpinning arrangements with Henderson AIA and the shareholding in
Sportingbet of Henderson Global Investors Limited, Henderson Group Limited and its subsidiaries
are deemed to be acting in concert with William Hill Australia and GVC for the purposes of the
Takeover Code.

Sportingbet Shareholders in Restricted Jurisdictions will not be entitled to participate in the Mix and
Match Facility and, if the Scheme becomes effective, will receive for each Scheme Share held by them
the basic consideration of 44.8 pence in cash and a further sum of cash based upon the proceeds of
the sale of 0.0435 New GVC Shares in the market.

6.3      Consortium Agreement

GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William Hill Organization entered into a Consortium
Agreement on 20 December 2012. The Consortium Agreement sets out the obligations of the parties
as joint offerors towards each other in connection with implementation of the Acquisition and certain
protections to be afforded to the other following the Effective Time, resulting largely from the
proposed transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to the William Hill Group.

See Part 10 of this document for a summary of the key terms of the Consortium Agreement.

6.4      Transfer Agreement

On 20 December 2012 Sportingbet, GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William Hill
Organization entered into a Deed of Undertaking pursuant to which they agreed to execute a copy of
the Transfer Agreement immediately after the Scheme Court Order is filed with the Registrar of
Companies. The Transfer Agreement is in an agreed form and places certain obligations on the parties
to implement, shortly before the Effective Time, a re-organisation of the Sportingbet Group and the
transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to members of the William Hill Group.

See Part 10 of this document for a summary of the key terms of the Transfer Agreement.

7.        FINANCING OF THE ACQUISITION

If the Scheme becomes Effective, it will result (assuming that the maximum number of New GVC Shares
are issued pursuant to the Scheme, that no Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders convert their Sportingbet
Convertible Bonds into Sportingbet Shares and that no options or awards under the Sportingbet Share Plans
are exercised prior to the Court’s sanction of the Scheme), in 29,018,660 New GVC Shares being issued in
connection with the Acquisition, and a total cash consideration of approximately £418.1 million being paid,
subject to the terms of the Mix and Match Facility and the other arrangements referred to in paragraph 6.2
of this Part 1.

The cash consideration payable by GVC to Scheme Shareholders under the Acquisition will be financed
through a loan made to GVC by William Hill Australia under the Transfer Agreement (which payment will
be funded by William Hill from an existing revolving credit facility of the William Hill Group with a
consortium of banks and a new term loan with Lloyds Banking Group, Barclays and Royal Bank of
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Scotland) and through the cash underpinning arrangements with Henderson AIA, Richard Griffiths and
Antisoma plc described in this Part 1. The funding required for the cash consideration payable under the
Acquisition by William Hill Australia (as agent of Sportingbet) to Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders will
be funded from the William Hill Group’s own resources and the same loan facilities.

In order to effect the Acquisition, William Hill will make an additional consideration payment of
£36.5 million to GVC, part of which will be used to discharge bank indebtedness of the Sportingbet Group
which exists as at the Effective Time. As a result, the total expected cash consideration paid by William Hill
in relation to the acquisition of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses is approximately £454 million. William
Hill will separately provide a loan facility of up to £15 million at the Effective Date (subject to a further
adjustment of up to £5 million after the Effective Date) to GVC to cover expected working capital
fluctuations and other cash commitments. If GVC draws down on this facility, it will be repaid under a
mechanism set out in the Transfer Agreement ending 30 June 2016.

The summary of the Transfer Agreement contained in Part 10 of this document provides further details of
the financing of the Acquisition and the inter-relationship of that financing with the consideration payable
by William Hill Australia for the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses.

8.        SEPARATION OF THE REGULATED SPORTINGBET BUSINESSES AND THE
SPORTINGBET RETAINED BUSINESSES

Following the issue of the Reduction Court Order by the Court but prior to the Effective Time, and pursuant
to the terms of the Transfer Agreement, the William Hill Group will acquire the subsidiary companies of
Sportingbet that comprise the Sportingbet Australian Business together with the Sportingbet Guernsey
PropCos and the “miapuesta” brand, currently used by the Sportingbet Spanish Business. At the same time
William Hill Australia will be granted (for no additional consideration) call options to acquire, no earlier than
six months, and no later than twelve months, following the Effective Time, the business and assets that
comprise the Sportingbet Spanish Business. Those assets include the customer lists and customer balances
of the Sportingbet Spanish Business and the shares of certain companies that own the assets comprising the
Sportingbet Spanish Business.

William Hill Australia’s options over the Sportingbet Spanish Business may be exercised (at no additional
consideration) in respect of some or all of the relevant assets at different times during the call option period.
Pending the complete exercise of the options and the migration of the Sportingbet Spanish Business to the
William Hill Group, GVC has agreed to operate the Sportingbet Spanish Business in accordance with certain
undertakings given to William Hill Australia and under the direction of a joint steering group which is to be
established to oversee the conduct of the Sportingbet Spanish Business.

GVC will be entitled to the economic benefit of the Sportingbet Spanish Business for a period of six months
from the Effective Date, following which the economic benefit of the business shall vest with William Hill
Australia and will continue to do so in the future whether or not William Hill Australia exercises its call
options and notwithstanding that those options lapse on the anniversary of the Effective Date. To the extent
that William Hill Australia does not exercise its call options over any or all of the Call Option Assets by the
first anniversary of the Effective Date, GVC must procure that such Call Option Assets as are notified to it
by William Hill Australia are wound up or disposed of. There is no set date by which William Hill Australia
must notify GVC of the Call Option Assets that it requires GVC to wind up or dispose of. GVC has agreed
to transfer to William Hill Australia any consideration received on any disposal or winding up of the Call
Option Assets at William Hill Australia's direction, however, it is indemnified by William Hill Australia for
any losses it suffers as a result of such a winding up or disposal at any time following the end of the call
option period. Following the anniversary of the Effective Date, GVC is not restricted from selling or winding
up any Call Option Assets that remain within the GVC Group, however, the economic benefit of any such
winding up or sale would vest with William Hill Australia.

The summary of the Transfer Agreement contained in Part 10 of this document provides further information
on the transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to the William Hill Group.
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9.        IRREVOCABLE UNDERTAKINGS

9.1      Scheme irrevocable undertakings

GVC and William Hill have received irrevocable undertakings in support of the Scheme in respect of
an aggregate of 153,574,208 Sportingbet Shares, representing approximately 23 per cent. of
Sportingbet’s share capital in issue on 19 December 2012 (being the last practicable date prior to the
making of the Announcement).

Within this total are irrevocable undertakings from those of the Sportingbet Directors who beneficially
own or control, and can procure the voting of, Scheme Shares in respect of an aggregate of 5,492,756
Sportingbet Shares, representing approximately 0.8 per cent. of Sportingbet’s share capital in issue on
19 December 2012 (being the last practicable date prior to the making of the Announcement).

Henderson Global Investors Limited, which through the Henderson Volantis Capital Team exercises
discretionary investment management control over 10,102,999 Sportingbet Shares, representing
approximately 1.5 per cent. of the share capital of Sportingbet in issue on 19 December 2012 (being
the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement), has executed an irrevocable
undertaking consenting to the Scheme and undertaking to be bound by it and undertaking to vote in
favour of the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution to be proposed at the Sportingbet General Meeting.

Certain other Sportingbet Shareholders (namely Bonaire Investment Holdings Ltd, UBS Global Asset
Management, DBS Advisers Ltd., Mark Blandford (with family trusts) and Rockridge Investments
S.A.) who hold or are beneficially entitled to, or exercise management control over, 137,978,453
Sportingbet Shares in aggregate, representing approximately 20.7 per cent. of the share capital of
Sportingbet in issue on 19 December 2012 (being the last Business Day prior to the making of the
Announcement), have executed irrevocable undertakings to vote in favour of the Scheme and in favour
of the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution.

9.2      Irrevocable Undertakings in respect of the GVC Shareholder Resolutions

GVC has received irrevocable undertakings to vote in favour of the GVC Shareholder Resolutions to
be proposed at the GVC General Meeting, in respect of an aggregate of 16,377,994 GVC Shares,
representing approximately 51.8 per cent. of the share capital of GVC in issue on 19 December 2012
(being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement). 

Within this total are irrevocable undertakings from those of the GVC Directors who beneficially own
or control, and can procure the voting of, GVC Shares in respect of an aggregate of 522,033 GVC
Shares, representing approximately 1.7 per cent. of GVC’s share capital in issue on 19 December
2012 (being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement).

The remainder of the irrevocable undertakings received by GVC have been given by certain GVC
Shareholders (namely Henderson Global Investors Limited, Ora Capital and Audley Capital
Management Limited) in respect of an aggregate of 15,855,961 GVC Shares, representing
approximately 50.2 per cent. of GVC’s share capital in issue on 19 December 2012 (being the last
Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement).

10.      GVC EGM                                                                                                                                              

In view of the size of the Acquisition, it constitutes a “reverse takeover” (as defined in the AIM Rules for
Companies) for GVC. Accordingly, GVC will be required to seek, at the GVC EGM, the approval of the
Acquisition by GVC Shareholders.

The GVC Notice of EGM convening the general meeting will be sent to GVC Shareholders on or around the
date of this document. The GVC Shareholder Resolutions set out in that GVC Notice of EGM will require
the approval of the GVC Shareholders representing more than 50 per cent. of the votes cast at the GVC EGM
(either in person or by proxy).

The Scheme will be conditional upon, amongst other things, the passing by the requisite majority at the GVC
EGM of resolutions to approve the Acquisition and increase GVC’s authorised share capital so as to allow
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the allotment of New GVC Shares pursuant to the Acquisition. The Scheme will not, however, be conditional
upon the passing of any other resolutions which may be proposed at the GVC EGM.

As noted above, GVC Shareholders representing approximately 51.8 per cent. of the GVC Shares in issue
on 19 December 2012 (being the last Business Day prior to the making of the Announcement) have
irrevocably undertaken to vote in favour of the GVC Shareholder Resolution at the GVC EGM.

In the event that, prior to the Effective Time, a third party offer for GVC is announced (or GVC is approached
concerning a potential offer), the GVC Directors’ recommendation is not made, is withdrawn or adversely
modified or qualified, and the proposed Acquisition lapses, GVC has agreed to pay a fee of £5 million to
William Hill.

The result of the GVC EGM will be announced on GVC’s website.

11.      TAXATION

Your attention is drawn to paragraph 15 of Part 10 of this document. If you are in any doubt as to your tax
position, you should consult an appropriate professional adviser without delay.

12.      MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYEES AND LOCATIONS OF THE SPORTINGBET RETAINED
BUSINESSES

GVC believes that the combination of its existing operations with those of the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses shall result in opportunities for many employees in the Enlarged Group in the future.

However, GVC also recognises that in order to achieve the planned benefits of the Acquisition, including
deriving any available cost synergies, operational restructuring will be required. Following the Effective
Date, GVC will seek to integrate the respective operations of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses (including customer services, sales, accounting, finance, legal, IT, human resources and
marketing functions). This is likely to lead to redundancies where the businesses have overlapping functions
or where this would otherwise improve efficiency. In addition, GVC expects changes to the principal
locations of business of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and may redeploy the fixed assets of the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses. However, save as set out below, specific proposals have not yet been
identified by GVC.

•          It is envisaged that the executive directors of Sportingbet will vacate office and leave employment
immediately upon Admission. The board of GVC has confirmed that all payments and benefits which
will fall due to the executive directors of Sportingbet on the termination of their employment under
their existing arrangements will be made in full, save that the executive directors have waived any
eligibility they may have to any payment under Sportingbet’s current redundancy policy.

•          The non-executive directors of Sportingbet have agreed to resign with effect from the date of
Admission. The board of GVC has confirmed that all payments which fall due to non-executive
directors of Sportingbet on the termination of their directorships under their existing terms of
appointment will be made in full as a lump sum. Peter Dicks will receive the sum of £55,000 pursuant
to an agreement made with Sportingbet in 2007.

•          In addition to the costs of the Sportingbet directors, GVC will also review the central costs of
Sportingbet, including the head office costs, in particular those associated with Sportingbet having
been listed on the Official List of the London Stock Exchange.

•          GVC will look to rationalise the locations of business of the GVC Group and the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses. The board of GVC has confirmed that a number of senior managers will leave by reason
of redundancy in the period following the date of Admission and discussions are underway with
relevant individuals.

The GVC Board has confirmed to the Sportingbet Directors that the existing employment rights, including
pension rights, of all employees employed within the Sportingbet Retained Businesses will be safeguarded.
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The GVC Board has confirmed that, following the date of Admission, all of the employees of the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses will become employed within the Enlarged Group on their existing terms and
conditions and that there are no material changes in their employment terms and conditions envisaged.

The boards of William Hill and GVC have also confirmed that, in relation to any redundancies which are
considered necessary in any jurisdiction, enhanced payments will be made to all impacted employees in
accordance with the terms of the redundancy policy most recently applied by Sportingbet in the relevant
jurisdiction.

13.      DELISTING OF SPORTINGBET SHARES AND SPORTINGBET CONVERTIBLE BONDS
AND RE-REGISTRATION

Prior to the Scheme becoming Effective, applications will be made to the UK Listing Authority for the
cancellation of the listing of Sportingbet Shares and Sportingbet Convertible Bonds on the Official List and
to the London Stock Exchange for the cancellation of trading of Sportingbet Shares on the London Stock
Exchange’s main market for listed securities and the cancellation of trading of Sportingbet Convertible
Bonds on the London Stock Exchange’s Professional Securities Market, with effect as at or shortly following
the Effective Date.

The last day of dealings in, and for registration of transfers of, Sportingbet Shares and Sportingbet
Convertible Bonds is expected to be the Business Day after the First Court Hearing and at the close of
business on that day the trading of Sportingbet Shares on the London Stock Exchange’s main market for
listed securities and of Sportingbet Convertible Bonds on the London Stock Exchange’s Professional
Securities Market will be suspended. No transfers of Sportingbet Shares or Sportingbet Convertible Bonds
will be registered after 6.00 p.m. on that day, other than the registration of Sportingbet Shares released,
transferred or issued under the Sportingbet Share Plans.

At the Effective Time, Sportingbet will become a wholly owned subsidiary of GVC and accordingly share
certificates in respect of Sportingbet Shares will cease to be valid and should be destroyed and entitlements
to Sportingbet Shares held within the CREST system will be cancelled. It is also proposed that, following
the Effective Date and after its shares have been delisted, Sportingbet will be re-registered as a private limited
company.

14.      ADMISSION, DEALINGS AND SETTLEMENT OF THE NEW GVC SHARES

Upon the publication of this document, GVC will make an application to the London Stock Exchange for the
temporary suspension of trading in Existing GVC Shares to be lifted.

An application, conditional on the Scheme becoming effective, will be made to the London Stock Exchange
for the GVC Shares in issue upon the Scheme becoming Effective (including the New GVC Shares) to be
admitted or re-admitted (as applicable) to trading on AIM. It is expected that Admission will become
effective, and that dealings for normal settlement in GVC Shares will commence, at 8.00 a.m. on the
Business Day after the Effective Date.

The New GVC Shares will be issued credited as fully paid and will rank pari passu in all respects with the
Existing GVC Shares, including the right to receive in full all dividends and other distributions (if any)
declared, made or paid by reference to a record date after the Effective Date.

Further details on Admission, dealings and settlement are set out in the Scheme Document.

15.      OVERSEAS SHAREHOLDERS

15.1    United States

Please see sub-heading “United States” under “Notice to Scheme Shareholders and potential
investors” in the section on Important Information in this document.

15.2    Other jurisdictions

Please see sub-heading “Other Jurisdictions” under “Notice to Scheme Shareholders and potential
investors” in the section on Important Information in this document.
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PART 2

INFORMATION RELATING TO GVC

1.        INTRODUCTION

GVC is the Isle of Man incorporated holding company of the GVC Group and was admitted to trading on
AIM in May 2010. GVC was formed to assume the business and operations of GVC Holdings S.A., the GVC
Group’s previous Luxembourg-incorporated holding company, as part of a redomiciliation of the
GVC Group of companies from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man in 2010.

GVC is a leading provider of B2B and B2C services to the online gaming and sports betting markets and its
shares have been traded on AIM since 2004. The GVC Group has two principal operating divisions: B2B
and B2C, along with a central support function. The B2C business unit consists of CasinoClub, an online
casino operating principally in German-speaking markets; Betboo, offering a sports book and bingo
operation on its own platform along with casino and poker on third party platforms to mainly Brazilian
customers; and, until 10 April 2012, Betaland, a sports and gaming operation focusing on offline agent-
derived Italian business.

The B2B business unit consists principally of the third party support contract for EPC, which acquired the
Superbahis brand from Sportingbet in November 2011. B2B also includes the GVC Group’s operations in
the same geographical markets as Superbahis, although these are relatively small.

The GVC Group does not accept, and has never accepted, wagers from US customers.

The GVC Group operates from offices in Israel, which provide customer services, marketing and operational
support for CasinoClub; in Malta, which provide sports trading management for Betboo; and in Dublin,
which provides customer support to EPC and the Superbahis Business. Other operational support and
customer services for Betboo are outsourced to third party providers in Latin America. In total, as at
30 September 2012, the GVC Group had 148 employees and direct contractors.

2.        HISTORY AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS                                                                                  

GVC Holdings S.A. was incorporated in November 2004. In December 2004 it contemporaneously acquired
the business of CasinoClub and was admitted to trading on AIM where the GVC Shares are currently traded.

On 17 September 2007 it was granted a sports licence under a letter of intent (later backed up by a full
licence) and established a presence in the Italian market through the foundation of two brands:
Betaland.com, licensed by the Lotteries and Gaming Association in Malta and operated through Gaming VC
Corporation Limited (a wholly owned Maltese subsidiary of GVC Holdings S.A.), and Betpro.com, a wholly
owned Italian subsidiary of GVC Corporation S.p.A.

On 17 December 2009 GVC disposed of GVC Corporation S.p.A. as Betpro showed no signs of becoming
cash generative. On 4 May 2012, GVC completed the disposal of the Betaland business due to poor prospects
regarding growth and cash collectability.

In the first quarter of 2008 GVC established Winzingo, a bingo brand to target the Spanish market. GVC
disposed of this brand in April 2010 as it showed no signs of becoming cash generative.

In July 2009, the GVC Group acquired Intera N.V., a company incorporated in the Dutch Caribbean which
owns the web domain “Betboo.com”. The Betboo Business targets the Brazilian market for bingo, sports,
casino and poker products. Intera N.V. was acquired for an upfront consideration of $4,000,000 (€2,850,830)
and a maximum consideration of $30,000,000, depending on performance, at a fixed exchange rate of
€1=US$1.4031.

On 21 November 2011, EPC (a company which is not a member of the GVC Group) acquired the Superbahis
Business. Since EPC’s acquisition of the Superbahis Business, the GVC Group has charged EPC fees for
providing support services to enable it to operate the Superbahis Business. Further details of EPC’s
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acquisition of the Superbahis Business and the associated Services Agreement are set out in Part 10 of this
document.

3.        ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE                                                                                                   

GVC acts as the holding company of the GVC Group. The principal activity of the GVC Group during the
year ended 31 December 2011 was the provision of online gambling and sports betting services. GVC has
the following significant subsidiaries:

                                                                      Country of                                                                    Percentage
Name                                                             incorporation                Business activity                     ownership

Gaming VC Corporation Limited                 Malta                             Licensed operator                           100%
GVC Corporation B.V.                                 Dutch Caribbean           Licensed operator                           100%
Intera N.V.                                                     Dutch Caribbean           Owner of the Betboo brand           100%
GVC Administration Services Limited        UK                                Administration company                100%

4.        BUSINESS OVERVIEW                                                                                                                       

4.1      CasinoClub

Originally launched in 2001, CasinoClub is a leading online casino website for German-speaking
markets and regularly attracts over 10,000 customers per month spending on average over €220 each
per month. The business was originally built on the established readership of a German language
magazine for roulette enthusiasts coupled with extensive marketing. As one of the first online gaming
sites targeted at German-speaking players, it swiftly established a significant, loyal and high-spending
customer base in German-speaking markets, many of whom remain players today.

Development of the original CasinoClub games and software was outsourced to a third party, Boss
Media, which also provided operational support and electronic payment processing services. These
arrangements were renegotiated in the summer of 2007 and again in early 2009. The GVC Group now
licenses the games and related software from Boss Media in return for a royalty based on Net Gaming
Revenue. It uses the electronic payment processing services of WebDollar Limited, in return for a
commission based on the deposit value and pass-through of third party costs. All customer service
activities for CasinoClub are now undertaken by the GVC Group in-house, from its offices in Tel Aviv.

Over time, the CasinoClub customer base has matured and the number of Active Customers had
started to fall in 2008 leading to declining Net Gaming Revenues. In response, GVC stepped up its
marketing efforts in 2009 and 2010 and succeeded in stabilising and growing the number of Active
Customers in 2010. However, Net Gaming Revenues continued to decline in 2010, albeit at a slower
rate. The GVC Group made a further substantial investment in marketing in the first half of 2011 with
the launch of a television advertising campaign. Whilst the campaign was successful in reactivating
lapsed customers, leading to a recovery in CasinoClub revenues to above those earned in the first half
of 2010, its ability to generate active new players was more limited.

Contribution has been adversely affected both by the increased marketing costs and the increasing
proportion of new business being sourced through affiliates (34 per cent. of the total revenue was
generated from affiliates in 2011 against 21 per cent. in the year ended 31 December 2010 and
15 per cent. in the year ended 31 December 2009). The Contribution Margin declined to 53 per cent.
in 2011 from 60 per cent. in 2010. The Contribution Margin in the first six months of 2012 however
improved to 59 per cent. The GVC Directors believe that as the benefits of the marketing expenditure
come through, margins should stabilise, but are unlikely to improve.

Marketing activities are aimed at retaining existing customers, reactivating lapsed customers,
recruiting new Active Customers and supporting spend per customer. They include the operation of
an intensive customer relationship management system with a dedicated department focused on
higher-spending customers and continued publication of the original CasinoClub magazine among
other activities.
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CasinoClub operates out of the GVC Group’s Maltese subsidiary, Gaming VC Corporation Limited,
under a Maltese licence.

CasinoClub offers progressive jackpots on slot machines. Unlike some operators, it does not
participate in any progressive jackpot pooling scheme and bears its own jackpot losses, accounting for
them in the period in which they fall. Total jackpot losses amounted to €3.1 million, €4.0 million and
€2.8 million in the years to 31 December 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively and the largest individual
jackpot loss over this period was €0.3 million.

Despite the decline in its legacy customer base, CasinoClub remains highly profitable and in the
six months ended 30 June 2012, generated: 48 per cent. of GVC Group revenue (year to 31 December
2011: 66 per cent.); 49 per cent. of GVC Group Contribution (year to 31 December 2011: 75 per cent.)
and 65 per cent. of GVC Group Clean EBITDA (year to 31 December 2011: 115 per cent.).

In the six months to 30 June 2012, CasinoClub generated an ARPD of €78,000, a Contribution Margin
of 59 per cent. and a Clean EBITDA margin of 35 per cent.

4.2      Betboo

In 2005 the Betboo website was established in the Brazilian market. It has since expanded from its
customer support base in Montevideo, Uruguay into sports, casino and poker. The sports trading
function was largely moved from Montevideo to Malta in 2012 to take advantage of the greater pool
of sports trading expertise in Malta. The customer support and VIP functions continue to be managed
out of Montevideo through an exclusive contract with local provider Gomifer. It has its own
proprietary sports and bingo platform, and integrates casino and poker from third party providers. It
was acquired by the GVC Group in July 2009.

The Betboo business in Latin America has no employees, but instead has service contracts with third
party companies which supply customer relationship management and IT support services.

Net Gaming Revenue has grown strongly since its acquisition and the GVC Directors believe that the
markets in which it operates have considerable potential. The GVC Group has been investing heavily
in the brand to expand the market and build market share. It commenced an aggressive marketing
campaign in Brazil in the second quarter of 2011, the aim of which is to achieve a step-change in the
revenues ahead of the 2014 FIFA World Cup being held in Brazil.

In the six months to June 2012, the Betboo Business generated €21.7 million of sports wagers at an
average hold of 8 per cent. (year ended 31 December 2011: €24.4 million at 11 per cent.). Revenues
amounted to €5.0 million in the six months to 30 June 2012, an average of €27,700 per day)
(year ended 31 December 2011: €24,100 per day). Contribution Margin was 31 per cent. (year ended
31 December 2011:26 per cent.) but with a negative Clean EBITDA margin of 14 per cent.
(year ended 31 December 2011: negative margin of 17 per cent.).

Deferred consideration remains payable for the Betboo acquisition and comprises:

•          four annual payments, to be made in January of each year from 2012 to 2015, equal to
25 per cent. of Betboo’s Net Gaming Revenue in the Latin American market for the preceding
year to 31 December;

•          an amount equal to 20 per cent. of the consolidated operating profit (less all taxes, duties, fees,
excises and tariffs) of Betboo’s business outside of central and Latin America, from 1 January
2011 until 30 June 2012 and payable monthly; plus

•          monthly payments of €150,000 to 1 June 2014, conditional on the founders of Betboo
remaining with the business.

The deferred consideration is payable in cash at a fixed exchange rate of €1=US$1.4031 and is capped
at a total of US$26 million.
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4.3      Superbahis

EPC’s Superbahis Business is focussed on Turkish-speaking markets. It is strongly associated with
sports betting, with a particular focus on in-play betting. Casino games, virtual games and poker
comprise a smaller part of the revenue of the Superbahis Business. It has been operational since 1999.

On 21 November 2011, EPC (a company outside of the GVC Group) acquired the Superbahis
Business. The consideration for the acquisition was structured on a deferred earn-out basis entitling
Sportingbet to an amount equal to 75 per cent. of the combined Net Gaming Revenue of the
Superbahis Business and the Betboo Turkish Business. GVC, on behalf of EPC, continues to pay that
deferred consideration to Sportingbet on a periodic basis. It remains payable until 21 November 2017
although it will cease earlier if, at any point during the period 21 November 2015 to 21 November
2017, the total consideration paid by EPC to Sportingbet reaches €142.5 million.

The GVC Group has, since EPC’s acquisition of the Superbahis Business, provided EPC with support
services to enable it to operate the Superbahis Business. The support services provided by
GVC Sports to EPC include Sportsbook and back-end functionality. As at 30 September 2012, the
GVC Group’s support function for EPC and the Betboo Turkish Business consisted of 72 staff, with
57 staff in Dublin and 15 in Malta. In return, for its B2B services, EPC pays to GVC a fee equal to
the total of EPC’s cash reserves at the end of each month after it has paid the instalment of the
consideration due to Sportingbet under the terms of the Superbahis Business acquisition. Once EPC
has paid the last instalment of the deferred consideration due to Sportingbet, the monthly service fee
it pays to GVC shall increase to an amount equal to the total cash reserves it holds at the end of each
month (subject to its retention of certain permitted costs).

Further details on EPC’s acquisition of the Superbahis Business and GVC’s service agreement with
EPC are set out in Part 10.

EPC was incorporated in Curaçao, Dutch Caribbean. It is wholly owned by Sigma Corporate
Management, a company established in 2009 under the laws of Panama and established in Panama
City and controlled by HBM Group. HBM Group is one of the leading independent corporate service
providers in Curaçao. HBM Group has a specialised business unit, e-Management N.V., which
provides e-gaming corporate support in Curaçao and Malta and is the sole managing director of EPC.
Herman J. Behr, a Dutch national, is the founder and chief executive of the HBM Group. Sigma
Corporate Management, HBM Group and EPC are not related parties to GVC.

In the six months ended 30 June 2012, the Superbahis Business generated €235 million of sports
wagers at an average hold of 11 per cent., and generated total revenues of €30.9 million of which GVC
was entitled to €9.9 million.

When expressed in terms of daily averages, the daily average wagers and revenue were €1,289,000
per day and €170,000 per day in the six months ended 30 June 2012.

In the six months to 30 June 2012, the GVC Group made a Contribution Margin on the EPC contract
of 72 per cent. and a Clean EBITDA margin of 34 per cent.

5.        STRATEGY

GVC’s strategy comprises three principal elements:

•          investing in and using its management’s expertise in developing highly cash-generative internet
gaming and gambling brands;

•          providing these services to third parties for a share of revenues; and

•          running multiple brands across diversified jurisdictions, where each brand is run separately with its
own highly incentivised and motivated managers and employees.

In recent years GVC’s strategy has focused on expanding its business into attractive new emerging markets
to capture the growth potential of such markets.
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6.        CURRENT TRADING AND RECENT TRENDS                                                                              

6.1      Average daily revenue of the GVC Group has increased from €146,000 in the period ended
31 December 2009 to €185,000 in the six month period ended 30 June 2012. Clean EBITDA for the
GVC Group has decreased from €17,428,000 in the period ended 31 December 2009 to €10,018,000
in the period ended 31 December 2011 (on revenues of €64.3 million) and was €7,676,000 for the six
month period ended 30 June 2012. In addition, whilst Contribution Margin for the GVC Group
decreased from 50 per cent. for the period ended 31 December 2009 to 38 per cent. for the period
ended 31 December 2011 as a result of the cost of investments in marketing and TV advertising during
this period, it increased to 51 per cent. for the period ended 30 June 2012, reflecting the cessation of
the TV advertising campaigns and a changing mix of business. Further details of the trading
performance of the GVC Group is contained in Part 5 of this document.

The GVC Board considers that, like many other gaming companies, GVC is affected by the macro-
economic climate of the countries in which its customers reside; the competitive nature of the
marketplace with many companies and products vying for the attention of its customers; the sporting
schedules, particularly football; and its much followed sports events such as the European Cup and
the World Cup.

However, the GVC Group runs each of its brands separately and therefore is subject to micro-
economic trends as well. It is focussed on resilient, high growth economies (e.g. CasinoClub in
Germany, Betboo in Brazil and Superbahis in Turkey).

The GVC Board believes that sports betting customers, particularly in Europe, are becoming more
engaged and discerning, wanting products to be supplied on mobiles and tablets and wanting to
participate more in “in-game” betting. These trends are driving up technology costs but also result in
customers becoming more “loyal”.

6.2      25 January 2013 trading update – six months from 1 July 2012 to 31 December 2012

Overall revenue

The average daily net revenues attributable to GVC in the six months to 31 December 2012 were
€166,400, 8 per cent. higher than the comparable period in 2011.

(in €000’s)                         Q3-’11          Q4-’11          Q1-’12          Q2-’12          Q3-’12          Q4-’12

B2B                                       14.5               52.1               52.5               56.6               55.1               68.4
B2C                                      108.9             106.0             101.6             109.2               99.2             110.0
Total                                     123.4             158.1             154.1             165.8             154.3             178.4

January has started encouragingly with daily revenues for the first 21 days of January 2013 of
€189,000, 24 per cent. ahead of the corresponding period in 2012.

B2B

The B2B division has now been running for just over a year since the completion of the acquisition
by EPC of the Superbahis Business and the conclusion of GVC’s service contract with EPC on
21 November 2011.

The revenues for the B2B division are net of the deferred consideration owing to Sportingbet by EPC
which directly reduces GVC’s revenue share under its service contract with EPC. 

In the year ended 31 December 2012, the total deferred consideration payable to Sportingbet was
€27.3 million. In the last quarter alone, however, it totalled €8.42 million, an increase of 50 per cent.
on the first quarter. The analysis of this by quarter is shown below.

                                                                                                                                                         2012
(in € millions)                    Q1-’12                Q2-’12                Q3-’12                Q4-’12                   Total

Revenue share                        5.62                    6.72                    6.54                    8.42                    27.3
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Sports gross margin

The sports margin for the six months to 31 December 2012 was 11.4 per cent. compared to 11.1 per
cent. in the comparable period in 2011.

The figures per quarter were:

                                          Q3-’11          Q4-’11          Q1-’12          Q2-’12          Q3-’12          Q4-’12

B2B                                    10.5%           11.4%           12.3%           11.1%           10.8%           12.5%
B2C                                    12.8%             8.3%             7.3%             8.7%             7.5%           10.7%
Total                                    11.4%           11.0%           12.0%           10.8%           10.4%           12.3%

7.        DIVIDEND POLICY                                                                                                                             

GVC announced in early 2012 that it would be moving to a quarterly pattern of distributions. However, in
light of the significant restructuring costs envisaged during 2013, GVC intends to suspend quarterly dividend
payments during this period and instead have a single dividend payment in November 2013. The GVC Group
does, however, plan to restore dividend payments on a quarterly basis in 2014 once the bulk of this
restructuring is complete.

As announced in its Trading Update of 25 January 2013, GVC intends to pay an interim dividend of €0.07
per GVC Share to GVC Shareholders on the register as at 22 February 2013.

The quantum of future dividends will naturally be determined by both the profits generated by the Enlarged
Group and the success and speed of its restructuring.

8.        REGULATION                                                                                                                                       

For an overview of the regulatory obligations to which the GVC Group and, following the Effective Date,
the Enlarged Group is and will be subject, refer to Part 4 of this document.

The regulation of online gambling presents possible risks to the GVC Group and, consequently, after the
Effective Date, to the Enlarged Group, both from existing regulation and regulation which may be introduced
or changed in the future. These possible risks are described separately in the Risk Factors section of this
document.
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PART 3

INFORMATION RELATING TO SPORTINGBET

1.        INTRODUCTION

Sportingbet is an online sports betting and gaming group focused on the European and Australian markets,
supplemented by an emerging markets business. The Sportingbet Group facilitates online sports betting,
casino, poker and gaming through a range of branded websites. As at 19 December 2012, Sportingbet
operated websites in 23 different languages, targeting 26 countries. The Sportingbet Group currently holds
betting and gaming licences and approvals in Alderney, Australia, Denmark, Italy, Malta, South Africa, Spain
and the UK.

2.        HISTORY

Sportingbet plc was incorporated and registered in England and Wales on 25 March 1998 as a private
company limited by shares. On 4 August 1998, Sportingbet plc changed its name to Netbet (UK) Limited.
On 25 November 1998, Sportingbet was re-registered as a public limited company with the name Netbet
(UK) plc and its shares began trading on the OFEX market in 1999. On 2 August 1999, Sportingbet plc
changed its name to Sportingbet.com (UK) plc and its shares were admitted to trading on AIM on 30 January
2001. On 5 November 2001, Sportingbet changed its name to Sportingbet plc.

In the years following the admission to AIM, a number of acquisitions were completed including that of
Number One Betting Shop, targeting the Australian market, Sportsbook.com, an online Sportsbook focused
on US sports and casino, Sporting Odds Limited, an online fixed odds betting business focused on the United
Kingdom and Paradise Poker, a predominantly US-focused poker business.

On 29 September 2006, following the passing of new legislation by the US Congress, the Sportingbet Group
sold its US-facing sports betting and casino operations and withdrew its poker offering from use by
US residents. In February 2007, the Sportingbet Group purchased the business and assets of its Turkish
language marketing partner. In March 2008, the Sportingbet Group purchased the business and assets of its
Bulgarian language marketing partner. In July 2008, the Sportingbet Group terminated the services
agreement with its marketing partner for the Spanish market.

On 14 May 2010, Sportingbet moved from having its shares traded on AIM to a premium listing on the
Official List, which is maintained by the UKLA. On 31 August 2011, Sportingbet completed the acquisition
of Australian-based business, Centrebet International Limited, facilitated by the issue of the Original Bonds.
This was followed on 21 November 2011 by the disposal of the Superbahis Business to GVC. In January
2012 Sportingbet acquired two Danish companies, Danbook Limited and Scandic Bookmakers Limited.

3.        BUSINESS OVERVIEW

The Sportingbet Group aims to derive its revenues from a geographically diverse customer base in order to
minimise the impact to the overall business of any changes in the operating environment that may occur in
a particular country from time to time.

In the financial year ended 31 July 2012, Sportingbet generated EBITDA of £56.8 million (adjusted for
exceptional items, share option charges and amortisation of other intangible assets) on amounts wagered of
£2,349.2 million generating NGR of £185.7 million and an adjusted operating profit (before exceptional
items, share option charges and amortisation) of £39.2 million.

Sports betting is the core of the Sportingbet Group’s business and generated 76 per cent. of the Sportingbet
Group’s NGR in the year ended 31 July 2012. Casino and games accounted for 18 per cent. and poker
accounted for 6 per cent. of the Sportingbet Group’s NGR.
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In the financial year ended 31 July 2012, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses had NGR of £89.3 million
(€104.1 million) and EBITDA (adjusted for the exclusion of exceptional items and share option charges and
the inclusion of the gain from deferred contingent consideration) of a loss of £4.1 million (€4.9 million).

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses, which will be acquired by GVC, facilitate online sports betting,
casino, poker and gaming through a range of branded websites, targeting 24 countries covering Europe and
some emerging markets, in 23 different languages. The most notable jurisdictions in which substantial
revenues are accepted by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses are Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Russia and the UK.

Betting and gaming licences and approvals are held by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses in Alderney,
Denmark, Italy, Malta, South Africa, and the UK.

3.1      Sports betting

Sports betting gaming services are provided through a number of websites, localised to fit the target
market. In the majority of territories, these websites are branded Sportingbet.com although a strategy
of localisation in certain territories has allowed for a build up of significant businesses in a number of
European countries.

3.2      Casino and games

Sportingbet offers casino and gaming products to its customer base in all target markets. In South
Africa, the local licence is restricted to online sports betting only.

The Sportingbet Group offers a full suite of over 100 download and instant play casino and games
under the ParadiseCasino brand. ParadiseCasino provides all the popular casino table games such as
blackjack and roulette as well as slots with progressive jackpots and other betting games. In 2010, the
Sportingbet Group extended its casino offering by adding a “live dealer” casino to its product suite.
In “live dealer”, players bet electronically on casino table games which take place physically, in real
time, in a studio and are then streamed live on the web. This provides some customers with a greater
degree of visibility over the outcome of the games rather than relying exclusively on the software
generated outcomes.

3.3      Poker

The Sportingbet Group offers online poker to its customers through its ParadisePoker brand.
ParadisePoker offers a variety of popular multi-player poker games such as Texas Hold’em, Omaha,
seven card stud and five card draw. In online poker, players play in real-time against other players with
the operator charging a commission for hosting and facilitating the games known as the “rake”.
As such, in contrast with the sports betting product, there is no financial risk to the operator. Players
can compete against each other on individual tables (“ring games”), where up to ten players play on
each table, or participate in tournaments where individuals compete against each other on a
single-table or multi-table knockout basis.

The Sportingbet Group’s poker software is provided by Boss Media (who operate the International
Poker Network (“IPN”) and Entraction. Sportingbet customers play against customers from other
poker operators in the poker network in order to generate larger player pools. Large player pools or
greater “liquidity” allows players to find the game they want, within the betting limits they want to
play, and at the time they wish to play. As prize pools are generated by player entry fees, larger player
pools also provide for larger prize funds. The IPN is one of the largest poker networks according to
pokerscout.com.

3.4      Sportingbet Australian Business

The Sportingbet Australian Business is one of the leading online corporate bookmakers in Australia.
It is based in Darwin and Sydney, operating under a licence provided by the Northern Territory
Government, with approximately 210 employees. The business comprises the “Sportingbet” and,
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since August 2011, “Centrebet” brands in the Australian market, offering sports betting products via
online, mobile and telephone channels.

For the financial year ended 31 July 2012, the Sportingbet Australian Business had net gaming
revenue (post gaming tax) of £83.6 million and EBITDA (adjusted for exceptional items and share
option charges) of £34.8 million.

As noted in Part 1 of this document, pursuant to the terms of the Transfer Agreement, the William Hill
Group will acquire, shortly before the Effective Time, the subsidiary companies of Sportingbet that
comprise the Sportingbet Australian Business.

3.5      Sportingbet Spanish Business

The Sportingbet Spanish Business operates under the long established “miapuesta” brand through
both mobile and online platforms, offering regulated gaming products in both sports and casino.

A new online gambling regulatory regime was introduced in Spain in early June 2012. In the months
preceding this liberalisation of the gambling market, the operations of the Sportingbet Spanish
Business was temporarily suspended due to an injunction from a Spanish land based casino operator.
The business was awarded a provisional Spanish egaming licence on 1 June 2012.

As noted in Part 1 of this document, pursuant to the terms of the Transfer Agreement, the William Hill
Group will be granted a call option to acquire, no earlier than six months following the Effective Time,
the business and assets that comprise the Sportingbet Spanish Business following the issue of the
Reduction Court Order by the Court and prior to the Effective Time. The William Hill Group will
acquire the “miapuesta” brand shortly before the Effective Time.

4.        REGULATION

For an overview of the regulatory obligations to which the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and, following
the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group is and will be subject, please refer to Part 4 of this document.

The regulation of online gambling presents possible risks to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses and,
consequently, after the Effective Date, to the Enlarged Group, both from existing regulation and regulation
which may be introduced or changed in the future. These possible risks are described separately in the Risk
Factors section of this document.
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                                                          PART 4                                                          

REGULATORY OVERVIEW

1.        ONLINE GAMBLING REGULATION

1.1      Overview

The regulation of online gambling presents possible risks to both the GVC Group and the Sportingbet
Group both from existing regulation and regulation which may be introduced or changed in the future.
These possible risks are described more fully in the Risk Factors section of this document.

The legal justification for the operation of the online gambling industry has, for many years, been
founded on the assertion that, if online gambling is legal from the country of supply, then the laws in
the country of receipt would have specifically to outlaw the activity of the customer (remotely
participating in online gambling) or support services (with a presence in the jurisdiction) in order to
render the operator’s activities illegal and entitle the country where the customer is located or support
services are sourced to assert jurisdiction. This incidentally follows the VAT treatment applied to other
B2C supply of service transactions outside the gaming industry.

GVC generally relies on this argument by supplying services only from jurisdictions in which it holds
a valid gambling licence and from where it is legal to operate. It couples this with refraining from
having an established physical presence in jurisdictions where its activities are expressly prohibited
by local law unless GVC has been advised that enforcement risk is minimal.

The position regarding online gambling varies widely from country to country. Certain jurisdictions,
however, have passed laws that purport to have extraterritorial effect. Turkey is one such country on
the basis that it is argued that an action outside Turkey has an effect in Turkey insofar as customers
are based there. These jurisdictions may seek to argue that an online gambling operator is acting
illegally in the country of receipt in accepting wagers from its citizens. By contrast, a number of
countries have not passed legislation in relation to online gambling but may introduce it. Some
jurisdictions have not updated legislation focused on land-based gambling which may be interpreted
in an unfavourable way to online gambling. Different jurisdictions have different views to determining
where gambling takes place and which jurisdiction’s law applies and these views may change from
time to time.

The gambling industry lobbies for the regulation of online gambling. It also lobbies against national
anti-gambling laws on the ground that (at least in some places) they are a means of protecting fiscal
rather than social or moral interests. Although supra-national authorities such as the EC, the ECJ or
the WTO police freedoms to trade cross border, it is not always clear that they will ultimately support
these arguments in connection with the online gambling sector. Currently the ECJ is still promulgating
a policy of co-ordinated co-operation between Member States in preference to a form of
harmonisation directive.

The GVC Group monitors legal and regulatory developments in all of the GVC Material Territories
closely and generally keeps abreast of legal and regulatory developments affecting the online
gambling industry as a whole, and as referred to in paragraph 1.1 of the Risk Factors section, will
evaluate when it is appropriate to commission legal opinions in certain territories. Where feasible, the
GVC Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group will attempt to reduce risk by
proactively reviewing blocking policies, the ceasing or reducing of marketing programmes, clear
travel policies, the re-location of employees and assets as well as ensuring that monies are collected
from and held in jurisdictions where the legality of their provenance is not in question.

The Enlarged Group intends to monitor legal and regulatory developments in all of the Material
Territories closely and keep abreast of legal and regulatory developments affecting the online
gambling industry as a whole.

AI 9.2.3

AI 12.2
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1.2      Licences                                                                                                                                                   

The GVC Group holds the following betting and gaming licences and approvals:

                                                                                    Licensing
Web domain                             Activity                        Jurisdiction              GVC subsidiary

betboo.com                              Sports, casino,            Dutch Caribbean     Intera N.V.
                                                bingo and poker

casinoclub.com                        Boss Media                 Malta                       Gaming VC Corporation
                                                download casino                                      Limited

casinoclub.net                          Boss Media                 Malta                       Gaming VC Corporation
                                                download casino                                      Limited

casino-club.com                      Boss Media                 Malta                       Gaming VC Corporation 
                                                download casino                                      Limited

casinoclub-poker.com             Boss Poker                  Malta                       Gaming VC Corporation 
                                                                                                                    Limited

pokerkings.com                       Boss Poker                  Malta                       Gaming VC Corporation
                                                                                                                    Limited

The GVC Group holds the following betting and gaming sub-licences:

                                                                                    Licensing
Licensor                                   Activity                        Jurisdiction              Licensee

         Casino                         Malta                       

         Poker                          Malta                       

                Dutch Caribbean     GVC Corporation B.V.

                Dutch Caribbean     GVC Sports B.V.

                Dutch Caribbean     Intera N.V.

2.        OVERVIEW OF REGULATION IN EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES

The TFEU embodies the principle that, within the EU, each Member State and their constituent citizens can
freely trade with other Member States and their constituent citizens. It arguably follows that restrictions on
supply and movement of goods, services, people and capital are not permitted unless certain justifications
are evident. Accordingly, if a gambling operator is prohibited from freely operating in Europe by an EU
Member State’s domestic law, such an approach may be unlawful under EU law (which is supreme over a
Member State’s domestic law). However, Member States are permitted to derogate from such principles and
to legislate and impose discriminatory restrictions where to do so would be justifiable to achieve the aim of
safeguarding public interest. The ability for Member States to introduce or seek to maintain restrictive legal
systems forms the basis of the evolution of the remote gambling regulatory environment. The application of
European laws designed to enshrine EU-wide trade freedoms is the subject of ongoing and developing
jurisprudence.

A number of Member States have recently introduced local licensing regimes, notably Denmark, Germany,
Spain and Bulgaria (following Italy’s staggered licensing development over the past few years). Yet, the way
in which national laws are evolving is unpredictable, and in some instances laws appear to have been fully
implemented by certain Member States in contravention of the jurisprudence of the ECJ, and also in
contravention of guidance given to Member States by the EC following review and comment on draft laws

AI 6.4
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and regulations. Tax rates are often set at a commercially unfriendly high level and can be applied
unpredictably and with no cross reference to the licensing regime, such as in Spain.

A myriad of local regulations are having a substantial effect on the remote gambling industry as operators
count the cost of multi-jurisdictional regulation and compliance. Technical requirements and operational
constraints, such as the requirement to ring-fence player liquidity, as has happened as a consequence of
developments in the Italian, Spanish and French licensing regimes, can impact the commercial appeal to
consumers and, it follows that it may also impact financially upon operators. Co-operation between Member
States and their gambling regulators is in its infancy and, if such co-operation does develop towards
harmonisation of sorts, be it in respect of uniform technical standards or common approaches towards player
protection, it remains to be seen how beneficial this will ultimately be to the industry and to consumers.

On 23 October 2012 the EC published its Action Plan which sets out the initiatives that the EC proposes to
implement over a two year period, to try and foster a greater clarity on online gambling and co-operation
between Member States.

The EC noted that a number of infringement proceedings remain outstanding (including in Greece and
Germany), and exhorted Member States to appoint regulators that can address a fast moving technology
sector and who can in turn collaborate with regulators in other jurisdictions. Whilst the EC accepts that some
enforcement of national rules is desirable, it points out those initiatives still have to comply with the TFEU.
It also committed to giving certainty to service providers insofar as they become embroiled in enforcement
proceedings.

However, the EC’s Action Plan does not comprise a directive; Member States are urged to co-operate but
clearly this has a long gestation period, which would result in (if co-operation does not occur) an even longer
period before overarching legislation is put firmly back on the agenda.

The following analysis provides a country by country overview of the key legal and regulatory issues within
GVC’s and Sportingbet’s Material Territories. Shareholders should also read the Risk Factors section of this
document for the specific risks associated with operating in certain territories and not just rely on the
summarised information set out in this Part 4.

3.        OVERVIEW OF REGULATION IN THE GVC MATERIAL TERRITORIES                             

3.1      Austria

Approximately €3.5 million of GVC’s revenue for the year ended 31 December 2011 was generated
in Austria.

An operator licensed outside Austria may be deemed to be operating illegally as a matter of Austrian
law if it operates in Austria and/or receives bets from Austrian residents without a local licence.
Currently Austria runs a monopolistic regime with Österreichische Lotterien GmbH holding the sole
remote gambling licence. Illegal operators can face liability pursuant to criminal law, competition law
and administrative law.

Pursuant to section 168 of the Austrian Criminal Code (“ACC”), the unlicensed operation, promotion
or professional participation in games of chance are subject to criminal penalties. Intentional
infringements can result in a fine or an imprisonment term of up to 6 months. Also, although Austrian
Courts have often refrained from enforcing advertising prohibitions, operators still risk being charged
for illegal gambling advertisements in accordance with section 52 of the Austrian Gaming Act.

The ECJ, in its ruling of 15 September 20118, determined that the Austrian monopoly of remote
gambling was compliant with EU law. It has been made clear in this ruling that remote gambling
operators are required to hold an Austrian remote gambling licence if they offer their products in
Austria.

AI 6.1.1

AI 6.2
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Although the Austrian authorities publicly promote their position against illegal remote gambling and
illegal advertisements, criminal prosecution has been very rarely executed. 

Sports betting is excluded from Austria’s gambling monopoly. The federal states do not have a
monopoly regarding sports betting and are able to issue licences to all betting operators which meet
the requirements of the respective federal state law. 

Within the federal state laws there are no separate provisions governing remote betting, but it has so
far been tolerated by the authorities. 

From a tax perspective it is currently unknown whether foreign operators are also subject to Austrian
betting duties. The Austrian Stamp Duty Act stipulates that any bets originating from Austria are
subject to a 2 per cent. turnover tax. It is currently unclear and to be decided by the Austrian supreme
courts whether and how this duty shall be applied to foreign operators and their turnover generated
from bets originating from Austria. 

Despite further consideration of Austrian gambling laws by the ECJ and the stated intention of the
Austrian government to commence drafting legislation to govern remote gaming, there is no
indication that the current status of only one legal remote gaming operator will change in the near
future. It is also likely that the situation will not change unless there are major developments within
the European Union legislature itself.

3.2      Brazil

Approximately €8.8 million of GVC’s revenue for the year ended 31 December 2011 was generated
in Brazil.

The law relating to online gaming and betting is currently ambiguous in Brazil, with arguments both
for and against its legality; however, the latter have tended to prevail.

In the event that online gambling is considered to be illegal in Brazil, and even if an online gambling
operator is located in a jurisdiction where such activity is legal, criminal liability may potentially
attach to the legal representatives (i.e. management) of such operators and any agents in Brazil, if it
is determined that they committed criminal contravention under Brazilian law by specifically
targeting the Brazilian market and permitting access by Brazilian residents to their websites. Brazilian
resident customers of unauthorised gaming and betting operations can also face charges for having
committed a criminal offence but given it is not clear that a remote operator is committing an offence,
it is also unclear whether the individual player has committed a similar contravention. Moreover, it
should be emphasised that the offence is a criminal contravention not a crime (i.e. it is deemed to be
a petty misdemeanour).

Difficulties in collecting gambling debts from Brazilian residents may arise under the Brazilian Civil
Code. Although the courts have now started to find in favour of operators where gambling debts were
incurred overseas, these may prove more unhelpful precedents where the consumer is technically
incurring the debt in Brazil (including playing online). The illegality of gaming and betting in Brazil
could also trigger prohibition and restrictions on local advertising, and a number of cases have already
been pursued by the advertising regulator, CONAR. Moreover, administrative sanctions and/or
penalties may also apply, in the form of the blockage of remittances of funds abroad from Brazil
(processed by banks or credit and debit card companies) on the basis of the illegality of gambling.
Theoretically, class actions could potentially be taken by the Brazilian Public Prosecution Service
(Ministério Público) or by consumer associations, based on the Brazilian Consumer Protection Code
(to the extent that the relationship established between the overseas online gaming provider and the
Brazilian player is deemed a consumer relationship) potentially resulting in damages being payable
by the GVC Group and, following the Effective Date, the Enlarged Group.
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3.3      Germany

Approximately €21.7 million of GVC’s revenue for the year ended 31 December 2011 was generated
in Germany.

Most German authorities consider unlicensed online gambling operators – regardless of whether or
not they are licensed in another European country – to be acting illegally if they accept clients located
in Germany. In relation to the operation of gambling websites which are targeting and/or offered to
German residents, the potential areas of liability under the current laws can be roughly divided into
five groups.

(a)      Violation of Criminal Law: The central provision of German criminal law is section 284
German Penal Code (Strafgesetzbuch, “StGB”). This makes the operation of (section 284 (1)
and (3) StGB), and advertising for (section 284 (4) StGB), illegal gambling subject to penalty.

(b)      Violation of Administrative Law: The violation of administrative law regulations can also
have a direct influence on the activities of an online service which is offered from outside
Germany. For instance, administrative fines and/or cease and desist orders can be imposed
against providers. However, a successful enforcement – at least abroad – is likely to fail
because of the lack of administrative competence for foreign territories.

(c)      Violation of Competition Law: In case of violation of the Law against Unfair Competition
(Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb), claims for damages and injunctive relief could be
brought by competitors.

(d)      Violation of IT Law: Violations of regulations of IT law can lead to warning notices or fines.

(e)      Violation of Tax Law: Sports betting operators are required to pay a 5 per cent. turnover based
tax on any sports bets offered in Germany or to German residents, regardless of whether or not
the operator is acting with or without a licence. Non-payment of these taxes is subject to fines
and criminal liability.

In summary, there is a risk of civil, administrative or criminal sanctions being taken against online
operators who target the German market without a licence. Enforcement action could also be taken
against local marketing partners, payment service providers and affiliates from the jurisdiction.
However, criminal enforcement action outside the territory has not historically been the route the
German authorities have elected to take. There have been a number of civil claims for damages largely
based on anti-competition claims and challenges by operators against cease and desist orders by
German authorities before administrative courts, but these have usually been enmeshed with
arguments relating to the EU’s freedom to trade, and in particular Articles 56 and 49 of the TFEU.
Therefore there have been two initiatives by the German Federal States to pass laws which both
address internet gambling and which the EU complement.

On 1 July 2012, the amended Interstate Treaty came into force which now applies in 15 of the 16
German Federal States. It supercedes the Interstate Treaty implemented in 2008. The Interstate Treaty
maintains the state monopoly on lotteries while opening the sports betting market for up to 20 sports
betting operators. The framework provides strict restrictions on the types of bets which may be
permitted, on the online offering of bets (for example player betting limits and no cross-linking
between different types of gambling) and advertisements on television and on the internet. The
offering of online casino games, including poker, is prohibited without exception.

Moreover, with effect from 1 July 2012, a new tax on sports bets was introduced in the Horse Race
and Lotteries Act. The tax applies to any sports bets offered either in Germany or to German residents.
The tax rate is 5 per cent. of the value of the betting slip/wager. The tax is payable regardless of
whether the operator is licensed or not and has been paid, the GVC Directors understand, by the
Sportingbet Group during this period. The tender for the 20 licences in the sports betting sector
commenced in August 2012 and the deadline for the filing of applications ended on 12 September
2012. The Sportingbet Group has applied for a licence but it is unclear whether it will be awarded one.
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If it is not, the Enlarged Group will need to consider its position in connection with the continuing
payment of tax.

It is not expected that the first licences will be issued prior to the second quarter of 2013. The few
operators who do secure a licence will need to cease the offering of services to German residents
which the licence will not authorise (e.g. online casino games) or otherwise risk the revocation of the
licence. Therefore, should the Enlarged Group be given the option to continue the process of
application for a licence (it is unclear what occurs to the status of an application in the event of a
change of control) and it does secure a licence it would, absent a challenge, jeopardise its non-sports
betting business.

However, there remains the issue that operators who fail to receive a licence will most likely challenge
the Interstate Treaty and its licensing regime before the German courts, claiming that the Interstate
Treaty disproportionally restricts European market freedoms. Operators have already lodged
complaints with the EC in this respect. It is, however, unclear if and to what extent challenges against
the Interstate Treaty will be successful.

The uncertainty with the German regulatory position will remain until the Interstate Treaty’s
compliance with European law has been finally assessed by the relevant courts.

The federal state of Schleswig-Holstein elected to pass its own Gambling Act, which came into force
on 1 January 2012 but was subsequently revoked on 24 January 2013. The Gambling Act was more
liberal than the Interstate Treaty and provided for the issue of an unlimited number of licences for
sports betting and online casino games (except banker games). Prior to the revocation of the Act the
Schleswig-Holstein authorities granted 26 licences for sports betting operators and 20 for online
casino game operators and the Sportingbet Group was awarded a licence for sports betting. The
legislation relating to the revocation of the Gambling Act provides that the Gambling Act is not
revoked in relation to the licences already granted under it. This means that licences granted prior to
the revocation of the Gambling Act shall remain in effect for the territory of Schleswig-Holstein,
notwithstanding the revocation of the Gambling Act. However, these licences are limited to the
territory of Schleswig-Holstein and therefore the extent to which licence holders such as Sportingbet
will be able to freely access the German market outside Schleswig-Holstein using these licences is
uncertain. GVC would not permit any member of the Enlarged Group to operate outside of Schleswig-
Holstein in reliance on such a licence without first taking legal advice.

On 24 January 2013, Germany’s Federal Court of Justice decided that it could not make a final
judgment in a case (involving the state lottery and an independent operator) which dealt with the
validity of Germany’s regulatory framework in the context of Germany’s wider EU obligations. In
light of the inconsistency within Germany of having a state (Schleswig-Holstein) that has issued
licences and a separate Interstate Treaty (supported by the other German states) which provides a
different framework, the Federal Court has sent the case to be heard at the European Court of Justice
to make its decision based on European law.

Further information on the specific risks associated with operating in the German online gaming and
sports betting market are set out in paragraph 1.1(b) of the Risk Factors.

3.4      Turkey

Approximately 34 per cent. of the GVC Group’s revenue in the six month period to 30 June 2012 was
derived from the Turkish market.

On 21 November 2011, EPC completed the acquisition of Sportingbet’s Turkish language website,
www.superbahis.com, and associated offshore assets. Although EPC is not part of the GVC Group,
the GVC Group provides support services to EPC in order to enable EPC to operate the Superbahis
Business. This means that GVC may be exposed to the risks in relation to the Superbahis Business,
in addition to its own Betboo Turkish Business, that are described below. The fees payable to GVC
by EPC as consideration for the supply of services in relation to the Superbahis Business may be
impacted by any disruption to the Superbahis Business as a result of the risks described below.
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Article 228 of the Turkish Criminal Code generally prohibits the provision of gambling services in
Turkey and Law 7258 regarding Provision of Betting and Luck Games in Football and Other Sportive
Competitions explicitly bans offshore originated online gambling and gaming and betting conducted
without a local authorisation, irrespective of the operator’s location (i.e. whether in or outside Turkey).
Furthermore, as per Article 34 of the Law of Minor Offences of Turkey, customers who gamble may
be subject to administrative (rather than criminal) enforcement under Turkish law. It is illustrative of
the risks that certain former employees of the Sportingbet Group who are Turkish nationals were
arrested in 2008 in Turkey in connection with their involvement in and support of the Sportingbet
Group’s historic Turkish business.

Turkish law asserts jurisdiction over any act that violates the laws of Turkey if the result of such act
occurs within Turkey, irrespective of the location of the offender. Accordingly, the activities of the
GVC Group in operating its Betboo Turkish Business and the activities of EPC in operating the
Superbahis Business (together, the “Turkish Businesses”) are considered illegal under Turkish law.
Therefore, GVC has relied on, and expects to continue to rely on, the argument that a supply of
services lawfully made from one jurisdiction remains lawful in that jurisdiction even if the domestic
law in the jurisdiction where the services are received deems the supply to be illegal. Although the
Superbahis Business is owned by EPC, there is a risk that the Turkish authorities may seek to take
action against the GVC Group in connection with the services provided to EPC.

Although neither the GVC Group nor EPC have an established physical presence in Turkey, in light
of the restrictive approach to online gambling and illegal gaming and betting adopted by the Turkish
legislation and the strict approach to enforcement adopted by the Turkish authorities, GVC has been
advised that there is a risk of criminal action against third party marketing and/or affiliate operators
in the territory who facilitate the gambling and illegal gaming and betting activity in the territory
(including through fund transfers). There is a risk that banks or credit card companies could freeze
monies owed to GVC or EPC (that relate to the activities of the GVC Group or EPC, as the case may
be) and/or any payment processor relied upon could abruptly cease to provide services leading to
additional payment blocks.

In addition to the above, Article 8 of Law No. 5651 regarding Regulation of Broadcasts via the
Internet Environment and Prevention of Crimes Committed through such broadcasts permits the
Turkish authorities to block online gambling or illegal gaming and betting if “satisfactory suspicion
regarding gambling services arises in such broadcasting”. There is a risk that a block will be imposed
on the websites used by the GVC Group and/or EPC in relation to the Turkish Businesses. Any such
blocking or attempted blocking is likely to disrupt the operation of the Turkish Businesses.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock is the authorised body to organise horse
races and accept domestic and offshore bets upon the races organised within Turkey or abroad.
However, the Ministry can transfer such authorisation and rights to the appropriate
corporations/institutions/unions. Although, the relevant legislation has no limitation on the number of
the licences to be issued by the Ministry, the Turkish Jockey Club (and its dealer Ganyan) is currently
the only corporation holding such authorisations and rights to organise horse races and to accept
betting in this regard. Accordingly, the activities of the GVC Group in taking online gambling and
betting custom from Turkey through the operation of the Betboo Turkish Business and the activities
of EPC in taking online gambling and betting custom from Turkey through the operation of the
Superbahis Business without holding the relevant authorisations and rights, insofar as such custom
relates to horse races, is also considered illegal under Law No. 6132: Law on Horse Races. The
penalty for failing to comply with this particular law is imprisonment of between three months and
two years. Related laws governing gambling and illegal gaming and betting in Turkey also provide
imprisonment sanctions.

Currently gaming based on chance events (which are defined as lottery for monetary prizes, numeric
games and similar games) are organised by the National Lottery Administration based on the National
Lottery Decree and, other than the National Lottery Administration, private legal entities are
prohibited from organising chance-based online gaming. The distinction between games of chance
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and gambling is unclear under Turkish law. Any games of chance not otherwise created and
designated as such by the National Lottery Administration or otherwise approved by the National
Lottery Administration may be categorised by the Turkish authorities as “gambling” and thus trigger
criminal liability. Accordingly, the activities of the GVC Group in taking online gambling and betting
custom from Turkey through the operation of the Betboo Turkish Business and the activities of EPC
in taking online gambling and betting custom from Turkey through the operation of the Superbahis
Business, insofar as such business is categorised by the Turkish authorities as “gambling”, is also
considered illegal under the Law No. 5651.

Further information on the risks associated with operating in the Turkish online gaming and sports
betting market are set out in paragraph 1.1(a) of the Risk Factors.

4.        OVERVIEW OF REGULATION IN THE SPORTINGBET MATERIAL TERRITORIES

4.1      Brazil

Approximately £8.7 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Brazil.

Please refer to the information in paragraph 3 of this Part 4 for an overview of the regulatory
environment in Brazil.

4.2      Bulgaria

Approximately £5.5 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Bulgaria.

Bulgaria’s Gambling Act became law on 1 July 2012. The new law regulates most forms of gambling
including the organisation of lotteries, sports betting, horse race betting and dog race betting, betting
on random events, betting on guessing of facts, games with slot machines and casino gambling in
Bulgaria. All types of gambling mentioned above may be operated remotely with the exception of
raffles and instant lottery games. Skill games also fall under the exemption but not to the extent they
are offered remotely.

Any operator from an EU/EEA jurisdiction or the Swiss Confederation can apply for a licence,
provided that the owners or shareholders are not registered in low tax jurisdictions. These provisions
have yet to be interpreted by the regulator and given it would, on the face of it, preclude a number of
would be applicants from making an application, it may well be subject to challenge.

An operator must also meet a number of additional regulatory requirements in order to qualify for a
licence. For example, an operator must run its operations in Bulgaria through a local central server
and ensure real-time reporting of transaction-specific data to the Bulgarian tax authorities. 

The creation of a blacklist of incompliant online gambling operators is also provided for. Once an
online gambling operator is placed on the blacklist they are given three days to legalise their Bulgaria-
related activity or suspend it before ISP blocking will commence.

Most of the relevant secondary legislation underpinning the new Gambling Act is yet to be adopted.
To date, only the secondary legislation concerning licensing requirements and procedures, registration
and gambling equipment has entered into force.

In November 2012, Bulgarian parliament implemented a 15 per cent. tax on turnover on all remote
and land-based gambling. The increased tax rate became effective on 1 January 2013. 

The Enlarged Group will consider its commercial options in connection with the Bulgarian market in
due course.
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4.3      Czech Republic

Approximately £7.6 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in the Czech Republic.

Act No. 202/1990 Coll. on lotteries and other similar games regulates all lotteries and gambling games
in the Czech Republic (“Lottery Act”).

The Czech Criminal Code does not expressly outlaw online gambling but local counsel are of the view
that the provision of online gambling could contravene the general prohibition. Although cases in
relation to online gambling have been heard by Czech courts, local counsel are not aware of any
enforcement against offshore operators.

Advertisement of illegal gambling is considered as an administrative offence but liability could also
arise under the Czech Criminal Code.

The Czech Republic has implemented a regime for regulating online Sportsbook betting and extended
this to card games in 2012. From the wording of the Lottery Act, it is clear that Poker (both a “classic”
table game and online) is subject to the regulation contained therein and shall be deemed unlawful,
unless properly licensed.

However, licences can only be granted to Czech companies with no foreign ownership and thus far
only five licences have been granted. 

While this provision is arguably in breach of EU law, its practical effect is to bar access to such
licences to the GVC Group and Sportingbet Group, at least at this time, and potentially the Enlarged
Group after the Effective Date.

There is, however, currently a draft governmental proposal under consideration in response to EC
criticism in relation to the requirement for licensees to incorporate in the Czech Republic, which will
permit the online licensing system to extend to non-Czech ownership; the requirement to incorporate
locally remains.

4.4      Germany

Approximately £9.6 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Germany.

Please refer to the information in paragraph 3 of this Part 4 for an overview of the regulatory
environment in Germany.

4.5      Greece

Approximately £15.5 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Greece.

The two main legislative acts which regulate the Greek gaming market are Law 2443/1996 and the
most recently enacted Law 4002/2011.

Law 2443/1996: This is the main piece of legislation through which “the right to manage and operate
bets of fixed or variable returns” was granted exclusively to the Greek State and is exercised through
the State-run monopoly holder OPAP S.A. (Organisation of Football Pools S.A.). It regulated the
issuance of betting tickets of fixed or variable returns in all kinds of individual or team sports and
events “the nature of which may be subject to betting”, without making a distinction to online or
offline services.

Law 4002/2011: Re Offline and Online Gaming & Betting was introduced in order to further regulate
the provision of offline gaming (through Video Lottery Terminals) as well as online gaming and
betting and in order to address many issues that concerned the gaming market which were
unregulated.
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Given that these provisions are stricter than that of Law 2443/1996, it prevails over it. Law 4002/2011
further provided for a series of other issues such as:

•          the pre-requisites for the granting of online gaming licenses;

•          the establishment of the Committee for the Monitoring and Supervision of Gaming (the
“Gaming Committee”);

•          minimum pay-outs;

•          tax issues; and

•          the establishment of the Gaming Code of Conduct.

Article 35 §4 foresees that until the enactment of the Gaming Code of Conduct, all types of
commercial communication and marketing for gaming is prohibited, with the exception of games held
in compliance with a licence that has been issued by the Hellenic Republic, i.e. games offered by
OPAP and ODIE (the entity providing horserace betting).

With respect to the regulation of the online industry, the law envisages that the provision of online
gaming shall be allowed by licence holders. The HGC, which was established in 2012, is responsible
for the operational pre-requisites to which the licence holders will adhere, as well as the technical
specifications of the servers and software of online providers.

The law also provided for a transition period during which companies that are legally established in
Member States of the EU and the EEA, and which provide gaming services online and hold a relevant
legal licence could continue (for the purposes of the present “legal foreign operators”) to provide the
services during the transition period until the implementation of the provisions of the law and the
granting of relevant licences are issued, but only when they commit themselves immediately and
voluntarily to the tax regime of the law.

On 6 December 2012 the Greek Government implemented a ban against offshore operators targeting
Greek residents. As a consequence of inadequate notification pursuant to EU law, local counsel have
advised that the ban is not effective for at least a three month period (EC standstill period).

The GVC Directors are aware that the Sportingbet Group obtained a transitional licence and has been
making voluntary tax payments. Whether that is viable once the Acquisition completes is not certain
as it is unclear whether or not the licence holds any ongoing value, given that the implementation of
the licensing regime in Greece is open to doubt due to several ongoing dynamics. First, the EC issued
a press release in early October 2012 authorising Greece to prolong, until 2030, the exclusive rights
granted to OPAP. Second, the ECJ ruled on 24 January 2013 in the joined Greek cases, C-186/11 and
C-209/11 (to which Sportingbet was a party alongside William Hill and Stanleybet International
Limited) that “Articles 43 and 49 TFEU must be interpreted as precluding national legislation . . .
which grants the exclusive right to run, manage, organise and operate games of chance to a single
entity” such as OPAP which has the form of a public limited company.

These two developments are contradictory and the matter now rests with the Greek Council of State.
However, it is clear that any licensing regime which does not address OPAP’s position or fails to
uphold the principles of equal treatment and non-discrimination on grounds of nationality, as noted in
the ECJ’s decision, may be vulnerable to challenge.

Operators who have elected not to exit the market may face enforcement risk during this period of
flux and may be subject to harsh administrative penalties and criminal indictment. Clearly, economic
reliance on Greek custom going forward also carries inherent risks given the issues facing the Greek
economy, the recent establishment of the HGC and the efforts of the State to privatize OPAP for the
best possible return. 

Further, a draft of a bill that intends to amend Law 4002/2011 has unofficially leaked to the press. If
the proposed amendments are brought into force then only casino type games will be licensed online
until 12 October 2020 (provided the outcome of which is not produced by an RNG), online betting
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will be licensed only after 13 October 2020 and all other types of games of chance will be licensed
after 12 October 2030.

Further information on the risks associated with operating in the Greek online gaming and sports
betting market are set out in paragraph 1.1(c) of the Risk Factors.

4.6      Poland

Approximately £7 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated in
Poland.

Gambling activity in Poland is regulated by the Act on Gambling of 19 November 2009 (which
entered into force on 1 January 2010 (the “Polish Act on Gambling”). According to this regulation,
all forms of online offerings, with the exception of online betting (both sports betting and bookmaking
services) operated by companies holding a valid Polish online betting licence, are prohibited.
Currently, there are only three such licensed betting operations in Poland (Fortuna, Milenium and
STS) and therefore any other entities conducting internet betting activity within the territory of Poland
and accepting bets from Polish residents are acting illegally and may be subject to criminal and fiscal
criminal liability.

The ECJ ruled, however, in July 2012 that the limited regime in slots was unenforceable because the
government failed to notify the EC of the proposed changes in respect of potential technical standards
and regulation within the meaning of Directive 98/34/EC. This may potentially mean that some of the
provisions of the Polish Act on Gambling may be unenforceable and/or subject to challenge. In
addition, there are elements of the regulation relating to the online betting licences which may
themselves comprise separate grounds for challenge, for example the requirement for certain
equipment to be based locally. Notwithstanding the above, the ECJ ruling also provided that it is also
up to Polish courts to decide whether particular provisions of the Polish Act on Gambling amount to
technical standards. However, Polish administrative courts have already found on several occasions
the relevant provisions are not technical and therefore should not be subject to the notification
requirement.

It remains possible that Poland will implement a comprehensive licensing regime but it is unlikely to
occur in the short-term. However, advertising and the providing of information on sponsorship of
gambling activity in the territory of Poland is becoming increasingly difficult. As a rule, the
advertising of gambling activity is prohibited. For instance, casinos and betting offices are permitted
to advertise their activity only inside their premises and on the outside of the buildings in which the
premises are located. For online betting, only advertising and promotion on the websites of operators
holding a valid Polish licence is permitted.

4.7      Russia

Approximately £4.8 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Russia.

Gambling in Russia is primarily governed by the Federal Law No. 244-FZ “On State Regulation of
Activities Associated with the Organisation and Conduct of Gambling and on Amending Specific
Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation” of 29 December 2006 (“Gaming Law”). Article 5(3) of
the Gaming Law, expressly prohibits provision of internet gambling.

The offshore supply of online gambling services has not been directly addressed by Russian courts or
legislation, so, the situation raises the broader question of which activities conducted over the internet
would be considered as being under Russian regulatory jurisdiction. Unfortunately, no clear or
reliable practice or approach has developed with regard to Russian jurisdiction over offshore online
gambling services. Various commentaries (though not legally binding) have suggested that factors
including the location of servers and the use of .ru and .su domain names should be used to determine
if Russian authorities have the ability to assert jurisdiction. More specifically, the Federal Anti-
Monopoly Service (“FAS”) has very recently published an approach for expansion of application of



regulatory jurisdiction over internet activities. Under this approach, websites published in the Russian
language would be subject to Russian regulatory jurisdiction. This language-based approach was
published in association with regulation of internet advertising of alcoholic beverages, so it does not
specifically apply to online gaming. It remains to be seen how this new approach would be applied in
practice or whether it might be expanded into other spheres such as internet gaming.

Although it cannot be said with any certainty what preventative measures Russian authorities will or
are likely to take against the provision of gambling facilities remotely, there has been a developing
trend in enforcement actions to block access to websites with objectionable content, including those
involving online gambling. The past several years have seen a growing trend of Russian authorities
seeking court orders to block access to online gaming websites and new legislation has recently come
into force to make this blocking process easier to implement.

A new development in the law (effective from 1 November 2012) provides for the establishment of a
Federal register for blocked websites. The Unified Register of Prohibited Websites (the “Register”),
maintained by the Federal Service in the Sphere of Communications, Information Technology and
Mass Communications (“Roscomnadzer”) sets forth a list of websites for which access is to be
blocked across the Russian Federation. The Register is newly established, so precise details on how it
will work are still unclear, but an important change is that while court orders had been applicable only
locally, entry into the Register blocks access across Russia.

The lack of clear rules for asserting jurisdiction over the internet means that the supply of online
gambling opportunities into Russia for the near term creates a modest risk of criminal or
administrative law prosecution for operators of offshore gambling services (where an operator or
supplier has no physical presence or assets in Russia). A medium, but growing, risk that access to
websites providing gambling services to the Russian market may be blocked or otherwise hindered at
the local, regional or national level exists. However, the rules and practice for enforcement in this
context are not well developed in Russia and changes in the rules, interpretation or enforcement
practices are likely and may adversely affect the risk profile for offshore gambling operators.

In addition, a recent court decision (in late November 2012) determined that ISPs were breaching
Russian law if they permitted access to illegal content, including gambling. The ramifications of this
are currently difficult to predict given the problems ISP companies would have in policing content.

4.8      Spain

Approximately £15.4 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in Spain.

Online gambling in Spain is regulated by Act no. 13/2011, dated 27 May 2011, entitled the Regulation
of Gambling Activities (“RGA”). Article 9 of the RGA requires operators to obtain the requisite
licences in order to offer “gambling” activities in Spain. “Gambling” under the RGA includes casino
games and betting whereas an “operator” is an entity that has its revenue connected with the
exploitation of gambling in Spain and the gambling activities offered to Spanish residents are operated
or commercialised by that entity. Regulation of slots and exchange betting is expected to be
implemented in 2013.

Online gambling licences were granted to operators in early June 2012 on a provisional basis. Such
licences will become definite as long as the operators are able to prove that their technical platforms
fulfil a number of technical and regulatory requirements. If they do fulfil these requirements, the said
platforms will be technically homologated by the Spanish authorities and the corresponding licences
will be confirmed. If they do not fulfil these requirements the licences may be revoked. The decision
from the Spanish authorities on the mentioned homologation is expected to be given during the first
quarter of 2013.

Spain’s move to a regulated environment sets forth a very tough sanctioning regime in regards of the
offering of unlicensed gambling activities for operators as well as for offering games which are not
covered by the corresponding licences held by the operator in question. Advertising of gambling
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activities is exclusively reserved to those operators having obtained licences in Spain and it can only
be referred to the games in regards of which licences are held.

4.9      UK

Approximately £9.4 million of Sportingbet’s revenue for the year ended 31 July 2012 was generated
in the UK.

The Gambling Act 2005 (“Gambling Act”) is the primary legislation in relation to both land-based
and online gambling in the UK. The Gambling Act is complex and permissive with different levels of
regulation for different product types. There is no restriction on the number of private operators who
can apply for licences, save the National Lottery which is reserved for the operator of the National
Lottery, currently Camelot.

The advertising and marketing into the UK by EEA licensed operators or operators located in
Alderney, Antigua, Isle of Man and Tasmania is permitted even without the benefit of a local licence
(operators are only obliged to obtain a licence if certain key equipment is located in the UK) subject
to the restrictions on the promotion of lottery products.

However, changes are mooted (and referenced in the 2011 UK Budget) which will see gambling
regulated on a point of consumption basis, making it necessary for all operators who do not currently
possess a UK gambling licence and who wish to transact with players or advertise into the jurisdiction
to pay tax in the UK. The proposed changes may or may not also require such operators to obtain a
licence in the UK. However, a change in primary legislation is required, and whilst the UK
government had intended to implement the required changes to the Gambling Act in 2013, the
timetable is by no means certain. Also, there may yet be points of challenge under EU law, given that
the proposals are arguably driven by revenue generation rather than consumer protection. The draft
bill was published in early December 2012 to initiate the pre-legislative consultation process.
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                                                          PART 5                                                          

OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW

Some of the information in this Operating and Financial Review and elsewhere in this document includes
forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. Please see the section on Important
Information on pages 38 to 40 of this document for a discussion of important factors that could cause actual
results, operations or cashflows to differ materially from that described, expressed or implied in the
forward-looking statements contained in this document.

The following is a discussion of the GVC Group’s results, operations and financial condition for the financial
years ended 31 December 2009, 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011 and for the six months ended
30 June 2011 and 30 June 2012. The financial information set out below has been extracted without material
adjustment from the Audited Financial Statements for the years ended 31 December 2011, 31 December
2010 and 31 December 2009, and the Unaudited Financial Statements for the six months ended 30 June 2012
and 30 June 2011.

This Operating and Financial Review should be read together with the whole of this document. The financial
information contained in this Operating and Financial Review is extracted from Part 7 of this document.
The financial statements referred to in this Operating and Financial Review are prepared in accordance with
IFRS, except where stated otherwise.

The accounting principles set out in the GVC Group’s annual report and audited accounts have been applied
consistently for the purposes of preparing this financial information.

1.        FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009*                 2010*                 2011*                 2011*                 2012**
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Revenue                                        52,148                54,907                64,346                30,282                29,108
ARPD                                                143                     150                     176                     166                     160
Contribution                                  26,166                23,329                24,709                11,829                17,035
Contribution Margin                            50%                    42%                    38%                    39%                    51%
Expenditure (before

share option charges)                (8,516)             (11,165)             (14,691)               (6,613)               (9,359)
Average expenditure

per day                                             23                       31                       40                       36                       51
Clean EBITDA                             17,650                12,164                10,018                  5,216                  7,676
Clean EBITDA %                               34%                    22%                    16%                    17%                    23%
Exceptional items                          (1,538)               (4,428)               (4,823)                  (189)                        –
Operating Profit                            14,450                  5,158                  2,498                  3,636                  6,614
Financial expense (net

of income)                                    (408)               (1,080)               (2,382)               (1,148)               (1,101)
Profit before tax                            14,042                  4,078                     116                  2,488                  5,513
Profit/(Loss) after tax                   13,670                  3,856                    (145)                 2,404                  5,185
Dividends paid in the

period                                        12,454                18,681                  6,225                  3,113                  3,475
Dividend per share                         €0.40                  €0.60                  €0.20                  €0.10                  €0.11

*      Including Betaland.

**    Excluding Betaland.

AI 6.1.1

AI 6.2

AI 6.3

AI 9.1

AI 9.2.1

AI 9.2.2

AI 9.2.3

AI 10.1

AI 10.2

AI 12.1

AI 20.7.1

ESMA 27-32

ESMA 33-34
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2.        OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

The GVC Group’s operations comprise three main business lines which are individually shown in the
financial statements as the following segments:

•          CasinoClub – an online casino website focused on German-speaking markets. CasinoClub runs on
software provided by Boss Media;

•          Betboo – an own-platform Sportsbook and bingo platform with third party casino and poker, targeting
the Brazilian market; and

•          B2B – a combination of an extensive support contract with EPC (the owner of the Superbahis
Business) and the GVC Group’s own offering also in the Turkish language and operating on the
Betboo Business’s platform but run separately from that business.

The GVC Group runs its operations as separate businesses/brands, each with their own management and
back office functions. There is a modest central function, broadly comprising the GVC Executive Directors,
a chief technology officer and a small finance department.

Since July 2009, the GVC Group has undertaken two transactions in order to add to shareholder value by
(i) broadening the product base and geographical spread of the GVC Group, and (ii) contributing to increased
dividend payments:

•          in July 2009, GVC acquired the owner and operator of the Betboo Business. That business was
established in 2005 to provide online bingo, Sportsbook, casino and poker access to Brazil. Following
the acquisition, Betboo developed a Turkish language website (the “Betboo Turkish Business”) which
has since been incorporated, and is accounted for, within the GVC Group’s B2B division; and

•          in November 2011, the GVC Group’s B2B division was established to provide back office support for
EPC, the company which acquired the Superbahis Business from Sportingbet. The GVC Group
provides a full suite of back office services to EPC and bears the associated personnel, office and
administration costs. In return, the GVC Group receives a fee calculated on the basis of 25 per cent.
of the adjusted profits of the Superbahis Business and the Betboo Turkish Business.

In the same period since July 2009, the GVC Group has disposed of businesses which were either not
generating positive cashflows or which were considered by the GVC Directors to be unlikely to do so in the
immediate future. In December 2009 the GVC Group disposed of Gaming VC Corporation S.p.A., the owner
of the Italian language website (www.betpro.it) for a nominal sum. In April 2010 Winzingo, a Spanish
language bingo operation, was disposed of to its local management for a nominal sum. Finally, in May 2012,
the GVC Group disposed of Betaland, the Italian language Sportsbook and gaming business, also for a
nominal sum.

The GVC Group operates in a highly competitive marketplace with many operators, both large and small,
targeting similar players and often using the same affiliate networks. Despite this, the GVC Group has
managed to grow its revenues, best expressed as average revenues per day (“ARPD”). Thus, the overall
ARPD has grown by 27 per cent. since 2009. When the impact of the revenues of the discontinued operations
of Betaland have been removed, ARPD for the six months ended 30 June 2012 increased by 85 per cent.
when compared to the year ended 31 December 2009.

Contribution Margin reduced over the two year period following 2009 reflecting the various investments in
marketing and TV advertising during this period. The Contribution Margin since that period has, however,
made a modest recovery reflecting both the effectiveness of the TV advertising campaigns and the removal
of the costs incurred thereon. In the six months ended 30 June 2012, the Contribution Margins per brand
were:

•          CasinoClub – 59 per cent.;

•          Betboo – 31 per cent.; and

•          B2B division – 72 per cent.
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The blended Contribution Margin for the six months to June 2012 was 59 per cent. as compared to
46 per cent. for the year ended 31 December 2011.

Expenditure (excluding share option charges and exceptional items (as discussed in more detail below))
increased over the period for three principal reasons:

•          new businesses have their own staff and accommodation requirements. For example, the B2B division
now has 72 staff at an average salary of €37,000 per annum and office accommodation in Dublin;

•          the growth of the Betboo Business revenue has been accompanied by an increase in third party service
costs; and

•          the competitive environment for talent generally has driven up staff costs.

The GVC Group has incurred a number of exceptional items which are discussed in more detail below.
Broadly, the bulk of the exceptional items have been incurred either on restructuring or transaction costs on
acquisitions and costs associated with disposals.

The financial expense line on the face of the consolidated income statement is not a cash item. It relates to
the release of the deferred discount calculated on the GVC Group’s estimate of the earn-out consideration
payable in relation to the acquisition of the Betboo Business and a subsequent increase in the value attributed
to the Betboo brand and reflected in the increase in intangible assets.

GVC Group revenue

An analysis of the GVC Group’s revenue by business is shown below:

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Continuing operations
CasinoClub                                   29,435                27,450                29,399                14,632                14,127
Betboo                                            2,180                  5,230                  8,813                  3,809                  5,049
B2B                                                       –                         –                  6,128                  1,387                  9,932
                                                  –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––
                                                     31,615                32,680                44,340                19,828                29,108
                                                  –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––
Discontinued operations
Betaland*                                      19,978                22,227                20,006                10,454                  4,511
Betpro**                                            555                         –                         –                                                    –
                                                  –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––
                                                     20,533                22,227                20,006                10,454                  4,511
                                                  –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––
Total revenues                             52,148                54,907                64,346                30,282                33,619                                                  –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––             –––––––
*      discontinued April 2012.

**    discontinued August 2009.

The GVC Group’s revenue from continuing operations has increased by 40 per cent. between 2009 and 2011.
This growth was driven by a combination of the increased contribution from the Betboo Business and the
establishment of the B2B division. A more detailed analysis of the revenue generated from individual
business operations is set out below.

The GVC Group uses a wide range of operational data to manage each business, including number of
players, casino hold, source of players, spend of players, frequency of play, sports hold, deposits,
withdrawals, number of new players and lifetime value of players. However, the five most important key
performance indicators (“KPIs”) used by the GVC Group are: sports wagers; sports margin; average deposits
per day; ARPD; and Contribution Margin. These KPIs by business are discussed in more detail below.
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CasinoClub

CasinoClub is managed from its operational base in Tel Aviv.

The summary KPIs of CasinoClub are set out below.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012

ARPD (€000’s)                                 80.6                    75.2                    80.5                    80.4                    77.6
Casino                                               76.6                    72.8                    78.8                    78.5                    76.3
Poker                                                   4.0                      2.4                      1.7                      1.8                      1.3
Average deposits

per day (€000’s)                          166.7                  160.2                  194.6                  202.4                  189.4
Contribution Margin                         70.1%                 60.1%                 52.6%                 50.4%                 58.8%

Revenues derived from CasinoClub have been affected by the global economic slowdown. Despite this, and
against the backdrop, in autumn 2008, of player participation declining rapidly, through targeted marketing
in 2009 CasinoClub generated ARPD of €80,600 and a Contribution Margin of over 70 per cent. This level
of performance was not sustained in 2010, when ARPD declined by 6.7 per cent. to €75,200 and average
deposits per day declined by 3.9 per cent. This decline was caused by a combination of reduced spending by
existing players and a reduction in the rate of new player recruitment.

As a result of this trend, the GVC Group re-evaluated its marketing strategy and, with a temporary window
opening up for television advertising in Germany, it launched a TV advertising campaign in the first half of
2011. This led to meaningful reactivation of lapsed and dormant players with the effect that ARPD was
restored to close to 2009 levels.

During the same period, and in common with many other participants in the industry, poker volumes from
CasinoClub Poker and related brands declined significantly from an average of €4,000 per day in 2009 to
€1,700 per day in 2011. Deposit volume did, however, increase to an average level of €194,600 per day in
2011. This reflects player loyalty to the CasinoClub brand. However, there is evidence that players are
withdrawing their winnings more frequently, resulting in reduced re-cycling of player winnings. The GVC
Group believes that this helps to account for the 3 per cent. decrease in ARPD in the six months ended
30 June 2012.

The absence of television advertising expenditure in 2012 led to a rise in the Contribution Margin in 2012
to 58.8 per cent.

Betboo

Betboo is managed from its operational base in Montevideo.

The summary KPIs of the Betboo Business are set out below.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012

Average sports wagers
per day (€000’s)                            15.6                    36.7                    67.0                    48.2                  119.4

Gross sports hold                                6.6%                   5.7%                 10.8%                 10.9%                   8.1%
Sports ARPD (€000’s)                        1.0                      0.8                      6.0                      4.5                      6.4
Average Gaming NGR

per day (€000’s)                            10.8                    13.5                    18.1                    16.4                    21.3
Average NGR per day                      11.8                    14.3                    24.1                    20.9                    27.7
Average deposits per day

(€000’s)                                              –*                  24.2                    36.8                    31.0                    50.2
Contribution Margin                         63.0%                 50.2%                 25.9%                 46.1%                 30.9%

*      Data not available.
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The GVC Group’s strategy in relation to the Betboo Business has been to grow rapidly not only the number
of players but the revenue generated per player. It has done this by increasing significantly its marketing
spend.

Through a combination of improved sports margins and increased marketing activity, sports ARPD from the
Betboo Business increased from €1,000 in the period ended 31 December 2009 to €6,400 for the six months
ended 30 June 2012.

With a player base focussing on fewer and more local sporting events, the gross sports hold is more volatile
than in larger, more established markets, with sophisticated players.

The increased marketing spend referred to above led to a reduction in Contribution Margin to 25.9 per cent.
in the year to 31 December 2011. The Contribution Margin increased to 30.9 per cent. in the six month
period ended 30 June 2012.

The GVC Group continues to invest in marketing in Brazil in anticipation of increased player interest ahead
of the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil.

B2B

The B2B division’s customer operations are in Dublin, and its trading operations are in Malta.

The KPIs for the B2B division summarised in the table below reflect a combination of the GVC Group’s own
B2B activities in the form of the Betboo Turkish Business and a contribution from the services agreement
with EPC entered into 40 days prior to 2011 year end. In addition, information is also provided for the
six months to 30 June 2012 on an actual and per day basis (where relevant).

                                                                                                                                                                Per day
                                                                                                     Six months          Six months         (six months
                                                                         Year ended                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                      31 December               30 June               30 June               30 June
                                                                                   2011                   2011                   2012                   2012)

Total deposits (€000’s)                                            22,412                  3,637                61,610                  338.5
Sports wagers (€000’s)                                            82,535                14,507              234,580               1,288.9
Gross sports hold                                                         10.6%                   8.0%                 11.5%
Sports NGR                                                               6,546                     837                21,304                  117.1
Gaming and other revenue                                        3,527                     550                  9,597                    52.7
Total revenue                                                           10,073                  1,387                30,901                  169.8
Contribution Margin before rev-share

recognized by EPC                                                5,372                     423                21,353                  117.3
Contribution % before rev-share                                 53.3%                 30.5%                 69.1%                 69.1%
Rev-share                                                                 (2,579)                        –               (14,186)                 (77.9)
Revenue recognized by GVC                                    6,128                  1,387                  9,932                    55.6
Contribution recognized by GVC                             2,793                     423                  7,167                    39.4
Contribution % net of rev-share                                  27.7%                 30.5%                 23.2%                 23.2%

The services agreement with EPC commenced on 21 November 2011. As a result, more limited revenues
were reported in 2011 compared to the six month period ended 30 June 2012.

The B2B division has a number of key characteristics which differentiate it from the CasinoClub and the
Betboo Business. In particular:

•          deposits are significantly higher than all other businesses of the GVC Group;

•          the gross sports hold, at 11.5 per cent. in the first half of 2012, is higher than the 10 per cent. level
which the GVC Group would normally expect; and

•          total revenue per day, which includes charges for making deposits, is, at around €170,000 in the first
half of 2012, significantly higher than all other operations of the GVC Group (€105,000 in the first
half of 2012).
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3.        SUMMARY OF REVENUE BY BRAND AND GEOGRAPHY

The table below sets out the detail of the GVC Group’s revenue by brand and geography for the financial
years ended 31 December 2009, 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011 and for the six months ended
30 June 2011 and 30 June 2012.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Betaland       Italy                         20,000                22,227                20,006                10,454                         –
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Betpro           Italy                                53                         –                         –                         –                         –
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
CasinoClub   Germany                 23,598               21,169               21,464               10,303               10,179
                     Austria                      4,063                 3,579                 3,617                 2,036                 1,880
                     Switzerland               1,290                 1,564                 1,697                    837                 1,180
                     Other                            485                 1,138                 2,621                 1,456                    888
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     29,435               27,450               29,399               14,632               14,127
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)
Betboo          Brazil                         2,180                  5,230                  8,813                  3,809                  5,049
B2B              Curaçao                            –                         –                  1,064                         –                  4,934
                     Turkey                              –                         –                  5,064                  1,387                  4,998
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                              –                         –                  6,128                  1,387                  9,932
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
TOTALS                                       52,148                54,907                64,346                30,282                29,108                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
TOTALS       Italy                         20,533                22,227                20,006                10,454                         –
                     Germany                 23,478                20,188                21,698                10,386                10,171
                     Austria                       3,788                  3,412                  3,551                  1,997                  1,836
                     Switzerland               1,203                  1,492                  1,665                     821                  1,152
                     Brazil                         2,180                  5,230                  8,813                  3,809                  5,049
                     Curaçao                            –                         –                  1,064                         –                  4,934
                     Turkey                              –                         –                  5,064                  1,387                  4,998
                     Other                            966                  2,358                  2,485                  1,428                     968
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     52,148                54,907                64,346                30,282                29,108                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
4.        CONTRIBUTION

Contribution equals the NGR less software royalties, payment processing costs, affiliate shares and other
marketing expenditure. Contribution Margin equals Contribution as a percentage of NGR.

The Contribution Margin is determined by a number of factors including:

•          the extent to which the product is provided in-house with little royalty, or provided externally with a
software royalty;

•          the cost of payment processing in the various markets (e.g. CasinoClub 10 per cent.; B2B
18 per cent.);

•          the extent to which the business sources its revenue from affiliate/agent networks (e.g. CasinoClub
28 per cent. and Betboo 43 per cent. in the six months ended 30 June 2012); and

•          the level of expenditure on marketing and other promotional material.
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The table below sets out the detail of the Contribution for the for the financial years ended 31 December
2009, 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011 and for the six months ended 30 June 2011 and 30 June
2012.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012

Continuing operations 
(€000’s)

CasinoClub                                   20,640                16,510                15,476                  7,370                  8,308
Betboo                                            1,375                  2,626                  2,281                  1,758                  1,560
B2B                                                       –                      (12)                 2,793                     423                  7,167
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     22,015                19,124                20,550                  9,551                17,035
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
Continuing operations
Contribution Margin
CasinoClub                                       70%                    60%                    53%                    50%                    59%
Betboo                                              63%                    50%                    26%                    46%                    31%
B2B                                                       –                         –                    46%                    30%                    72%
Blended Contribution Margin          50%                    42%                    46%                    48%                    59%
Discontinued operations

(€000’s)
Betaland & Betpro                         4,151                  4,205                  4,159                  2,278                     260
Winzingo                                           507                         –                         –                         –                         –
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total Contribution (€000’s)          26,673                23,329                24,709                11,829                17,035                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
In aggregate, the Contribution Margin dropped in the three years to 31 December 2011 due to investment in
marketing and has increased in the six months ended 30 June 2012 due to the higher Contribution from the
B2B division following the entry into of the services agreement with EPC on 21 November 2011.

5.        CLEAN EBITDA

The GVC Group uses Clean EBITDA as a key measure in its reporting as it believes this is the best measure
of operating performance to report. Clean EBITDA is defined as earnings before interest, taxation,
depreciation and amortisation and before exceptional items and share option charges.

The table below sets out the detail of Clean EBITDA for the three years ended 31 December 2011 and for
the six months ended 30 June 2011 and 30 June 2012.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Continuing operations
CasinoClub                                   18,399                13,924                12,170                  5,852                  6,231
Betboo                                               103                    (189)               (1,111)                    296                    (467)
B2B                                                       –                    (721)                    651                    (385)                 4,437
Central                                           (2,593)               (2,789)               (3,328)               (1,526)               (2,256)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     15,909                10,225                  8,382                  4,238                  7,676                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)
Discontinued operations*               1,741                  1,939                  1,636                     978                    (783)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total Clean EBITDA                    17,650                12,164                10,018                  5,216                  6,893                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Average Clean EBITDA 

per day before discontinued
operations                                     43.6                    28.1                    23.0                    23.3                    42.2

*      The discontinued operations comprise Betaland and Betpro.

Clean EBITDA decreased from an average per day of €43,600 in 2009 to €23,000 per day in 2011. This trend
reflects a number of factors including: marketing investments in both the CasinoClub and Betboo brands;
decline in poker revenues; investment in B2B infrastructure; and investment in central services. These
investments are now producing enhanced returns with average daily Clean EBITDA in the six months ended
30 June 2012 rising 81 per cent. to €42,200 per day.

The table below sets out the operating costs (excluding exceptional items, depreciation, amortisation and
share option charges) for the three years ended 31 December 2011 and for the six months ended 30 June
2012.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Personnel expenditure*                  4,304                  5,677                  7,741                  3,616                  4,599
Professional fees                                919                     884                  1,105                     437                     589
Technology costs                               600                     667                     974                     397                     981
Office, travel and other costs          1,220                  1,363                  1,608                     745                  1,150
Third party service costs**            1,303                  2,342                  3,088                  1,356                  1,859
Foreign exchange differences            170                     232                     175                       62                     181
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total expenditure (excluding 

share option charges)                  8,516                11,165                14,691                  6,613                  9,359                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
*      excluding share options.

**    provided to Betboo by external providers.

The GVC Group’s cost base has increased over the last three and a half years. This increase reflects the
planned additional cost and resources which have been necessary to facilitate further growth and to establish
the GVC Group’s B2B operations. In particular, costs have increased due to a higher headcount and an
increasingly sophisticated operation.

Other costs reflect the employment of the GVC Board, together with the chief technology officer, and the
group finance department which is responsible for the production of all the accounts of the GVC Group
together with the payment of all purchase invoices, payrolls and cash management. The other significant
costs are those of professional advisors. In addition, the GVC Group incurs costs associated with being
admitted to trading on AIM.
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6.        EXCEPTIONAL ITEMS

The GVC Group has incurred a number of exceptional items over the reporting period shown below.

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Costs incurred in the
disposal of Betpro(1)                    1,005                         –                     904                         –                         –

Termination of software
and consultant contracts                283                     339                         –                         –                         –

Abnormal single jackpot wins          250                     258                         –                         –                         –
Re-domiciliation and similar

legal restructuring(2)                           –                  1,628                         –                         –                         –
Cancellation of

options and LTIP(3)                            –                  1,577                         –                         –                         –
Boss dispute costs(4)                               –                     626                     334                     189                         –
Acquisitions and

EPC contract(5)                                   –                         –                  3,585                         –                         –
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total Exceptional items                  1,538                  4,428                  4,823                     189                         –                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Notes:

(1)   The GVC Group disposed of loss making Gaming VC Corporation S.p.A., the owner of Betpro, in 2009 and incurred various
costs and wrote off various balances in that year. Certain other balances, which were still owing at that date, were finally deemed
to be irrecoverable in 2011 and written off.

(2)   To improve the net cash return to GVC Shareholders, in 2010, the GVC Group moved from Luxembourg where withholding taxes
on dividends were 15 per cent., to the Isle of Man, where withholding taxes were zero. This involved transferring the assets and
liabilities of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. incorporated in Luxembourg to a new company, being GVC Holdings plc, incorporated
in the Isle of Man. The costs of this move were included in exceptional items.

(3)   On 27 January 2010, the GVC Group announced that it was cancelling the vested share options related to Kenneth Alexander and
Richard Cooper and settling them in cash as a consequence. The total value of the cash compensation was €833,526 of which
€449,848 had been taken to the income statement as an exceptional item and the balance to retained earnings. Also on 27 January
2010, the GVC Group announced that it had agreed to make one-off discretionary payments to Kenneth Alexander and Richard
Cooper in lieu of a long-term incentive plan which was contractually offered but never implemented by the GVC Board.

(4)   The GVC Group had been in dispute with Boss Media regarding the GVC Group’s allegations that Boss Media misappropriated
the GVC Group’s intellectual property. However, the legal costs of bringing a case in Malta, and fighting an arbitration case, were
taken to the income and expenditure account as exceptional items. As referred to above, in the period since 30 June 2012, there
have been further costs amounting to €400,000 which have been taken as exceptional items to the income and expenditure
account.

(5)   In November 2011, GVC Sports entered into a services agreement with EPC, the acquirer of the Superbahis Business. The legal
and professional costs of this transaction, which included a re-admission to AIM, and bonuses to certain directors payable on its
successful conclusion, amounted to €3,585,000.

7.        FINANCIAL EXPENSE

The GVC Group has an accounting, non-cash expense which relates to the acquisition of the Betboo
Business and the related earn-out payments.

Under IFRS, the GVC Group is required to estimate the total earn-out payable and then apply an appropriate
discount. This discount is released over the period of the earn-out to the income and expenditure account. In
January 2011, the mechanism, but not the quantum, for paying the earn-out was renegotiated with the sellers
with a greater focus on growing revenues. This resulted in a higher estimated value of the Betboo Business
and consequently a higher deferred discount reflected in an increase in value of intangible assets.
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The actual earn-out payments are shown in the consolidated statement of group cashflows, but both the
financial expense and the earn-out payments are shown below:

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)
Deferred discount treated 

as a financial expense 
in the Income and
Expenditure Account                     467                  1,087                  2,387                  1,150                  1,102

Payments made to sellers
of Betboo                                    3,140                     271                     672                         –                  2,264

8.        SHARE OPTION CHARGES

Share option charges taken to the income and expenditure account are not a cash item but an accounting
valuation exercise using a binominal valuation model measuring the fair value of services received. Share
option charges have varied according to the number of options in issue, their vesting period and strike price.
The number of share options existing at the various balance sheet dates is shown below:

                                                                                                                                Six months          Six months
                                              Year ended         Year ended         Year ended                  ended                  ended
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012

Existing                                    1,954,590           3,604,590           3,271,257           3,604,590           3,698,180
Exercisable                              1,254,006              519,741           1,427,599           1,212,917           1,289,837

9.        TAXATION

The GVC Group is headquartered in the Isle of Man, which has a corporate tax rate of zero. The GVC Group
has other operations in Curaçao, Malta and Dublin where the headline rates of corporate tax are 2 per cent.,
5 per cent. and 12.5 per cent. respectively. The GVC Group has a small number of employees in the UK and
pays UK corporation tax on services provided to the rest of the GVC Group.

10.      GVC GROUP BALANCE SHEET

The GVC Group has neither bank loan facilities nor bank indebtedness. It has no facilities for overdrafts or
similar and does not have any finance leases. The GVC Group neither hedges its betting positions nor its
foreign exchange exposures. Its main currency exposures are: cost exposures (“shorts”) in British Pounds,
Israeli Shekels and Uruguayan Peso and income exposures (“longs”) in Turkish Lira and Brazilian Reals.

The GVC Group has only one class of share capital over which it has historically granted share options.

In relation to working capital, the GVC Group’s principal debtors are payment processor providers holding
credit card and other deposit types. The GVC Group’s principal creditors are players and supplier balances.
The development of the B2B division has changed this profile however, with more significant balances held
by payment processors on behalf of EPC in particular. However, the GVC Group does not have the liability
to the players of EPC as these are held on EPC’s own balance sheet.

The GVC Group has both tax creditors and tax debtors. This principally arises from the GVC Group’s
operations in Malta, where, under the Maltese tax code, profits are initially charged at a tax rate of
35 per cent.; however, this reduces through a refund and reclaim mechanism which results in an effective
headline rate of 5 per cent., although the actual net amount paid can be higher than this due to certain
expenses being treated as disallowable.

In relation to the Betboo Business, the GVC Group has both intangible assets and deferred consideration.
Some of the intangible assets are subject to amortisation. The deferred consideration is debited with earn-out
payments made.
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A summary of the GVC Group balance sheet is shown below:

                                                        As at                   As at                   As at                   As at                  As at
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Intangible fixed assets 
at NBV                                     63,607                62,927                67,223               67,943                66,278

Tangible fixed assets 
at NBV                                          674                     363                     470                     229                     465

Deferred taxation                                 53                         –                       83                       38                       83
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     64,334                63,290                67,776                68,210                66,826                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets
Cash at bank                                 19,195                  4,875                  5,210                  3,284                  4,014
Balances with payment

processors                                   4,600                  2,603                  8,436                  3,192                11,858
Other trade debtors                            464                  1,791                  3,060                  2,225                     496
Prepayments                                      663                     964                  1,472                  2,911                     825
Other debtors                                         –                  1,215                     658                  1,498                     990
Taxation recoverable                      3,195                  1,356                  1,529                  2,130                  1,813
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     28,117                12,822                20,365                15,240                19,996                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                        As at                   As at                   As at                   As at                  As at
                                           31 December      31 December      31 December               30 June               30 June
                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2011                   2012
                                                    (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

Current liabilities
Balances owing to customers        (1,615)               (1,679)               (2,192)               (2,041)               (1,197)
Earn-out liabilities owing

to Sportingbet plc                              –                         –                 (2,579)                        –                 (6,317)
Loan from Sportingbet plc                    –                         –                 (2,923)                        –                         –
Accounts payable and

other trade creditors                  (1,121)               (1,619)               (2,423)               (2,240)               (2,115)
Corporation tax payable                (2,670)               (1,525)               (1,771)               (2,366)               (2,327)
Other taxes payable                            (52)                  (264)                  (330)                  (203)                  (252)
Accruals                                        (3,818)               (2,043)               (3,710)               (2,024)               (2,027)
Other creditors                                       –                    (129)               (2,097)                        –                 (2,825)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                      (9,276)               (7,258)             (18,027)               (8,874)             (17,061)                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net current assets                         18,841                  5,564                  2,338                  6,366                  2,936
Deferred Betboo 

consideration                             (5,354)               (6,170)             (12,940)             (12,375)             (11,778)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
TOTAL NET ASSETS                 77,821                62,684                57,174                62,201                57,983                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Share Capital                                38,608                     311                     315                     311                     316
Retained Earnings                          8,748                40,407                40,823                40,407                41,017
Other reserves                               30,465                21,966                16,036                21,483                16,650
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                     77,821                62,684                57,174                62,201                57,983                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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31 December 2009 Balance Sheet

The balance sheet as at 31 December 2009 is that of the preceding company, Gaming VC Holdings S.A. It
therefore featured the original share capital of that company as incorporated under Luxembourg law, being,
31,135,762 ordinary shares with a nominal value of €1.24 each.

Also in 2009, the GVC Group acquired the Betboo Business. The impact on the balance sheet was the
recognition of intangible assets and deferred consideration.

31 December 2010 Balance Sheet

The balance sheet as at 31 December 2010 and subsequent periods is that of GVC, incorporated in the Isle
of Man on 5 January 2010. Whilst the total number of shares remained the same, the nominal value of the
shares was €0.01. Thus, on the redomiciliation, the capital structure changed and a merger reserve was
created.

The most significant balance sheet movement in the year was the declaration and subsequent payment of a
special dividend of €0.50 per share in May 2010. This was augmented by a further dividend of
€0.10 per share paid in November 2010 and therefore aggregating to a total distribution of €18,681,000 to
shareholders.

An analysis of the changes to the net asset position in the prior year balance sheet is shown below:

Net assets at 31 December 2009                                 77,821,000
Dividends paid in 2010                                              (18,681,000)
Earnings after taxation                                                 3,445,000
Movements in share option charges                                  99,000
                                                                                  ––––––––––
Net assets at 31 December 2010                                 62,684,000                                                                                  ––––––––––
31 December 2011 Balance Sheet

During the 2011 financial year, two events occurred which had a significant impact on the GVC Group’s
balance sheet: (i) the revision of the earn-out arrangements for the Betboo Business (as described in Part 10
of this document); and (ii) the entry into the services agreement with EPC.

The carrying value of the Betboo Business was uplifted by a gross value of €9,567,000 but discounted using
a weighted average cost of capital of 21 per cent. over the period from acquisition to 31 December 2011, to
reach an additional discounted value of €5,055,000.

The services provided to EPC pursuant to the services agreement have led to a significant increase in
balances with payment processors, from €2,602,000 as at 31 December 2010 to €8,434,000 as at
31 December 2011.

An analysis of balance sheet movements from 31 December 2010 to 31 December 2011 is shown below:

                                                                        Non current         Net current          Long-term
                                                                                 Assets                 Assets            liabilities           Net assets
                                                                               (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

As at 31 December 2010                                         63,290                  5,564                 (6,170)               62,684
Earnings after taxation                                             (2,257)                 4,939                 (2,387)                    295
Additions                                                                   1,605                 (1,605)                        –                         –
Re-valuation of Betboo earn-out                               5,055                         –                 (5,055)                        –
Dividends paid                                                                  –                 (6,225)                        –                 (6,225)
Share option movements                                                  –                     420                         –                     420
Deferred tax asset                                                           83                      (83)                        –                         –
Earn out payments                                                            –                    (672)                    672                         –
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 31 December 2011                                         67,776                  2,338               (12,940)               57,174
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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30 June 2012 Balance Sheet

During the six months to 30 June 2012, other than normal trading activities, the main balance sheet
movements have related to: (i) earnout payments under the Betboo Business acquisition; (ii) the impact of
the disposal of Betaland; and (iii) the payment of €0.11 per share as a final 2011 dividend in May 2012.

An analysis of balance sheet movements from 31 December 2011 to 30 June 2012 is shown below.

                                                                        Non current         Net current          Long-term
                                                                                 Assets                 Assets            liabilities           Net assets
                                                                               (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)              (€000’s)

As at 31 December 2011                                         67,776                  2,338               (12,940)               57,174
Earnings after taxation                                             (1,236)                 6,916                 (1,102)                 4,578
Additions                                                                      464                    (464)                        –                         –
Discontinued activities                                                (178)                    178                         –                         –
Dividends paid                                                                  –                 (3,475)                        –                 (3,475)
Share option movements                                                  –                     294                         –                    (294)
Earn out payments                                                            –                 (2,264)                 2,264                         –
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 30 June 2012                                                  66,826                  2,935               (11,778)               57,983
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
11.      GVC GROUP CASHFLOWS

A summary of the GVC Group’s cashflows for the financial years ended 31 December 2009, 31 December
2010 and 31 December 2011 and for the six months ended 30 June 2011 and 30 June 2012 is shown below:

                                                                                                                                     Six months    Six months
                                                                Year ended      Year ended      Year ended            ended            ended
                                                            31 December  31 December  31 December         30 June         30 June
                                                                          2009                2010                2011              2011              2012
                                                                      (€000’s)          (€000’s)          (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)

Clean EBITDA                                              17,428             12,164             10,018             4,238             7,676
Exceptional items                                           (1,538)            (4,428)            (4,823)             (189)                  –
Discontinued activities 

(before depreciation)                                     (222)               (411)                     –                957              (749)
Interest                                                                  67                      8                      5                    –                    1
Capital expenditure                                           (576)            (1,105)            (1,605)             (996)             (464)
Betboo earn-out payments                             (3,040)               (271)               (671)                  –           (2,264)
Taxation paid less recovered                          (1,304)                 525                (271)               (35)               (22)
Proceeds from issue of share options                     –                      –                  420                    –                195
                                                                  ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
NET OPERATING CASHFLOW

BEFORE WORKING
CAPITAL MOVEMENTS                        10,815               6,482               3,073             3,975             4,373

Movements in working capital                        2,000             (2,121)              3,488           (2,453)          (2,095)
                                                                  ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
NET OPERATING CASHFLOW                 12,815               4,361               6,561             1,522             2,278
Dividends paid                                             (12,454)          (18,681)            (6,225)          (3,113)          (3,475)
                                                                  ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
NET CASHFLOW                                             361           (14,320)                 336           (1,591)          (1,197)
Balances at bank b.fwd                                  18,834             19,195               4,875             4,875             5,211
                                                                  ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balances at bank c.fwd                                  19,195               4,875               5,211             3,284             4,014                                                                  ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
A summary of the cashflows since 1 January 2009 is shown above.

The GVC Group has incurred a number of exceptional items as more fully described in paragraph 6 of this
Part 5. The GVC Group’s operations are cash generative and the GVC Group incurs only a modest amount
of capital expenditure. There are no restrictive covenants over the GVC Groups’ cash resources.
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The GVC Group acquired Betboo under an earn-out arrangement (which is described more fully in Part 10
of this document). Liabilities arise based on the performance of that business and are settled annually based
on the prior year’s performance, along with monthly instalments of €150,000. These liabilities are calculated
and paid in Euros. In the period from the acquisition of the Betboo Business in July 2009 to 30 June 2012,
the GVC Group has made earn-out payments of €6,246,000.

The GVC Group has liabilities in the ordinary course of business which, at each of the balance sheet dates,
have been outweighed by current assets. The current asset ratios (net current assets divided by current assets)
were as follows:

•          31 December 2009: 67 per cent.

•          31 December 2010: 43 per cent.

•          31 December 2011: 11.5 per cent.

•          30 June 2012: 14.7 per cent.

GVC Holdings plc is incorporated in the Isle of Man under the 2006 Act. Under the 2006 Act, there is no
concept of distributable reserves. For GVC to pay dividends, the GVC Directors must first assess the
solvency of GVC. There are no material subsidiaries in the GVC Group with withholding taxes on dividends,
and so the bulk of funds can be distributed up to the ultimate holding company without deductions.

From the period from 1 January 2009 to 2 November 2012, the GVC Group distributed €45.6 million to
GVC Shareholders via dividends. This equates to €1.45 per share, or approximately £1.17 per share (at an
exchange rate of £1=€1.24).
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PART 6

CAPITAL RESOURCES

Capitalisation and Indebtedness Statement

GVC HOLDINGS PLC

1.        CAPITALISATION

The following tables show the capitalisation of GVC as at 31 October 2012. The capitalisation figures have
been extracted without material adjustment from the management accounts of GVC as at 31 October 2012.
There has been no material change in the capitalisation of GVC since 31 October 2012, being the date of the
capitalisation statement.

                                                                                                                                                 31 October 2012
                                                                                                                                                                (€000’s)
Current debt
Guaranteed                                                                                                                                                        –
Secured                                                                                                                                                              –
Unguaranteed/unsecured                                                                                                                                   –
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total current debt                                                                                                                                            –                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total non-current debt
Guaranteed                                                                                                                                                        –
Secured                                                                                                                                                              –
Unguaranteed/unsecured                                                                                                                                   –
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total non-current debt                                                                                                                                    –                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total debt                                                                                                                                                          –                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Shareholder’s equity
Issued capital                                                                                                                                                 316
Merger reserve                                                                                                                                          40,407
Share premium                                                                                                                                              610
Retained earnings                                                                                                                                     16,168
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total shareholder’s equity                                                                                                                     57,501                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total capitalisation                                                                                                                                 57,501                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
2.        NET INDEBTEDNESS

The net indebtedness figures have been extracted without material adjustment from the management
accounts of GVC as at 31 October 2012 and includes cash and cash equivalents and relevant debt balances
related to GVC which were classified as asset and liabilities held for sale. There has been no material change
in the indebtedness of GVC since 31 October 2012, being the date of the indebtedness statement.

AI 10.1

AI 10.2

AI 10.4

AIII 3.2

ESMA 33-34

ESMA 127
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The following table sets out the net indebtedness of GVC as at 31 October 2012:

                                                                                                                                                 31 October 2012
                                                                                                                                                                (€000’s)

Net indebtedness
Cash at bank (note 1)                                                                                                                                 5,783
Cash equivalents                                                                                                                                                –
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Liquidity                                                                                                                                                    5,783
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Current financial receivable                                                                                                                              –
Current bank debt                                                                                                                                              –
Current proportion of non-current debt                                                                                                            –
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Current financial debt                                                                                                                                    –
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Net current financial indebtedness                                                                                                         5,783
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Non-current financial indebtedness
Non-current bank debt                                                                                                                                      –
Other non-current financial debt (note 2)                                                                                               (12,213)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total non-current financial indebtedness                                                                                           (12,213)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Net financial indebtedness                                                                                                                      (6,430)                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Notes:

1.     Of the total gross cash at bank, €1,403,000 is held to cover balances with customers.

2.     On 2 July 2009, the GVC Group acquired the Betboo Business. The terms of the acquisition were an upfront payment of
US$45 million with the sellers able to earn up to a further US$26 million depending on performance.

On 23 February 2011, the GVC Group announced a change in the terms of the earn-out. Under the new arrangements:

•       from 1 July 2011 there will be 36 monthly payments of $156,944.
•       from 31 January 2012, there will be four annual payments equal to 25 per cent. of the Betboo NGR earned in the previous

fiscal year.
•       the total earn out cap remains at $30 million.
•       the exchange rate between the US Dollar and Euro has been fixed at 1 Euro=US$1.4031.

As at 31 October 2012 there is other non-current financial debt in relation to this earn-out amounting to €12,213,000.

GVC has no indirect or contingent indebtedness as at the date of this document.
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                                                          PART 7                                                           

HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION ON GVC

SECTION A: GVC 2009 AUDITED ACCOUNTS

Independent Auditor’s Report to the Shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings S.A.

To the Shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings
S.A. 13-15, Avenue de la Liberté L-1931
LUXEMBOURG

Report of the Réviseur d’Entreprises

Report on the consolidated financial statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. and its
subsidiaries (the “Group”), which comprise the consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2009 and the
consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year
then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.

Board of Directors’ responsibility for the consolidated financial statements

The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European
Union. This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and
making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Responsibility of the Réviseur d’Entreprises

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing as adopted by the Institut des
Reviseurs d’Entreprises. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the consolidated financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the judgement of the Reviseur
d’Entreprises, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the Reviseur d’Entreprises
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the consolidated financial
position of the Group as of 31 December 2009, and of its financial performance and its consolidated cash
flow for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by
the European Union.

AI 3.1

AI 3.2

AI 6.1.1

AI 6.2

AI 8.1

AI 8.2

AI 9.1

AI 9.2.1

AI 10.1

AI 20.1

AI 20.3

AI 20.4.1

AI 20.4.2

AI 20.4.3

AI 20.5.1

AI 20.6.1

ESMA 20-26

ESMA 33-34

ESMA 51-86

ESMA 95-97

ESMA 98-106 

(a)-(d)

ESMA 160 (a)-(c)

ESMA 163
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

The consolidated management report, which is the responsibility of the Board of Directors, is in accordance
with the consolidated financial statements.

Thierry Remacle
Luxembourg,

16 April 2010

Réviseurs d’Entreprises Grant Thornton Lux Audit S.A.
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

For the year ended 31 December 2009

                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                                       5                53,958                50,085                42,639
Cost of sales                                                                                       (9,433)                (9,163)               (9,234)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profits                                                                                      44,525                40,922                33,405
Marketing and affiliate costs                                                         (16,991)              (12,990)               (6,128)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                  5.4                27,534                27,932                27,277
Operating costs (as below)                                             6               (13,306)              (11,574)             (11,085)
Other operating costs                                                  6.1               (10,106)                (8,384)               (7,294)
Share option charges                                             6.1, 20                    (213)                   (557)                  (815)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                         6               (10,319)                (8,941)               (8,109)
Exceptional items                                                         6.2                 (1,538)                (1,917)                        –
Depreciation and amortisation                         6, 10, 11                 (1,449)                   (716)               (2,976)

Operating profit                                                                                  14,228                16,358                16,192
Financial income                                                             7                       64                     551                     459
Financial expense                                                            7                    (472)                       (6)                    (20)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit before tax                                                                                  13,820                16,903                16,631
Taxation (charge)/income                                              8                    (366)                   (360)                      11
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after taxation                                                                            13,454                16,543                16,642
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Earnings per share                                                                                       €                         €                         €
Basic                                                                              9.1                  0.432                  0.531                  0.534
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Diluted                                                                          9.2                  0.424                  0.521                  0.534
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the year ended 31 December 2009

                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit and total comprehensive income for the year                    13,454                16,543                16,642
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

The notes on pages 105 to 142 form part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

As at 31 December 2009

                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Assets
Property, plant and equipment                                    10.3                  1,099                  1,538                    521
Intangible assets                                                          11.3                63,182                55,879                55,724
Deferred tax asset                                                          8.2                       53                       11                       11
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total non-current assets                                                                      64,334                57,428                56,256                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                                        13                  5,727                  6,367                  4,295
Taxation reclaimable                                                     8.2                  3,195                  2,611                         –
Cash and cash equivalents                                              14                19,195                18,834                15,859
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current assets                                                                             28,117                27,812                20,154                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables                                               15                 (6,554)                (5,477)               (4,404)
Income Taxes payable                                                   8.2                 (2,670)                (2,982)                    (18)
Other taxation liabilities                                                 16                      (52)                   (173)                    (26)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current liabilities                                                                        (9,276)                (8,632)               (4,448)                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets less current liabilities                                              18,841                19,180                15,706

Long Term Liabilities
Deferred consideration on Betboo                              12.5                 (5,354)                        –                         –
Total Net Assets                                                             17                77,821                76,608                71,962

As represented by:
Equity
Issued share capital                                                        18                38,608                38,608                38,608
Share premium                                                                                     8,748                13,832                51,977
Retained earnings                                                                               30,465                24,168               (18,623)
Total equity attributable to equity 

holders of the parent                                                                    77,821                76,608                71,962

These Financial Statements were approved by the Board on 19 April 2010 and signed on their behalf by:

K.J. Alexander R.Q.M. Cooper
(Chief Executive Officer) (Finance Director)
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

For the year ended 31 December 2009

Attributable to equity holders of the parent company:

                                                                                  Share                  Share             Retained                           
                                                                               Capital            Premium             earnings                   Total
                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

2007
Balance at 1 January 2007                                     38,608               57,926               (29,853)               66,681
Share option charges                                                        –                         –                     815                     815
Transfer between reserves                                                –                         –                         –                         –
Dividend paid                                                                   –                 (5,949)               (6,227)             (12,176)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                        38,608                51,977               (35,265)               55,320
Profit and total comprehensive income                            –                         –                16,642                16,642
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2007                            38,608                51,977               (18,623)               71,962                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
2008
Balance at 1 January 2008                                      38,608                51,977               (18,623)               71,962
Share option charges                                                        –                         –                     557                     557
Transfer between reserves                                                –               (38,145)               38,145                         –
Dividend paid                                                                   –                                          (12,454)             (12,454)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                        38,608                13,832                  7,625                60,065
Profit and total comprehensive income                            –                         –                16,543                16,543
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2008                            38,608                13,832                24,168                76,608                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
2009
Balance at 1 January 2009                                      38,608                13,832                24,168                76,608
Share option charges                                                        –                         –                     213                     213
Dividend paid                                                                   –                 (5,084)               (7,370)             (12,454)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                        38,608                  8,748                17,011                64,367
Profit and total comprehensive income                            –                         –                13,454                13,454
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2009                            38,608                  8,748                30,465                77,821                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS

For the year ended 31 December 2009

                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                             2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                          €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers                                                            54,963                47,528                41,598
Cash paid to suppliers and employees                                              (36,730)             (30,703)             (22,545)
Corporate taxes recovered                                                                    1,652                         –                         –
Corporate taxes paid                                                                          (2,956)                      (8)                        –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from operating activities                                                    16,929                16,817                19,053                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received                                                                                       72                     542                     459
Acquisition of Business                                                                     (3,140)                        –                       40
Disposal of Business                                                                             (295)                        –                         –
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment                                      (441)              (1,453)                  (562)
Acquisition of intangible assets                                                            (135)                  (435)                    (95)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from investing activities                                                      (3,939)               (1,346)                  (158)                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash flows from financing activities
Interest paid                                                                                              (5)                      (6)                    (20)
Dividend paid                                                                                  (12,454)             (12,454)             (12,176)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from financing activities                                                   (12,459)             (12,460)             (12,196)                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents                                          531                  3,011                  6,699
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year                          18,834                15,859                  9,407
Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held                                 (170)                    (36)                  (247)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year                               19,195               18,834                15,859                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.        Significant accounting policies
2.        New accounting and reporting standards
3.        Operating segments
4.        Alternative presentation of consolidated income statement
5.        Geographic and Segmental reporting of Net Gaming Revenue, Contribution and clean EBITDA
6.        Operating costs
7.        Financial income
8.        Income tax expense and balances
9.        Earnings per share
10.      Property, plant and equipment
11.      Intangible assets
12.      Acquisition of Betboo
13.      Receivables and prepayments
14.      Cash and cash equivalents
15.      Trade and other payables
16.      Other taxation payable
17.      Segmental analysis of net assets
18.      Share Capital
19.      Dividends
20.      Share option schemes
21.      Financial instruments and risk management
22.      Related parties
23.      Group entities
24.      Contingent liabilities
25.      Accounting estimates and judgements
26.      Going concern
27.      Subsequent events
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1.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Gaming VC Holdings S.A. (the “Company”) is a company registered in Luxembourg and was incorporated
on 30 November 2004. The consolidated financial statements of the Company for the year ended
31 December 2009 comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the “Group”). The
Group’s principal activities are that of operating online casinos, access to online poker rooms, online bingo,
and online sports betting.

The Group’s principal subsidiaries are listed in note 23.

1.1      Statement of compliance

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs), as adopted by the European Union.

1.2      Basis of preparation

The financial statements are presented in the Euro, rounded to the nearest thousand, and are prepared
on the historical cost basis. The financial statements are prepared on the going concern basis (see
note 26).

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires directors to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of
assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on
various factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form
the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily
apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that
period or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods.

Significant accounting estimates and judgements are discussed in further detail in note 25.

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these
consolidated financial statements.

The accounting policies have been applied consistently by Group entities.

1.3      Basis of consolidation

1.3.1   Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. Control exists when the Company has the
power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to
obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are
exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial statements of subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until
the date that control ceases.

1.3.2   Transactions eliminated on consolidation

Intragroup balances and any unrealised gains and losses or income and expenses arising from
intragroup transactions, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements.
Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment
of the asset transferred.

1.3.3   Business combinations

All business combinations are accounted for by applying the purchase method. The cost of a
business combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values, at the acquisition date, of
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the assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Group,
plus any costs directly attributable to the combination. The identifiable assets, liabilities and
contingent liabilities of the acquiree are measured initially at fair value at the acquisition date,
irrespective of the extent of any minority interest. The excess of the cost of the business
combination over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities
and contingent liabilities is recognised as goodwill.

1.4      Foreign currency

The functional currency of the Company and the presentational currency of the Group is the Euro.

1.4.1   Foreign currency transactions

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange rates ruling
at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies at the balance sheet date are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange rate ruling
at that date. Foreign exchange differences arising on translation are recognised in the
consolidated income statement. Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured in terms
of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the
transaction.

1.5      Property, plant and equipment

1.5.1   Owned assets

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation (see 1.5.2. below)
and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7). Where parts of an item of property, plant
and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items of property,
plant and equipment.

1.5.2   Depreciation

Depreciation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of each part of an item of property, plant and equipment. The estimated useful lives
are as follows:

Fixtures and fittings: 3 years

The residual value, if not insignificant, is reassessed annually.

1.6      Intangible assets

1.6.1   Goodwill

Acquired goodwill represents the excess of the cost of a business combination over the Group’s
interest in the fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the
acquiree at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is tested at least annually for impairment and
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. At the date of acquisition, goodwill is
allocated to cash generating units for the purpose of impairment testing. Any negative goodwill
arising on an acquisition would be recognised directly in profit or loss.

1.6.2   Other intangible assets

Other intangible assets that are acquired by the Group are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation (see 1.6.4 below) and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7).
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The cost of intangible assets acquired in a business combination is the fair value at acquisition
date. The valuation methodology used for each type of identifiable asset category is detailed
below:

Asset category Valuation methodology

Magazine–related Cost
Consulting Income (cost saving)
Software licence Income (incremental value plus loss of profits)
Trademarks Relief from royalty
Trade name Relief from royalty
Non Contractual customer relationships Excess earnings
Goodwill Residual balance

Expenditure on internally generated goodwill and brands is recognised in the income statement
as an expense is incurred.

1.6.3   Subsequent expenditure

Subsequent expenditure on capitalised intangible assets is capitalised only when it increases
the future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. This includes
legal and similar expenditure incurred in registering brands and trade names, which is
capitalised, all other expenditure is expensed as incurred.

1.6.4   Amortisation

Amortisation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of intangible assets unless such lives are indefinite. Goodwill and trademarks with
an indefinite useful life are systematically tested for impairment at each balance sheet date.
Other intangible assets are amortised from the date they are available for use. The estimated
useful lives are as follows:

Consulting agreements 3–5 years
Capitalised development costs 2–4 years
Software licence agreements 2–15 years
Non Contractual customer relationships 4 years

1.7      Impairment

At each reporting date, the Group assesses whether there is any indication that an asset may be
impaired. Where an indicator of impairment exists, the group makes an estimate of the recoverable
amount. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is written
down to its recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and
value in use and is determined for an individual asset. If the asset does not generate cash inflows that
are largely independent of those from other assets or groups of assets, the recoverable amount of the
cash generating unit to which the asset belongs is determined. Discount rates reflecting the asset
specific risks and the time value of money are used for the value in use calculation.

For goodwill and trademarks that have an indefinite useful life, the recoverable amount is estimated
at each balance sheet date.

1.8      Dividends paid to holders of share capital

Dividend distributions payable to equity shareholders are included in “other short term financial
liabilities” when the dividends are approved in general meeting prior to the balance sheet date.
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1.9      Employee benefits

1.9.1   Pension arrangements

The Group does not operate any pension schemes. The Group, as part of general remuneration
arrangements, makes payments directly to employees as a pension contribution allowance.

1.9.2   Share options

The Group has a share option scheme which allows Group employees and contractors to
acquire shares of the Company. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee
expense with a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and
spread over the period during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the
options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a binomial valuation model (for options
granted after 1 January 2007) and the Black-Scholes valuation model for options granted
before 1 January 2007). These valuation methods take into account the terms and conditions
upon which the options were granted. The amount recognised as an expense is adjusted to
reflect the actual number of share options that vest.

1.10    Provisions

A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material, provisions are determined by discounting the
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value
of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.

1.11    Net Gaming Revenue

Net Gaming Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable net of
betting duties and similar taxes, and comprises the following elements:

Casino:          net win in respect of bets placed on casino games that have concluded in the year, stated
net of certain promotional bonuses.

Sportsbook:  gains and losses in respect of bets placed on sporting events in the year, stated after
certain promotional bonuses. Open position are carried at fair market value and gains
and losses arising on this valuation are recognised in revenue, as well as gains and losses
realised on position that have closed.

Poker:           net win in respect of rake for poker games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
certain promotional bonuses.

Bingo:          net win in respect of bets placed on bingo games that have concluded in the year, stated
net of certain promotional bonuses.

Where promotional bonuses apply to customers playing a variety of products through the same wallet,
bonuses are allocated pro-rata to the net win.

1.12    Expenses

1.12.1 Financial expenses

Financial expenses comprise interest payable on borrowings calculated using the effective
interest rate method.

1.13    Exceptional items

Exceptional items are those that in judgement of the directors, need to be disclosed by virtue of their
size or incidence in order for the user to obtain a proper understanding of the financial information.
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1.14    Financial Income

Financial income is interest income recognised in the income statement as it accrues, using the
effective interest method.

1.15    Tax

Current tax is the tax currently payable based on taxable profit for the year. Deferred income taxes are
calculated using the liability method on temporary differences.

Deferred tax is generally provided on the difference between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities and their tax bases. However, deferred tax is neither provided on the initial recognition of
goodwill, nor on the initial recognition of an asset or liability unless the related transaction is a
business combination or affects tax or accounting profit. Deferred tax on temporary differences
associated with shares in subsidiaries is not provided if reversal of these temporary differences can be
controlled by the group and it is probable that reversal will not occur in the foreseeable future. In
addition, tax losses available to be carried forward as well as other income tax credits to the group are
assessed for recognition as deferred tax assets.

Deferred tax liabilities are provided in full, with no discounting. Deferred tax assets are recognised to
the extent that it is probable that the underlying deductible temporary differences will be able to be
offset against future taxable income. Current and deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated at
tax rates that are expected to apply to their respective period of realisation, provided they are enacted
or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.

Changes in deferred tax assets or liabilities are recognised as a component of tax expense in the
income statement, except where they relate to items that are charged or credited directly to equity in
which case the related deferred tax is also charged or credited directly to equity.

1.16    Segment reporting

In identifying its operating segments, management generally follows the Group’s key brands. The
Group has identified the following reportable operating segments:

CasinoClub German online casino operator;

Betaland Italian online sports-book and gaming operator;

Winzingo Spanish online bingo operator;

Betboo South American internet gaming operator, offering bingo, casino, poker and
sports betting

Each of these operating segments is managed separately as each of these service lines requires
different technologies and other resources as well as marketing approaches. All inter-segment
transfers are carried out at arm’s length prices.

The measurement policies the Group uses for segment reporting under IFRS 8 are the same as those
used in its financial statements, except that segmental results are only reported to clean EBITDA level
(earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation, and before exceptional items and share
option costs).

In addition, corporate assets which are not directly attributable to the business activities of any
operating segment are not allocated to a segment.

1.17    Financial instruments

The Group’s financial assets are all classified as loans and receivables and comprise trade and other
receivables and cash and cash equivalents. The Group’s financial liabilities comprise trade and other
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payables and deferred consideration in relation to Betboo, and bank borrowings to the extent they
exist.

1.17.1 Non-derivative financial instruments

Non-derivative financial instruments comprise trade and other receivables, cash and cash
equivalents, loans and borrowings, and trade and other payables. Non-derivative financial
instruments are recognised initially at fair value, plus, for instruments not at fair value through
profit or loss, any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, non-
derivative financial instruments are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. Provisions for impairment are made against financial assets if considered appropriate
and any impairment is recognised in profit or loss.

1.17.2 Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and call deposits. Bank overdrafts that are
repayable on demand and form an integral part of the Group’s cash management are included
as a component of cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of the statement of cash flows.

Accounting for financial income and financial expense is discussed in notes 1.14 and 1.12.2
respectively.

1.18    Equity

Equity comprises the following:

“Share capital” represents the nominal value of equity shares.

“Share premium” represents the excess over nominal value of the fair value of consideration received
for equity shares, net of expenses of the share issue.

“Retained earnings” represents retained profits.

2.        NEW ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING STANDARDS

Adoption of IAS 1 ‘‘Presentation of Financial Statements’’ (Revised 2007)

The Group has adopted IAS 1 ‘‘Presentation of Financial Statements’’ (Revised 2007) in its consolidated
financial statements. This standard has been applied retrospectively. The adoption of the standard does not
affect the financial position or profits of the Group, but gives rise to additional disclosures. The measurement
and recognition of the Group’s assets, liabilities, income and expenses is unchanged.

The standard affects the presentation of owner changes in equity and introduces a ‘‘Consolidated Statement
of Comprehensive Income’’ as a primary statement. The Consolidated Statement of Recognised Income and
Expenses” as was presented in the 2008 consolidated financial statements is no longer required. Further, a
“Statement of Changes in Equity” is presented as a primary statement.

The standard requires presentations of a comparative balance sheet as at the beginning of the first
comparative period, in some circumstances. Management are required to present a comparative balance sheet
and have chosen to present comparatives for all other primary financial statements as at 31 December 2007,
together with related notes, in the consolidated financial statements.

Adoption of IFRS 8 ‘‘Operating Segments’’

This standard has been applied retrospectively. The accounting policy for identifying segments is now based
on internal management reporting information that is regularly reviewed by the chief operating decision
maker. The primary reporting format of management information is by brand, and therefore segmental
information is presented by brand in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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In contrast, IAS 14 required the Group to identify two sets of segments (business and geographical) based
on risks and rewards of the operating segments. In the 2008 consolidated financial statements, segmental
information was primarily split by business.

The Group has identified the following reportable operating segments for this year’s consolidated financial
statements: CasinoClub; Betaland; Winzingo; Betboo. Each of these operating segments generates
independent revenues and the risks and rewards associated with generating these revenues are considered to
be different to those of the other products offered by the Group.

Costs of share option schemes and taxation is not allocated to individual operating segments.

There have been no changes from prior periods in the measurement methods used to determine reported
segment results. The new format of presenting segmental information can be found in note 5.

Adoption of amendments to IFRS 7 “Financial Instruments: Disclosures” – improving disclosures
about financial instruments

The amendments require additional disclosures for financial instruments that are measured at fair value in
the consolidated balance sheet. The Group’s balance sheet includes no financial instruments measured at fair
value through profit or loss, and therefore management have not amended the format of the financial
instruments disclosures from prior years.

Adoption of IFRIC Interpretation 13 “Customer Loyalty Programmes”

IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty Programmes clarifies that when goods or services are sold together with a
customer loyalty incentive (for example, loyalty points or the right to free products), the arrangement is a
multiple-element arrangement and the consideration receivable from the customer is allocated between the
components of the arrangement using fair values.

The Group’s accounting policy in respect of promotional bonuses (which include loyalty bonuses) is stated
in note 1.11. The Group has considered the implications of the interpretation stated in IFRIC 13, and do not
believe that the adoption of IFRIC 13 would have a significant impact on the reported results for the current
and prior reporting periods. Therefore, no retrospective adjustment to the financial statements is required in
respect of the adoption of IFRC 13.

New standards not yet effective

A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are not yet effective for the year
ended 31 December 2009 and have not been applied in preparing these consolidated financial statements.
Those which may have a significant effect on the financial statements are:

Revised IFRS 3 – Business Combinations (effective from 1 July 2009)

The standard is applicable for business combinations occurring in reporting periods beginning on or after
1 July 2009 and will be applied prospectively The new standard introduces changes to the accounting
requirements for business combinations, but still requires use of the purchase method, and will have a
significant effect on business combinations occurring in future reporting periods.

Revised IAS 27 – Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements (effective from 1 July 2009)

The revised standard introduces changes to the accounting requirements for the loss of control of a
subsidiary and for changes in the Group’s interest in subsidiaries. These changes will be applied
prospectively in accordance with the transitional provisions and so do not have an immediate effect on the
Group’s financial statements.

Annual Improvements 2009 (effective from 1 July 2009 and later).

The IASB has issued Improvements for International Financial Reporting Standards 2009. Most of these
amendments become effective in annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2009 or 1 January 2010.
Preliminary assessments indicate that the effect on the Group’s financial statements will not be significant.
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Revised IAS 24 Related Party Transactions (effective from 1 January 2011)

The revised standard introduces exemptions from IAS 24’s disclosure requirements for transactions with a
government that has control, joint control or significant influence over the reporting entity and government-
related entities. The revised standard also broadens the definition of related parties. Based on transactions
currently undertaken by the Group, the revised standard is not expected to have a significant effect on the
consolidated financial statements.

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (effective from 1 January 2013)

The IASB aims to replace IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement in its entirety by the
end of 2010, with the replacement standard to be effective for annual periods beginning 1 January 2013.
IFRS 9 is the first part of Phase 1 of this project. The main phases are:

Phase 1: Classification and Measurement
Phase 2: Impairment methodology
Phase 3: Hedge accounting

In addition, a separate project is dealing with derecognition.

Management have yet to assess the impact that this new standard is likely to have on the financial statements
of the Group. However, they do not expect to implement the standard until all chapters of the IAS 39
replacement have been published and they can comprehensively assess the impact of all changes.

The Group has not yet determined all the potential effect of the new standards and interpretations not yet
effective.

3.        OPERATING SEGMENTS

Management currently identifies the Group’s key brands as operating segments. These operating segments
are monitored and strategic decisions are made on the basis of adjusted segments operating results.

Segment capital expenditure is the total costs incurred during the year to acquire segment assets that are
expected to be used for more than one year. Segmental assets and liabilities are presented in note 17.
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4.        ALTERNATIVE PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

To better aid shareholders and other interested parties, the directors have prepared an alternative presentation
of the Consolidated Income Statement. This is included below:

                                                                                                              Year                    Year                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                                       5                53,958                50,085                42,639
Cost of sales                                                                                        (9,433)               (9,163)               (9,234)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                         44,525                40,922                33,405
Gross profit ratio                                                                                    83%                    82%                    78%

Marketing and affiliate costs                                                             (16,991)             (12,990)               (6,128)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                  5.4                27,534                27,932                27,277
Other operating costs                                                     6.1               (10,106)               (8,384)               (7,294)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                              5.5                17,428                19,548                19,983
Exceptional items                                                          6.2                 (1,538)               (1,917)                        –
Share Option Charges                                                   6.1                    (213)                  (557)                  (815)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                             15,677                17,074                19,168
Depreciation                                                                   10                    (709)                  (436)                    (57)
Amortisation                                                                   11                    (740)                  (280)               (2,919)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating Profit                                                                                  14,228                16,358                16,192
Financial income                                                              7                       64                     551                     459
Unwinding of discount on deferred

consideration                                                           12.5                    (467)                        –                         –
Other Financial expense                                                   7                        (5)                      (6)                    (20)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit before tax                                                                                  13,820                16,903                16,631
Taxation (charge)/income                                                 8                    (366)                  (360)                      11
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after tax                                                                                    13,454                16,543                16,642
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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5.        GEOGRAPHIC AND SEGMENTAL REPORTING

5.1      NGR by geographic location of customers

                                                                                                    Year                    Year                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Germany                                                                                  23,052                27,155                32,084
Austria                                                                                       3,566                  4,198                  6,275
Italy                                                                                          21,018                13,502                  2,271
Spain                                                                                          1,549                     678                     484
Latin America                                                                            2,180                         –                         –
Other                                                                                          2,593                  4,552                  1,525
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                53,958                50,085                42,639
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

5.2      NGR by quarter

                                                 Q1                      Q2                      Q3                      Q4               TOTAL
                                           €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

2009                                   14,876                11,633                12,262                15,187                53,958
2008                                   13,278                12,848                12,195                11,764                50,085
2007                                   11,276                10,725                10,000                10,638                42,639

5.3      NGR by brand

                                                                                                    Year                    Year                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

CasinoClub                                                    H1                     15,059                19,710                22,001
                                                                      H2                     14,567                16,765                18,638
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                      FY                     29,626                36,475                40,639
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Betaland                                                         H1                     10,894                  6,374                         –
                                                                      H2                       9,932                  6,982                  2,000
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                      FY                     20,826                13,356                  2,000
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Winzingo                                                       H1                          556                       42                         –
                                                                      H2                          770                     212                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                      FY                       1,326                     254                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Betboo                                                           H1                              –                         –                         –
                                                                      H2                       2,180                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                      FY                       2,180                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
TOTALS                                                       H1                      26,509                26,126                22,001
                                                                      H2                      27,449                23,959                20,638
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                      FY                      53,958                50,085                42,639
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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5.4      Contribution by brand

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

CasinoClub                                                         H1                10,574                13,979                13,432
                                                                            H2                10,066                11,862                13,510
                                                                                         –––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                20,640                25,841                26,942
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                Contribution margin                       70%                    71%                    66%

Betaland                                                              H1                  2,729                  1,489                         –
                                                                            H2                  2,283                     663                     335
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                  5,012                  2,152                     335
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                Contribution margin                       24%                    16%                    17%

Winzingo                                                             H1                     234                      (33)                        –
                                                                            H2                     273                      (28)                        –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                     507                      (61)                        –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                Contribution margin                       38%                  (24%)                  66%

Betboo                                                                 H1                         –                         –                         –
                                                                            H2                  1,373                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                  1,373                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                Contribution margin                       63%                      –                         –

TOTALS                                                            H1                13,519                15,435                13,432
                                                                           H2                14,015                12,497                13,845
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                27,534                27,932                27,277
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                             Contribution margin                       51%                   56%                   64%

5.5      Clean Ebitda by brand

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

CasinoClub                                                         H1                  9,507                13,051                12,351
                                                                            H2                  8,892                10,805                12,494
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                18,399                23,856                24,845
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                          Ebitda margin                       62%                    65%                    61%

Betaland                                                              H1                  1,059                    (134)                        –
                                                                            H2                     682                 (1,097)                  (327)
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                  1,741                 (1,231)                  (327)
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                          Ebitda margin                      8.4%                    (9%)                 (16%)

Winzingo                                                             H1                    (120)                    (33)                        –
                                                                            H2                    (102)                    (28)                        –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                    (222)                    (61)                        –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                          Ebitda margin                      (17%)                 (24%)                    –
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                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Betboo                                                                 H1                         –                         –                         –
                                                                            H2                     103                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                     103                         –                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                          Ebitda margin                         5%                      –                         –

Total from operating                                           H1                10,446                12,884                12,351
Divisions                                                             H2                  9,575                  9,680                12,167
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                20,021                22,564                24,518
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                          Ebitda margin                       37%                    45%                    57%

Unallocated central                                             H1                 (1,566)               (2,024)               (2,073)
Costs                                                                   H2                 (1,027)                  (992)               (2,462)
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                 (2,593)               (3,016)               (4,535)
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Group total                                                        H1                  8,880                10,860                10,278
                                                                           H2                  8,548                  8,688                  9,705
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                           FY                17,428                19,548                19,983
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                       Ebitda margin                       32%                   39%                   47%

5.6      Reconciliation of Clean Ebitda to Profit after taxation

                                                     Casino                                                                          Central
Year ended                            Club       Betaland       Winzingo          Betboo              costs              Total
31 December 2009           (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)

Clean EBITDA                 18,399             1,741              (222)              103           (2,593)         17,428
Exceptional items                  (420)             (235)                  –                    –              (883)          (1,538)
Share option charges                  –                    –                    –                    –              (213)             (213)
Depreciation & 

amortisation                       (367)             (475)                  –              (607)                  –           (1,449)
Financial income and 

financial expense*                  –                    –                    –              (472)                64              (408)
Taxation                                      –                    –                    –                    –              (366)             (366)
                                       –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
Profit after tax                 17,612             1,031              (222)             (976)          (3,991)         13,454                                                  –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
*      includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo.

                                          Casino                                                                          Central
Year ended                            Club       Betaland       Winzingo          Betboo              costs              Total
31 December 2008           (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)

Clean EBITDA                  23,856           (1,231)               (61)                  –           (3,016)         19,548
Exceptional items                       –                    –           (1,075)                  –              (842)          (1,917)
Share option charges                  –                    –                    –                    –              (557)             (557)
Depreciation & 

amortisation                       (366)             (350)                  –                    –                    –              (716)
Financial income and 

financial expense                    –                    –                    –                    –                545                545
Taxation                                      –                    –                    –                    –              (360)             (360)
                                       –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
Profit after tax                 23,490           (1,581)          (1,136)                  –           (4,230)         16,543                                       –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
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                                          Casino                                                                          Central
Year ended                            Club       Betaland       Winzingo          Betboo              costs              Total
31 December 2007           (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)        (€000’s)

Clean EBITDA                  24,845              (327)                  –                    –           (4,535)         19,983
Exceptional items                       –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
Share option charges                  –                    –                    –                    –              (815)             (815)
Depreciation & 

amortisation                    (2,935)               (41)                  –                    –                    –           (2,976)
Financial income and 

financial expense                    –                    –                    –                    –                439                439
Taxation                                      –                    –                    –                    –                  11                  11
                                       –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
Profit after tax                 21,910              (368)                  –                    –           (4,900)         16,642                                       –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––        –––––––
It is not deemed appropriate to allocate share option charges, financial income and expense by
operating segment.

6.        OPERATING COSTS
                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other operating costs                                                     6.1                10,319                  8,941                  8,109
Exceptional items                                                          6.2                  1,538                  1,917                         –
Depreciation                                                                                            709                     436                       57
Amortisation                                                                                            740                     280                  2,919
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                           13,306                11,574                11,085                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
6.1      Other operating costs

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                       Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other Personnel expenditure                           6.1.1                  4,255                  4,817                  3,449
Share option charges                                                                    213                     557                     815

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total Personnel expenditure                                                      4,468                  5,374                  4,264
Professional fees                                              6.1.3                     920                  1,102                  2,161
Technology costs                                                                       1,457                     987                     166
Office, travel and other costs                           6.1.4                  1,457                  1,442                  1,271
Third party service costs*                                                         1,847                         –                         –
Foreign exchange differences                                                       170                       36                     247

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                10,319                  8,941                  8,109                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total by brand
CasinoClub                                                                                2,242                  1,985                  2,097
Betaland                                                                                     3,271                  3,383                     662
Winzingo                                                                                      730                         –                         –
Betboo                                                                                       1,270                         –                         –
Unallocated central costs                                                           2,593                  3,016                  4,535

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                10,106                  8,384                  7,294
Share option charges                                                                    213                     557                     815

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                10,319                  8,941                  8,109                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

*         provided to Winzingo & Betboo.
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6.1.1   Personnel expenditure

                                                                               Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                           31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                         2009                   2008                   2007
                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Wages and salaries, 
including directors remuneration      6.1.2                  3,590                  3,031                  1,957

Amounts paid to long 
term contractors                                                             452                  1,594                  1,378

Compulsory social 
security contributions                                                    169                     123                       65

Pension allowances                               6.1.2                       44                       69                       49
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

                                                                                        4,255                  4,817                  3,449                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                             At                        At                        At
                                                                           31 December     31 December     31 December 
                                                                                         2009                   2008                   2007
Number of personnel                                                  Number              Number              Number

With employment contracts or service contracts                60                       59                       15
Contractors                                                                             7                       11                       23

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                             67                       70                       38                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

6.1.2   Directors remuneration

Included in wages and salaries are amounts paid to the directors for services during the year:

                                                                               Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                           31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                         2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Directors remuneration 
(included with wages and salaries)                             1,519                  1,209                  1,236

Pension allowances 
(included within pension allowances)                               –                       46                       45

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total remuneration included within 

Personnel Expenditure                                                1,519                  1,255                  1,281
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

Termination payments included in 
exceptional items (note 6.2)                                              –                     449                         –

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

The directors who served throughout the year were: Lee Feldman, Kenny Alexander, Nigel
Blythe-Tinker, Richard Cooper, Karl Diacono.

6.1.3   Professional fees

At 31 December 2009, the group has legal entities in Luxembourg, Cyprus, Malta, Italy,
Netherlands Antilles, Jersey and Israel. Accordingly, the group seeks professional advice in
these and other jurisdictions, including the UK where its shares are traded on the Alternative
Investment Market (“AIM”) of the London Stock Exchange, Spain, where the Winzingo
product is marketed, and Brazil, where the Betboo product is marketed.
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During 2008, the Group settled legal claims with Fort Knox Consulting LLC which were
provided for in 2007.

                                                                               Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                           31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                         2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

(Credit)/Costs incurred in the settlement of 
fees with Fort Knox Consulting LLC                                –                    (384)                    692

Other professional fees                                                      920                  1,486                  1,469
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

                                                                                           920                  1,102                  2,161                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
6.1.4   Office, travel and other expenditure, by brand

                                                                               Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                           31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                         2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

CasinoClub                                                                        507                     458                     441
Betaland                                                                             449                     486                     159
Winzingo                                                                                –                         –                         –
Betboo                                                                                  83                         –                         –

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Sub-total                                                                          1,039                     944                     600
Unallocated central costs                                                   418                     498                     671

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                        1,457                  1,442                  1,271                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

6.2      Exceptional items

The Group incurred expenditure on exceptional items (as defined in accounting policy note 1.14).
These are items which are both exceptional in size and nature.
                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                       Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Disposal of GVC Corporation SpA                6.2.1                  1,005                         –                         –
Termination costs related to consultants         6.2.2                     283                         –                         –
Abnormal individual jackpot win                    6.2.3                     250                         –                         –
Write-off of working capital loan to 

New Town Capital Limited 
(trading as Winzingo)                                                                   –                  1,075                         –

Termination and other costs 
associated with Board changes                                                     –                     526                         –

Professional fees associated with 
abortive take-over during the year                                                –                     316                         –

                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                  1,538                  1,917                         –                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
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6.2.1   Disposal of GVC Corporation S.p.A

As announced on 17 December 2009, the group entered into an agreement to dispose of GVC
Corporation S.p.A., its licensed Italian subsidiary, to local management for a nominal sum.

The exceptional item recognises the legal costs incurred in this process together with the write-
off of the investment held and the net assets parted with at the time of the sale, being 31 August
2009.

During the eight month period to 31 August 2009, the company generated NGR of €553k and
made a loss (before and after) taxation of €731k.

The balance sheet at the date of disposal had the following assets and liabilities:

                                                                                                                                            €000’s

Assets                                                                                                                                       396
Cash & cash equivalents                                                                                                          295
Trade debtors                                                                                                                           182
Trade creditors                                                                                                                        (744)
                                                                                                                                         –––––––
                                                                                                                                                 129                                                                                                                                         –––––––
The loss on disposal was calculated as follows:
                                                                                                                                            €000’s

Write-off of assets                                                                                                                   129
Write-off of licences                                                                                                               360
Payment of debt to technology provider                                                                                 360
Staff terminations                                                                                                                     156
                                                                                                                                         –––––––
                                                                                                                                              1,005                                                                                                                                         –––––––

6.2.2   Termination costs related to consultants

The group terminated the contracts with certain long-term senior contractors during the period
and has recognised the settlements as exceptional items, being the extension of the
restructuring work the group has undertaken.

6.2.3   Unusual jackpot win

There was a significant winner of a jackpot during the year ended 31 December 2009. A single
player won €309k on a game known as “Roman Empire.” In accordance with the group’s
policy, the amount withdrawn by the customer (in this case €250k) has been treated as an
exceptional item.

7.        FINANCIAL INCOME AND FINANCIAL EXPENSES

                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Financial income – interest income                                                          64                     551                     459
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

Financial expense – interest payable
– Interest payable                                                                                       (5)                      (6)                    (20)
– Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration                             (467)                        –                         –

                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                               (472)                      (6)                    (20)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
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8.        TAXATION

Current tax for the current and prior periods is classified as a current liability to the extent that it is unpaid.
Amounts paid in excess of amounts owed are classified as a current asset. There is a current tax asset of
€525k (net of tax payable amounts) at 31 December 2009 (2008: Current tax liability of €371k (net of tax
receivable amounts)).

8.1      Taxation amounts recognised in the Income Statement

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Current tax expense
Current year                                                                                  408                     360                         –
Adjustments for prior period                                                                                       –                         –
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                     408                     360                         –
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Deferred tax income
Origination and reversal of temporary differences                       (42)                        –                      (11)
Reduction in tax rate                                                                        –                         –                         –
Benefits of tax losses recognises                                                      –                         –                         –
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total income tax expense/

(income) in income statement                                                  366                     360                      (11)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Reconciliation of effective tax rate
Profit before tax                                                                       13,820                16,903                16,631
Income tax using the domestic 

corporation tax rate                                                                3,870                  4,817                 4,936
Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdictions 

(Rates decreased)                                                                 (3,462)               (4,457)               (4,936)
Capital allowances for period in 

access of depreciation                                                               (42)                        –                      (11)
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

                                                                                                                366                     360                      (11)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
A deferred tax asset was recognised as the Group considers that it more probable than not that future
taxable profits will be available against which the asset could be utilised.
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8.2      Taxation amounts recognised in the Balance Sheet

Current Tax Deferred Tax Total
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s              €000
                                                              Payable    Receivable             Asset        Liability
At 1 January 2007                                         (18)                                        –                    –                (18)
Paid/(received) during the 

year ended 31 December 2007                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
(Charge)/credit in income statement 

for the year ended 
31 December 2007                                       –                    –                  11                    –                  11

                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Balances at 31 December 2007                    (18)                  –                  11                    –                  (7)
                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Balances at 1 January 2008                          (18)                  –                  11                                        (7)
Paid/(received) during the 

year ended 31 December 2008                    7                    –                    –                    –                    7
(Charge)/credit in income 

statement for the year ended 
31 December 2008                               (2,971)           2,611                    –                    –              (360)

                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Balances at 31 December 2008               (2,982)           2,611                  11                    –              (360)
                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Balances at 1 January 2009                  (2,982)           2,611                  11                    –              (360)
Paid/(received) during the 

year ended 31 December 2009             2,956           (1,652)                  –                    –             1,304
(Charge)/credit in income 

statement for the year ended 
31 December 2009                               (2,644)           2,236                  42                    –              (366)

                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Balances at 31 December 2009             (2,670)           3,195                  53                    –                578
                                                               ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––          ––––––
Tax reclaimable represents a portion of the tax paid by GVC Corporation Limited (a wholly owned
company incorporated in Malta), which is refundable by the Maltese tax authorities to Gaming VC
Holdings S.A. shortly after the submission of the audited accounts and tax computation for GVC
Corporation Limited.

9.        EARNINGS PER SHARE

9.1      Basic earnings per share and Basic earnings per share before exceptional items

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007

Basic earnings per share (in €)                                                  0.432                  0.531                  0.534
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Basic earnings per share before 

exceptional items (in €)                                                         0.482                  0.593                  0.534
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Basic earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders
of €13,454k (2008: €16,543k) and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, being
31,135,762 (2008: 31,135,762).

Basic earnings per share before exceptional items has been calculated by taking the profit attributable
to ordinary shareholders of €13,454k (2008: €16,543k), adding back the cost of exceptional items of
€1,538 (2009: €1,917k) and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, being
31,135,762 (2008: 31,135,762).
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9.2      Diluted earnings per share and Diluted earnings per share before exceptional items

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007

Diluted earnings per share (in €)                                               0.424                  0.521                  0.534
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Diluted earnings per share before 

exceptional items (in €)                                                         0.473                  0.582                  0.534
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Diluted earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders of €13,454k (2008: €16,543k) and dividing by the weighted average number of shares
in issue as diluted by share options, being 31,707,094 (2008: 31,726,146).

Diluted earnings per share before exceptional items has been calculated by taking the profit
attributable to ordinary shareholders of €13,454 (2008: €16,543k), adding back the cost of exceptional
items of €1,538k (2008: €1,917k) and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, as
diluted by share options, being 31,707,094 (2008: 31,726,146).

Diluted number of shares

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
Weighted average number of ordinary shares 

at end of the year                                                          31,135,762         31,135,762         31,135,762
Effect of share options in issue                                             571,332              590,384                         –
                                                                                       ––––––––––       ––––––––––       ––––––––––
Weighted average number of ordinary shares 

(diluted) at end of year                                                 31,707,094         31,726,146        31,135,762
                                                                                       ––––––––––       ––––––––––       ––––––––––

10.      PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

10.1    Cost

Allocated by brand
                                                                                         Total                                                                 
                                                                                   Property                                                                 
                                                       Fixtures and      Plant and          Casino                                           
                                                               Fittings    Equipment               club       Betaland         Central
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2007                           112                112                112                    –                    –
Disposals                                                     (112)             (112)             (112)                  –                    –
Additions                                                      562                562                    –                562                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2007                     562                562                    –                562                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2008                           562               562                   –                562                    –
Additions                                                   1,453            1,453               825                628                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2008                  2,015             2,015                825             1,190                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2009                        2,015            2,015               825             1,190                    –
Disposals                                                     (320)             (320)                  –              (320)                  –
Additions                                                      441               441                 96                345                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2009                  2,136             2,136                921             1,215                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
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10.2    Depreciation and impairment losses
Allocated by brand

                                                                                         Total                                                                 
                                                                                   Property                                                                 
                                                       Fixtures and      Plant and          Casino                                           
                                                               Fittings    Equipment               club       Betaland         Central
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2007                             56                  56                  56                    –                    –
Disposal                                                        (72)               (72)               (72)                  –                    –
Depreciation charge for the year                    57                  57                  16                  41                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2007                       41                  41                    –                  41                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2008                             41                 41                   –                  41                    –
Depreciation charge for the year                  436               436               153                283
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2008                     477               477                153                324                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2009                           477                477                153                324                    –
Disposal                                                      (149)             (149)                  –              (149)                  –
Depreciation charge for the year                  709                709                295                414                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 31 December 2009                  1,037             1,037                448                589                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

10.3    Carrying amounts
Allocated by brand

                                                                                         Total                                                                 
                                                                                   Property                                                                 
                                                       Fixtures and      Plant and          Casino                                           
                                                               Fittings    Equipment               club       Betaland         Central
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

At 31 December 2007                                  521               521                   –                521                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                               1,538            1,538                672                866                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                               1,099             1,099                473                626                    –
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

11.      INTANGIBLE ASSETS

11.1    Cost
                                                                                                                                                   Non-                        
                                                                Trademarks                              Consulting      contractual                        
                                                                      & Trade          Software                     &         customer                        
                                            Goodwill             name           Licence        Magazine   relationships                Total
                                                €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2007  73,613             15,144             12,146               4,919                      –           105,822
Additions                                          –                      –                    95                      –                      –                    95
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 

31 December 2007            73,613             15,144             12,241              4,919                      –           105,917
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 1 January 2008  73,613             15,144             12,241              4,919                      –           105,917
Additions                                          –                      –                  435                      –                      –                  435
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2008             73,613             15,144             12,676              4,919                      –           106,352
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 1 January 2009   73,613             15,144             12,676              4,919                      –           106,352
Disposals                                          –                      –                 (313)                     –                      –                 (313)
Additions                                   3,278                  696               2,590                      –               1,704               8,268
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2009          76,891             15,840             14,953              4,919               1,704          114,307
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
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                                                                                                                                                   Non-                        
                                                                Trademarks                              Consulting      contractual                        
                                                                      & Trade          Software                     &         customer                        
                                            Goodwill               name           Licence        Magazine   relationships                Total
                                                €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s

By brand at 31 December 2009
Betboo                                       3,278                  696               2,455                      –               1,704               8,133
Casino Club                             73,613             15,144             12,398               4,919                      –           106,074
Betaland                                            –                      –                  100                      –                      –                  100
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                76,891             15,840             14,953              4,919               1,704          114,307
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
By brand at 31 December 2008
Betboo                                              –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –
Casino Club                             73,613             15,144             12,262               4,919                      –           105,938
Betaland                                            –                      –                  414                      –                      –                  414
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                73,613             15,144             12,676               4,919                      –           106,352
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
By brand at 31 December 2007
Betboo                                              –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –
Casino Club                             73,613             15,144             12,236               4,919                      –           105,912
Betaland                                            –                      –                      5                      –                      –                      5
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                73,613             15,144             12,241               4,919                      –           105,917
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––

11.2    Amortisation and Impairment losses

                                                                                                                                                   Non-                        
                                                                Trademarks                              Consulting      contractual                        
                                                                      & Trade          Software                     &         customer                        
                                            Goodwill               name           Licence        Magazine   relationships                Total
                                                €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2007      33,274                      –             10,769               3,231                      –             47,274
Amortisation for the year                 –                      –               1,335               1,584                      –               2,919
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 

31 December 2007              33,374                      –             12,104               4,815                      –             50,193
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 1 January 2008      33,274                      –             12,104               4,815                      –             50,193
Amortisation for the year                 –                      –                  176                  104                      –                  280
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2008             33,274                      –             12,280               4,919                      –             50,473
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
Balance at 1 January 2009      33,274                      –             12,280               4,919                      –             50,473
Amortisation for the year                 –                    87                  440                      –                  213                  740
Disposals                                          –                      –                   (88)                     –                                           (88)
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2009             33,274                    87             12,632               4,919                  213             51,125
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
By brand, at 31 December 2009
Betboo                                              –                    87                  307                      –                  213                  607
Casino Club                             33,274                      –             12,285               4,919                      –             50,478
Betaland                                            –                      –                    40                      –                      –                    40
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                33,274                    87             12,632               4,919                  213             51,125
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
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                                                                                                                                                   Non-                        
                                                                Trademarks                              Consulting      contractual                        
                                                                      & Trade          Software                     &         customer                        
                                            Goodwill               name           Licence        Magazine   relationships                Total
                                                €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s

By brand, at 31 December 2008
Casino Club                             33,274                      –             12,213               4,919                      –             50,406
Betaland                                            –                      –                    67                      –                      –                    67
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                33,274                      –             12,280               4,919                      –             50,473
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
By brand, at 31 December 2007
Casino Club                             33,274                      –             12,103               4,815                      –             50,192
Betaland                                            –                      –                      1                      –                      –                      1
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                                33,274                      –             12,104               4,815                      –             50,193
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––

11.3    Carrying amounts

                                                                                                                                                   Non-                        
                                                                Trademarks                              Consulting      contractual                        
                                                                      & Trade          Software                     &         customer                        
                                            Goodwill               name           Licence        Magazine   relationships                Total
                                                €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s

At 31 December 2007       40,339           15,144                137                104                    –           55,724
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2008       40,339          15,144                396                   –                    –           55,879
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2009       43,617          15,753             2,321                   –             1,491          63,182
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2009
Betboo                                 3,278                609             2,148                    –             1,491             7,526
Casino Club                       40,339           15,144                113                    –                    –           55,596
Betaland                                      –                    –                  60                    –                    –                  60
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                          43,617           15,753             2,321                    –             1,491           63,182
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2008
Betboo                                        –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
Casino Club                       40,399           15,144                  49                    –                    –           55,532
Betaland                                      –                    –                347                    –                    –                347
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                          40,399           15,144                396                    –                    –           55,879
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
At 31 December 2007
Betboo                                        –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
Casino Club                       40,339           15,144                133                104                    –           55,720
Betaland                                      –                    –                    4                    –                    –                    4
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––
                                          40,339           15,144                137                104                    –           55,724
                                             –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––          –––––––

11.4    Amortisation and impairment charge

The amortisation for the year is recognised in the following line items in the income statement.

                                                                                          Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net operating expenses                                                                 740                     280                  2,919
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11.5    Impairment tests for cash-generating units containing goodwill and trademarks

An Impairment Review of the Group’s goodwill and trademarks was carried out for the year ended
31 December 2009. The carrying values of the assets were compared with the recoverable amounts,
which were determined with the assistance of independent valuers. The recoverable amount was
estimated based upon a value in use calculation, based upon management forecasts for the years
ending 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011.

A long-term growth rate of 2.5 per cent. was used, to reflect the risk of adverse changes in legislation
in the future on potential market growth. A discount rate of 18 per cent. was used, based on company
specific post-tax weighted average cost of capital. Having performed appropriate sensitivity analysis
on the key assumptions (including reducing the growth rate to nil and increasing the discount rate to
20 per cent.), it was concluded that the carrying value of the goodwill and trademarks was not
impaired.

The following units have significant carrying amounts of goodwill:

                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Betboo                                                                                       3,278                         –                         –
Casino Club                                                                             40,339                40,339                40,339
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                43,617                40,339                40,339                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

12.      ACQUISITION OF BETBOO

On 2 July 2009, the Group acquired the trade and assets of betboo.com, a leading South American internet
gaming operator, offering, bingo, casino, poker and a sports betting product.

The terms of the acquisition were an upfront payment of US$4 million (€3,040k) with the sellers able to earn
up to a further US$26 million depending on performance, being the sum of: one times the post tax profits
for the year ended 30 June 2010; plus one times the post tax profits for the year ended 30 June 2011; and
five times the post tax profits for the year ended 30 June 2012, subject to a maximum total consideration,
including the initial consideration, of US$30 million.

IFRS3, Business Combinations, requires management to value the asset acquired, and, as there is an element
of deferred consideration, to discount this consideration to its present value at the date of acquisition. Over
the period of the earn-out, this discount is unwound, resulting in a charge to the Income Statement. The group
instructed an independent firm of Chartered Accountants to conduct a valuation of the intangible assets
acquired, and a valuation of the purchase price in accordance with IFRS 3.

Management have estimated the deferred consideration payable to be €8,963k, and the discount to be
€4,076k, resulting in the discounted value being €4,887k.

The Group acquired the asset through the acquisition of a shell company, Intera NV, (incorporated in the
Netherlands Antilles) and its subsidiary, Intertronic Ltd (incorporated in Malta).
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12.1    Cost of acquisition

The fair value of the cost of acquisition was €8,027k and includes the components stated below:

                                                                                                                                                         Value
                                                                                                                                                       €000’s

Initial consideration paid                                                                                                                 3,040
Acquisition costs                                                                                                                                100
Fair value of consideration on acquisition                                                                                      8,963
Discount back to date of acquisition                                                                                              (4,076)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
                                                                                                                                                        4,887
                                                                                                                                                   –––––––
                                                                                                                                                        8,027
                                                                                                                                                   –––––––
Non-discounted value of business acquired                                                                              12,103
                                                                                                                                                   –––––––

The fair value of the cost of acquisition has been estimated using cash flow projections for the 3 years
to 2012, and discounted using the estimated weighted average cost of capital of 21 per cent.

12.2    Assets acquired at fair values

                                                                                   Pre-acquisition
                                                                                              carrying        Adjustments         Recognised
                                                                                               amount       to fair value    on acquisition
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Intangible assets:
non contractual customer relationships                                          –                  1,704                  1,704
software                                                                                          –                  2,455                  2,455
trade name                                                                                      –                     696                     696

                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total non-current assets                                                                   –                  4,855                  4,855
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Trade and other receivables                                                          205                         –                     205
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                1                         –                         1
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current assets                                                                       206                         –                     206
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Trade and other payables                                                            (312)                        –                    (312)
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net identifiable assets and liabilities                                          (106)                 4,855                  4,749
Goodwill on acquisition                                                                   –                  3,278                  3,278
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net assets acquired                                                                      (106)                 8,133                  8,027
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cost of acquisition, deferred                                                                                                           4,887
Cost of acquisition, satisfied in cash                                                                                               3,140
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
                                                                                                                                                        8,027
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Cost of acquisition, satisfied in cash                                                                                               3,140
Cash and cash equivalents acquired                                                                                                      (1)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Cash outflow on acquisition                                                                                                            3,139
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––

Goodwill of €3,278k is primarily related to growth expectations, expected future profitability, the skill
and expertise of the trained workforce and expected cost synergies. Goodwill has been allocated to
the betboo cash generating unit at 31 December 2009. No major line of business will be disposed of
as a result of the combination.
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12.3    Useful economic life of Intangible assets

The fair values of the intangible assets acquired in the transaction, including the tax amortisation
benefit, and their useful economic lives are as follows:

                                                                                                                                                         Value
Asset                                                                                                    Useful economic life          €000’s

Non contractual customer relationships                                             4 years                                 1,704
Software                                                                                              4 years                                 2,455
Trade name                                                                                         4 years                                    696
Goodwill                                                                                             indefinite                              3,278
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Total                                                                                                                                                 8,133                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––

12.4    Summarised income statement for betboo for the period from 2 July 2009 to 31 December 2009

                                                                                                                                                Year ended
                                                                                                                                            31 December
                                                                                                                                                         2009
                                                                                                                                                       €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                                                                                                      2,180
Cost of sales                                                                                                                                      (508)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                                                                      1,672
Gross profit ratio                                                                                                                               77%

Marketing and affiliate costs                                                                                                             (299)
Contribution                                                                                                                                     1,373
Other operating costs                                                                                                                     (1,270)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                                                                                                   103
Exceptional items                                                                                                                                   –
Share Option Charges                                                                                                                             –
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                                                                             103
Depreciation                                                                                                                                           –
Amortisation                                                                                                                                      (607)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Operating Profit                                                                                                                                 (504)
Financial income                                                                                                                                    –
Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration                                                                           (467)
Other Financial expense                                                                                                                        (5)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––
Loss before tax                                                                                                                                  (976)
                                                                                                                                                 ––––––––

Due to a lack of IFRS specific data prior to the acquisition, pro-forma profit or loss for the combined
entity for the complete 2009 period cannot be determined reliably.
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12.5    Deferred Consideration

The deferred consideration has been discounted to reflect its fair value at the date of acquisition. The
effect of this discount will be unwound over the period of the deferral with a charge to the income
statement contained within interest expense. The expected impact of this over the earn-out period is
shown below:

                                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balance at 1 January                                              –                  5,354                  6,441                  7,768
Fair value of deferred consideration

on acquisition                                             4,887                         –                         –                         –
Unwinding of discount charged to

income statement                                           467                  1,087                  1,327                  1,195
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance at 31 December                                 5,354                  6,441                  7,768                  8,963                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

13.      RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS

                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                  2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Trade receivables                                                                                  4,600                 5,475                 3,021
Interest receivables                                                                                      –                         9                         –
Other receivables                                                                                     464                     593                     540
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loans and receivables                                                                          5,064                  6,077                  3,561
Prepayments                                                                                            663                     290                     734
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             5,727                 6,367                 4,295
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Trade receivables include funds held by third party collection agencies as of 31 December 2009 amounting
to €4.6 million, which corresponds to the revenue generated over the last 3 weeks of the 12 month period
ended 31 December 2009. Prepayments include payments as at 31 December 2009 for goods or services
which will be consumed after 1 January 2010.

14.     CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                  2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances                                                                                     19,195                 4,074                15,859
Treasury deposits held with banks                                                              –               14,760                        –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           19,195               18,834               15,859
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Held in the following institutions:
Barclays Bank                                                                                    10,994                17,185                14,090
Bank of Valletta (Malta)                                                                       7,966                  1,000                  1,256
Other                                                                                                        235                     649                     513
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           19,195               18,834                15,859
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                  2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Held in the following currencies
(in euro equivalents at the balance sheet date):

Euro                                                                                                    18,923                18,651                15,773
US Dollars                                                                                               130                       22                       63
British Pounds                                                                                           40                     147                         9
Other                                                                                                        102                       14                       14
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           19,195               18,834                15,859
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Comprising:
Own funds                                                                                          17,580                17,502                15,232
Customer balances (note 15)                                                                1,615                     997                     547
Funds held in escrow representing withholding tax 

for founder shareholders                                                                         –                     335                       80
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           19,195                18,834               15,859
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Amount per share represented by own funds                                     €0.564                €0.562                €0.489

15.      TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                  2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balances with customers                                                                      1,615                     997                     547
Other trade payables                                                                             1,121                  1,254                     991
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total trade payables                                                                              2,736                  2,251                  1,538
Accruals                                                                                                3,818                  2,891                  2,786
Other creditors: balances due to founder shareholders in 

respect of withholding taxes recovered                                                   –                     335                       80
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             6,554                  5,477                  4,404
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

With-holding taxes held in escrow represent the liability to founder shareholders in relation to the recovery
of withholding taxes from the Luxembourg fiscal authorities. It was paid on to the founder shareholders in
January 2009. The fair value of open bets at either period end is not material.

16.      OTHER TAXATION PAYABLE

                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                  2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Social security and other similar taxes                                                     24                       13                         –
Value added taxes                                                                                        –                       78                         –
Betting taxes and similar                                                                           28                       82                       26
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                  52                     173                       26
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

Income taxes principally represent tax on the profits of the operations of GVC Corporation Limited, the
Group’s licensed business in Malta.
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17.      SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS OF NET ASSETS

                                                                                                                     Betboo                                           
                                             CasinoClub       Betaland       Winzingo       (note 12)  Unallocated              Total
                                                      €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s
31 December 2009
Non current assets                        56,070                738                    –             7,526                    –           64,334
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Current assets                                    837             3,299                265                894           22,822           28,117
Current liabilities                             (405)          (4,244)               (28)             (473)          (4,126)          (9,276)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net current assets                              432              (945)              237                421           18,696           18,841
Long term liabilities                              –                    –                    –           (5,354)                  –           (5,354)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net assets                                      56,502              (207)              237             2,593           18,696           77,821
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total assets                                   56,907             4,037                265             8,420           22,822           92,451
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total liabilities                                 (405)          (4,244)               (28)          (5,827)          (4,126)        (14,630)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Expenditure on non current assets
Property, plant and 

equipment (note 10)                        96                345                    –                    –                    –                441
Intangible assets (note 11)                 135                    –                    –             8,040                    –             8,175
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
                                                          231                345                    –             8,040                    –             8,616
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

31 December 2008
Non current assets                        56,442                986                    –                    –                    –           57,428
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Current assets                                 2,247             4,056                  18                    –           21,491           27,812
Current liabilities                             (408)          (2,838)                 (1)                  –           (5,385)          (8,632)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net current assets                           1,839             1,218                  17                    –           16,106           19,180
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net assets                                      58,281             2,204                  17                    –           16,106           76,608
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total assets                                   58,689             5,042                  18                    –           21,491           85,240
Total liabilities                                 (408)          (2,838)                 (1)                  –           (5,385)          (8,632)
Expenditure on non current assets
Property, plant and 

equipment (note 10)                      825                628                    –                    –                    –             1,453
Intangible assets (note 11)                   25                410                    –                    –                    –                435
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
                                                          850             1,038                    –                    –                    –             1,888
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

31 December 2007
Non current assets                        55,729                527                    –                    –                    –           56,256
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Current assets                                 2,781             1,349                    –                    –           16,024           20,154
Current liabilities                             (811)          (1,845)                  –                    –           (1,792)          (4,448)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net current assets                           1,970              (496)                  –                    –           14,232           15,706
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total assets                                   58,510             1,876                    –                    –           16,024           76,410
Total liabilities                                 (811)          (1,845)                  –                    –           (1,792)          (4,448)
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net assets                                      57,699                  31                    –                    –           14,232           71,962
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Expenditure on non current assets
Property, plant and

equipment (note 10)                         –                562                    –                    –                    –                562
Intangible assets (note 11)                   90                    5                    –                    –                    –                  95
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
                                                            90                567                    –                    –                    –                657
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
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Analysis of non-current assets by geographical region

                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Property, plant and equipment
Malta                                                                                                        625                     915                     521
Israel                                                                                                        474                     623                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             1,099                  1,538                     521
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Intangible assets
Malta                                                                                                   55,656                55,879                55,724
South America                                                                                      7,526                         –                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           63,182                55,879                55,724
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Deferred tax asset
Malta                                                                                                          53                       11                       11
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The analysis of assets by currency is shown in note 21.2.1.

18.      SHARE CAPITAL

Since 20 December 2004 the authorised and issued share capital has been:

                                                                                                                                Authorised                 Issued

Number of Ordinary shares                                                                                    40,000,000         31,135,762
Par value per share                                                                                                          €1.24                  €1.24
Aggregate paid up value                                                                                       €49,600,000       €38,608,345
Number of Redeemable shares                                                                                     30,000                      Nil
Par value per share                                                                                                          €1.24                         –
Aggregate value                                                                                                           €37,300                         –

The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled
to one vote per share at meetings of the Company. However, should the Company not be satisfied as to the
true identity of the shareholders it can suspend the entitlement of those shareholders to receive dividends.

As Luxembourg shares are not eligible for CREST settlement, economic interests in shares are traded
through depository interests. At 31 March 2009, the true split of shares was:

Held in registered form by Capital IRG Trustees Limited                                                               30,219,369
Held in registered form by other shareholders                                                                                     916,393
                                                                                                                                                        ––––––––––
                                                                                                                                                          31,135,762
                                                                                                                                                        ––––––––––

The economic interest in the shares at 31 March 2009 was represented by the following significant
shareholders:

Audley Capital Management Limited                                                                      9,109,911                 29.3%
Orla (Guernsey) Limited                                                                                          2,629,885                   8.4%
Steve Barlow                                                                                                            1,951,927                   6.3%
Capital Research and Management Co                                                                    1,491,800                   4.8%
M&G Investment Management                                                                                1,400,000                   4.5%

18.1    Share premium

As permitted by Luxembourg company law, €5,084k of the total of €12,454k of the dividend paid
during 2009 was debited to the Share Premium account and the balance was charged to retained
earnings as more fully shown in the Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity on page 102.

At the 2008 Annual General Meeting, shareholders approved the transfer from Share Premium to
retained earnings of €38,145k.
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18.2    Capital management policies and procedures

The Group’s capital management objectives are to ensure its ability to continue as a going concern
and to provide an adequate return to shareholders and benefits to other stakeholders by pricing
services commensurately with the level of risk, and maintaining an optimal capital structure to reduce
the cost of capital.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the company may issue new shares, return capital
to shareholders, limit the amount of dividends paid, or sell assets.

Total equity employed at 31 December 2009 was €78.3 million (2008: €76.6 million).

19.      DIVIDENDS

After the balance sheet date, but up to the date on which these financial statements were approved, the
following dividends were proposed by the directors:

                                                                                                    Year ended         Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                 31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                              2009                   2008                   2007

Total amount                                                                                           €nil         €6,227,152         €6,227,152
Amount per qualifying share                                                                  €nil                  €0.20                  €0.20
                                                                                                  ––––––––––       ––––––––––         –––––––––

20.      SHARE OPTION SCHEMES

At 2 December 2004, the Group established a share option programme that entitles key management
personnel and senior employees to purchase shares in the Group. Subsequently, grants were made available
to eligible individuals under the programme as detailed below. In accordance with the programme, options
are exercisable at the market price of the shares at the starting date of employment or the date of grant.

Based on the advice of external valuation experts, the valuation of the share options is conducted on two
bases:

Options granted prior to 1 January 2007: Black-Scholes

Options granted after 1 January 2007: Binominal

20.1    Vesting

On the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option grant vests. Thereafter, the balance
of the option grant vests over three years, at 1/36th per month.
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20.2    Options outstanding

The options which have been granted, and are still capable of being exercised as shown below:

                                                                                          Number of                                     Number of
                                                              Share price           options at                Lapsed           options at
                                        Exercise                at date           1 January                during      31 December
Date of grant                        price              of grant                   2009              the year                   2009

21 December 2004              £4.20                  £4.20              310,000                         –              310,000
28 September 2005              £4.20                  £4.20                53,807               (53,807)                        –
16 May 2006                        £4.20                £3.875              140,000                         –              140,000
1 March 2007                      £1.00                £1.105              800,000                         –              800,000
15 May 2007                        £1.29                  £1.26              243,052               (88,462)             154,590
21 August 2007                  £1.285                £1.285              110,000             (110,000)                        –
21 September 2007            £1.345                £1.345              126,500             (126,500)                        –
27 November 2007          £1.3816                  £1.21              390,000             (390,000)                        –
26 February 2008            £1.3816                  £1.39              150,000                         –              150,000
12 December 2008              £1.26                  £1.00              400,000                         –              400,000
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                           2,723,359             (768,769)          1,954,590
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Vested at 31 December 2009                                                                                                    1,254,006
Unvested at 31 December 2009                                                                                                  700,584
                                                                                                                                               –––––––––
                                                                                                                                                 1,954,590
                                                                                                                                               –––––––––

The existing share option scheme allows the company to grant up to 10 per cent. of the issued
Ordinary Share Capital in share options. At the balance sheet date, 6.28 per cent. had been granted
and was outstanding.

20.3    Directors’ and others interest in options

At 31 December 2009 and at 20 April 2010 (when these financial statements were approved) the
Directors’ interest, and interest of other option holders in share options was as follows:

At 31 December 2009

Individual and grant date                     Strike price                 Vested          Not vested                   Total

L Feldman
21 December 2004                                         £4.20              155,000                         –              155,000
16 May 2005                                                   £4.20                40,313                  4,687                45,000

N Blythe-Tinker
21 December 2004                                         £4.20              155,000                         –              155,000
16 May 2005                                                   £4.20                85,104                  9,896                95,000

K Alexander
1 March 2007                                                 £1.00              550,000              250,000              800,000

R Cooper
12 December 2008                                         £1.26              100,000              300,000              400,000

Other personnel
15 May 2007                                                   £1.29                99,839                54,751              154,590
26 February 2008                                       £1.3816                68,750                81,250              150,000
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                           1,254,006              700,584           1,954,590
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

On 27 January 2010, the Remuneration Committee made an offer to the Executive Directors to cancel
their options that had been vested by that date. The Executive directors accepted that offer and were
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compensated in cash at the price of £2.11 for those options. The average share price in the three days
immediately prior to this offer was £2.13.

The individual details of these arrangements were as follows:

                                                               Number of              Exercise    Compensation                           
Director                                             options vested                   price                   price      Amount paid

K Alexander                                                566,667                  £1.00                  £2.11            £629,000
R Cooper                                                     108,333                  £1.26                  £2.11              £92,083
                                                              –––––––––                                                               –––––––––
                                                                   675,000                                                                  £721,083
                                                              –––––––––                                                               –––––––––

At 19 April 2010 (when these financial statements were approved)

Individual and grant date                     Strike price                 Vested          Not vested                   Total

L Feldman
21 December 2004                                         £4.20              155,000                         –              155,000
16 May 2005                                                   £4.20                44,063                     937                45,000

N Blythe-Tinker
21 December 2004                                         £4.20              155,000                         –              155,000
16 May 2005                                                   £4.20                93,021                  1,979                95,000

K Alexander                                                                                                                                              
1 March 2007                                                 £1.00                33,333              200,000              233,333

R Cooper
12 December 2008                                         £1.26                16,667              275,000              291,667

Other personnel
15 May 2007                                                   £1.29              112,722                41,868              154,590
26 February 2008                                       £1.3816                78,125                71,875              150,000
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                              687,931              591,659           1,279,590
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

* The exercise price for K Alexander was determined on the date of the announcement of him joining the company,
2 February 2007, when the mid-market closing price of the shares in the three days immediately preceding the
announcement was 81.33p.

20.4    Weighted average exercise price of options

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options is as follows:

                                                                  Weighted                                       Weighted                           
                                                                    average                                         average                           
                                                                    exercise                                         exercise                           
                                                                        price          Number of                  price          Number of
                                                                        2009              Options                   2008              Options
                                                                         GBP                   2009                   GBP                   2008

Outstanding at the beginning 
of the year                                                     1.76          2,723,359                   2.03          3,009,883

Granted during the year                                         –                         –                    1.29            550,000
Forfeited during the year                                  1.35             (769,769)                   2.44             (836,524)
                                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Outstanding at the end of the year                  1.76           1,954,590                  1.76           2,723,359
                                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Exercisable at the end of the year                                      1,254,006                                      1,075,227
                                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

The options outstanding at 31 December 2009 have a weighted average contractual life of 7 years
(2008: 8 years).
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20.5    Options granted after 1 January 2007 – Binomial valuation method

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted in 2008 and 2007 were measured
by reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the services
received is measured on a Binomial valuation model. The contractual life of the option (10 years) is
used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the Binomial
model. The option exercise price for all individuals was the average market price on grant date, or a
premium thereto apart from K Alexander whose options were priced at a premium on the date of the
announcement of his appointment.

Fair value of share options and assumptions:

                                 Share Price                                                                                                                                        
                                     at date of         Exercise                                                     Expected                             Fair value
                                          grant*               price        Expected         Exercise         dividend         Risk free    at measure-
Date of grant                        (in £)              (in £)       volatility          multiple               yield            rate**       ment date

1 March 2007                       1.08                1.00               65%                     2                 8%            5.02%                0.46
15 May 2007                        1.22                1.29               50%                     2                 8%            5.33%                0.40
13 July 2007                         1.42                2.98               60%                     2                 8%            5.63%                0.53
13 July 2007                         1.42                1.60               60%                     2                 8%            5.63%                0.53
21 August 2007                    1.25                1.29               60%                     2                 8%            5.07%                0.48
21 September 2007               1.32              1.345               55%                     2                 8%            5.08%                0.48
27 November 2007               1.33                1.33               50%                     2                 8%            4.80%                0.44
26 February 2008                 1.35            1.3816               50%                     2               12%            4.53%                0.35
12 December 2008               1.05                1.26               50%                     2               12%            3.02%                0.17

* This is the bid price, not the mid-market price, at market close, as sourced from Bloomberg.

** The measurement of the risk-free rate was based on rate of UK sovereign debt prevalent at each grant date over the
expected term of the option.

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to publicly
available information. There are no market conditions associated with the share option grants.

20.6    Options granted before 1 January 2007 – Black-Scholes valuation method

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted prior to 2007 were measured by
reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the services
received is measured on a Black-Scholes valuation model. The contractual life of the option (10 years)
is used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the
Black-Scholes model.

The option exercise price for individuals who were employed at 21 December 2004 was the market
price on admission to AIM of £4.20 and for all other individuals was a range of prices, not being lower
than the mid-market price of the shares on the three days immediately before the grant date.

                                 Share Price                                                                                                                                        
                                     at date of         Exercise                                                     Expected                             Fair value 
                                          grant*               price        Expected         Exercise         dividend         Risk free    at measure-
Date of grant                        (in £)              (in £)       volatility          multiple               yield            rate**       ment date

21 December 2004             £4.20              £4.20               45%                  4.8                 4%            4.51%              £1.33
28 September 2005             £5.50              £5.50               45%                  4.8                 5%            4.22%              £1.58
28 September 2005             £5.50              £4.20               45%                  4.8                 5%            4.22%              £1.95
23 January 2006                 £3.89              £3.59               45%                  4.8                 8%            4.16%              £0.94
23 January 2006                 £3.89              £2.98               45%                  4.8                 8%            4.16%              £1.10
16 May 2006                      £3.83              £4.20               65%                  4.8                 8%            4.70%              £1.23

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to
publicly available information.

There are no market conditions associated with the share option grants.
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21.      FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The Group’s principal financial instruments as at 31 December 2009 comprise cash and cash equivalents.
The main purpose of these financial instruments is to finance the Group’s operations. The Group has other
financial instruments which mainly comprise receivables and payables, which arise directly from its
operations. Cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables have been classified as loans and
receivables and trade and other payables, and deferred consideration as financial liabilities measured at
amortised cost.

During the year, the Group did not use derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to foreign
exchange or interest rate risks arising from operational, financing and investment activities. The Group does
not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading purposes.

21.1    Market risk

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates
will affect the Group’s income or value of its holdings of financial instruments. Exposure to market
risk (which includes currency and interest rate risk) arises in the normal course of the Group’s
business.

21.2    Foreign exchange risk

Foreign exchange risk arises from transactions, recognised assets and liabilities and net investments
in foreign operations. The Group does not use foreign exchange contracts to hedge its currency risk.
The Group dividend is declared in the Euro as a Luxembourg company. Two weeks before the
dividend is due to be paid, the Company sells Euro and buys British Pounds for an amount equal to
the dividend net of withholding tax.

The Group considers its net exposure to currency risk to be low and that the potential savings from
managing this exposure to be minimal.

The Group has investments in foreign operations which are all denominated in Euros minimising the
Group’s exposure to currency translation risk.

21.2.1 Analysis of the balance sheet by currency
                                                                   Euro                 GBP                 USD                Other                 Total
                                                                €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s

At 31 December 2009

Non-current assets                                   64,334                       –                       –                       –              64,334
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   4,483                   206                   752                   286                5,727
Tax reclaimable                                         3,195                       –                       –                       –                3,195
Cash and cash equivalents                       18,923                     40                   130                   102              19,195
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                               26,601                   246                   882                   388              28,117
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (5,820)                 (119)                   (61)                 (554)              (6,554)
Taxation payable                                      (2,722)                      –                       –                       –               (2,722)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                          (8,542)                 (119)                   (61)                 (554)              (9,276)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                    18,059                   127                   821                  (166)             18,841
Long Term Liabilities
– Deferred consideration                                  –                       –               (5,354)                      –               (5,354)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities       82,393                   127               (4,533)                 (166)             77,821
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
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                                                                   Euro                 GBP                 USD                Other                 Total
                                                                €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s

At 31 December 2008

Non-current assets                                   57,428                       –                       –                       –              57,428
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   6,211                     62                     22                     72                6,367
Tax reclaimable                                         2,611                       –                       –                       –                2,611
Cash and cash equivalents                       18,651                   147                     22                     14              18,834
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                               27,473                   209                     44                     86              27,812
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (3,729)              (1,467)                 (151)                 (130)              (5,477)
Taxation payable                                      (3,155)                      –                       –                       –               (3,155)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                          (6,884)              (1,467)                 (151)                 (130)              (8,632)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                    20,589               (1,258)                 (107)                   (44)             19,180
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities       78,017               (1,258)                 (107)                   (44)             76,608
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––

At 31 December 2007

Non-current assets                                   56,256                       –                       –                       –              56,256
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   4,125                     70                   100                       –                4,295
Tax reclaimable                                                –                       –                       –                       –                       –
Cash and cash equivalents                       15,773                     63                       9                     14              15,859
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                               19,898                   133                   109                     14              20,154
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (2,956)                 (638)                 (741)                   (69)              (4,404)
Taxation payable                                           (44)                      –                       –                       –                    (44)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                          (3,000)                 (638)                 (741)                   (69)              (4,448)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                    16,898                  (505)                 (632)                   (55)             15,706
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities       73,154                  (505)                 (632)                   (55)             71,962
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––

A significant proportion of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities are denominated in
Euros, which minimises the Group’s exposure to foreign exchange risk. Management do not
consider the impact of possible exchange rate movements based on current market conditions
to be material to the net result for the year.

21.3    Interest rate risk

The Group earns interest from bank deposits. During the year, the Group held cash on deposits with
a range of maturities of less than three months. The Group had no committed borrowing facilities as
at 31 December 2009 (2008: nil).

Management do not consider the impact of possible interest rate movements based on current market
conditions to be material to the net result for the year or the equity position at the year end for either
the year ended 31 December 2008 or 31 December 2009.

21.4    Credit risk

The Group has no significant concentrations of credit risk with exposure spread over a large number
of customers. The Group does not grant credit facilities to any of its customers and the maximum
exposure to credit risk is represented by the carrying amount of each financial asset in the balance
sheet.

The Group has material exposure to credit risk through amounts owed by Webdollar (a third party
collection agency owned by Boss Media, the Group’s principal software provider) of €2.07 million
(2008: €2.04 million) and cash balances held with Barclays Bank plc of €11.0 million
(2008: €17.2 million). The Group considers the credit risk associated with these balances to be low,
having assessed the credit ratings and financial strength of the counter-parties involved. The Group is
seeking to diversify its banking deposits to further reduce credit risk.
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No provision for impairment has been made at 31 December 2009 (2008: €nil). No receivable
amounts were past due date at 31 December 2009 (2008: €nil).

21.5    Liquidity risk

At 31 December 2009, the Group had cash and cash equivalents of €19.2 million
(2008: €18.8 million) and considers liquidity risk to be low for the business.

All financial liabilities at the year-end are due within one year, with the exception of the deferred
consideration on Betboo.

21.6    Fair Values

The carrying amounts of the financial assets and liabilities, including deferred consideration in the
Balance Sheet at 31 December 2009 and 2008 for the Group and Company are a reasonable
approximation of their fair values. All trade and other receivables and payables have a maturity of less
than one year.

21.7    Summary of financial assets and liabilities by category

The carrying amounts of the group’s financial assets and liabilities recognised at the balance sheet
date are categorised as follows:

                                                                                      31 December      31 December      31 December
                                                                                                   2009                   2008                   2007
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Current assets:
Financial assets measured as loans and receivables
Trade and Other receivables                                                  5,064                  6,077                  3,561
Cash and cash equivalents                                                   19,195                18,834                15,859

Current liabilities:
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
Trade and other payables                                                       6,554                  5,477                  4,404
Deferred consideration                                                          5,354                         –                         –

22.      RELATED PARTIES

22.1    Identity of related parties

The Group has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (see note 25) and with its directors and
executive officers.

22.2    Transactions with key management personnel

The Group’s key management personnel are considered to be the directors as shown in note 8.1.2.

Directors of the Company and their immediate relatives control 12,000 of the voting shares of the
Company (0.4 per cent.).

Nigel Blythe-Tinker is the non-executive chairman of Pentasia Limited, a leading recruiter in the field
of internet gaming. During the year ended 31 December 2009, Pentasia provided recruitment services
to various members of the group to a value of €67,566 (2008: €nil).

Karl Diacono is the Chief Executive Officer of Fenlex Limited, a corporate service provider
incorporated in Malta. During the year ended 31 December 2009, Fenlex received €52,780 from the
group in relation to Company secretarial matters arising in Malta (2008: €nil).

Richard Cooper and his wife are the shareholders of Rousset Capital Limited, a company incorporated
in the United Kingdom. During the year ended 31 December 2009, Rousset Capital Limited provided
conference and meeting room services amounting to £12,600 (€14,354) (2008: €nil).

The Directors are satisfied that all of the above arrangements were at arms-length commercial rates.
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23.      GROUP ENTITIES

                                                                                                                                    Ownership interest
                                                                                                                            31 December      31 December
Significant subsidiaries                                      Country of incorporation                      2009                   2008

Gaming VC (Cyprus) Limited                           Cyprus                                                 100%                  100%
Gaming VC Cyprus 2 Limited                           Cyprus                                                 100%                      Nil
GVC Corporation B.V.*                                     Netherland Antilles                              100%                  100%
GVC Corporation II B.V.                                   Netherland Antilles                                  Nil                  100%
Intera N.V.                                                          Netherlands Antilles                            100%                      Nil
Gaming VC Corporation Limited                      Malta                                                    100%                  100%
Intertronic Limited                                             Malta                                                    100%                      Nil
Gaming VC Corporation S.p.A.                         Italy                                                          Nil                  100%
Gaming VC (Jersey) Limited                             Jersey                                                   100%                  100%

GVC Corporation B.V

a.     also has a registered branch in Israel.

b.     absorbed the assets and liabilities of GVC Corporation II B.V. through a contractual merger during the year.

Gaming VC Corporation S.p.A was sold to its local management for a nominal sum with effect from 31 August 2009.

Gaming VC Cyprus 2 Limited was incorporated to effect the acquisition of “betboo” and did this through the acquisition of Intera N.V
and its wholly owned subsidiary, Intertronic Limited.

24.      CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The group, through its trading websites, offers progressive jackpots on slot machines.

Betaland progressive jackpots

The progressive jackpot fund in which the Betaland site participates is part of a network scheme; that is to
say, it is built up based on the gaming activity of every player from every operator in the network. At the end
of each month, each operator pays into the central fund the amount added into it as calculated from the play
of their own customers and receives back from the fund the value of jackpots won by their own customers
(less a deduction to re-seed the jackpot to its starting value). If Gaming VC customers never win such a
jackpot, Gaming VC still has to pay into the fund, but it has the peace of mind that if one of their customers
does win a substantial jackpot then Gaming VC does not have to carry that cost itself; it is basically an
insurance policy but one which provides a strong revenue-generating tool in the jackpot games themselves.

CasinoClub progressive jackpots

Unlike Betaland, CasinoClub does not participate in the network progressive jackpot scheme; instead,it
offers an equivalent system in which only its own customers participate. This means that CasinoClub make
no contributions to the central fund as it builds up (since they are the only operator in the scheme, this would
serve no purpose) and, should a CasinoClub customer win the progressive jackpot, there is no central fund
to cover the payout so the cost of this would be taken directly to the Income Statement in the period in which
it would be won.

Across 42 games, the total of the available jackpots at 31 December 2009 was €6.5 million. The single
largest jackpot amounted to €2.2 million from the slots game “Alladin’s Lamp.” The total of the available
jackpots at the end of December 2008 was €4.0 million (2007: €3.2 million), with the largest available
individual jackpot being €1.1 million (2006: €1.6 million).

There was a significant winner of a jackpot during the year ended 31 December 2009. A single player won
€308,999.08 on a game known as “Roman Empire.” In accordance with the group’s policy, the amount
withdrawn by the customer (in this case €250,000) has been treated as an exceptional item (see note 6.2.1).
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25.      ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS

The directors discuss the development, selection and disclosure of the Group’s critical accounting policies
and estimates and the application of these policies and estimates.

The estimates and judgements which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.

25.1    Impairment of goodwill and trademarks

Determining whether goodwill and trademarks with an indefinite useful life are impaired requires an
estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units. The value-in-use calculation requires the
entity to estimate the future cash flows expected to arise from the cash-generating unit and select a
suitable discount rate in order to calculate present value. Note 11.5 provides information on the
assumptions used in these financial statements.

The valuation work to assess the impairment of goodwill and intangible assets was conducted by
Chartered Accountants, BDO Stoy Hayward, London.

25.2    Valuation of betboo.com

The acquisition of betboo.com required estimations of the fair value of the consideration payable, as
well as judgements relating to the value of the acquired intangible assets. The valuation work to assess
the fair value of consideration payable and acquired intangible assets was conducted by Chartered
Accountants, BDO Stoy Hayward, London.

25.3    Share options

Accounting for share option charges requires a degree of judgement over such matters as dividend
yield, and expected volatility. Further details on the assumptions made by management are disclosed
in note 20.

25.4    Open bets

The directors review the scale and magnitude of open bets frequently, and in particular at the balance
sheet date. Assessments are made on whether to make provisions for the outcome of such open bets.
Management have assessed that the value of open bets at year end is not material.

26.      GOING CONCERN

The Group’s business activities, together with the factors likely to affect its future performance and position
are set out in the Chairman’s, Chief Executive’s and Finance Director’s statements. Note 21 to the financial
statements sets out the Group’s financial risk management policies, and its exposure to credit risk and
liquidity risk.

The Directors have assessed the financial risks facing the business, and compared this risk assessment to the
net current assets position and dividend policy. The Directors have also reviewed relationships with key
suppliers and software providers and are satisfied that the appropriate contracts and contingency plans are in
place. The directors have prepared income statement and cash flow forecasts to assess whether the Group
has adequate resources for the foreseeable future.

The directors consider that the Group has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the
consolidated financial statements.

27.      SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

There have been no subsequent events between 31 December 2009 and the date of the signing of these
accounts that merit inclusion.
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ADDITIONAL UNAUDITED INFORMATION

TRADING HISTORY IN THE PERIOD SINCE INCORPORATION

                                                        2005                   2006                   2007                   2008                   2009
                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
                                                                            See notes                                                                                 
                                                                                  below

Net Gaming Revenue                   40,443                40,573                42,639                50,085                53,958
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profits                                 31,585                30,201                33,405                40,922                44,525
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating profit                            13,362                12,630                16,192                16,359                14,228
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit before tax                            12,807                12,707                16,631                16,903                13,820
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash at the

balance-sheet date                      7,233                  9,407                15,859                18,834                19,195
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Notes:

1.     the one month period from 30 November 2004 to 31 December 2004 has been omitted as being unrepresentative.

2.     In the 2006 financial year, there was a charge of €33,274k for impaired goodwill and a charge of €8,272k for the accelerated
amortisation of the software licences. The numbers above exclude these charges. Including these charges, there was an operating
loss of €28,934k and a loss before tax of €28,839k.
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RECONCILIATION OF THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET OF GAMING VC
HOLDINGS S.A.

AS PREPARED UNDER IFRS TO THE COMPANY BALANCE SHEET OF GAMING VC HOLDINGS
S.A. AS PREPARED UNDER LUXEMBOURG GAAP

This reconciliation, which has not been audited, is designed to assist shareholders with their understanding
of the preparation of the accounts of the Company under Luxembourg GAAP, which appears on pages 147
to 153.

All in €000’s and at 31 December 2009

                                                                                                                                                               Balance
                                                                                                                                                               Sheet of
                                                                                                             Balance     Adjustments    the Company
                                                    Consolidated                                         Sheet               under               Under
                                                            Balance  Consolidation                of the     Luxembourg     Luxembourg
                                                                 sheet     Adjustments          Company               GAAP               GAAP

Non Current Assets
Property, plant & equipment                   1,099               (1,099)                      –                       –                       –
Intangible fixed assets                           63,182             (63,182)                      –                       –                       –
Deferred tax asset                                        53                    (53)                      –                       –                       –
Shares in affiliated undertakings                    –              63,696              63,696                       –              63,696
Formation expenses                                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
                                                              64,334                  (638)             63,696                       –              63,696
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Current assets
Amount owed by affiliated

undertakings                                               –                6,261                6,261                       –                6,261
Other                                                     28,117             (14,749)             13,368                       –              13,368
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
                                                              28,117               (8,488)             19,629                       –              19,629
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Current liabilities
Amounts owed to affiliated

undertakings                                               –             (25,546)           (25,546)             (1,925)           (27.471)
Other                                                      (9,276)               9,159                  (117)                      –                  (117)
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
                                                               (9,276)           (16,387)           (25,663)             (1,925)           (27,588)
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Current assets less

current liabilities                            18,841             (24,875)             (6,034)             (1,925)             (7,959)
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Long Term Liabilities
Deferred Consideration

on Betboo                                           (5,354)               5,354                       –                       –                       –
Net assets                                              77,821             (20,159)             57,662               (1,925)             55,737
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
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                                                                                                                                                               Balance
                                                                                                                                                               Sheet of
                                                                                                             Balance     Adjustments    the Company
                                                    Consolidated                                         Sheet                under               Under
                                                            Balance  Consolidation               of the     Luxembourg     Luxembourg
                                                                 sheet     Adjustments          Company               GAAP               GAAP
As represented by:
Retained earnings at 

1 January 2009                                  24,168             (20,134)               4,034               (2,518)               1,516
Profit for the year                                  13,454               (2,631)             10,823               (6,161)               4,662
Interim dividends                                   (7,370)                      –               (7,370)               6,227               (1,143)
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Retained earnings at

31 December 2009                            30,252             (22,765)               7,487               (2,452)               5,035
Share premium account at

1 January 2009                                  13,832                       –              13,832                1,980              15,812
Dividends paid from

Share Premium                                  (5,084)                                      (5,084)                                      (5,084)
Share option reserve                                  213                2,606                2,819               (2,819)                      –
Legal reserve                                                  –                       –                       –                1,366                1,366
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total reserves                                        39,213             (20,159)             19,054               (1,925)             17,129
Share Capital                                         38,608                       –              38,608                       –              38,608
                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
                                                              77,821             (20,159)             57,662               (1,925)             55,737                                                         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
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To the Shareholders of
GAMING VC HOLDINGS S.A.
13-15, Avenue de la Liberté
L-1931 LUXEMBOURG

REPORT OF THE REVISEUR D’ENTREPRISES

Report on the annual accounts

We have audited the accompanying annual accounts of GAMING VC HOLDINGS S.A., which comprise the
balance sheet as at 31 December 2009, and the profit and loss account for the year then ended, and a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes to the annual accounts.

Board of Director’s responsibility for the annual accounts

The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these annual accounts in
accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation of the annual
accounts. This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to
the preparation and the fair presentation of annual accounts that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Responsibility of the Réviseur d’entreprises

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these annual accounts based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing as adopted by the Institut des réviseurs
d’entreprises. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the annual accounts are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
annual accounts. The procedures selected depend the judgement of the réviseur d’entreprises, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the annual accounts, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risks assessments, the réviseur d’entreprises considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the annual accounts in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control.

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
annual accounts.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis of our
audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the annual accounts give a true and fair view of the financial position of GAMING VC
HOLDINGS S.A. as of 31 December 2009, and of the results of its operations for the year then ended in
accordance with the Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation of the annual
accounts.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

The management report, which is the responsibility of the board of directors, is consistent with the annual
accounts

Luxembourg, 16 April 2010 Thierry REMACLE
Réviseur d’Entreprises
Grant Thornton Lux Audit S.A.
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STATUTORY BALANCE SHEET

As at 31 December 2009

In euro

                                                                                                                                         2009                   2008
                                                                                                             Notes                         €                         €

ASSETS
Formation expenses                                                                            2.3/3.1                         –           2,192,420
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Fixed assets
Financial assets

Shares in affiliated undertakings                                                    2.4/3.2         63,695,914         63,813,914
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Current assets
Amounts owed by affiliated undertakings

Debtors becoming due within one year                                         2.5/3.3           6,260,451           1,071,652
Other Debtors

Debtors becoming due within one year                                               2.5           3,195,191           2,611,164
Cash at bank                                                                                                             9,896,461           1,284,526
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               19,352,103           4,967,342
Prepayments                                                                                                                276,375                15,255
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               19,628,478           4,982,597
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
TOTAL ASSETS                                                                                                   83,324,392         70,988,931                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
LIABILITIES
Capital and reserves
Subscribed capital                                                                                       4         38,608,345         38,608,345
Share premium account                                                                               5         10,728,389         15,812,333
Legal Reserve                                                                                              6           1,365,682              992,921
Profit and Loss account                                                                                            5,034,202           1,515,970
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               55,736,618         56,929,569
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Creditors                                                                                                   2.6
Amounts owed to affiliated undertakings becoming

due and payable within one year                                                                        27,471,097         13,613,119
Other creditor due and payable within one year                                         7              116,677              446,243
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               27,587,774         14,059,362
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
TOTAL CAPITAL, RESERVES AND LIABILITIES                                      83,324,392         70,988,931                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

The accompanying notes from an integral part of these annual accounts.
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

For the year ended 31 December 2009

In euro

                                                                                                                               Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                                            31 December      31 December
                                                                                                                                         2009                   2008
                                                                                                               Note                         €                         €

CHARGES
External charges                                                                                                          375,441              413,803
Value adjustment in respect of formation expenses                                 2.3           2,192,420           2,286,426
Other operating charges                                                                                                18,750                85,541
Interest payable and similar charges

Concerning affiliated undertakings                                                                         250,468              498,497
Other interest and similar charges                                                                                      –                  5,980

Exceptional Items                                                                                                     3,878,200             316,072
Other Taxes not shown under the above items                                                                      –                  7,673
Profit for the year                                                                                                 11,261,354           7,455,224
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               17,976,633         11,069,216
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
INCOME
Income from affiliated undertakings                                                                      15,737,145         10,040,256
Interest receivable and similar income                                                                            4,220                78,051
Tax Credit                                                                                                                 2,235,268              950,909
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                               17,976,633         11,069,216
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
STATEMENT OF MOVEMENT ON 
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

Balance as at 1 January                                                                                            1,515,970        (30,959,090)
Transfer to Legal reserve                                                                                           (372,762)           (670,642)
Transfer from Share Premium account                                                                                  –         38,144,782
Dividend paid from Share Premium account                                                           5,083,944                         –
Final dividend paid after the year-end                                                                    (6,227,152)        (6,227,152)
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                               –              287,898
Profit for the year                                                                                                   11,261,354           7,455,224
Interim dividend paid during the year                                                                    (6,227,152)        (6,227,152)
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Balance as at 31 December                                                                                      5,034,202           1,515,970                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these annual accounts.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.        GENERAL

Gaming VC Holdings S.A. (the “Company”) was incorporated under the laws of Luxembourg on
30 November 2004 under the legal form of a “Société Anonyme”.

The Company is established for an unlimited period.

The registered office of the Company is at 13-15 Avenue de la Liberte, L-1931 Luxembourg and the
Company is registered with the Register of Commerce of Luxembourg under the section B number 104348.

The purpose of the Company is the acquisition of ownership interests, in Luxembourg or abroad, in any form
whatsoever, and the management of such ownership interests. The Company may in particular acquire by
subscription, purchase, and exchange or in any manner any stock, shares and other securities, bonds,
debentures, certificates of deposit and other debt instruments and more generally any securities and financial
instruments issued by any public or private entity whatsoever.

The Company may participate in establishment, development of any financial, industrial or commercial
enterprises.

The Company may also borrow in any form and proceed to the issue of notes, bonds and debentures, and
any kind of debt and/or equity securities. The Company may lend funds including the proceeds of any
borrowings and/or issues of debt securities to its subsidiaries, affiliated companies or to any other group
company. It may also give guarantees and grant security interests in favour of third parties to secure its
obligations or the obligations of its subsidiaries, affiliated companies or any other group company.
The Company may further mortgage, pledge, transfer, encumber or otherwise hypothecate all or some of its
assets.

The Company may also acquire and exploit all patents and all other ancillary property rights which are
reasonable and necessary for the exploitation of such patents.

On 21 December 2004, the Company raised GBP 81 (EUR 117.5) million through the subscription by
Collins Stewart of Ordinary Shares, and their placing with institutional and other investors at 420 pence per
share (“the Placing”). The Placing was subject to Admission of the Company on the Alternative Investment
Market (“AIM”) in London.

The Company’s financial year begins on the first day of January and terminates on the last day of December.

The Company prepares consolidated financial statements. Copies of the consolidated financial statements are
available at the parent company’s registered office.

2.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

2.1      Basis of presentation

The annual accounts of the Company are prepared in accordance with current Luxembourg legal and
regulatory requirements.

2.2      Basis of conversion for items originally expressed in foreign currency

The Company maintains its accounting records in euro (“EUR”) and the balance sheet and profit and
loss account are expressed in this currency.

Income and charges are translated at the exchange rates ruling at the transaction date. Fixed assets are
valued using historical exchange rates. Other current assets and liabilities expressed in foreign
currencies are translated into euro at the rates of exchange in effect at the balance sheet date. Realised
exchange gains and losses and unrealised exchange losses are recognised in the profit and loss
account.

2.3      Formation expenses

Expenses relating to the creation or extension of the Company are recorded as formation expenses.

Formation expenses are amortised on a straight-line basis at an annual rate of 20 per cent.
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2.4      Valuation of fixed assets

Assets are valued in the accounts at cost. Value adjustments are made in respect of fixed assets to
recognise a durable reduction in the value of the investments, such reduction being determined and
made for each investment individually.

2.5      Debtors

Debtors are stated at their nominal value. Value adjustments are recorded at the end of the financial
year if the net realisable value is lower than the book value.

2.6      Creditors

Creditors are stated at their nominal value.

3.        FINANCIAL ASSETS

3.1      Formation Expenses

The movements in the year are as follows:

                                                                                                                                                          EUR

Cost
Balance as at 1 January 2009                                                                                                 11,432,128
Additions for the year                                                                                                                             –
                                                                                                                                             ––––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2009                                                                                         11,432,128
                                                                                                                                             ––––––––––
Amortisation
Balance as at 1 January 2009                                                                                                   9,239,703
Charge for the year                                                                                                                   2,192,240
                                                                                                                                             ––––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2009                                                                                         11,432,128
                                                                                                                                             ––––––––––
Carrying Amounts
As at 31 December 2008                                                                                                          2,192,420
As at 31 December 2009                                                                                                                       –
                                                                                                                                             ––––––––––

3.2      Shares in affiliated undertakings

Financial assets represent shares in the following undertakings:

                                            Acquisition                Value          Net book  Shareholders’         Result for
                                                        cost       adjustment                value           equity (*)      the year (*)
                                                      EUR                 EUR                                          EUR                 EUR

      105,000,000      (41,546,086)      63,453,914       63,557,350             (15,814)

        240,000                       –            240,000            296,223        (1,985,968)

                 2,000                       –                2,000                2,000                       –

* The figures are taken from the annual accounts as at 31 December 2009. The shareholder’s equity includes the result for
the year as well as the interim dividend paid in Cyprus in 2008.

In May 2009, Gaming VC Holdings incorporated a wholly owned subsidiary Gaming VC Cyprus
2 Limited.

As announced on 17 December 2009, the group entered into an agreement to dispose of GVC
Corporation S.p.A., its licensed Italian subsidiary, to local management for a nominal sum.

The exceptional item recognises the legal costs incurred in this process together with the write-off of
the investment held and the net assets parted with at the time of the sale, being 31 August 2009.

Gaming VC (Cyprus)
Limited, 100%

Gaming VC Corporation
Limited, Malta, 100%

Gaming VC Cyprus 2
Limited, 100%
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3.3      Amount owed by affiliated undertakings

This amount corresponds primarily to costs due by Gaming VC (Malta) Limited, Gaming VC (Cyprus
2) Limited, betboo and Gaming VC (Jersey) Limited, subsidiaries of Gaming VC Holding SA.

4.        CAPITAL AND RESERVES

The authorised share capital of the company is:

40,000,000 ordinary shares of €1.24 each and 30,000 redeemable shares of €1.24 each.

The authorised and not yet issued share capital of the company is 8,864,238.

Capital fluctuations during the period are illustrated in the table below:

                                                                                                     Number of        Share value         Total Value
                                                                                 Ordinary shares issued                   EUR                   EUR

At 31 December 2008                                                                 31,135,762                    1.24    38,608,344.88
At 31 December 2009                                                                 31,135,762                    1.24    38,608,344.88

The company has not issued any redeemable shares since incorporation.

On admission to the AIM market, a share premium of EUR 78,953,651 was recorded.

At the AGM held on 20 May 2008 in Luxembourg shareholders agreed to write down the share premium
reserve by an equal amount to the historic retained losses.

4.1      Interim Dividends

Based on the interim balance sheet of the Company as at 28 September 2009, the Board of Directors
paid an interim dividend of an aggregate net amount of EUR 6,227,152 on 6 November 2009
(2008: EUR 6,227,152).

5.        SHARE PREMIUM ACCOUNT

The movements in the Share Premium account are shown below:

In EUR
                                                                                                                               Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                                            31 December      31 December
                                                                                                                                         2009                   2008

Balance at start of year                                                                                           15,812,333         53,957,115
Transfer from Profit and Loss                                                                                                –        (38,144,782)
Dividend paid                                                                                                          (5,083,944)                        –
                                                                                                                             ––––––––––       ––––––––––
Balance at end of year                                                                                            10,728,389         15,812,333                                                                                                                             ––––––––––       ––––––––––
6.        LEGAL RESERVE

Under Luxembourg corporate law, the Company must appropriate annually at least 5 per cent. of its statutory
net profits to a legal reserve until the aggregate reserve equals 10 per cent. of the subscribed share capital.
Such reserve is not available for distribution.
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The movements in the Legal reserve are shown below:

In EUR
                                                                                                                               Year ended         Year ended
                                                                                                                            31 December      31 December
                                                                                                                                         2009                   2008

Balance at start of year                                                                                                992,921              322,279
Transfer from Profit and Loss account                                                                       372,761              670,642
                                                                                                                             ––––––––––       ––––––––––
Balance at end of year                                                                                              1,365,682              992,921                                                                                                                             ––––––––––       ––––––––––
7.        OTHER CREDITORS

This amount mainly corresponds to costs incurred by the Company relating to professional fees and external
charges.

8.        PERSONNEL

There were no employees during the year.

9.        COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

On 2 December 2004, the Group established a share option programme that entitles key management
personnel and senior employees to purchase shares in the Group. On 21 December 2004, a grant was made
to two non-executive directors and on 28 September 2005, a grant was made to other eligible individuals
under the programme. On 23 January 2006, and 16 May 2006, grants were made to eligible individuals under
the programme. During 2007 and 2008 additional grants were made to eligible individuals under the
programme.

In accordance with these programmes, options are exercisable at a set price, normally the market price, of
the shares at the date of grant. Options vest and become exercisable as to one quarter on the first anniversary
of the date of grant with the balance vesting and becoming exercisable in 36 equal monthly installments over
the subsequent three years.

As of 31 December 2009, 1,954,590 (2,723,359 as of 31 December 2008) share options were outstanding
and no share option had been exercised under this programme.
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SECTION B: GVC 2010 AUDITED ACCOUNTS

Independent Auditors Report to the Members of GVC Holdings PLC

We have audited the group financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended 31 December 2010
which comprise the Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income,
the Consolidated Balance Sheet, the Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity, the Consolidated
Statement of Cashflows and the related notes. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in
their preparation is applicable law and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by
the European Union.

This report is made solely to GVC’s members, as a body, in accordance with our contract with them. Our
audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to GVC’s members those matters we are required to
state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do
not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Company and the Company’s members as a
body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors

As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities, the Directors are responsible for the
preparation of the group financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view. Our
responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the group financial statements in accordance with
applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to
comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s (APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the Audit of the Financial Statements

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on the APB’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/apb/scope/private.cfm.

Opinion on Financial Statements

In our opinion the group financial statements:

•          give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s affairs as at 31 December 2010 and of its profit for
the year then ended;

•          have been properly prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union; and

•          have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of The Isle of Man Companies Act 2006.

Other Matter

We have reported separately on the parent company financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year
ended 31 December 2010.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
Chartered Accountants
London

25 March 2011
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

For the year ended 31 December 2010

                                                                                                              2010                 2009*                 2008*
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                                        3                54,907                52,148                48,907
Cost of sales                                                                                        (9,812)                (9,390)               (8,636)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profits                                                                                      45,095                42,758                40,271
Marketing and affiliate costs                                                             (21,766)              (16,592)             (12,715)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                    3                23,329                26,166                27,556
Operating costs (as below)                                               4               (18,171)              (11,716)             (10,062)
Other operating costs                                                        4               (11,165)                (8,516)               (7,947)
Share option charges                                                  4, 17                    (482)                   (213)                  (557)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                         4               (11,647)                (8,729)               (8,504)
Exceptional items                                                             4                 (4,428)                (1,538)                  (842)
Depreciation and amortisation                               4, 9, 10                 (2,096)                (1,449)                  (716)

Operating profit                                                                                  5,158                14,450                17,494
Financial income                                                              5                         8                       64                     551
Financial expense                                                             5                 (1,088)                   (472)                      (6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit before tax                                                                                  4,078                14,042                18,039
Taxation charge                                                                6                    (222)                   (372)                  (360)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after taxation from 

continuing operations                                                                     3,856                13,670                17,679
Loss after taxation from 

discontinued operations                                                7                    (411)                   (216)               (1,136)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after tax                                                                                    3,445                13,454                16,543                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Earnings per share                                                                                    €                         €                         €
Basic
Profit from continuing operations                                                        0.124                  0.439                  0.568
Loss from discontinued operations                                                     (0.013)                (0.007)               (0.036)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total                                                                                 8                  0.111                  0.432                  0.532                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Diluted
Profit from continuing operations                                                        0.121                  0.431                  0.557
Loss from discontinued operations                                                     (0.013)                (0.007)               (0.036)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total                                                                                 8                  0.108                  0.424                  0.521                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
*      restated, see note 1.19 for further details
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the year ended 31 December 2010

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit and total comprehensive income for the year                            3,445                13,454                16,543

See accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

                                                                                                              2010                 2009*                 2008*
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Assets
Property, plant and equipment                                         9                     363                     674                  1,118
Intangible assets                                                             10                62,927                63,607                56,299
Deferred tax asset                                                             6                         –                       53                       11
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total non-current assets                                                                      63,290                64,334                57,428
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                                        12                  4,833                  3,927                  5,939
Income taxes reclaimable                                                 6                  1,356                  3,195                  2,611
Other tax reclaimable                                                                                19                         –                         –
Cash and cash equivalents                                              13                  6,614                20,995                19,262
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current assets                                                                             12,822                28,117                27,812
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                               14                 (5,469)                (6,554)               (5,477)
Income taxes payable                                                       6                 (1,525)                (2,670)               (2,982)
Other taxation liabilities                                                 15                    (264)                     (52)                  (173)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current liabilities                                                                        (7,258)                (9,276)               (8,632)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets less current liabilities                                                5,564                18,841                19,180
Long term liabilities
Deferred consideration on Betboo                                 11                 (6,170)                (5,354)                        –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total net assets                                                                                  62,684                77,821                76,608                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Capital and reserves
Issued share capital                                                        17                     311                38,608                38,608
Merger reserve                                                                17                40,407                         –                         –
Share premium                                                                                            –                  8,748                13,832
Retained earnings                                                           17                21,966                30,465                24,168
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total equity attributable to equity 

holders of the parent                                                                    62,684                77,821                76,608                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
* restated, see note 1.19 for details

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 25 March 2011 and signed on their
behalf by:

K.J. Alexander R.Q.M. Cooper
(Chief Executive Officer) (Group Finance Director)

See accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

For the year ended 31 December 2010

Attributable to the equity holders of the parent company:

                                                                             Share          Merger             Share       Retained
                                                                          Capital         Reserve       Premium       Earnings              Total
                                                                           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2008                                 38,608                    –           51,977         (18,623)         71,962
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                557                557
Transfer between reserves                                           –                    –         (38,145)         38,145                    –
Dividend paid                                                              –                    –                    –         (12,454)        (12,454)
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                  38,608                    –           13,832             7,625           60,065
Profit and total comprehensive income                      –                    –                    –           16,543           16,543
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2008                    38,608                    –           13,832           24,168           76,608
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2009                                 38,608                    –           13,832           24,168           76,608
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                213                213
Dividend paid                                                              –                    –           (5,084)          (7,370)        (12,454)
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                  38,608                    –             8,748           17,011           64,367
Profit and total comprehensive income                      –                    –                    –           13,454           13,454
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2009                    38,608                    –             8,748           30,465           77,821
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance at 1 January 2010                                 38,608                    –             8,748           30,465           77,821
Transfer to merger reserve                                (38,297)         55,975           (8,748)          (8,930)                  –
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                482                482
Share options cancelled                                              –                    –                    –              (383)             (383)
Dividend paid                                                              –         (15,568)                  –           (3,113)        (18,681)
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Transactions with owners                                       311           40,407                    –           18,521           59,239
Profit and total comprehensive income                      –                    –                    –             3,445             3,445
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Balance as at 31 December 2010                         311           40,407                    –           21,966           62,684                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
All reserves of the Company are distributable, as under The Isle of Man Companies Act 2006 distributions
are not governed by reserves but by the Directors undertaking an assessment of the Company’s solvency.

See accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS

For the year ended 31 December 2010

                                                                                                              2010                 2009*                 2008*
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers                                                            53,771                56,335                47,956
Cash paid to suppliers and employees                                              (48,217)              (36,809)             (30,703)
Corporate taxes recovered                                                                    3,189                  1,652                         –
Corporate taxes paid                                                                           (2,664)                (2,956)                      (7)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from operating activities                                                    6,079                18,222                17,246
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received                                                                                          8                       72                     542
Acquisition of business and earn out                                                     (271)                (3,140)                        –
Disposal of business                                                                               (411)                   (216)                        –
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment                                       (148)                   (222)               (1,196)
Acquisition of intangible assets                                                             (957)                   (354)                  (693)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from investing activities                                                    (1,779)                (3,860)               (1,347)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash flows from financing activities
Interest paid                                                                                                 –                        (5)                      (6)
Dividend paid                                                                                    (18,681)              (12,454)             (12,454)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from financing activities                                                 (18,681)              (12,459)             (12,460)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents                  (14,381)                 1,903                  3,439
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year                          20,995                19,262                15,859
Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held                                      –                    (170)                    (36)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year                                  6,614                20,995                19,262                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
*      restated, see note 1.19 for details

See accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For the year ended 31 December 2010

1.        Significant accounting policies
2.        Alternative presentation of consolidated income statement
3.        Segmental reporting
4.        Operating costs
5.        Financial income and expenses
6.        Taxation
7.        Discontinued operations
8.        Earnings per share
9.        Property, plant and equipment
10.      Intangible assets
11.      Acquisition of Betboo
12.      Receivables and prepayments
13.      Cash and cash equivalents
14.      Trade and other payables
15.      Other taxation payable
16.      Commitments under operating leases
17.      Share capital and reserves
18.      Dividends
19.      Share option schemes
20.      Financial instruments and risk management
21.      Related parties
22.      Group entities
23.      Contingent liabilities
24.      Accounting estimates and judgements
25.      Litigation with Boss Media
26.      Going concern
27.      Subsequent events
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1.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

This note from pages 161 to 169 deals with both the significant accounting policies used in the preparation
of these financial statements, together with a note identifying new accounting standards which will affect the
Group.

GVC Holdings PLC is a company registered in The Isle of Man and was incorporated on 5 January 2010. It
is the successor company of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. and took the assets of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. on
21 May 2010 after formal approval by the shareholders. As a consequence, the results of the Group for the
year ended 31 December 2009 and prior periods comprise the results of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. GVC
Holdings PLC has continued to apply the same accounting policies as Gaming VC Holdings S.A. The
consolidated financial statements of the Group for the year ended 31 December 2010 comprise the Company
and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the ‘Group’). The Group’s principal activities are that of operating
online casinos, access to online poker rooms, online bingo, and online sports betting.

The Group’s significant subsidiaries are listed in note 22.

1.1      Statement of Compliance

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs), as adopted by the European Union.

The Directors have reviewed the accounting policies used by the Group and consider them to be the
most appropriate. The accounting policies are consistent with the prior year with the exception of
revisions and amendments to IFRS issued by the IASB, which are relevant to and effective for the
annual period beginning 1 January 2010. Significant effects on current, prior or future periods arising
from the first-time application of these new requirements in respect of presentation, recognition and
measurement are described below.

Standards, Amendments and Interpretations that were effective in 2010:

•          IFRIC 19 ‘Extinguishing financial liabilities with equity instruments’ – effective 1 July 2010.
Clarifies the requirements of IFRSs when an entity renegotiates the terms of a financial liability
with its creditor and the creditor agrees to accept the entity’s shares or other equity instruments
to settle the financial liability fully or partially. The Group has applied IFRIC 19 since 1 July
2010.

•          IFRS 3 ‘Business combinations’ (revised) – effective 1 July 2009.

(a)      Transition requirements for contingent consideration from a business combination that
occurred before the effective date of the revised IFRS. Clarifies that the amendments to
IFRS 7, ‘Financial instruments: Disclosures’, IAS 32, ‘Financial instruments:
Presentation’, and IAS 39, ‘Financial instruments: Recognition and measurement’, that
eliminate the exemption for contingent consideration, do not apply to contingent
consideration that arose from business combinations whose acquisition dates precede
the application of IFRS 3 (as revised in 2008).

(b)      Measurement of non-controlling interests. The choice of measuring non-controlling
interests at fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s net assets applies
only to instruments that represent present ownership interests and entitle their holders to
a proportionate share of the net assets in the event of liquidation. All other components
of non-controlling interest are measured at fair value unless another measurement basis
is required by IFRS.

(c)      Un-replaced and voluntarily replaced share-based payment awards. The application
guidance in IFRS 3 applies to all share-based payment transactions that are part of a
business combination, including un-replaced and voluntarily replaced share-based
payment awards.
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The Group has applied IFRS 3 since 1 July 2010 in respect of acquisitions prospectively from
1 January 2010.

•          IAS 27 ‘Consolidated and separate financial statements’ (amendment) – effective 1 July 2009.
Clarifies that the consequential amendments from IAS 27 made to IAS 21, ‘The effect of
changes in foreign exchange rates’, IAS 28, ‘Investments in associates’, and IAS 31, ‘Interests
in joint ventures’, apply prospectively for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2009, or
earlier when IAS 27 is applied earlier. The Group has applied IAS 27 (amendment)
retrospectively since 1 July 2009.

•          IFRIC 18 Transfers of Assets from Customers - was adopted by the EU and published in the
Official Journal on 1 December 2009 with a mandatory effective date in the endorsed version
of financial years starting after 31 October 2009 rather than the effective date in the text itself
of periods commencing on or after 1 July 2009. However, the EU-adopted version still permits
earlier application than the mandatory EU date.

The Group does not anticipate that the adoption of these standards and interpretations will have a
material effect on its financial statements.

Standards that have been issued but are not yet effective can be seen in note 1.20.

1.2      Basis of Preparation

The financial statements are presented in the Euro, rounded to the nearest thousand, and are prepared
on the historical cost basis. The financial statements are prepared on the going concern basis (see note
26).

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires directors to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of
assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on
various factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form
the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily
apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that
period or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods.

Significant accounting estimates and judgements are discussed in further detail in note 24.

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these
consolidated financial statements.

The accounting policies have been applied consistently by Group entities.

1.3      Basis of Consolidation

1.3.1   Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. Control exists when the Company has the
power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to
obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are
exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial statements of subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until
the date that control ceases.
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1.3.2   Transactions Eliminated on Consolidation

Intragroup balances and any unrealised gains and losses or income and expenses arising from
intragroup transactions, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements.
Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment
of the asset transferred.

1.3.3   Business Combinations

All business combinations are accounted for by applying the purchase method. The cost of a
business combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values, at the acquisition date, of
the assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Group,
the fair value of an asset or a liability arising from a contingent consideration arrangement. The
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquiree are measured initially at
fair value at the acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any non-controlling interest.
Acquisition costs are expensed as incurred. The excess of the cost of the business combination
over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities, and
contingent liabilities is recognised as goodwill.

Prior to 1 January 2010, business combinations were accounted for under the previous version
of IFRS 3.

1.4      Foreign Currency

The functional currency of the Company and all companies in the Group as well as the presentational
currency of the Group is the Euro.

1.4.1   Foreign Currency Transactions

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange rates ruling
at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies at the reporting balance sheet date are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange
rate ruling at that date. Foreign exchange differences arising on translation are recognised in
the consolidated income statement. Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured in
terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date
of the transaction.

1.5      Property, Plant and Equipment

1.5.1   Owned Assets

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation (see 1.5.2. below)
and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7). Where parts of an item of property, plant
and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items of property,
plant and equipment.

1.5.2   Depreciation

Depreciation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of each part of an item of property, plant and equipment. The estimated useful lives
are as follows:

Fixtures and fittings: 3 years

The residual value, if significant, is reassessed annually.

1.6      Intangible Assets

1.6.1   Goodwill

Acquired goodwill represents the excess of the cost of a business combination over the Group’s
interest in the fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the
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acquiree at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is tested at least annually for impairment and
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. At the date of acquisition, goodwill is
allocated to cash generating units for the purpose of impairment testing. Any negative goodwill
arising on an acquisition would be recognised directly in profit or loss.

1.6.2   Other Intangible Assets

Other intangible assets that are acquired by the Group are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation (see 1.6.4) and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7).

The cost of intangible assets acquired in a business combination is the fair value at acquisition
date. The valuation methodology used for each type of identifiable asset category is detailed
below:

Asset category Valuation methodology

Magazine related Cost
Consulting Income (cost saving)
Software licence Income (incremental value plus loss of profits)
Trademarks Relief from royalty
Trade name Relief from royalty
Non Contractual customer relationships Excess earnings
Goodwill Residual balance

Expenditure on internally generated goodwill and brands is recognised in the income statement
as an expense is incurred.

1.6.3   Subsequent Expenditure

Subsequent expenditure on capitalised intangible assets is capitalised only when it increases
the future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. This includes
legal and similar expenditure incurred in registering brands and trade names, which is
capitalised, all other expenditure is expensed as incurred.

1.6.4   Amortisation

Amortisation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of intangible assets unless such lives are indefinite. Goodwill and trademarks with
an indefinite useful life are systematically tested for impairment at each balance sheet date.
Other intangible assets are amortised from the date they are available for use. The estimated
useful lives are as follows:

Consulting agreements 3–5 years
Capitalised development costs 2–4 years
Software licence agreements 2–15 years
Non-contractual customer relationships 4 years

1.7      Impairment

At each reporting date, the Group assesses whether there is any indication that an asset may be
impaired. Where an indicator of impairment exists, the Group makes an estimate of the recoverable
amount. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is written
down to its recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and
value in use and is determined for an individual asset. If the asset does not generate cash inflows that
are largely independent of those from other assets or groups of assets, the recoverable amount of the
cash generating unit to which the asset belongs is determined. Discount rates reflecting the asset
specific risks and the time value of money are used for the value in use calculation.

For goodwill and trademarks that have an indefinite useful life, the recoverable amount is estimated
at each balance sheet date.
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1.8      Dividends Paid to Holders of Share Capital

Dividend distributions payable to equity shareholders are included in “other short term financial
liabilities” when the dividends are approved in general meeting prior to the balance sheet date.

1.9      Employee Benefits

1.9.1   Pension Arrangements

The Group does not operate any pension schemes. The Group, as part of general remuneration
arrangements, makes payments directly to employees as a pension contribution allowance. In
some jurisdictions in which the Group has employees, there are government schemes into
which the employing company or branch must make payments.

1.9.2   Share Options

The Group has a share option scheme which allows Group employees and contractors to
acquire shares of the Company. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee
expense with a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and
spread over the period during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the
options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a binomial valuation model. This
valuation method takes into account the terms and conditions upon which the options were
granted. The amount recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share
options that vest.

Payments made to repurchase or cancel vested awards are accounted for with the fair value of
the options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation being taken to retained earnings; the
balance is taken to the income statement.

See note 19 for further details of the two schemes.

1.10    Provisions

A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material, provisions are determined by discounting the
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value
of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.

1.11    Net Gaming Revenue

Net Gaming Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable net of
betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs, and comprises the following elements:

Casino: net win in respect of bets placed on casino games that have concluded in the year, stated net
of promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Sportsbook: gains and losses in respect of bets placed on sporting events in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs. Open positions are carried
at fair market value and gains and losses arising on this valuation are recognised in revenue, as well
as gains and losses realised on positions that have closed.

Poker: net win in respect of rake for poker games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Bingo: net win in respect of bets placed on bingo games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.
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Where promotional bonuses apply to customers playing a variety of products through the same wallet,
bonuses are allocated pro-rata to the net win.

1.12    Financial Expenses

Financial expenses comprise interest payable on borrowings calculated using the effective interest rate
method.

1.13    Exceptional Items

Exceptional items are those that in judgement of the Directors, need to be disclosed by virtue of their
size or incidence in order for the user to obtain a proper understanding of the financial information.

1.14    Financial Income

Financial income is interest income recognised in the income statement as it accrues, using the
effective interest method.

1.15    Tax

Current tax is the tax currently payable based on taxable profit for the year. Deferred income taxes are
calculated using the liability method on temporary differences.

Deferred tax is generally provided on the difference between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities and their tax bases. However, deferred tax is neither provided on the initial recognition of
goodwill, nor on the initial recognition of an asset or liability unless the related transaction is a
business combination or affects tax or accounting profit. Deferred tax on temporary differences
associated with investments in subsidiaries is not provided if reversal of these temporary differences
can be controlled by the Group and it is probable that reversal will not occur in the foreseeable future.
In addition, tax losses available to be carried forward as well as other income tax credits to the Group
are assessed for recognition as deferred tax assets.

Deferred tax liabilities are provided in full, with no discounting. Deferred tax assets are recognised to
the extent that it is probable that the underlying deductible temporary differences will be able to be
offset against future taxable income. Current and deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated at
tax rates that are expected to apply to their respective period of realisation, provided they are enacted
or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.

Changes in deferred tax assets or liabilities are recognised as a component of tax expense in the
income statement, except where they relate to items that are charged or credited directly to other
comprehensive income or equity in which case the related deferred tax is also charged or credited
directly to other comprehensive income or equity as appropriate.

1.16    Segment Reporting

In identifying its operating segments, management generally follows the Group’s key brands. The
Group has identified the following reportable operating segments:

CasinoClub              Online casino operator, principally in the German language;

Betaland                  Italian online sports-book and gaming operator;

Betboo                     South American internet gaming operator, offering bingo, casino, poker and
sports betting;

Emerging markets   Online sports book using the Betboo brand, outside of South America.

Each of these operating segments is managed separately as each of these service lines requires
different technologies and other resources as well as marketing approaches. All inter-segment
transfers are carried out at arm’s length prices.
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The measurement policies the Group uses for segment reporting under IFRS 8 are the same as those
used in its financial statements.

In addition, corporate assets which are not directly attributable to the business activities of any
operating segment are not allocated to a segment.

1.17    Financial Instruments

The Group’s financial assets are all classified as loans and receivables and comprise trade and other
receivables and cash and cash equivalents. The Group’s financial liabilities comprise trade and other
payables and deferred consideration in relation to Betboo, and bank borrowings to the extent they
exist.

1.17.1 Non-Derivative Financial Instruments

Non-derivative financial instruments comprise trade and other receivables, cash and cash
equivalents, loans and borrowings, and trade and other payables. Non-derivative financial
instruments are recognised initially at fair value, plus, for instruments not at fair value through
profit or loss, any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition,
non-derivative financial instruments are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. Provisions for impairment are made against financial assets if considered appropriate
and any impairment is recognised in profit or loss.

1.17.2 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances, call deposits and short term cash in transit
held by payment service providers. Bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an
integral part of the Group’s cash management are included as a component of cash and cash
equivalents for the purpose of the statement of cash flows.

Accounting for financial income and financial expenses are discussed in notes 1.14 and 1.12
respectively.

1.18    Equity

Equity comprises the following:

‘Share capital’ represents the nominal value of equity shares.

‘Share premium’ represents the excess over nominal value of the fair value of consideration received
for equity shares, net of expenses of the share issue.

‘Retained earnings’ represents retained profits.

‘Merger reserve’ arose on the re-domiciliation of the Group from Luxembourg to The Isle of Man.
It consists of the pre-redomiciliation reserves of the Luxembourg company plus the difference in the
issued share capital (31,135,762 share at €0.01 versus 31,135,762 shares at €1.24).

1.19    Restatements

Revenues relating to the financial years ending 2008 and 2009 have been restated to more
appropriately allocate player bonuses and taxes against ‘net gaming revenue’; these had previously
been recognised in ‘cost of sales’.
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                                                                                                                              2009                   2008
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

As originally stated
Net gaming revenue – continuing operations                                                     52,632                49,831
Net gaming revenue – discontinued operations                                                   1,326                     254
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                           53,958                50,085
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
As restated
Net gaming revenue – continuing operations                                                     52,148                48,907
Net gaming revenue – discontinued operations                                                   1,190                     254
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                           53,338                49,161
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Change in net gaming revenue – continuing operations                                        (484)                  (924)
Change in net gaming revenue – discontinued operations                                    (136)                        –                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Technology costs recognised under ‘operating costs’ relating to the financial years ending 2008 and
2009 have been restated to ‘cost of sales’, these are calculated based on a percentage of revenue
generated and have now more appropriately been recognised as a ‘cost of sale’.

                                                                                                                              2009                   2008
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

Operating costs as originally stated                                                                   12,577                10,499
Operating costs as restated                                                                                 11,806                10,062
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Decrease in operating costs/increase in cost of sales                                              771                     437                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
‘Free payment processor balances’ relating to the financial years ending 2008 and 2009 previously
recognised as a trade receivable have now been recognised as ‘cash and cash equivalents’ and only
payment processor retention balances are recognised as a trade receivable.

                                                                                                                              2009                   2008
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

Receivables and prepayments as originally stated                                               5,727                  6,367
Receivables and prepayments as restated                                                             3,927                  5,939
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Decrease in receivables and prepayments/increase in 

cash and cash equivalents                                                                                 1,800                     428                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Software licences recognised under ‘property, plant and equipment’ have been restated in the financial
years ending 2008 and 2009 to ‘intangible assets’ along with the associated ‘depreciation’ which has
been restated to ‘amortisation’.

                                                                                                                              2009                   2008
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

Net book value of software licences                                                                       425                     420
Decrease in depreciation/increase in amortisation                                                  214                     115

1.20    Standards in Issue, not yet Effective

Standards, Amendments and Interpretations that are mandatory for the Group’s accounting periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2011 and have not been adopted early by the Group:

•          IFRIC 13 ‘Customer loyalty programmes’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The Group
will apply IFRIC 13 (amendment) prospectively from 1 January 2011.

•          IAS 24 ‘Related party disclosures (revised 2009)’ – effective 1 January 2011. The Group will
apply IAS 24 (revised) from 1 January 2011.
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•          IAS 1 ‘Presentation of financial statements’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The
Group will apply IAS 1 (amendment) retrospectively from 1 January 2011.

•          IFRS 7 ‘Financial instruments’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The Group will apply
IFRS 7 (amendment) retrospectively from 1 January 2011.

•          IAS 34 ‘Interim financial reporting’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The Group will
apply IAS 34 (amendment) retrospectively from 1 January 2011.

•          IFRS 9 ‘Financial instruments’ – effective 1 January 2013.

The following Standards are not likely to have a material impact on the Group’s or Company’s
financial statements:

•          IFRIC 14 ‘IAS 19 – The limit on a defined benefit assets, minimum funding requirements and
their interaction’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011.

•          IFRIC 15 Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate – was adopted by the EU and
published in the Official Journal on 23 July 2009.

•          IFRIC 16 Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation – was adopted by the EU and
published in the Official Journal on 5 June 2009.

•          IFRIC 17 Distribution of Non-cash Assets to Owners – was adopted by the EU and published
in the Official Journal on 27 November 2009.

•          IAS 32 ‘Financial Instruments: Presentation – Classification of rights issues’ (amendment) –
effective 1 January 2010.
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2.        ALTERNATIVE PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

To better aid shareholders and other interested parties, the Directors have prepared an alternative presentation
of the Consolidated Income Statement. This is included below:

                                                                                                             2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Sports revenue                                                                                      8,712                  9,244                  6,284
Gaming revenue                                                                                 46,195                42,904                42,623
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net gaming revenue                                                        3                54,907                52,148                48,907
Cost of sales                                                                                        (9,812)                (9,390)               (8,636)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                       45,095                42,758                40,271

Gross profit margin                                                                                   82%                   82%                    82%
Marketing and affiliate costs                                                             (21,766)              (16,592)             (12,715)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                    3                23,329                26,166                27,556

Contribution margin                                                                                  42%                   50%                    56%
Operating costs                                                               4
Staff costs                                                                                            (5,677)                (4,304)               (4,882)
Professional fees                                                                                    (884)                   (919)               (1,102)
Technology costs                                                                                    (667)                   (600)                  (550)
Office, travel, other                                                                             (1,363)                (1,220)               (1,377)
Third party service costs                                                                     (2,342)                (1,303)                        –
Foreign exchange differences                                                                (232)                   (170)                    (36)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                          (11,165)                (8,516)               (7,947)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                                3                12,164                17,650                19,609
Exceptional items                                                             4                 (4,428)                (1,538)                  (842)
Share Option Charges                                                4, 17                    (482)                   (213)                  (557)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                               7,254                15,899                18,210
Depreciation                                                                 4, 9                    (459)                   (495)                  (321)
Amortisation                                                               4, 10                 (1,637)                   (954)                  (395)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating Profit                                                                                  5,158                14,450                17,494
Financial income                                                              5                         8                       64                     551
Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration     5, 11                 (1,087)                   (467)                        –
Other financial expense                                                    5                        (1)                       (5)                      (6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit before tax                                                                                  4,078                14,042                18,039
Taxation charge                                                                6                    (222)                   (372)                  (360)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after tax from continuing operations                                     3,856                13,670                17,679
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss after taxation from discontinued operations            7                    (411)                   (216)               (1,136)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit after tax                                                                                    3,445                13,454                16,543                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
3.        SEGMENTAL REPORTING

Management currently identifies the Group’s key brands as operating segments. These operating segments
are monitored and strategic decisions are made on the basis of segments operating results.

Management also monitors net gaming revenue (‘NGR’) by geographic location of its customers, monitoring
performance by Europe and Latin America.
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3.1      Geographical Analysis

The Group’s revenues from external customers are divided into the following geographic areas:

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Europe                                                                                      49,677                49,968                48,907
Latin America                                                                            5,230                  2,180                         –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total                                                                                        54,907                52,148                48,907                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The total non-current assets (other than financial instruments, investments accounted for using the
equity method, deferred tax assets and post employment benefit assets) located in Europe is
€56,543,000 (2009: €56,281,000, 2008: €56,794,000) and the total located in other regions is
€6,747,000 (2009: €8,000,000, 2008: €623,000).

The total deferred tax asset located in Europe is €nil (2009: €53,000, 2008: €11,000). There are no
deferred tax assets in other regions.

Revenues from external customers in the Group’s domicile, Europe, as well as its major markets,
Europe and Latin America, have been identified on the basis of the customer’s geographical location.
Non-current assets are allocated based on their physical location. The above table does not include
discontinued operations, for which revenue and assets can be attributed to Europe.

3.2      NGR by Quarter

                                                             CasinoClub             Betaland                Betboo                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Q1 – 08                                                           9,927                  3,156                         –                13,083
Q2 – 08                                                           9,453                  3,087                         –                12,540
Q3 – 08                                                           9,104                  2,753                         –                11,857
Q4 – 08                                                           7,330                  4,097                         –                11,427
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total 2008                                                     35,814                13,093                         –                48,907                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Q1 – 09                                                           7,945                  6,540                         –                14,485
Q2 – 09                                                           6,991                  4,221                         –                11,212
Q3 – 09                                                           7,084                  3,581                  1,126                11,791
Q4 – 09                                                           7,415                  6,191                  1,054                14,660
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total 2009                                                     29,435                20,533                  2,180                52,148                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Q1 – 10                                                           7,078                  6,125                     933                14,136
Q2 – 10                                                           6,601                  6,090                  1,230                13,921
Q3 – 10                                                           6,241                  5,563                  1,621                13,425
Q4 – 10                                                           7,530                  4,449                  1,446                13,425
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total 2010                                                    27,450                22,227                  5,230                54,907                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

3.3      Segment Summary
CasinoClub Betaland Betboo

                                2010            2009            2008            2010            2009            2008            2010            2009            2008
                             €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s

NGR                     27,450         29,435         35,814         22,227         20,533         13,093           5,230           2,180                  –
Gross profit          22,181         23,885         30,392         18,959         17,203           9,879           3,955           1,670                  –
Contribution         16,510         20,640         25,841           4,205           4,151           1,715           2,626           1,375                  –
                          –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––
Clean EBITDA    13,924         18,399         23,856           1,939           1,741          (1,231)           (189)             103                  –                                       –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––      –––––––
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3.4      Reporting by Segment

2010

                                                                                                            Emerging
                                                 CasinoClub    Betaland       Betboo      markets       Central          Total
                                                          €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s         €000’s        €000’s

Net gaming revenue                        27,450       22,227         5,230                –                  –       54,907
Cost of sales                                      (5,269)       (3,268)       (1,275)               –                  –        (9,812)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Gross profit                                      22,181       18,959         3,955                –                  –       45,095
Marketing and affiliate costs             (5,671)     (14,754)       (1,329)            (12)                –      (21,766)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Contribution                                    16,510         4,205         2,626             (12)                –       23,329
Contribution margin                                60%           19%           50%
Operating costs                                  (2,586)       (2,266)       (2,815)          (709)        (2,789)    (11,165)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                13,924         1,939           (189)          (721)        (2,789)     12,164
Clean EBITDA margin                             51%             9%             4%
Exceptional items                              (1,021)               –           (202)               –         (3,205)      (4,428)
Share option charges                                  –                –                –                –            (482)         (482)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
EBITDA                                           12,903         1,939           (391)          (721)        (6,476)       7,254
Depreciation and amortisation             (467)          (386)       (1,242)              (1)                –        (2,096)
Financial income                                       –                –                –                –                  8                8
Financial expense*                                    –                –        (1,087)               –                (1)       (1,088)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                    12,436         1,553        (2,720)          (722)        (6,469)        4,078
Taxation                                                (691)            (82)           151              40              360           (222)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax from

continuing operations                 11,745         1,471        (2,569)          (682)        (6,109)        3,856                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Net assets
Non-current assets                            55,996            380         6,452            462                  –       63,290
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Current assets                                      1,785         4,012            696              90           6,239       12,822
Current liabilities                               (1,625)       (4,386)       (1,079)              (5)           (163)       (7,258)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Net current assets                                   160           (374)          (383)             85           6,076         5,564
Long term liabilities                                  –                –        (6,170)               –                  –        (6,170)
                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Net assets                                          56,156                6           (101)           547           6,076       62,684
Total assets                                       57,781         4,392         7,148            552           6,239       76,112                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
Total liabilities                                 (1,625)       (4,386)       (7,249)              (5)           (163)     (13,428)                                                     ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––  ––––––––   ––––––––  ––––––––
*      includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo.

2009

                                                        CasinoClub       Betaland          Betboo         Central              Total
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                29,435           20,533             2,180                    –           52,148
Cost of sales                                             (5,550)          (3,330)             (510)                  –           (9,390)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Gross profit                                              23,885           17,203             1,670                    –           42,758
Marketing and affiliate costs                   (3,245)        (13,052)             (295)                  –         (16,592)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Contribution                                            20,640             4,151             1,375                    –           26,166
Contribution margin                                       70%              20%              63%
Operating costs                                        (2,241)          (2,410)          (1,272)          (2,593)          (8,516)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                        18,399             1,741                103           (2,593)         17,650
Clean EBITDA margin                                   63%                8%                5%
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                                                        CasinoClub       Betaland          Betboo         Central              Total
                                                                €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Exceptional items                                       (420)          (1,003)                  –              (115)          (1,538)
Share option charges                                        –                    –                    –              (213)             (213)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
EBITDA                                                  17,979                738                103           (2,921)         15,899
Depreciation and amortisation                    (366)             (476)             (607)                  –           (1,449)
Financial income                                              –                    –                    –                  64                  64
Financial expense*                                           –                    –              (472)                  –              (472)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                            17,613                262              (976)          (2,857)         14,042
Taxation                                                      (483)                  –                  34                  77              (372)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax from

continuing operations                          17,130                262              (942)          (2,780)         13,670
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net assets
Non-current assets                                   56,069                739             7,526                    –           64,334
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Current assets                                               837             3,299                894           23,087           28,117
Current liabilities                                        (405)          (4,244)             (473)          (4,154)          (9,276)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net current assets                                         432              (945)              421           18,933           18,841
Long term liabilities                                         –                    –           (5,354)                  –           (5,354)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net assets                                                 56,501              (206)           2,593           18,933           77,821
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total assets                                              56,906             4,038             8,420           23,087           92,451
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total liabilities                                            (405)          (4,244)          (5,827)          (4,154)        (14,630)
                                                           ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
*      includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo.

2008

                                                             CasinoClub             Betaland               Central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                      35,814                13,093                         –                48,907
Cost of sales                                                  (5,422)               (3,214)                        –                 (8,636)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                   30,392                  9,879                         –                40,271
Marketing and affiliate costs                         (4,551)               (8,164)                        –               (12,715)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                  25,841                  1,715                         –                27,556
Contribution margin                                            72%                    13%
Operating costs                                              (1,985)               (2,946)               (3,016)               (7,947)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                             23,856                 (1,231)               (3,016)               19,609
Clean EBITDA margin                                        67%                    (9%)
Exceptional items                                                  –                         –                    (842)                  (842)
Share option charges                                             –                         –                    (557)                  (557)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                       23,856                 (1,231)               (4,415)               18,210
Depreciation and amortisation                         (366)                  (350)                        –                    (716)
Financial income                                                   –                         –                     551                     551
Financial expense                                                  –                         –                        (6)                      (6)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                                  23,490                 (1,581)               (3,870)               18,039
Taxation                                                                 –                         –                    (360)                  (360)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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                                                             CasinoClub             Betaland               Central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Profit/(loss) after tax from

continuing operations                               23,490                 (1,581)               (4,230)               17,679
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net assets
Non–current assets                                       56,203                  1,225                         –                57,428
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets                                                 2,247                  4,056                21,509                27,812
Current liabilities                                              (408)               (2,838)               (5,386)               (8,632)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net current assets                                           1,839                  1,218                16,123                19,180
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net assets                                                      58,042                  2,443                16,123                76,608
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total assets                                                    58,450                  5,281                21,509                85,240
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total liabilities                                                  (408)               (2,838)               (5,386)               (8,632)
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
It is not deemed appropriate to allocate share option charges and financial income by operating
segment.

4.        OPERATING COSTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other operating costs                                                     4.1                11,647                  8,729                  8,504
Exceptional items                                                          4.2                  4,428                  1,538                     842
Depreciation                                                                                            459                     495                     321
Amortisation                                                                                         1,637                     954                     395
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           18,171                11,716                10,062
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
4.1      Other Operating Costs

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                       Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other personnel expenditure
(excluding share option charges)                 4.1.1                  5,677                  4,304                  4,882

Share option charges                                                                    482                     213                     557
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total personnel expenditure                                                      6,159                  4,517                  5,439
Professional fees                                              4.1.2                     884                     919                  1,102
Technology costs                                                                          667                     600                     550
Office, travel and other costs                                                     1,363                  1,220                  1,377
Third party service costs*                                                         2,342                  1,303                         –
Foreign exchange differences                                                       232                     170                       36
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                11,647                  8,729                  8,504
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

*      provided to Betboo by external providers.

4.1.1   Personnel Expenditure (Excluding Share Option Charges)

The Directors who served throughout the year were: Lee Feldman, Kenneth Alexander, Nigel
Blythe-Tinker, Richard Cooper and Karl Diacono. For a detailed summary of their
remuneration see the Report of the Remuneration Committee on page 196.

The personnel expenditure shown below excludes those items of an exceptional nature shown
in note 4.2.
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                                                                                         2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Wages and salaries, including Directors remuneration  4,169                  3,590                  3,031
Amounts paid to long term contractors                             708                     452                  1,594
Compulsory social security contributions                         337                     159                     117
Compulsory pension contributions                                    130                       44                       69
Health and other benefits                                                     51                       10                         6
Recruitment and training                                                   282                       49                       65
                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                        5,677                  4,304                  4,882
                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The average monthly number of persons (including Directors) employed by the Group during
the year was:

                                                                                         2010                   2009                   2008

Number of personnel
With employment contracts or service contracts                80                       60                       59
Contractors                                                                             4                         7                       11
                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                             84                       67                       70
                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

4.1.2   Professional Fees

At 31 December 2010, the Group has legal entities in The Isle of Man, Dutch Caribbean,
Cyprus, Malta, United Kingdom and Israel. Accordingly, the Group seeks professional advice
in these and other jurisdictions.

                                                                                         2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other professional fees                                                      884                    919                  1,102

During 2008, the Group settled legal claims with Fort Knox Consulting LLC which were
provided for in 2007.

4.2      Exceptional Items

The Group incurred expenditure on exceptional items (as defined in accounting policy note 1.13).
These are items which are both exceptional in size and nature.

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                         Note                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Boss dispute                                                           a                     626                        –                       –
Re-domiciliation & other restructuring                 b                  1,628                        –                       –
Options cancelled                                                  c                     450                        –                       –
LTIP and similar compensation                            d                  1,127                        –                       –
Software costs                                                       e                    339                       –                       –
Disposal of GVC Corporation SpA                      f                         –                  1,005                         –
Termination costs related to consultants              g                         –                     283                         –
Abnormal individual jackpot win                         h                     258                     250                         –
Termination and other costs associated

with Board changes                                                                      –                         –                     526
Professional fees associated with abortive

take-over during the year                                                              –                         –                     316
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                  4,428                  1,538                     842
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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Notes:

(a)    The Group is in a number of legal disputes with Boss Media (see note 25). The legal costs incurred by the Group relating
to these disputes has been taken as an exceptional item.

(b)   The Group moved its holding company from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man in May 2010 following approval at an
Extraordinary General Meeting. This move also involved a full re-admission of the shares to AIM. The Group is also
moving one of its subsidiaries to another jurisdiction. The cost of this restructuring has been taken as an exceptional item.

(c)    On 27 January 2010, the Group announced that it was cancelling the vested share options relating to K Alexander and R
Cooper and settling them in cash as a consequence. The total value of the cash compensation was €833,526 (£721,000),
of which €449,848 has been taken to the income statement as an exceptional item, and the balance to retained earnings,
representing the fair value of the options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation.

(d)   On 27 January 2010, the Group announced that it had agreed to make one-off discretionary payments to Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper in addition to their normal performance based bonus payments, in recognition of their
importance to the business and their lack of participation up to that date in a Long-Term Incentive Plan. The total amount
of this compensation, which has been taken as an exceptional item, was €1,127,168.

(e)    During the period, the Group incurred costs for both professional fees and technology costs relating to certain software
suppliers. These costs have been taken to exceptional items as the Directors consider them both unusual in nature and of
significant size to warrant separate disclosure.

(f)    The Group entered into an agreement to dispose of GVC Corporation SpA, its licensed Italian subsidiary, to local
management for a nominal sum. The exceptional item recognises the legal costs incurred in this process together with
the write-off of the investment held and the net assets parted with at the time of the sale, being 31 August 2009.

(g)   The Group terminated the contracts with certain long-term senior contractors during the year ended 31 December 2009
and has recognised the settlements as exceptional items, being the extension of the restructuring work the Group has
undertaken.

(h)   The Group had one single winner of a significant jackpot, winning a video poker game (2009, one winner of a slots game
known as ‘Roman Empire’). The amount taken to exceptional items was €258,000 (2009: €250,000).

5.        FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Financial income – interest income                                                            8                      64                   551
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Financial expense – interest payable
Interest payable                                                                                          (1)                     (5)                     (6)
Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration*                           (1,087)                 (467)                        –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                            (1,088)                 (472)                     (6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
*      see note 11 for further details.

6.        TAXATION

Current tax for the current and prior periods is classified as a current liability to the extent that it is unpaid.
Amounts paid in excess of amounts owed are classified as a current asset. There is a current tax liability of
€169k (net of tax receivable amounts) at 31 December 2010 (2009: Current tax asset of €525k (net of tax
payable amounts)).

6.1      Taxation Amounts Recognised in the Income Statement

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Current tax expense
Current year                                                                                  169                   414                   360
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Deferred tax
Origination and reversal of temporary differences                        53                    (42)                       –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total income tax expense in income statement                            222                    372                   360
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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The tax for the year is different from that which would result from applying the standard rate of
Corporation Tax in the UK (28 per cent.*). A reconciliation is shown below:

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit before tax                                                                         4,078               14,042              18,039
Income tax using the domestic corporation tax rate                 1,142                 3,932                5,051
Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdictions

(Rates decreased)                                                                 (1,126)              (3,518)              (4,691)
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes                                    321                         –                         –
Utilisation of tax losses                                                                 (76)                        –                         –
Tax losses for which no deferred tax assets

have been recognised                                                                    7                         –                         –
Adjustment in respect of prior years – deferred tax                      53                         –                         –
Capital allowances for period in excess of depreciation              (99)                   (42)                       –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                     222                    372                   360
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The UK Corporation Tax rate in the year was 28 per cent. From 1 April 2011 the rate will change to
26 per cent. and from 1 April 2012 the rate will reduce to 25 per cent.

6.2      Taxation Amounts Recognised in the Balance Sheet
Current Tax Deferred Tax

                                                                                Payable         Receivable                  Asset             Liability                   Total
                                                                                  €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

At 1 January 2008                                                         (18)                      –                     11                        –                      (7)
Paid during the year ended 31 December 2008               7                       –                       –                       –                       7
(Charge)/credit in income statement for the

year ended 31 December 2008                             (2,971)               2,611                       –                       –                  (360)
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 31 December 2008                                (2,982)               2,611                     11                       –                  (360)
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 1 January 2009                                      (2,982)               2,611                     11                       –                  (360)
Paid/(received) during the year ended

31 December 2009                                                 2,956               (1,652)                      –                       –                1,304
Credit in the income statement for

discontinued operations                                                –                       6                       –                       –                       6
(Charge)/credit in income statement for

the year ended 31 December 2009                       (2,644)               2,230                     42                       –                  (372)
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 31 December 2009                              (2,670)               3,195                     53                       –                   578
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 1 January 2010                                       (2,670)                3,195                       53                         –                     578
Paid/(received) during the year ended

31 December 2010                                                  2,664                (3,189)                       –                         –                   (525)
(Charge)/credit in income statement

for the year ended 31 December 2010                  (1,519)                1,350                     (53)                       –                   (222)
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 31 December 2010                               (1,525)                1,356                         –                         –                   (169)
                                                                             ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Income taxes principally represent tax on the profits of the operations of GVC Corporation Limited,
the Group’s licensed business in Malta.

Tax reclaimable represents a portion of the tax paid by GVC Corporation Limited (a wholly owned
subsidiary company incorporated in Malta), which is refundable by the Maltese tax authorities to
GVC Holdings PLC shortly after the submission of the audited accounts and tax computation for
GVC Corporation Limited.

Unrelieved tax losses remain available to offset against future trading profits. Should suitable taxable
profits arise, these losses would represent a deferred tax asset of approximately €760,000.
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7.        DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

In April 2010 the Group discontinued its Spanish-facing bingo brand, Winzingo, as it had been loss-making
and the Board could see no significant change to this position. The results from Winzingo are shown below:

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                                                                354                  1,190                     254
Cost of sales                                                                                             (72)                   (194)                    (40)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                              282                     996                     214
Marketing and revenue shares                                                               (241)                   (489)                  (275)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                                              41                     507                      (61)
Operating costs                                                                                      (452)                   (729)               (1,075)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                                 (411)                   (222)               (1,136)
Depreciation and amortisation                                                                    –                         –                         –
Financial income and expenses                                                                  –                         –                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss before tax                                                                                      (411)                   (222)               (1,136)
Tax                                                                                                               –                         6                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss after tax                                                                                         (411)                   (216)               (1,136)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
8.        EARNINGS PER SHARE

8.1      Basic Earnings Per Share and Basic Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

Basic earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders
and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue. Basic earnings per share from
continuing operations before exceptional items has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of exceptional items in the year and dividing by the
weighted average number of shares in issue.

                                                                                                              2010                      2009                      2008

Profit for the year from continuing operations
attributable to ordinary shareholders                                         3,856,000           13,670,000          17,679,000

Loss for the year from discontinued operations
attributable to ordinary shareholders                                           (411,000)             (216,000)          (1,136,000)

Profit for the year attributable to ordinary shareholders               3,445,000           13,454,000          16,543,000
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––
Weighted average number of shares                                            31,135,762           31,135,762          31,135,762
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––
Profit from continuing operations (in €)                                               0.124                    0.439                   0.568
Loss from discontinuing operations (in €)                                          (0.013)                 (0.007)                 (0.036)
Basic earnings per share (in €)                                                          0.111                    0.432                   0.531
                                                                                                     –––––––––          ––––––––––            –––––––––
Exceptional items                                                                           4,428,000             1,538,000               842,000
Profit for the year from continuing operations attributable

to ordinary shareholders before exceptional items                    8,284,000           15,208,000          18,521,000
Basic earnings per share from continuing operations

before exceptional items (in €)                                                       0.266                    0.488                   0.595
                                                                                                     –––––––––            –––––––––            –––––––––

8.2      Diluted Earnings Per Share and Diluted Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

Diluted earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue as diluted by share
options. Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations before exceptional items has been
calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of
exceptional items and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, as diluted by share
options.
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                                                                                                              2010                      2009                      2008
Profit for the year from continuing operations attributable

to ordinary shareholders                                                            3,856,000            13,670,000            17,679,000
Loss for the year from discontinued operations attributable

to ordinary shareholders                                                              (411,000)              (216,000)           (1,136,000)
Profit for the year attributable to ordinary shareholders               3,445,000            13,454,000            16,543,000
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––
Weighted average number of shares                                            31,135,762            31,135,762            31,135,762
Effect of dilutive share options                                                         703,076                 571,332                 590,384
Weighted average number of dilutive shares                               31,838,838            31,707,094            31,726,146
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––
Profit from continuing operations (in €)                                               0.121                     0.431                     0.557
Loss from discontinuing operations (in €)                                          (0.013)                  (0.007)                  (0.036)
Diluted earnings per share (in €)                                                       0.108                     0.424                     0.521
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––
Exceptional items                                                                           4,428,000              1,538,000                 842,000
Profit for the year from continuing operations attributable

to ordinary shareholders before exceptional items                    8,284,000            15,208,000            18,521,000
Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations

before exceptional items (in €)                                                       0.260                     0.480                     0.584
                                                                                                   ––––––––––          ––––––––––          ––––––––––

9.        PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
                                                                                                   Total
                                                                                             Property                  Allocated by Brand
                                                                  Fixtures and      Plant and                                                 Emerging
                                                                          Fittings    Equipment   CasinoClub       Betaland         markets
                                                                           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s
Cost
At 1 January 2008                                                  255              255                  –              255                  –
Additions                                                             1,196           1,196              792              404                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                                         1,451           1,451              792              659                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2009                                                1,451             1,451                792                659                    –
Disposals                                                                (320)             (320)                  –              (320)                  –
Additions                                                                 222                222                  96                126                    –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                                          1,353             1,353                888                465                    –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2010                                                1,353             1,353                888                465                    –
Additions                                                                 148                148                  27                  64                  57
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                                         1,501             1,501                915                529                  57                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Depreciation
At 1 January 2008                                                    12                12                  –                12                  –
Depreciation charge for the year                           321              321              150              171                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                                            333              333              150              183                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2009                                                   333                333                150                183                    –
Disposals                                                                (149)             (149)                  –              (149)                  –
Depreciation charge for the year                            495                495                284                211                    –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                                             679                679                434                245                    –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2010                                                   679                679                434                245                    –
Depreciation charge for the year                            459                459                300                158                    1
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                                         1,138             1,138                734                403                    1                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Net Book Value
At 31 December 2008                                         1,118           1,118              642              476                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                                            674              674              454              220                  –
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                                           363              363              181              126                56                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
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10.      INTANGIBLE ASSETS
                                                                                                                                                               Non-
                                                                            Trademarks                                                     contractual
                                                                                  & Trade          Software  Consulting &        Customer
                                                        Goodwill               Name           Licence        Magazine  Relationships                Total
                                                            €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s             €000’s
Cost
At 1 January 2008                               73,613             15,144             12,548               4,919                      –           106,224
Additions                                                      –                      –                  693                      –                      –                  693
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                         73,613             15,144             13,241               4,919                      –           106,917
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 1 January 2009                               73,613             15,144             13,241               4,919                      –           106,917
Disposals                                                      –                      –                 (313)                     –                      –                 (313)
Additions                                               3,278                  696               2,809                      –               1,704               8,487
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                         76,891             15,840             15,737               4,919               1,704           115,091
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 1 January 2010                               76,891             15,840             15,737               4,919               1,704           115,091
Additions:
Emerging markets                                        –                      –                  406                      –                      –                  406
Betboo                                                          –                  161                      7                      –                      –                  168
CasinoClub                                                   –                      –                  367                      –                      –                  367
Betaland                                                       –                      –                    16                      –                     –                    16
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                                                     –                  161                  796                      –                      –                  957
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                        76,891             16,001             16,533               4,919              1,704          116,048                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Amortisation and Impairment
At 1 January 2008                               33,274                      –             12,134               4,815                      –             50,223
Charge for the year                                       –                      –                  291                  104                      –                  395
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                         33,274                      –             12,425               4,919                      –             50,618
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 1 January 2009                               33,274                      –             12,425               4,919                      –             50,618
Disposals                                                      –                      –                   (88)                     –                      –                   (88)
Charge for the year                                       –                    87                  654                      –                  213                  954
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                         33,274                    87             12,991               4,919                  213             51,484
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 1 January 2010                               33,274                    87             12,991               4,919                  213             51,484
Amortisation                                                –                  200               1,011                      –                  426               1,637
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                        33,274                  287             14,002               4,919                  639             53,121                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Net Book Value
At 31 December 2008                         40,339             15,144                  816                      –                      –             56,299
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                         43,617             15,753               2,746                      –               1,491             63,607
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                        43,617             15,714               2,531                      –               1,065             62,927                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
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By Brand

                                                                                                                                                               Non-
                                                                            Trademarks                                                     contractual
                                                                                & Trade          Software  Consulting &        Customer
                                                        Goodwill               Name           Licence        Magazine  Relationships                Total
                                                      €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Cost
CasinoClub                                   73,613           15,144           12,295             4,919                    –         105,971
Betaland                                                 –                    –                946                    –                    –                946
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                  73,613           15,144           13,241             4,919                    –         106,917
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Betboo                                            3,278                696             2,455                    –             1,704             8,133
CasinoClub                                   73,613           15,144           12,431             4,919                    –         106,107
Betaland                                                 –                    –                851                                         –                851
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                  76,891           15,840           15,737             4,919             1,704         115,091
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Emerging markets                                 –                    –                406                    –                    –                406
Betboo                                            3,278                857             2,462                    –             1,704             8,301
CasinoClub                                   73,613           15,144           12,798             4,919                    –         106,474
Betaland                                                 –                    –                867                    –                    –                867
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                 76,891           16,001           16,533             4,919             1,704         116,048                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Amortisation and Impairment
CasinoClub                                   33,274                    –           12,217             4,919                    –           50,410
Betaland                                                 –                    –                208                    –                    –                208
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                  33,274                    –           12,425             4,919                    –           50,618
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Betboo                                                   –                  87                307                    –                213                607
CasinoClub                                   33,274                    –           12,299             4,919                    –           50,492
Betaland                                                 –                    –                385                    –                    –                385
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                  33,274                  87           12,991             4,919                213           51,484
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Emerging markets                                 –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
Betboo                                                   –                287                923                    –                639             1,849
CasinoClub                                   33,274                    –           12,466             4,919                    –           50,659
Betaland                                                 –                    –                613                    –                    –                613
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                 33,274                287           14,002             4,919                639           53,121                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Net Book Value
CasinoClub                                   40,339           15,144                  78                    –                    –           55,561
Betaland                                                 –                    –                738                    –                    –                738
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2008                  40,339           15,144                816                    –                    –           56,299
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Betboo                                            3,278                609             2,148                    –             1,491             7,526
CasinoClub                                   40,339           15,144                132                    –                    –           55,615
Betaland                                                 –                    –                466                    –                    –                466
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2009                  43,617           15,753             2,746                    –             1,491           63,607
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Emerging markets                                 –                    –                406                    –                    –                406
Betboo                                            3,278                570             1,539                    –             1,065             6,452
CasinoClub                                   40,339           15,144                332                    –                    –           55,815
Betaland                                                 –                    –                254                    –                    –                254
                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                 43,617           15,714             2,531                    –             1,065           62,927                                                       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
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10.1    Amortisation

The amortisation for the year is recognised in the following line items in the income statement.

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net operating expenses                                                              1,637                     954                     395

10.2    Impairment Tests for Cash-Generating Units Containing Goodwill and Trademarks

An Impairment Review of the Group’s goodwill and trademarks was carried out for the year ended
31 December 2010. The carrying values of the assets were compared with the recoverable amounts,
which were determined with the assistance of independent valuers. The recoverable amount was
estimated based upon a value in use calculation, based upon management forecasts for the years
ending 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012. The assumptions detailed below have been
determined based on past experience in this market which the Group’s management believes is the
best available input for forecasting this market.

Betboo

Significant growth is expected in the short-term and a step-down approach to 20 per cent. by 2016 is
applied, a long-term growth rate of 2 per cent. was used from 2017 to reflect the likely competitive
pressures. A discount rate of 35 per cent. was used, based on the internal rate of return of the Betboo
acquisition. It was concluded that the carrying value of the goodwill and trademarks was not impaired.

CasinoClub

A long-term growth rate of 2 per cent. was used to reflect the increasing competitive pressures from
large online gaming companies. A discount rate of 18.5 per cent. was used, based on company specific
pre-tax weighted average cost of capital. Having performed appropriate sensitivity analysis on the key
assumptions (including reducing the growth rate to nil and increasing the discount rate to
22 per cent.), it was concluded that the carrying value of the goodwill and trademarks was not
impaired.

The following units have significant carrying amounts of goodwill:

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Betboo                                                                                       3,278                3,278                       –
CasinoClub                                                                              40,339              40,339              40,339
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                43,617              43,617              40,339                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

11.      ACQUISITION OF BETBOO

On 2 July 2009, the Group acquired the trade and assets of betboo.com, a leading South American internet
gaming operator, offering, bingo, casino, poker and a sports betting product.

The terms of the acquisition were an upfront payment of US$4 million (€3,040k) with the sellers able to earn
up to a further US$26 million depending on performance, being the sum of: one times the post tax profits
for the year ended 30 June 2010; plus one times the post tax profits for the year ended 30 June 2011; and
five times the post tax profits for the year ended 30 June 2012, subject to a maximum total consideration,
including the initial consideration, of US$30 million.

Management originally estimated the deferred consideration payable to be €8,963k, and the discount to be
€4,076k, resulting in the discounted value being €4,887k.

The fair value of the cost of acquisition has been estimated using cash flow projections for the 3 years to
2012, and discounted using the estimated weighted average cost of capital of 21 per cent.
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On 23 February 2011, the Group announced a change in the terms of the earn out. Under the new
arrangements:

•          From 1 July 2011 there will be 36 monthly payments of $156,944.

•          From 31 January 2012, there will be four annual payments equal to 25 per cent. of the Betboo NGR
earned in the previous fiscal year.

•          The total earn out cap remains at $30 million.

•          The exchange rate between the US Dollar and Euro has been fixed at 1 Euro = US$ 1.4031.

As a non-adjusting event after the balance sheet date, changes to the fair value of the consideration and
goodwill will be dealt with in the 2011 financial statements.

The fair values of the intangible assets acquired in the transaction, including the tax amortisation benefit, and
their useful economic lives are as follows:

                                                                                                             Gross             Discount                      Net
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Fair value                                                                                            12,103                 (4,076)                 8,027                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Initial consideration                                                                              3,040                         –                  3,040
Acquisition costs                                                                                     100                         –                     100
Deferred consideration                                                                         8,963                 (4,076)                 4,887
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           12,103                 (4,076)                 8,027                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Assets acquired at fair values                    Useful economic life
Non contractual customer relationships    4 years                                                                                     1,704
Software                                                     4 years                                                                                     2,455
Trade name                                                4 years                                                                                        696
Goodwill on acquisition                            indefinite                                                                                  3,278
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
                                                                                                                              (see note 10)                 8,133
Net current liabilities                                                                                                                                   (106)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
                                                                                                                                                                   8,027                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
The deferred consideration has been discounted to reflect its fair value at the date of acquisition. The effect
of this discount will be unwound over the period of the deferral with a charge to the income statement
contained within interest expense. The expected impact of this over the earn-out period is shown below:

                                                        2009                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                   Total

Balance at 1 January                             –                  5,354                  6,170                  7,497                         –
Fair value of deferred 

consideration on acquisition       4,887                         –                         –                         –                  4,887
Unwinding of discount 

charged to income statement         467                  1,087                  1,327                  1,195                  4,076
Advance of deferred 

consideration                                     –                    (271)                        –                         –                    (271)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance at 31 December                5,354                  6,170                  7,497                  8,692                  8,692                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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12.      RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Payment processor retention balances                                                    863                     805                  2,667
Trade receivables                                                                                  1,791                  1,995                  2,380
Interest receivables                                                                                      –                         –                         9
Other receivables                                                                                  1,215                     464                     593
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Loans and receivables                                                                          3,869                  3,264                  5,649
Prepayments                                                                                            964                     663                     290
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                             4,833                  3,927                  5,939                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Payment processor retention balances are funds held by third party collection agencies; these are recovered
over a six month period.

Prepayments include payments as at 31 December 2010 for goods or services which will be consumed after
1 January 2011.

13.      CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances                                                                                       4,875                19,195                  4,074
Treasury deposits held with banks                                                              –                         –                14,760
Free balances at payment processors                                                   1,739                  1,800                     428
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             6,614                20,995                19,262                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Held in the following institutions:
Barclays Bank                                                                                           11                10,994                17,185
Bank of Valletta (Malta)                                                                       4,688                  7,966                  1,000
Payment processors                                                                              1,739                  1,800                     428
Other                                                                                                        176                     235                     649
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             6,614                20,995                19,262                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Held in the following currencies
(in Euro equivalents at the balance sheet date):
Euro                                                                                                      5,882                20,286                19,069
US Dollars                                                                                               575                     355                       25
British Pounds                                                                                           44                       44                     154
Other                                                                                                        113                     310                       14
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             6,614                20,995                19,262                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Comprising:
Own funds                                                                                            4,935                19,380                17,930
Customer balances (note 14)                                                                1,679                  1,615                     997
Funds held in escrow representing withholding tax 

for founder shareholders                                                                         –                         –                     335
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                             6,614                20,995                19,262
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Amount per share represented by own funds (in €)                             0.159                  0.622                  0.576                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
A more meaningful measure of the Group’s liquidity is disclosed in the report of the Group Finance Director.
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14.      TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balances with customers                                                                      1,679                  1,615                     997
Other trade payables                                                                             1,747                  1,121                  1,254
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total trade payables                                                                              3,426                  2,736                  2,251
Accruals                                                                                                2,043                  3,818                  2,891
Other creditors: balances due to founder shareholders 

in respect of withholding taxes recovered                                              –                         –                     335
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                             5,469                  6,554                  5,477                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
15.      OTHER TAXATION PAYABLE
                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Social security and other similar taxes                                                   197                       24                       13
Value added taxes                                                                                      38                         –                       78
Betting taxes and similar                                                                           29                       28                       82
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                264                       52                     173                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
16.      COMMITMENTS UNDER OPERATING LEASES

The Group leases various offices under non-cancellable operating leases. The leases have varying terms,
escalation clauses and renewal rights.

The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable leases are as follows:

                                                                                                                                         2010                   2009
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s

No later than one year                                                                                                        333                     308
Later than one year and no later than five years                                                                300                     512
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                           633                     820                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
17.      SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES

17.1    Share Capital

On 21 May 2010 shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings S.A., approved a redomiciliation to the Isle
of Man which resulted, pari passu, in shareholders receiving shares with a nominal value of €0.01 in
GVC Holdings PLC. As a result of this transaction, GVC Holdings PLC acquired all the assets and
liabilities of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. Arising from this transaction was the creation of a Merger
Reserve. The various transfers into this reserve are shown in the Consolidated Statement of Changes
in Equity, see page 158.

The authorised and issued share capital is:

                                                                                                                                                         2010
                                                                                                                                                       €000’s
Authorised
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December – 40,000,000 shares                                                                                                400
                                                                                                                                               –––––––––
Issued, Called Up and Fully Paid
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December – 31,135,762 shares                                                                                                311                                                                                                                                               –––––––––
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The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are
entitled to one vote per share at meetings of the Company. However, should the Company not be
satisfied as to the true identity of the shareholders it can suspend the entitlement of those shareholders
to (a) vote at general meetings of the Company; and/or (b) to receive dividends.

17.2    Reserves
                                                          Retained Earnings
                                                               Pre                  Post                             Share         Share       Merger
                                              reconstruction  reconstruction           Total        capital     Premium       reserve           Total
                                                          €000’s               €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s

At 1 January 2010                             30,465                       –        30,465        38,608          8,748                 –        77,821
Result for the year                              1,750                1,695          3,445                 –                 –                 –          3,445
Arising on reconstruction                  (8,930)                      –         (8,930)     (38,297)       (8,748)       55,975                 –
Dividends paid                                           –               (3,113)       (3,113)                –                 –       (15,568)     (18,681)
Share option charge                               140                   342             482                 –                 –                 –             482
Share options cancelled*                      (383)                      –            (383)                –                 –                 –            (383)
                                                     ––––––––         ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––
At 31 December 2010                      23,042               (1,076)       21,966             311                 –        40,407        62,684                                                     ––––––––         ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––   ––––––––
* share options were cancelled and bought out on 27 January 2010, the credit to retained earnings relating to this is €383k.

The ‘Merger reserve’ arose on the re-domiciliation of the Group from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man.
It consists of the pre-redomiciliation reserves of the Luxembourg company plus the difference in the
issued share capital (31,135,762 share at €0.01 versus 31,135,762 shares at €1.24).

17.3    Capital Management Policies and Procedures

The Group’s capital management objectives are to ensure its ability to continue as a going concern
and to provide an adequate return to shareholders and benefits to other stakeholders by pricing
services commensurately with the level of risk, and maintaining an optimal capital structure to reduce
the cost of capital. The Group intends to pay around 75 per cent. of its net cashflows to shareholders
by way of dividends.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may issue new shares, return capital
to shareholders, limit the amount of dividends paid, or sell assets.

Total equity employed at 31 December 2010 was €62.7 million (2009: €78.3 million).

18.      DIVIDENDS

After the balance sheet date, but up to the date on which these financial statements were approved, the
following dividends were proposed by the Directors:

                                                                                                              2010                   2009                   2008

Total amount                                                                                €3,113,576                     €nil         €6,227,152
Amount per qualifying share                                                               €0.10                     €nil                  €0.20                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
On the 4 June 2010 a special dividend of €0.50 per share totalling €15,567,881 was paid to shareholders. As
this related to the reserves of the former holding company this has been charged against the merger reserve.
On the 28 October 2010 an interim dividend of €0.10 per share totalling €3,113,576 was paid to
shareholders. See the statement of changes in equity on page 158.

19.      SHARE OPTION SCHEMES

The Group has two share option schemes, the ‘original’ scheme that has been in place since the IPO of GVC
Holdings PLC’s predecessor Gaming VC Holdings S.A and the ‘new’ scheme that was approved by
shareholders on 21 May 2010.
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The following options to purchase €0.01 ordinary shares in the Company were granted, bought out, lapsed
or existing at the year end.

                                                                                                                                                                  Exercisable
                                                Existing at                                                                           Existing at                     at                    
Date                     Exercise      1 January     Granted in                              Lapsed in   31 December  31 December         Vesting
of Grant                     Price               2010          the year     Bought out          the year                2010                2010        criteria

14 Dec 04                  420p          310,000                     –                     –        (310,000)                     –                      –          Note a
16 May 06                 420p          140,000                     –                     –        (140,000)                     –                      –          Note a
01 Mar 07                  100p          800,000                     –        (566,667)                   –           233,333           183,337          Note a
15 May 07                 129p          154,590                     –                     –                     –           154,590           138,491          Note a
26 Feb 08              138.16p          150,000                     –                     –                     –           150,000           106,250          Note a
12 Dec 08                  126p          400,000                     –        (108,333)                   –           291,667             91,663          Note a
21 May 10                 213p                     –       1,675,000                     –                     –        1,675,000                      –         Note b
21 May 10                     1p                     –          300,000                     –                     –           300,000                      –          Note c
21 May 10                     1p                     –          100,000                     –                     –           100,000                      –         Note d
21 May 10                 150p                     –          700,000                     –                     –           700,000                      –          Note e
                                                 ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Total all schemes                    1,954,590       2,775,000        (675,000)       (450,000)       3,604,590           519,741                                                 ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month. 63 per cent. of these options have currently
vested and the remaining 37 per cent. are expected to vest during 2011 and 2012.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme; it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(e)    These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2010 was €482,000 (2009:
€213,000).
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19.1    Weighted Average Exercise Price of Options

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options is as follows:

                                                                  Weighted                                       Weighted
                                                                    average          Number of              average          Number of
                                                          exercise price               options     exercise price               options
                                                                        2010                   2010                   2009                   2009

Outstanding at the beginning of the year        135p           1,954,590                   176p           2,723,359
Granted during the year                                   167p           2,775,000                         –                         –
Forfeited during the year                                 231p          (1,125,000)                  155p             (768,769)                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Outstanding at the end of the year                  156p           3,604,590                   184p           1,954,590                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Exercisable at the end of the year                                         519,741                                      1,254,006                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The options outstanding at 31 December 2010 have a weighted average contractual life of 8.3 years
(2009: 6.9 years).

The weighted average fair value of the options granted in the year was 39p.

19.2    Valuation of Options

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted in 2010, 2008 and 2007 were
measured by reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the
services received is measured on a Binomial valuation model. The contractual life of the option
(10 years) is used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the
Binomial model. The option exercise price for all individuals was the average market price on grant
date, or a premium thereto apart from K Alexander whose options were priced at a premium to the
market price on the date of the announcement of his appointment.

Fair value of share options and assumptions:

                   Share price                                                                                                     
                          at date           Exercise                                                             Expected                              Fair value at
Date of           of grant*                 price           Expected            Exercise            dividend           Risk free    measurement
grant                      (in £)                (in £)          volatility            multiple                  yield               rate**                  date

1 Mar 07                1.08                  1.00                  65%                       2                    8%               5.02%                  0.46
15 May 07             1.22                  1.29                  50%                       2                    8%               5.33%                  0.40
13 Jul 07                1.42                  2.98                  60%                       2                    8%               5.63%                  0.53
13 Jul 07                1.42                  1.60                  60%                       2                    8%               5.63%                  0.53
21 Aug 07              1.25                  1.29                  60%                       2                    8%               5.07%                  0.48
21 Sep 07               1.32                1.345                  55%                       2                    8%               5.08%                  0.48
27 Nov 07              1.33                  1.33                  50%                       2                    8%               4.80%                  0.44
26 Feb 08               1.35              1.3816                  50%                       2                  12%               4.53%                  0.35
12 Dec 08              1.05                  1.26                  50%                       2                  12%               3.02%                  0.17
21 May 10             1.85                  2.13                  60%                       2                  17%               2.75%                  0.39
21 May 10             1.85                  0.01                  60%                       2                  17%               2.75%                  0.05
21 May 10             1.85                  1.50                  60%                       2                  17%               2.75%                  0.59                     ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
* This is the bid price, not the mid-market price, at market close, as sourced from Bloomberg.

** The measurement of the risk-free rate was based on rate of UK sovereign debt prevalent at each grant date over the
expected term of the option.

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to
publicly available information. There are no market conditions associated with the share option
grants.
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20.      FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The Group’s principal financial instruments as at 31 December 2010 comprise cash and cash equivalents.
The main purpose of these financial instruments is to finance the Group’s operations. The Group has other
financial instruments which mainly comprise receivables and payables, which arise directly from its
operations. Cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables have been classified as loans and
receivables and trade and other payables, and deferred consideration as financial liabilities measured at
amortised cost.

During the year, the Group did not use derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to foreign
exchange or interest rate risks arising from operational, financing and investment activities. The Group does
not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading purposes.

20.1    Market Risk

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates
will affect the Group’s income or value of its holdings of financial instruments. Exposure to market
risk (which includes currency and interest rate risk) arises in the normal course of the Group’s
business.

20.2    Foreign Exchange Risk

Foreign exchange risk arises from transactions, recognised assets and liabilities and net investments
in foreign operations. The Group does not use foreign exchange contracts to hedge its currency risk.
The Group dividend is declared in the Euro. Two weeks before the dividend is due to be paid, the
Company sells Euro and buys British Pounds for an amount equal to the dividend.

The Group considers its net exposure to currency risk to be low and that the potential savings from
managing this exposure to be minimal.

The Group has investments in foreign operations which are all denominated in Euros minimising the
Group’s exposure to currency translation risk.

20.2.1 Analysis of the Balance Sheet by Currency
                                                                   Euro                 GBP                 USD                Other                 Total
At 31 December 2010                            €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s

Non-current assets                                 63,290                       –                       –                       –              63,290
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   4,443                     40                   215                   135                4,833
Tax reclaimable                                         1,356                       –                       –                       –                1,356
Other tax reclaimable                                     19                       –                       –                       –                     19
Cash and cash equivalents                         5,882                     44                   575                   113                6,614
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                               11,700                     84                   790                   248              12,822
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (4,821)                 (213)                 (419)                   (16)              (5,469)
Taxation payable                                      (1,525)                      –                       –                       –               (1,525)
Other taxation liabilities                             (264)                      –                       –                       –                  (264)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                          (6,610)                 (213)                 (419)                   (16)              (7,258)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                      5,090                  (129)                  371                   232                5,564
Long Term Liabilities
– Deferred consideration*                       (6,170)                      –                       –                       –               (6,170)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities       62,210                  (129)                  371                   232              62,684                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
* priced in US Dollars but at a fixed Euro exchange rate.
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                                                                   Euro                 GBP                 USD                Other                 Total
At 31 December 2009                             €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s

Non-current assets                                   64,334                       –                       –                       –              64,334
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   3,120                   202                   527                     78                3,927
Tax reclaimable                                         3,195                       –                       –                       –                3,195
Cash and cash equivalents                       20,286                     44                   355                   310              20,995
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                                  26,601                   246                   882                   388              28,117
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (5,820)                 (119)                   (61)                 (554)              (6,554)
Taxation payable                                      (2,722)                      –                       –                       –               (2,722)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                             (8,542)                 (119)                   (61)                 (554)              (9,276)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                    18,059                   127                   821                  (166)             18,841
Long Term Liabilities
– Deferred consideration*                       (5,354)                      –                       –                       –               (5,354)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities           77,039                   127                   821                  (166)             77,821                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
*priced in US Dollars but at a fixed Euro exchange rate.

                                                                   Euro                 GBP                 USD                Other                 Total
At 31 December 2008                             €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s               €000’s

Non-current assets                                   57,428                       –                       –                       –              57,428
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                   5,793                     55                     19                     72                5,939
Tax reclaimable                                         2,611                       –                       –                       –                2,611
Cash and cash equivalents                       19,069                   154                     25                     14              19,262
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current assets                                  27,473                   209                     44                     86              27,812
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Trade and other payables                         (3,729)              (1,467)                 (151)                 (130)              (5,477)
Taxation payable                                      (3,155)                      –                       –                       –               (3,155)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total current liabilities                             (6,884)              (1,467)                 (151)                 (130)              (8,632)
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Net current assets                                    20,589               (1,258)                 (107)                   (44)             19,180
                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities           78,017               (1,258)                 (107)                   (44)             76,608                                                           ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––         ––––––––
A significant proportion of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities are denominated in
Euros, which minimises the Group’s exposure to foreign exchange risk. Management do not
consider the impact of possible exchange rate movements based on current market conditions
to be material to the net result for the year.

20.3    Interest Rate Risk

The Group earns interest from bank deposits. During the year, the Group held cash on deposits with
a range of maturities of less than three months. The Group had no committed borrowing facilities as
at 31 December 2010 (2009: nil).

Management do not consider the impact of possible interest rate movements based on current market
conditions to be material to the net result for the year or the equity position at the year end for either
the year ended 31 December 2009 or 31 December 2010.

20.4    Credit Risk

The Group has no significant concentrations of credit risk with exposure spread over a large number
of customers. The Group does not grant credit facilities to any of its customers and the maximum
exposure to credit risk is represented by the carrying amount of each financial asset in the balance
sheet.

The Group has material exposure to credit risk through amounts owed by Webdollar (a third party
collection agency) of €0.9 million (2009: €2.07 million) and cash balances held with the Bank of
Valetta of €4.7 million (2009: Barclays Bank plc €11 million). The Group considers the credit risk
associated with these balances to be low, having assessed the credit ratings and financial strength of
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the counter-parties involved. The Group is seeking to diversify its banking deposits to further reduce
credit risk.

No provision for impairment has been made at 31 December 2010 (2009: €nil). No receivable
amounts were past due date at 31 December 2010 (2009: €nil).

20.5    Liquidity Risk

At 31 December 2010, the Group had cash and cash equivalents of €6.6 million (2009: €21.0 million)
and considers liquidity risk to be low for the business. All financial liabilities at the year-end are due
within one year, with the exception of the deferred consideration on Betboo.

20.6    Fair Values

The carrying amounts of the financial assets and liabilities, including deferred consideration in the
Balance Sheet at 31 December 2010 and 2009 for the Group and Company are a reasonable
approximation of their fair values. All trade and other receivables and payables have a maturity of less
than one year.

20.7    Summary of Financial Assets and Liabilities by Category

The carrying amounts of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities recognised at the balance sheet
date are categorised as follows:

                                                                                                   2010                   2009                   2008
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Current assets:
Financial assets measured as loans and receivables:
– Trade and Other receivables                                                   3,869                  3,264                  5,649
– Cash and cash equivalents                                                      6,614                20,995                19,262
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current liabilities:
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost:
– Trade and other payables                                                        5,469                  6,554                  5,477
– Deferred consideration                                                           6,170                  5,354                         –                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

21.      RELATED PARTIES

21.1    Identity of Related Parties

The Group has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (see note 22) and with its Directors
and executive officers.

21.2    Transactions with Directors and Key Management Personnel

Nigel Blythe-Tinker is the Executive chairman of Pentasia Limited, a leading recruiter in the field of
internet gaming. During the year ended 31 December 2010, Pentasia provided recruitment services to
various members of the Group to a value of €125,998 (2009: €67,566).

Karl Diacono is the Chief Executive Officer of Fenlex Corporate Services Limited, a corporate service
provider incorporated in Malta. During the year ended 31 December 2010, Fenlex received €52,311
from the Group in relation to Company secretarial matters arising in Malta (2009: €52,780).

Richard Cooper and his wife are the shareholders of Rousset Capital Limited, a company incorporated
in the United Kingdom. During the year ended 31 December 2010, Rousset Capital Limited provided
conference and meeting room services amounting to £22,237 (€26,159) (2009: £12,600 (€14,354)).
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Lee Feldman is the Managing Partner of Twin Lakes Capital, a private equity firm based in New York.
During the year ended 31 December 2010, Twin Lakes Capital received £50,000 (€57,564) (2009: £nil
(€nil)) in relation to office services.

The Directors are satisfied that all of the above arrangements were at arms-length commercial rates.

Details of the remuneration of key management are detailed below:

                                                                                                                              2010                   2009
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

Salaries and employee benefits                                                                            3,913                  1,673
Share based payments                                                                                             222                     161
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                             4,135                  1,834                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Details of Directors remuneration is given in the Report of the Remuneration Committee on page 196.

22.      GROUP ENTITIES

Significant subsidiaries Country of incorporation                              Ownership interest
                                                                     2010                   2009

GVC Corporation B.V.* Dutch Caribbean                                        100%                  100%
Intera N.V. Dutch Caribbean                                        100%                  100%
Gaming VC Corporation Limited Malta                                                           100%                  100%
GVC Administration Services Limited England and Wales                                     100%                         –

                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––
*      also has a branch registered in Israel

23.      CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The Group, through its trading websites, offers progressive jackpots on slot machines.

Betaland Progressive Jackpots

The progressive jackpot fund in which the Betaland site participates is part of a network scheme; that is to
say, it is built up based on the gaming activity of every player from every operator in the network. At the end
of each month, each operator pays into the central fund the amount added into it as calculated from the play
of their own customers and receives back from the fund the value of jackpots won by their own customers
(less a deduction to re-seed the jackpot to its starting value). If Gaming VC customers never win such a
jackpot, Gaming VC still has to pay into the fund, but it has the peace of mind that if one of their customers
does win a substantial jackpot then Gaming VC does not have to carry that cost itself; it is basically an
insurance policy but one which provides a strong revenue-generating tool in the jackpot games themselves.

CasinoClub Progressive Jackpots

Unlike Betaland, CasinoClub does not participate in the network progressive jackpot scheme; instead, it
offers an equivalent system in which only its own customers participate. This means that CasinoClub make
no contributions to the central fund as it builds up (since they are the only operator in the scheme, this would
serve no purpose) and, should a CasinoClub customer win the progressive jackpot, there is no central fund
to cover the payout so the cost of this would be taken directly to the Income Statement in the period in which
it would be won.

Across 29 games, the total of the available jackpots at 31 December 2010 was €5.1 million (2009: 42 games
and total available jackpot of €6.5 million). The single largest jackpot available amounted to €2.5 million
from the slots game “Aladdin’s Lamp” (2009: €2.2 million).
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The Group had one single winner of a significant jackpot, winning a video poker game (2009, one winner
of a slots game known as ‘Roman Empire’) In accordance with the Group’s policy, the amount withdrawn
by the customer (in this case €258,000 (2009: €250,000) has been treated as an exceptional item (see
note 4.2).

24.      ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS

The Directors discuss the development, selection and disclosure of the Group’s critical accounting policies
and estimates and the application of these policies and estimates.

In the application of the accounting policies, which are detailed in this note, the Directors are required to
make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical
experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from these
estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only
that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods. The estimates and assumptions, which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year, are discussed below.

Intangible assets

For all acquisitions management has recognised separately identifiable intangible assets on the Balance
Sheet. These intangible assets have been valued based on expected future cash flow projections from existing
customers. The calculations of the value and estimated future economic life of the assets involve, by the
nature of the assets, significant judgement.

Customer liabilities

Customer liabilities represent cash held by the Group on behalf of customers. These are stated net of an
allowance for uncollected dormant balances. Management apply judgement calculating the allowance by
reference to player terms and conditions

The estimates and judgements which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.

Receivables

Management apply judgement in evaluating the recoverability of receivables. To the extent that the Board
believes receivables not to be recovered they have been provided for in the financial statements.

24.1    Impairment of Goodwill and Trademarks

Determining whether goodwill and trademarks with an indefinite useful life are impaired requires an
estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units. The value-in-use calculation requires the
entity to estimate the future cash flows expected to arise from the cash-generating unit and select a
suitable discount rate in order to calculate present value. Note 10.2 provides information on the
assumptions used in these financial statements.

The valuation work to assess the impairment of goodwill and intangible assets was conducted by
Chartered Accountants, BDO Stoy Hayward, London.

24.2    Share Options

Accounting for share option charges requires a degree of judgement over such matters as dividend
yield, and expected volatility. Further details on the assumptions made by management are disclosed
in note 19.
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24.3    Open Bets

The Directors review the scale and magnitude of open bets frequently, and in particular at the balance
sheet date. Assessments are made on whether to make provisions for the outcome of such open bets.
Management have assessed that the value of open bets at year end is not material.

25.      LITIGATION WITH BOSS MEDIA

The Group has two principal disputes with Boss Media, both of which were disclosed in the AIM Admission
Document dated 19 April 2010.

Notice of Termination of Italian operations of Gaming VC Corporation of Malta from Boss Media

A judicial protest was filed in Malta by Gaming VC Corporation Limited (“Gaming VC Corporation”) on
21 January 2010 refuting a notice of termination sent by Boss Media Malta Casino Limited and Boss Media
Malta Poker Limited (together “Boss”) to terminate the services provided by Boss to Gaming VC
Corporation by which Gaming VC Corporation offers a number of games in Italy using the Boss platform.

The judicial protest was filed on the grounds that the termination letters do not fulfil the termination
requirements as set out in the licence agreements currently existing between Boss and Gaming VC
Corporation dated 27 March 2009 and should therefore be considered invalid. Gaming VC Corporation, by
means of the judicial process, is requiring Boss to withdraw its notice of termination and, in the event that
such notice of termination is not withdrawn, Gaming VC Corporation will sue for damages.

A prohibitory injunction preventing Boss from terminating its services provided in Italy was granted in June
2010 by the Maltese Courts. Gaming VC Corporation proceeded to file the substantive claim and the case is
presently in front of the First Hall Civil Court of Malta. A sitting was scheduled for the 24 March 2011 but
was subsequently postponed until June 2011.

Dispute involving Gaming VC Corporation and Boss Media AB and Boss Media Malta Casino Limited

A dispute has arisen in relation to the Software Licence Agreement dated 27 March 2009 entered into
between Boss Media Malta Casino Limited (“Boss Media Malta Casino”) and Gaming VC Corporation
Limited (“Gaming VC Corporation”). Boss Media Malta Casino’s obligations under the Boss Media Malta
Casino Software Licence Agreement are guaranteed by its parent company, Boss Media AB (“Boss Media”).
The Boss Media Malta Casino Software Licence Agreement is governed by the laws of Malta and is subject
to the jurisdiction of the Courts of Malta.

In 2008, GTECH (a company incorporated and registered in the United States) acquired control of Boss
Media and Boss Media Malta Casino. GTECH also owns St. Minver Limited (a company incorporated and
registered in Gibraltar). St. Minver Limited has a licence from the Gibraltar Gaming Authority to offer online
games on the internet. St. Minver Limited offers games on the internet on behalf of clients under this licence.
In 2006, Lottomatica S.p.A. (a company incorporated and registered in Italy) acquired GTECH.

The background to the dispute is that certain third parties have obtained unauthorised access to Gaming VC
Corporation’s customer database and have been unlawfully targeting Gaming VC Corporation’s customers,
thereby causing Gaming VC Corporation very substantial damage. Gaming VC Corporation alleges that
employees and/or representatives of Boss Media Malta Casino, Boss Media and/or St. Minver Limited have
been involved in this unauthorised activity.

Gaming VC Corporation has instructed Fenech & Fenech Advocates in Malta. Court proceedings were
issued on 20 April 2010 in Malta by Gaming VC Corporation. Substantial damages have been claimed. Boss
Media Malta Casino issued a reply, in which it denied the claim and challenged the jurisdiction of the
Maltese Courts. The parties have filed various submissions in relation to jurisdiction and a substantive
hearing in relation to the issue of jurisdiction took place on 10 March 2011. The Maltese Court is due to hand
down its decision as to whether it has jurisdiction to hear Gaming VC Corporation’s claim on 29 April 2011.

In addition, Boss Media has issued an Arbitration Request in Sweden against GVC Corporation BV, a
company incorporated and registered in the Dutch Caribbean, in accordance with the Arbitration rules of the
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Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (the “SCC”). In its Request, Boss Media is
seeking declaratory relief that it has not breached its confidentiality obligations set out in a Software Licence
Agreement dated 21 December 2004 entered into between Boss Media and GVC Corporation BV, which was
the agreement preceding the Software Licence Agreement dated 27 March 2009 referred to above.

GVC Corporation BV has issued a Response to the Arbitration Request, in which it challenges the
jurisdiction of the SCC. An Arbitral Tribunal made up of three arbitrators has been appointed. The Arbitral
Tribunal will consider and decide whether it has jurisdiction to hear the Arbitration Request. A hearing date
for the jurisdictional challenge has been provisionally fixed for 20 and 21 June 2011.

26.      GOING CONCERN

The Group’s business activities, together with the factors likely to affect its future performance and position
are set out in the Chairman’s, Chief Executive’s and Group Finance Director’s statements. Note 20 to the
financial statements sets out the Group’s financial risk management policies, and its exposure to credit risk
and liquidity risk.

The Directors have assessed the financial risks facing the business, and compared this risk assessment to the
net current assets position and dividend policy. The Directors have also reviewed relationships with key
suppliers and software providers and are satisfied that the appropriate contracts and contingency plans are in
place. The Directors have prepared income statement and cash flow forecasts to assess whether the Group
has adequate resources for the foreseeable future.

The Directors consider that the Group has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the
consolidated financial statements.

27.      SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

There have been no subsequent events between 31 December 2010 and the date of the signing of these
accounts that merit inclusion.
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REPORT OF THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee is comprised of the three Non-Executive Directors and is currently chaired by
Nigel Blythe-Tinker. The Committee determines the remuneration packages of the Executive Directors and
other senior management, and is required by the board to review the bonus arrangements of any employee
or consultant to the Group. The Committee meets at least twice a year.

Group Remuneration Policy

In accordance with its remit, the Committee’s policy is to determine the remuneration packages of the
Executive Directors and other senior management in order to ensure that the relevant individuals are
provided with appropriate incentives to encourage enhanced performance and are, in a fair and responsible
manner, rewarded for their individual contributions to the success of the Company.

Remuneration Package

The remuneration package comprises basic salary and benefits, annual bonus and long term incentive
arrangements. The Executive Directors and senior management are remunerated using the policy described
below.

Basic Salary and Benefits

Basic salary is set for each individual based on individual performance and achievement of objectives and
following the consideration of compensation information for other companies in the e-gaming industry, both
quoted and unquoted. The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee is also Executive Chairman of the
specialist e-gaming recruitment company Pentasia Limited, and therefore has considerable insight into
comparable salaries and benefits packages. The Executive Directors are also entitled to health and life cover.

Pension

The Group did not operate a pension plan for the Executive Directors or senior management in 2010.

Annual Bonus

Bonus scheme arrangements are in place for all members of staff, including the Executive Directors. The
staff bonuses are based on individual performance and the Executive Directors linked to the performance of
the Group as detailed below.

The Remuneration Committee after consulting with shareholders has decided that Executive Directors
annual bonuses should be linked directly to the dividends paid by the Company. Accordingly, both Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper will receive a bonus each year equal to the dividends (excluding the special
dividend paid on 28 June 2010) that would have been paid by the Company to that Director in the relevant
period in respect of the GVC Holdings Shares subject to unexercised awards granted under the ‘new’ scheme
to that Director as if those awards had already been exercised (and the GVC Holdings shares issued) at the
record date for payment of the relevant dividend.
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Directors’ Emoluments

Summary
                                                                                                         Benefits
                                             Salary/Fees                 Bonus               in Kind          Total 2010          Total 2009
                                                              €                         €                         €                         €                         €

Executive Directors
K Alexander                                581,577           1,531,607                  8,956           2,122,140              831,435
R Cooper                                    319,868              527,407                  4,813              852,088              452,285
Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                                  151,210              334,364                         –              485,574              100,513
N Blythe-Tinker                           97,458                  7,500                         –              104,958                94,916
K Diacono                                    50,000                         –                         –                50,000                40,000
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                1,200,113           2,400,878                13,769           3,614,760           1,519,149                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The Directors emoluments include amounts of an exceptional nature shown in note 4.2 and included within
‘exceptional items’ in the income statement (€1,871,382), the remaining amounts are shown in ‘operating
costs’ (€1,743,378).

Bonus
                                       Dividend     Exercise of                LTIP
                                          related              option  compensation            Special       Total 2010       Total 2009
                                           Note 1             Note 2             Note 3             Note 4                                     Note 5
                                                   €                      €                      €                      €                      €                      €

Executive Directors
K Alexander                       80,000           708,254           743,353                      –        1,531,607           463,351
R Cooper                            40,000           103,592           383,815                      –           527,407           251,140
Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                         40,000                      –                      –           294,364           334,364                      –
N Blythe-Tinker                   7,500                      –                      –                      –               7,500                      –
                                     ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––
                                        167,500           811,846        1,127,168           294,364        2,400,878           714,491                                     ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––        ––––––––

Notes:

(1)   See below; further details can be found in the annual bonus summary on page 196.

K Alexander R Cooper L Feldman N Blythe-Tinker

Share option base 800,000 400,000 400,000 75,000
Dividend per share after redomiciliation €0.10 €0.10 €0.10 €0.10
Dividend bonus €80,000 €40,000 €40,000 €7,500–––––––– –––––––– –––––––– ––––––––

(2)   The Group entered into an agreement as disclosed on AIM on the 27 January 2010 with its Executive Directors, Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper, for the cancellation of their existing vested share options. Kenneth Alexander has agreed to
cancel 566,667 options with an exercise price of 100p per share in return for a compensation payment of £629,000 and Richard
Cooper has agreed to cancel 108,333 options with a strike price of 126p per share in return for a compensation payment of
£92,000.

(3)   One-off discretionary payments in recognition of their importance to the business and their lack of participation to date in a Long-
Term Incentive Plan as disclosed on AIM on the 27 January 2010.

(4)   In recognition of services relating to the redomiciliation from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man.

(5)   All of this was performance related.
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Directors’ Service and Consultancy Agreements

                                                                                                                                                 Notice period by
                                                                        Date appointed          Service contract*                   either party

Executive Directors
K Alexander                                                       19 April 2010                                Yes                     12 Months
R Cooper                                                           19 April 2010                                Yes                     12 Months
Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                                                         19 April 2010                                 No                       3 months
N Blythe-Tinker                                                19 April 2010                                 No                       3 months
K Diacono                                                         19 April 2010                                 No                       3 months

*      All of the Non-Executive Directors are engaged by letters of appointment.

Long-term Incentive Schemes

The Group operates two schemes, the ‘original’ scheme and a ‘new’ scheme, the Executive Director’s and
Senior Management participate in both.

Original Scheme

The original scheme has had ten main grants. At 31 December 2010, 63 per cent. of the outstanding grants
had vested and the remaining 37 per cent. are expected to vest during 2011 and 2012.

New Scheme

Following a vote by shareholders in an Extraordinary General Meeting held in Luxembourg on the 21 May
2010 the Group introduced a new scheme and made an initial award to the Executive Directors and certain
Senior Management. It is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as follows; one
third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards
and the balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following
24 months. Once vested, awards will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the
end of which period they will lapse.

Initial awards granted to senior management will be subject to a performance condition which will require
the Company’s average share price reach a pre determined price over a period of 30 dealing days before the
initial awards are capable of being exercised. Once the performance condition has been satisfied, the initial
awards will be exercisable, to the extent vested until the tenth anniversary of their date of grant. No
performance conditions will apply to the initial awards granted to the Executive Directors.

It is the Remuneration Committee’s intention that no further awards under the new scheme will be granted
to any holder of an initial award within the period of two years following the date of grant of the initial
awards.

Directors’ Share Options
                                                                         Existing at                                                                          Existing at        Vested at                       
                                                        Option 31 December        Issued in           Bought       Lapsed in 31 December 31 December            Expiry
                                  Scheme             price               2009          the year                out*          the year               2010               2010                date
Executive Directors
K Alexander             Original             100p          800,000                     –        (566,667)                   –          233,333          183,337        28-02-16
K Alexander                   New             213p                     –          800,000                     –                     –          800,000                     –        20-05-20
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
                                                                             800,000          800,000        (566,667)                   –       1,033,333          183,337
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
R Cooper                  Original             126p          400,000                     –        (108,333)                   –          291,667            91,663        11-12-18
R Cooper                        New             213p                     –          400,000                     –                     –          400,000                     –        20-05-20
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
                                                                             400,000          400,000        (108,333)                   –          691,667            91,663
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
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                                                                         Existing at                                                                          Existing at        Vested at                       
                                                        Option 31 December        Issued in           Bought       Lapsed in 31 December 31 December            Expiry
                                 Scheme              price               2009          the year                out*          the year               2010               2010                date
Non-Executive
Directors
L Feldman               Original               420p          200,000                     –                     –        (200,000)                   –                     –                N/A
L Feldman                    New               213p                     –          400,000                     –                     –          400,000                     –        20-05-20
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
                                                                             200,000          400,000                     –        (200,000)        400,000                     –
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
N Blythe-Tinker      Original               420p          250,000                     –                     –        (250,000)                   –                     –                N/A
N Blythe-Tinker            New               213p                     –            75,000                     –                     –            75,000                     –        20-05-20
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
                                                                             250,000            75,000                     –        (250,000)          75,000                     –
                                                                          ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––       ––––––––
*      See page 197 note 2 for details.

Each of the Executive Directors will agree to retain the GVC Holdings PLC shares which he acquires on
exercise of his awards under the LTIP until the date of his cessation of employment with the Redomiciled
Group (save that each Executive Director will be permitted to sell sufficient of the GVC Holdings PLC
shares acquired on exercise to enable him to fund the exercise price of such awards and any income tax and
social security contribution liabilities which arise on exercise).

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2010 was €210,000 (2009:
€148,000).

Other Employees and Consultants

The majority of staff in the Group are also able to benefit financially from their endeavours through either a
discretionary bonus scheme and/or Group share option plans. Details of the outstanding share options are
listed below.

                                                                                                                                   Vested at
                                                                              Exercise          Number of      31 December                Vesting
Scheme                                                                       price               options                   2010               criteria

Original                                                                       129p              154,590              138,491                Note a
Original                                                                       138p              150,000              106,250                Note a
New                                                                                1p              300,000                         –                Note b
New                                                                                1p              100,000                         –                Note c
New                                                                            150p              700,000                         –                Note d                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month and will remain exercisable until 10 years after
the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2010 was €272,000 (2009:
€65,000).
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The total charge to the income statement for the years ending 31 December was:

                                                                                                                                         2010                   2009

Directors                                                                                                                    €210,000            €148,000
Other staff                                                                                                                  €272,000              €65,000
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                  €482,000            €213,000                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Nigel Blythe-Tinker
Chairman, Remuneration Committee

25 March 2011
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ADDITIONAL UNAUDITED INFORMATION

FIVE YEAR TRADING HISTORY

                                                                              2006              2007            2008*            2009*            2010*
                                                                           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                         40,573           42,639           48,907           52,148           54,907
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Gross profits                                                       30,201           33,405           40,271           42,758           45,095
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Operating profit                                                  12,630           16,192           17,494           14,450             5,158
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Profit before tax                                                 12,707           16,631           18,039           14,042             4,078
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Cash at the balance-sheet date                             9,407           15,859           19,262           20,995             6,614
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total dividend declared (pence)                                26p             29.8p             33.6p           60.22p             8.77p^
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

Interim dividend (euro)                                    €0.20             €0.20             €0.20             €0.20             €0.10
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

Final dividend (euro)                                     €0.186             €0.20             €0.20             €0.50             €0.10
                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

Total dividend (euro)                                      €0.386             €0.40             €0.40             €0.70             €0.20                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Total dividend paid during the 

year (€’000’s)                                                 15,612           12,176           12,454           12,454           18,681                                                                      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
*      The results for the financial years ending 2008, 2009 and 2010 exclude the results of Winzingo whose operations had been loss

making, this has been discontinued, see note 7 for further details.

^      Excludes the final dividend announced 28 March 2011.

The one month period from 30 November 2004 to 31 December 2004 has been omitted as being
unrepresentative.

In the 2006 financial year, there was a charge of €33,274k for impaired goodwill and a charge of €8,272k
for the accelerated amortisation of the software licences. The numbers above exclude these charges.
Including these charges, there was an operating loss of €28,934k and a loss before tax of €28,839k.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS
OF GVC HOLDINGS PLC

We have audited the parent company financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended
31 December 2010 which comprise the parent company balance sheet and the related notes. The financial
reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

This report is made solely to the Company’s members, as a body, in accordance with our contract with them.
Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Company’s members those matters we are
required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by
law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Company and the Company’s
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors

As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors Responsibilities, the Directors are responsible for the
preparation of the parent company financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair
view. Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the parent company financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards
require us to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s (APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the Audit of the Financial Statements

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on the APB’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/apb/scope/private.cfm.

Opinion on Financial Statements

In our opinion the parent company financial statements:

•          give a true and fair view of the state of the Company’s affairs as at 31 December 2010;

•          have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice; and

•          have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006.

Other Matter

We have reported separately on the group financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended
31 December 2010.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
Chartered Accountants
London

25 March 2011
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COMPANY BALANCE SHEET

                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                        Notes                €000’s
Fixed assets
Investments                                                                                                                             3                63,695
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Current assets
Debtors                                                                                                                                   4                  4,531
Cash at bank and in hand                                                                                                                              102
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
                                                                                                                                                                   4,633
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year                                                               5               (30,867)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Net current assets                                                                                                                                  (26,234)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Net assets                                                                                                                                                 37,461                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Capital and reserves
Issued share capital                                                                                                            6, 8                     311
Merger reserve                                                                                                                        8                40,407
Retained earnings                                                                                                                   8                 (3,257)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Total equity                                                                                                                                             37,461                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
The Financial Statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 25 March 2011 and signed on their
behalf by:

K.J. Alexander R.Q.M. Cooper
(Chief Executive Officer) (Chief Financial Officer)
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NOTES TO THE COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.        ACCOUNTING POLICIES

A summary of the significant accounting policies are set out below, these policies have been applied
consistently to the periods presented, unless otherwise stated.

1.1      Basis of Preparation

The financial information has been prepared on the historical cost basis, and in accordance with
applicable Isle of Man law and United Kingdom accounting standards.

1.2      Investments

Investments in subsidiary undertakings are stated at cost less amounts written off.

1.3      Cash Flow Statement

As permitted under Financial Reporting Standard 1, the Company has taken advantage of the
exemption from preparing a cash flow statement as one is published for the consolidated financial
statements.

1.4      Foreign Currency Translation

The Company maintains its accounting records in Euro and the balance sheet and profit and loss
account are expressed in this currency. Income and charges are translated at the exchange rates ruling
at the transaction date. Fixed assets are valued using historical exchange rates. Other current assets
and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies are translated into EUR at the rates of exchange in effect
at the balance sheet date. Realised exchange gains and losses and unrealised exchange losses are
recognised in the profit and loss account.

1.5      Fixed Assets

Investments in subsidiaries are show as fixed assets in the Company balance sheet, and are valued at
cost less any provision for impairment in value.

1.6      Trade and Other Debtors

Trade and other receivables are stated at their fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost.
A provision for impairment will be recorded where there is evidence that the Company will not be
able to collect all costs due according to the terms of the receivable concerned. When this is the case
the amortised cost for the receivable concerned will be the fair vale less the provision for impairment.

1.7      Trade and Other Creditors

Trade and other payables are stated at their fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost.

1.8      Share Based Payments

The Group has a share option scheme which allows Group employees and contractors to acquire
shares of the Company. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee expense with
a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and spread over the period
during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a binomial valuation model. This valuation
method take into account the terms and conditions upon which the options were granted. The amount
recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share options that vest. See note
7 for further details of the two schemes.
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Payments made to repurchase or cancel vested awards are accounted for with the fair value of the
options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation being taken to retained earnings; the balance
is taken to the income statement.

1.9      Related Party Transactions

Financial Reporting Standard 8, ‘Related Party Transactions’, requires the disclosure of the details of
material transactions between the reporting entity and related parties. The Company has taken
advantage of exemptions under FRS 8 not to disclose transactions between Group companies.

2.        PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

The loss for the year dealt with in the accounts of the Company was €1,357,000. The Company has not
presented a separate profit and loss account.

3.        INVESTMENTS

                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s
Investment in subsidiary undertakings
Additions and 31 December 2010                                                                                                           63,695
                                                                                                                                                        —————
Significant subsidiaries                                      Country of incorporation                      Ownership interest
                                                                                                                                         2010                   2009

GVC Corporation B.V.*                                     Dutch Caribbean                                 100%                  100%
Intera N.V.                                                          Dutch Caribbean                                 100%                  100%
Gaming VC Corporation Limited                      Malta                                                   100%                  100%
GVC Administration Services Limited              England and Wales                             100%                  100%
                                                                                                                             —————       —————
*also has a branch registered in Israel

4.        DEBTORS

                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Amounts owed by Group undertakings                                                                                                     3,160
Other debtors                                                                                                                                              1,350
Prepayments                                                                                                                                                    21
                                                                                                                                                        —————
                                                                                                                                                                   4,531
                                                                                                                                                        —————
5.        CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Amounts due to Group undertakings                                                                                                       30,866
Other creditors                                                                                                                                                   1
                                                                                                                                                        —————
                                                                                                                                                                 30,867
                                                                                                                                                        —————
6.        CALLED UP EQUITY SHARE CAPITAL

On 21 May 2010 shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings S.A., approved a redomiciliation to Luxembourg
which resulted, pari passu, in shareholders holding shares with a nominal value of €0.01 in GVC Holdings
PLC. As a result of this transaction, GVC Holdings PLC acquired all the assets and liabilities of Gaming VC
Holdings S.A. Arising from this transaction was the creation of a Merger Reserve, which is distributable.
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                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Authorised
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December - 40,000,000 shares                                                                                                            400
                                                                                                                                                        —————
Issued, Called Up and Fully Paid
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December - 31,135,762 shares                                                                                                            311
                                                                                                                                                        —————
The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled
to one vote per share at meetings of the Company. However, should the Company not be satisfied as to the
true identity of the shareholders it can suspend the entitlement of those shareholders to receive dividends.

7.        SHARE OPTION SCHEME

The Group has two share option schemes, the ‘original’ scheme that has been in place since the IPO of GVC
Holdings PLC’s predecessor Gaming VC Holdings S.A and the ‘new’ scheme that was approved by
shareholders on 21 May 2010.

The following options to purchase €0.01 ordinary shares in the Company were granted, bought out, lapsed
or existing at the year end.

                                                        Existing at                                                                                     Existing at   Exercisable at
                                  Exercise          1 January        Granted in              Bought          Lapsed in    31 December    31 December              Vesting
Date of Grant                 Price                  2010            the year                    out             the year                  2010                  2010              criteria

14 Dec 04                       420p             310,000                        –                        –           (310,000)                      –                        –               Note a
16 May 06                      420p             140,000                        –                        –           (140,000)                      –                        –               Note a
01 Mar 07                       100p             800,000                        –           (566,667)                      –             233,333             183,337               Note a
15 May 07                      129p             154,590                        –                        –                        –             154,590             138,491               Note a
26 Feb 08                   138.16p             150,000                        –                        –                        –             150,000             106,250               Note a
12 Dec 08                       126p             400,000                        –           (108,333)                      –             291,667               91,663               Note a
21 May 10                      213p                        –          1,675,000                        –                        –          1,675,000                        –               Note b
21 May 10                          1p                        –             300,000                        –                        –             300,000                        –               Note c
21 May 10                          1p                        –             100,000                        –                        –             100,000                        –               Note d
21 May 10                      150p                        –             700,000                        –                        –             700,000                        –               Note e
                                                         ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––                          
Total all schemes                             1,954,590          2,775,000           (675,000)          (450,000)        3,604,590             519,741                                                         ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––          ———––                          
Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month. 63 per cent. of these options have currently
vested and the remaining 37 per cent. are expected to vest during 2011 and 2012.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme; it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(e)    These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.
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The charge to the profit and loss account in respect of these options in 2010 was €349,000 (2009: €nil).

7.1      Weighted average exercise price of options

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options is as follows:

                                                                  Weighted                                       Weighted
                                                                    average                                         average
                                                                    exercise          Number of              exercise          Number of
                                                                        price               options                   price               options
                                                                        2010                   2010                   2009                   2009

Outstanding at the beginning of the year        135p           1,954,590                   176p           2,723,359
Granted during the year                                   167p           2,775,000                         –                         –
Forfeited during the year                                 231p          (1,125,000)                  155p             (768,769)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Outstanding at the end of the year                  156p           3,604,590                   184p           1,954,590
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Exercisable at the end of the year                                         519,741                                      1,254,006
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
The options outstanding at 31 December 2010 have a weighted average contractual life of 8.3 years
(2009: 6.9 years).

The weighted average fair value of the options granted in the year was 39p.

7.2      Valuation of options

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted in 2010, 2008 and 2007 were
measured by reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the
services received is measured on a Binomial valuation model. The contractual life of the option (10
years) is used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the
Binomial model. The option exercise price for all individuals was the average market price on grant
date, or a premium thereto apart from K Alexander whose options were priced at a premium to the
market price on the date of the announcement of his appointment.

Fair value of share options and assumptions:

                     Share price at          Exercise                                                         Expected                            Fair value at
                     date of grant*                price         Expected          Exercise          dividend          Risk free    measurement
Date of grant               (in £)               (in £)         volatility           multiple                yield              rate**                  date

1 Mar 07                      1.08                 1.00                 65%                      2                   8%              5.02%                  0.46
15 May 07                    1.22                 1.29                 50%                      2                   8%              5.33%                  0.40
13 Jul 07                      1.42                 2.98                 60%                      2                   8%              5.63%                  0.53
13 Jul 07                      1.42                 1.60                 60%                      2                   8%              5.63%                  0.53
21 Aug 07                    1.25                 1.29                 60%                      2                   8%              5.07%                  0.48
21 Sep 07                     1.32               1.345                 55%                      2                   8%              5.08%                  0.48
27 Nov 07                    1.33                 1.33                 50%                      2                   8%              4.80%                  0.44
26 Feb 08                     1.35             1.3816                 50%                      2                 12%              4.53%                  0.35
12 Dec 08                     1.05                 1.26                 50%                      2                 12%              3.02%                  0.17
21 May 10                    1.85                 2.13                 60%                      2                 17%              2.75%                  0.39
21 May 10                    1.85                 0.01                 60%                      2                 17%              2.75%                  0.05
21 May 10                    1.85                 1.50                 60%                      2                 17%              2.75%                  0.59

* This is the bid price, not the mid-market price, at market close, as sourced from Bloomberg.

** The measurement of the risk-free rate was based on rate of UK sovereign debt prevalent at each grant date over the
expected term of the option.

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to
publicly available information. There are no market conditions associated with the share option
grants.
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8.        SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES

                                                                                  Share               Merger             Retained                           
                                                                               Capital              Reserve            Earnings                   Total
                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

At 5 January 2010                                                            –                         –                         –                         –
Shares issued in the period                                           311                         –                         –                     311
Merger with Gaming VC Holdings S.A.                          –                55,975                     864                56,839
Earnings for the period                                                     –                         –                 (1,357)               (1,357)
Dividends paid                                                                  –               (15,568)               (3,113)             (18,681)
Share option charge                                                          –                         –                     349                     349
                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
At 31 December 2010                                                 311                40,407                 (3,257)               37,461
                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
9.        DIVIDENDS

The dividends paid in the year were as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                    2010
                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Special dividend at €0.50 per share                                                                                                         15,568
Interim dividend at €0.10 per share                                                                                                           3,113
                                                                                                                                                          ————–
                                                                                                                                                                 18,681
                                                                                                                                                          ————–
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SECTION C: GVC 2011 AUDITED ACCOUNTS

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF GVC HOLDINGS PLC

We have audited the group financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended 31 December 2011
which comprise the Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income,
the Consolidated Balance Sheet, the Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity, the Consolidated
Statement of Cashflows and the related notes. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in
their preparation is applicable law and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by
the European Union.

This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with our contract with them.
Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the company’s members those matters we are
required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by
law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the company and the company’s
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditor

As explained more fully in the Directors’ Responsibilities Statement, the Directors are responsible for the
preparation of the group financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view. Our
responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the group financial statements in accordance with
applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to
comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s (APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the Audit of the Financial Statements

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on the APB’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/apb/scope/private.cfm.

Opinion on Financial Statements

In our opinion the group financial statements:

•          give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s affairs as at 31 December 2011 and of its loss for
the year then ended;

•          have been properly prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union; and

•          have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006

Other Matter

We have reported separately on the parent company financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year
ended 31 December 2011.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
Chartered Accountants

London
24 April 2012
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s
Revenue                                                                                                      3                64,346                54,907
Cost of sales                                                                                                                 (12,743)                (9,812)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Gross profit                                                                                                                  51,603                45,095
Marketing and affiliate costs                                                                                        (26,894)              (21,766)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Contribution                                                                                               3                24,709                23,329
Operating costs (as below)                                                                          5               (22,211)              (18,171)
                                                                                                                                                                            

Other operating costs                                                                               5               (14,691)              (11,165)
Share option charges                                                                          5, 18                    (440)                   (482)
                                                                                                                            ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                 5               (15,131)              (11,647)
Exceptional items                                                                                     5                 (4,823)                (4,428)
Depreciation and amortisation                                                     5, 10, 11                 (2,257)                (2,096)

Operating profit                                                                                                             2,498                  5,158
Financial income                                                                                         6                         5                         8
Financial expense                                                                                        6                 (2,387)                (1,088)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Profit before tax                                                                                                                116                  4,078
Taxation charge                                                                                           7                    (261)                   (222)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
(Loss)/profit after taxation from continuing operations                                             (145)                 3,856
Loss after taxation from discontinued operations                                       8                         –                    (411)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
(Loss)/profit after tax                                                                                                      (145)                 3,445
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Earnings per share                                                                                                                 €                         €
Basic
(Loss)/profit from continuing operations                                                                       (0.005)                 0.124
Loss from discontinued operations                                                                                        –                 (0.013)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total                                                                                                             9                 (0.005)                 0.111
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Diluted
(Loss)/profit from continuing operations                                                                       (0.005)                 0.121
Loss from discontinued operations                                                                                        –                 (0.013)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total                                                                                                             9                 (0.005)                 0.108
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

for the year ended 31 December 2011

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s

(Loss)/profit and total comprehensive (expense)/income for the year                             (145)                 3,445
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s
Assets
Property, plant and equipment                                                                  10                     470                     363
Intangible assets                                                                                        11                67,223                62,927
Deferred tax asset                                                                                        7                       83                         –
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total non-current assets                                                                                                 67,776                63,290
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Receivables and prepayments                                                                   13                  8,983                  4,896
Income taxes reclaimable                                                                            7                  1,529                  1,356
Other tax reclaimable                                                                                                             –                       19
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                         14                  9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total current assets                                                                                                        20,365                12,822
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                                                          15               (15,926)                (5,469)
Income taxes payable                                                                                  7                 (1,771)                (1,525)
Other taxation liabilities                                                                            16                    (330)                   (264)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total current liabilities                                                                                                 (18,027)                (7,258)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Current assets less current liabilities                                                                           2,338                  5,564

Long term liabilities
Deferred consideration on Betboo                                                            12               (12,940)                (6,170)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total net assets                                                                                                             57,174                62,684
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Capital and reserves
Issued share capital                                                                                   18                     315                     311
Merger reserve                                                                                           18                40,407                40,407
Share premium                                                                                                                   416                         –
Retained earnings                                                                                      18                16,036                21,966
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the parent                                        57,174                62,684
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 24 April 2012 and signed on their
behalf by:

K.J. Alexander R.Q.M. Cooper
(Chief Executive Officer) (Group Finance Director)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Attributable to equity holders of the parent company:

                                                       Share               Merger                  Share             Retained
                                                    Capital              Reserve             Premium            Earnings                   Total
                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2010           38,608                         –                  8,748                30,465                77,821
Transfer to merger reserve          (38,297)               55,975                 (8,748)               (8,930)                        -
Share option charges                             –                         –                         –                     482                     482
Share options cancelled                         –                         –                         –                    (383)                  (383)
Dividend paid                                        –               (15,568)                        –                 (3,113)             (18,681)
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Transactions with owners                  311                40,407                         –                18,521                59,239
Profit and total 

comprehensive income                      –                         –                         –                  3,445                  3,445
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Balance as at 

31 December 2010                       311                40,407                         –                21,966                62,684
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Balance at 1 January 2011                311                40,407                         –                21,966                62,684
Share option charges                             –                         –                         –                     440                     440
Share options exercised                         4                         –                     416                         –                     420
Dividend paid                                        –                         –                         –                 (6,225)               (6,225)
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Transactions with owners                  315                40,407                     416                16,181                57,319
Loss and total 

comprehensive expense                     –                         –                         –                    (145)                  (145)
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Balance as at 

31 December 2011                       315                40,407                     416                16,036                57,174
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
All reserves of the Company are distributable, as under the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006, distributions
are not governed by reserves but by the Directors undertaking an assessment of the Company’s solvency at
the time of distribution.

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers                                                                                       61,289                55,508
Cash paid to suppliers and employees                                                                         (49,640)              (48,217)
Corporate taxes recovered                                                                                               1,356                  3,189
Corporate taxes paid                                                                                                      (1,627)                (2,664)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net cash from operating activities                                                                             11,378                  7,816
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received                                                                                                                     5                         8
Acquisition of business and earn out                                                                                (671)                   (271)
Disposal of business                                                                                                               –                    (411)
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment                                                                  (395)                   (148)
Acquisition of intangible assets                                                                                     (1,210)                   (957)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net cash from investing activities                                                                               (2,271)                (1,779)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of share capital                                                                                  420                         –
Dividend paid                                                                                                                 (6,225)              (18,681)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net cash from financing activities                                                                              (5,805)              (18,681)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents                                                3,302               (12,644)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year                                                       6,551                19,195
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year                                                             9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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7.        Taxation
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16.      Other taxation payable
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1.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

This note from pages 216 to 223 deals with both the significant accounting policies used in the preparation
of these financial statements, together with a note identifying new accounting standards which will affect the
Group.

GVC Holdings PLC is a company registered in the Isle of Man and was incorporated on 5 January 2010. It
is the successor company of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. and took the assets of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. on
21 May 2010 after formal approval by the shareholders. As a consequence, the results of the Group for the
year ended 31 December 2009 and prior periods comprise the results of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. GVC
Holdings PLC has continued to apply the same accounting policies as Gaming VC Holdings S.A. The
consolidated financial statements of the Group for the year ended 31 December 2011 comprise the Company
and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the ‘Group’). The Group has two business line, Business to
Consumer (“B2C”), whose principal activities are that of operating online casinos, access to online poker
rooms, online bingo and online sports betting, Business to Business (“B2B”), whose principal activities are
to provide a full support service to third party B2C operators.

The Group’s significant subsidiaries are listed in note 23.

1.1      Statement of Compliance

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs), as adopted by the European Union.

The Directors have reviewed the accounting policies used by the Group and consider them to be the
most appropriate. The accounting policies are consistent with the prior year with the exception of
revisions and amendments to IFRS issued by the IASB, which are relevant to and effective for the
annual period beginning 1 January 2011. Significant effects on current, prior or future periods arising
from the first-time application of these new requirements in respect of presentation, recognition and
measurement are described below.

Standards, Amendments and Interpretations that were effective in 2011:

•          IFRIC 13 ‘Customer loyalty programmes’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The Group
has applied IFRIC 13 (amendment) since 1 January 2011.

•          IAS 24 ‘Related party disclosures (revised 2009)’ – effective 1 January 2011. The Group has
applied IAS 24 (revised 2009) since 1 January 2011.

•          IAS 1 ‘Presentation of financial statements’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The
Group has applied IAS 1 (amendment) since 1 January 2011.

•          IFRS 7 ‘Financial instruments’ (amendment) – effective 1 January 2011. The Group has
applied IFRS 7 (amendment since 1 January 2011).

The Group does not believe that the adoption of these standards and interpretations had a material
effect on its financial statements. Standards that have been issued but are not yet effective can be seen
in note 1.20.

1.2      Basis of Preparation

The financial statements are presented in the Euro, rounded to the nearest thousand, and are prepared
on the historical cost basis. The financial statements are prepared on the going concern basis (see note
27).

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires directors to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of
assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on
various factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form
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the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily
apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that
period or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods.

Significant accounting estimates and judgements are discussed in further detail in note 25.

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these
consolidated financial statements.

The accounting policies have been applied consistently by Group entities.

1.3      Basis of Consolidation

1.3.1   Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. Control exists when the Company has the
power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to
obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are
exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial statements of subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until
the date that control ceases.

1.3.2   Transactions Eliminated on Consolidation

Intragroup balances and any unrealised gains and losses or income and expenses arising from
intragroup transactions, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements.
Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment
of the asset transferred.

1.3.3   Business Combinations

All business combinations are accounted for by applying the purchase method. The cost of a
business combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values, at the acquisition date, of
the assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Group,
the fair value of an asset or a liability arising from a contingent consideration arrangement. The
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquiree are measured initially at
fair value at the acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any non-controlling interest.
Acquisition costs are expensed as incurred. The excess of the cost of the business combination
over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities, and
contingent liabilities is recognised as goodwill.

Prior to 1 January 2010, business combinations were accounted for under the previous version
of IFRS 3.

1.3.4   Associates

Associates are those entities over which the Group is able to exert significant influence but
which are neither subsidiaries nor joint ventures. Investments in associates are initially
recognised at cost and subsequently accounted for using the equity accounting method. Any
goodwill or fair value adjustment attributable to the Group’s share in the associate is not
recognised separately and is included in the amount recognised as investments in associates.

The carrying amount of the investment in associates is increased or decreased to recognise the
Group’s share of the profit or loss and other comprehensive income of the associate, adjusted
where necessary to ensure consistency with the accounting policies of the Group.
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Where the Group does not have a legal right to a share in the underlying assets and liabilities
of an associate no entries are made to the investment in the Associate in the balance sheet.

1.4      Foreign Currency

The functional currency of the Company and the Group as well as the presentational currency of the
Group is the Euro.

1.4.1   Foreign Currency Transactions

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange rates ruling
at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies at the reporting balance sheet date are translated to the Euro at the foreign exchange
rate ruling at that date. Foreign exchange differences arising on translation are recognised in
the consolidated income statement. Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured in
terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date
of the transaction.

1.5      Property, Plant and Equipment

1.5.1   Owned Assets

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation (see 1.5.2 below)
and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7). Where parts of an item of property, plant
and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items of property,
plant and equipment.

1.5.2   Depreciation

Depreciation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of each part of an item of property, plant and equipment. The estimated useful lives
are as follows:

Fixtures and fittings: 3 years

Plant and equipment: 3 years

The residual value, if significant, is reassessed annually.

1.6      Intangible Assets

1.6.1   Goodwill

Acquired goodwill represents the excess of the cost of a business combination over the Group’s
interest in the fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the
acquiree at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is tested at least annually for impairment and
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. At the date of acquisition, goodwill is
allocated to cash generating units for the purpose of impairment testing. Any negative goodwill
arising on an acquisition would be recognised directly in profit or loss.

1.6.2   Other Intangible Assets

Other intangible assets that are acquired by the Group are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation (see 1.6.4) and impairment losses (see accounting policy 1.7).

The cost of intangible assets acquired in a business combination is the fair value at acquisition
date. The valuation methodology used for each type of identifiable asset category is detailed
below:
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Asset category Valuation methodology

Consulting Income (cost saving)
Software licence Income (incremental value plus loss of profits)
Trademarks Relief from royalty
Trade name Relief from royalty
Non Contractual customer relationships Excess earnings

Expenditure on internally generated goodwill and brands is recognised in the income statement
as an expense is incurred.

1.6.3   Subsequent Expenditure

Subsequent expenditure on capitalised intangible assets is capitalised only when it increases
the future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. This includes
legal and similar expenditure incurred in registering brands and trade names, which is
capitalised, all other expenditure is expensed as incurred.

1.6.4   Amortisation

Amortisation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful lives of intangible assets unless such lives are indefinite. Goodwill and trademarks with
an indefinite useful life are systematically tested for impairment at each balance sheet date.
Other intangible assets are amortised from the date they are available for use. The estimated
useful lives are as follows:

Consulting agreements 3-5 years
Capitalised development costs 2-4 years
Software licence agreements 2-15 years
Non-contractual customer relationships 4 years

1.7      Impairment

At each reporting date, the Group assesses whether there is any indication that an asset may be
impaired. Where an indicator of impairment exists, the Group makes an estimate of the recoverable
amount. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is written
down to its recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and
value in use and is determined for an individual asset. If the asset does not generate cash inflows that
are largely independent of those from other assets or groups of assets, the recoverable amount of the
cash generating unit to which the asset belongs is determined. Discount rates reflecting the asset
specific risks and the time value of money are used for the value in use calculation.

For goodwill and trademarks that have an indefinite useful life, the recoverable amount is estimated
at each balance sheet date.

1.8      Dividends Paid to Holders of Share Capital

Dividend distributions payable to equity shareholders are included in “other short term financial
liabilities” when the dividends are approved in general meeting prior to the balance sheet date.

1.9      Employee Benefits

1.9.1   Pension Arrangements

The Group does not operate any pension schemes. The Group, as part of general remuneration
arrangements, makes payments directly to employees as a pension contribution allowance. In
some jurisdictions in which the Group has employees, there are government schemes into
which the employing company or branch must make payments on a defined contribution basis.
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1.9.2   Share Options

The Group has a share option scheme which allows Group employees and contractors to
acquire shares of the Company. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee
expense with a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and
spread over the period during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the
options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a binomial valuation model. This
valuation method takes into account the terms and conditions upon which the options were
granted. The amount recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share
options that vest.

Payments made to repurchase or cancel vested awards are accounted for with the fair value of
the options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation being taken to retained earnings; the
balance is taken to the income statement. Also on cancellation an accelerated charge would be
recognised over the remaining vesting period.

See note 20 for further details of the two schemes.

1.10    Provisions

A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material, provisions are determined by discounting the
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value
of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.

1.11    Net Gaming Revenue

Net Gaming Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable net of
betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs, and comprises the following elements:

Casino: net win in respect of bets placed on casino games that have concluded in the year, stated net
of promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Sportsbook: gains and losses in respect of bets placed on sporting events in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs. Open positions are carried
at fair market value and gains and losses arising on this valuation are recognised in revenue, as well
as gains and losses realised on positions that have closed.

Poker: net win in respect of rake for poker games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Bingo: net win in respect of bets placed on bingo games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Where promotional bonuses apply to customers playing a variety of products through the same wallet,
bonuses are allocated pro-rata to the net win.

1.12    B2B income

B2B income comprises the amounts receivable for services to other online gaming operators. Income
is recognised when a right to consideration has been obtained through performance and reflects
contract activity during the year. B2B income includes amounts due for the provision of services to
East Pioneer Corporation B.V. (“EPC”). The amounts have been shown as income as they represent
normal trading transactions and match costs incurred by the Group as a result of providing services
to EPC.
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1.13    Financial Expenses

Financial expenses comprise interest payable on borrowings calculated using the effective interest rate
method.

1.14    Exceptional Items

Exceptional items are those that in judgement of the Directors, need to be disclosed by virtue of their
size or incidence in order for the user to obtain a proper understanding of the financial information

1.15    Financial Income

Financial income is interest income recognised in the income statement as it accrues, using the
effective interest method.

1.16    Tax

Current tax is the tax currently payable based on taxable profit for the year. Deferred income taxes are
calculated using the liability method on temporary differences.

Deferred tax is generally provided on the difference between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities and their tax bases. However, deferred tax is neither provided on the initial recognition of
goodwill, nor on the initial recognition of an asset or liability unless the related transaction is a
business combination or affects tax or accounting profit. Deferred tax on temporary differences
associated with investments in subsidiaries is not provided if reversal of these temporary differences
can be controlled by the Group and it is probable that reversal will not occur in the foreseeable future.
In addition, tax losses available to be carried forward as well as other income tax credits to the Group
are assessed for recognition as deferred tax assets.

Deferred tax liabilities are provided in full, with no discounting. Deferred tax assets are recognised to
the extent that it is probable that the underlying deductible temporary differences will be able to be
offset against future taxable income. Current and deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated at
tax rates that are expected to apply to their respective period of realisation, provided they are enacted
or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.

Changes in deferred tax assets or liabilities are recognised as a component of tax expense in the
income statement, except where they relate to items that are charged or credited directly to other
comprehensive income or equity in which case the related deferred tax is also charged or credited
directly to other comprehensive income or equity as appropriate.

1.17    Segment Reporting

Management in the year moved from identifying its key operating segments as the Group’s key brands
and now follows two distinct business lines as reportable operating segments:

Business to Consumer “B2C” including the brands CasinoClub, Betaland and Betboo;

Business to Business “B2B” includes the revenue from East Pioneer Corporation B.V. and the
Group’s activities in similar territories.

Each of these operating segments is managed separately as each of these service lines requires
different technologies and other resources as well as marketing approaches. All inter-segment
transfers are carried out at arm’s length prices.

The measurement policies the Group uses for segment reporting under IFRS 8 are the same as those
used in its financial statements.

In addition, corporate assets which are not directly attributable to the business activities of any
operating segment are not allocated to a segment.
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The prior year comparatives have been re-stated to reflect the change in Management’s approach to
follow the two new operating segments.

1.18    Financial Instruments

The Group’s financial assets are all classified as loans and receivables and comprise trade and other
receivables and cash and cash equivalents. The Group’s financial liabilities comprise trade and other
payables and deferred consideration in relation to Betboo, and bank borrowings to the extent they
exist.

1.18.1 Non-Derivative Financial Instruments

Non-derivative financial instruments comprise trade and other receivables, cash and cash
equivalents, loans and borrowings, and trade and other payables. Non-derivative financial
instruments are recognised initially at fair value, plus, for instruments not at fair value through
profit or loss, any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, non-
derivative financial instruments are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. Provisions for impairment are made against financial assets if considered appropriate
and any impairment is recognised in profit or loss.

1.18.2 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances, call deposits, short term cash in transit held
by payment service providers and any balances with payment processors that are subject to
regular timed settlements. Bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an integral
part of the Group’s cash management are included as a component of cash and cash equivalents
for the purpose of the statement of cash flows.

Accounting for financial income and financial expenses are discussed in notes 1.15 and 1.13
respectively.

1.19    Equity

Equity comprises the following:

‘Share capital’ represents the nominal value of equity shares.

‘Share premium’ represents the excess over nominal value of the fair value of consideration received
for equity shares, net of expenses of the share issue.

‘Retained earnings’ represents retained profits.

‘Merger reserve’ arose on the re-domiciliation of the Group from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man. It
consists of the pre-redomiciliation reserves of the Luxembourg company plus the difference in the
issued share capital (31,135,762 share at €0.01 versus 31,135,762 shares at €1.24).

1.20    Standards in Issue, not yet effective

Standards, Amendments and Interpretations that are mandatory for the Group’s accounting periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2012 and have not been adopted early by the Group are as follows:

•          IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (effective 1 January 2015), the Group will apply IFRS 9 from
1 January 2015.

•          IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will
retrospectively apply IFRS 10 from 1 January 2013.

•          IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will apply IFRS 11 from
1 January 2013.

•          IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will
apply IFRS 12 from 1 January 2013.
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•          IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will apply IFRS 13
from 1 January 2013.

•          IAS 19 Employee Benefits (Revised June 2011) (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will
apply IAS 19 (revised) from 1 January 2013.

•          IAS 27 (Revised), Separate Financial Statements (effective 1 January 2013), the Group will
apply IAS 27 (revised) from 1 January 2013.

•          IAS 28 (Revised), Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (effective 1 January 2013), the
Group will apply IAS 28 (revised) from 1 January 2013.

•          Deferred Tax: Recovery of Underlying Assets – Amendments to IAS 12 Income Taxes
(effective 1 January 2012), the Group will apply amendments to IAS 12 from 1 January 2012.

The following Standards are not likely to have a material impact on the Group’s or Company’s
financial statements:

•          Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income – Amendments to IAS 1 (effective
1 July 2012).

•          Disclosures – Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities – Amendments to IFRS 7
(effective 1 January 2013).

•          Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities – Amendments to IAS 32 (effective
1 January 2014).

•          Mandatory Effective Date and Transition Disclosures – Amendments to IFRS 9 and IFRS 7
(effective 1 January 2015).

•          Disclosures – Transfers of Financial Assets – Amendments to IFRS 7 (effective 1 July 2011).

2.        ALTERNATIVE PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

To better aid shareholders and other interested parties, the Directors have prepared an alternative presentation
of the Consolidated Income Statement. This is included below:

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s

B2C revenue                                                                                                                  58,218                54,907
B2B revenue                                                                                                                    6,128                         –
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total revenue                                                                                              3                64,346                54,907
Cost of sales                                                                                                                 (12,743)                (9,812)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Gross profit                                                                                                                  51,603                45,095

Gross profit margin                                                                                                          80%                    82%

Marketing and affiliate costs                                                                                        (26,894)              (21,766)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Contribution                                                                                               3                24,709                23,329

Contribution margin                                                                                                         38%                    42%

Operating costs                                                                                          5
Staff costs                                                                                                                       (7,741)                (5,677)
Professional fees                                                                                                            (1,105)                   (884)
Technology costs                                                                                                               (974)                   (667)
Office, travel, other                                                                                                        (1,608)                (1,363)
Third party service costs                                                                                                (3,088)                (2,342)
Foreign exchange differences                                                                                           (175)                   (232)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                     (14,691)              (11,165)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
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                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s

Clean EBITDA                                                                                           3                10,018                12,164

B2C                                                                                                                               12,695                15,675
B2B                                                                                                                                    651                    (722)
Central                                                                                                                            (3,328)                (2,789)

Exceptional items                                                                                        5                 (4,823)                (4,428)
Share Option Charges                                                                           5, 18                    (440)                   (482)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
EBITDA                                                                                                                          4,755                  7,254
Depreciation                                                                                          5, 10                    (288)                   (459)
Amortisation                                                                                          5, 11                 (1,969)                (1,637)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Operating Profit                                                                                                             2,498                  5,158
Financial income                                                                                         6                         5                         8
Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration                               6, 12                 (2,387)                (1,087)
Other financial expense                                                                               6                         –                        (1)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Profit before tax                                                                                                                116                  4,078
Taxation charge                                                                                           7                    (261)                   (222)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
(Loss)/profit after tax from continuing operations                                                      (145)                 3,856
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Loss after taxation from discontinued operations                                       8                         –                    (411)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Loss)/profit after tax                                                                                                       (145)                 3,445
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
3.        SEGMENTAL REPORTING

Management currently identifies two distinct business lines Business to Consumer (“B2C”) and Business to
Business “B2B” as operating segments. These operating segments are monitored and strategic decisions are
made on the basis of segment operating results.

Management also monitors revenue by geographic location of its customers, monitoring performance in
Europe and Latin America.

3.1      Geographical Analysis

The Group’s revenues and other income from external customers are divided into the following
geographic areas:

                                                                                                                              2011                   2010
                                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s

Europe                                                                                                                 55,533                49,677
Latin America                                                                                                       8,813                  5,230
                                                                                                                    ————–         ————–
Total                                                                                                                   64,346                54,907
                                                                                                                    ————–         ————–
All of the Group’s other income comes from Europe.

The total non-current assets (other than financial instruments, investments accounted for using the
equity method, deferred tax assets and post employment benefit assets) located in Europe is
€57,096,000 (2010: €56,543,000) and the total located in other regions is €10,597,000 (2010:
€6,747,000).

The total deferred tax asset located in Europe is €83,000 (2010: €nil). There are no deferred tax assets
in other regions.

Revenues from external customers in the Group’s domicile, Europe, as well as its major markets,
Europe and Latin America, have been identified on the basis of the customer’s geographical location.
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Non-current assets are allocated based on their physical location. The above table does not include
discontinued operations, for which revenue and assets can be attributed to Europe.

3.2      Revenue by Quarter

                                                                                                    B2C                    B2B                   Total
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Q1 – 10                                                                                    14,136                         –                14,136
Q2 – 10                                                                                    13,921                         –                13,921
Q3 – 10                                                                                    13,425                         –                13,425
Q4 – 10                                                                                    13,425                         –                13,425
                                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total 2010                                                                               54,907                         –                54,907
                                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–
Q1 – 11                                                                                    14,863                     251                15,114
Q2 – 11                                                                                    14,033                  1,135                15,168
Q3 – 11                                                                                    14,378                  1,334                15,712
Q4 – 11                                                                                    14,944                  3,408                18,352
                                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total 2011                                                                               58,218                  6,128                64,346
                                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–

3.3      Reporting by Segment

2011
                                                                                                                   Unallocated 
                                                                         B2C                    B2B                central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Sports wagers                                               76,279                44,453                         –              120,732
Sports margin                                                   15%                    10%
Sports NGR                                                  10,569                  2,753                         –                13,322
Gaming NGR                                                47,649                  2,311                         –                49,960
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total NGR                                                    58,218                  5,064                         –                63,282
B2B income                                                           –                  1,064                         –                  1,064
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total revenue                                               58,218                  6,128                         –                64,346
Cost of sales                                                (11,012)               (1,731)                        –               (12,743)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Gross profit                                                  47,206                  4,397                         –                51,603
Marketing and affiliate costs                       (25,290)               (1,604)                        –               (26,894)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Contribution                                                21,916                  2,793                         –                24,709
Contribution margin                                         38%                    46%
Operating costs                                              (9,221)               (2,142)               (3,328)             (14,691)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Clean EBITDA                                            12,695                     651                 (3,328)               10,018
Clean EBITDA margin                                     22%                    11%
Exceptional items                                          (1,238)               (3,585)                        –                 (4,823)
Share option charges                                             –                         –                    (440)                  (440)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
EBITDA                                                       11,457                 (2,934)                (3,768)                 4,755
Depreciation and amortisation                      (2,034)                  (223)                        –                 (2,257)
Financial income                                                   3                         1                         1                         5
Financial expense*                                        (2,387)                        –                         –                 (2,387)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) before tax                                  7,039                 (3,156)                (3,767)                    116
Taxation                                                            (186)                        –                      (75)                  (261)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) after tax from

continuing operations                               6,853                 (3,156)               (3,842)                  (145)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
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                                                                                                                   Unallocated 
                                                                         B2C                    B2B                central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Net assets
Non-current assets                                        61,859                  5,917                         –                67,776
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Current assets                                               11,648                  8,698                       19                20,365
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Current liabilities                                           (9,027)               (8,719)                  (281)             (18,027)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Net current assets                                           2,621                      (21)                  (262)                 2,338
Long term liabilities                                    (12,940)                        –                         –               (12,940)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Net assets                                                      51,540                  5,896                    (262)               57,174
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total assets                                                  73,507                14,615                       19                88,141
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total liabilities                                           (21,967)               (8,719)                  (281)             (30,967)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–

* includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo

2010
                                                                                                                   Unallocated 
                                                                         B2C                    B2B                central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Sports wagers                                               69,313                         –                         –                69,313
Sports margin                                                   14%
Sports NGR                                                    8,712                         –                         –                  8,712
Gaming NGR                                                46,195                         –                         –                46,195
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total NGR                                                    54,907                         –                         –                54,907
B2B income                                                           –                         –                         –                         –
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total revenue                                                54,907                         –                         –                54,907
Cost of sales                                                  (9,812)                        –                         –                 (9,812)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Gross profit                                                   45,095                         –                         –                45,095
Marketing and affiliate costs                       (21,753)                    (13)                        –               (21,766)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Contribution                                                  23,342                      (13)                        –                23,329
Contribution margin                                         43%
Operating costs                                              (7,667)                  (709)               (2,789)             (11,165)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Clean EBITDA                                             15,675                    (722)               (2,789)               12,164
Clean EBITDA margin                                     29%
Exceptional items                                          (1,223)                        –                 (3,205)               (4,428)
Share option charges                                             –                         –                    (482)                  (482)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
EBITDA                                                       14,452                    (722)               (6,476)                 7,254
Depreciation and amortisation                      (2,095)                      (1)                        –                 (2,096)
Financial income                                                   –                         –                         8                         8
Financial expense*                                        (1,087)                        –                        (1)               (1,088)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) before tax                                  11,270                    (723)               (6,469)                 4,078
Taxation                                                            (622)                      40                     360                    (222)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) after tax from 

continuing operations                               10,648                    (683)               (6,109)                 3,856
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
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                                                                                                                   Unallocated 
                                                                         B2C                    B2B                central                   Total
                                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net assets
Non-current assets                                        62,828                     462                         –                63,290
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Current assets                                                 6,493                       90                  6,239                12,822
Current liabilities                                           (7,090)                      (5)                  (163)               (7,258)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Net current assets                                             (597)                      85                  6,076                  5,564
Long term liabilities                                      (6,170)                        –                         –                 (6,170)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Net assets                                                      56,061                     547                  6,076                62,684
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total assets                                                    69,321                     552                  6,239                76,112
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Total liabilities                                             (13,260)                      (5)                  (163)             (13,428)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–

* includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo

It is not deemed appropriate to allocate share option charges and financial income by operating segment.

4.        CONTRACT WITH EAST PIONEER CORPORATION B.V.

On 21 November the Group entered into a B2B arrangement with East Pioneer Corporation B.V. (“EPC”) to
provide a suite of back office services to the company following EPC’s acquisition of Sportingbet Plc’s
(“SBT”) Superbahis business.

The terms of the contracts between SBT, EPC and the group are complex. In return for the back office
services provided, the Group is entitled to receive a fee from EPC equating to a share of the profits of the
business. Management assert that the group does not currently control any of the operating or financial
policies of EPC.

The amounts received in respect of the arrangement during the year of €1,064,000 have been recognised as
revenue as the amount represents a fee for services provided under the arrangement rather than a share of the
underlying net assets of the business. The Group incurs internal costs in relation to providing the services
under the arrangement which are held within other operating expenses.

As part of the agreement between the Group and EPC the Group agreed to guarantee the performance of
EPC’s obligations to SBT and therefore entered into the acquisition agreement alongside EPC as its
guarantor. A contingent liability has been disclosed in respect of this guarantee as detailed in note 24.

5.        OPERATING COSTS

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s

Other operating costs                                                                               5.1                15,131                11,647
Exceptional items                                                                                     5.2                  4,823                  4,428
Depreciation                                                                                                                       288                     459
Amortisation                                                                                                                    1,969                  1,637
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                      22,211                18,171
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
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5.1      Other Operating Costs

                                                                                                                              2011                   2010
                                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s

Other personnel expenditure (excluding share 
option charges)                                                                       5.1.1                  7,741                  5,677

Share option charges                                                                                               440                     482
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––

Total personnel expenditure                                                                                 8,181                  6,159
Professional fees                                                                         5.1.2                  1,105                     884
Technology costs                                                                                                     974                     667
Office, travel and other costs                                                                                1,608                  1,363
Third party service costs*                                                                                    3,088                  2,342
Foreign exchange differences                                                                                  175                     232

                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                      15,131                11,647
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––

* provided to Betboo by external providers

5.1.1   Personnel Expenditure (Excluding Share Option Charges)

The Directors who served throughout the year were: Lee Feldman, Kenneth Alexander, Nigel
Blythe-Tinker, Richard Cooper and Karl Diacono. For a detailed summary of their
remuneration see the Report of the Remuneration Committee on page 250.

The personnel expenditure shown below excludes those items of an exceptional nature shown
in note 5.2.

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Wages and salaries, including Directors remuneration                             6,200                  4,169
Amounts paid to long term contractors                                                        634                     708
Compulsory social security contributions                                                    471                     337
Compulsory pension contributions                                                               203                     130
Health and other benefits                                                                                38                       51
Recruitment and training                                                                              195                     282

                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                        7,741                  5,677
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––

The average monthly number of persons (including Directors) employed by the Group during
the year was:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
Number of personnel
With employment contracts or service contracts                                         116                       80
Contractors                                                                                                        7                         4

                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                           123                       84
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––

5.1.2   Professional Fees

At 31 December 2011, the Group has legal entities in the Isle of Man, Dutch Caribbean,
Cyprus, Malta, United Kingdom, Ireland and Israel. Accordingly, the Group seeks professional
advice in these and other jurisdictions.

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Other professional fees                                                                              1,105                     884
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
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5.2      Exceptional Items

The Group incurred expenditure on exceptional items (as defined in accounting policy note 1.14).
These are items which are both exceptional in size and nature.

                                                                                                                              2011                   2010
                                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s

Transaction with East Pioneer Corporation B.V.
– legal and professional costs                                                          A                  2,275                         –
– bonuses paid to Directors and staff                                               a                  1,310                         –
Provision against deferred proceeds on the disposal of Betpro       b                     904                         –
Boss dispute                                                                                      c                     334                     626
Re-domiciliation & other restructuring                                            d                         –                  1,628
Options cancelled                                                                             e                         –                     450
LTIP and similar compensation                                                        f                         –                  1,127
Software costs                                                                                   g                         –                     339
Abnormal individual jackpot win                                                     h                         –                     258

                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                        4,823                  4,428
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––

Notes:

(a) On 21 November 2011 the Group entered into a service agreement and guarantee relating to the acquisition by East
Pioneer Corporation B.V. from Sportingbet Plc of Superbahis. The pre contract costs of entering into this agreement
along with the Directors transaction success bonuses have been taken as an exceptional item.

(b) On 10 April 2012 the Group announced that it had entered into an arrangement to dispose of its Betaland business with
effect from 1st April. As part of this the Group has made a provision against deferred proceeds on the disposal of Betpro.

(c) The Group is in a number of legal disputes with Boss Media (see note 26). The legal costs incurred by the Group relating
to these disputes has been taken as an exceptional item.

(d) The Group moved its holding company from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man in May 2010 following approval at an
Extraordinary General Meeting. This move also involved a full re-admission of the shares to AIM. The Group moved
one of its subsidiaries to another jurisdiction. The cost of this restructuring was taken as an exceptional item.

(e) On 27 January 2010, the Group announced that it was cancelling the vested share options relating to K Alexander and R
Cooper and settling them in cash as a consequence. The total value of the cash compensation was €833,526 (£721,000),
of which €449,848 was taken to the income statement as an exceptional item, and the balance, €383,678 to retained
earnings, representing the fair value of the options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation.

(f) On 27 January 2010, the Group announced that it had agreed to make one-off discretionary payments to Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper in addition to their normal performance based bonus payments, in recognition of their
importance to the business and their lack of participation up to that date in a Long-Term Incentive Plan. The total amount
of this compensation, which was taken as an exceptional item, was €1,127,168.

(g) During the prior year, the Group incurred costs for both professional fees and technology costs relating to certain
software suppliers. These costs were taken to exceptional items as the Directors considered them both unusual in nature
and of significant size to warrant separate disclosure.

(h) The Group had one single winner of a significant jackpot in the prior year, winning a video poker game. The amount
taken to exceptional items was €258,000.

6.        FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Financial income – interest income                                                                                       5                         8
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Financial expense – interest payable
– Interest payable                                                                                                                   –                        (1)
– Unwinding of discount on deferred consideration (see note 12)                               (2,387)                (1,087)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                       (2,387)                (1,088)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
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7.        TAXATION

Current tax for the current and prior periods is classified as a current liability to the extent that it is unpaid.
Amounts paid in excess of amounts owed are classified as a current asset. There is a current tax liability of
€344k (net of tax receivable amounts) at 31 December 2011 (2010: Current tax liability of €169k (net of tax
receivable amounts)).

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Current tax expense
Current year                                                                                                                        281                     169
Prior year                                                                                                                              63                         –
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                           344                     169
Deferred tax
Origination and reversal of temporary differences                                                             (83)                      53
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Total income tax expense in income statement                                                                 261                     222
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
The tax for the year is different from that which would result from applying the standard rate of Corporation
Tax in the UK (26.5 per cent.*). A reconciliation is shown below:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Profit before tax                                                                                                                  116                  4,078
Income tax using the domestic corporation tax rate                                                            31                  1,142
Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdictions (rates decreased)                                            (177)                (1,126)
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes                                                                          482                     321
Utilisation of tax losses                                                                                                       (13)                     (76)
Tax losses for which no deferred tax assets have been recognised                                     25                         7
Adjustment in respect of prior years – corporation tax                                                       61                         –
Adjustment in respect of prior years – deferred tax                                                           (38)                      53
Capital allowances for period in excess of depreciation                                                  (110)                     (99)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                           261                     222
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
*      From 1 April 2011 the UK Corporation Tax rate changed from 28 per cent. to 26 per cent. and from 1 April 2012 the rate will

reduce to 25 per cent.

7.1      Taxation Amounts Recognised in the Balance Sheet

Current Tax Deferred Tax
                                         Payable          Receivable                   Asset              Liability                   Total
                                           €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Balances at 1 January 

2010                                (2,670)                 3,195                       53                         –                     578
Paid/(received) during 

the year ended 
31 December 2010          2,664                 (3,189)                        –                         –                    (525)

(Charge)/credit in 
income statement 
for the year ended
31 December 2010         (1,519)                 1,350                      (53)                        –                    (222)

                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 

31 December 2010        (1,525)                 1,356                         –                         –                    (169)
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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Current Tax Deferred Tax
                                         Payable          Receivable                   Asset              Liability                   Total
                                           €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Balances at 1 January 

2011                                (1,525)                 1,356                         –                         –                    (169)
Paid/(received) during 

the year ended 
31 December 2011          1,627                 (1,356)                        –                         –                     271

(Charge)/credit in 
income statement 
for prior years                      (63)                        –                       38                         –                      (25)

(Charge)/credit in 
income statement 
for the year ended
31 December 2011         (1,810)                 1,529                       45                         –                    (236)

                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balances at 

31 December 2011        (1,771)                 1,529                       83                         –                    (159)
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Income taxes principally represent tax on the profits of the operations of GVC Corporation Limited,
the Group’s licensed business in Malta.

Tax reclaimable represents a portion of the tax paid by GVC Corporation Limited (a wholly owned
subsidiary company incorporated in Malta), which is refundable by the Maltese tax authorities to
GVC Holdings PLC shortly after the submission of the audited accounts and tax computation for
GVC Corporation Limited.

Unrelieved tax losses remain available to offset against future trading profits. Should suitable taxable
profits arise, these losses would represent a deferred tax asset of approximately €840,000.

8.        DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS (2010)

In April 2010 the Group discontinued its Spanish-facing bingo brand, Winzingo, as it had been loss-making
and the Board could see no significant change to this position. The results from Winzingo are shown below:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                                                                                               –                     354
Cost of sales                                                                                                                           –                      (72)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                                                             –                     282
Marketing and revenue shares                                                                                                –                    (241)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                                                                           –                       41
Operating costs                                                                                                                       –                    (452)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                                                                 –                    (411)
Depreciation and amortisation                                                                                               –                         –
Financial income and expenses                                                                                              –                         –
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss before tax                                                                                                                       –                    (411)
Tax                                                                                                                                          –                         –
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss after tax                                                                                                                          –                    (411)
                                                                                                                                 ––––––––           ––––––––
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9.        EARNINGS PER SHARE

9.1      Basic Earnings Per Share and Basic Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

Basic earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders
and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue. Basic earnings per share from
continuing operations before exceptional items has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of exceptional items in the year and dividing by the
weighted average number of shares in issue.

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010

(Loss)/profit for the year from continuing operations attributable 
to ordinary shareholders                                                                              (145,000)          3,856,000

Loss for the year from discontinued operations attributable to 
ordinary shareholders                                                                                              –             (411,000)

(Loss)/profit for the year attributable to ordinary shareholders                     (145,000)          3,445,000
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

Weighted average number of shares                                                            31,170,465         31,135,762
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

(Loss)/profit from continuing operations (in €)                                                  (0.005)                 0.124
Loss from discontinued operations (in €)                                                                   –                 (0.013)

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Basic earnings per share (in €)                                                                         (0.005)                 0.111

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Exceptional items                                                                                          4,823,000           4,428,000
Profit for the year from continuing operations attributable to 

ordinary shareholders before exceptional items                                        4,678,000           8,284,000
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

Basic earnings per share from continuing operations before 
exceptional items (in €)                                                                                  0.150                  0.266

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
9.2      Diluted Earnings Per Share and Diluted Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

Diluted earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue as diluted by share
options. Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations before exceptional items has been
calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of
exceptional items and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, as diluted by share
options.

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010

(Loss)/profit for the year from continuing operations attributable 
to ordinary shareholders                                                                              (145,000)          3,856,000

Loss for the year from discontinued operations attributable to
ordinary shareholders                                                                                              –             (411,000)

(Loss)/profit for the year attributable to ordinary shareholders                     (145,000)          3,445,000
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––

Weighted average number of shares                                                            31,170,465         31,135,762
Effect of dilutive share options                                                                        396,565              703,076
Weighted average number of dilutive shares                                              31,567,030         31,838,838

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
(Loss)/profit from continuing operations (in €)                                                  (0.005)                 0.121
Loss from discontinued operations (in €)                                                                   –                 (0.013)
Diluted earnings per share (in €)                                                                     (0.005)                 0.108

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
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                                                                                                                    2011                   2010

Exceptional items                                                                                          4,823,000           4,428,000
Profit for the year from continuing operations attributable to 

ordinary shareholders before exceptional items                                        4,678,000           8,284,000
Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations before

exceptional items (in €)                                                                                 0.148                  0.260
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
10.      PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

                                                                                                      Plant and             Fixtures 
                                                                                                     Equipment        and Fittings                   Total
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Cost
At 1 January 2010                                                                                   463                     890                  1,353
Additions                                                                                                   99                       49                     148
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
At 1 January 2011                                                                                 562                     939                  1,501
Additions                                                                                                 166                     229                     395
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
At 31 December 2011                                                                            728                  1,168                  1,896
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Depreciation
At 1 January 2010                                                                                   201                     478                     679
Depreciation charge for the year                                                             153                     306                     459
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
At 1 January 2011                                                                                 354                     784                  1,138
Depreciation charge for the year                                                             144                     144                     288
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
At 31 December 2011                                                                            498                     928                  1,426
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Net Book Value
At 31 December 2010                                                                             208                     155                     363
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
At 31 December 2011                                                                             230                     240                     470
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
11.      INTANGIBLE ASSETS

                                                                                                                                                      Non-
                                                                       Trademarks                            Consulting    contractual 
                                                                             & Trade         Software                    &       Customer 
                                                     Goodwill            Name          Licence       Magazine Relationships               Total
                                                         €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s
Cost
At 1 January 2010                        76,891           15,840           15,737             4,919             1,704         115,091
Additions                                               –                161                796                    –                    –                957
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2011                        76,891           16,001           16,533             4,919             1,704         116,048
Additions                                        5,055                118             1,092                    –                    –             6,265
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2011                 81,946           16,119           17,625             4,919             1,704         122,313                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
Amortisation and Impairment

At 1 January 2010                        33,274                  87           12,991             4,919                213           51,484
Amortisation                                          –                200             1,011                    –                426             1,637
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 1 January 2011                        33,274                287           14,002             4,919                639           53,121
Amortisation                                          –                239             1,304                    –                426             1,969
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2011                 33,274                526           15,306             4,919             1,065           55,090                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
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                                                                                                                                                      Non-
                                                                       Trademarks                            Consulting    contractual 
                                                                             & Trade         Software                    &       Customer 
                                                     Goodwill            Name          Licence       Magazine Relationships               Total
                                                         €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s            €000’s
Net Book Value

At 31 December 2010                  43,617           15,714             2,531                    –             1,065           62,927
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
At 31 December 2011                 48,672           15,593             2,319                    –                639           67,223                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
11.1    Amortisation

The amortisation for the year is recognised in the following line items in the income statement.

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Net operating expenses                                                                                         1,969                  1,637
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
11.2    Impairment Tests for Cash-Generating Units Containing Goodwill and Trademarks

An Impairment Review of the Group’s goodwill and trademarks was carried out for the year ended
31 December 2011. The goodwill relates to B2C and B2B businesses and trademarks all relate to the
B2C business. The carrying values of the assets were compared with the recoverable amounts, the
recoverable amount was estimated based upon a value in use calculation, based upon management
forecasts for the years ending 31 December 2012 and up to 31 December 2016. The assumptions
detailed below have been determined based on past experience in this market which the Group’s
management believes is the best available input for forecasting this market.

Betboo

Significant growth is expected in the short-term and a step-down approach to 20 per cent. by 2016 is
applied, a long-term growth rate of 2 per cent. was used from 2017 to reflect the likely competitive
pressures. A discount rate of 35 per cent. was used, based on the internal rate of return of the Betboo
acquisition. It was concluded that the carrying value of the goodwill and trademarks was not impaired.

CasinoClub

A long-term growth rate of 2 per cent. was used to reflect the increasing competitive pressures from
large online gaming companies. A discount rate of 17.2 per cent. was used, based on company specific
pre-tax weighted average cost of capital. Having performed appropriate sensitivity analysis on the key
assumptions (including reducing the growth rate to nil and increasing the discount rate to 22 per
cent.), it was concluded that the carrying value of the goodwill and trademarks was not impaired.

The following units have significant carrying amounts of goodwill:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Betboo*                                                                                                                8,333                  3,278
CasinoClub                                                                                                         40,339                40,339

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Total Goodwill                                                                                                   48,672                43,617

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
* €3,278,000 relates to B2C business and €5,055,000 to B2B business
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12.      ACQUISITION OF BETBOO

On 2 July 2009, the Group acquired the trade and assets of betboo.com, a leading South American internet
gaming operator, offering, bingo, casino, poker and a sports betting product.

The terms of the acquisition were an upfront payment of US$4 million (€3,040k) with the sellers able to earn
up to a further US$26 million depending on performance.

On 23 February 2011, the Group announced a change in the terms of the earn out. Under the new
arrangements:

•          From 1 July 2011 there will be 36 monthly payments of $156,944.

•          From 31 January 2012, there will be four annual payments equal to 25 per cent. of the Betboo NGR
earned in the previous fiscal year.

•          The total earn out cap remains at $30 million.

•          The exchange rate between the US Dollar and Euro has been fixed at 1 Euro = US$ 1.4031.

Management originally estimated the deferred consideration payable to be €8,963k, and the discount to be
€4,076k, resulting in the discounted value being €4,887k. The revised earn out results in total deferred
consideration increasing to €18,530k and the discount to €8,588k resulting in the new discounted value being
€9,942k.

The fair values of the revised earn out has been estimated using cash flow projections for the 4 years to
31 December 2014, and discounted using the estimated weighted average cost of capital of 21 per cent.

The fair values of the intangible assets acquired in the transaction and the impact of the revised earn out,
including the tax amortisation benefit, and their useful economic lives are as follows:

                                                                                                    Year ended                Impact         Year ended 
                                                                                                 31 December      of the revised     31 December 
                                                                                                              2010              earn out                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Acquisition price of Betboo
– Initial consideration                                                                           3,040                         –                  3,040
– Acquisition costs                                                                                  100                         –                     100
– Deferred consideration                                                                      8,963                  9,567                18,530
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Fair value                                                                                            12,103                  9,567                21,670
Discount                                                                                              (4,076)               (4,512)               (8,588)
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Net                                                                                                        8,027                  5,055                13,082
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Assets acquired at fair values Useful economic life
– Trade name 4 years                                          696                         –                     696
– Customer list 4 years                                       1,704                         –                  1,703
– Software 4 years                                       2,455                         –                  2,455
– Goodwill Indefinite                                   3,278                  5,055                  8,333
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                             8,133                  5,055                13,188
Net current liabilities                                                                             (106)                        –                    (106)
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Net                                                                                                        8,027                  5,055                13,082
                                                                                                    –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
The deferred consideration has been discounted to reflect its fair value at the date of acquisition. The effect
of this discount will be unwound over the period of the deferral with a charge to the income statement
contained within interest expense. The expected impact of this over the earn-out period is shown below:
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                                                             2009           2010           2011           2012           2013           2014            2015          Total
                                                          €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s        €000’s          €000’s       €000’s

Balance at 1 January                                  –          5,354          6,170        12,940        15,145        16,822         17,532                –
Fair value of deferred 

consideration on acquisition           4,887                 –                 –                 –                 –                 –                  –         4,887
Fair value of additional deferred 

consideration on revision of 
earn out                                                  –                 –          5,055                 –                 –                 –                  –         5,055

Unwinding of discount charged 
to income statement                           467          1,087          2,387          2,205          1,677             710                55         8,588

Advance of deferred 
consideration                                          –            (271)          (672)                –                 –                 –                  –          (943)

                                                       –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––      –––––––    –––––––
Balance at 31 December                     5,354          6,170        12,940        15,145        16,822        17,532         17,587       17,587

                                                       –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––      –––––––    –––––––
13.      RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Payment processor balances                                                                                            3,792                     926
Trade receivables                                                                                                             3,060                  1,791
Other receivables                                                                                                                659                  1,215
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Loans and receivables                                                                                                     7,511                  3,932
Prepayments                                                                                                                    1,472                     964
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                        8,983                  4,896
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Payment processor balances described as receivables are funds held by third party collection agencies subject
to collection after one month, or balances used to make refunds to players.

Prepayments include payments as at 31 December 2011 for goods or services which will be consumed after
1 January 2012.

14.      CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances                                                                                                                  5,211                  4,875
Balances at payment processors collectable within one month                                      4,642                  1,676
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                        9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Held in the following institutions:
Barclays Bank                                                                                                                        –                       11
Bank of Valletta (Malta)                                                                                                  5,109                  4,688
Payment processors                                                                                                         4,642                  1,676
Other                                                                                                                                   102                     176
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                        9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
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                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Held in the following currencies
(in Euro equivalents at the balance sheet date):
Euro                                                                                                                                 7,764                  5,858
US Dollars                                                                                                                       1,895                     567
British Pounds                                                                                                                      59                       44
Other                                                                                                                                   135                       82
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                        9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Comprising:
Own funds                                                                                                                       4,737                  4,872
Short term loan                                                                                                                2,924                         –
Balances with customers (note 15)                                                                                 2,192                  1,679
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                        9,853                  6,551
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Amount per share represented by own funds (in €)                                                        0.151                  0.156
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
15.      TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Balances with customers                                                                                                 2,192                  1,679
Short term loan*                                                                                                              2,924                         –
Other trade payables                                                                                                        7,099                  1,747
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Total trade payables                                                                                                       12,215                  3,426
Accruals                                                                                                                           3,711                  2,043
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                      15,926                  5,469
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
*      provided by Sportingbet Plc as part of the transaction with East Pioneer Corporation, the loan is interest free and repayable on

the 31 May 2012

16.      OTHER TAXATION PAYABLE

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Social security and other similar taxes                                                                              276                     197
Value added taxes                                                                                                                 18                       38
Betting taxes and similar                                                                                                      36                       29
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                           330                     264
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
17.      COMMITMENTS UNDER OPERATING LEASES

The Group leases various offices under non-cancellable operating leases. The leases have varying terms,
escalation clauses and renewal rights.
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The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable leases are as follows:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

No later than one year                                                                                                        237                     333
Later than one year and no later than five years                                                                354                     300
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                                           591                     633
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
18.      SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES

18.1    Share Capital

On 21 May 2010 shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings S.A., approved a redomiciliation to the Isle
of Man which resulted, pari passu, in shareholders receiving shares with a nominal value of €0.01 in
GVC Holdings PLC. As a result of this transaction, GVC Holdings PLC acquired all the assets and
liabilities of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. Arising from this transaction was the creation of a Merger
Reserve. The various transfers into this reserve are shown in the Consolidated Statement of Changes
in Equity, see page 213.

The authorised and issued share capital is:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Authorised
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December - 40,000,000 shares                                                                      400                     400

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Issued, Called Up and Fully Paid
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December - 31,469,095 shares                                                                      315                     311

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are
entitled to one vote per share at meetings of the Company. However, should the Company not be
satisfied as to the true identity of the shareholders it can suspend the entitlement of those shareholders
to a) vote at general meetings of the Company; and/or b) to receive dividends.

On 25 November 2011, 333,333 ordinary shares of €0.01 were issued to Kenneth Alexander (233,333)
and Richard Cooper (100,000) following the exercise of options under the Share Option Plan, at
exercise prices of £1.00 and £1.26 respectively.

18.2    Reserves

                                                       Share                 Share               Merger            Retained 
                                                    Capital             Premium              Reserve            Earnings                   Total
                                                      €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

At 1 January 2011                  311                         –                40,407                21,966                62,684
Result for the year                      –                         –                         –                    (145)                  (145)
Dividends paid                            –                         –                         –                 (6,225)               (6,225)
Share option charge                    –                         –                         –                     440                     440
Share options exercised              4                     416                         –                         –                     420
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
At 31 December 2011           315                     416                40,407                16,036                57,174
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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The ‘Merger reserve’ arose on the re-domiciliation of the Group from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man.
It consists of the pre-redomiciliation reserves of the Luxembourg company plus the difference in the
issued share capital (31,135,762 share at €0.01 versus 31,135,762 shares at €1.24).

The Group’s capital management objectives are to ensure its ability to continue as a going concern
and to provide an adequate return to shareholders and benefits to other stakeholders by pricing
services commensurately with the level of risk, and maintaining an optimal capital structure to reduce
the cost of capital. The Group desires to pay not less than 75 per cent. of its net operating cashflows
to shareholders by way of dividends.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may issue new shares, return capital
to shareholders, limit the amount of dividends paid, or sell assets.

Total equity employed at 31 December 2011 was €57.2 million (2010: €62.7 million).

19.      DIVIDENDS

After the balance sheet date, but up to the date on which these financial statements were approved, the
following dividends were proposed by the Directors:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010

Total amount                                                                                                           €3,475,139         €3,113,576
Amount per qualifying share                                                                                          €0.11                  €0.10
                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
20.      SHARE OPTION SCHEMES

The Group has three share option schemes:

(a)      the ‘original’ scheme that has been in place since the IPO of GVC Holdings PLC’s predecessor
Gaming VC Holdings S.A

(b)      a ‘new’ scheme that was approved by shareholders on 21 May 2010. (the “21 May 2010 scheme”)

(c)      a further grant of options under the new scheme to three directors, approved by shareholders on
16 November 2011 (“16 November 2011 scheme”). A total of 1,600,000 shares under this scheme
were granted on 30 January 2012 at an exercise price of 154.79p.

The following options to purchase €0.01 ordinary shares in the Company were granted, bought out, lapsed
or existing at the year end.

                                               Existing at                                     Existing at    Exercisable at
Date of            Exercise           1 January           Exercised      31 December      31 December               Vesting 
Grant                    Price                  2011          in the year                   2011                   2011               criteria

01 Mar 07             100p              233,333             (233,333)*                      –                         –                Note a
15 May 07            129p              154,590                         –              154,590              154,590             Note a, f
26 Feb 08         138.16p              150,000                         –              150,000              143,750                Note a
12 Dec 08             126p              291,667             (100,000)*           191,667                91,659                Note a
21 May 10            213p           1,675,000                         –           1,675,000              837,500                Note b
21 May 10                1p              300,000                         –              300,000              150,000                Note c
21 May 10                1p              100,000                         –              100,000                50,000                Note d
21 May 10            150p              700,000                         –              700,000                         –                Note e
                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––                           
Total all 

schemes                               3,604,590             (333,333)          3,271,257           1,427,499
                                             –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––                           
*      The average weighted share price on the date of exercise was 121.6p
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Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month. The remaining options are expected to vest
during 2012.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme; it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(e)    These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.

(f)    A total of 123,077 share options at an exercise price of 129p relating to a departing employee were permitted to be exercised
between 25 April 2012 and 30 April 2012.

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2011 was €440,000 (2010:
€482,000).

20.1    Weighted Average Exercise Price of Options

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options is as follows:

                                                                  Weighted                                       Weighted 
                                                                    average              Number              average              Number 
                                                          exercise price           of options     exercise price           of options
                                                                        2011                   2011                   2010                   2010

Outstanding at the beginning of 
the year                                                        156p           3,604,590                   135p           1,954,590

Granted during the year                                         –                         –                   167p           2,775,000
Exercised during the year                                108p             (333,333)                  231p          (1,125,000)
                                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Outstanding at the end of the year                  161p           3,271,257                   156p           3,604,590
                                                              –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Exercisable at the end of the year                                      1,427,499                                         519,741
                                                                                         –––––––––                                    –––––––––
The options outstanding at 31 December 2011 have a weighted average contractual life of 7.2 years
(2010: 8.3 years).

20.2    Valuation of Options

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted in 2010, 2008 and 2007 were
measured by reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the
services received is measured on a Binomial valuation model. The contractual life of the option (10
years) is used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the
Binomial model. The option exercise price for all individuals was the average market price on grant
date, or a premium thereto apart from K Alexander whose options were priced at a premium to the
market price on the date of the announcement of his appointment.
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Fair value of share options and assumptions:

                   Share price
                          at date            Exercise                                                             Expected                              Fair value at 
Date of             of grant*               price           Expected            Exercise            dividend                  Risk    measurement 
grant                    (in £)                  (in £)          volatility            multiple                  yield            free rate**              date

1 Mar 07                1.08                  1.00                     65%                    2                       8%               5.02%               0.46
15 May 07             1.22                  1.29                     50%                    2                       8%               5.33%               0.40
13 Jul 07                1.42                  2.98                     60%                    2                       8%               5.63%               0.53
13 Jul 07                1.42                  1.60                     60%                    2                       8%               5.63%               0.53
21 Aug 07              1.25                  1.29                     60%                    2                       8%               5.07%               0.48
21 Sep 07               1.32                1.345                     55%                    2                       8%               5.08%               0.48
27 Nov 07              1.33                  1.33                     50%                    2                       8%               4.80%               0.44
26 Feb 08               1.35              1.3816                     50%                    2                     12%               4.53%               0.35
12 Dec 08              1.05                  1.26                     50%                    2                     12%               3.02%               0.17
21 May 10             1.85                  2.13                     60%                    2                     17%               2.75%               0.39
21 May 10             1.85                  0.01                     60%                    2                     17%               2.75%               0.05
21 May 10             1.85                  1.50                     60%                    2                     17%               2.75%               0.59

* This is the bid price, not the mid-market price, at market close, as sourced from Bloomberg

** The measurement of the risk-free rate was based on rate of UK sovereign debt prevalent at each grant date over the
expected term of the option

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to
publicly available information. There are no market conditions associated with the share option
grants.

21.      FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The Group’s principal financial instruments as at 31 December 2011 comprise cash and cash equivalents.
The main purpose of these financial instruments is to finance the Group’s operations. The Group has other
financial instruments which mainly comprise receivables and payables, which arise directly from its
operations. Cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables have been classified as loans and
receivables and trade and other payables, and deferred consideration as financial liabilities measured at
amortised cost.

During the year, the Group did not use derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure to foreign
exchange or interest rate risks arising from operational, financing and investment activities. The Group does
not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading purposes.

21.1    Market Risk

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates
will affect the Group’s income or value of its holdings of financial instruments. Exposure to market
risk (which includes currency and interest rate risk) arises in the normal course of the Group’s
business.

21.2    Foreign Exchange Risk

Foreign exchange risk arises from transactions, recognised assets and liabilities and net investments
in foreign operations. The Group does not use foreign exchange contracts to hedge its currency risk.
The Group dividend is declared in the Euro. Two weeks before the dividend is due to be paid, the
Company sells Euro and buys British Pounds for an amount equal to the dividend.

The Group considers its net exposure to currency risk to be low and that the potential savings from
managing this exposure to be minimal.

The Group has investments in foreign operations which are all denominated in Euros minimising the
Group’s exposure to currency translation risk.
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21.2.1 Analysis of the Balance Sheet by Currency

                                                              Euro        GBP        USD         TRY       Other        Total
At 31 December 2011                        €000’s      €000’s      €000’s      €000’s      €000’s      €000’s

Non-current assets                           67,776              –              –              –              –     67,776
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Receivables and prepayments              6,545            12          263       1,559          604       8,983
Tax reclaimable                                    1,529              –              –              –              –       1,529
Other tax reclaimable                                 –              –              –              –              –              –
Cash and cash equivalents                   7,764            59       1,895              –          135       9,853
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total current assets                          15,838            71       2,158       1,559          739     20,365
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Trade and other payables                 (13,324)        (795)        (753)        (684)        (370)   (15,926)
Taxation payable                                 (1,697)          (57)             –              –           (17)     (1,771)
Other taxation liabilities                        (146)        (113)             –              –           (71)        (330)
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total current liabilities                   (15,167)        (965)        (753)        (684)        (458)   (18,027)
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Net current assets                                    671         (894)      1,405          875          281       2,338
Long Term Liabilities
– Deferred consideration*                (12,940)             –              –              –              –    (12,940)
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total assets less current 

liabilities                                        55,507         (894)      1,405          875          281     57,174
                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
* priced in US Dollars but at a fixed Euro exchange rate

                                                                              Euro        GBP        USD       Other        Total
At 31 December 2010                                        €000’s      €000’s      €000’s      €000’s      €000’s

Non-current assets                                              63,290              –              –              –     63,290
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Receivables and prepayments                              5,986            40          224          166       6,416
Tax reclaimable                                                    1,356              –              –              –       1,356
Other tax reclaimable                                                19              –              –              –            19
Cash and cash equivalents                                   4,339            44          566            82       5,031
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total current assets                                             11,700            84          790          248     12,822
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Trade and other payables                                    (4,821)        (213)        (419)          (16)     (5,469)
Taxation payable                                                 (1,525)             –              –              –      (1,525)
Other taxation liabilities                                        (264)             –              –              –         (264)
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total current liabilities                                        (6,610)        (213)        (419)          (16)     (7,258)
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Net current assets                                                 5,090         (129)         371          232       5,564
Long Term Liabilities
– Deferred consideration*                                  (6,170)             –              –              –      (6,170)
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
Total assets less current liabilities                     62,210         (129)         371          232     62,684
                                                                          ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––    ––––––
* priced in US Dollars but at a fixed Euro exchange rate

A significant proportion of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities are denominated in
Euros, which minimises the Group’s exposure to foreign exchange risk. Management do not
consider the impact of possible exchange rate movements based on current market conditions
to be material to the net result for the year.

21.3    Interest Rate Risk

The Group earns interest from bank deposits. During the year, the Group held cash on deposits with
a range of maturities of less than three months. The Group had no committed borrowing facilities as
at 31 December 2011 (2010: €nil).
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Management do not consider the impact of possible interest rate movements based on current market
conditions to be material to the net result for the year or the equity position at the year end for either
the year ended 31 December 2010 or 31 December 2011.

21.4    Credit Risk

The Group has no significant concentrations of credit risk with exposure spread over a large number
of customers. The Group does not grant credit facilities to any of its customers and the maximum
exposure to credit risk is represented by the carrying amount of each financial asset in the balance
sheet.

The Group has material exposure to credit risk through amounts owed by Webdollar (a third party
collection agency) of €1.1 million (2010: €0.9 million) and cash balances held with the Bank of
Valetta of €5.1 million (2010: Bank of Valetta of €4.7 million). The Group considers the credit risk
associated with these balances to be low, having assessed the credit ratings and financial strength of
the counter-parties involved. The Group is seeking to diversify its banking deposits to further reduce
credit risk.

No provision for impairment has been made at 31 December 2011 (2010: €nil). No receivable
amounts were past due date at 31 December 2011 (2010: €nil).

21.5    Liquidity Risk

At 31 December 2011, the Group had cash and cash equivalents of €9.9 million (2010: €6.6 million)
and considers liquidity risk to be low for the business. All financial liabilities at the year-end are due
within one year, with the exception of the deferred consideration on Betboo.

21.6    Fair Values

The carrying amounts of the financial assets and liabilities, including deferred consideration in the
Balance Sheet at 31 December 2011 and 2010 for the Group and Company are a reasonable
approximation of their fair values. All trade and other receivables and payables have a maturity of less
than one year.

21.7    Summary of Financial Assets and Liabilities by Category

The carrying amounts of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities recognised at the balance sheet
date are categorised as follows:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Current assets:
Financial assets measured as loans and receivables:
– Trade and Other receivables                                                                              7,511                  3,932
– Cash and cash equivalents                                                                                 9,853                  6,551

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Current liabilities:
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost:
– Trade and other payables                                                                                 15,926                  5,469
– Deferred consideration                                                                                    12,940                  6,170

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
22.      RELATED PARTIES

22.1    Identity of Related Parties

The Group has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (see note 23) and with its Directors
and executive officers.
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22.2    Transactions with Directors and Key Management Personnel

Nigel Blythe-Tinker is the Executive chairman of Pentasia Limited, a leading recruiter in the field of
internet gaming. During the year ended 31 December 2011, Pentasia provided recruitment services to
various members of the Group to a value of €36,472 (2010: €125,998).

Karl Diacono is the Chief Executive Officer of Fenlex Corporate Services Limited, a corporate service
provider incorporated in Malta. During the year ended 31 December 2011, Fenlex received €31,138
from the Group in relation to Company secretarial matters arising in Malta (2010: €52,311).

Richard Cooper received dividends during the year of €7,000 in respect of his beneficial interest in
the ordinary share capital of the Group. Richard Cooper and his wife are the shareholders of Rousset
Capital Limited, a company incorporated in the United Kingdom. During the year ended 31 December
2011, Rousset Capital Limited provided conference and meeting room services amounting to £9,908
(€11,513) (2010: £22,237 (€26,159)).

Lee Feldman received dividends during the year of €10,740 in respect of his beneficial interest in the
ordinary share capital of the Group. Lee Feldman is the Managing Partner of Twin Lakes Capital, a
private equity firm based in New York. During the year ended 31 December 2011, Twin Lakes Capital
received £50,000 (€58,910) (2010: £50,000 (€57,564)) in relation to office services.

Kenneth Alexander received dividends during the year of €16,000 in respect of his beneficial interest
in the ordinary share capital of the Group.

The Directors are satisfied that all of the above arrangements were at arms-length commercial rates.

Details of the remuneration of key management are detailed below:

                                                                                                                    2011                   2010
                                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s

Salaries and employee benefits                                                                            3,233                  3,913
Share based payments                                                                                             273                     222

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
                                                                                                                             3,506                  4,135

                                                                                                                               –––––––––         –––––––––
Details of Directors remuneration is given in the Report of the Remuneration Committee on page 250.

23.      GROUP ENTITIES

                                                                                                                                          Ownership interest
Significant subsidiaries                                      Country of incorporation                      2011                   2010

GVC Corporation B.V.*                                     Dutch Caribbean                                  100%                  100%
Intera N.V.                                                          Dutch Caribbean                                  100%                  100%
Gaming VC Corporation Limited                      Malta                                                    100%                  100%
GVC Administration Services Limited              England and Wales                              100%                  100%

*      also has a branch registered in Israel

24.      CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The Group, through its trading websites, offers progressive jackpots on slot machines.

Betaland Progressive Jackpots

The progressive jackpot fund in which the Betaland site participates is part of a network scheme; that is to
say, it is built up based on the gaming activity of every player from every operator in the network. At the end
of each month, each operator pays into the central fund the amount added into it as calculated from the play
of their own customers and receives back from the fund the value of jackpots won by their own customers
(less a deduction to re-seed the jackpot to its starting value). If Gaming VC customers never win such a
jackpot, Gaming VC still has to pay into the fund, but it has the peace of mind that if one of their customers
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does win a substantial jackpot then Gaming VC does not have to carry that cost itself; it is basically an
insurance policy but one which provides a strong revenue-generating tool in the jackpot games themselves.

CasinoClub Progressive Jackpots

Unlike Betaland, CasinoClub does not participate in the network progressive jackpot scheme; instead, it
offers an equivalent system in which only its own customers participate. This means that CasinoClub make
no contributions to the central fund as it builds up (since they are the only operator in the scheme, this would
serve no purpose) and, should a CasinoClub customer win the progressive jackpot, there is no central fund
to cover the payout so the cost of this would be taken directly to the Income Statement in the period in which
it would be won.

Across 33 games, the total of the available jackpots at 31 December 2011 was €5.9 million (2010: 29 games
and total available jackpot of €5.1 million). The single largest jackpot available amounted to €2.7 million
from the slots game “Aladdin’s Lamp” (2010: €2.5 million).

The Group had no winners of a significant jackpot (2010, one winner of a video poker game). In accordance
with the Group’s policy, the amount withdrawn by the customer in 2010 (€258,000) was treated as an
exceptional item (see note 5.2).

East Pioneer Corporation Guarantee

On 21 November 2011 the Group entered into a service agreement and guarantee relating to the acquisition
by East Pioneer Corporation B.V. (“EPC”) from Sportingbet Plc of Superbahis, a Turkish language website
. The maximum contingent liability under this agreement at inception was €171 million. The Directors
consider this has a fair value of €nil.

GVC is providing back office and support services to EPC, and hence entered into the agreement with
Sportingbet.

Additionally GVC entered into the agreement for the purpose of guaranteeing to a subsidiary of Sportingbet
the payment and performance by EPC of all amounts and obligations under the Business Purchase
Agreement and certain other Transaction Documents. The full detail of the arrangements is contained in the
circular to shareholders dated 31 October 2011 which is available on the Group’s website.

The consideration due from EPC to Sportingbet under the terms of the Business Purchase Agreement will
be payable in monthly instalments in arrears. The amounts payable are dependent on whether the software
being used remains on the Sportingbet platform, and are calculated as follows:

(a)      for each month of the first three years following 21 November 2011 until the software platform being
used ceases to be that of Sportingbet, an amount equal to 75 per cent. and, following the software
platform ceasing to be that of Sportingbet, 67.5 per cent., of a definition of Adjusted Combined Net
Revenue (close to GVC’s definition of gross profit, but before marketing expenditure but after affiliate
commissions, and subject to certain allowances and thresholds). The calculation is a combination of
the revenue from Superbahis and similar sites operated by GVC. This is known as the Initial Profit
Share.

(b)      for each calendar month during the fourth year following 21 November 2011, if the Initial Profit Share
is less than €142.5 million (“Minimum Consideration”), the profit share will continue as outlined in
(a) above capped at an amount equal to the sum of €28.5 million and the amount by which the Initial
Profit Share is less than the Minimum Consideration. If the Initial Profit Share is greater than the
Minimum Consideration, the profit share will continue as outlined in (a) above capped at €28.5
million (the “Second Profit Share”); and

(c)      for each calendar month during the fifth and sixth years following Completion, if the aggregate of the
Initial Profit Share and the Second Profit Share is less than the Minimum Consideration, the profit
share will continue as outlined in (a) above capped at an amount equal to the amount by which the
Initial Profit Share, together with the Second Profit Share, is less than the Minimum Consideration. If
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the aggregate of the Initial Profit Share and the Second Profit Share is more than or equal to the
Minimum Consideration, no further Consideration is payable.

25.      ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS

The Directors discuss the development, selection and disclosure of the Group’s critical accounting policies
and estimates and the application of these policies and estimates.

In the application of the accounting policies, which are detailed in this note, the Directors are required to
make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical
experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from these
estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only
that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods. The estimates and assumptions, which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year, are discussed below.

25.1    Intangible assets

For all acquisitions management has recognised separately identifiable intangible assets on the
Balance Sheet. These intangible assets have been valued based on expected future cash flow
projections from existing customers. The calculations of the value and estimated future economic life
of the assets involve, by the nature of the assets, significant judgement.

25.2    Customer liabilities

Customer liabilities represent cash held by the Group on behalf of customers. These are stated net of
an allowance for uncollected dormant balances. Management apply judgement calculating the
allowance by reference to player terms and conditions.

The estimates and judgements which have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.

25.3    Receivables

Management apply judgement in evaluating the recoverability of receivables. To the extent that the
Board believes receivables not to be recovered they have been provided for in the financial statements.

25.4    Impairment of Goodwill and Trademarks

Determining whether goodwill and trademarks with an indefinite useful life are impaired requires an
estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units. The value-in-use calculation requires the
entity to estimate the future cash flows expected to arise from the cash-generating unit and select a
suitable discount rate in order to calculate present value. Note 11.2 provides information on the
assumptions used in these financial statements.

The valuation work to assess the impairment of goodwill and intangible assets was conducted by
internally by management.

25.5    Share Options

Accounting for share option charges requires a degree of judgement over such matters as dividend
yield, and expected volatility. Further details on the assumptions made by management are disclosed
in note 20.
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25.6    Open bets

The Directors review the scale and magnitude of open bets frequently, and in particular at the balance
sheet date. Assessments are made on whether to make provisions for the outcome of such open bets.
Management have assessed that the value of open bets at year end is not material.

25.7    East Pioneer Corporation B.V.

On 21 November the Group entered into a B2B arrangement with East Pioneer Corporation B.V.
(“EPC”) to provide a suite of back office services to the company following EPC’s acquisition of
Superbahis, a business operated by Sportingbet Plc (“SBT”).

The terms of the contracts between SBT, EPC and the group are complex. Neither the Group nor EPC
currently provide the platform or licensing, hold the customers on their servers, retain the brand nor
set and control the sports book odds of the website. In return for the back office services provided, the
Group is entitled to receive income from EPC equating to a share of the profits of the business. The
Group does not, however have any interest in the net assets or equity of EPC which is an
independently held entity. Management assert that the group does not currently control any of the
operating or financial policies of EPC. The Group does recognise there are material transactions
between itself and EPC and the provision of back office services necessitates an interchange of
management personnel and the provision of essential technical information between EPC and the
Group. Accordingly, such amounts due under the B2B transaction with EPC are therefore included
within revenue.

The Directors consider that the guarantee relating to the acquisition by EPC as referred to in note 24
has a fair value of €nil due to the uncertainty regarding the regulatory environment in which EPC
operates and also due to the fact that much of the cash used to fund such payments resides within
payment processor accounts operated by the Group.

26.      LITIGATION WITH BOSS MEDIA

The Group continues to be in dispute with Boss Media.

Dispute involving Gaming VC Corporation and Boss Media AB and Boss Media Malta Casino Limited

A dispute has arisen in relation to the Software Licence Agreement dated 27 March 2009 entered into
between Boss Media Malta Casino Limited (“Boss Media Malta Casino”) and Gaming VC Corporation
Limited (“Gaming VC Corporation”). Boss Media Malta Casino’s obligations under the Boss Media Malta
Casino Software Licence Agreement are guaranteed by its parent company, Boss Media AB (“Boss Media”).
The Boss Media Malta Casino Software Licence Agreement is governed by the laws of Malta and is subject
to the jurisdiction of the Courts of Malta.

In 2008, GTECH (a company incorporated and registered in the United States) acquired control of Boss
Media and Boss Media Malta Casino. GTECH also owns St. Minver Limited (a company incorporated and
registered in Gibraltar). St. Minver Limited has a licence from the Gibraltar Gaming Authority to offer online
games on the internet. St. Minver Limited offers games on the internet on behalf of clients under this licence.
In 2006, Lottomatica S.p.A. (a company incorporated and registered in Italy) acquired GTECH.

The background to the dispute is that certain third parties have obtained unauthorised access to Gaming VC
Corporation’s customer database and have been unlawfully targeting Gaming VC Corporation’s customers,
thereby causing Gaming VC Corporation very substantial damage. Gaming VC Corporation alleges that
employees and/or representatives of Boss Media Malta Casino, Boss Media and/or St. Minver Limited have
been involved in this unauthorised activity.

Gaming VC Corporation has instructed Fenech & Fenech Advocates in Malta. Court proceedings were
issued on 20 April 2010 in Malta by Gaming VC Corporation. Substantial damages have been claimed. Boss
Media Malta Casino issued a reply, in which it denied the claim and challenged the jurisdiction of the
Maltese Courts. The parties have filed various submissions in relation to jurisdiction and a substantive
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hearing in relation to the issue of jurisdiction took place on 10 March 2011. The Maltese Court has yet to
hand down its decision on this case.

In addition, Boss Media has issued an Arbitration Request in Sweden against GVC Corporation BV, a
company incorporated and registered in the Dutch Caribbean, in accordance with the Arbitration rules of the
Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (the “SCC”). In its Request, Boss Media is
seeking declaratory relief that it has not breached its confidentiality obligations set out in a Software Licence
Agreement dated 21 December 2004 entered into between Boss Media and GVC Corporation BV, which was
the agreement preceding the Software Licence Agreement dated 27 March 2009 referred to above.

Proceedings under Arbitration are continuing.

27.      GOING CONCERN

The Group’s business activities, together with the factors likely to affect its future performance and position
are set out in the Chairman’s, Chief Executive’s and Group Finance Director’s statements. Note 21 to the
financial statements sets out the Group’s financial risk management policies, and its exposure to credit risk
and liquidity risk.

The Directors have assessed the financial risks facing the business, and compared this risk assessment to the
net current assets position and dividend policy. The Directors have also reviewed relationships with key
suppliers and software providers and are satisfied that the appropriate contracts and contingency plans are in
place. The Directors have prepared income statement and cash flow forecasts to assess whether the Group
has adequate resources for the foreseeable future.

The Directors consider that the Group has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the
consolidated financial statements.

28.      SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

Betaland Disposal

On 10 April 2012, the group announced that it had entered into an arrangement to dispose of its Betaland
business to a third party and for a nominal sum. The declining profitability of Betaland led the Board to
conclude that it was no longer in the shareholder’s interests for GVC to continue to own this business. The
disposal is subject to regulatory and third party contractual consents, but is expected to be completed shortly
after the signing of these financial statements.

The Group made the decision to dispose of the Betaland business after the year end culminating in the
announcement dated the 10 April 2012. Hence, the Directors have not included the assets and liabilities of
the Betaland business as ‘held for sale’ at 31 December 2011 as the disposal was not ‘highly probable’ at
that date.

In the year ended 31 December 2010, the date of the last audited accounts, the results and net assets of
Betaland were:

                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                                                                                                               22,200
Clean EBITDA                                                                                                                                           1,900
Profit before taxation                                                                                                                                  1,600
Gross assets                                                                                                                                                4,400
Net assets                                                                                                                                                           6
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In the six month period to 30 June 2011, the unaudited results were:

                                                                                                                                                                  €000’s

Net Gaming Revenue                                                                                                                               10,500
Clean EBITDA                                                                                                                                           1,000
Profit before taxation                                                                                                                                     900
Gross assets                                                                                                                                                5,000

Share Option Exercise

A total of 123,077 share options at an exercise price of 129p relating to a departing employee were permitted
to be exercised between 25 April 2012 and 30 April 2012.

There have been no other subsequent events between 31 December 2011 and the date of the signing of these
accounts that merit inclusion.
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REPORT OF THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee is comprised of the three Non-Executive Directors and is currently chaired by
Nigel Blythe-Tinker. The Committee determines the remuneration packages of the Executive Directors and
other senior management, and is required by the board to review the bonus arrangements of any employee
or consultant to the Group. The Committee meets at least twice a year.

Group Remuneration Policy

In accordance with its remit, the Committee’s policy is to determine the remuneration packages of the
Executive Directors and other senior management in order to ensure that the relevant individuals are
provided with appropriate incentives to encourage enhanced performance and are, in a fair and responsible
manner, rewarded for their individual contributions to the success of the Company.

Remuneration Package

The remuneration package comprises basic salary and benefits, annual bonus and long term incentive
arrangements. The Executive Directors and senior management are remunerated using the policy described
below.

Basic Salary and Benefits

Basic salary is set for each individual based on individual performance and achievement of objectives and
following the consideration of compensation information for other companies in the e-gaming industry, both
quoted and unquoted. The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee is also Executive Chairman of the
specialist e-gaming recruitment company Pentasia Limited, and therefore has considerable insight into
comparable salaries and benefits packages. The Executive Directors are also entitled to health and life cover.

Pension

The Group did not operate a pension plan for the Executive Directors or senior management in 2011.

Annual Bonus

Bonus scheme arrangements are in place for all members of staff, including the Executive Directors. The
staff bonuses are based on individual performance and the Executive Directors linked to the performance of
the Group as detailed below.

The Remuneration Committee after consulting with shareholders has decided that Executive Directors
annual bonuses should be linked directly to the dividends paid by the Company. Accordingly, both Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper will receive a bonus each year equal to the dividends (excluding the special
dividend paid on 28 June 2010) that would have been paid by the Company to that Director in the relevant
period in respect of the GVC Holdings Shares subject to unexercised awards granted under the ‘new’ scheme
to that Director as if those awards had already been exercised (and the GVC Holdings shares issued) at the
record date for payment of the relevant dividend.
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Directors’ Emoluments

Summary

                                                                                                         Benefits
                                             Salary/Fees                 Bonus               in Kind          Total 2011          Total 2010
                                                              €                         €                         €                         €                         €
Executive Directors
K Alexander                                638,702              789,937                  3,138           1,431,777           2,122,140
R Cooper                                    351,286              426,465                  2,921              780,672              852,088

Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                                  150,966              228,894                         –              379,860              485,574
N Blythe-Tinker                         101,294                15,000                         –              116,294              104,958
K Diacono                                    50,000                         –                         –                50,000                50,000
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
                                                1,292,248           1,460,296                  6,059           2,758,603           3,614,760
                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
The Directors emoluments include amounts of an exceptional nature shown in note 5.2 and included within
‘exceptional items’ in the income statement (€1,125,297), the remaining amounts are shown in ‘operating
costs’ (€1,633,306).

Bonus

                                                                             Dividend       Transaction
                                                                                related               success          Total 2011          Total 2010
                                                                                 Note 1                Note 2
                                                                                         €                         €                         €                         €
Executive Directors
K Alexander                                                           160,000              629,938              789,938           1,531,607
R Cooper                                                                 80,000              346,465              426,465              527,407

Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                                                               80,000              148,894              228,894              334,364
N Blythe-Tinker                                                      15,000                         –                15,000                  7,500
                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
                                                                              335,000           1,125,297           1,460,297           2,400,878
                                                                         ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Notes:

(1)    See below; further details can be found in the annual bonus summary on page 250.

Reinvestment criteria for Directors’ bonuses

The Directors are under an obligation to re-invest not less than 20 per cent. of the post-tax amount of bonus received by them.
This reinvestment can take the form of either purchasing shares in the open market, or through the exercise of share options
whereby the Company receives the re-investment funds and issues shares.

K Alexander R Cooper L Feldman N Blythe-Tinker

Share option base 800,000 400,000 400,000 75,000
Dividend per share € 0.20 € 0.20 € 0.20 € 0.20
Dividend bonus € 160,000 € 80,000 € 80,000 € 15,000

(2)    Awarded on the completion of the transaction entering into a services agreement and guarantee relating to the acquisition by East
Pioneer Corporation B.V. of Superbahis, a Sportingbet Plc brand, as disclosed in the AIM admission document dated 31 October
2011.
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Directors’ Service and Consultancy Agreements

                                                                                                                                      Service     Notice period 
                                                                                             Date appointed            contract*   by either party
Executive Directors
K Alexander                                                                            19 April 2010                     Yes          12 Months
R Cooper                                                                                 19 April 2010                     Yes          12 Months

Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                                                                               19 April 2010                      No            3 months
N Blythe-Tinker                                                                      19 April 2010                      No            3 months
K Diacono                                                                               19 April 2010                      No            3 months

Long-term Incentive Schemes

The Group operates two schemes, the ‘original’ scheme and a ‘new’ scheme, the Executive Director’s and
Senior Management participate in both.

Original Scheme

The original scheme has had ten main grants. At 31 December 2011, 79 per cent. of the outstanding grants
had vested and the remaining 21 per cent. are expected to vest during 2012.

21 May 2010 Scheme

Following a vote by shareholders in an Extraordinary General Meeting held in Luxembourg on the 21 May
2010 the Group introduced a new scheme and made an initial award to the Executive Directors and certain
Senior Management. It is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as follows; one
third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards
and the balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24
months. Once vested, awards will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end
of which period they will lapse.

Initial awards granted to senior management will be subject to a performance condition which will require
the Company’s average share price to reach a pre determined price over a period of 30 dealing days before
the initial awards are capable of being exercised. Once the performance condition has been satisfied, the
initial awards will be exercisable, to the extent vested until the tenth anniversary of their date of grant. No
performance conditions will apply to the initial awards granted to the Executive Directors.

16 November 2011 scheme

On 16 November 2011, shareholders approved the grant of additional share options with the same rights as
the 21 May 2010 scheme to three directors as follows:

                                                         Number of shares 
Director                                            subject to options                                                             Exercise period

Kenneth Alexander                                           800,000              Date of grant to the fifth anniversary of grant
Richard Cooper                                                400,000              Date of grant to the fifth anniversary of grant
Lee Feldman                                                    400,000              Date of grant to the fifth anniversary of grant

These share options were granted at an exercise price of 154.79p being 120 per cent. of the average mid-
market closing price over the period from 17 November 2011 to 28 January 2012.

It is the Remuneration Committee’s intention that no further awards will be made under either the 21 May
2010 scheme or the 16 November 2011 scheme within the period of two years following the date of grant of
the initial awards unless the group enters into a material transaction which the Remuneration Committee
feels warrants additional incentives.

Each of the Executive Directors has agreed to retain the shares which he acquires on exercise of his awards
under the LTIP until the date of his cessation of employment with the GVC Group (save that each Executive
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Director will be permitted to sell sufficient of the Shares acquired on exercise to enable him to fund the
exercise price of such awards and any income tax and social security contribution liabilities which arise on
exercise).

Directors’ Share Options
                                                                                   Existing at                                 Existing at           Vested at 
                                                                Option    31 December         Exercised    31 December    31 December 
                                    Scheme                  price                2010        in the year                2011                 2011       Expiry date
Executive Directors
K Alexander                 Original                  100p            233,333           (233,333)                      –                       –                       –
K Alexander                 21 May 2010         213p            800,000                       –            800,000            400,000           20-05-20
K Alexander                 16 Nov 2011     154.79p                       –                       –                       –                       –           27-01-22
                                    –––––––––––   –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––         ––––––––
R Cooper                     Original                  126p            291,667           (100,000)           191,667              91,659           11-12-18
R Cooper                     21 May 2010         213p            400,000                       –            400,000            200,000           20-05-20
R Cooper                     16 Nov 2011     154.79p                       –                       –                       –                       –           27-01-22
                                    –––––––––––   –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––         ––––––––
Non-Executive Directors
L Feldman                   21 May 2010         213p            400,000                       –            400,000            200,000           20-05-20
L Feldman                   16 Nov 2011     154.79p                       –                       –                       –                       –           27-01-22
                                    –––––––––––   –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––         ––––––––
N Blythe-Tinker          New                       213p              75,000                       –              75,000              37,500           20-05-20
                                    –––––––––––   –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––           –––––––         ––––––––
Each of the Executive Directors will agree to retain the GVC Holdings PLC shares which he acquires on
exercise of his awards under the LTIP until the date of his cessation of employment with the redomiciled
Group (save that each Executive Director will be permitted to sell sufficient of the GVC Holdings PLC
shares acquired on exercise to enable him to fund the exercise price of such awards and any income tax and
social security contribution liabilities which arise on exercise).

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2011 was €268,000 (2010:
€210,000).

Other Employees and Consultants

The majority of staff in the Group are also able to benefit financially from their endeavors through either a
discretionary bonus scheme and/or Group share option plans. Details of the outstanding share options are
listed below.

                                                                                                                                   Vested at 
                                                                    Exercise price          Number of     31 December               Vesting
Scheme                                                                                               options                   2011               criteria

Original                                                                       129p              154,590              154,590                Note a
Original                                                                       138p              150,000              143,750                Note a
New                                                                                1p              300,000              150,000                Note b
New                                                                                1p              100,000                50,000                Note c
New                                                                            150p              700,000                         –                Note d

Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month and will remain exercisable until 10 years after
the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
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will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.

Following the disposal of Betaland the following options for other employees will lapse:

                                                                                                                                                          Number of 
Scheme                                                                                                               Exercise price               options

Original                                                                                                                             138p              150,000
New                                                                                                                                      1p              200,000
New                                                                                                                                  150p              700,000

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of the options for other employees and
consultants in 2011 was €172,000 (2010: €272,000).

The total charge to the income statement for the years ending 31 December was:

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010

Directors                                                                                                                    €268,000            €210,000
Other staff                                                                                                                  €172,000            €272,000
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                  €440,000            €482,000
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Nigel Blythe-Tinker
Chairman, Remuneration Committee

24 April 2012
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ADDITIONAL UNAUDITED INFORMATION

                                                                                       2007         2008*         2009*         2010*           2011
                                                                                    €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s         €000’s

Revenue                                                                      42,639        48,907        52,148        54,907        64,346
Gross profits                                                               33,405        40,271        42,758        45,095        51,603
Clean EBITDA                                                          19,983        19,609        17,650        12,164        10,018
Operating profit                                                          16,192        17,494        14,450          5,158           2,498
Profit before tax                                                          16,631        18,039        14,042          4,078              116
Cash at the balance-sheet date                                    15,859        19,262        19,195          6,551           9,853
Total dividend declared (pence)                                     29.8p           33.6p         60.22p        17.61p          8.61p†

Interim dividend (euro)                                            €0.20           €0.20           €0.20           €0.10           €0.10
Final dividend (euro)                                                €0.20           €0.20           €0.50           €0.10           €0.10
Total dividend (euro)                                                €0.40           €0.40           €0.70           €0.20           €0.20

                                                                               ————   ————   ————   ————   ————
Total dividend paid during the year (€’000’s)            12,176        12,454        12,454        18,681          6,225
                                                                               ————   ————   ————   ————   ————
*      The results for the financial years ending 2008, 2009 and 2010 exclude the results of Winzingo whose operations had been loss

making, this has been discontinued, see note 8 for further details

†     Excludes the final dividend announced 25 April 2012
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF GVC HOLDINGS PLC

We have audited the parent company financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended
31 December 2011 which comprise the parent company balance sheet and the related notes. The financial
reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with our contract with them.
Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the company’s members those matters we are
required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by
law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the company and the company’s
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditor

As explained more fully in the Directors’ Responsibilities Statement, the directors are responsible for the
preparation of the parent company financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair
view. Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the parent company financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards
require us to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s (APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the Audit of the Financial Statements

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on the APB’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/apb/scope/private.cfm.

Opinion on Financial Statements

In our opinion the parent company financial statements:

•          give a true and fair view of the state of the Company’s affairs as at 31 December 2011;

•          have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice; and

•          have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006.

Other Matter

We have reported separately on the group financial statements of GVC Holdings PLC for the year ended
31 December 2011.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
Chartered Accountants

London
24 April 2012
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COMPANY BALANCE SHEET

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                             Notes                €000’s                €000’s
Fixed assets
Investments                                                                                                  3                64,153                63,695
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Current assets
Debtors                                                                                                        4                  5,887                  4,531
Cash at bank and in hand                                                                                                       –                     102
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                        5,887                  4,633
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year                                    5               (34,227)              (30,867)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net current assets                                                                                                       (28,340)              (26,234)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Net assets                                                                                                                      35,813                37,461
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Capital and reserves                                                                                                               
Issued share capital                                                                                 6, 8                     315                     311
Share premium                                                                                            8                     416                         –
Merger reserve                                                                                             8                40,407                40,407
Retained earnings                                                                                        8                 (5,325)                (3,257)
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Total equity                                                                                                                  35,813                37,461
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
The Financial Statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 24 April 2012 and signed on their
behalf by:

K.J. Alexander R.Q.M. Cooper
(Chief Executive Officer) (Chief Financial Officer)
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NOTES TO THE COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.        ACCOUNTING POLICIES

A summary of the significant accounting policies are set out below, these policies have been applied
consistently to the periods presented, unless otherwise stated.

1.1      Basis of Preparation

The financial information has been prepared on the historical cost basis, and in accordance with
applicable Isle of Man law and United Kingdom accounting standards.

1.2      Investments

Investments in subsidiary undertakings are stated at cost less amounts written off.

1.3      Foreign Currency Translation

The Company maintains its accounting records in Euro and the balance sheet and profit and loss
account are expressed in this currency. Income and charges are translated at the exchange rates ruling
at the transaction date. Fixed assets are valued using historical exchange rates. Other current assets
and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies are translated into EUR at the rates of exchange in effect
at the balance sheet date. Realised exchange gains and losses and unrealised exchange losses are
recognised in the profit and loss account.

1.4      Fixed Assets

Investments in subsidiaries are show as fixed assets in the Company balance sheet, and are valued at
cost less any provision for impairment in value.

1.5      Trade and Other Debtors

Trade and other receivables are stated at amortised cost. A provision for impairment will be recorded
where there is evidence that the Company will not be able to collect all costs due according to the
terms of the receivable concerned.

1.6      Trade and Other Creditors

Trade and other payables are stated at their fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost.

1.7      Share Based Payments

The Group has a share option scheme which allows Group employees and contractors to acquire
shares of the Company. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee expense with
a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and spread over the period
during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a binomial valuation model. This valuation
method take into account the terms and conditions upon which the options were granted. The amount
recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share options that vest. See note
7 for further details of the two schemes.

Payments made to repurchase or cancel vested awards are accounted for with the fair value of the
options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation being taken to retained earnings; the balance
is taken to the income statement.
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1.8      Related Party Transactions

Financial Reporting Standard 8, ‘Related Party Transactions’, requires the disclosure of the details of
material transactions between the reporting entity and related parties. The Company has taken
advantage of exemptions under FRS 8 not to disclose transactions between Group companies.

2.        PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

The profit for the year dealt with in the accounts of the Company was €3,717,000 (2010: loss of €1,357,000).
The Company has not presented a separate profit and loss account.

3.        INVESTMENTS

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s
Investment in subsidiary undertakings
At 1 January 2011 and 5 January 2010                                                                        63,695                63,695
Investments in the year*                                                                                                     458                         –
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
At 31 December                                                                                                            64,153                63,695
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
* Additional investment in Gaming VC Corporation Limited in the year

                                                                                                                                Ownership
                                                                                                                                     interest
Significant subsidiaries                                         Country of incorporation                   2011                   2010

GVC Corporation B.V.*                                        Dutch Caribbean                              100%                  100%
Intera N.V.                                                             Dutch Caribbean                              100%                  100%
Gaming VC Corporation Limited                         Malta                                                100%                  100%
GVC Administration Services Limited                 England and Wales                          100%                  100%

* also has a branch registered in Israel

4.        DEBTORS

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s

Amounts owed by Group undertakings                                                                          4,351                  3,160
Other debtors                                                                                                                   1,532                  1,350
Prepayments                                                                                                                           4                       21
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                        5,887                  4,531
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
5.        CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s

Amounts due to Group undertakings                                                                            34,203                30,866
Other creditors                                                                                                                      24                         1
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                      34,227                30,867
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
6.        CALLED UP EQUITY SHARE CAPITAL

On 21 May 2010 shareholders of Gaming VC Holdings S.A., approved a redomiciliation to Luxembourg
which resulted, pari passu, in shareholders holding shares with a nominal value of €0.01 in GVC Holdings
PLC. As a result of this transaction, GVC Holdings PLC acquired all the assets and liabilities of Gaming VC
Holdings S.A. Arising from this transaction was the creation of a Merger Reserve, which is distributable.
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                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s
Authorised
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December – 40,000,000 shares                                                                                400                     400
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
Issued, Called Up and Fully Paid
Ordinary shares of €0.01 each
At 31 December – 31,469,095 shares                                                                                315                     311
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled
to one vote per share at meetings of the Company. However, should the Company not be satisfied as to the
true identity of the shareholders it can suspend the entitlement of those shareholders to receive dividends.

7.        SHARE OPTION SCHEME

The Group has three share option schemes:

(a)      the ‘original’ scheme that has been in place since the IPO of GVC Holdings PLC’s predecessor
Gaming VC Holdings S.A

(b)      a ‘new’ scheme that was approved by shareholders on 21 May 2010. (the “21 May 2010 scheme”)

(c)      a further grant of options under the new scheme to three directors, approved by shareholders on 16
November 2011 (“16 November 2011 scheme”). A total of 1,600,000 shares under this scheme were
granted on 30 January 2012 at an exercise price of 154.79.

The following options to purchase €0.01 ordinary shares in the Company were granted, bought out, lapsed
or existing at the year end.

                                                                              Existing at                                   Existing at    Exercisable at
                                                       Exercise          1 January           Exercised     31 December    31 December              Vesting
Date of Grant                                      Price                 2011         in the year                 2011                 2011               criteria

01 Mar 07                                             100p              233,333            (233,333)*                     –                         –                Note a
15 May 07                                            129p              154,590                         –              154,590              154,590            Note a, f
26 Feb 08                                        138.16p              150,000                         –              150,000              143,750                Note a
12 Dec 08                                             126p              291,667            (100,000)*          191,667                91,659                Note a
21 May 10                                            213p           1,675,000                         –           1,675,000              837,500                Note b
21 May 10                                                1p              300,000                         –              300,000              150,000                Note c
21 May 10                                                1p              100,000                         –              100,000                50,000                Note d
21 May 10                                            150p              700,000                         –              700,000                         –                Note e
                                                                             ————–        ————–        ————–        ————–
Total all schemes                                                   3,604,590            (333,333)         3,271,257           1,427,499                           
                                                                             ————–        ————–        ————–        ————–
* The average weighted share price on the date of exercise was 121.6p

Notes:

(a)    These awards were granted under the original scheme, on the first anniversary of the grant date, 25 per cent. of the option vests.
Thereafter, the balance of the option vests over three years, at 1/36th per month. 63 per cent. of these options have currently
vested and the remaining 37 per cent. are expected to vest during 2011 and 2012.

(b)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse.

(c)    These options were granted under the new scheme; it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 300p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.
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(d)   These options were granted under the new scheme, it is expected that the initial awards will vest over a three year period as
follows; one third of the ordinary shares subject to each award will vest 12 months after the date of grant of the awards and the
balance of the ordinary shares will vest in eight equal quarterly instalments over the following 24 months. Once vested, awards
will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. The awards are
subject to a performance condition which will require the Company’s average share price over a period of 30 dealing days to
reach 200p per ordinary share before the initial awards are capable of being exercised.

(e)    These options were granted under the new scheme, these options can be exercised after a period of 3 years from the date of grant
subject to achieving performance targets set by the Company.

(f)    A total of 123,077 share options at an exercise price of 129p relating to a departing employee were permitted to be exercised
between 25 April 2012 and 30 April 2012.

The charge to the consolidated income statement in respect of these options in 2011 was €440,000 (2010:
€482,000).

7.1      Weighted Average Exercise Price of Options

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options is as follows:

                                                                  Weighted                                       Weighted
                                                                    average                                         average
                                                                    exercise         Number of              exercise          Number of
                                                                        price              options                   price              options
                                                                        2011                   2011                   2010                   2010

Outstanding at the beginning of the year        156p           3,604,590                   135p           1,954,590
Granted during the year                                         –                         –                   167p           2,775,000
Exercised during the year                                108p             (333,333)                  231p          (1,125,000)
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Outstanding at the end of the year                  161p           3,271,257                   156p           3,604,590
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
Exercisable at the end of the year                                      1,427,499                                         519,741
                                                              ————–         ————–         ————–         ————–
The options outstanding at 31 December 2011 have a weighted average contractual life of 7.2 years
(2010: 8.3 years).

7.2      Valuation of Options

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted in 2010, 2008 and 2007 were
measured by reference to the fair value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the
services received is measured on a Binomial valuation model. The contractual life of the option (10
years) is used as an input into this model. Expectations of early exercise are incorporated into the
Binomial model. The option exercise price for all individuals was the average market price on grant
date, or a premium thereto apart from K Alexander whose options were priced at a premium to the
market price on the date of the announcement of his appointment.
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Fair value of share options and assumptions:

                                  Share price 
                                         at date         Exercise                                                     Expected                         Fair value at
                                      of grant*               price        Expected         Exercise         dividend         Risk free  measurement
Date of grant                        (in £)              (in £)       volatility          multiple               yield            rate**               date

1 Mar 07                               1.08                1.00               65%                     2                 8%            5.02%                0.46
15 May 07                            1.22                1.29               50%                     2                 8%            5.33%                0.40
13 Jul 07                               1.42                2.98               60%                     2                 8%            5.63%                0.53
13 Jul 07                               1.42                1.60               60%                     2                 8%            5.63%                0.53
21 Aug 07                             1.25                1.29               60%                     2                 8%            5.07%                0.48
21 Sep 07                              1.32              1.345               55%                     2                 8%            5.08%                0.48
27 Nov 07                             1.33                1.33               50%                     2                 8%            4.80%                0.44
26 Feb 08                              1.35            1.3816               50%                     2               12%            4.53%                0.35
12 Dec 08                             1.05                1.26               50%                     2               12%            3.02%                0.17
21 May 10                            1.85                2.13               60%                     2               17%            2.75%                0.39
21 May 10                            1.85                0.01               60%                     2               17%            2.75%                0.05
21 May 10                            1.85                1.50               60%                     2               17%            2.75%                0.59

* This is the bid price, not the mid-market price, at market close, as sourced from Bloomberg

** The measurement of the risk-free rate was based on rate of UK sovereign debt prevalent at each grant date over the
expected term of the option

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average
remaining life of the share options), adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to
publicly available information. There are no market conditions associated with the share option
grants.

8.        SHARE CAPITAL AND RESERVES

                                                                       Share             Share           Merger         Retained
                                                                    Capital        Premium          Reserve         Earnings               Total
                                                                      €000’s            €000’s            €000’s             €000’s            €000’s

At 1 January 2011                                             311                     –            40,407             (3,257)           37,461
Earnings for the period                                          –                     –                     –               3,717              3,717
Dividends paid                                                       –                     –                     –             (6,225)           (6,225)
Shares option charge                                             4                 416                     –                  440                 860
                                                              ————–     ————–     ————–      ————–     ————–
At 31 December 2011                                      315                 416            40,407             (5,325)           35,813
                                                              ————–     ————–     ————–      ————–     ————–
9.        DIVIDENDS

The dividends paid in the year were as follows:

                                                                                                                                         2011                   2010
                                                                                                                                       €000’s                €000’s

Final dividend at €0.10 per share (2010: special dividend at €0.50)                              3,113                15,568
Interim dividend at €0.10 per share (2010: interim dividend of €0.10)                         3,112                  3,113
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
                                                                                                                                        6,225                18,681
                                                                                                                               ————–         ————–
All reserves of the Company are distributable, as under the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006 distributions
are not governed by reserves but by the Directors undertaking an assessment of the Company’s solvency at
the time of distribution.
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SECTION D: GVC 2012 UNAUDITED INTERIM FINANCIAL INFORMATION

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

For the six months ended 30 June 2012

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                    (Unaudited)        (Unaudited)            (Audited)
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Revenue                                                                           2                29,108                19,828                44,340
Variable costs                                                                                    (12,073)              (10,277)             (23,790)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Contribution                                                                    2                17,035                  9,551                20,550
Operating costs                                                                 3               (10,421)                (6,770)             (18,551)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Operating profit                                                                                  6,614                  2,781                  1,999
Financial income                                                                                         1                         –                         2
Financial expense                                                                                (1,102)                (1,150)               (2,387)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) before tax                                                                          5,513                  1,631                    (386)
Taxation charge                                                                4                    (328)                     (61)                  (236)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) after taxation from 

continuing operations                                                                     5,185                  1,570                    (622)
(Loss)/profit after taxation from 

discontinued operations                                                5                    (922)                    834                     477
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Profit/(loss) after tax                                                                          4,263                  2,404                    (145)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Earnings per share                                                                                    €                         €                         €
Basic
Profit/(loss) from continuing operations                                              1.165                  0.050                 (0.020)
(Loss)/profit from discontinued operations                                        (0.029)                 0.027                  0.015
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total                                                                                  6                  0.136                  0.077                 (0.005)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Diluted
Profit/(loss) from continuing operations                                              0.163                  0.050                 (0.020)
(Loss)/profit from discontinued operations                                        (0.029)                 0.026                  0.015
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total                                                                                  6                  0.134                  0.076                 (0.005)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the six months ended 30 June 2012

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                    (Unaudited)        (Unaudited)            (Audited)
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit/(loss) and total comprehensive income/(expense) 
for the period                                                                                    4,263                  2,404                    (145)

                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

As at 30 June 2012

                                                                                                          30 June              30 June     31 December 
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                    (Unaudited)        (Unaudited)            (Audited)
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Assets
Property, plant and equipment                                                                465                     229                     470
Intangible assets                                                                                 66,278                67,943                67,223
Deferred tax asset                                                                                      83                       38                       83
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total non-current assets                                                                      66,826                68,210                67,776
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Receivables and prepayments                                          7                14,169                  7,311                  8,983
Income taxes reclaimable                                                                     1,813                  2,111                  1,529
Other tax reclaimable                                                                                  –                       19                         –
Cash and cash equivalents                                                8                  4,014                  5,799                  9,853
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total current assets                                                                             19,996                15,240                20,365
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                                 9               (14,482)                (6,305)             (15,926)
Income taxes payable                                                                          (2,327)                (2,366)               (1,771)
Other taxation liabilities                                                                        (252)                   (203)                  (330)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total current liabilities                                                                      (17,061)                (8,874)             (18,027)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Current assets less current liabilities                                                2,935                  6,366                  2,338

Long term liabilities
Deferred consideration on Betboo                                                    (11,778)              (12,375)             (12,940)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total net assets                                                                                  57,983                62,201                57,174
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Capital and reserves
Issued share capital                                                                                 316                     311                     315
Merger reserve                                                                                    40,407                40,407                40,407
Share premium                                                                                        610                         –                     416
Retained earnings                                                                               16,650                21,483                16,036
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Total equity attributable to equity holders 

of the parent                                                                                  57,983                62,201                57,174
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

For the six months ended 30 June 2012

Attributable to equity holders of the parent company:

                                                                             Share          Merger             Share       Retained
                                                                          Capital         Reserve       Premium       Earnings              Total
                                                                           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

Balance at 1 January 2011                                      311           40,407                    –           21,966           62,684
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                225                225
Dividend paid                                                              –                    –                    –           (3,112)          (3,112)
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Transactions with owners                                       311           40,407                    –           19,079           59,797
Profit and total comprehensive income                      –                    –                    –             2,404             2,404
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Balance as at 30 June 2011                                  311           40,407                    –           21,483           62,201
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Balance at 1 July 2011                                            311           40,407                    –           21,483           62,201
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                215                215
Share options exercised                                              4                    –                416                    –                420
Dividend paid                                                              –                    –                    –           (3,113)          (3,113)
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Transactions with owners                                       315           40,407                416           18,585           59,723
Loss and total comprehensive expense                       –                    –                    –           (2,549)          (2,549)
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Balance as at 31 December 2011                         315           40,407                416           16,036           57,174
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Balance at 1 January 2012                                      315           40,407                416           16,036           57,174
Share option charges                                                   –                    –                    –                315                315
Lapsed share options                                                   –                    –                    –              (489)             (489)
Share options exercised                                              1                    –                194                    –                195
Dividend paid                                                              –                    –                    –           (3,475)          (3,475)
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Transactions with owners                                       316           40,407                610           12,387           53,720
Loss and total comprehensive expense                       –                    –                    –             4,263             4,263
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
Balance as at 30 June 2012                                  316           40,407                610           16,650           57,983
                                                                    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–    ————–
All reserves of the Company are distributable, as under the Isle of Man Companies Act 2006, distributions
are not governed by reserves but by the Directors undertaking an assessment of the Company’s solvency at
the time of distribution.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS

For the six months ended 30 June 2012

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                    (Unaudited)        (Unaudited)            (Audited)
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers                                                            27,164                27,969                61,289
Cash paid to suppliers and employees                                              (26,974)              (24,579)             (49,640)
Corporate taxes recovered                                                                           –                         –                  1,356
Corporate taxes paid                                                                                (22)                     (35)               (1,627)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Net cash from operating activities                                                       168                  3,355                11,378
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received                                                                                          1                         2                         5
Acquisition of business and earn out                                                  (2,264)                        –                    (671)
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment                                       (151)                     (81)                  (395)
Acquisition of intangible assets                                                             (313)                   (915)               (1,210)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Net cash from investing activities                                                    (2,727)                   (994)               (2,271)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of share capital                                                       195                         –                     420
Dividend paid                                                                                      (3,475)                (3,113)               (6,225)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Net cash from financing activities                                                   (3,280)                (3,113)               (5,805)
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents                    (5,839)                   (752)                 3,302
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period                         9,853                  6,551                  6,551
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period                              4,014                  5,799                  9,853
                                                                                                    ————–         ————–         ————–
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NOTES TO THE INTERIM CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the six months ended 30 June 2012

1.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

GVC Holdings PLC is a company registered in the Isle of Man and was incorporated on 5 January 2010. It
is the successor company of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. and took the assets of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. on
21 May 2010 after formal approval by shareholders. GVC Holdings PLC has continued to apply the same
accounting policies as Gaming VC Holdings S.A. The consolidated financial statements of the Group for the
interim period ended 30 June 2012 comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the
‘Group’). The Group has two business lines, Business to Consumer (“B2C”), whose principal activities are
that of operating online casinos, access to online poker rooms, online bingo and online sports betting and
Business to Business (“B2B”), whose principal activities are to provide a full support service to third party
B2C operators.

These interim condensed consolidated financial statements are for the six months ended 30 June 2012. They
have been prepared in accordance with IAS 34, Interim Financial Reporting. They do not include all of the
information required for full annual financial statements, and should be read in conjunction with the
consolidated financial statements of the Group for the year ended 31 December 2011.

The comparative figures for the year ended 31 December 2011 are extracted from GVC Holdings PLC’s
consolidated financial statements, which are available on the company’s website. An unmodified audit
opinion was issued on these consolidated financial statements.

The financial statements are presented in the Euro, rounded to the nearest thousand. They are prepared on
the historical cost basis.

2.        SEGMENTAL REPORTING

Management currently identifies two distinct business lines Business to Consumer (“B2C”) and Business to
Business “B2B” as operating segments. These operating segments are monitored and strategic decisions are
made on the basis of segment operating results. The Group has chosen to split out its two key B2C brands,
CasinoClub and Betboo.

Management also monitors revenue by geographic location of its customers, monitoring performance in
Europe and Latin America.

2.1      Reporting by Segment

Six months ended 30 June 2012

                                                                                                                                                   Unallocated
                                                                                                                                                            central
                                                              CasinoClub          Betboo     Total B2C               B2B             costs             Total
                                                                       €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

STATEMENT OF TURNOVER
Sports wagers                                                         –           21,725          21,725        234,580                   –         256,305
Sports margin                                                                           8%                8%              11%                                    11%
Gross margin                                                          –             1,749            1,749          26,944                   –           28,693
Sports NGR                                                            –             1,167            1,167          21,304                   –           22,471
Gaming NGR                                                14,127            3,882          18,009            8,415                   –           26,424
Other revenue from customers                               –                    –                    –             1,182                   –             1,182
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      14,127            5,049          19,176          30,901                   –           50,077
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Revenue recognised by GVC                        14,127            5,049          19,176            9,932                   –           29,108
Revenue recognised by B2B partners                    –                    –                    –           20,969                   –           20,969
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      14,127            5,049          19,176          30,901                   –           50,077                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
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                                                                                                                                                   Unallocated
                                                                                                                                                            central
                                                              CasinoClub          Betboo     Total B2C               B2B             costs             Total
                                                                       €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

SEGMENTAL REPORTING
Total revenue (notes 2.2, 2.3)                      14,127            5,049          19,176            9,932                   –           29,108
Variable costs                                                 (5,819)          (3,489)          (9,308)          (2,765)                  –         (12,073)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Contribution                                                     8,308            1,560            9,868            7,167                   –           17,035
Other operating costs (note 3.1)                     (3,309)          (2,258)          (5,567)          (3,792)                  –           (9,359)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                4,999              (698)           4,301            3,375                   –             7,676
Share option charges                                              –                    –                    –                    –                174               174
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
EBITDA                                                          4,999              (698)           4,301            3,375               174            7,850
Depreciation and amortisation                          (271)             (781)          (1,052)             (183)                 (1)          (1,236)
Financial income/(expense)*                                  –           (1,102)          (1,102)                  –                    1           (1,101)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                                   4,728           (2,581)           2,147            3,192               174            5,513
Taxation                                                             (212)                  –              (212)               (91)               (25)             (328)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax from 

continuing operations                                4,516           (2,581)           1,935            3,101               149            5,185
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Total assets                                                    58,691          12,666          71,357          12,699            2,766          86,822                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
OTHER INFORMATION AND KPI’s
Revenue per day                                                   78                  28                105                 55                    –                160
Contribution margin                                          59%              31%              51%              72%                   –              59%
Sports wagers per day                                            –                119               119            1,289                   –             1,408
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
* includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo

Six months ended 30 June 2011                                                                                        Unallocated
                                                                                                                                                            central
                                                              CasinoClub          Betboo     Total B2C               B2B             costs             Total
                                                                       €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s
STATEMENT OF TURNOVER

Sports wagers                                                         –             8,781            8,781          14,507                   –           23,288
Sports margin                                                                         11%              11%                8%                                      9%
Gross margin                                                                            958               958            1,166                   –             2,124
Sports NGR                                                            –                820               820               837                   –             1,657
Gaming NGR                                                14,632            2,989          17,621               550                   –           18,171
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      14,632            3,809          18,441            1,387                   –           19,828
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Revenue recognised by GVC                        14,632            3,809          18,441            1,387                   –           19,828
Revenue recognised by B2B partners                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –                    –
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      14,632            3,809          18,441            1,387                   –           19,828                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
SEGMENTAL REPORTING
Total revenue (notes 2.2, 2.3)                      14,632            3,809          18,441            1,387                   –           19,828
Variable costs                                                 (7,262)          (2,051)          (9,313)             (964)                  –         (10,277)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Contribution                                                   7,370            1,758            9,128               423                   –             9,551
Other operating costs (note 3.1)                     (2,696)          (1,743)          (4,439)             (874)                  –           (5,313)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                               4,674                 15             4,689              (451)                  –             4,238
Exceptional items (note 3.2)                             (189)                  –              (189)                  –                    –              (189)
Share option charges                                              –                    –                    –                    –              (225)             (225)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
EBITDA                                                          4,485                 15             4,500              (451)             (225)           3,824
Depreciation and amortisation                          (297)             (655)             (952)               (91)                  –           (1,043)
Financial income/(expense)*                                  –           (1,150)          (1,150)                  –                    –           (1,150)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                                   4,188           (1,790)           2,398              (542)             (225)           1,631
Taxation                                                             (185)                50              (135)                16                  58                (61)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax from 

continuing operations                                4,003           (1,740)           2,263              (526)             (167)           1,570
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Total assets                                                   57,949          13,541          71,490            1,108          10,852          83,450                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
* includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo
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Year ended 31 December 2011                                                                                          Unallocated
                                                                                                                                                            central
                                                              CasinoClub          Betboo     Total B2C               B2B             costs             Total
                                                                       €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

OTHER INFORMATION AND KPI’s
Revenue per day                                                   80                  21                101                   8                    –                109
Contribution margin                                          50%              46%              49%              30%                   –              48%
Sports wagers per day                                            –                  48                  48                  80                    –                128
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
STATEMENT OF TURNOVER
Sports wagers                                                         –           24,439          24,439          82,535                   –         106,974
Sports margin                                                                         11%              11%              11%                                    11%
Gross margin                                                          –             2,629            2,629            8,759                   –           11,388
Sports NGR                                                            –             2,193            2,193            6,546                   –             8,739
Gaming NGR                                                29,399            6,620          36,019            3,247                   –           39,266
Other revenue from customers                               –                    –                    –                280                   –                280
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      29,399            8,813          38,212          10,073                   –           48,285
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Revenue recognised by GVC                        29,399            8,813          38,212            6,128                   –           44,340
Revenue recognised by B2B partners                    –                    –                    –             3,945                   –             3,945
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
                                                                      29,399            8,813          38,212          10,073                   –           48,285                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
SEGMENTAL REPORTING
Total revenue (notes 2.2, 2.3)                      29,399            8,813          38,212            6,128                   –           44,340
Variable costs                                               (13,923)          (6,532)        (20,455)          (3,335)                             (23,790)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Contribution                                                 15,476            2,281          17,757            2,793                   –           20,550
Other operating costs (note 3.1)                     (5,810)          (3,763)          (9,573)          (2,595)                             (12,168)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                               9,666           (1,482)           8,184               198                   –             8,382
Exceptional items                                              (334)                  –                334)          (3,585)                  –           (3,919)
Share option charges                                              –                    –                    –                    –              (440)             (440)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
EBITDA                                                          9,332           (1,482)           7,850           (3,387)             (440)           4,023
Depreciation and amortisation                          (457)          (1,344)          (1,801)             (223)                  –           (2,024)
Financial income/(expense)*                                  –           (2,387)          (2,387)                  1                    1           (2,385)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before tax                                   8,875           (5,213)           3,662           (3,609)             (439)             (386)
Taxation                                                             (162)                  –              (162)                  –                (74)             (236)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax from 

continuing operations                                8,713           (5,213)           3,500           (3,609)             (513)             (622)
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
Total assets                                                   55,278            2,976          68,254          14,165            5,272          88,141                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
* includes the unwinding of the discount on the deferred consideration arising from the acquisition of Betboo

                                                                                                                                                   Unallocated
                                                                                                                                                            central
                                                              CasinoClub          Betboo     Total B2C               B2B             costs             Total
                                                                       €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s           €000’s

OTHER INFORMATION AND KPI’s
Revenue per day                                                   62                  48                210                 34                    –                244
Contribution margin                                          53%              26%              46%              46%                   –              46%
Sports wagers per day                                            –                134               134               453                   –                588
                                                                 ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––     ––––––––
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2.2      Geographical analysis

The Group’s revenues and other income from external customers are divided into the following
geographic areas:

                                                                                          Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                               30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                   2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Europe                                                                                      24,059                16,019                35,527
Latin America                                                                            5,049                  3,809                  8,813
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total                                                                                        29,108                19,828                44,340                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

2.3      Business Line Performance Summary

                                  CasinoClub                Betboo                    B2C                    B2B                   Total
                                           €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s
Revenue
H1-2012                             14,127                  5,049                19,176                  9,932                29,108
H2-2011                             14,767                  5,004                19,771                  4,741                24,512
H1-2011                             14,632                  3,809                18,441                  1,387                19,828
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution
H1-2012                               8,308                  1,560                  9,868                  7,167                17,035
H2-2011                               8,106                     523                  8,629                  2,370                10,999
H1-2011                               7,370                  1,758                  9,128                     423                  9,551
                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA
H1-2012                               4,999                    (698)                 4,301                  3,375                  7,676
H2-2011                               4,992                 (1,497)                 3,495                     649                  4,144
H1-2011                               4,674                       15                  4,689                    (451)                 4,238                                     ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

3.        OPERATING COSTS
                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                  Notes                €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Other operating costs                                                     3.1                  9,359                  5,313                12,168
Share option charges                                                                              (174)                    225                     440
Exceptional items                                                          3.2                         –                     189                  3,919
Depreciation                                                                                              96                     164                     197
Amortisation                                                                                         1,140                     879                  1,827
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           10,421                  6,770                18,551                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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3.1      Other Operating Costs
                                                                                          Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                               30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                   2011                   2010                   2010
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Personnel expenditure (excluding share option charges)          4,599                  2,691                  6,028
Professional fees                                                                           589                     362                     932
Technology costs                                                                          981                     235                     616
Office, travel and other costs                                                     1,150                     607                  1,330
Third party service costs*                                                         1,859                  1,356                  3,088
Foreign exchange differences                                                       181                       62                     174
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                  9,359                  5,313                12,168                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

* provided to Betboo by external providers

Average number of staff employed in continuing operations:
B2C                                                                                                 55                       50                       50
B2B                                                                                                 80                       20                       28
Central                                                                                            10                         9                         8
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                     145                       79                       86                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

3.2      Exceptional Items

The Group incurred expenditure on exceptional items. These are items which are both exceptional in
size and nature.

                                                                                          Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                               30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                   2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Transaction with East Pioneer Corporation B.V.
– legal and professional costs                                                           –                         –                  2,275
– bonuses paid to Directors and staff                                               –                         –                  1,310
Boss dispute                                                                                      –                     189                     334
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                         –                     189                  3,919                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

4.        TAXATION

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Current tax expense
Current year                                                                                             255                       99                     256
Prior year                                                                                                   73                         –                       63
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                328                       99                     319
Deferred tax
Origination and reversal of temporary differences                                     –                      (38)                    (83)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total income tax expense in income statement                                      328                       61                     236                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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5.        DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

On 10 April 2012, the Group announced that it had entered into an arrangement to dispose of its Betaland
business to a third party and for a nominal sum. The declining profitability of Betaland led the Board to
conclude that it was no longer in the shareholder’s interests for GVC to continue to own this business, the
disposal was completed on the 4 May 2012. The results from Betaland are shown below:

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Net gaming revenue                                                                             4,511                10,454                20,006
Cost of sales                                                                                        (1,245)                (1,609)               (3,041)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Gross profit                                                                                           3,266                  8,845                16,965
Marketing and revenue shares                                                            (3,006)                (6,567)             (12,806)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                                            260                  2,278                  4,159
Operating costs                                                                                   (1,043)                (1,300)               (2,523)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                                                       (783)                    978                  1,636
Exceptional items*                                                                                     (1)                        –                    (904)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                                                 (784)                    978                     732
Depreciation and amortisation                                                               (173)                   (123)                  (233)
Financial income and expenses                                                                   1                         2                         2
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss before tax                                                                                       (956)                    857                     501
Tax                                                                                                             34                      (23)                    (24)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss after tax                                                                                          (922)                    834                     477                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
* Provision against deferred proceeds on the disposal of Betpro

6.        EARNINGS PER SHARE

6.1      Basic Earnings Per Share and Basic Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

Basic earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders
and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue. Basic earnings per share from
continuing operations before exceptional items has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of exceptional items in the year and dividing by the
weighted average number of shares in issue.

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit/(loss) for the period from continuing operations 
attributable to ordinary shareholders                              5,185,000           1,570,000             (622,000)

Profit/(loss) for the year period discontinued operations 
attributable to ordinary shareholders                               (922,000)             835,000              477,000

Profit/(loss) for the period attributable to ordinary 
shareholders                                                                    4,263,000           2,404,000             (145,000)

                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Weighted average number of shares                                 31,513,727         31,135,762         31,170,465
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
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                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit/(loss) from continuing operations (in €)                         0.165                  0.050                 (0.020)
(Loss)/profit from discontinued operations (in €)                   (0.029)                 0.027                  0.015
Basic earnings per share (in €)                                               0.136                  0.077                 (0.005)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Exceptional items                                                                             –             (189,000)        (3,919,000)
Profit/(loss) for the year from continuing operations 

attributable to ordinary shareholders before 
exceptional items                                                            5,185,000           1,381,000          (4,541,000)

Basic earnings per share from continuing  
operations before exceptional items (in €)                         0.165                  0.044                 (0.146)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

6.2      Diluted Earnings Per Share and Diluted Earnings Per Share Before Exceptional Items

                                                                                          Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                  ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                               30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                   2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                 €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Profit/(loss) for the period from continuing operations 
attributable to ordinary shareholders                              5,185,000           1,570,000             (622,000)

(Loss)/profit for the period from discontinued 
operations attributable to ordinary shareholders              (922,000)             835,000              477,000

(Profit/(loss) for the period attributable to ordinary 
shareholders                                                                    4,263,000           2,404,000             (145,000)

                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Weighted average number of shares                                 31,513,727         31,135,762         31,170,465
Effect of dilutive share options                                             261,891              498,633              396,565
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Weighted average number of dilutive shares                   31,775,618         31,634,395         31,567,030
                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Profit/(loss) from continuing operations (in €)                         0.163                  0.050                 (0.020)
(Loss)/profit from discontinued operations (in €)                   (0.029)                 0.026                  0.015
Diluted earnings per share (in €)                                           0.134                  0.076                 (0.005)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Exceptional items                                                                             –             (189,000)        (3,919,000)
Profit for the year from continuing operations 

attributable to ordinary shareholders before 
exceptional items                                                            5,185,000           1,381,000          (4,541,000)

Diluted earnings per share from continuing 
operations before exceptional items (in €)                         0.163                  0.044                 (0.144)                                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––

Diluted earnings per share has been calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue as diluted by share
options. Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations before exceptional items has been
calculated by taking the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders and adding back the cost of
exceptional items and dividing by the weighted average number of shares in issue, as diluted by share
options.
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7.        RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS

                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balances with payment processors                                                    11,858                     677                  3,792
Trade receivables*                                                                                   496                  2,225                  3,060
Other receivables                                                                                     990                  1,498                     659
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loans and receivables                                                                        13,344                  4,400                  7,511
Prepayments                                                                                            825                  2,911                  1,472
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           14,169                  7,311                  8,983                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
* The bulk of trade receivables relate to balances held by agents

Payment processor balances described as receivables are funds held by third party collection agencies subject
to collection after one month, or balances used to make refunds to players.

8.        CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances                                                                                       4,014                  3,284                  5,211
Balances at payment processors collectable within one month                  –                  2,515                  4,642                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             4,014                  5,799                  9,853                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Comprising:
Own funds                                                                                            2,817                  3,758                  4,737
Short term loan                                                                                            –                         –                  2,924
Balances with customers (note 9)                                                        1,197                  2,041                  2,192
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             4,014                  5,799                  9,853                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Amount per share represented by own funds (in €)                             0.089                  0.121                  0.151                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
9.        TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
                                                                                                     Six months          Six months                    Year
                                                                                                             ended                  ended                  ended
                                                                                                          30 June               30 June      31 December
                                                                                                              2012                   2011                   2011
                                                                                                            €000’s                €000’s                €000’s

Balances with customers                                                                      1,197                  2,041                  2,192
Short term loan*                                                                                          –                         –                  2,924
Other trade payables                                                                           11,257                  2,240                  7,099
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total trade payables                                                                            12,454                  4,281                12,215
Accruals                                                                                                2,028                  2,024                  3,711
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                           14,482                  6,305                15,926                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
* provided by Sportingbet Plc as part of the transaction with East Pioneer Corporation, the loan was interest free and repaid on

the 31 May 2012
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10.      SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

There have been no other subsequent events between 30 June 2012 and the date of the signing of these
accounts that merit inclusion.
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PART 8 

HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION ON THE 
SPORTINGBET RETAINED BUSINESSES

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

For the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                  Notes                      €m                      €m                      €m

Revenue                                                                            2                 127.2                114.2                104.1 
Variable costs                                                                                      (73.4)                (69.0)                (48.6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                                     2                   53.8                  45.2                  55.5 
Operating costs                                                                                  (108.0)                (74.2)              (107.5)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating loss                                                                                      (54.2)                (29.0)                (52.0)
Gain on Turkey deferred contingent

consideration                                                                2                         –                         –                      4.4
Financial income                                                              4                         –                      0.4                         –
Financial expense                                                             4                     (0.3)                   (1.4)                   (8.4)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss before tax from continuing operations                                       (54.5)                (30.0)                (56.0)
Taxation charge                                                                6                     (0.4)                   (0.1)                   (0.2)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Loss after tax from continuing operations                                          (54.9)                (30.1)                (56.2)
Discontinued operations                                                   5                   63.4                   54.2                   11.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after tax                                                                                8.5                    24.1                  (44.5)                                                                                                       ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

See accompanying notes to these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

(Loss)/profit and total comprehensive expense for the year                    8.5                    24.1                  (44.5)
Amounts initially taken to equity as a result of applying 

hedge accounting                                                                                  0.3                     (0.5)                   (0.9)
Amounts reclassified from equity to profit and loss to match 

the hedged items                                                                                   0.4                     (1.4)                   (0.6)
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations                     0.8                     (2.3)                  12.9 
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
(Loss)/profit and total comprehensive (expense)/income 

for the year attributable to equity holders of the parent                    10.0                    19.9                  (33.1)                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

See accompanying notes to these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

At 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                  Notes                      €m                      €m                      €m

Assets
Property, plant and equipment                                       10                    15.9                    14.4                    11.5
Intangible assets                                                           8, 9                    45.8                    55.0                    70.6
Investments                                                                       7                    36.5                    34.7                  314.8
Deferred tax asset                                                             6                      0.5                      0.1                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total non-current assets                                                                          98.7                  104.2                  396.9
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Receivables and prepayments                                        11                      9.5                      7.9                    14.0
Related party receivables                                               11                    16.5                    11.0                         –
Cash and cash equivalents                                              12                    51.1                  195.4                    17.3
Derivatives                                                                                                1.6                         –                      0.6
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current assets                                                                                 78.7                  214.3                    31.9
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                               13                   (50.8)                 (50.4)                (67.0)
Related party payables                                                   13                         –                         –                 (104.2)
Interest bearing loans and borrowings                           13                     (6.4)                   (6.9)                   (9.1)
Derivatives                                                                      13                         –                     (0.2)                   (2.4)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current liabilities                                                                          (57.2)                 (57.5)              (182.7)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets less current liabilities                                                      21.5                  156.8                 (150.8)
Long term liabilities
Trade and other payables                                               14                   (14.0)                        –                         –
Interest bearing loans and borrowings                                                    (1.4)                 (61.3)                 (88.4)
Deferred tax liability                                                        6                         –                         –                     (0.6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                              (15.4)                 (61.3)                 (89.0)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total net assets                                                                                     104.8                  199.7                  157.1                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Capital and reserves
Issued share capital                                                        17                      0.6                      0.8                      0.8
Share premium                                                                                       70.1                    70.2                    71.0
Reserves                                                                                                  34.1                  128.7                   85.3
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total equity attributable to equity

holders of the parent                                                                         104.8                  199.7                  157.1                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

See accompanying notes to these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

For the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

Attributable to equity holders of the parent company:

                                                                                                                                      Equity                                                         
                                                                             Issued          Share                      portion of                          Foreign                   
                                                                               share     premium          Other convertible     Retained    exchange                   
                                                                             capital      account      reserves           bond     earnings       reserve           Total
                                                                                   €m              €m              €m              €m              €m              €m              €m

As at 1 August 2009                                                  0.6            69.5                 –                 –            33.2             (1.0)         102.3
Employee share options                                                –              0.6                 –                 –             (0.7)                –             (0.1)
Share option charge                                                      –                 –                 –                 –              1.0                 –              1.0
Dividends paid                                                              –                 –                 –                 –             (8.4)                –             (8.4)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Transactions with owners                                             –              0.6                 –                 –             (8.1)                –             (7.5)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Profit for the year                                                          –                 –                 –                 –              8.5                 –              8.5
Hedge accounting                                                         –                 –                 –                 –              0.7                 –              0.7
Foreign currency exchange                                           –                 –                 –                 –                 –              0.8              0.8
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Total comprehensive income for the year                    –                 –                 –                 –              9.2              0.8            10.0
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
As at 1 August 2010                                                  0.6            70.1                 –                 –            34.3             (0.2)         104.8
Employee share options                                                –              0.1                 –                 –             (0.8)                –             (0.7)
Issue of shares                                                            0.2                 –            72.4                 –                 –                 –            72.6
Equity portion of convertible bond                               –                 –                 –            12.0                 –                 –            12.0
Share option charge                                                      –                 –                 –                 –              1.2                 –              1.2
Dividends paid                                                              –                 –                 –                 –           (10.1)                –           (10.1)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Transactions with owners                                          0.2              0.1            72.4            12.0             (9.7)                –            75.0
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Profit for the year                                                          –                 –                 –                 –            24.1                 –            24.1
Hedge accounting                                                         –                 –                 –                 –             (1.9)                –             (1.9)
Foreign currency exchange                                           –                 –                 –                 –                 –             (2.3)           (2.3)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Total comprehensive income for the year                    –                 –                 –                 –            22.2             (2.3)           19.9
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
As at 1 August 2011                                                  0.8            70.2            72.4            12.0            46.8             (2.5)         199.7
Employee share options                                                –              0.8                 –                 –             (0.3)                –              0.5
Equity portion of convertible bond                               –                 –                 –              2.2                 –                 –              2.2
Share option charge                                                      –                 –                 –                 –              1.0                 –              1.0
Dividends paid                                                              –                 –                 –                 –           (13.2)                –           (13.2)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Transactions with owners                                             –              0.8                 –              2.2           (12.5)                –             (9.5)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Loss for the year                                                           –                 –                 –                 –          (44.5)                –          (44.5)
Hedge accounting                                                         –                 –                 –                 –             (1.5)                –             (1.5)
Foreign currency exchange                                           –                 –                 –                 –                 –           12.9          12.9 
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
Total comprehensive income for the year                    –                 –                 –                 –          (46.0)         12.9         (33.1)
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––
As at 31 July 2012                                                    0.8          71.0          72.4          14.2         (11.7)         10.4        157.1 
                                                                          –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––     –––––––

See accompanying notes to these financial statements.
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Other reserves represent amounts relating to the premiums arising on the issue of shares under the provisions
of section 612 of the Companies Act 2006.

On 9 June 2011, 154,761,904 ordinary shares were issued and placed at a price of 42p per share. The net
proceeds after costs were €71.3 million (£62.5 million). The placing utilised a cash box structure, whereby
the cash box entity issued redeemable preference shares in consideration for the receipt of the cash proceeds
(net of issue costs) arising from the placing. Sportingbet’s ordinary shares were issued as consideration for
the transfer to it of the shares, which it did not already own, in the cash box entity. As a result the placing
qualified for merger relief under section 612 of Companies Act 2006 so that the €71.0 million (£62.3 million)
excess of the value of the acquired shares in the cash box entity over the nominal value of the ordinary shares
issued by Sportingbet was credited to other reserves.

The equity portion of the convertible bond reserve represents the equity portion of the €102.3 million
(£80 million) (2011: 74.1 million (£65 million)) of fixed rate 7 per cent. convertible bonds (Note 16) after
deduction of transaction costs of €0.82 (£0.7 million) (2011: 0.6 million (£0.5 million)) attributable to the
equity component.

Dividends per share in the financial year ended 31 July 2012 were 1.7p (2011: 1.7p, 2010: 1.1p)
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS

For the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Profit/(loss) after taxation                                                                        8.5                    24.1                  (44.5)
Depreciation, amortisation & impairment                                             13.3                    15.1                    31.1
Share option charge                                                                                  2.1                      1.2                      1.0
Net finance (income)/cost                                                                     (10.0)                     1.0                   (13.2)
Taxation                                                                                                    0.4                      0.2                      0.2
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating cashflows before movements in working capital                  14.3                    41.6                  (25.4)
(Increase)/decrease in receivables                                                         (15.7)                     9.0                      5.0
Increase/(decrease) in payables                                                              30.9                   (14.8)                     9.1
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash generated by operations                                                                29.5                    35.8                  (11.3)
Income tax paid                                                                                       (1.3)                     0.3                     (1.5)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from operating activities                                                         28.2                    36.1                   (12.8)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Purchases of property, plant and equipment                                           (9.6)                   (4.5)                   (5.0)
Purchases of software                                                                           (13.8)                 (21.7)                 (20.0)
Acquisitions                                                                                            (0.7)                   (0.1)                   (5.0)
Investment in subsidiaries                                                                           –                         –                 (155.5)
Interest paid                                                                                             (0.1)                   (0.7)                   (7.4)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash used in investing activities                                                           (24.2)                 (27.0)               (192.9)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Exercise share options                                                                            (1.1)                   (0.8)                   (0.1)
Loans                                                                                                           –                         –                      4.5
Issue of shares                                                                                          0.2                    71.8                      0.6
Finance leases                                                                                           2.9                      0.8                     (1.6)
Net dividends received/(paid)                                                                  1.7                   (10.1)                     8.3
Issue of convertible loan notes                                                                    –                    72.0                    15.2
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net cash from financing activities                                                           3.7                  133.7                    26.9
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents in the year                             7.7                  142.8                (178.8)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year                                    44.4                    51.1                  195.4
Effect of foreign exchange rate changes                                                 (1.0)                     1.5                      0.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                      51.1                  195.4                   17.3                                                                                                       ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

See accompanying notes to these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL INFORMATION

For the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012

1.        SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.1      Basis of preparation

The acquisition involves the purchase by GVC of all of the issued and to be issued share capital of
Sportingbet together with the transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to members of the
William Hill Group. On this basis, the historical financial information covers Sportingbet and its
subsidiaries less those businesses which are not being retained by GVC comprising the Sportingbet
Australian Business, the Sportingbet Spanish Business and the Sportingbet Guernsey PropCos.

The results of certain other businesses, comprising the Superbahis Business operated by Sportingbet
through to its disposal in November 2011 and the unregulated business operated by Sportingbet in
Spain until it became a licensed Spanish business in June 2012, are included within this historical
financial information but separately disclosed as discontinued operations.

Further detail on these and other adjustments, processed in the preparation of this historical financial
information, is given below.

The financial information has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Prospectus
Directive regulation and the AIM Rules for Companies and in accordance with this basis of
preparation. The financial information covers the accounting periods for the years ended 31 July 2010,
31 July 2011 and 31 July 2012. The basis of preparation describes how the financial information has
been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the
European Union (IFRSs as adopted by the EU) except as described below. IFRSs as adopted by the
EU do not provide for the preparation of financial information on a carve out basis or for the specific
accounting treatments set out below. Accordingly in preparing the financial information certain
accounting conventions commonly used for the preparation of historical financial information for
inclusion in investment circulars as described in the Annexure to SIR 2000 (Investment Reporting
Standard applicable to public reporting engagements on historical financial information) issued by the
UK Auditing Practices Board have been applied. The application of these conventions results in the
following material departure(s) from IFRSs as adopted by the EU. In other respects IFRSs as adopted
by the EU have been applied. 

Businesses whose financial performance and financial position are excluded from the financial
information

As stated above, the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses will not be retained by GVC. The Regulated
Sportingbet Businesses not being retained by GVC comprise the following legal entities: Sportingbet
Australia Holdings Pty Limited, Sportingbet Group Australia Pty Limited, Sportingbet Australia Pty
Limited, SBA Services Pty Limited, Centrebet International Limited, Priority Clear Limited,
Centrebet Pty Limited, G Promotions Pty Limited, Sportodds Systems Pty Limited, Sportingbet
Australia Finance LLP and Sportingbet Intragroup Financing (Guernsey) Limited are not being
retained by GVC. The William Hill Group has call options over Spread Your Wings Spain plc and
Asesores en Tecnologia y Diseno, S.L. which it may exercise no earlier than six months and no later
than 12 months after the Effective Date (see note 1.33 of the accounting policies for further
explanation of the accounting treatment adopted over the Sportingbet Spanish business).

As separate legal entities, all of these businesses’ financial performance and financial position are
separately identifiable and have therefore been excluded from the historical financial information.
This carve out has been performed by de-consolidating these entities, such that the financial
performance and financial position that would have been included had these entities been
consolidated, is now excluded from this historical financial information. By de-consolidating these
entities, the historical financial information presents what would be recorded in the parent company
accounts of these entities. In this way, cost of investments are recorded in this historical financial
information representing the parent company investment in each of these businesses. In addition, the
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historical financial information has recognised the inter-company balances, now treated as related
party balances, that would have been eliminated had these entities been consolidated. By recording a
cost of investment in relation to these entities, goodwill that would otherwise have arisen on
consolidation of these entities has also been removed.

The above treatment is compliant with the Annexure to SIR 2000 but represents a departure from the
requirement under IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements to consolidate controlled
entities and eliminate inter-company transactions.

Other than certain separately identificable exceptional costs incurred in relation to the acquisition of
certain of these Sportingbet Regulated Businesses no central costs have been allocated to these de-
consolidated businesses. This has led to the reversal of certain management fees previously recorded
as costs within the de-consolidated legal entities.

Businesses that are included within the financial information but separately disclosed as
discontinued operations

The operations and financial results of Sportingbet's unregulated business in Spain that were
undertaken in the period through to the granting of a Spanish license in June 2012 were not contained
in a separate legal entity and instead were included within the wider European trading segment of the
Sportingbet Group. Accordingly, it has not been possible to separately identify and exclude the
financial results and position of this unregulated trade from this historical financial information.
Instead, only certain income statement information, comprising Net Gaming Revenue, cost of sales,
gross profit, certain direct costs, such as staff costs, and the cost of a Spanish tax settlement relating
to this business have been capable of separate identification and presented as discontinued operations
(see note 5).

Sportingbet operated the Superbahis Business in Turkey through until its disposal on 21 November
2011. For the period from 1 August 2009 through until its disposal on 21 November, its operations
also formed part of the larger European trading segment precluding separate identification of both its
financial performance and financial position. Certain income statement information comprising Net
Gaming Revenues, cost of sales, gross profit and certain direct costs such as staff costs have been
extracted and are disclosed as discontinued operations on the face of the income statement. See note
5 for further details. Following its disposal, Sportingbet continued to generate revenues from
operations in Turkey under a third party contract. These revenues have been recorded as B2B
revenues. 

As the businesses were not separable components, the presentation of both the unregulated business
operated in Spain and the Superbahis Business as discontinued operations, whilst compliant with the
Annexure to SIR 2000, represents a departure from IFRS 5 Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and
Discontinued Operations. 

No central costs have been allocated to the discontinued operations.

1.2      Going concern

Note 16 to the financial statements sets out the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ financial risk
management policies, and the exposure to credit risk and liquidity risk.

As part of the transaction for which this financial information has been prepared, it is expected that
sufficient financing will be made available to ensure that the Sportingbet Retained Businesses
continue to operate as a going concern.

For this reason, the going concern basis has been adopted in the preparation of this historical financial
information.
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1.3      Standards in issue not yet effective

The IASB and IFRIC have issued the following Standards and Interpretations, applicable to the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses, which are effective for periods starting after the date of these
Financial Statements and are yet to be adopted by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses:

•          IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (effective 1 January 2015)

•         IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IAS 19 Employee Benefits (Revised June 2011) (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IAS 27 (Revised), Separate Financial Statements (effective 1 January 2013)

•         IAS 28 (Revised), Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (effective 1 January 2013)

•         Deferred Tax: Recovery of Underlying Assets – Amendments to IAS 12 Income Taxes
(effective 1 January 2012)

•         Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income – Amendments to IAS 1 (effective
1 July 2012)

•         Disclosures – Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities – Amendments to IFRS
7 (effective 1 January 2013)

•         Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities – Amendments to IAS 32 (effective
1 January 2014)

•         Mandatory Effective Date and Transition Disclosures – Amendments to IFRS 9 and IFRS 7
(effective 1 January 2015)

•         Annual Improvements 2009–2011 Cycle (effective 1 January 2013)

It is not expected that the adoption of these Standards and Interpretations will have a material effect
on its Financial Statements on initial adoption, with the exception of IFRS 9 which will impact the
measurement of financial instruments and future hedges.

1.4      Earnings per share

Earnings per share information has not been provided due to it not being possible to calculate this in
accordance with IAS 33, on the basis that the Sportingbet Retained Businesses will be owned by GVC
and any future Earnings will be based on the results of the Enlarged Group and on the number of
shares in issue in the GVC Group.

1.5      Basis of consolidation

1.5.1   Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by Sportingbet. Control exists when Sportingbet has the
power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to
obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are
exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial statements of subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until
the date that control ceases. In the case of the this Historical Financial information only the
entities that GVC is acquiring are classed as subsidiaries.
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1.5.2   Transactions Eliminated on Consolidation

Intragroup balances and any unrealised gains and losses or income and expenses arising from
intragroup transactions, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements.
Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment
of the asset transferred.

1.6      Business combinations

All business combinations are accounted for by applying the purchase method. The cost of a business
combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values, at the acquisition date, of the assets given,
liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments issued by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses,
the fair value of an asset or a liability arising from a contingent consideration arrangement. The
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquiree are measured initially at fair
value at the acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any non-controlling interest. Acquisition
costs are expensed as incurred. The excess of the cost of the business combination over the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities, and
contingent liabilities is recognised as goodwill.

1.7      Foreign currency

Items included in the Financial Statements of each of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ entities
are measured using the currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates
(“the functional currency”). The consolidated Financial Statements are presented in Euros (€) which
is the functional and presentational currency of GVC. The functional currency of Sportingbet plc is
GBP.

Foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the closing spot rate. Any differences
are taken to consolidated income statement. The results of overseas operations are translated at the
average rates of exchange during the year and their balance sheets translated into Euros (€) at the rates
of exchange ruling on the Consolidated Balance Sheet date.

Exchange differences which arise from translation of the opening net assets and results of overseas
operations and from translating the profit or loss at an average rate are taken to other comprehensive
income.

The historical financial information has been translated into Euros at the following exchange rates:

Year end 31 July                                              2009                   2010                   2011                   2012

Average rate in the year                                1.1644                1.1404                1.1615                1.1784
Rate at 31 July                                              1.1697                1.1990                1.1404                1.2797

1.8      Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is
provided on all property, plant and equipment except for freehold land at rates calculated to write each
asset down to its estimated residual value, using the straight-line method, over its expected useful life,
as follows:

Fixtures, fittings and equipment 25–33% on cost
Leasehold improvements 10% on cost
Motor vehicles 25% on cost
Computer equipment 20–33% on cost
Freehold buildings 2% on cost

Methods of depreciation, residual values and useful lives are reviewed and adjusted, if appropriate, at
each reporting date. Leasehold improvements are included within fixtures, fittings and equipment in
the property, plant and equipment note.
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1.9      Goodwill

Acquired goodwill represents the excess of the cost of a business combination over the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses’ interest in the fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities of the acquiree at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is tested at least annually for impairment
and carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. At the date of acquisition, goodwill is
allocated to cash generating units for the purpose of impairment testing. Any negative goodwill arising
on an acquisition would be recognised directly in profit or loss.

1.10    Software

Computer software acquired by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses is stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation and impairment losses. It is amortised on a straight line basis over its estimated useful
life of between 2–15 years.

Where, in the opinion of the GVC Directors, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ expenditure in
relation to development of internet activities results in future economic benefits, these costs are
capitalised and amortised over the useful economic life of the asset.

Development costs are capitalised only when it is probable that future economic benefit will result
from the project and the following criteria are met:

•         The technical feasibility of the product has been ascertained.

•         Adequate technical, financial and other resources are available to complete and sell or use the
intangible asset.

•         The Sportingbet Group can demonstrate how the intangible asset will generate future economic
benefits and the ability to use or sell the intangible asset can be demonstrated.

•         It is the intention of management to complete the intangible asset and use it or sell it.

•         The development costs can be measured reliably.

Amortisation is provided on computer software at a rate calculated to write each asset down to its
estimated residual value, using the straight-line method at 20–33 per cent. on cost.

1.10.1 Other intangible assets

Identifiable intangible assets acquired as part of business combinations, that meet the
conditions for recognition under IFRS 3, are recognised at their fair value at the acquisition
date and amortised over their useful economic life as follows:

Belmond International Limited – marketing contract 20% on cost
Danbook – customer list and software 25% on cost
Scandic – customer list and software 25% on cost

1.11    Impairment

At each reporting date, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses review the carrying amounts of its
property, plant and equipment and other intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication
that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable
amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where
the asset does not generate cash flows that are independent from other assets, the recoverable amount
of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs is estimated.

Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value
in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the
asset for (or cash-generating unit) which the estimates of future cash flows have not been adjusted.
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If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying
amount, the carrying amount of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable
amount. An impairment loss is recognised as an expense immediately.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (or cash-generating
unit) is increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying
amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss
been recognised for the asset (or cash-generating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss
is recognised as income immediately.

1.12    Dividends

Dividends are recognised when they become legally payable. Interim dividends are recognised when
paid. Final dividends are recognised when approved by the shareholders at the Annual General
Meeting.

1.13    Pension arrangements

For defined contribution arrangements the amount charged to the profit or loss in respect of pension
costs and other post-retirement benefits is the contributions payable in the year. Differences between
contributions payable in the year and contributions actually paid are shown as either accruals or
prepayments in the Balance Sheet.

1.14    Share options

Sportingbet has share option schemes which allows Sportingbet Group employees to acquire shares
of Sportingbet. The fair value of options granted is recognised as an employee expense with a
corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and spread over the period
during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to the options.

The fair value of the options granted is measured using a suitable valuation method. This valuation
method takes into account the terms and conditions upon which the options were granted. The amount
recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share options that vest.

Payments made to repurchase or cancel vested awards are accounted for with the fair value of the
options cancelled, measured at the date of cancellation being taken to retained earnings; the balance
is taken to the income statement. Also on cancellation an accelerated charge would be recognised over
the remaining vesting period.

The proceeds received net of any directly attributable transaction costs, are credited to share capital
(nominal value) and share premium when the options are exercised.

1.15    Provisions

A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Sportingbet Retained Businesses have a
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material, provisions are
determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.

1.16    Net Gaming Revenue

Net Gaming Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable net of
betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs, and comprises the following elements:

Casino:          net win in respect of bets placed on casino games that have concluded in the year, stated
net of promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.
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Sportsbook:  gains and losses in respect of bets placed on sporting events in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs. Open positions
are carried at fair market value and gains and losses arising on this valuation are
recognised in revenue, as well as gains and losses realised on positions that have closed.

Poker:           net win in respect of rake for poker games that have concluded in the year, stated net of
promotional bonuses, duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Bingo:          net win in respect of bets placed on bingo games that have concluded in the year, stated
net of promotional bonuses, betting duties and similar taxes, and charge-backs.

Where promotional bonuses apply to customers playing a variety of products through the same wallet,
bonuses are allocated pro-rata to the net win.

1.17    Other revenue

Other operating revenue is comprised of revenues for B2B services, including payment processing,
trading and IT services, which is measured at the fair value of the consideration received recognised
as revenue in the period in which services are performed.

1.18    Variable costs

These include fees payable to payment processors, software royalties for third party software,
payments to affiliates and marketing expenditure.

1.19    Financial expenses

Financial expenses comprise interest payable on borrowings calculated using the effective interest rate
method.

1.20    Exceptional Items

Exceptional items are those that in judgement of the Sportingbet Directors, need to be disclosed by
virtue of their size or incidence in order for the user to obtain a proper understanding of the financial
information.

1.21    Taxation

The tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently payable and deferred tax. The tax currently
payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from net profit as reported in the
profit or loss because it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or deductible in other
years and it further excludes items that are never taxable or deductible. The Sportingbet Retained
Businesses’ liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the Balance Sheet date.

1.22    Deferred tax

Deferred tax is the tax expected to be payable or recoverable on differences between the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities in the Financial Statements and the corresponding tax bases used in
the computation of taxable profit, and is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method.
Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax
assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which
deductible temporary differences can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the
temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of other assets and liabilities in
a transaction (other than in a business combination) that affects neither the tax profit nor the
accounting profit.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on investments in
subsidiaries except where the Sportingbet Retained Businesses are able to control the reversal of the
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temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the
foreseeable future. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and
reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to
allow all or part of the asset to be recovered.

Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in accordance with laws which
have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date. Deferred tax is charged or credited
in the profit or loss, except when it relates to items charged or credited directly to other comprehensive
income, in which case the deferred tax is also dealt with in other comprehensive income. Current and
deferred tax that relates to items recognised directly in equity is also recognised directly in equity.

1.23    Segmental reporting

Sportingbet Management follows two distinct business lines as reportable operating segments:

Business to Consumer “B2C” including the European and emerging markets businesses;

Business to Business “B2B” includes the revenue from EPC and the Sportingbet Group’s
activities in similar territories.

Each of these operating segments is managed separately as each of these service lines requires
different technologies and other resources as well as marketing approaches. All inter-segment
transfers are carried out at arm’s length prices.

The measurement policies the Sportingbet Retained Businesses use for segment reporting under IFRS
8 are the same as those used in the historical financial statements.

1.24    Financial instruments

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ financial assets are all classified as loans and receivables and
comprise trade and other receivables, derivatives and cash and cash equivalents and are classified
according to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered into. The Sportingbet Retained
Businesses’ financial liabilities comprise trade and other payables, derivatives and bank.

1.25    Trade receivables

Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method, less provision for impairment. A provision for impairment of trade
receivables is established when there is objective evidence that the Sportingbet Retained Businesses
will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of the receivables.

1.26    Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances, call deposits, short term cash in transit held by
payment service providers and any balances with payment processors that are subject to regular timed
settlements. Bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an integral part of the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ cash management are included as a component of cash and cash
equivalents for the purpose of the statement of cash flows.

1.27    Financial liabilities and equity

Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according to the substance of the contractual
arrangements entered into. An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in
the assets of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses after deducting all liabilities.

Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless the Sportingbet Retained Businesses have an
unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the reporting date.
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1.28    Trade and other payables

Trade payables are not interest-bearing and are stated initially at their fair value and thereafter at their
amortised cost using the effective interest rate method. The fair value of trade and other payables has
not been disclosed as, due to their short duration, management considers the carrying values
recognised in the Balance Sheet to be a reasonable approximation of their fair value.

1.29    Interest bearing loans and other borrowings

Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are
subsequently stated at amortised cost; and the difference between the proceeds (net of transaction
costs) and the redemption value is recognised in the profit or loss over the period of borrowings using
the effective interest method.

1.30    Convertible bonds

The net proceeds received from the issue of convertible bonds are split between a liability element and
an equity component at the date of issue. The fair value of the liability component is estimated using
the prevailing market interest rate for similar non-convertible debt. The difference between the
proceeds of issue of the convertible bonds and the fair value assigned to the liability component,
representing the embedded option to convert the liability into equity of Sportingbet, is included in
equity and is not remeasured. The liability component is carried at amortised cost.

Issue costs are apportioned between the liability and equity components of the convertible bonds
based on their relative carrying amounts at the date of issue. The portion relating to the equity
component is charged directly against equity.

The finance cost on the liability component is calculated by applying the prevailing market interest
rate, at the time of issue, for similar non-convertible debt to the liability component of the instrument.
The difference between this amount and the interest paid is added to the carrying amount of the
convertible bonds.

1.31    Equity instruments

Equity comprises the following:

‘Share capital’ represents the nominal value of equity shares.

‘Share premium’ represents the excess over nominal value of the fair value of consideration received
for equity shares, net of expenses of the share issue.

‘Reserves’ represents retained profits and foreign exchange reserves from amounts taken to equity as
a result of applying hedge accounting and exchange difference related to the translation of foreign
operations, the equity portion of the convertible bonds and other reserves representing amounts
relating to the premiums arising on the issue of shares under the provisions of section 612 of the
Companies Act 2006.

1.32    Derivative financial instruments

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ activities expose them primarily to the financial risks of
changes in foreign currency exchange rates.

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses use derivative financial instruments to reduce exposure to
foreign exchange rate movements. The Sportingbet Retained Businesses do not hold or issue
derivative financial instruments for speculative purposes.

Derivatives are initially recognised at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered into and
are subsequently remeasured at their fair value, calculated using either discounted cash flow
techniques or by reference to market prices supplied by banks. The method of recognising the
resulting gain or loss depends on whether the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument and, if
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so, the nature of the item being hedged. The Sportingbet Retained Businesses designate certain
derivatives as hedges of the variability of cash flows (cash flow hedge).

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses document, at the inception of the transaction, the relationship
between hedging instruments and hedged items as well as their risk management objective and
strategy for undertaking various hedge transactions. The Sportingbet Retained Businesses also
document an assessment, both at hedge inception and on an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives
that are used in hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes in the cash flows of the
hedged items.

The use of financial derivatives is governed by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ policies which
provide written principles on the use of financial derivatives.

Derivative financial instruments not eligible for hedge accounting are recognised in the Balance Sheet
at fair value calculated using either discounted cash flow techniques or by reference to market prices
supplied by banks. Changes in their fair value are recognised in profit or loss.

1.32.1 Hedge accounting

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses designate certain derivatives as either a cash flow hedge,
where exposures to variability in cash flows attributable to either a particular risk associated
with a recognised asset or liability or highly probable purchase are hedged; or hedges of net
investments in foreign operations (net investment hedges), where exposures to changes in fair
value or future cash flows of the investment are hedged.

For those instruments designated as hedges and for which hedge accounting is desired, the
hedging relationship is documented at its inception. This documentation identifies the hedging
instrument, the hedged item or transaction, the nature of the risk being hedged and how
effectiveness will be measured throughout its duration. Such hedges are expected at inception
to be highly effective.

The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify
as cash flow hedges is recognised in other comprehensive income. The gain or loss relating to
the ineffective portion is recognised immediately in the profit or loss. Amounts accumulated in
equity are reclassified from equity to profit or loss in the periods when the hedged item will
affect profit or loss. However, when the hedged transaction results in the recognition of a non-
financial asset or a liability, the gains and losses previously deferred in equity are transferred
from other comprehensive income and included in the initial measurement of the cost of the
asset or liability. Fair value measurements are based on quoted prices in active markets for the
same instrument.

When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for
hedge accounting, any cumulative gain or loss that has been recognised in other comprehensive
income at that time remains in equity and is recognised when the forecast transaction is
ultimately recognised in the profit or loss. When a forecast transaction is no longer expected to
occur, the cumulative gain or loss that was reported in other comprehensive income is
immediately reclassified from equity to profit or loss.

1.33    Use of judgements and estimates

The development, selection and disclosure of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ critical accounting
policies and estimates and the application of these policies and estimates has been considered.

In the application of the accounting policies, which are detailed in this note, judgements, estimates
and assumptions are required to be made about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are
not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on
historical experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ
from these estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis.
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Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the
revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision
affects both current and future periods. The estimates and assumptions, which have a significant risk
of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year, are discussed below.

Intangible assets

For all acquisitions management has recognised separately identifiable intangible assets on the
Balance Sheet. These intangible assets have been valued based on expected future cash flow
projections from existing customers. The calculations of the value and estimated future economic life
of the assets involve, by the nature of the assets, significant judgement.

Impairment of goodwill

Determining whether goodwill is impaired requires an estimation of the value in use of the cash-
generating units. The value-in-use calculation requires the entity to estimate the future cash flows
expected to arise from the cash-generating unit and select a suitable discount rate in order to calculate
present value.

Classification of convertible bonds

The terms of convertible bond instruments, including all conditions under which am adjustment to the
conversion price can be made. Where, in managements judgement such terms are all considered to be
anti-dilutive to the bond holder, the instrument is recognized as a compound financial instrument in
accordance with the requirements of IAS 32.

Measurement of convertible bonds

The finance cost of convertible bonds is calculated using an effective interest rate, which is at a
premium to the coupon rate. The effective rate is calculated based on the estimate of the cost of a
similar instrument without conversion feature.

Customer liabilities

Customer liabilities represent cash held by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses on behalf of
customers. These are stated net of an allowance for uncollected dormant balances. Management
applies judgement calculating the allowance by reference to player terms and conditions.

Open bets

The scale and magnitude of open bets are reviewed frequently, and in particular at the balance sheet
date. Assessments are made on whether to make provisions for the outcome of such open bets.

Receivables

Management applies judgement in evaluating the recoverability of receivables. To the extent that the
Board believes receivables not to be recoverable they have been provided for in the financial
statements.

Spanish business

The William Hill Group is acquiring the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses, which includes the
Sportingbet Spanish Business and as commented in Part 10 of this Prospectus, the acquisition of this
business is in part subject to the exercise of call options that have been granted to William Hill
Australia. 

On the date of completion of the proposed Acquisition to acquire Sportingbet, William Hill Group will
acquire the brand and domain names relating to the business conducted in Spain. In addition, William
Hill Australia will be granted an option to acquire the customer list and customer balances and further
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options to acquire the entities Spread Your Wings Spain plc and Asesores en Tecnologia y Diseno, S.L.
These options are exercisable 6 months from the Effective Date of the proposed Acquisition. 

This arrangement has been proposed to facilitate the orderly and efficient migration of the Sportingbet
Spanish Business to William Hill Group for a period that could extend through until the later of the
exercise of the call option or the lapse of termination of the options. A joint steering group comprised
of equal membership from GVC and William Hill shall be set up to oversee the conduct and migration
of the Sportingbet Spanish Business during this period. In addition, GVC will undertake not to carry
out certain activities or to refrain from taking certain action in relation to the Sportingbet Spanish
Business without the consent of William Hill.

In the 6 month period through until the options become exercisable, GVC will be entitled to the
economic benefit arising from the trade conducted by the Sportingbet Spanish Business. Moreover
GVC will be indemnified by William Hill Group were any losses to arise from the Sportingbet
Spanish Business. After the 6 month period, any economic benefit arising from this business will
accrue to William Hill Australia.

In the event that any of the options lapse without being exercised, William Hill has the right to require
that GVC either wind up or dispose of any remaining part of the Sportingbet Spanish Business that
has not migrated to William Hill Australia. GVC will be indemnified by William Hill Group for any
costs of closure of the remaining Sportingbet Spanish Business, and likewise, will be required to
transfer to William Hill any contribution received on any potential sale of the business.

On the basis of the terms of this arrangement, thus described, management of GVC deem that control
of the Sportingbet Spanish Business would be lost from the date of completion of the proposed
transaction for the acquisition of Sportingbet. For this reason, the financial results and financial
position of the Sportingbet Spanish Business have been de-consolidated from this historical financial
information. Likewise and as commented in the Basis of Preparation, note 1.1, the results of the
Spanish trade conducted by Sportingbet during the period Sportingbet did not have a Spanish license,
through to June 2012, (the unregulated period) have been separately disclosed as discontinued
operations. 

Fair value of proceeds on disposal of business

During the year, Sportingbet disposed of the Superbahis Business. In arriving at a fair value for the
proceeds of the business, this requires estimation over timing and quantum of those payments, the
regulatory environment in Turkey and the credit status of counter-parties.

2.        OPERATING SEGMENTS

For management purposes, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses are currently organised into two operating
segments – Business to Consumer (“B2C”) and Business to Business (“B2B”). These are the basis on which
the Sportingbet Retained Businesses report their operating segments. The following table presents revenue
and (loss)/profit information and certain asset and liability information regarding the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses’ operating segments for the years ended 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012.

B2C represents the Groups operation in Europe and the Emerging markets operations in Brazil, Canada and
Chile and Central represents unallocated central overheads.
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2012

                                                                                    B2C                    B2B*             Central                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Sports amounts wagered                                           704.5                         –                         –                  704.5
Casino and gaming amounts wagered                         35.6                         –                         –                    35.6
Poker amounts wagered                                              10.9                         –                         –                    10.9
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total amounts wagered                                             751.0                         –                         –                  751.0
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Revenue                                                                      88.3                  15.8                        –                 104.1 
Variable costs                                                            (48.6)                        –                         –                  (48.6)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                               39.7                  15.8                        –                   55.5 
Other operating costs                                                (55.3)                        –                    (9.5)                (64.8)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                         (15.6)                  15.8                   (9.5)                  (9.3)
Exceptional items                                                      (18.4)                        –                    (8.5)                (26.9)
Share option charge                                                     (0.2)                        –                     (0.8)                   (1.0)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                    (34.2)                  15.8                 (18.8)                (37.2)
Depreciation and amortisation                                   (14.8)                        –                         –                   (14.8)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating profit/(loss)                                                (49.0)                  15.8                  (18.8)                (52.0)
Gain on Turkey deferred contingent

consideration                                                                –                      4.4                         –                      4.4
Financial income/(expense)                                           8.8                         –                   (17.2)                   (8.4)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before taxation from

continuing operations                                            (40.2)                  20.2                 (36.0)                (56.0)
Taxation charge                                                            (0.2)                        –                         –                     (0.2)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after taxation from

continuing operations                                            (40.4)                  20.2                 (36.0)                (56.2)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance sheet information
Non-current assets                                                    389.7                    7.2                        –                 396.9 
Current assets                                                             31.9                        –                         –                   31.9
Total liabilities                                                        (271.7)                        –                         –                (271.7)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

*      B2B revenues and deferred contingent consideration from the Turkish operation following the disposal of the B2C business on
21 November 2011.

2011

                                                                                    B2C                    B2B               Central                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Sports amounts wagered                                           736.8                         –                         –                  736.8
Casino and gaming amounts wagered                         35.7                         –                         –                    35.7
Poker amounts wagered                                              15.0                         –                         –                    15.0
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total amounts wagered                                             787.5                         –                         –                  787.5
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Revenue                                                                    114.2                        –                         –                 114.2 
Variable costs                                                            (69.0)                        –                         –                  (69.0)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                               45.2                        –                         –                   45.2 
Other operating costs                                                (42.3)                        –                  (15.6)                (57.9)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                             2.9                        –                  (15.6)                (12.7)
Share option charge                                                     (1.8)                        –                      0.6                     (1.2)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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                                                                                    B2C                    B2B               Central                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

EBITDA                                                                        1.1                         –                  (15.0)                (13.9)
Depreciation and amortisation                                   (15.0)                        –                     (0.1)                 (15.1)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating loss                                                            (13.9)                        –                   (15.1)                 (29.0)
Financial income/(expense)                                           1.1                         –                     (2.1)                   (1.0)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before taxation from

continuing operations                                            (12.8)                        –                  (17.2)                (30.0)
Taxation charge                                                            (0.1)                        –                         –                     (0.1)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after taxation from

continuing operations                                            (12.9)                        –                  (17.2)                (30.1)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance sheet information
Non-current assets                                                     104.2                         –                         –                  104.2
Current assets                                                            214.3                         –                         –                  214.3
Total liabilities                                                         (118.8)                        –                         –                 (118.8)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

2010

                                                                                    B2C                    B2B               Central                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Sports amounts wagered                                           793.9                         –                         –                  793.9
Casino and gaming amounts wagered                         37.2                         –                         –                    37.2
Poker amounts wagered                                              18.5                         –                         –                    18.5
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total amounts wagered                                             849.6                         –                         –                  849.6
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Revenue                                                                    127.2                        –                         –                 127.2 
Variable costs                                                            (73.4)                        –                         –                  (73.4)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Contribution                                                               53.8                        –                         –                   53.8 
Other operating costs                                                (42.6)                        –                  (22.0)                (64.6)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Clean EBITDA                                                           11.2                        –                  (22.0)                (10.8)
Exceptional items                                                             –                         –                   (28.0)                 (28.0)
Share option charge                                                     (0.5)                        –                     (1.6)                   (2.1)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
EBITDA                                                                     10.7                        –                  (51.6)                (40.9)
Depreciation and amortisation                                   (12.9)                        –                     (0.4)                 (13.3)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Operating loss                                                              (2.2)                        –                   (52.0)                 (54.2)
Financial income/(expense)                                         (0.1)                        –                     (0.2)                   (0.3)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) before taxation from

continuing operations                                              (2.3)                        –                  (52.2)                (54.5)
Taxation charge                                                            (0.4)                        –                         –                     (0.4)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Profit/(loss) after taxation from

continuing operations                                              (2.7)                        –                  (52.2)                (54.9)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Balance sheet information
Non-current assets                                                       98.7                         –                         –                    98.7
Current assets                                                              78.7                         –                         –                    78.7
Total liabilities                                                           (72.6)                        –                         –                   (72.6)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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2.1      Geographical split of revenues

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Europe                                                                                      120.9                104.1                  95.6 
Emerging markets                                                                          6.3                    10.1                      8.5
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                 127.2                114.2                104.1 
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Emerging Markets comprise the Sportingbet Group’s operations in Brazil, Canada and Chile.

3.        OPERATING COSTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Other operating costs (note 3.1)                                                            66.7                  59.1                  65.8 
Exceptional items (note 3.2)                                                                  28.0                         –                    26.9
Depreciation and amortisation                                                               13.3                    15.1                    14.8
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                            108.0                   74.2                  107.5
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
3.1      Other operating costs

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Other personnel expenditure (excluding share
option charges) (note 3.1.1)                                                   34.8                  30.8                  32.1 

Share option charges                                                                     2.1                      1.2                      1.0
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

                                                                                                              36.9                  32.0                  33.1 

IT costs                                                                                          8.6                    10.5                    16.8
Foreign exchange differences                                                      (2.1)                   (0.0)                   (1.6)
Other admin                                                                                 23.3                    16.6                   17.5
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                    66.7                   59.1                  65.8
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
3.1.1   Employee costs (including Executive Directors) were as follows:

                                                                                         2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                            €m                      €m                      €m
Wages and salaries                                                           30.4                  25.5                  27.4 
Social security costs and other employee costs                  4.5                      5.3                      4.7

                                                                                                                     ––––––––                 ––––––––                 ––––––––
                                                                                                   34.9                  30.8                  32.1 

                                                                                                        ––––––––                 ––––––––                 ––––––––
The following table sets out Directors remuneration. There are no key management personnel other
than the directors of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses.

3.2      Exceptional items

                                                                                                  2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                       Notes                      €m                      €m                      €m

Property, plant, equipment and software
impairment                                                        (a)                        –                         –                    16.3

Department of justice settlement                         (b)                   26.1                         –                         –
Move to the main market                                     (c)                     1.9                         –                         –
Other                                                                     (d)                        –                         –                    10.6 
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                    28.0                         –                    26.9
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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Notes:

(a) Following the disposal of the Turkish language website and acquisition of Centrebet, an impairment charge was
recognised on assets no longer in use. This charge did not have a cash impact.

(b) The agreed settlement payment to the United States Department of Justice in respect of the US-facing element of the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ business operating prior to the implementation of the Unlawful Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act (“UIGEA”). In return, the US Federal Government will not seek to prosecute Sportingbet with regard
to its former actions in the US.

(c) The costs related to transferring the trading of the Group’s entire issued share capital from AIM to a premium listing on
the Official List of the UK Listing Authority (“Official List”).

(d) Other exceptional costs include €3.1 million of costs associated with the closure of the Employee Benefit Trust and
€6.8 million of redundancy costs as part of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ restructuring.

3.3      Directors remuneration

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Short term employee benefits                                                        2.9                      1.5                      3.5
Post employment benefits                                                             0.1                      0.1                      0.1
Share-based payments                                                                   3.2                      0.5                      0.2
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                      6.2                      2.1                      3.8
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

3.4      Average number of monthly employees (including Executive Directors)

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                      No.                     No.                     No.

Europe                                                                                           468                     517                     456
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

4.        NET FINANCE COSTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Other financial income                                                                                –                      0.4                         –
Convertible loan interest                                                                             –                         –                     (8.4)
Other financial expenses                                                                         (0.3)                   (1.4)                        –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net finance income                                                                                 (0.3)                   (1.0)                   (8.4)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
5.        DISCONTINUED ACTIVITIES

The Sportingbet Group had discontinued the activities of the Superbahis Business from 1 August 2009 prior
to its disposal on the 21 November 2011 the dividends received from the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’
investment in the Australian entities that have been de-consolidated and the Spanish business for the period
from 1 August 2009 to 3 June 2012.

Sportingbet operated a business in Turkey through until its disposal to EPC on 21 November 2011 (see note
19 for further details). For the period from 1 August 2009 through until its disposal on 21 November 2011,
its operations formed part of a larger European trading segment precluding separate identification of both its
financial performance and financial position. Certain income statement information comprising net gaming
revenues, cost of sales, gross profit and certain direct costs such as staff costs and exceptional related
transaction and professional costs incurred upon exit from Turkey has been extracted and is disclosed as
discontinued operations on the face of the income statement.

The dividends received from the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ investment in the Australian entities that
are not being retained by GVC have been recorded within discontinued operations. This dividend income
would have been eliminated on consolidation had these entities not been de-consolidated from these
historical financial statements. However, as these entities have been de-consolidated, the dividend income is
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now recorded within these historical financial statements, representing the return received by the parent
company in its historical investment in these entities.

The trade from operations in Spain for the period from 1 August 2009 through until 3 June 2012 was not
undertaken solely within a separate legal entity. This trade formed part of a larger European trading segment
and separate identification of both the financial performance and financial position of this business has not
been possible. Instead, only certain income statement information, comprising Net Gaming Revenue, cost of
sales, gross profit, certain direct costs, such as staff costs, and the cost of a Spanish tax settlement relating
to this business have been capable of separate identification and presented as discontinued operations.

The results of the Australian dividends, unregulated Spanish operations and the Turkish operations are shown
below:

2010 2011 2012
                                               Turkey       Spain Australia        Total      Turkey       Spain Australia        Total      Turkey1      Spain Australia        Total

                                            €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m         €m

Revenue                           43.8     35.4          –      79.2       58.6       30.7            –       89.3       16.9       14.9            –       31.8

Variable costs                 (13.3)    (11.4)           –      (24.8)    (16.9)    (11.9)           –      (28.8)      (4.8)      (7.2)           –      (11.9)
                                       –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––
Contribution                     30.4       24.0            –       54.4       41.7       18.8            –       60.5       12.1         7.8            –       19.9

Other operating costs       (0.2)      (1.0)           –        (1.2)      (0.3)      (0.9)           –        (1.2)      (0.1)      (0.7)           –        (0.8)
                                       –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––
Clean EBITDA                30.2       23.0            –       53.2       41.4       17.9            –       59.3       12.0         7.1            –       19.1

Exceptional items                  –            –            –            –        (5.1)           –            –        (5.1)    (11.7)2   (17.3)3         –      (29.0)

Share option charge               –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –
                                       –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––
EBITDA                            30.2       23.0            –       53.2       36.3       17.9            –       54.2         0.3      (10.2)           –        (9.9)

Finance income                      –            –       10.2       10.2            –            –            –            –            –            –       21.6       21.6
                                       –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––
Operating profit               30.2       23.0       10.2       63.4       36.3       17.9            –       54.2         0.3      (10.2)      21.6       11.7                                       –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––    –––––
1      The result of the Superbahis business as a B2C operation until its disposal to EPC on 21 November 2011.

2      Costs relating to Sportingbet Group’s exit from the Turkish market.

3      The cost of a settlement to the Spanish tax authorities for an obligation to pay tax under two laws, one dating from 1966 and the
other from 1977.

6.        TAXATION

The tax charge for the year is higher than the standard UK rate of corporation tax as explained below:

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Analysis of tax charge in the period
Current tax:
Overseas taxation                                                                                     0.5                      0.1                      0.1
Adjustments to overseas taxation in respect of previous periods            0.4                     (0.4)                   (0.6)
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total current tax                                                                                       0.9                     (0.3)                   (0.5)                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Deferred tax:
Current year movement to deferred tax                                                  (0.5)                     0.4                      0.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total deferred tax                                                                                    (0.5)                     0.4                      0.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Tax on profit on ordinary activities                                                          0.4                      0.1                      0.2                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m
Factors affecting the tax charge for the period:
Loss on ordinary activities before tax from

continuing operations                                                                       (54.5)                (30.0)                (56.0)
Loss on ordinary activities multiplied by the standard

rate of corporation tax in the UK 27%
(2011: 27%, 2010: 28%)                                                                  (15.0)                  (8.1)                (15.1)

Effects of:
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes                                              11.6                      2.5                    10.1
Effect of lower tax rates on overseas earnings                                       2.3                     2.1                      1.1
Tax losses arising in year                                                                         3.8                      3.6                      7.0
Other timing differences                                                                         (1.6)                        –                     (2.9)
Adjustments to tax charge in respect of prior periods                            (0.7)                        –                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Tax charge for the period                                                                         0.4                      0.1                      0.2
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Provision for deferred tax (deferred tax asset):
Other temporary differences                                                                       –                         –                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Provision for deferred tax at 27% (2011: 27%, 2010: 28%)                      –                         –                         –
As at the beginning of the year                                                                   –                     (0.5)                   (0.1)
Other temporary differences                                                                   (0.5)                     0.4                      0.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at the end of the year (deferred tax asset)/liability                           (0.5)                   (0.1)                     0.6
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
UK deferred tax assets in respect of accelerated capital allowances of £nil, trading losses of €34.3 million
(£26.8 million) (2011: €26.9 million (£23.6 million)) and non-trading loan relationship deficits of €4.6 million
(£3.6 million) (2011: €3.2 million (£2.8 million)) have not been recognised on the basis that it is not probable
that there will be sufficient taxable profit in future years against which the assets can be recovered.

On 1 April 2012 corporation tax was reduced from 26 per cent. to 24 per cent. with two further rate decreases
planned of 1 per cent. each in the next two tax years. From 1 April 2013 the corporation tax rate will reduce
to 23 per cent. and from 1 April 2014 the corporation tax rate will reduce to 22 per cent.

In addition to the change in rate of corporation tax disclosed above, further reductions to the main rate are
proposed to reduce the rate by 1 per cent. per annum to 23 per cent. by 1 April 2014. None of these expected
rate reductions had been substantively enacted at the Balance Sheet date and, therefore, are not included in
this historical financial information.

7.        INVESTMENTS

In the financial year ending 2012 Sportingbet invested in the following subsidiary entities: €97.7 million in
Sportingbet Australia Holdings PTY Limited, €155.5 million in Sportingbet Intragroup Financing
(Guernsey) Limited and €0.6 million in Spread Your Wings Spain Plc. These entities have been carved out
of these financial statements (see the basis of preparation in note 1.1 for further details). Prior to this
Sportingbet had invested €35.6 million in Sportingbet Group Australia PTY Limited. The value of these
investments is as follows.
                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

At 1 August                                                                                            35.6                    36.5                    34.7
Investment in Sportingbet Australia Holdings PTY                                   –                         –                    97.7
Investment in Sportingbet Intragroup Financing 

(Guernsey) Limited                                                                                 –                         –                  155.5
Investment in Spread Your Wings Spain Plc                                               –                         –                      0.6
Exchange rate movements                                                                        0.9                     (1.8)                   26.3
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
At 31 July                                                                                               36.5                    34.7                  314.8                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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8.        GOODWILL

                                                                                                                                                                       €m

Cost
As at 1 August 2009                                                                                                                                   256.3
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                     6.9
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                                                                                                                                   263.2
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                 (12.8)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                                                                                                                                   250.4
Additions                                                                                                                                                        8.5
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                   31.3
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                                                                                                                                     290.2
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Impairment losses
As at 1 August 2009                                                                                                                                   235.8
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                     6.0
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                                                                                                                                   241.8
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                 (11.7)
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                                                                                                                                   230.1
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                   28.1
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                                                                                                                                     258.2
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
Net Book Value
As at 31 July 2010                                                                                                                                       21.4
As at 31 July 2011                                                                                                                                       20.3
As at 31 July 2012                                                                                                                                       32.0
                                                                                                                                                            ––––––––
All of the carrying amount of goodwill is allocated to the B2C business unit.

In determining value in use, management prepare a detailed budget on a bottom up basis with reviews
conducted for each business unit. Management consider the key assumption in preparing budgeted
projections to be the growth in net gaming revenue, set at 1.6 per cent. for the coming year, calculated based
on past experience and expected changes in the online gaming market. The budget only takes into account
known factors at the time of its construction and does not take into account the impact of any changes in
regulation not yet finalised or passed into law.

In extrapolating the budgeted projections to calculate value in use, management consider the key
assumptions to be selection of growth and discount rates. The discount rate is re-calculated each year by
taking into account prevailing risk free rates, equity risk premium, market risk rate and beta. The result this
year was a lower discount rate, with both the B2C cash-generating unit calculated at 10.6 per cent.
(2011: 12.5 per cent.) due principally to a lower beta in both territories.

The future cash flows are modelled based on budgeted projections and cash flows beyond the budget period
are extrapolated using a growth rate of 1 per cent., which is appropriate for both cash-generating units. The
growth rate applied is based on past experience. Future cash flows are projected assuming no changes to the
current regulatory environment.

Determining whether goodwill is impaired requires an estimation of the value in use of each cash-generating
unit based on the key assumptions above. Neither a 1 per cent. decrease in the long term growth rate nor a
5 per cent. increase in the discount rate would have led to an impairment of the acquired intangible assets
and goodwill in the current year.
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9.        OTHER INTANGIBLES
                                                                             Software      Customer list                  Other                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Cost
As at 1 August 2009                                                    24.4                         –                    16.3                    40.7
Additions                                                                     13.8                         –                         –                    13.8
Disposals                                                                      (0.0)                        –                         –                     (0.0)
Exchange movements                                                    1.3                         –                      0.5                      1.8
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                                                    39.5                         –                    16.8                    56.3
Additions                                                                     21.7                         –                         –                    21.7
Exchange movements                                                  (2.3)                        –                     (0.8)                   (3.1)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                                                    58.9                         –                    16.0                    74.9
Acquisitions                                                                 (0.0)                     1.4                         –                      1.4
Additions                                                                     20.0                         –                         –                    20.0
Disposals                                                                      (9.3)                        –                     (6.2)                 (15.5)
Exchange movements                                                    8.2                      0.1                      1.4                      9.7
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                                                      77.8                      1.5                    11.2                    90.5                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Impairment losses
As at 1 August 2009                                                    14.1                         –                      8.9                    23.0
Charge for the year                                                        5.8                         –                      2.1                      7.9
Disposals                                                                       0.0                         –                         –                      0.0
Exchange movements                                                    0.5                         –                      0.4                      0.9
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                                                    20.4                         –                    11.4                    31.8
Charge for the year                                                        8.1                         –                      2.0                    10.1
Exchange movements                                                  (1.1)                        –                     (0.6)                   (1.7)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                                                    27.4                         –                    12.8                    40.2
Charge for the year                                                        9.3                         –                      2.1                    11.4
Impairment                                                                  10.4                         –                         –                    10.4
Disposals                                                                      (9.3)                        –                     (6.2)                 (15.5)
Exchange movements                                                    4.2                         –                      1.2                      5.4
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                                                      42.0                         –                      9.9                    51.9                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net Book Value
As at 31 July 2010                                                      19.0                         –                      5.4                    24.4
As at 31 July 2011                                                      31.5                         –                      3.2                    34.7
As at 31 July 2012                                                      35.8                      1.5                      1.3                    38.6                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The €11.2 million (£8.9 million) (2011: €16.0 million (£14.0 million); 2010: €16.2 million (£14.0 million))
of other intangible costs includes £nil (2011: €6.0 million (£5.3 million); 2010: €6.4 million (£5.3 million))
capitalisation of the Superbahis URL and contract, €11.1 million (£8.7 million) relating to the Belmond
International Limited marketing contract, and €0.3 million (£0.2 million) from the acquisition of Danbook
Limited.

Included within software costs is expenditure relating to employees and third party contractors working on
projects, the amount capitalised in 2012 is €20.0 million (2011: €21.7 million, 2010: €13.8 million).
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10.      PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

                                                  Fixtures,                                                                   Freehold                           
                                              fittings and                 Motor           Computer             land and                           
                                                equipment              vehicles          Equipment            buildings                   Total
                                                           €m                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m
Cost
As at 1 August 2009                           6.4                      0.1                    16.8                      1.1                    24.4
Additions                                            1.6                      0.1                      7.9                      0.0                      9.6
Disposals                                               –                         –                         –                         –                         –
Exchange movements                         0.2                      0.0                      0.7                      0.0                      0.9
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                           8.2                      0.2                    25.4                      1.1                    34.9
Additions                                            0.8                         –                      3.7                     (0.0)                     4.5
Disposals                                           (1.7)                        –                         –                      1.4                     (0.3)
Exchange movements                       (0.4)                   (0.0)                   (1.1)                   (0.1)                   (1.6)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                           6.9                      0.2                    28.0                      2.4                    37.5
Acquisitions                                           –                         –                         –                         –                         –
Additions                                            0.9                         –                      4.0                      0.1                      5.0
Disposals                                               –                         –                     (9.1)                   (0.2)                   (9.3)
Exchange movements                         1.2                      0.0                      3.1                      0.2                      4.5
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                             9.0                      0.2                    26.0                      2.5                    37.7                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Impairment losses
As at 1 August 2009                           3.2                      0.1                      9.1                      0.5                    12.9
Charge for the year                             1.1                         –                      4.1                      0.2                      5.4
Disposals                                            0.0                         –                      0.1                         –                      0.1
Exchange movements                         0.1                      0.0                      0.4                      0.0                      0.5
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2010                           4.4                      0.1                    13.7                      0.7                    18.9
Charge for the year                             0.9                         –                      4.0                      0.1                      5.0
Disposals                                           (0.1)                        –                         –                      0.1                         –
Exchange movements                       (0.2)                   (0.0)                   (0.7)                   (0.0)                   (0.9)
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 1 August 2011                           5.0                      0.1                    17.0                      0.9                    23.0
Charge for the year                             1.0                      0.1                      2.2                      0.1                      3.4
Impairment                                         0.1                         –                      5.8                      0.1                      6.0
Disposals                                               –                         –                     (9.1)                   (0.2)                   (9.3)
Exchange movements                         1.0                      0.0                      2.1                     (0.1)                     3.0
                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
As at 31 July 2012                             7.1                      0.2                    18.0                      0.8                    26.1                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net Book Value
As at 31 July 2010                             3.8                      0.1                    11.7                      0.4                    15.9
As at 31 July 2011                             1.8                      0.1                    11.0                      1.5                    14.4
As at 31 July 2012                             1.9                         –                      8.0                      1.6                    11.5                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The net book value of computer equipment held under finance leases amounts to €1.9 million (£1.5 million)
(2011: €3.3 million (£2.9 million); 2010: €2.3 million (£1.9 million)).
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11.      TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Other receivables                                                                                     3.5                    2.3                    9.3
Related party loans                                                                                 16.5                    11.0                         –
Prepayments and accrued income                                                            6.0                      5.6                      4.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                               26.0                    18.9                    14.0                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
The net carrying value is considered a reasonable approximation of fair value.

12.      CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Cash                                                                                                        31.2                  102.6                   11.7 
Short-term cash deposits                                                                        19.8                    17.1                      5.6
Restricted cash                                                                                         0.1                    75.7                         –
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                               51.1                  195.4                   17.3                                                                                                       ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Short-term cash deposits consist of balances held by payment service providers.

13.     LIABILITIES

                                                                                                              2010                  2011                  2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Bank Loans                                                                                             4.8                    4.6                    7.7
Finance leases                                                                                         1.6                    2.3                    1.4
Trade payables                                                                                        8.4                  12.6                  15.3
Other payables                                                                                        4.6                    0.1                    0.3
Related party loan                                                                                       –                         –                 104.2
Customer liabilities                                                                               10.6                  10.7                    8.4
Tax and social security                                                                            1.2                    0.8                    2.1
Accruals and deferred income                                                              23.6                  24.1                  38.2
Derivatives                                                                                                   –                     0.2                    2.4
Open bets                                                                                                 2.4                    2.1                    2.7
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             57.2                  57.5                182.7                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

€5.6 million (£4.0 million) (2011: €nil (£nil)) of bank loans relate to the financing of the purchase of
Danbook Limited and Scandic Bookmakers Limited. The loan bears an interest rate of 3 per cent. above
LIBOR repayable in two instalments; €2.9 million (£2.0 million) in January 2013 and €2.7 million
(£2.0 million) in January 2014.

The remaining bank loan of €4.8 million (£4.0 million) (2011: €4.6 million (£4.0 million)) is repayable in
December 2012. The loan is secured by a floating charge over the assets of Sportingbet Group, and bears an
interest rate of 1.5 per cent. above LIBOR.

The open bets at the year end are within the scope of IAS 39 as derivative contracts. These bets are held at
fair value with gains and losses recognised in revenue. Management’s assessment of the exposure to
significant changes in the fair value of open bets is assessed as negligible due to the short-term exposures to
such liabilities and the minimal movement on average betting odds between the date of bet placing and
period end.
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14.     NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

                                                                                                              2010                  2011                  2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Accruals and deferred income                                                              14.0                        –                         –
Bank Loans                                                                                                  –                         –                     2.7
Finance leases                                                                                         1.4                    1.3                    0.5
Convertible bonds due 2016                                                                        –                   60.0                  85.2
Deferred tax liability                                                                                   –                         –                      0.6
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                             15.4                  61.3                  89.0                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

On 8 June 2011, Sportingbet issued €83.2 million (£65.0 million) of 7 per cent. fixed rate convertible bonds,
raising cash of €72.0 million (£62.0 million) net of issue costs. On 25 May 2012, Sportingbet issued a further
€19.2 million (£15.0 million) of 7 per cent. fixed rate convertible bonds, raising cash of €15.7 million
(£13.35 million) net of issue costs. The equity portion of the convertible bond issue is included within equity.

The €102.4 million (£80 million) (2011: €83.1 million (£65 million)) of bonds are convertible into ordinary
shares of Sportingbet at a conversion price of £0.504 (€0.645 at 31 July 2012) on 8 June 2016 unless
otherwise redeemed.

Interest is payable semi annually in arrears.

Interest on the debt proportion, after the deduction of issue costs of €2.9 million (£2.5 million), will be
charged to the profit or loss using an effective rate of 12.63 per cent. on the June 2011 bond issue, and
15.11 per cent. on the May 2012 bond issue.

15.     LEASES

(a)      Obligations under finance leases
                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Minimum lease payments:
Within 1 year                                                                                1.4                    2.6                    1.3
Within 2–5 years                                                                          1.6                    1.1                    0.6
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                    3.0                    3.7                    1.9

Future finance charge                                                                       –                    (0.1)                        –
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Present value of lease obligations                                                 3.0                    3.6                    1.9
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Present value of minimum lease payments:                                                                                         
Within 1 year                                                                                1.6                    2.3                    1.4
Within 2-5 years                                                                           1.4                    1.3                    0.5
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                    3.0                    3.6                    1.9

Accounts due for settlement within 1 year                                  1.6                    2.3                    1.4
Accounts due for settlement after more than 1 year                    1.4                    1.3                    0.5
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Present value of lease obligations                                                3.0                    3.6                    1.9
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses have entered into three separate lease arrangements for the
purchase of computer hardware and other associated assets, each commencing on August 2010,
December 2010 and January 2012. The lease terms for all these arrangements were three years. As at
31 July 2012, the average life outstanding on each lease was: ten months for the lease commencing
in August 2010; one year and two months for the lease commencing in December 2010; and two years
and five months for the lease commencing January 2012. The average effective borrowing rate for the
above leases were 4.8 per cent., 2.8 per cent. and 3.2 per cent. respectively. The Sportingbet Retained
Businesses’ obligations under these finance leases are secured by the lessor’s charges over the leased
assets themselves as well as fixed and floating charges over the current assets of Sportingbet and three
subsidiaries.
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(b)      Commitments under operating leases

The payments under operating leases in respect of land and buildings that have been recognised as an
expense for the period:

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Payments under operating leases                                                 1.8                    1.9                    0.9
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses had outstanding commitments for the future minimum lease
payments in respect of land and buildings:

                                                                                                   2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                       €m                      €m                      €m

Within 1 year                                                                                1.2                    1.8                    1.3
Within 2–5 years inclusive                                                           1.8                    3.1                    3.3
In more than 5 years                                                                     3.4                    2.4                    1.5
                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                    6.4                    7.3                    6.1                                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

Operating lease payments represent amounts payable for office property costs.

16.     FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses use financial instruments, comprising cash and cash equivalents, short-
term and long-term borrowings, derivatives and trade and other receivables, which arise directly from its
operations.

Short-term receivables

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ trade and other receivables are actively monitored to avoid significant
concentrations of credit risk.

Derivative instruments

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses take out forward currency contracts in Euro and Australian Dollars.
Hedge accounting is applied to certain derivative instruments as set out below.

Interest rate risk

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses finance their operations through a mixture of retained profits and bank
facilities. Interest on the convertible bond is at a fixed coupon rate of 7 per cent. Bank borrowings are made
using variable interest rates. The interest rate risk on the £4.0 million bank loan is not considered to be
significant.

Liquidity risk

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses seek to manage liquidity risk, to ensure sufficient liquidity is available
to meet foreseeable needs and to invest cash assets safely and profitably. Sufficient cash reserves are held to
maintain short-term flexibility, together with short-term borrowings. The following table details the
contractual maturity analysis of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ financial liabilities.

On the 26 January 2012 Sportingbet entered into a Sterling loan facility with Barclays Bank PLC for an
aggregate amount of £8,000,000. This loan facility is repayable in instalments, the first instalment of
£2,000,000 is due on a date falling 12 months from the date of the agreement, the second instalment of
£2,000,000 is due on a date falling 24 months from the date of agreement and the balance outstanding on
termination falling three years from the date of agreement.
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On 6 November 2012 Barclays Bank PLC made available to Sportingbet a further multi currency revolving
credit facility in an aggregate amount of £15,239,000, and amended the repayment terms of the £8,000,000
loan facility. The amounts borrowed under this facility are now repayable in 4 equal instalments, six months,
12 months, 18 months and 24 months from the date of this agreement. The multi currency facility is
repayable in full two years from the date of this agreement.

As part of the transaction for which this financial information has been prepared, it is expected that sufficient
financing will be made available to ensure that the Sportingbet Retained Businesses continue to operate as a
going concern.

The following table details the contractual maturity of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ financial
liabilities.

31 July 2012
                                                                                 1 year                                          5 years                           
                                                                                 or less           2–5 years             and over                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Financial liabilities
Trade payables                                                           17.8                        –                         –                   17.8
Customer liabilities                                                       8.4                         –                         –                      8.4
Bank loans                                                                    7.7                    2.6                        –                   10.3
Related party loans                                                    104.2                         –                         –                  104.2
Convertible bond                                                          7.2                123.9                        –                 131.1
Finance leases                                                              1.4                    0.5                        –                     1.9
Sports betting open positions                                       2.7                        –                         –                     2.7
                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total                                                                           149.4                 127.0                         –                  276.4                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Customer liabilities represent cash held on behalf of customers net of an allowance for uncollected balances.
In the event that the level of balances reclaimed exceeds management’s expectation, the gross cash outflow
could be higher.

The maturity analysis in respect of sports betting open positions reflects the fair value of the liability position
at the Balance Sheet date. In the event that the outcome of bets adversely affected the business, the gross
cash outflow could be higher.

31 July 2011
                                                                                 1 year                                          5 years                           
                                                                                 or less           2–5 years             and over                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Financial liabilities
Trade payables                                                             13.5                         –                         –                   13.5
Customer liabilities                                                     10.7                         –                        –                   10.7
Bank loans                                                                    4.6                        –                        –                    4.6
Convertible bond                                                          5.2                  94.9                        –                100.1
Finance leases                                                              2.3                    1.3                        –                    3.6
Sports betting open positions                                       2.1                        –                        –                    2.1
                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total                                                                             38.4                   96.2                        –                 134.6                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
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31 July 2010
                                                                                 1 year                                          5 years                           
                                                                                 or less           2–5 years             and over                   Total
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Financial liabilities
Trade payables                                                             14.2                         –                        –                   14.2
Customer liabilities                                                     10.6                         –                        –                   10.6
Bank loans                                                                    4.8                        –                        –                    4.8
Finance leases                                                                1.6                     1.6                        –                     3.2
Sports betting open positions                                       2.4                        –                        –                    2.4
                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Total                                                                             33.6                     1.6                        –                   35.2                                                                         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––         –––––––––
Credit risk

No credit is given.

Currency risk

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ activities expose them to the financial risks of changes in foreign
currency exchange rates; a significant proportion of income is derived from foreign currencies whilst the
majority of its costs are in sterling.

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses maintained a proactive position and continued to hedge foreign
currency sales with forward contracts for up to one year, purchasing currencies to cover the first 80 per cent.
of its exposure one quarter ahead, 80 per cent. two quarters ahead, 70 per cent. three quarters ahead and 60
per cent. four quarters ahead.

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ derivative transactions comprise currency forward contracts. During
the year the Sportingbet Retained Businesses entered into a number of forward contracts over highly
probable forecast Euro sales.

Amounts initially taken to other comprehensive income under designated cash flow hedges totalled a loss of
€0.9 million (2011: €0.5 million loss; 2010: €0.3 million gain) of which a loss of €0.5 million
(2011: €1.4 million gain; 2010: €0.3 million gain) has been reclassified to the profit or loss on the completion
of designated hedge relationships. Remaining hedges continue to be highly effective.

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses also enter into forward contracts to hedge against its net investment in
Australian operations (the Australian operations have been carved out of these financial statements). The
Sportingbet Retained Businesses hedged against currency movements between Sterling and the Australian
Dollar for up to one year ahead. Amounts initially taken to other comprehensive income under designated
hedges of a net investment in foreign operations totalled a loss of €2.2 million (2011: Nil; 2010: Nil).

The tables below show the extent to which underlying Sportingbet Retained Businesses companies have
monetary assets and liabilities other than their functional currency:

Net foreign currency monetary assets
                                                                                           Australian      Brazilian            Other
                                                        Euro    US dollars          dollars              Real     currencies              Total
                                                           €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m
2012
Euro                                                    6.8                 3.3                 0.1                 2.3                 3.2              15.7
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
2011
Euro                                                  18.0                 5.8                 2.9                 2.5                 4.2              33.4
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
2011
Euro                                                  19.4               14.3                 0.2                 4.0                 5.5              43.4
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
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Carrying values

The carrying amounts of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ financial instruments are set out below. As
these financial instruments are not publicly traded, the fair values presented are determined by calculating
present values of the cash flows anticipated until maturity of these financial assets.

Assets at fair value
through the profit or loss Loans and receivables

                                                        2010              2011              2012              2010              2011              2012
                                                           €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m

Financial assets as per 
balance sheet

Trade and other receivables                   –                    –                    –                 3.5                 2.3                 9.3
Related party loans                                –                    –                    –               16.5               11.0                    –
Cash and cash equivalents                     –                    –                    –               51.1           195.4              17.3
Derivatives                                         1.6                   –                0.6                   –                    –                    –
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
                                                         1.6                   –                0.6              71.1           208.7              26.6                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

Liabilities at fair value Financial liabilities
through the profit or loss at amortised cost

                                                        2010              2011              2012              2010              2011              2012
                                                           €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m                 €m

Financial liabilities as per 
balance sheet

Trade and other payables                  2.4               2.1               2.7              24.8               24.2               26.1
Related party loans                                –                    –                    –                    –                    –             104.2
Interest bearing loans and 

borrowings                                         –                    –                    –                 4.8               64.6               92.9
Derivatives                                             –                0.2               2.4                   –                    –                    –
                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––
                                                         2.4               2.3               5.1              29.6               88.8             223.2                                                ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––      ––––––––

Foreign currency sensitivity

Sportingbet is exposed to market risk through its use of financial instruments and specifically to currency
risk.

Exposures to currency exchange rates arise from the retranslation of foreign subsidiaries as well as overseas
sales and purchases, which are primarily denominated in Euros and Australian Dollars.

If sterling had strengthened against the Euro by 0.9 per cent. (2011: 0.5 per cent.). (2010: 0.2 per cent.) then
this would have decreased net profit and equity by €0.3 million, €0.1 million and €0.1 million across 2012,
2011 and 2010 respectively.

If Sterling had weakened against the Euro by 0.9 per cent. (2011: 0.3 per cent.), (2010: 0.2 per cent.) then
this would have increased net profit and equity by €0.3 million, €0.1 million and €0.1 million across 2012,
2011 and 2010 respectively.

These percentages have been determined based on the average market volatility in exchange rates in the
previous 12 months.

Capital management

In common with many internet companies that have few physical assets, the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses have no policy as to the level of equity capital and reserves other than to address statutory
requirements. Following the issue of €83 million (£65 million) of convertible bonds in June 2011, the
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primary capital risk to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses is the level of indebtedness. The convertible bond
includes a financial covenant, which limits the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ external indebtedness
(excluding the bonds themselves) to €44.8 million (£35 million) without the prior approval of an
Extraordinary Resolution of Bondholders. As at 31 July 2012, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses had
€10.4 million (£8.0 million) (2011: €4.6 million (£4.0 million); 2010: €4.8 million (£4 million)) of bank
loans which €5.1 million (£4.0 million) are secured on the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ land and
buildings.

17.      SHARE CAPITAL

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                             €000s                  €000s                  €000s

Authorised
1,000m ordinary shares of 0.1p each                                                   1,199                  1,140                  1,280
Allotted, issued and fully paid
As at 31 July 2009: 483,987,106 shares of 0.1p each                            580                     602                     784
Issue of ordinary shares (2011: 154,761,904 shares)                                 –                     177                         –
Other share issues in respect of exercised share options

(2010: 18,051,038 shares; 2011: 3,743,080 share;
2012 6,552,512 shares)                                                                         22                         5                         5

                                                                                                      ————           ————           ————
As at 31 July 2010: 502,038,144 shares; at 31 July 2011:

660,543,128 shares; at 31 July 2012: 667,095,640 
shares of 0.1p each                                                                              602                     784                     789

                                                                                                      ————           ————           ————
At 31 July 2012 the following share options were outstanding in respect of ordinary shares:

                                                                  Ordinary                                                               Weighted average
Date of grant                                     shares of 0.1p           Period of option                            Exercise price (p)

January 2004                                               539,375           January 2007–January 2011                                49
May 2004                                                      50,000           May 2007–May 2011                                          94
October 2004                                              100,000           October 2007–October 2011                            97.5
November 2004                                            95,000           November 2007–November 2014                     131
January 2009                                            7,119,301           November 2010–November 2012                         –
August 2009                                               265,669           November 2010–November 2012                         –
August 2010                                               174,700           July 2011–July 2013                                              –
November 2010                                          539,750           July 2011–July 2014                                              –
January 2011                                               114,733           July 2011–July 2012                                              –
April 2012                                              13,956,089           July 2013–July 2014                                           0.1

As at 31 July 2012 there were 22,954,617 options or awards over ordinary shares outstanding, 4,847,818 of
which relate to Directors.

Of the share options detailed above 784,375 relate to the Executive Scheme, 8,214,153 relate to the 2009
Restricted Share Plan and 13,956,089 relate to the 2011 plan.

18.      SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS

Sportingbet operates two equity-settled share-based remuneration schemes for employees across the
Sportingbet Group, as listed in Note 18. All employees are eligible to participate in these schemes, the
vesting conditions being that the individual still remains in employment at the date of the release of the
option and in respect of the 2005 and 2006 share plans satisfy certain performance criteria.
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2010 2011 2012
Weighted Weighted Weighted
average average average
exercise exercise exercise
price (p) No. price (p) No. price (p) No.

Outstanding at the
beginning of the year 2.5 39,630,748 2.3 19,181,226 2.7 16,063,878

Granted during the year – 703,334 – 1,489,665 0.1 14,259,484
Forfeited during the year – (250,000) – (3,997,878) – (4,584,996)
Exercised during the year 2.1 (18,158,451) – –
Lapsed during the year 6.7 (2,744,405) – (609,135) – (2,783,749)

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Outstanding at 

the end of the year 2.3 19,181,226 2.7 16,063,878 2.5 22,954,617
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Exercisable at 
the end of the year 50.1 2,021,625 50.1 2,021,625 68.0 784,375

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
The exercise price of options outstanding at the end of the year ranged between 0.1p and 131p (2011: 0.1p
and 131p; 2010: 0.1p and 131p) and their weighted average contractual life was 380 days (2011: 406 days;
2010: 675 days).

Of the total number of options outstanding at the end of the year, 784,375 had vested and were exercisable
(2011: 2,021,625; 2010: 2,021,625). The weighted average share price (at the date of exercise) of options
exercised during the year was 36.7p (2011: 60.8p; 2010: 74.4p).

The weighted average fair value of each option granted during the year was 35.2p (2011: 58.1p; 2010:
56.3p).

The following information is relevant in the determination of the fair value of options granted during the year
under the equity and cash-settled share-based remuneration schemes operated by Sportingbet.

                                                                                                             2010                   2011                   2012

Equity settled
Options pricing model used                                                   Black-Scholes    Black-Scholes    Black-Scholes
Weighted average share price at grant date (p)                                  59.75p                61.70p                36.71p
Exercise price (p)                                                                                      nil                       nil                       nil
Weighted average contractual life (days)                                                830                     724                     547
Equity settled
Expected volatility                                                                                     50%                    50%                    50%
Expected dividend growth rate                                                                    2%                      2%                      2%
Risk-free interest rate                                                                                  5%                      5%                      5%
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

The volatility assumption, measured at the standard deviation of expected share price returns, is based on a
statistical analysis of daily share prices over the last three years.

The share based remuneration expense comprises:

                                                                                                              2010                   2011                   2012
                                                                                                                 €m                      €m                      €m

Equity settled-scheme                                                                              2.2                      1.2                      1.1
                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
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19.      ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSALS

(a)       Acquisition of Danbook Limited and Scandic Bookmakers Limited

On 31 January 2012, Sportingbet completed the acquisition of 100 per cent. of the equity instruments
of Danbook Limited for €3.9 million (£3.3 million) and Scandic Bookmakers Limited for €6.7 million
(£5.7 million). The fair value of consideration as at 31 July 2012 comprised the following:

                                                                                                                        Danbook              Scandic
                                                                                                                                  €m                      €m

Fair value of consideration transferred
Amount settled in cash                                                                                             2.1                      6.4
Amount settled in shares                                                                                          0.2                      0.4
Fair value of deferred consideration                                                                         1.5                         –
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                 3.8                      6.8
Recognised amounts of identifiable net assets:
Non-current assets
Other intangible assets                                                                                             0.4                      1.0
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                 0.4                      1.0
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets
Trade and other receivables                                                                                         –                      0.2
Cash                                                                                                                          0.8                      1.5
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                                 0.8                      1.7
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                                                                        (0.1)                   (1.8)
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                                                               (0.1)                   (1.8)
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Net current assets                                                                                                   0.7                    (0.1)
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Identifiable net assets                                                                                             1.1                     0.9
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––
Goodwill on acquisition                                                                                         2.7                     5.8
                                                                                                                      ––––––––           ––––––––

Consideration transferred

The acquisition of Danbook was settled in cash and shares amounting to €2.4 million (£2.0 million).
The purchase agreement included an additional cash consideration of €1.5 million (£1.3 million),
payable once the IT integration has been completed. The acquisition of Scandic was settled in cash
and shares amounting to €6.7 million (£5.7 million). Acquisition costs relating to both acquisitions
amounted to €0.9 million (£0.8 million). This was not included as part of consideration transferred
and has been recognised as an expense in the profit or loss, as part of exceptional items.

Identifiable net assets

The fair value of the trade and other receivables acquired as part of the total business combination of
Danbook and Scandic amounted to €0.2 million (£0.2 million), which was also the gross contractual
amount. As at the acquisition date, the Sportingbet Retained Businesses expect the total €0.2 million
(£0.2 million) to be collected.

Goodwill

Total Goodwill of €8.5 million (£7.2 million) is primarily related to growth expectations and expected
future profitability.

Contribution to Group results

Danbook and Scandic contributed profits of €0.2 million (£0.2 million) each, providing a combined
total profit of €0.5 million (£0.4 million) for the 6 months to 31 July 2012. If Danbook and Scandic
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had been acquired on 1 August 2011, Sportingbet Retained Businesses revenue for the year would
have increased by €1.0 million (£0.9 million) and loss before tax would have increased by
€0.2 million (£0.2 million).

(b)      Disposal of the Superbahis Business

On 21 November 2011, Sportingbet disposed of the Superbahis Business to EPC. GVC entered into
a service contract and guarantee with EPC on the same date.

The terms of the disposal agreement are complex. At the disposal date, Sportingbet entered into two
agreements with EPC. The business purchase agreement (“Business Purchase Agreement”) details the
business assets disposed and the terms of consideration to be received. The transitional services
agreement (“Transitional Services Agreement”) details the terms of B2B services, such as trading and
IT, that will be provided after the disposal date.

At the disposal date, the carrying value of the net assets disposed, principally internally generated
intangible assets such as the customer list, was £nil. No Goodwill was allocated to the Superbahis
Business on disposal.

No consideration was payable in cash on the date of disposal. Under the terms of the Business
Purchase Agreement, Sportingbet has entered into a deferred contingent consideration arrangement
which sets a cash receivable of €142 million (£125 million) from EPC, in respect of both the B2B
services to be provided under the terms of the Transitional Services Agreement and any deferred
contingent consideration for the sale of the Superbahis Business under the Transitional Services
Agreement. All cash receivable is contingent on a percentage of the future revenues, after certain
adjustments set out in the Business Purchase Agreement, generated by EPC.

At the date of disposal, Sportingbet has assessed that the fair value of the deferred contingent
consideration receivable for the sale of the Superbahis Business is €nil (£nil), principally due to
uncertainty in the regulatory environment in which EPC operates. The deferred contingent
consideration asset is measured initially at fair value and thereafter at amortised cost, in line with the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses’ accounting policies for financial assets.

Subsequent to the disposal date, gross proceeds of €20.2 million (£16.6 million) were received from
EPC under the terms of the Business Purchase Agreement and Transitional Services Agreement. Of
the amounts received, €15.8 million (£12.9 million) represents other operating revenue for the
provision of B2B services under the Transitional Services Agreement and €4.4 million (£3.7 million)
represents profit on the adjustment of the carrying amount of the deferred contingent consideration
asset, following revision of Sportingbet’s assessment of estimated receipts for the sale of the
Superbahis Business.

At 31 July 2012, Sportingbet had total amounts receivable under the deferred contingent consideration
agreement of €7.2 million (£5.6 million), held within other receivables, all of which relates to amounts
receivable for B2B services provided to EPC in the year. The Sportingbet Group has assessed the fair
value of future cash receipts under the deferred contingent consideration arrangement, taking into
account projections over the future duration of the arrangement, expectations of future trading
performance and known regulatory and bad debt risks, concluding that the fair value of deferred
contingent consideration in respect of the sale of the Superbahis Business at the reporting date
continues to be €nil (£nil).

(c)      On 31 August 2011 Sportingbet Group acquired 100 per cent. of the equity instruments of the
Australian business, Centrebet International Limited. The Australian business has been carved out
with the exception of the following legal entities that form part of the Centrebet International Limited
Group but are being retained by GVC;

Superodds International Limited
Centrebet UK Limited
Centrebet Holdings Limited
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Centrebet Limited
Centrebet Gaming NV
Priority Clear Limited

Acquisition accounting under IFRS 3 was performed on the enlarged Centrebet International Limited
Group which, with the exception of the above entities, has been carved out. As a result it was not
possible to apply acquisition accounting to the above entities that are being retained by GVC. Instead,
as these entities are under common control with the Sportingbet Retained Businesses, in accordance
with SIR 2000, the post acquisition financial loss derived from these entities of Euro 91,000, together
with their respective financial positions at 31 July 2012 have been aggregated to these historical
financial statements.

20.      CONTINGENCIES

From time to time the Sportingbet Retained Businesses are subject to legal claims and actions. The
Sportingbet Retained Businesses take legal advice as to the likelihood of success of the claims and actions
and no provision or disclosure is made where it is felt, based on that advice, that action is unlikely to result
in a material loss.

As part of the ongoing operational risk assessment process adopted by the Sportingbet Retained Businesses,
there is continued monitoring of the legal and regulatory developments and their potential impact on the
business. Appropriate advice continues to be taken in respect of these developments.

There is uncertainty as to what actions, if any, may occur from the Sportingbet Retained Businesses’
regulatory history, and any impact such action may have on the Sportingbet Retained Businesses. However,
it is not considered likely that a material liability or a material impairment in the carrying value of assets will
arise as a result of any potential action.

21.      RELATED PARTIES

Transactions with Non-Executive Directors

Nigel Payne (Non-Executive Director) provided financial consultancy services to the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses amounting to €72,228 (£61,293) (2011: €52,268 (£45,000); 2010: €22,808 (£20,000)) via Merlin
Financial Advisors LLP.

Sean O’Connor (Non-Executive Director) provided marketing consultancy services to the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses amounting to €29,448 (£24,990) (2011: €69,969 (£60,240); 2010: €22,580 (£19,800))
via The Sean O’Connor Consultancy Limited.

Transactions with key management personnel

The Sportingbet Retained Businesses make contributions into an Employee Benefit Trust (“EBT”) as part of
a cash-based long-term incentive plan for certain key employees. Two Directors are beneficiaries of the EBT
into which contributions of nil (£nil) was made in 2012 (2011: €0.6 million (£0.5 million)).
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ACCOUNTANT’S REPORT ON THE HFI OF THE SPORTINGBET RETAINED BUSINESSES

The Directors
GVC Holdings Plc Grant Thornton UK LLP
Milbourn House 30 Finsbury Square
St Georges Street London EC2P 2YU
Douglas
Isle of Man T +44 (0)20 7383 5100
IM1 1AJ F +44 (0)20 7184 4301

www.grant-thornton.co.uk

25 January 2013

Dear Sirs,

We report on the financial information of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses set out in Part 8 of the
prospectus dated 25 January 2013 of GVC Holdings Plc (“the Prospectus”) for the three years ended 31 July
2010, 2011 and 2012 (“the Financial Information”). This financial information has been prepared for
inclusion in the Prospectus on the basis of the accounting policies set out in note 1 to the Financial
Information.

This report is required by paragraph 20.1 of Annex 1 to the Prospectus Directive Regulation
No. 2004/1809/EC enacted in the United Kingdom by the Prospectus Rules (the “PD Regulation”) and is
given for the purpose of complying with that paragraph and for no other purpose.

Responsibilities

Save for any responsibility arising under Prospectus Rule 5.5.3(2)(f) to any person as and to the extent there
provided, to the fullest extent permitted by law we do not assume any responsibility and will not accept any
liability to any other person for any loss suffered by any such other person as a result of, arising out of, or
in connection with this report.

The Directors of GVC Holdings Plc are responsible for preparing the financial information on the basis of
preparation set out in note 1.1 to the Financial Information. It is our responsibility to form an opinion on the
Financial Information and to report our opinion to you.

Basis of opinion

We conducted our work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing
Practices Board in the United Kingdom. Our work included an assessment of evidence relevant to the
amounts and disclosures in the Financial Information. It also included an assessment of the significant
estimates and judgements made by those responsible for the preparation of the Financial Information and
whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the entity’s circumstances, consistently applied and
adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we
considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the
Financial Information is free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or
error.

Opinion

In our opinion, the Financial Information presents, for the purposes of the Prospectus, a true and fair view
of the state of affairs of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses as at 31 July 2010, 2011 and 2012 of its profits,
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cash flows and changes in equity for the three years ended 31 July 2012 in accordance with the basis of
preparation set out in note 1 to the Financial Information.

Declaration

For the purposes of Prospectus Rule 5.5.3R(2)(f) we are responsible for this report as part of the Prospectus
and declare that we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this report is,
to the best of our knowledge, in accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import.
This declaration is included in the Prospectus in compliance with item 1.2 of annex 1 of the Prospectus
Regulation.

Yours faithfully

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP
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                                                          PART 9                                                          

UNAUDITED PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
ON THE ENLARGED GROUP

Pro forma financial information

The following pro forma statement of net assets for the Enlarged Group has been prepared in accordance
with Annex II of the Prospective Directive Regulation to show the effect of the Acquisition on GVC’s
30 June 2012 balance sheet as if the Acquisition had occurred at that date.

This information is prepared for illustrative purposes only and, because of its nature, addresses a hypothetical
situation and does not represent the actual financial position or results of either GVC or Sportingbet or of
the Enlarged Group.

The unaudited pro forma balance sheet has been prepared on the basis set out in the notes below.

                                                                                                   Adjustments
                                                                                                                  for                                     Pro Forma
                                                                                                    Sportingbet                                      Net Assets
                                                                                                        Retained                                   of Enlarged
                                                                                   GVC          Businesses        Adjustments                 Group
Note:                                                                                (1)                      (2)                (3,4,5)
                                                                                      €m                      €m                      €m                      €m

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment                                      0.5                    11.5                         –                    12.0
Intangible assets                                                          66.3                    70.6                      7.0                  143.9
Investments                                                                       –                  314.8                 (314.8)                        –
Deferred tax asset                                                          0.1                         –                         –                      0.1
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                    66.9                  396.9                 (307.8)                 156.0
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current assets
Trade and other receivables                                         14.2                    14.0                         –                    28.2
Income taxes reclaimable                                              1.8                         –                         –                      1.8
Cash and cash equivalents                                             4.0                    17.3                         –                    21.3
Derivatives                                                                        –                      0.6                        –                      0.6
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                    20.0                    31.9                        –                    51.9
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables                                           (14.5)                 (67.0)                        –                  (81.5)
Related party payables                                                     –                 (104.2)                 104.2                         –
Income taxes payable                                                   (2.3)                       –                         –                    (2.3)
Other taxation and liabilities                                        (0.3)                       –                         –                    (0.3)
Interest bearing loans and other borrowings                   –                    (9.1)                        –                    (9.1)
Derivatives                                                                       –                     (2.4)                        –                     (2.4)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
                                                                                   (17.1)               (182.7)                 104.2                  (95.6)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net current assets/(liabilities)                                     2.9                (150.8)                 104.2                  (43.7)                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Non-current liabilities                                                                                                                                       
Interest bearing loans and borrowings                            –                  (88.4)                  85.2                    (3.2)
Deferred tax liability                                                        –                     (0.6)                        –                     (0.6)
Deferred consideration                                              (11.8)                       –                        –                  (11.8)
                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Net assets                                                                    58.0                  157.1                (118.4)                   96.7                                                                           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

AI 20.1

AI 20.2

AI 20.4.3

AII 1

AII 2

AII 3

AII 4

AII 5

AII 6

AII 7

ESMA 87-94

ESMA 95-97
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Notes:

1.     The consolidated balance sheet of GVC as at 30 June 2012, has been extracted, without material adjustment, from the GVC
unaudited condensed interim consolidated financial information for the six months period ended 30 June 2012 as set out in Part
7 of this document.

2.     The consolidated balance sheet of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses as at 31 July 2012, has been extracted, without material
adjustment, from the Sportingbet Retained Businesses Historical Financial Information for year ended 31 July 2012 as set out in
Part 8 of this document.

3.     The estimated purchase price, excess purchase price over net assets acquired and adjustment to Goodwill are described below (in
millions, except exchange ratio and share price).

No adjustment has been made to state Sportingbet Group assets and liabilities at fair value. In GVC’s next set of financial
statements following its acquisition of Sportingbet, it will need to determine the fair value of the assets and liabilities of the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses as at the effective date on which it acquires control of Sportingbet.

Share price (see note (ii) below) 233.5p
Total shares to be issued (see note (i) below) 29,018,660
Total purchase price in GBP 67.8
Total purchase price in EUR (Exchange rate at 30 June 2012 £1:€1.2415) 84.2
Less: consideration receivable from William Hill (Exchange rate at 30 June 2012 £1: €1.2415) (45.3)
Less: total cash acquired (17.3)

––––––––
Purchase price net 21.6

––––––––
Total assets/(liabilities) acquired:
Sportingbet Retained Businesses net assets at 31 July 2012 157.3
Less adjustments (see notes 4 and 5 below) (125.4)

––––––––
Adjusted Pro-Forma net assets acquired 31.9
Less cash acquired (17.3)

––––––––
Net assets acquired 14.6

––––––––
Goodwill 7.0––––––––
(i)    Under the terms of the Acquisition, Sportingbet shareholders are entitled to elect to receive 0.0435 New GVC Shares in

exchange for every one Scheme Share held. On the assumption that no Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders convert their
Sportingbet Convertible Bonds into Sportingbet Shares, that no options or awards under Sportingbet share option schemes
are exercised prior to the acquisition, and that the maximum number of New GVC shares are issued pursuant to the
Acquisition, 29,018,660 New GVC shares would be issued.

(ii)   The purchase price was calculated using a price of 233.5p for each New GVC Share.

4.     The investment by Sportingbet in its Australian business and Spanish business of €314.8 million and the related party loan
creditor of €104.2 million due from these businesses have been excluded due to the investments being sold as part of the
acquisition.

5.     Sportingbet has £80 million of Sportingbet Convertible Bonds outstanding at 31 July 2012 made up of a £66.6 million liability
and £13.4 million of equity (less £1.2 million of costs). Under the terms of the Acquisition, the Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholders will be entitled to receive in cash the amount which represents the see through value of the Sportingbet Convertible
Bonds under their terms (based upon the Change of Control Conversion Price) as if the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders had
exercised their right to convert their bonds into Sportingbet Shares at the Effective Date and received cash consideration of 55
pence per resulting Sportingbet Share. The liability related to the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds at 31 July 2012 of €85.2 million
(being the £66.6 million at a 1.28 €/£ exchange rate) has been adjusted to remove it from the net assets.

6.     The Pro Forma financial information has not been adjusted for expenses of or incidental to the Acquisition.

7.     The Pro Forma net asset statement does not constitute statutory accounts within the meaning of section 435 of the Companies
Act.

8.     Apart from the matters set out above, no other adjustments have been made to reflect any trading, changes in working capital or
other movements in the financial position since 30 June 2012 for GVC or since 31 July 2012 for the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses.
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Effect on earnings

If the acquisition of Sportingbet’s Retained Businesses had occurred at 1 August 2009, the impact on
cumulative earnings to 31 July 2012 would have been to decrease after tax earnings of the Enlarged Group.

In addition, if the Acquisition had occurred at 1 August 2009, the combined activity of both GVC and
Sportingbet from the Superbahis Business, following its disposal by Sportingbet on 21 November 2011,
would have resulted in the consolidation of the Superbahis Business by the Enlarged Group. This
consolidation would result in no adjustment to the Enlarged Group’s total earnings, however revenue and
direct costs would both have been higher by the same amount.
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The Directors
GVC Holdings Plc
Milboum House
St Georges Street
Douglas
Isle of Man
IM1 1AJ

25 January 2013
Dear Sirs,

We report on the pro forma statement of net assets (the “Pro forma financial information”) set out in Part 9
of the Prospectus (the “Prospectus”) dated 25 January 2013, which has been prepared on the basis described
in notes 1 to 8 to the Pro forma financial information, for illustrative purposes only, to provide information
about how the Acquisition (as defined in the Prospectus) might have affected the financial information
presented on the basis of the accounting policies adopted by GVC Holdings plc (the “Company”) in
preparing the financial statements for the period 31 July 2012.

This report is required by paragraph 20.2 of Annex I to the Prospectus Directive Regulation No 2004/809/EC
enacted in the United Kingdom by the Prospectus Rules (the “PD Regulation”) and is given for the purpose
of complying with that regulation and for no other purpose.

Responsibilities

Save for any responsibility arising under paragraph 20.2 of Annex I to the PD Regulation to any person as
and to the extent there provided, to the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not assume any responsibility
and will not accept any liability to any other person for any loss suffered by any such other person as a result
of, arising out of, or in connection with this report required by and given solely for the purposes of
complying with our written instructions, consenting to its inclusion in the Prospectus.

It is the responsibility of the Directors of the Company to prepare the Pro forma financial information as
though it had been prepared in accordance with paragraph 20.2 of Annex I of the PD Regulation.

It is our responsibility to form an opinion as though it had been required by paragraph 7 of Annex II of the
PD Regulation as to the proper compilation of the Pro forma financial information and to report that opinion
to you.

In providing this opinion we are not updating or refreshing any reports or opinions previously made by us
on any financial information used in the compilation of the Pro forma financial information, nor do we accept
responsibility for such reports or opinions beyond that owed to those to whom those reports or opinions were
addressed by us at the dates of their issue.

Basis of opinion

We conducted our work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing
Practices Board in the United Kingdom. The work that we performed for the purpose of making this report,
which involved no independent examination of any of the underlying financial information, consisted
primarily of comparing the unadjusted financial information with the source documents, considering the
evidence supporting the adjustments and discussing the Pro forma financial information with the directors
of the Company.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
30 Finsbury Square
London EC2P 2YU

T +44 (0)20 7383 5100
F +44 (0)20 7184 4301
www.grant-thornton.co.uk
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We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we
considered necessary in order to provide us with reasonable assurance that the Pro forma financial
information has been properly compiled on the basis stated and that such basis is consistent with the
accounting policies of the Company.

Opinion

In our opinion:

(a)      the Pro forma financial information has been properly compiled on the basis stated; and

(b)      such basis is consistent with the accounting policies of the Company.

Declaration

For the purposes of Prospectus Rule 5.5.3R(2)(f) we are responsible for this report as part of the Prospectus
and declare that we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this report is,
to the best of our knowledge, in accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import.
This declaration is included in the Prospectus in compliance with item 1.2 of annex I of the PD Regulation.

Yours faithfully

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP
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PART 10

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1.        RESPONSIBILITY

GVC and the GVC Directors, whose names and functions are set out in paragraph 6 of this Part 10, accept
responsibility for the information contained in this document. To the best of the knowledge of GVC and the
GVC Directors (who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case), the information
contained in this document is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the
import of such information.

2.        GVC

2.1      GVC was incorporated and registered in the Isle of Man under the 2006 Act with registered number
4685V on 5 January 2010 as a company limited by shares with its existing name “GVC Holdings plc”.

2.2      The principal legislation under which GVC operates, and under which the GVC Shares have been
created, is the 2006 Act and regulations made under the 2006 Act. The liability of GVC’s members is
limited.

2.3      GVC is domiciled in the Isle of Man. The registered office and principal place of business of GVC is
at Milbourn House, St Georges Street, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 1AJ (telephone number +44(0)1624
640 666).

2.4      GVC was incorporated with the purpose of assuming the business and operations of GVC Holdings
S.A., the Luxembourg incorporated holding company of the former GVC Group of companies, as part
of the redomiciliation of the former GVC Group from Luxembourg to the Isle of Man in 2010.

2.5      On 21 May 2010, GVC Holdings S.A. transferred the entirety of its assets and liabilities (save for
certain subscriber shares and certain agreements such as those with professional advisers) to GVC in
consideration for the issue of 31,135,662 shares (“Transfer Shares”) to GVC Holdings S.A. (the
“Transfer”). GVC Holdings S.A. was subsequently put into members’ voluntary liquidation and all
the Shares held by it were distributed to the holders of fully paid GVC Holdings S.A. shares.

2.6      On 24 May 2010, the GVC Shares were admitted to trading on AIM.

3.        SHARE CAPITAL

3.1      The share capital history of GVC for the period covered by the historical financial information, as set
out in Part 7 of this document, is set out below:

(a)      The issued share capital on incorporation of GVC was one ordinary share of one euro (€1)
issued to the initial subscriber, Equity Trustees One Limited. On 29 March 2010, this one
ordinary share of one euro (€1) was sub-divided into 100 ordinary shares of €0.01 par value
each (the “Subscriber Shares”).

(b)      On 29 March 2010, the Subscriber Shares were transferred to GVC Holdings S.A.

(c)      In consideration for the transfer of the assets and liabilities of GVC Holdings S.A. to GVC,
GVC allotted and issued the Transfer Shares to GVC Holdings S.A.

(d)      GVC Holdings S.A. was subsequently put into members’ voluntary liquidation and all the
shares held b y it were distributed to the holders of fully paid GVC Holdings S.A. shares.

3.2      The issued share capital of GVC as at the date of the last audited balance sheet, being 31 December
2011, is 31,469,095 ordinary shares, each of which is fully paid and has a par value of €0.01. The
issued share capital of GVC as at the last practicable date prior to the publication of this document is
31,592,172. The share capital of GVC available for issue as at the date of this document is €400,000
divided into 40,000,000 ordinary shares of €0.01 and immediately following Admission, subject to the
passing of the relevant ordinary resolution at the GVC EGM, will be €800,000 divided into
80,000,000 ordinary shares of €0.01.
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3.3      There is no class of shares in issue in GVC other than ordinary shares.

3.4      As at the date of this document:                                                                                                               

(a)      GVC does not hold any treasury shares and no GVC Shares are held by, or on behalf of, any
member of the GVC Group;

(b)      GVC does not have any convertible securities, exchangeable securities or securities with
warrants;

(c)      other than in connection with the Acquisition or as may be provided for under the Share
Incentive Schemes, GVC has not given any undertaking to increase its share capital;

(d)      save as may be provided for under the Share Incentive Schemes or as otherwise set out in this
document, there are no acquisition rights or obligations over any authorised but unissued
capital of GVC; and

(e)      save as may be provided for under the Share Incentive Schemes or as set out in paragraph 3.5
below, no capital of any member of the GVC Group is under option or is agreed, conditionally
or unconditionally, to be put under option.

3.5      As at the date of this document the following options over GVC Shares and/or the capital of any other
member of the GVC Group are outstanding:

                                                                                                                                                                            Number              Number
                                                                              Exercise    Vesting                                                               vested by        unvested by
                          Relationship   No. of option       price per    schedule/                                                     31 December     31 December
Recipient            with GVC        GVC Shares   GVC Share    conditions                            Award date                  2012                   2012

     Director                  800,000            £2.13     24 May 2010          666,667              133,333

     Director                  800,000        £1.5479     28 January 2012                0              800,000

     Director                  400,000            £2.13     24 May 2010          333,333                66,667

     Director                  400,000        £1.5479     28 January 2012                0              400,000

     Director                  191,667            £1.26    Vested                                  12 December 2008 191,667                         0

     Director                  400,000            £2.13      24 May 2010          333,333                66,667

Lee Feldman      Director                  400,000        £1.5479     28 January 2012                0              400,000

   Director                    75,000            £2.13     24 May 2010            62,500                12,500

         100,000            £0.01       24 May 2010            83,333                16,667

T Teitjen            Contractor                31,513            £1.29    Vested                                  15 May 2007            31,513                         0

T Teitjen            Contractor              100,000            £0.01       24 May 2010            83,333                16,667

In addition, as part of the cash underpinning arrangements referred to in Part 1 of this document, GVC has
granted or agreed to grant (at an exercise price in each case of 233.50p per share) the following options to
subscribe for GVC Shares:

(a)      to Antisoma plc, (i) on 16 January 2013, an option over 114,351 GVC Shares, (ii) within five Business
Days after the date of publication of this document, an option over 114,351 GVC Shares, and (iii)
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within five Business Days after the Effective Date of the Scheme, an option over 114,351 GVC
Shares; and

(b)      to Richard Griffiths, (i) on 16 January 2013, an option over 52,315 GVC Shares, (ii) within five
Business Days after the date of publication of this document, an option over 52,316 GVC Shares and
(iii) within five Business Days after the Effective Date of the Scheme, an option over 52,316 GVC
Shares.

3.6      On 14 January 2013, GVC agreed with Daniel Stewart that GVC’s obligation to enter into a warrant
agreement to grant to Daniel Stewart warrants to subscribe for £25,000 worth of GVC Shares was
cancelled in exchange for GVC making a £30,000 cash payment to Daniel Stewart. 

4.        SUBSIDIARY UNDERTAKINGS                                                                                                        

GVC acts as the holding company of the GVC Group. The principal activity of the GVC Group during the
year ended 31 December 2012 was the provision of online gambling and sports betting services. GVC has
the following significant subsidiaries:

                                                                  Country of                                                                       Percentage
Name                                                          incorporation               Business activity                          ownership

Gaming VC Corporation Limited             Malta                           Licensed operator                               100%
GVC Corporation B.V.                              Dutch Caribbean         Licensed operator                               100%
Intera N.V.                                                 Dutch Caribbean         Owner of the Betboo brand               100%
GVC Administration Services Limited     UK                               Administration company                   100%

On the Scheme becoming Effective, GVC will become the ultimate holding company of Sportingbet and its
subsidiaries other than those falling within the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses which are to be sold to
William Hill Australia and other members of the William Hill Group. Sportingbet’s significant subsidiaries,
which will, on the Effective Date, become subsidiaries of GVC, include:

Company                                                                                                                     Country of incorporation

Sportingbet (Management Services) Limited                                                                      England and Wales
Superodds International Limited                                                                                          England and Wales
Priority Clear Limited                                                                                                          England and Wales
Interactive Sports Limited                                                                                                    England and Wales
Sporting Odds Limited                                                                                                         England and Wales
The Sportingbet Foundation Limited                                                                                   England and Wales
Centrebet UK Limited                                                                                                          England and Wales
Danbook Limited                                                                                                                  England and Wales
Scandic Bookmakers Limited                                                                                                                    Malta
Centrebet Limited                                                                                                                                      Malta
Spread Your Wings Limited                                                                                                                       Malta
SYW Italy Limited                                                                                                                                    Malta
Spread Your Wings Germany Limited                                                                                                       Malta
Centrebet Holdings Limited                                                                                                                      Malta
InteractiveSports Asia Limited Inc                                                                                                   Philippines 
SBT Software Operations (SA) (PTY) Limited                                                                             South Africa
Main Street 1013 (PTY) Limited                                                                                                   South Africa
Sportingbet Spain S.A.                                                                                                                               Spain
MLB Limited t/a Sportingbet                                                                                                                  Ireland
Longfrie Limited                                                                                                                                  Guernsey
Sportingbet Finance (Guernsey) Limited                                                                                            Guernsey
Corvee Limited                                                                                                                                    Guernsey
Interactive Sports (Denmark) ApS                                                                                                       Denmark
Revolver Limited                                                                                                                                    St Kitts
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Company                                                                                                                     Country of incorporation

Media Services Limited                                                                                                                          St Kitts
Internet Opportunity Entertainment (Sports) Limited                                                      Antigua and Barbuda  
Tusk Limited                                                                                                                              Cayman Islands
ROLL TICARET SIRKET1 LTD                                                                                                           Cyprus
6996825 Canada Limited                                                                                                                        Canada
Portman Road Limited                                                                                                      British Virgin Islands
Anfield Group Limited                                                                                                     British Virgin Islands
CENTREBET GAMING NV                                                                                            Netherlands Antilles 
Interactive Sports (Barbados) Limited                                                                                                 Barbados

5.        MEMORANDUM AND ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION                                                                 

Set out below is a summary of GVC’s memorandum of association and GVC’s Articles as at the date of this
document. Persons seeking a detailed explanation of any provisions of Isle of Man law or the differences
between it and the laws of England and Wales or any jurisdiction with which they may be more familiar are
recommended to seek legal advice.

5.1      GVC’s Memorandum of Association

GVC has, subject to the 2006 Act, the capacity and the rights, powers and privileges of an individual.
Furthermore, the memorandum of association of GVC does not restrict the purposes of GVC nor does
it restrict the exercise of the rights, powers and privileges of GVC.

By amendment of the memorandum of association on 29 March 2010, an addition was made to state
that neither GVC’s memorandum of association nor GVC’s Articles may be amended except pursuant
to a resolution approved by a majority of not less 75 per cent. of such members as, being entitled so
to do, vote in person or by proxy at the general meeting at which such resolution is proposed.

5.2      GVC’s Articles of Association                                                                                                               

The following is a summary of the principal provisions of GVC’s Articles:

(a)       Capital structures

Unless GVC by resolution otherwise directs, the amount of share capital of GVC available for
issue is €400,000 divided into 40,000,000 GVC Shares.

(b)      Summary of rights attaching to the GVC Shares                                                                       

Subject to the provisions of the 2006 Act, each GVC Share shall confer upon each GVC
Shareholder the right, inter alia, to receive notice of, attend and vote at every Annual General
Meeting and Extraordinary General Meeting of GVC, to participate, pari passu, in every
dividend or distribution of GVC and to participate, pari passu, in the distribution of surplus
assets of GVC remaining after the payment of all creditors in the winding up of GVC.

(c)       Variation of rights                                                                                                                         

Subject to the provisions of the 2006 Act, if at any time the share capital of GVC is divided
into shares of different classes, any of the rights for the time being attached to any share or class
of shares in GVC (and notwithstanding that GVC may be or be about to be in liquidation) may
(unless otherwise provided by the terms of issue of the shares of that class) be varied or
abrogated in such manner (if any) as may be provided by such rights or, in the absence of any
such provision, either with the consent in writing of the holders of not less than three quarters
in par value of the issued shares of the class or with the sanction of a special resolution passed
at a separate general meeting of the holders of shares of the class duly convened and held as
provided in the GVC Articles.

This paragraph shall also apply to the variation or abrogation of the special rights attached to
some only of the shares of any class as if each group of shares of the class differently treated
formed a separate class the separate rights of which are to be varied. Subject to the terms of
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issue or the rights attached to any shares, the rights or privileges attached to any class of shares
shall be deemed not to be varied or abrogated by the GVC Board resolving that a class of shares
is to become or cease to be a share or class of shares or a renounceable right of allotment or a
share, title to which is permitted to be transferred by means of a relevant system in accordance
with the Regulations.

(d)      Alteration of capital                                                                                                                      

The provisions of the GVC Articles in respect of the alteration of share capital are more
stringent than those required by the 2006 Act. Whereas under the 2006 Act the following action
may be taken by resolution of the GVC Board, in accordance with the GVC Articles, to the
extent that the shares in the capital of GVC comprise shares with a par value, GVC in general
meeting may from time to time by ordinary resolution:

(i)       increase its share capital by such sum to be divided into shares of such amount as the
resolution prescribes;

(ii)      consolidate and/or divide, re-designate or redenominate or convert all or any of its share
capital into shares of larger or smaller par value, into shares having a purchase price of
another currency or into different classes of shares than its existing shares; and

(iii)     sub-divide its shares or any of them into shares of smaller par value and may by such
resolution determine that as between the shares resulting from such sub-division, one or
more of the shares may, as compared with the others, have any such preferred, deferred
or other special rights or be subject to any such restrictions as GVC has power to attach
to unissued or new shares but so that the proportion between the amount paid up and the
amount (if any) not paid up on each reduced share shall be the same as it was in the case
of the share from which the reduced share is derived.

Subject to compliance with the solvency test (as defined in section 49 of the 2006 Act) and to
any rights for the time being attached to any shares, GVC may by special resolution reduce its
paid up share capital. This is again a more onerous requirement than that required by the 2006
Act, which authorises a company to reduce its share capital pursuant to a resolution of the
board, provided the board is satisfied that, immediately after such reduction in share capital,
the company would satisfy the same solvency test.

(e)       Issue of GVC Shares

Subject to the provisions of the GVC Articles summarised in paragraph 5.2(f), and subject to
any resolution of GVC, all unissued shares in GVC shall be at the disposal of the GVC Board
and the GVC Board may allot, grant options over or otherwise deal with or dispose of them to
such persons, at such times and on such terms as it may decide.

(f)       Pre-emption rights                                                                                                                        

There are no statutory pre-emption rights under Isle of Man law which have automatic
application. Such rights are therefore embodied in the GVC Articles as follows.

Subject as indicated in the paragraph below, and unless GVC shall by special resolution
otherwise direct, unissued shares in the capital of GVC shall only be allotted for cash in
accordance with the following provisions:

(i)       all shares to be allotted (the “offer shares”) shall first be offered to the members of
GVC to whom the GVC Directors determine such shares can be offered without GVC
incurring securities offering compliance costs which, in the opinion of the GVC
Directors, would be burdensome given the number of members in the relevant
jurisdiction in relation to which such compliance costs would be incurred (the “relevant
members”);
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(ii)      the offer to relevant members set out in sub-paragraph (i) above (the “offer”) shall be
made in proportion to the existing holdings of shares of relevant members;

(iii)     the offer shall be made by written notice (the “offer notice”) from the GVC Directors
specifying the number and price of the offer shares and shall invite each relevant
member to state in writing within a period, not being less than fourteen days, whether
they are willing to accept any offer shares and, if so, the maximum number of offer
shares they are willing to take;

(iv)     at the expiration of the time specified for acceptance in the offer notice the GVC
Directors shall allocate the offer shares to or amongst the relevant members who shall
have notified to the GVC Directors their willingness to take any of the offer shares but
so that no relevant member shall be obliged to take more than the maximum number of
shares notified by him under sub-paragraph (iii) above; and

(v)      if any offer shares remain unallocated after the offer, the GVC Directors shall be entitled
to allot, grant options over or otherwise dispose of those shares to such persons on such
terms and in such manner as they think fit save that those shares shall not be disposed
of on terms which are more favourable to their subscribers than the terms on which they
were offered to the relevant members.

The pre-emption rights described above shall not apply to the allotment of any shares for a
consideration other than cash or in connection with an employees’ share scheme (as defined in
the GVC Articles), and, accordingly, the GVC Directors may allot or otherwise dispose of any
unissued shares in the capital of GVC for a consideration other than cash to such persons at
such times and generally on such terms as they may think fit.

A reference in the foregoing paragraphs to the allotment of any shares includes the grant of a
right to subscribe for, or to convert any securities into, shares but such reference does not
include the allotment of any relevant shares pursuant to such a right.

(g)      Voting rights                                                                                                                                  

Subject to any special terms as to voting on which any shares may have been issued or may for
the time being be held and to any suspension or abrogation of voting rights pursuant to the
GVC Articles, at any general meeting every member who (being an individual) is present in
person and every member who (being a corporation) is present by duly authorised corporate
representative shall on a show of hands have one vote. On a poll every member who (being an
individual) is present in person or by proxy and every member who (being a corporation) is
present by duly authorised corporate representative or by proxy shall have one vote for each
share of which he is the holder.

(h)      Dividends                                                                                                                                       

Subject to the provisions of the GVC Articles GVC may, subject to the satisfaction of the
solvency test (as defined in section 49 of the 2006 Act), by resolution declare that out of profits
available for distribution in accordance with Isle of Man law dividends be paid to members
according to their respective rights and interests in the profits of GVC available for distribution.
However, no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the GVC Board.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the GVC Board may (subject to satisfaction of the solvency
test) declare and pay such interim dividends as appear to be justified by the profits and financial
position of GVC without the prior sanction of a resolution of the members.

All dividends shall be paid to those GVC Shareholders whose names appear on the register of
shareholders of GVC at the date at which such dividend shall be declared or at the date at which
such interest shall be payable respectively, or at such other date as GVC, by resolution of the
GVC Board, may determine, notwithstanding any subsequent transfer or transmission of GVC
Shares.
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The GVC Board may, at its discretion, make provisions to enable such member as the GVC
Board shall from time to time determine to receive dividends duly declared in a currency or
currencies other than Euro. For the purposes of the calculation of the amount receivable in
respect of any dividend, the rate of exchange to be used to determine the foreign currency
equivalent of any sum payable as a dividend shall be such market rate selected by the GVC
Board as it shall consider appropriate at the close of business in London on the date which is
the Business Day last preceding:

(i)       in the case of a dividend to be declared by GVC in general meeting, the date on which
the GVC Board publicly announces its intention to recommend that specific dividend;
and

(ii)      in the case of any other dividend, the date on which the GVC Board publicly announces
its intention to pay that specific dividend, provided that where the GVC Board considers
the circumstances to be appropriate it shall determine such foreign currency equivalent
by reference to such market rate or rates or the mean of such market rates prevailing at
such time or times or on such other date or dates, in each case falling before the time of
the relevant announcement, as the GVC Board may select.

GVC may make, or procure the making of, any payment in respect of a GVC Shareholder’s
shares through CREST in accordance with any authority given to GVC to do so (whether in
writing, through CREST or otherwise) by or on behalf of the GVC Shareholder in a form
satisfactory to the GVC Board. The making of such payment in accordance with such authority
shall be a good discharge to GVC.

If cheques, warrants or orders for dividends or other sums payable in respect of a GVC Share
sent by GVC to the person entitled thereto by post are returned to GVC undelivered or left
uncashed on two consecutive occasions or, following one occasion, reasonable enquiries have
failed to establish any new address to be used for the purpose, GVC shall not be obliged to send
any further dividends or other moneys payable in respect of that GVC Share due to that person
until he notifies GVC of an address to be used for the purpose.

All dividends, interest or other sum payable and unclaimed for 12 months after having become
payable may be invested or otherwise made use of by the GVC Board for the benefit of GVC
until claimed and GVC shall not be constituted as a trustee in respect thereof. All dividends
unclaimed for a period of six years after having become due for payment shall (if the GVC
Board so resolves) be forfeited and revert to GVC.

(i)       Transfer of shares                                                                                                                         

Each member may transfer all or any of his shares in the case of certificated shares by
instrument of transfer in writing in any usual form or in any form approved by the GVC Board
or in the case of uncertificated shares without a written instrument in accordance with the
Regulations. Any written instrument shall contain the business or residential address of the
transferee and be executed by or on behalf of the transferor and (in the case of a transfer of a
share which is not fully paid up) by or on behalf of the transferee. The transferor shall be
deemed to remain the holder of such share until the name of the transferee is entered in GVC’s
register of members as the holder of the share.

No transfer of any share shall be made:

(i)       to a minor; or

(ii)      to a bankrupt; or

(iii)     to any person who is, or may be, suffering from mental disorder and either:

(A)     has been admitted to hospital in pursuance of an application for admission for
treatment under the Mental Health Act 1983 (an Act of Parliament in the United
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Kingdom) or any similar statute relating to mental health (whether in the United
Kingdom, the Isle of Man or elsewhere); or

(B)      an order has been made by any court having jurisdiction (whether in the United
Kingdom, the Isle of Man or elsewhere) in matters concerning mental disorder for
his detention or for the appointment of a receiver, curator bonis or other person
to exercise powers with respect to his property or affairs,

and the GVC Directors shall refuse to register the purported transfer of a share to any such
person.

The GVC Board may in its absolute discretion and without giving any reason refuse to register
any transfer of a certificated share unless:

(i)       it is in respect of a share which is fully paid up;

(ii)      it is in respect of a share on which GVC has no lien;

(iii)     it is in respect of only one class of shares;

(iv)     it is in favour of a single transferee or not more than four joint transferees;

(v)      it is duly stamped (if so required);

(vi)     it is delivered for registration to the registered agent of GVC, or such other person as the
GVC Board may from time to time appoint, accompanied (except in the case of a
transfer where a certificate has not been required to be issued) by the certificate for the
shares to which it relates and such other evidence as the GVC Board may reasonably
require to prove the title of the transferor and the due execution by him of the transfer
or if the transfer is executed by some other person on his behalf, the authority of that
person to do so; and

(vii)    the holding of such share would not result in a regulatory, pecuniary, legal, taxation or
material administrative disadvantage to GVC or the GVC Shareholders as a whole,

provided that where any such share is traded on AIM such discretion may not be exercised in
such a way as to prevent dealings in the shares from taking place on an open and proper basis.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the GVC Board shall have the right to refuse (and cause GVC
to refuse) to register any transfer of shares which is in favour of a Prohibited Person (as defined
in paragraph 5.2(j)).

The registration of transfers of shares or of any class of shares may be suspended at such times
and for such periods (not exceeding thirty days in any year) as the GVC Board may from time
to time determine (subject to the Regulations in the case of any shares of a class which is a
Participating Security (as defined below)). Notice of closure of the register of members of GVC
shall be given in accordance with the requirements of the 2006 Act.

The GVC Board shall register a transfer of title to any uncertificated share or the renunciation
or transfer of any renounceable right of allotment of a share which is a share or class of shares
or a renounceable right of allotment of a share (“Participating Security”), title to which is
permitted to be transferred by means of a relevant uncertificated system in accordance with the
Regulations, held in uncertificated form in accordance with the Regulations, except that the
GVC Board may refuse (subject to any relevant requirements applicable to the recognised
investment exchange(s) to which the shares of GVC are admitted) to register any such transfer
or renunciation which is in favour of more than four persons jointly or in any other
circumstance permitted by the Regulations.
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(j)       Compulsory transfer of shares                                                                                                     

(i)       If it shall come to the notice of the GVC Board that any GVC Shares are or may be
owned or held directly or beneficially by any person in breach of any law or requirement
of any country or by virtue of which such person is not qualified to own those shares
and, in the sole and conclusive determination of the GVC Board, such ownership or
holding or continued ownership or holding of those GVC Shares (whether on its own or
in conjunction with any other circumstance appearing to the GVC Board to be relevant)
would in the reasonable opinion of the GVC Board, cause a pecuniary or tax
disadvantage to GVC or any other holder of GVC Shares or other securities of GVC
which it or they might not otherwise have suffered or incurred (collectively, a
“Prohibited Person”) the GVC Board may serve written notice (hereinafter called a
“Transfer Notice”) upon the person (or any one of such persons whose GVC Shares are
registered in joint names) appearing in the register as the holder (the “Vendor”) of any
of the shares concerned (the “Relevant Shares”) requiring the Vendor within ten days (or
such extended time as in all the circumstances the GVC Board consider reasonable) to
transfer (and/or procure the disposal of interests in) the Relevant Shares to another
person who, in the sole and conclusive determination of the GVC Board, is not a
Prohibited Person (such a person being hereinafter called an “Eligible Transferee”). On
and after the date of such Transfer Notice, and until registration of a transfer of the
Relevant Shares to which it relates pursuant to the provisions referred to in the paragraph
below, the rights and privileges attaching to the Relevant Shares will be suspended and
not capable of exercise.

(ii)      If within ten days after the giving of a Transfer Notice (or such extended time as in the
circumstances the GVC Board consider reasonable) the Transfer Notice has not been
complied with to the satisfaction of the GVC Board, GVC may sell the Relevant Shares
on behalf of the holder thereof by instructing a London Stock Exchange member firm to
sell them at the best price reasonably obtainable at the time of sale to any one or more
Eligible Transferees. To give effect to a sale the GVC Board may authorise in writing
any officer or employee of GVC to transfer the Relevant Shares on behalf of the holder
thereof (or any person who is automatically entitled to the shares by transmission or by
law) or to cause the transfer of the Relevant Shares to the purchaser and in relation to an
uncertificated share may require Euroclear to convert the share into certificated form and
an instrument of transfer executed by that person shall be as effective as if it had been
executed by the holder of, or the person entitled by transmission to, the Relevant Shares.
The Eligible Transferee is not bound to see to the application of the purchase money and
the title of the Eligible Transferee is not affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of
the proceedings connected to the sale. The net proceeds of the sale of the Relevant
Shares, after payment of GVC’s costs of the sale, shall be paid by GVC to the Vendor
or, if reasonable enquiries have failed to establish the location of the Vendor, into a trust
account at a bank designated by GVC, the associated costs of which shall be borne by
such trust account. GVC may register or cause the registration of the Eligible Transferee
as holder of the Relevant Shares and thereupon the Eligible Transferee shall become
absolutely entitled thereto.

(iii)     A person who becomes aware that he is, or is likely to be, a Prohibited Person, shall
forthwith, unless he has already received a Transfer Notice pursuant to the above
provisions either transfer the shares to one or more Eligible Transferees or give a request
in writing to the GVC Board for the issue of a Transfer Notice in accordance with the
above provisions. Every such request shall, in the case of certificated shares, be
accompanied by the certificate(s) for the GVC Shares to which it relates.

(iv)     Subject to the provisions of the GVC Articles, the GVC Board shall, unless any GVC
Director has reason to believe otherwise, be entitled to assume without enquiry that none
of the GVC Shares are held in such a way as to entitle the GVC Board to serve a Transfer
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Notice in respect thereof. The GVC Board may, however, at any time and from time to
time call upon any holder (or any one of joint holders or a person who is automatically
entitled to the GVC Shares by transmission or by law) of GVC Shares by notice in
writing to provide such information and evidence as it requires upon any matter
connected with or in relation to such holders of GVC Shares. In the event of such
information and evidence not being so provided within such reasonable period (not
being less than ten clear days after service of the notice requiring the same) as may be
specified by the GVC Board in the said notice, it may, in its absolute discretion, treat
any GVC Share held by such a holder or joint holders or person who is automatically
entitled to the GVC Shares by transmission or by law as being held in such a way as to
entitle them to serve a Transfer Notice in respect thereof.

(v)      The GVC Board will not be required to give any reasons for any decision, determination
or declaration taken or made in accordance with these provisions and such actions by
the GVC Board shall be conclusive and binding on all persons concerned and shall not
be open to challenge. The exercise of the powers conferred by the provisions referred to
in this paragraph 5.2(j) may not be questioned or invalidated in any case on the grounds
that there was insufficient evidence of direct or indirect beneficial ownership or holding
of GVC Shares by any person or that the true direct or beneficial owner or holder of any
GVC Shares was otherwise than as appeared to the GVC Board at the relevant date
provided that the said powers have been exercised in good faith.

Neither GVC nor the GVC Board shall be liable to indemnify, reimburse or compensate any
member in respect of any cost, liability or expense (including, without limitation, any taxes or
duties imposed, paid or suffered under the laws of the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man or any
other jurisdiction) arising from or by reference to any sale or forfeiture of any GVC Shares as
described in this paragraph 5.2(j).

(k)      GVC Directors                                                                                                                               

At every annual general meeting one third of the GVC Directors who are subject to retirement
by rotation or, if their number is not three or a multiple of three, the number nearest to but not
exceeding one third shall retire from office by rotation provided that if there is only one GVC
Director who is subject to retirement by rotation, he shall retire.

(l)       GVC Directors’ interests                                                                                                              

A GVC Director who to his knowledge is in any way (directly or indirectly) interested in any
contract arrangement, transaction or proposal with GVC shall declare the nature of his interest
at the meeting of the GVC Board at which the question of entering into the contract,
arrangement, transaction or proposal is first considered if he knows his interest then exists or,
in any other case, at the first meeting of the GVC Board after he knows that he is or has become
so interested.

Save as provided below, a GVC Director shall not vote on or be counted in the quorum in
relation to any resolution of the GVC Board or of a committee of the GVC Board concerning
any contract, arrangement, transaction or any proposal whatsoever to which GVC is or is to be
a party and in which (together with any interest of any person connected with him within the
meaning of section 252 to 255 of the Companies Act) he has (directly or indirectly) an interest
which is material (other than by virtue of his interests in shares or debentures or other securities
of, or otherwise in or through GVC) or a duty which conflicts with the interests of GVC unless
his duty or interest arises only because the resolution relates to one of the matters set out in the
following sub-paragraphs in which case he shall be entitled to vote and be counted in the
quorum:

(i)       the giving to him of any guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of money lent or
obligations incurred by him at the request of or for the benefit of GVC or any of its
subsidiaries;
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(ii)      the giving to a third party of any guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of a debt or
obligation of GVC or any of its subsidiaries for which he himself has assumed
responsibility in whole or in part either alone or jointly with others, under a guarantee
or indemnity or by the giving of security;

(iii)     where GVC or any of its subsidiaries is offering securities in which offer the GVC
Director is or may be entitled to participate as a holder of securities or in the
underwriting or sub-underwriting of which the GVC Director is to participate;

(iv)     relating to another company in which he and any persons connected with him (within
the meaning of sections 252 to 255 of the Companies Act) do not to his knowledge hold
an interest in shares (as that term is used in sections 820 to 825 of the Companies Act)
representing 1 per cent. or more of either any class of the equity share capital, or the
voting rights, in such company;

(v)      relating to an arrangement for the benefit of the employees of GVC or any of its
subsidiaries which does not award him any privilege or benefit not generally awarded to
the employees to whom such arrangement relates; or

(vi)     concerning insurance which GVC proposes to maintain or purchase for the benefit of
GVC Directors or for the benefit of persons including GVC Directors.

An interest of a person who is, for any purpose of the Companies Act (excluding any such
modification thereof not in force when the GVC Articles became binding on GVC), connected
with a GVC Director shall be treated as an interest of the GVC Director and, in relation to an
alternate GVC Director, an interest of his appointor shall be treated as an interest of the
alternate GVC Director without prejudice to any interest which the alternate GVC Director
otherwise has.

A GVC Director shall not vote or be counted in the quorum on any resolution of the GVC
Board or committee of the GVC Board concerning his own appointment (including fixing or
varying the terms of his appointment or its termination) as the holder of any office or place of
profit with GVC or any company in which GVC is interested. Where proposals are under
consideration concerning the appointment (including fixing or varying the terms of
appointment or termination) of two or more GVC Directors to offices or places of profit with
GVC or any company in which GVC is interested, such proposals may be divided and a
separate resolution considered in relation to each GVC Director. In such case, each of the GVC
Directors concerned (if not otherwise debarred from voting under the GVC Articles) shall be
entitled to vote (and be counted in the quorum) in respect of each resolution except that
concerning his own appointment.

The GVC Directors (other than alternate directors) shall be entitled to receive by way of fees
for their services as directors such sum as the GVC Board may from time to time determine
(not exceeding in aggregate six hundred thousand pounds £600,000 per annum or such other
sum as GVC in general meeting shall from time to time determine). A GVC Executive Director
may be paid money in addition to any fee payable to him for his services as a GVC Director.
Each GVC Director is entitled to be repaid all reasonable travelling, hotel and other expenses
properly incurred by him in the performance of his duties as a GVC Director.

Subject to the 2006 Act, GVC may indemnify every GVC Director, GVC alternate Director or
other officer of GVC (other than an auditor) to the fullest extent permitted by law.

(m)     Disclosure of interests                                                                                                                  

GVC Shareholders are required under the AIM Rules for Companies to notify GVC of
substantial interests in GVC’s voting shares. As an Isle of Man incorporated company, GVC
and the GVC Shareholders are not required by statutory law to comply with all of the
notification requirements of the DTR published by the UK Listing Authority. However GVC is
required by the AIM Rules for Companies to use all reasonable endeavours to comply with the
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notification of the requirements of DTR 5.3.1 which extends the disclosure requirements to
include certain financial instruments which entitle the holder to acquire voting shares or have
similar economic effect. This obligation is set out at Article 75.1 of the GVC Articles.

Every person who to his knowledge becomes interested, or becomes aware that he is or has
become interested, in 3 per cent. or more of the shares for the time being in issue of any
relevant class of shares of GVC, shall be under an obligation to give to GVC notice in writing
of that fact, specifying the following information:

(i)       the number of shares of the relevant class in which he was to his knowledge interested
immediately after the obligation arose and the percentage of voting rights in GVC held
through those GVC Shares (and/or any other direct or indirect holding of Relevant
Financial Instruments (meaning a financial instrument relating to GVC’s securities in
respect of which disclosure would be required under DTR 5.3.1 if GVC were
incorporated in England) in such shares);

(ii)      the chain of controlled undertakings through which voting rights are effectively held, if
applicable;

(iii)     the date on which the threshold was reached or crossed;

(iv)     the identity and address of each registered holder of such GVC Shares and of any person
entitled to exercise voting rights on behalf of that holder; and

(v)      in respect of any notification of voting rights arising from the holding of Relevant
Financial Instruments, the following shall be required:

(A)     the resulting situation in terms of voting rights;

(B)      if applicable, the chain of controlled undertakings through which financial
instruments are effectively held;

(C)      the date on which the threshold was reached or crossed;

(D)     for instruments with an exercise period, an indication of that date or time period
where shares will or can be acquired, if applicable;

(E)      date of maturity or expiration of the instrument; and

(F)      the identity of the holder,

(collectively, the “Relevant Information”).

Every person who ceases to be interested, or becomes aware that he has ceased to be interested,
in 3 per cent. or more of the shares for the time being in issue of any relevant class of shares
of GVC, shall be under an obligation to give to GVC notice in writing of that fact, specifying
the Relevant Information.

Where:

(i)       a person is, to his knowledge, interested in 3 per cent. or more of the shares for the time
being in issue of any relevant class of shares of GVC; and

(ii)      there occurs, to his knowledge, or he becomes aware that there has occurred, an integer
change in his percentage interest in the shares of that class for the time being in issue;

that person shall be under an obligation to give to GVC notice in writing of the change,
specifying the Relevant Information.
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An obligation to give a notice to GVC under the above provisions shall be fulfilled without
delay and in any event before the end of the second working day after the day on which it
arises.

The GVC Directors shall keep a register (the “Register of Substantial Interests”) and shall
procure that, whenever GVC receives information from a person in consequence of the
fulfilment of an obligation imposed on him by that article, that information is within three
working days thereafter inscribed in the Register of Substantial Interests against that person’s
name, together with the date of the inscription.

(n)      Suspension of rights

The GVC Board may at any time serve a notice (“Information Notice”) upon a member
requiring the member to disclose to it in writing within such period (being no less than ten days
and not more than thirty days) as may be specified in the notice, information relating to any
beneficial interest of any third party or any other interest of any kind whatsoever which a third
party may have in relation to any or all GVC Shares registered in the member’s name. If a
member has been issued with an Information Notice and has failed in relation to any GVC
Shares the subject of the Information Notice (“notice shares”) to furnish any information
required by such notice within the time period specified therein, then the GVC Board may at
any time following fourteen days from the expiry of the date on which the information required
to be furnished pursuant to the relevant Information Notice is due to be received by the GVC
Board, serve on the relevant holder a notice (in this paragraph called a “disenfranchisement
notice”) whereupon the following sanctions shall apply:

(i)       Voting

The member shall not with effect from the service of the disenfranchisement notice be
entitled in respect of the notice shares to attend or to vote (either in person or by
representative or proxy) at any general meeting of GVC or at any separate meeting of
the holders of any class of shares of GVC or on any poll or to exercise any other right
conferred by membership in relation to any such meeting or poll.

(ii)      Dividends and transfers

Where the notice shares represent at least 0.25 per cent. in par value of their class:

(A)     any dividend or other money payable in respect of the notice shares shall be
withheld by GVC, which shall not have any obligation to pay interest on it and
the member shall not be entitled to elect pursuant to the GVC Articles to receive
shares instead of that dividend; and

(B)      subject in the case of uncertificated shares to the Regulations, no transfer, other
than an approved transfer, or any notice shares held by the member shall be
registered unless the member is not himself in default as regards supplying the
information required pursuant to the relevant Information Notice and the member
proves to the satisfaction of the GVC Board that no person in default as regards
supplying such information is interested in any of the GVC Shares which are the
subject of the transfer.

(o)      Borrowing powers

Subject to the other provisions of the GVC Articles and to the 2006 Act, the GVC Directors
may exercise all the powers of GVC to borrow money, to guarantee, to indemnify and to
mortgage or charge its undertaking, property, assets (present and future) and uncalled capital
or any part or parts thereof and to issue debentures and other securities, whether outright or as
collateral security for any debt, liability or obligation of GVC or of any third party.
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(p)      General meetings                                                                                                                          

The GVC Board shall convene in each year a general meeting of the members of GVC called
the annual general meeting; any annual general meeting shall be held at such time and place as
the GVC Board may determine. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first annual general
meeting of GVC was held in 2011.

All general meetings, other than annual general meetings, shall be called extraordinary general
meetings.

The GVC Board may convene any extraordinary general meeting whenever it thinks fit. At any
meeting convened on such requisition (or any meeting requisitioned pursuant to section 67(2)
of the 2006 Act) no business shall be transacted except that stated by the requisition or
proposed by the GVC Board. If there are not sufficient members of the GVC Board to convene
a general meeting, any GVC Director or any member of GVC may call a general meeting.

Any annual general meeting and any extraordinary general meeting convened for the passing
of a special resolution or a resolution appointing a person as a GVC Director shall be convened
by not less than twenty-one clear days’ notice in writing. Other extraordinary general meetings
shall be convened by not less than fourteen clear days’ notice in writing. Notwithstanding that
a meeting is convened by shorter notice than that specified in the GVC Articles, it shall be
deemed to have been properly convened if it is so agreed by all the members entitled to attend
and vote at the meeting.

No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum is present when the
meeting proceeds to business but the absence of a quorum shall not preclude the choice or
appointment of a chairman which shall not be treated as part of the business of the meeting.
Subject to the provisions of the GVC Articles, two persons entitled to attend and to vote on the
business to be transacted, each being a member present in person or a proxy for a member, or
one person entitled to attend and to vote on the business to be transacted, being a member
holding not less than one-tenth of the issued share capital of GVC and being present in person
or by proxy shall be a quorum. (The provisions of section 67(4) of the 2006 Act, which permit
members to attend by electronic means or telephone, are excluded.) If within fifteen minutes
(or such longer interval not exceeding one hour as the chairman in his absolute discretion
thinks fit) from the time appointed for the holding of a general meeting a quorum is not present,
or if during a meeting such a quorum ceases to be present, the meeting, if convened on the
requisition of members, shall be dissolved. In any other case, the meeting shall stand adjourned
to later on the same day, to the same day in the next week at the same time and place, or to such
other day and at such time and place as the chairman (or, in default, the GVC Board) may
determine, being not less than fourteen nor more than twenty-eight days thereafter. If at such
adjourned meeting a quorum is not present within fifteen minutes from the time appointed for
holding the meeting one member present in person or by proxy or (being a corporation) by a
duly authorised representative shall be a quorum. If no such quorum is present or, if during the
adjourned meeting a quorum ceases to be present, the adjourned meeting shall be dissolved.
GVC shall give at least seven clear days’ notice of any meeting adjourned through lack of
quorum (where such meeting is adjourned to a day being not less than fourteen nor more than
twenty-eight days thereafter).

(q)      Winding up                                                                                                                                    

If GVC is wound up, the surplus assets remaining after payment of all creditors are to be
divided among the members in proportion to the capital which at the commencement of the
winding up is paid up on the GVC Shares held by them respectively and, if such surplus assets
are insufficient to repay the whole of the paid up capital, they are to be distributed so that as
nearly as may be the losses are borne by the members in proportion to the capital paid up at the
commencement of the winding up on the GVC Shares held by them respectively, subject to the
rights attached to any GVC Shares which may be issued on special terms or conditions.
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If GVC is wound up, the liquidator may, with the sanction of a special resolution of GVC and
any other sanction required by law, divide among the members in specie the whole or any part
of the assets of GVC and may for that purpose value any assets and determine how the division
shall be carried out as between the members or different classes of members. Any such division
may be otherwise than in accordance with the existing rights of the members but if any division
is resolved otherwise than in accordance with such rights the members shall have the same
right of dissent and consequential rights as if such resolution were a special resolution passed
pursuant to section 222 of the Isle of Man Companies Act 1931 (which provision applies to
GVC (with statutory modification) pursuant to the 2006 Act). The liquidator may with the like
sanction vest the whole or any part of the assets in trustees on such trusts for the benefit of the
members as he shall determine but no member shall be compelled to accept any assets on
which there is a liability.

A resolution sanctioning a transfer or sale to another company duly passed pursuant to section
222 of the Isle of Man Companies Act 1931 (which provision applies to GVC (with statutory
modification) pursuant to the 2006 Act) may in the like manner authorise the distribution of any
shares or other consideration receivable by the liquidator among the members otherwise than
in accordance with their existing rights and any such determination shall be binding on all the
members, subject to the right of dissent and consequential rights conferred by the said section.

6.        BOARD, MANAGEMENT AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF GVC

6.1      GVC Directors

No change is expected to the GVC Board and management of the GVC Group as a result of the
Acquisition.

Directors                                                                                                                                                   

Following completion of the Acquisition, the GVC Board will continue to comprise two Executive
Directors and three Non-executive Directors (including the Chairman):

•          Lee Feldman (age 45), Non-executive Chairman

Lee joined the GVC Group in December 2004. He is the Managing Partner of Twin Lakes
Capital, a private equity firm focused on branded consumer products, media and business
services. He is also the CEO and a board member of both MacKenzie-Childs and Jay
Strongwater, the American luxury home furnishings and personal accessories companies. Lee
was named the CEO of MacKenzie-Childs when Twin Lakes led the acquisition of the business
in May 2008 and was named the CEO of Jay Strongwater when Twin Lakes formed Jay
Strongwater LLC in August 2011. He is also a member of the board of directors of both
PacificHealth Labs and LRN Corporation. Prior to co-founding Twin Lakes, Lee was a partner
in Softbank Capital Partners. He has a B.A and J.D. from Columbia University.

•          Kenneth Alexander (age 43), Chief Executive

Kenneth joined the GVC Board in March 2010 as Chief Executive, having previously served
on the board of directors of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. from February 2007. He was formerly
Finance Director, then Managing Director, of the European operations of Sportingbet plc,
which he joined in 2000. He is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
and previously worked for Grant Thornton.

•          Richard Cooper (age 52), Group Finance Director

Richard joined the GVC Board in March 2010 as Group Finance Director, having previously
served on the board of directors of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. from December 2008. He spent
the early part of his career in the financial markets where he was finance director at the
principal UK subsidiary of the Tullett and Tokyo Group (a forerunner of Tullett Prebon plc) and
Chief Financial Officer at Fidelity Brokerage. He then undertook a number of restructuring
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roles, including working as finance director at Patsystems Group plc. In early 2005 he became
a founder director of Trident Gaming plc which bought, developed and then sold the
Gamebookers business. He is a qualified chartered accountant. He is a member of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, having trained and qualified with Saffery
Champness in London.

•          Karl Diacono (age 50), Non-executive Director

Karl joined the GVC Board as a Non-executive Director from December 2008, having
previously served on the board of directors of Gaming VC Holdings S.A. He chairs the Audit
Committee and serves on the Remuneration Committee. He holds a Masters Degree in
Management and is currently CEO of Fenlex Corporate Services Limited, a corporate service
provider based in Malta, and managing director of Impetus Europe Consulting Group. He is
also a non-executive director of various trading and holding companies as well as other online
gaming companies. He is actively involved in the hospitality industry. Karl is also a director of
Gaming VC Corporation Limited, a Maltese subsidiary of the GVC Group to which Fenlex
Corporate Services Limited also provides certain payroll and administrative services. He is a
Maltese citizen.

•          Nigel Blythe-Tinker (age 62), Non-executive Director

Nigel joined the GVC Board as a Non-executive Director from its admission to AIM in
December 2004 and then served as Chairman from December 2004 to November 2006. He is
currently a Non-executive Director of GVC. Nigel is a member of the Audit Committee and is
the chairman of the Remuneration Committee. He is the Executive Chairman of Pentasia
Limited (a recruitment business specialising in the gaming sector). He was previously a
consultant and adviser to Coral Eurobet Limited. From 1999 to 2004 Nigel was Group
Company Secretary and Head of Legal at William Hill plc. He was also a member of William
Hill’s Executive Management Committee and was involved in the trade sale and subsequent
flotation of William Hill plc. Prior to this, he held various senior executive positions at Michael
Page plc, Thorn Lighting Group plc, Framlington Group plc, Suter plc and The Rank
Organisation plc. He holds a law degree and is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries
and Administrators.

Further information on the GVC Directors, including the interests held by them in the share capital of
GVC, is given in this Part 10.

6.2      GVC senior management

Other members of GVC’s senior management include:

•          Jon Salmon – Senior Advisor to CasinoClub

Jon started advising GVC in January 2010. He focuses on providing advice on both operational
and marketing aspects of the CasinoClub business. He was formerly Chief Marketing Officer
for PartyGaming plc and the founder and former managing director of Ads Dot Com.

•          Jim Humberstone – Head of B2B operations

Jim joined the GVC Group in April 2010 and successfully spearheaded the expansion of the
Betboo Sportsbook offering into new markets in the first half of 2011. He was formerly South
Eastern Europe Regional Sales Manager and Head of Sportsbook for Sportingbet plc.

•          Keith Laidlaw – Chief Technical Officer

Keith joined the GVC Group as Chief Technical Officer in September 2011. He has been
involved in the gaming industry since 2006 with senior roles at both PartyGaming and
OnGame. In his early career he was the chief technical officer of an internet bank, and built
consultancy practices in Scandinavia and Asia.
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•          Marcus Silva – Head of Latin America

Marcus joined the GVC Group in February 2012 as the Head of the Latin American business.
He was formerly an employee of the Sportingbet Group.

6.3      GVC corporate governance                                                                                                                   

Whilst GVC complies with relevant Isle of Man law and regulations, no specific corporate governance
regime is applicable to it under Isle of Man law. The UK Corporate Governance Code does not apply
to Companies quoted on AIM and as such GVC does not comply with it.

GVC maintains an Audit Committee and a Remuneration Committee.

GVC will continue to hold at least four board meetings throughout the year and will meet more
frequently if required. The GVC Board is responsible for formulating, reviewing and approving the
GVC Group’s strategy, budgets, major investments and acquisitions.

The Audit Committee is chaired by Karl Diacono and its other members are Lee Feldman and Nigel
Blythe-Tinker. Richard Cooper attends the Audit Committee meetings by invitation. The Audit
Committee meets at least three times each year and is responsible for assessing the GVC Group’s
internal controls, monitoring the independence of the GVC Group’s auditors, assessing the GVC
Group’s audit arrangements, ensuring that the financial performance is properly monitored and
reported on and meeting with the auditors and reviewing reports from the auditors relating to accounts
and internal control systems.

The Remuneration Committee is chaired by Nigel Blythe-Tinker and its other members are Lee
Feldman and Karl Diacono. The Remuneration Committee meets at least twice a year. It reviews the
performance of the Chairman, the Executive Directors and designated members of senior
management and, in consultation with the Chairman or Chief Executive, as appropriate, sets the scale
and structure of their remuneration. It also reviews the basis of their service agreements with due
regard to the interests of the GVC Shareholders and makes recommendations to the GVC Directors
concerning the allocation of share options to employees and bonus arrangements of any consultant to
or employee of the GVC Group. No GVC Director is permitted to be present or participate in
discussions or decisions concerning his own remuneration.

GVC has adopted a share dealing code for its directors’ and key employees’ share dealings which the
GVC Directors believe is appropriate for an AIM quoted company. The GVC Directors comply with
Rule 21 of the AIM Rules for Companies relating to Directors’ Dealings and in addition will take all
reasonable steps to ensure compliance by applicable employees.

7.        SUMMARY OF ISLE OF MAN COMPANY LAW

7.1      Isle of Man summary

The Isle of Man is an internally self-governing dependent territory of the British Crown. It is
politically and constitutionally separate from the UK and has its own legal system and jurisprudence
based on English common law principles. The UK Government is, however, responsible for the
Island’s foreign affairs and defence and, with the Island’s consent, the UK Parliament may legislate
for the Island in some areas of common concern (such as nationality and immigration matters).

The Isle of Man’s relationship with the European Union is set out in Protocol 3 of the Act of Accession
annexed to the Treaty of Accession 1972, by virtue of which the UK became a member of the European
Community. The Island is neither a member state nor an associate member of the European Community.
By virtue of Protocol 3, the Island is part of the customs territory of the EU. Therefore the common
customs tariff, levies and other agricultural import measures apply to trade between the Island and non-
member countries. There is free movement of goods and agricultural products between the Island and
the EU, but the EU provisions which relate to trade in financial services and products and those in respect
of the free movement of persons, services and capital do not apply to the Island. Consequently, European
Community law has direct application to the Island only for very limited purposes.
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7.2      Corporate law in the Isle of Man

The 2006 Act came into force on 1 November 2006 and introduced a new simplified Isle of Man
corporate vehicle (based on the international business company model available in a number of other
jurisdictions). The 2006 Act is largely a stand alone piece of legislation and companies incorporated
under the 2006 Act (“2006 Companies”) co-exist with present and future companies incorporated
under the existing Isle of Man Companies Acts 1931–2009 (“1931 Companies”).

7.3      Key Features of a 2006 Company

A 2006 Company is a legal entity in its own right, separate from its members, and will continue in
existence until it is dissolved in the same way as 1931 Companies. Every 2006 Company is required,
at all times, to have:

(a)      a registered agent in the Isle of Man who holds the appropriate licence granted by the Isle of
Man Financial Supervision Commission (ensuring that there is a licensed professional on the
Isle of Man overseeing the administration of the company); and

(b)      a registered office address in the Isle of Man.

7.4      Power and Capacity

The doctrine of ultra vires does not apply to 2006 Companies. The 2006 Act expressly states that,
notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in a company’s memorandum or articles of association
and irrespective of corporate benefit and whether or not it is in the best interests of a company to do
so, a company has unlimited capacity to carry on or undertake any business or activity, to do, or to be
subject to, any act or to enter into any transaction.

Notwithstanding this, the directors of 2006 Companies are still subject to the various duties imposed
on directors by common law and statute as well as fiduciary duties (such as the duty to act bona fide
in the best interests of the company).

7.5      Directors

Unlike a 1931 Company, a 2006 Company is permitted to have a single director which may be an
individual or, subject to compliance with certain requirements, a body corporate.

7.6      Members

The 2006 Act contains very few prescriptive rules relating to members’ meetings. Companies are not
required to hold annual general meetings and the 2006 Act allows members meetings to be held at
such time and in such places, within or outside the Isle of Man, as the convener of the meeting
considers appropriate. However, as is the case with the GVC Articles (as described in this Part 10),
more prescriptive requirements relating to members’ meetings can be included in a company’s articles
of association.

Subject to contrary provision in the 2006 Act or in a company’s memorandum or articles, members
exercise their powers by resolutions:

(a)      passed at a meeting of the members; or

(b)      passed as a written resolution.

The concept of “ordinary”, “special” and “extraordinary” resolutions is not recognised under the 2006
Act and resolutions passed at a members meeting only require the approval of a member or members
holding in excess of 50 per cent. of the voting rights exercised in relation thereto. However, as
permitted under the 2006 Act, the GVC Articles incorporate the concept of a “special resolution”
(requiring the approval of members holding 75 per cent. or more of the voting rights exercised in
relation thereto) in relation to certain matters.
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7.7      Shares

The provisions relating to shares and share capital in the 2006 Act are more relaxed than the
equivalent provisions applying to 1931 Companies.

The 2006 Act provides that shares in a company may (without limitation):

(a)      be convertible, common or ordinary;

(b)      be redeemable at the option of the shareholder or the company or either of them;

(c)      confer preferential rights to distributions;

(d)      confer special, limited or conditional rights, including voting rights; or

(e)      entitle participation only in certain assets.

7.8      Distributions and the Solvency Test

The 2006 Act introduces a new definition of “distribution” in relation to a distribution by a 2006
Company of its assets to its members. A “distribution” essentially means the direct or indirect transfer
of company assets or the incurring of a debt by a company to or for the benefit of a member and
includes the payment of dividends and the redemption, purchase or other acquisition by a company of
its own shares.

The 2006 Act permits the directors of a company to authorise a distribution by the company to its
members at such time and of such amount as they think fit if they are satisfied, on reasonable grounds,
that the company will, immediately after the distribution, satisfy the solvency test.

A company satisfies the “solvency test” if:

(a)      it is able to pay its debts as they become due in the normal course of its business; and

(b)      the value of its assets exceeds the value of its liabilities.

The solvency test replaces the traditional capital maintenance requirements which apply to 1931
Companies. Provided that the solvency test has been satisfied, dividends may be paid and shares
redeemed or purchased out of any capital or profits of the company.

Where a distribution has been made to a GVC Shareholder by GVC and GVC did not, immediately
after the distribution, satisfy the solvency test, then the distribution (or the value thereof) may be
recovered by GVC from the GVC Shareholder but only if:

(a)      the member received the distribution or the benefit of the distribution (as the case may be) other
than in good faith and without knowledge of GVC’s failure to satisfy the solvency test; and

(b)      the member’s position has not been altered by the member relying on the validity of the
distribution; and

(c)      it would not be unfair to require repayment in full or at all.

7.9      Accounting Records

The 2006 Act requires a company to keep reliable accounting records which:

(a)      correctly explain the transactions of the company;

(b)      enable the financial position of the company to be determined with reasonable accuracy at any
time; and

(c)      allow financial statements to be prepared.
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7.10    Offering Documents

The 2006 Act does not distinguish between public and private companies and (subject to any
restrictions in a company’s memorandum or articles of association) a 2006 Company can offer its
securities to the public.

If an offering document is issued in relation to a 2006 Company, the 2006 Act requires the directors
of a 2006 Company to ensure that any offering document issued in relation to that company:

(a)      contains all material information relating to the offer or invitation contained therein (i) that the
intended recipients would reasonably expect to be included therein in order to enable them to
make an informed decision as to whether or not to accept the offer or make the application
referred to therein; and (ii) of which the directors or proposed directors were aware at the time
of issue of the offering document or of which they would have been aware had they made such
enquiries as would have been reasonable in all the circumstances; and

(b)      sets out such information fairly and accurately.

7.11    Statutory Books

Originals or copies (as appropriate) of various documents, including the constitutional documents,
statutory books and accounting records of a 2006 Company, are required to be kept at the office of the
2006 Company’s registered agent.

8.        TAKEOVERS                                                                                                                                         

8.1      Takeover Code

GVC is subject to the provisions of the Takeover Code, including the rules regarding mandatory
takeover offers set out in the Takeover Code. Under Rule 9 of the Takeover Code, when (i) a person
acquires an interest in shares which, when taken together with shares in which he or persons acting in
concert with him (as defined in the Takeover Code) are interested, carry 30 per cent. or more of the
voting rights of a company subject to the Takeover Code or (ii) any person who, together with persons
acting in concert with him, is interested in shares carrying not less than 30 per cent. but not more than
50 per cent. of the voting rights of a company subject to the Takeover Code, and such person, or any
person acting in concert with him, acquires an interest in any other shares which increases the
percentage of shares carrying voting rights in which he is interested, then, in either case, that person,
together with the persons acting in concert with him, is normally required to make a general offer in
cash, at the highest price paid by him or any person acting in concert with him for shares in the
company within the preceding 12 months, for all of the remaining equity share capital of the company.

8.2      Compulsory acquisition procedure

(a)      Pursuant to section 160 of the 2006 Act, where a scheme or contract involving the transfer of
shares to another person (the “transferee”) has been approved by the holders of not less than
90 per cent. in value of the shares affected within 16 weeks of the offer being made, the
transferee may, at any time within 8 weeks after the transferee has acquired or contracted to
acquire the shares, give notice in the prescribed manner to any dissenting shareholder that it
desires to acquire such dissenting shareholders’ shares, and where such notice is given the
transferee shall, unless (on application made by the dissenting shareholder within one month
from the date on which the notice is given) the court thinks fit to order otherwise, be entitled
and bound to acquire those shares on terms which under the scheme or contract the shares of
the approving shareholders are to be transferred to the transferee (or on such terms as may be
permitted by variation under the 2006 Act in certain circumstances).

(b)      Where such a notice has been given by the transferee and the court has not, on application made
by the dissenting shareholder, ordered to the contrary or any pending application to the court
by the dissenting shareholder has been disposed of, the transferee shall send a copy of the
notice to the company and pay or transfer to the company the consideration representing the
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price payable for the shares which the transferee is entitled to acquire and the company shall
thereupon register the transferee as the holder of those shares. The company shall be required
to hold such sums in a separate bank account on trust for the dissenting shareholders.

(c)      The Companies Act would also give minority members a right to be bought out in certain
circumstances by an offeror who has made a takeover offer. If a takeover offer related to all the
shares in the company and, at any time before the end of the period within which the offer could
be accepted, the offeror held or had agreed to acquire not less than 90 per cent. of the shares,
any holder of shares to which the offer related who had not accepted the offer could by a
written communication to the offeror require it to acquire those shares. The offeror would be
required to give any member notice of his/her right to be bought out within one month of that
right arising. The offeror may impose a time limit on the rights of minority members to be
bought out, but that period cannot end less than three months after the end of the acceptance
period or, if later, three months from the date on which notice is served on members notifying
them of their sell-out rights. If a member exercises his/her rights, the offeror is entitled and
bound to acquire those shares on the terms of the offer or on such other terms as may be agreed.

9.        DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

9.1      Disclosure

Save as set out in this paragraph 9, as at the date of this document:

(a)      no GVC Director will, and no person so connected with a GVC Director has, or is expected to
have, any interest in the share capital of GVC or any of its subsidiaries or any options over
GVC Shares; and

(b)      no GVC Director or member of a GVC Director’s family has, or will have upon Admission,
any financial product whose value in whole or in part is determined directly or indirectly by
reference to the price of the GVC Shares.

9.2      Directors’ shareholdings                                                                                                                        

The following table sets out the interests of the GVC Directors, their immediate families and persons
connected with them (within the meaning of section 252-255 of the Companies Act). Kenneth
Alexander and Richard Cooper’s shares are held directly by their spouses and thus are beneficial
interests in the issued share capital of GVC. All the holdings noted below are as at the date of this
document and immediately following Admission:

                                                                                                                                                Percentage
                                                                                                                 No. of issued            of issued
Name of director                                                                                        GVC Shares      share capital

Kenneth Alexander                                                                                           313,333                    0.99%
Richard Cooper                                                                                                 135,000                      0.4%
Lee Feldman                                                                                                       73,700                      0.2%
Karl Diacono                                                                                                            Nil                      n/a
Nigel Blythe-Tinker                                                                                                  Nil                      n/a

9.3      Directors’ options                                                                                                                                   

(a)       ESOP

No further options to acquire GVC Shares (“Options”) are capable of being granted under the
terms of the ESOP.
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The principal terms of the ESOP may be summarised as follows:

Vesting, exercise and lapse of Options

The Options will normally be exercisable only to the extent that they have vested. The Options
normally vest and become exercisable as to one quarter of the GVC Shares comprised within
those options on the first anniversary of the date of grant, with the balance vesting in 36 equal
monthly instalments over the next three years and will remain exercisable until 10 years after
the date of grant at the end of which period they will lapse. However, the Options held by the
GVC Executive Directors as at the date of this document vest on a quarterly basis.

Options will cease vesting on cessation of employment unless the GVC Board determines
otherwise within three months of cessation of employment.

The principal circumstances in which the Options will lapse are:

(i)       if the holder of the Option (the “Option Holder”) ceases to be employed within the GVC
Group by reason of gross misconduct, fraud or dishonesty or following any other
disciplinary procedure;

(ii)      the expiry of 30 days following cessation of the Option Holder’s employment other than
in the circumstances set out above; and

(iii)     the commencement of the winding up of GVC.

Change of control

In the event of a takeover, vesting of the Options will be accelerated and early exercise of the
Options will be permitted for a maximum period of 6 months immediately following the date
of the takeover, after which period the Options will lapse.

Variation of share capital

In the event of certain variations of the ordinary share capital of GVC (including a
capitalisation issue, a rights issue, a subdivision or consolidation of shares or reduction in
capital) the GVC Board may adjust the exercise price of and the number of GVC Shares
comprised in the Options and the par value of such GVC Shares in such manner as it considers
appropriate (subject to (i) the agreement of GVC’s auditors and (ii) such GVC Shares being
issued at a price equal to or higher than the par value of such GVC Shares unless a
corresponding and authorised capitalisation of the reserves of GVC takes place).

Rights attaching to ordinary shares

GVC Shares issued on the exercise of an Option will be identical to and rank equally with all
other GVC Shares in issue. However, an Option Holder shall not be entitled to any dividend or
other distribution by GVC in respect of the GVC Shares issued or transferred to him where the
relevant record date fell before the date on which the GVC Shares were issued or transferred
to the Option Holder.

Amendment

The GVC Board may make any amendment to the ESOP, provided that no amendment may
operate to vary adversely the terms of the Options granted unless it is made (a) with the consent
in writing of such number of Option Holders as hold 75 per cent. of the ordinary shares which
would be issued or transferred if all the Options were exercised, or (b) by a resolution at a
meeting of Option Holders passed by not less than 75 per cent. of the Option Holders who
attend and vote.
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As at the date of this document, the following Options over GVC Shares have been issued to
the following GVC Directors pursuant to the ESOP:

                                  Number of 
                               GVC Shares
                                    subject to                     Exercise        Exercise
Director                           options                        Period             Price           Vested       Unvested

Richard Cooper             191,667    11 December 2018              126p         191,667                 nil

Each of the GVC Executive Directors has agreed to retain the GVC Shares which he acquires
on exercise of his Options under the ESOP until the date of the cessation of his appointment as
a member of the GVC Board (save that each GVC Executive Director will be permitted to sell
sufficient of the GVC Shares acquired on exercise to enable him to fund the exercise price of
such Options and any income tax and social security contribution liabilities which arise on
exercise).

(b)      LTIP

The principal terms of the LTIP may be summarised as follows:

Eligibility

All employees of the GVC Group, all GVC Directors (including Non-executive Directors) and
all consultants and other providers of services to the GVC Group are eligible to participate in
the LTIP.

Grant of Awards

Share awards (“Awards”) may be granted to eligible persons at the absolute discretion of the
GVC Board.

Awards will entitle the holder of the Award (the “Award Holder”) to acquire GVC Shares on
payment of the award price (see below). Awards will be granted free of charge and will be non-
transferable (other than in the event of the death of the Award Holder).

When granting an Award, the GVC Board may commit GVC to satisfying the Award either by
the allotment and issue of New GVC Shares or by procuring the transfer of GVC Shares which
are already in issue.

On the grant of an Award, the GVC Board may make its exercise dependent on the satisfaction
of an objective condition designed to measure the performance of GVC and/or the Award
Holder. Once the performance conditions have been satisfied, the Awards are exercisable, to the
extent vested (see below under the heading “Vesting, Exercise and Lapse of Awards”) until the
tenth anniversary of their date of grant.

Period for the grant of Awards

Awards may be granted within 42 days immediately following the announcement of GVC’s
annual or half-yearly results. In exceptional circumstances, Awards may be granted at other
times.

Overall limit

No Award may be granted under the LTIP if it would cause the aggregate number of GVC
Shares that are capable of being issued pursuant to Awards granted under the LTIP, when
aggregated with the number of GVC Shares issued or issuable pursuant to rights to subscribe
for GVC Shares granted during the preceding ten years under the LTIP or any other employee
share scheme established by any company in the GVC Group, to exceed 16.8 per cent. of
GVC’s issued ordinary share capital at the proposed date of grant.
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Rights to acquire GVC Shares granted under the LTIP or any other employees’ share scheme
established by any company in the GVC Group that have lapsed or been surrendered are
excluded when calculating the overall limit. If Awards are to be satisfied by a transfer of
existing ordinary shares, the percentage limit stated above will not apply.

Award price

The Award price per GVC Share will be determined by the GVC Board at the time of grant of
each Award but must be no less than the par value of a GVC Share if the Award is capable of
being satisfied by the issue of GVC Shares.

Vesting, exercise and lapse of Awards

On the grant of an Award the GVC Board will specify the terms on which the Awards vest.
Awards will normally only be exercisable to the extent vested and to the extent that the
performance conditions which apply to them (if any) have been satisfied.

Once vested, Awards will normally be exercisable up to ten years from the date of grant at the
end of which period they will lapse.

Awards will normally lapse on cessation of employment or office or on termination of the
Award Holder’s contract for services. If an Award Holder ceases to be employed or hold office
within the GVC Group or to provide services to the GVC Group on the grounds of injury, ill
health, disability, sale of the Award Holder’s employing company or the company with which
he holds office or to which he provides services out of the GVC Group or the undertaking in
which he is employed or with which he holds office or to which he provides services being
transferred out of the GVC Group, the Award Holder may exercise his subsisting Awards to the
extent to which they have vested at the date of cessation for the period of 6 months from
cessation, after which period the Awards will lapse.

If an Award Holder ceases to be employed by or hold office within the GVC Group or to
provide services to the GVC Group by reason of gross misconduct or any other reason
justifying summary dismissal or the immediate termination of the Award Holder’s office or
contract for services, the Award shall lapse on the date of such cessation.

If an Award Holder ceases to be employed by or hold office within the GVC Group or to
provide services to any company in the GVC Group for any other reason, then any subsisting
Awards held by the Award Holder will not be exercisable for a period of 60 days from the date
of cessation provided that, within that 60 day period the GVC Board may notify the Award
Holder in writing that his Awards will not lapse and will be exercisable to the extent and for
such period as is determined by the GVC Board. If no such notification is given, the Awards
will lapse at the end of the 60 day period.

If an Award Holder dies, his personal representatives may exercise his outstanding Awards
before the earlier of the expiry of 12 months from the date of his death and the expiry of the
Award period applying to the Awards. The Awards will lapse thereafter.

Change of control

In the event of a takeover, a scheme of arrangement (other than a scheme of arrangement for
the purposes of creating a new holding company) or voluntary winding up of GVC, early
exercise of Awards is permitted. Vesting of Awards is accelerated in these circumstances.

In the event of a takeover or scheme of arrangement, Award Holders may be given the
opportunity to exchange their Awards for equivalent awards over shares in the acquiring
company.
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Variation of share capital

In the event of certain variations of the ordinary share capital of GVC (including a
capitalisation issue, a rights issue, a subdivision or consolidation of shares or reduction in
capital) the GVC Board may adjust the Award price of and the number of GVC Shares
comprised in subsisting Awards and the description of such shares in such manner as the GVC
Board considers to be, in its opinion, fair and reasonable.

Rights attaching to ordinary shares

GVC Shares issued on the exercise of an Award will be identical to and rank equally with all
other GVC Shares in issue. However, an Award Holder shall not be entitled to any dividend or
other distribution by GVC in respect of the GVC Shares issued or transferred to him where the
relevant record date fell before the date on which the GVC Shares were issued or transferred
to the Award Holder.

Amendment

The GVC Board may make any amendment to the LTIP, provided that amendments to certain
important rules (including those relating to (i) the overall limit on the number of GVC Shares
subject to the LTIP, (ii) eligibility to participate in the LTIP and (iii) the basis for determining
an individual’s entitlement to, and the terms of, ordinary shares) to the advantage of Award
Holders may only be made with the sanction of the GVC Shareholders in a general meeting.

The requirement to obtain the approval of GVC Shareholders will not apply to minor
amendments to benefit the administration of the LTIP or to amendments to take account of a
change in legislation or to obtain or maintain favourable tax, exchange control or regulatory
treatment for participants, future participants or any company in the GVC Group.

If an amendment would materially disadvantage an Award Holder, the GVC Board will require
written consent from the affected Award Holder or consent in writing from at least 75 per cent.
of those affected by such an alteration.

Termination

The LTIP will terminate on 31 March 2022 or earlier, if the GVC Board so determines.

Existing Awards under the LTIP

As at the date of this document, the following Awards over GVC Shares have been granted to
the following GVC Directors pursuant to the LTIP:

                                     Number of 
                                     GVC Shares
                                     subject to
Director                        the Award           Exercise Period                                      Exercise Price

Kenneth Alexander       1,600,000             

Richard Cooper            800,000                

Lee Feldman                 800,000                

Nigel Blythe-Tinker     75,000                   75,000 options at £2.13

Karl Diacono                Nil                      Nil                                                                            Nil

800,000 options at
£1.5479 and 800,000

options at £2.13

1st anniversary of grant to
10th anniversary of grant

400,000 options at
£1.5479 and 400,000

options at £2.13

1st anniversary of grant to
10th anniversary of grant

400,000 options at
£1.5479 and 400,000

options at £2.13

1st anniversary of grant to
10th anniversary of grant

1st anniversary of grant to
10th anniversary of grant
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The Awards granted under the LTIP to GVC Directors attract a dividend credit, meaning that
when dividends are declared by GVC, GVC Directors receive a cash payment equal to a
dividend per share as if the GVC Shares under the Award had actually been in issue at the
record date for payment of the dividend. Further details of these arrangements are set out in
paragraph 14.2(a) of this Part 10.

10.      EMPLOYEES                                                                                                                                         

10.1    At the end of the financial year ended 31 December 2011 and to the date of this document, GVC has
had two employees being the GVC Executive Directors. The average number of the permanent
employees of other members of the GVC Group in the last three financial years, the last of which
ended on 31 December 2011, was as follows:

                                                           31 December      31 December      31 December          September
Location of employment                                  2009                   2010                   2011                   2012

Israel                                                                    33                       36                       47                       51
Malta                                                                   30                       54                       67                       19
United Kingdom                                                   3                         8                         5                       12
Republic of Ireland                                                0                         0                       34                       65
United States of America                                      1                         1                         1                         1
                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––
Total                                                                    67                       99                     154                     148                                                                ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––           ––––––––

10.2    The main categories of activity of GVC Group’s employees are marketing/business development,
customer services and trading.

10.3    No member of the GVC Group has any temporary employees.

11.      MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS                                                                                                                 

11.1    Set out below are, insofar as is known to GVC, the names of those persons who, directly or indirectly,
have an interest in 3 per cent. or more of the issued share capital of GVC as at the date of this
document.

                                                                                                                                            Percentage of
                                                                                                                  No. of issued        GVC issued
Name                                                                                                          GVC Shares      share capital

Audley Capital                                                                                               6,755,030               21.38%
Ora Capital Partners                                                                                      5,975,610               18.91%
Henderson Global Investors                                                                          3,125,320                 9.89%
M&G Investment Management                                                                     1,460,000                 4.62%
D&A Income                                                                                                    980,000                 3.10%

11.2    No holder of GVC Shares has voting rights different from other holders of GVC Shares.

11.3    As at 24 January 2013 (being the latest practicable date prior to publication of this document), GVC is
not aware of (i) any person or persons who, directly or indirectly, owns or controls GVC or (ii) any
arrangements the operation of which may at a subsequent date result in a change in control in GVC.

12.      RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS                                                                                                

12.1    Save as described (i) in note 22.2 to the GVC Group’s historical financial information to the year
ended 31 December 2009, (ii) in note 21 to the GVC Group’s historical financial information to the
year ended 31 December 2010, (iii) in note 22 to the GVC Group’s historical financial information to
the year ended 31 December 2011 (in each case as set out in Part 7 of this document), and (iv) below,
there were no related party transactions entered into by GVC or any member of the GVC Group
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during the period covered by Part 7, and during the period up to the date of publication of this
document:

(a)      Nigel Blythe-Tinker is the executive chairman of Pentasia Limited, a recruitment company
specialising in services to the betting and gaming sector. In the period from 1 January 2012 up
to the date of this document, Pentasia Limited provided recruitment services to various
members of the GVC Group to a value of €17,689.

(b)      Karl Diacono is the chief executive officer of Fenlex Corporate Services Limited (“Fenlex”), a
corporate services provider incorporated in Malta. In the period from 1 January 2012 up to the
date of this document, the GVC Group paid to Fenlex €75,512 in relation to secretarial services
provided to the GVC Group in Malta.

(c)      From 1 January 2012 up to the date of this document, Richard Cooper has received dividends
of €35,100 in respect of his beneficial interest in the ordinary share capital of the GVC Group.
His GVC Shares have been directly held by his wife since 23 February 2012.

(d)      Lee Feldman is the managing partner of Twin Lakes Capital, a private equity firm based in
New York. In the period from 1 January 2012 up to the date of this document, Twin Lakes
Capital received €61,586 from the GVC Group in relation to office services.

(e)      From 1 January 2012 up to the date of this document, Lee Feldman has received dividends of
€19,162 in respect of his beneficial interest in the ordinary share capital of the GVC Group.

(f)       From 1 January 2012 up to the date of this document, Kenneth Alexander has received
dividends of €81,467 in respect of his beneficial interest in the ordinary share capital of the
GVC Group. His GVC Shares have been directly held by his wife since 23 February 2012.

(g)      The cash underpinning arrangements entered into by the Company with Richard Griffiths and
Antisoma plc on 20 December 2012 (referred to in Part 1 of this document) fall to be treated
as a related party transaction pursuant to the AIM Rules by virtue of Richard Griffiths and
Antisoma plc together being controlling shareholders in Ora Capital Partners Limited, which
in turn has a shareholding in GVC (amounting to approximately 18.9 per cent. of GVC’s share
capital in issue on 19 December 2012, being the last Business Day prior to the making of the
Announcement). The GVC Directors consider, having consulted with Daniel Stewart (GVC’s
Nominated Adviser), that the terms of the cash underpinning arrangements are fair and
reasonable insofar as the GVC Shareholders are concerned.

13.      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE GVC DIRECTORS                                                      

13.1    Directorships currently held by the GVC Directors and held over the five years preceding the date of
this document are as follows:

Director                   Current directorships                                 Past directorships

 

    

    

AI 14.1

GVC Administration Services Limited
GVC Curaçao B.V.
GVC Sports B.V.

GVC Holdings S.A.
Gaming VC Corporation Limited

Kenneth Alexander

GVC Administration Services Limited
Rousset Capital Limited
GVC Curaçao B.V.

GVC Holdings S.A.
Gbkers UK Limited
Betbug Limited
TGMS (Canada) Inc
Selwood Place Holdings Limited

(formerly Trident Gaming Limited)
Trident (No.2) Limited

Richard Cooper

LRN Corporation
Twin Lakes Capital LLC
MacKenzie-Childs LLC
Jay Strongwater LLC
PacificHealth Laboratories

GVC Holdings S.A.
People PC
STI Ventures
RM Auctions
Softbank Capital Partners

Lee Feldman
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    APAC Holdings (Malta) Limited
Bonnier Gaming Malta Ltd (formerly

Bertil Pa Internet Bingo Limited)
Besedo Limited
Bet 3G Ltd
Caero Solar Limited
Caero Invest Holdings Limited
CCS Limited
CSU Corporate Services Limited
Dargell Holdings Limited
Dargell Investments Limited
Fenlex Corporate Services Limited
Fenlex Holding and Services Limited
GarterMaker Limited
Gaming VC Corporation Limited
GVC Support Services Limited
Impetus Europe Consulting Group

Limited
Intertronic Limited
KAD Services Limited (formerly

KAD Yachting Limited)
Kantara Proparco 1 Limited
Lehmann-Art Limited
Lepanto Holdings Limited
Lepanto Limited
Lexicom Translation Services Limited

(in dissolution)
Martingale Malta 2 Limited
Materials and Technology Limited
North Atlantic Holdings Limited
Northlight Holdings Limited
Northlight Investments Limited
Petrokim Energy Holding Limited
Petrokim Trading Limited (formerly

Trinity International Trade Limited)
Rashel-Art Limited
Rubino Catering Limited
Seabourme Limited
Six Trees Holdings Limited
Slovak Bioethanol Corporation Limited
Snowie Games Limited
Snowie Holding Limited
Snowie International Limited
Snowie Solutions Limited
Soft Capital Holdings Limited
The Greenoffset Company Limited
Vangala Limited
Woodsmith Investment Limited
Yoganto Finance Limited

GVC Holdings S.A.
36 Gaming Limited (formerly Ibutler

Games Limited)
Accerta Limited
Bet3G Limited
Diacono Limited
Equiventus SARL
Evanescent Limited
H&P Corporate Services Limited
IBC Ltd (formerly Ibutler Casino)
Know How Gaming Limited
Lexicom Translation Services Limited
Metropolis Limited
Noubet Games Limited
Playgames on Line Limited (formerly

Bonobet Limited)
RVG Tech Limited
R2010 Limited
Sclavo Diagnostics S.P.A.
Tempo Gaming Limited

Karl Diacono
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Director                   Current directorships                               Past directorships

    

13.2    None of the GVC Directors currently are, or have been over the five years preceding the date of this
document, members of any partnership other than Lee Feldman who was a member of Wall Rental
Property (a general partnership which was dissolved on 21 December 2012).

13.3    None of the GVC Directors have any potential conflicts of interest between their duties to GVC and
their private interests and/or their duties to third parties.

13.4    For at least the previous five years, none of the GVC Directors have:

(a)      any convictions in relation to fraudulent offences;

(b)      had a bankruptcy order made against him or made an individual voluntary arrangement;

(c)      been a director of a company which has been placed in receivership, compulsory liquidation,
creditors voluntary liquidation, administration, company voluntary arrangement or made any
composition or arrangement with its creditors generally or of any class of its creditors whilst
he was a director of that company or within 12 months after he ceased to be a director of that
company;

(d)      been a partner in a partnership which has been placed in compulsory liquidation, administration
or made a partnership voluntary arrangement whilst he was a partner in that partnership or
within 12 months after he ceased to be a partner in that partnership;

(e)      had any asset placed in receivership or any asset of a partnership in which he was a partner
placed in receivership whilst he was a partner in that partnership or within 12 months after he
ceased to be a partner in that partnership; or

(f)       been subject to any official public incrimination and/or sanctions or publicly criticised by any
statutory or regulatory authority (including recognised professional bodies) or disqualified by
a court from acting as a member of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies or
as a director of a company or from acting in the management or conduct of the affairs of any
company.

14.      GVC DIRECTORS’ SERVICE AGREEMENTS AND ENTITLEMENTS

14.1    The GVC Directors have entered into service agreements or appointment letters with GVC as
follows:

(a)       GVC Executive Directors

Each of the GVC Executive Directors has entered into a service agreement with GVC. The
principal terms are summarised below:

                                                                                               Annual                                                       Date of Service
Director                                 Job title                                     salary             Other benefits                           Agreement

Kenneth Alexander                Chief Executive Officer       £700,000                   19 April 2010

Richard Cooper                     Chief Financial Officer        £385,000                   19 April 2010

Pentasia Limited GVC Holdings S.A.
The Brand Distillery Ltd
BBT Enterprises Limited
Thorn Lighting Limited

Nigel
Blythe-Tinker

AI 16.1
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Private Medical
Insurance, Life
Assurance, Permanent
Health Insurance,
Directors & Officers
Liability Insurance

Private Medical
Insurance, Life
Assurance, Permanent
Health Insurance,
Directors & Officers
Liability Insurance
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The service agreements are terminable on 12 months’ notice by either GVC or the GVC
Executive Director. The salaries are subject to annual review by GVC’s Board (through the
Remuneration Committee). The eligibility of each GVC Executive Director to participate in
bonus schemes will be set by the Remuneration Committee in its sole discretion. In addition,
the Remuneration Committee has discretion to award the GVC Executive Directors additional
bonuses.

The GVC Executive Directors are entitled to 25 working days’ annual holiday plus usual UK
bank holidays.

Each of the GVC Executive Directors is also subject to non-competition, non-solicitation, non-
dealing and non-poaching covenants in favour of GVC for a period of 12 months following the
cessation of their employment.

Pursuant to a Deed of Amendment dated 10 January 2013, in the event that following a “change
of control” of GVC (i.e. a change in the ownership of shares carrying 50 per cent. of the voting
rights or a transfer of the majority of the business) or a “relevant event” (i.e. the acquisition by
GVC (either alone or acting in concert with others) of shares carrying 50 per cent. of the voting
rights of Sportingbet or the acquisition of substantially the whole of the unregulated business
of Sportingbet), the GVC Executive Directors are given notice of termination without “cause”
or resign for “good reason”, their employment will terminate 7 days following such notice and
they will be entitled to:

(i)       a payment equivalent to one year’s salary and bonus. For these purposes one year’s
“bonus” means the bonuses paid or payable (excluding the transaction bonus referenced
at paragraph 14.2(c) of this Part 10) in the 12 months preceding such termination or, if
the GVC Executive Director is given notice of termination within 12 months of a change
of control or relevant event occurring on or before 31 December 2013, it means the
12 month bonus (excluding the transaction bonus referenced at paragraph 14.2(c) of this
Part 10) payable following the payment of the dividend in November 2012 but with a
balancing payment to reflect any shortfall in such sum compared to the bonuses that
would have been paid over the 12 months following termination;

(ii)      any unpaid bonus for the prior completed bonus year;

(iii)     a pro rata bonus for the year in which employment terminates; and

(iv)     maximum discretions being exercised under GVC’s LTIP and any similar plans.

For these purposes “cause” means grounds for summary dismissal and “good reason” means a
repudiatory breach of contract by GVC.

The service agreements are governed by English law.

(b)      GVC Non-executive Directors

Each of the GVC Non-executive Directors has entered into a letter of appointment with GVC.
The principal terms are summarised below:

                                                                                                                                                                Date of Letter of
Director                                 Job title                              Annual fee             Other benefits                 Appointment

Lee Feldman                          Non-executive Chairman     £130,000               19 April 2010

Karl Diacono                         Non-executive Director        €69,0001             None                               19 April 2010
Nigel Blythe-Tinker              Non-executive Director         £97,750             None                               19 April 2010

Note:

1. In light of the increased complexity and risk profile of the business following the Acquisition, it has been agreed
that Karl Diacono’s fees will be increased by 20 per cent. to €69,000, as agreed by the Remuneration Committee
on 10 January 2013.

Office allowance of
£50,000 per annum
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The GVC Non-executive Director letters of appointment are terminable on three months’
written notice by either party. The appointments are contingent on satisfactory performance
and will cease without compensation in the event that the GVC Non-executive Director is not
re-elected by GVC Shareholders in accordance with the GVC Articles.

If at any time a GVC Non-executive Director is considering taking on any new directorships,
appointments or interests which might give rise to a conflict of interest with GVC, he must first
discuss the matter with the GVC Chairman and obtain a GVC Board resolution authorising
such appointment.

The Remuneration Committee has discretion to award the GVC Non-executive Directors
additional bonuses.

Pursuant to a Deed of Amendment dated 10 January 2013, in the event that following a “change
of control” of GVC (i.e. a change in the ownership of shares carrying 50 per cent. of the voting
rights or a transfer of the majority of the business) or a “relevant event” (i.e. the acquisition by
GVC (either alone or acting in concert with others) of shares carrying 50 per cent. of the voting
rights of Sportingbet or the acquisition of substantially the whole of the unregulated business
of Sportingbet), Mr. Feldman is given notice of termination without “cause” or resigns for
“good reason”, his appointment will terminate 7 days following such notice and he will be
entitled to:

(i)       a payment equivalent to one year’s fee and bonus. For these purposes one year’s “bonus”
means the bonuses paid or payable (excluding the transaction bonus referenced at
paragraph 14.2(c) of this Part 10) in the 12 months preceding such termination or, if
Mr. Feldman is given notice of termination within 12 months of a change of control or
relevant event occurring on or before 31 December 2013, it means the 12 month bonus
(excluding the transaction bonus referenced at paragraph 14.2(c) in this Part 10) payable
following the payment of the dividend in November 2012 but with a balancing payment
to reflect any shortfall in such sum compared to the bonuses that would have been paid
over the 12 months following termination;

(ii)      any unpaid bonus for the prior completed bonus year;

(iii)     a pro rata bonus for the year in which his appointment terminates; and

(iv)     maximum discretions being exercised under the GVC’s LTIP and any similar plans.

For these purposes “cause” means termination with grounds for summary termination and
“good reason” means a repudiatory breach of contract by GVC.

The GVC Non-executive Director letters of appointment are governed by Isle of Man law.

(c)       Remuneration of GVC Directors for the year ended 31 December 2012

In the financial year ended 31 December 2012, the amount of remuneration paid or accrued
(including any contingent or deferred compensation) and benefits in kind granted to each of the
GVC Directors for services to GVC were as follows:

                                                                                                           Benefits in
                                                   Salary/Fees                 Bonus                   Kind                   Total
                                                                  (€)                      (€)                      (€)                      (€)
Director
Kenneth Alexander                          746,326              826,698                  2,974           1,575,999
Richard Cooper                                410,479              413,349                  4,503              828,332
Lee Feldman                                    160,368              413,349                         –              573,717
Karl Diacono                                     56,250                         –                         –                56,250
Nigel Blythe-Tinker                         120,584                19,500                         –              140,084

Notes:

1. Where appropriate, amounts in the table above are converted from GBP to EUR using the applicable exchange
rate in each month and aggregated to reach an annual amount.

AI 15.1
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(d)      Amounts set aside by GVC

The GVC Group does not operate any pension schemes. The GVC Group, as part of general
remuneration arrangements, makes payments directly to employees as a pension contribution
allowance. In some jurisdictions in which the GVC Group has employees, there are
government schemes into which the employing company or branch must make payments.

14.2    The following bonus schemes are in place for the benefit of the GVC Directors:                           

(a)       Annual bonuses for GVC Directors

It is the policy of the Remuneration Committee that those GVC Directors’ who hold
unexercised awards granted under the LTIP receive  bonuses which are linked directly to the
dividends paid by GVC. Accordingly, they receive a bonus each time a dividend is declared by
GVC equal to the dividends that would have been paid by GVC to that GVC Director in the
relevant period in respect of the GVC Shares subject to unexercised awards granted under the
LTIP to that GVC Director as if those awards had already been exercised (and the GVC Shares
issued) at the record date for payment of the relevant dividend.

However the payment of the interim dividend for 2012 of €0.15 (paid November 2012) did not
trigger a bonus payment to the GVC Directors in accordance with the above as the GVC
Directors have agreed that any entitlement to payments under this bonus arrangement will not
arise until the earlier of:

(i)       payment of a dividend by 30 November 2013;

(ii)      the GVC Shares ceasing to be traded on AIM; and/or

(iii)     the relevant GVC Director’s employment and/or office with GVC being terminated by
GVC for whatever reason or the relevant GVC Director’s employment terminating by
reason of their resignation for “good reason”.

From the date on which the November 2012 dividend was paid to the GVC Shareholders to the
date on which the bonus is paid to the relevant GVC Director, interest will accrue on the
amount due to the relevant GVC Director at a rate of 5 per cent. per annum.

(b)      Additional annual bonus for GVC Directors

If, during, or in relation to, the financial year ending 31 December 2013, GVC declares and
pays a dividend or dividends for a total amount which exceeds €0.2799 per GVC Share, and
during, or in relation to, the twelve month period for the financial year commencing on
1 January 2014 and each financial year thereafter, GVC declares and pays a dividend or
dividends for a total amount which exceeds €0.3599 per GVC Share, (which target may be
amended in the future by the Remuneration Committee at its absolute discretion), GVC will
pay to Lee Feldman, Kenneth Alexander and Richard Cooper an aggregate bonus payment of
an amount equal to ten per cent. (10 per cent.) of the aggregate dividends paid, which payment
shall be divided between Lee, Kenneth and Richard as follows:

Director                                                   % entitlement to additional annual bonus

Kenneth Alexander                                  50
Richard Cooper                                       25
Lee Feldman                                            25

The GVC Directors have agreed that any entitlement to payments under this bonus
arrangement will not arise until the earlier of:

(i)       payment of a dividend by 30 November 2013;

(ii)      the GVC Shares ceasing to be traded on AIM; and/or

AI 15.2
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(iii)     the relevant GVC Director’s employment and/or office with GVC being terminated by
GVC for whatever reason or the relevant GVC Director's employment terminating by
reason of their resignation for “good reason”.

Interest will accrue on the amount due to the relevant GVC Director under this bonus
arrangement at a rate of 5 per cent. per annum from the month following the declaration of a
dividend which brings the twelve month total to greater than €0.2799 or €0.3599 (as
applicable) to the date on which the bonus is paid to the relevant GVC Director.

The GVC Directors have agreed that 20 per cent. of these bonuses described in paragraphs
14.2(a) and 14.2(b) of this Part 10 (after payment of personal taxes such as income tax and
employees’ national insurance) must, subject to compliance with GVC’s share dealing code, be
used to purchase GVC Shares on the open market within a further three month period after the
date of payment of the bonus. Due to the suspension of the trading of GVC Shares, Lee
Feldman has been unable to fully comply with this requirement but will be required to do so
within 90 days of the date of Admission of the GVC Shares to trading, subject to not being in
a close period.

If any GVC Director makes a voluntary purchase of GVC Shares during a preceding year, these
purchases can be netted off against any mandatory purchases of GVC Shares required to be
made following any payment of a bonus.

A GVC Director may elect to exercise existing share options held by him and have the GVC
Shares allotted to him as a consequence of such exercise netted off against any mandatory
purchases of GVC Shares required to be made following any payment of a bonus.

In the event of a material disposal of GVC Shares or assets by the GVC Group resulting in the
distribution of some or all of the proceeds to GVC Shareholders via a dividend, or other similar
non-ordinary course dividend payment, the Remuneration Committee may waive the
requirement for GVC Directors to reinvest the cash received as dividend pursuant to the
remuneration arrangements described above in GVC’s Shares.

(c)       Transaction bonuses for GVC Directors

Conditional upon completion of the Transaction, the GVC Executive Directors will be awarded
a success bonus of 100 per cent. of their base salary and Lee Feldman will be awarded a success
bonus of 100 per cent. of his annual fee (as set out in this Part 10).

The GVC Directors have agreed that any entitlement to payment of the success bonuses will
not arise until the earlier of:

(i)       payment of a dividend by 30 November 2013;

(ii)      the GVC Shares ceasing to be traded on AIM; and/or

(iii)     the relevant GVC Director’s employment and/or office with GVC being terminated by
GVC for whatever reason or the relevant GVC Director's employment terminating by
reason of their resignation for “good reason”.

Interest will accrue on the amount due to the relevant GVC Director under this bonus
arrangement at a rate of 5 per cent. per annum from the Effective Date to the date on which the
bonus is paid to the relevant GVC Director.

The GVC Directors have agreed that 25 per cent. of these success bonuses (after payment of
personal taxes such as income tax and employees’ national insurance) must, subject to
compliance with GVC’s share dealing code, be used to purchase GVC Shares on the open
market within a further three month period after the date of payment of the success bonus.

14.3    GVC has granted an indemnity to each GVC Director in relation to all expenses, including legal fees,
and all judgements, fines and amounts paid in settlement and reasonably incurred by the relevant GVC
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Director who is a party, or threatened with being made a party, to any legal proceedings by reason of
the fact that he is or was a director of GVC. The indemnity is subject to the 2006 Act.

14.4    Save as set out in this paragraph 14 of Part 10, there are no existing or proposed service agreements
between any of the GVC Directors and GVC or any member of the GVC Group.

14.5    Other than payment of salary and benefits in lieu of notice and the specific terms set out in the Deeds
of Amendment referenced above, the GVC Directors’ service contracts and letters of appointment do
not provide for benefits upon termination of employment.

14.6    The aggregate remuneration paid and benefits in kind granted to the GVC Directors, including
amounts paid from all members of the GVC Group during the year ended 31 December 2012,
amounted to €3,174,381.

15.      TAXATION                                                                                                                                             

The statements set out below are intended only as a general guide to current aspects of Isle of Man and
UK tax law and practices of the local tax authorities of those countries, as described herein and do not
constitute tax advice. These statements relate solely to GVC Shareholders who are citizens of, or resident or
ordinarily resident in, the Isle of Man or the UK. Any shareholders who are resident in any other territory
are strongly encouraged to seek independent professional advice in connection with the local tax
consequences of investing in GVC Shares.

The GVC Directors intend to manage and control GVC outside the UK such that it should not be treated as
resident in the UK for UK tax purposes.

15.1    UK Taxation

The following statements are a general description of certain UK capital gains tax, corporation tax,
income tax, stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax legislation and practice. These statements
summarise certain limited aspects of the UK tax treatment of the ownership of the GVC Shares and
are based on current UK tax legislation and what GVC understands to be the current practice of HM
Revenue and Customs (“HMRC”), both as at the date of this document.

The statements only apply to GVC Shareholders who are resident in the UK, and in the case of
individuals ordinarily resident and domiciled in the UK, who do not hold their shares by reason of
their employment and are not employees, who hold their GVC Shares as an investment (other than in
an individual savings account), and who are the absolute beneficial owners of their GVC Shares. They
may not apply to certain categories of GVC Shareholders such as trustees, dealers, employees of GVC
or any of its subsidiaries and for UK resident corporate investors who (together with associates and
connected persons) have a 10 per cent. or greater interest in GVC.

The statements are not exhaustive and do not deal with all the potential tax issues that may affect a
particular investor. All shareholders are strongly advised to obtain independent tax advice as to the
consequences of acquiring, owning and disposing of the GVC Shares.

(a)       Withholding tax

Dividends paid by GVC to a UK resident company or a UK resident and ordinarily resident
individual will not be subject to any UK withholding tax.

(b)      UK individuals

A GVC Shareholder who is an individual will generally be entitled to a tax credit in respect of
a dividend paid by GVC which may be set off against that GVC Shareholder’s total UK income
tax liability. The tax credit will be equal to 10 per cent. of the aggregate of the dividend and the
tax credit (the “gross dividend”), which is also equal to one-ninth of the cash dividend. GVC
Shareholders who are subject to income tax in respect of dividends on the GVC Shares will be

AIII 4.11
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taxed on the amount of the gross dividend, rather than the cash dividend paid, which will be
treated as the top slice of such GVC Shareholder’s income for income tax purposes.

An individual GVC Shareholder who is only liable to income tax at the basic rate will be
subject to tax on the gross dividend at a rate of 10 per cent., so that the tax credit will satisfy
in full such GVC Shareholder’s liability to income tax on the dividend. In the case of an
individual GVC Shareholder who is liable to income tax at the higher rate, the tax credit will
be set against but not fully match the GVC Shareholder’s tax liability on the gross dividend and
such GVC Shareholder will have to account for further income tax equal to 22.5 per cent. of
the gross dividend (which is equal to 25 per cent. of the cash dividend) to the extent that the
gross dividend, when treated as the top slice of GVC Shareholder’s income, falls above the
threshold for higher rate income tax. In the case of an individual GVC Shareholder who is
subject to income tax at the additional rate, the tax credit will also be set against but not fully
match that GVC Shareholder’s liability on the gross dividend and, currently, such a GVC
Shareholder will have to account for further income tax equal to 32.5 per cent. of the gross
dividend (which is equal to approximately 36 per cent. of the cash dividend) to the extent that
the gross dividend when treated as the top slice of the GVC Shareholder’s income falls above
the threshold for additional rate income tax.

The Finance Act 2012 provided for a reduction in the additional rate of income tax. Assuming
no further changes are made to UK income tax rates, with effect from 6 April 2013 a GVC
Shareholder subject to income tax at the additional rate will have to account for additional
income tax equal to 27.5 per cent. of the gross dividend (which is equal to approximately
30.6 per cent. of the cash dividend paid) to the extent that the gross dividend, when treated as
the top slice of the GVC Shareholder’s income, falls above the threshold for additional rate
income tax.

Individual GVC Shareholders who are not liable to UK income tax in respect of the gross
dividends, and other UK resident tax payers who are not liable to UK tax on dividends,
including UK pension funds and charities, will not be entitled to claim repayment of the tax
credit attaching to any dividends paid by GVC.

(c)       GVC Shareholders subject to UK Corporation Tax

Following changes introduced by the Finance Act 2009, dividends received by GVC
Shareholders which are medium or large companies may be exempt from UK corporation tax,
subject to detailed conditions being met.

Dividends received by GVC Shareholders which are small companies will not be exempt.

GVC Shareholders which are companies that receive dividends which are not exempt will be
liable to corporation tax at the usual rate of corporation tax (being 24 per cent. for the financial
year 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2013 for companies paying the full rate of corporation tax). In
general corporate GVC Shareholders should seek independent advice on their position as even
if the dividends in question are potentially exempt they may be subject to various anti-
avoidance provisions.

(d)      Capital gains

A disposal, or deemed disposal, of GVC Shares by a GVC Shareholder may give rise to either
an allowable loss or a chargeable gain for UK tax purposes, depending on the particular
circumstances.

(i)       Individuals

Any gain realised on a sale or other disposal of all or part of a holding of the GVC
Shares (including from liquidation or dissolution of GVC) by GVC Shareholders who
are individuals may be subject to capital gains tax as a chargeable gain.
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The amount of the chargeable gain will be the difference between the acquisition cost
(together with incidental costs of acquisition and disposal) of the GVC Shares and the
disposal proceeds.

Chargeable gains are subject to tax at a rate of 18 per cent. (for the tax year 2012/2013),
to the extent that when aggregated with the individuals’ taxable income the aggregate
falls below the threshold of the basic rate of income tax (taking the chargeable gain as
being the highest part of the aggregate) or 28 per cent. to the extent that the aggregate is
above the basic rate band.

Individuals may also be able to deduct other amounts including all or part of their annual
exempt amount (£10,600 for the year 2012/2013) and any capital losses available to
them.

(ii)      Companies

Any gain realised on a sale or other disposal of the GVC Shares (including from
liquidation or dissolution of GVC) by GVC Shareholders who are subject to corporation
tax may be subject to corporation tax on chargeable gains.

The amount of the gain will be the difference between the acquisition cost (together with
incidental costs of acquisition and disposal) of the GVC Shares and the disposal
proceeds.

Companies may be entitled to indexation allowance which increases the acquisition cost
of the GVC Shares in accordance with the rise in the Retail Prices Index however this
cannot act to create or increase a loss. They may also be able to deduct other amounts
available to them, such as capital losses.

(iii)     Non-residents

Individuals who dispose of the GVC Shares while they are temporarily non-resident for
UK tax purposes may still be liable to UK tax on any capital gain realised.

Individuals who are not resident in the UK may be subject to capital gains tax if they
carry on a trade, profession or vocation in the UK through a branch or agency for the
purpose of which the GVC Shares are or have been used, held or acquired.

Companies which are not resident in the UK may be subject to corporation tax on
chargeable gains if they carry on a trade in the UK through a permanent establishment
for the purpose of which the GVC Shares are or have been used, held or acquired.

(e)       United Kingdom anti-avoidance legislation

GVC Shareholders who are individuals and ordinarily resident in the UK should be aware of
the provisions of sections 714-751 of the Income Tax Act 2007 which may render them liable
to UK income tax in respect of undistributed income of GVC. These provisions will not apply
if the individual can show either (i) that it would not be reasonable to draw the conclusion, from
all the circumstances of the case, that the purpose of avoiding liability to taxation was the
purpose or one of the purposes for which the relevant transactions or any of them were effected,
or (ii) that all the relevant transactions were genuinely commercial and that it would not be
reasonable to draw the conclusion from all the circumstances of the case that any one or more
of those transactions was more than incidentally designed for the purpose of avoiding liability
to taxation.
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(f)       Stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax (“SDRT”)

The statements below do not apply to certain intermediaries who are not liable to stamp duty
or SDRT, or to persons connected with depository arrangements or clearance services, who
may be liable at a higher rate.

No stamp duty or SDRT should be payable on the issue of GVC Shares.

(g)      GVC Shares held in certificated form

Any instrument effecting or evidencing a transfer of GVC Shares held in certificated form
which is executed in the UK may not (except in criminal proceedings) be given in evidence or
be available for any purpose whatsoever in the UK unless duly stamped. Any instrument of
transfer executed outside the UK which relates to any matter or thing done, or to be done in the
UK may not (except in criminal proceedings) be given in evidence or be available for any
purpose whatsoever in the UK, unless duly stamped after it has first been received in the UK.
The rate of stamp duty is 0.5 per cent. on the value of the consideration for the relevant transfer,
rounded up to the next multiple of £5. However, transfers where the consideration is below
£1,000 are exempt from stamp duty. Interest on the stamp duty will accrue from 30 days after
the date the instrument is executed.

No charge to stamp duty will arise in relation to the transfer of GVC Shares held in certificated
form provided that all instruments relating to the transfer are executed and retained outside the
UK and do not relate to anything done or to be done in the UK.

No charge to SDRT will arise in respect of an agreement to transfer GVC Shares held in
certificated form, provided such GVC Shares are not registered in any register kept in the
UK by or on behalf of GVC.

(h)      GVC Shares held in uncertificated form

No stamp duty or SDRT should arise on the transfer of GVC Shares to CREST for conversion
into uncertificated form, unless the transfer is for consideration.

Sales of GVC Shares within CREST will generally not be liable to SDRT provided such GVC
Shares are not registered in any register kept in the UK by or on behalf of the GVC.

15.2    Isle of Man taxation

The statements set out below are intended only as a general guide to certain current Isle of Man
taxation aspects of ownership of GVC Shares. The summary does not purport to be an exhaustive
analysis of all potential Isle of Man tax and does not cover certain categories of GVC Shareholders
such as trustees, dealers, employees of GVC or any of its subsidiaries. If you are in any doubt as to
your tax position or if you may be subject to tax in any other jurisdiction, you are strongly
recommended to consult an appropriate professional adviser.

The following statements are made on the assumption that GVC is subject to the zero corporate
income taxation regime in the Isle of Man.

(a)       Tax residence in the Isle of Man

GVC is resident for taxation purposes in the Isle of Man by virtue of being incorporated in the
Isle of Man.

(b)      Isle of Man taxes

The Isle of Man Government levies income tax, applicable to both individuals and companies.
The Isle of Man does not operate any capital gains tax, stamp duty, stamp duty land tax or
inheritance taxes.
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(c)       Taxation of Dividends

Holders of GVC Shares resident in the Isle of Man will, depending on their particular
circumstances, be liable to Isle of Man income tax on dividends received from GVC.

An Isle of Man company has no requirement to make any deduction or withholding of tax on
dividends paid to Isle of Man or non-Isle of Man resident shareholders.

16.      WORKING CAPITAL                                                                                                                           

In the opinion of GVC, the working capital available to GVC and the GVC Group is sufficient for its present
requirements, that is for at least 12 months from the date of this document.

In the GVC Directors’ opinion, having made due and careful inquiry, the working capital available to the
GVC Group will be sufficient for its present requirements, that is for at least 12 months from the date of
Admission.

17.      GVC’S LEGAL AND ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS                                                                 

Save as disclosed in this paragraph, there are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including
any such proceedings which are pending or threatened of which GVC is aware) which may have, or have had
during the 12 months prior to the date of this document, a significant effect on GVC and/or the GVC Group’s
financial position or profitability.

17.1    Dispute between GVC Corporation Malta and Boss Media Malta Casino Limited and Boss
Media Malta Poker Limited

A judicial protest was filed in Malta by GVC Corporation Malta on 21 January 2010 refuting the
validity of a notice of termination sent by Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd and Boss Media Malta Poker
Ltd (together “Boss”) under an agreement for the provision of services by Boss to GVC Corporation
in Italy.

The judicial protest was filed on the grounds that the said termination letters do not fulfil the
termination requirements as set out in the licence agreements currently existing between Boss and
GVC Corporation Malta dated 27 March 2009 and should therefore be considered unlawful. GVC
Corporation Malta, by means of judicial process, is requiring Boss to withdraw such notice of
termination or, in the alternative, pay damages.

A prohibitory injunction preventing Boss from terminating the services being provided in Italy was
granted in June 2010 by the Maltese Courts. GVC Corporation Malta proceeded to file the substantive
claim and a hearing took place on 24 September 2010. As at the date of this document, evidence is
being heard in front of the Maltese Courts on the merits of the claim.

At this stage it is not possible to quantify the level of damages that might be awarded to GVC
Corporation Malta if the alleged termination of the agreement is deemed to have been invalid. The
hearings are still in progress. A hearing which took place on 23 January 2013 was adjourned. The next
hearing is scheduled to take place on 18 April 2013.

17.2    Disputes involving GVC Corporation and Boss Media AB, Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd, St.
Minver Limited and GTECH Corporation

A dispute has arisen in relation to the Software Licence Agreement dated 27 March 2009 between
Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd and GVC Corporation Malta. Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd’s
obligations under the Agreement are guaranteed by its parent company, Boss Media AB (together
“Boss Media”). The Agreement is governed by the laws of Malta and is subject to the jurisdiction of
the Courts of Malta.

In 2008, GTECH (a company incorporated and registered in the United States) acquired control of
Boss Media. GTECH also owns St. Minver Limited (a company incorporated and registered in
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Gibraltar). St. Minver Limited has a licence from the Gibraltar Gaming Authority to offer online
games on the internet and offers games on the internet on behalf of clients under this licence. In 2006,
Lottomatica S.p.A. (a company incorporated and registered in Italy) acquired GTECH.

The GVC Group allege that certain third parties have obtained unauthorised access to GVC
Corporation Malta’s customer database and have been unlawfully targeting GVC Corporation Malta’s
customers, thereby causing GVC Corporation Malta very substantial damage. GVC Corporation
Malta alleges that employees and/or representatives of Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd, Boss Media
and/or St. Minver Limited have been involved in this unauthorised activity.

GVC Corporation Malta has instructed Fenech & Fenech Advocates in Malta. A claim for substantial
damages was filed on behalf of GVC Corporation Malta on 20 April 2010, in response to which Boss
Media Malta Casino Ltd and the other defendant companies issued a response denying the claim and
challenging the jurisdiction of the Maltese Courts. After the parties filed various submissions in
relation to jurisdiction, the Maltese Court held on 12 May 2011 that it had jurisdiction to hear GVC
Corporation Malta’s claim. Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd and the other defendant companies have
sought to appeal the judgment on jurisdiction. The Court of Appeal is presently hearing the appeal on
jurisdiction but has accepted a joint application by the parties to have the next hearing postponed to
the second week of January 2013 by agreement between the parties in light of the possibility of the
parties settling the disputes. Because the parties have not reported back to the Court of Appeal by 15
January 2013 that a settlement has been reached, the Court of Appeal will schedule a date in the first
quarter of 2013 for final oral submissions by the parties, following which the Court of Appeal will
proceed to judgment; in which case a judgment is expected to be delivered later in 2013. If the Court
of Appeal upholds the decision of the lower court with respect to jurisdiction, the case will be returned
to the lower court for a decision on the merits.

GVC Corporation Malta also filed a related claim in Malta on 5 November 2010 against individuals
who, it is claimed, misappropriated customer data belonging to GVC Corporation Malta. GVC
Corporation Malta is claiming substantial damages suffered through the actions of the defendants.
GVC Corporation Malta has requested the Court to join this case with the claim filed on 20 April 2010
against Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd, Boss Media AB, St Minver Ltd and GTECH Corporation for
customer database misappropriation. The Court will decide on this request for joinder once the Court
of Appeal confirms or otherwise reverses the decision of the First Hall Civil Court dated 12 May 2011
in relation to jurisdiction.

At this stage it is not possible to quantify the level of GVC Corporation Malta’s damages but if the
claims are successful, damages are likely to be substantial.

In addition, on 2 November 2011 GVC Corporation Malta filed a claim in Malta for substantial
damages against Boss Media AB and Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd for breaches of contract relating
to various games offered by Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd. GVC Corporation Malta has filed
evidence in Malta in support of the claim. The case is ongoing. On 6 November 2012 the parties
informed the Court that they were presently engaged in discussions in order to try to settle the case.
The Court has scheduled the next hearing for 23 February 2013, by which time the parties will need
to inform the Court whether or not settlement has been reached.

At this stage it is not possible to quantify the level of GVC Corporation Malta’s damages, but if the
claim is successful, damages are likely to be substantial.

It is very difficult to estimate when any of these proceedings will be concluded and a final
determination made in view of the traditionally lengthy process and procedures of the Maltese Courts.
It is expected that if GVC Corporation Malta’s claims are unsuccessful, the amount of costs which it
is likely to be liable to pay the defendants in each of the cases will not be significant, although the
precise level of costs is within the discretion of the Maltese Courts.
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17.3    Application for a declaration brought by Boss Media AB regarding a software licence
agreement with GVC Corporation B.V.

Boss Media AB has issued an arbitration request (“Request”) in Sweden under the Arbitration Rules
of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (the “SCC”) against GVC
Corporation B.V. GVC Corporation B.V. has instructed the Swedish law firm Mannheimer Swartling
to act for it in the arbitration proceedings.

The Maltese court proceedings described in the above paragraph and the Swedish arbitration
proceedings arise out of the same facts. Under the Request, Boss Media AB is seeking declaratory
relief that it has not breached a software licence agreement dated 21 December 2004 between Boss
Media AB and GVC Corporation B.V., being the predecessor agreement to the software licence
agreement dated 27 March 2009 referred to above.

GVC Corporation B.V. has issued a response to the Request in which it challenges the jurisdiction of
the SCC. The parties have exchanged three rounds of briefs on jurisdiction and have exchanged
witness statements on the issue of jurisdiction. The proceedings are temporarily stayed by agreement
between the parties in light of the possibility of the parties settling the disputes.

If the stayed proceedings are resumed, the hearing on jurisdiction will probably take place within six
months. An award on jurisdiction can then be expected within three months from the date of the
hearing. If GVC Corporation B.V. is unsuccessful in its jurisdiction challenge (that is to say, the
Tribunal finds itself to have jurisdiction), the arbitration on the merits will commence. Since Boss
Media AB seeks a declaration that it is not in breach of contract, a final award in Boss Media AB’s
favour will not in itself result in any liabilities for GVC Corporation B.V. other than the liability to
compensate Boss Media AB for its costs of the arbitration. At this stage, it is very difficult to estimate
the costs of the arbitration.

18.      LEGAL AND ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPORTINGBET RETAINED
BUSINESSES

Save as disclosed in this paragraph, there are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including
any such proceedings which are pending or threatened of which GVC is aware) which may have, or have had
during the 12 months prior to the date of this document, a significant effect on the financial position or
profitability of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses.

18.1    Claims by a former customer of Centrebet Pty Limited

On 7 May 2009, a former customer of Centrebet Pty Limited, Mr. Bjarte Baasland, submitted a claim
for damages against Centrebet Pty Limited based on losses incurred when conducting online betting
on the Centrebet website. The legal basis for the claim was negligence (that Centrebet acted
negligently as it did not stop Mr. Baasland’s allegedly excessive gambling) or strict liability. Centrebet
did not submit any pleadings on the merits of the case but instead stated that a Norwegian court was
not the correct forum for the claim and further that it should not be heard under Norwegian law. On
25 November 2009, the District Court of Oslo ruled that a Norwegian court was not the correct forum
and the decision was upheld on 19 March 2010 by the Court of Appeal. Mr. Baasland subsequently
appealed the decision to the Supreme Court, which ruled on 13 October 2010 that the correct forum
was Oslo and ordered Centrebet to pay costs of 181,060 Norwegian Krone (approximately £20,000)
to the State of Norway. On 10 August 2012 the parties received a ruling from the District Court of
Oslo that the correct law in the proceedings was Norwegian law rather than Australian law. On
7 September 2012, Centrebet filed an appeal against such ruling with the Court of Appeal and a ruling
is expected within three to four months. To date, no specific amount has been formally claimed by
Mr. Baasland, and the amount of the claim cannot be quantified by Sportingbet.

Under the terms of the Transfer Agreement, GVC has agreed to indemnify William Hill in respect of
any actions, proceedings and losses which the William Hill Group may suffer or incur which arise out
of the claim summarised above. GVC’s liability under this indemnity is uncapped.
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18.2    Claims by Codere in Spain

In November and December 2011 a Spanish company, Codere, applied for injunctions against
PokerStars, Bwin Party Digital Entertainment plc (“Bwin”) and Sportingbet in different Spanish
courts in order to stop their sites trading on the basis of unfair competition. The claim was based on
Codere being unable to operate in Spain under Spanish law whilst the international online gaming
companies claimed they were permitted to under EU law. Codere was unsuccessful in its application
against PokerStars and Bwin. However, Codere was ultimately successful in its application against
Sportingbet. As a result, the Sportingbet Group immediately complied with the injunction and ceased
accepting business from the Spanish market, including through www.miapuesta.com. There appeared
to be no material difference between the PokerStars, Bwin and Sportingbet court cases save for the
judge involved.

In April 2012 Codere reapplied to have injunctions upheld against PokerStars and Bwin following
their success against Sportingbet. The application against Bwin was unsuccessful and the judgment
on the PokerStars case has not yet been issued.

On 1 June 2012 Sportingbet’s subsidiary, Spread Your Wings Spain plc, was awarded e-gaming
licences by the Spanish General Directorate for the Regulation of Gambling (“Spanish Regulator”)
for a range of products. The grant of the licences negated two of the four parts of the injunction and
allowed Sportingbet to commence trading (subject to the remaining parts of the injunction) when the
Spanish market formally opened on 5 June 2012. On 1 June 2012, Sportingbet filed an application
with the Commercial Court No.10 in Madrid to have the remaining two parts of the injunction
cancelled. The application was upheld by the Court on 29 June 2012. Codere has subsequently filed
an appeal against the lifting of the injunction but the Court has not yet ruled on whether this appeal
will be accepted. In the event that such appeal is heard, it will be conjoined with the appeal filed by
Sportingbet in April 2012.

On 6 July 2012, Codere submitted an appeal to the Spanish Regulator against the licences granted to
Sportingbet. Sportingbet filed its response to such appeal on 9 August 2012. In the event that it is
accepted, the appeal will take at least 9 months to be decided.

Codere have also attempted to serve a claim predicated on Spanish unfair competition law on a
number of companies in the Sportingbet Group, with successful service achieved on Sportingbet plc,
Sportingbet Spain S.A., Internet Opportunity Entertainment (Sports) Limited and Spread Your Wings
Limited. On 12 September 2012, each of Sportingbet plc, Internet Opportunity Entertainment (Sports)
Limited and Spread Your Wings Limited filed an application to the court based on lack of jurisdiction.
The litigation will not formally commence until service is achieved on all defendant companies and
the question on jurisdiction has been resolved.

Whilst the dispute summarised above may impact the Sportingbet Retained Businesses, William Hill
Australia has, under the terms of the Transfer Agreement, agreed to indemnify GVC in respect of any
actions, proceedings and losses which GVC or the GVC Group may suffer or incur which arise out of
the Codere litigation summarised in this paragraph. This indemnity is uncapped.

19.      GVC’S MATERIAL CONTRACTS

Set out below is a summary of each contract (not being a contract entered into in the ordinary course of
business) entered into by any member of the GVC Group:

(a)      within the two years immediately preceding the date of this document and which are or may be
material to the GVC Group; or

(b)      which contain any provision under which any member of the GVC Group has any obligation or
entitlement which is material to the GVC Group as at the date of this document.
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19.1    Consortium Agreement

GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William Hill Organization entered into a Consortium
Agreement on 20 December 2012. The Consortium Agreement sets out the obligations of the parties
as joint offerors towards each other in connection with implementation of the Acquisition and certain
protections to be afforded to the other following the Effective Time, resulting largely from the
proposed transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to the William Hill Group.

In connection with the conduct of the Acquisition, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William
Hill Organization, on the one hand, and GVC on the other have agreed certain mutual obligations for
the duration of the Acquisition. These include undertakings that:

(a)      both William Hill and GVC shall co-operate with each other in good faith, in furtherance of the
Acquisition and use all reasonable endeavours to assist Sportingbet with the implementation of
the Acquisition;

(b)      neither William Hill nor GVC shall, without the other’s prior consent, solicit or enter into
discussions with Sportingbet or a third party in relation to a competing offer for Sportingbet;
and

(c)      neither William Hill nor GVC shall, without the other’s prior consent acquire some or all of the
Sportingbet Shares or a material part of Sportingbet’s assets or alone or with others make an
offer for some or all of the Sportingbet Shares or a material part of Sportingbet’s assets.

In addition to the mutual undertakings described above, GVC has provided certain undertakings to
William Hill in connection with the publication of this document and the GVC Notice of EGM (which
GVC Shareholders will have received with this document) and the holding of the GVC EGM at which
GVC will seek approval from the GVC Shareholders of the Acquisition.

GVC has also agreed that if, prior to the Effective Time, a third party makes an offer for GVC, the
GVC directors withdraw or qualify their recommendation set out in GVC’s Shareholder Circular
giving notice of a shareholder meeting to approve the Acquisition and the Acquisition lapses, GVC
shall pay a break fee of £5 million to William Hill.

William Hill has agreed with GVC that it will make the appropriate regulatory filings required to
satisfy certain Conditions, including to obtain approval of the relevant Australian Regulatory
Authority. However if William Hill does not obtain these approvals, GVC has agreed to assist William
Hill in invoking the relevant condition and lapsing the offer.

In addition, the Consortium Agreement contains customary warranties given by the parties in relation
to their capacity to enter the agreement and also contains certain indemnities to protect the parties
following the Effective Time and the transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to William Hill.
These include:

(i)       indemnities given by William Hill Organization in relation to losses which the GVC Group
may suffer arising from liabilities of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses that remain with the
Sportingbet Retained Businesses;

(ii)      indemnities given by GVC in relation to losses which the William Hill Group may suffer
arising from liabilities of the Sportingbet Retained Businesses that transfer to William Hill
following the transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses to it;

(iii)     specific indemnities related to certain matters identified by William Hill and GVC in due
diligence, such as in connection with specific tax issues and potential litigation; and

(iv)     indemnities if either party fails to accept an asset or liability that is required to be transferred
to it pursuant to the “wrong pockets” provisions contained in the Transfer Agreement and
referred in more detail in the summary of the Transfer Agreement in this Part 10.
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Liability under the indemnities described in (i) and (ii) above is capped at £10 million, however
indemnities of the sort described in (iii) and (iv) above are not capped.

The Consortium Agreement will be terminated only if the Acquisition lapses in accordance with its
terms or if GVC and William Hill agree in writing.

19.2    Transfer Agreement

On 20 December 2012 Sportingbet, GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William Hill
Organization entered into a Deed of Undertaking pursuant to which they agreed to execute a copy of
the Transfer Agreement immediately after the Scheme Court Order is filed with the Registrar of
Companies. The Transfer Agreement places certain obligations on the parties to implement, shortly
before the Effective Time, a re-organisation of the Sportingbet Group and the transfer of the Regulated
Sportingbet Businesses to members of the William Hill Group. Further details of the main provisions
of the Transfer Agreement are set out below.

19.2.1 Reorganisation

In accordance with the terms of the Transfer Agreement, the Sportingbet Group shall undertake
a group reorganisation which shall take place following the Reduction Court Hearing and prior
to the Effective Time. This reorganisation is to take place to simplify the transfer of the assets
of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses (as described below).

19.2.2 Transfer

Following completion of the reorganisation of the Sportingbet Group referred to above but
prior to the Effective Time, certain members of the William Hill Group shall acquire the
Regulated Assets listed below from Sportingbet and be granted a call option over certain other
assets and/or companies relating to the Sportingbet Spanish Business (as further described
below) by Sportingbet.

The Regulated Assets comprise:

(a)      the entire issued share capital of Sportingbet Australia;

(b)      the entire issued share capital of each of the Sportingbet Guernsey PropCos;

(c)      the entire issued share capital of Sportingbet Finco;

(d)      the entire interest in SAF LLP;

(e)      the Sportingbet Australian IP Assets;

(f)       the Sportingbet Spanish IP Assets; and

(g)      the Miapuesta IP Assets.

In addition, the Transfer Agreement contains “wrong pockets” provisions which provide that
should (a) any asset or liability relating to the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses not be
transferred to the relevant William Hill entity as part of the transfer or (b) any asset or liability
relating to the Sportingbet Retained Businesses be held by a member of the William Hill Group
following the transfer, these assets and liabilities (other than certain excluded liabilities) shall
be transferred to the relevant party. GVC shall indemnify the William Hill Group and William
Hill Organization shall indemnify the GVC Group against all losses over £10 million suffered
by the other as a result of liabilities transferred pursuant to the “wrong pockets” provisions.

Following the transfer of the Regulated Assets, William Hill is to grant to Sportingbet a non-
exclusive licence to use the Sportingbet Spanish IP Assets and the Miapuesta IP Assets, to
enable Sportingbet and GVC to run the Sportingbet Spanish Business until completion of the
transfer of the Call Option Assets (referred to below). In addition and following the transfer of
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the Regulated Assets, Sportingbet shall grant a licence to William Hill to use the trade marks
relating to the Paradise Poker brand in Spain.

19.2.3 Call Options

The Transfer Agreement provides that at the same time as Sportingbet transfers the Regulated
Assets to the William Hill Group, Sportingbet shall grant call options to William Hill Australia
to acquire the Call Option Assets. The options may be exercised (whether in respect of some
or all of the Call Option Assets) during a period between the sixth month anniversary and the
12 month anniversary of the Effective Date. 

GVC will be entitled to the economic benefit of the Sportingbet Spanish Business for a period
of six months from the Effective Time, following which the economic benefit of the business
shall vest with William Hill Australia and will continue to do so in the future whether or not
William Hill Australia exercises its call options and notwithstanding that those options lapse on
the anniversary of the Effective Date. To the extent that William Hill Australia does not exercise
its call options over any or all of the Call Option Assets by the first anniversary of the Effective
Date, GVC must procure that such Call Option Assets as are notified to it by William Hill
Australia are wound up or disposed of. There is no set date by which William Hill Australia
must notify GVC of the Call Option Assets that it requires GVC to wind up or dispose of. GVC
has agreed to transfer to William Hill Australia any consideration received on any disposal or
winding up of the Call Option Assets at William Hill Australia's direction, however, it is
indemnified by William Hill Australia for any losses it suffers as a result of such a winding up
or disposal at any time following the end of the call option period. Following the anniversary
of the Effective Date, GVC is not restricted from selling or winding up any Call Option Assets
that remain within the GVC Group, however, the economic benefit of any such winding up or
sale would vest with William Hill Australia.

During a specified period following the exercise of the call options over the Call Option Assets,
GVC and William Hill shall co-operate to ensure the migration of the Sportingbet Spanish
Business is carried out in an efficient and orderly manner. In addition, following the Effective
Date, a joint steering group shall be established to oversee the conduct of the Sportingbet
Spanish Business. Pursuant to the terms of the Transfer Agreement, GVC will undertake not to
carry out certain activities or to refrain from taking certain action in relation to the Sportingbet
Spanish Business without the consent of William Hill.

19.2.4 Financing and consideration

In accordance with the terms of the Transfer Agreement, at the Effective Time William Hill
Australia shall make the following loans to GVC and to Sportingbet:

(a)       Bond Loan: a loan to Sportingbet comprising an amount equal to that necessary to make
payment of the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders Cash Consideration. Following the
Effective Date, Sportingbet shall direct William Hill Australia as agent on its behalf to
apply the amount under this loan to pay the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders the
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Cash Consideration in accordance with the
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder Resolution.

(b)      Scheme Loan: a loan to GVC comprising an amount equal to the cash consideration
payable to Scheme Shareholders plus a fixed amount of £36.5 million to fund certain
transaction and separation costs, less an amount equal to the Shortfall. The funds made
available under this loan shall be used by GVC in settlement of the cash consideration
due to Scheme Shareholders (in whole or in part, depending on elections made under the
Mix and Match Facility) and also to fund certain transaction and separation costs. Funds
loaned by William Hill Australia to GVC which are due to Scheme Shareholders shall
be held on trust by GVC for the benefit of William Hill Australia until paid to the
Scheme Shareholders and GVC shall not be entitled to use these funds for any other
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purpose. The balance (if any) of cash consideration due to Scheme Shareholders shall be
provided (a) firstly in accordance with the cash underpinning arrangements described in
Part 1 of this document and (b) secondly, if required, by GVC following draw down
under a working capital facility made available to GVC by William Hill Australia for
these purposes in accordance with the terms of the Transfer Agreement.

Immediately following the grant of the Scheme Loan to GVC, William Hill Australia
shall assign to Sportingbet the benefit of the Scheme Loan indebtedness owing to it from
GVC and Sportingbet shall accept the assignment in part discharge of the consideration
owing to it pursuant to the transfer of the Regulated Assets and the grant of the call
options over the Call Option Assets. The balance of the consideration owing to
Sportingbet shall be set off against the Bond Loan made by William Hill Australia to
Sportingbet described above. By their entry into the Transfer Agreement, the parties
shall agree that the assignment of GVC’s indebtedness to William Hill Australia under
the Scheme Loan from William Hill Australia to Sportingbet and the set off by
Sportingbet of the Bond Loan shall be in full and final settlement of the consideration
owing to Sportingbet for the transfer of the Regulated Assets and the grant and exercise
of the call options over the Call Option Assets.

Following the assignment to Sportingbet of GVC’s indebtedness to William Hill Australia
under the Scheme Loan described above, that debt shall be left outstanding between
Sportingbet and GVC following the Effective Time (at which point GVC shall be the parent
company of Sportingbet). In accordance with the terms of the Transfer Agreement, the then
directors of Sportingbet shall, subject to their fiduciary and statutory duties, declare a dividend
to Sportingbet’s sole shareholder, GVC, of as large an amount as the directors consider
appropriate which shall be set off against the balance of the intra-group loan between
Sportingbet and GVC.

19.2.5 Other provisions

In addition to the Bond Loan and Scheme Loan described above, William Hill Australia has
agreed to make available to GVC a separate working capital facility of up to £15 million from
the Effective Date (subject to further adjustment of up to £5 million). This facility may be
drawn down by GVC at anytime following the Effective Date to 31 December 2014 and will
be repayable by GVC in three equal instalments, with the final balance due no later than
30 June 2016. Interest shall only accrue on the facility if the relevant instalments are not repaid
on the dates specified in the Transfer Agreement. The facility can be withdrawn and the whole
or certain proportions of drawn down tranches of the facility shall become immediately
repayable on the occurrence of certain events, including a change of control of GVC or breach
by GVC of certain controls over distributions, share buy-backs and equity fund raising. To the
extent that a Shortfall remains after the application of the cash underpinning arrangements
entered into by GVC (as described in Part 1 of this document), a sum of up to £7,225,024 will
be drawn down under this facility to pay the cash consideration owed to Scheme Shareholders
pursuant to the terms of the Scheme.

GVC and William Hill have also agreed to a cash adjustment mechanism which will reflect the
respective cash positions of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses and the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses as at the Effective Date. An adjustment to the working capital facility described
above of up to £5 million will be made to the extent that the cash positions of the Regulated
Sportingbet Business and Sportingbet Retained Business, after an appropriate netting off
exercise has occurred exceed or are less than the target of £0 for both businesses.

19.3    Superbahis Business Purchase Agreement

Longfrie Limited (“Longfrie”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sportingbet, agreed to sell and EPC
agreed to purchase the Superbahis Business pursuant to a business purchase agreement dated
13 October 2011 (“Business Purchase Agreement”). At completion of that agreement on 21 November
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2011, Sportingbet granted to EPC an option to acquire the entire share capital of Corvee Limited
which owned the intellectual property rights relating to the Superbahis Business.

The consideration due from EPC to Longfrie under the terms of the Business Purchase Agreement are
payable in monthly instalments in arrears and calculated as follows:

(a)      for each calendar month during the first three years following the completion of the transaction
(“Completion”) until the migration of the customer database has been completed (“Migration
Completion Date”), an amount equal to 75 per cent. and, following the Migration Completion
Date, 67.5 per cent., of the combined NGR of the Superbahis Business and the Betboo Turkish
Business, subject to certain adjustments (“Initial Profit Share”);

(b)      for each calendar month during the fourth year following Completion, if the Initial Profit Share
is less than €142.5 million (“Minimum Consideration”), the profit share continues as outlined
in (a) above capped at an amount equal to the sum of €28.5 million and the amount by which
the Initial Profit Share is less than the Minimum Consideration. If the Initial Profit Share is
greater than the Minimum Consideration, the profit share will continue as outlined in (a) above
capped at €28.5 million (the “Second Profit Share”); and

(c)      for each calendar month during the fifth and sixth years following Completion, if the aggregate
of the Initial Profit Share and the Second Profit Share is less than the Minimum Consideration,
the profit share will continue as outlined in (a) above, capped at an amount equal to the amount
by which the Initial Profit Share, together with the Second Profit Share, is less than the
Minimum Consideration. If the aggregate of the Initial Profit Share and the Second Profit Share
is more than or equal to the Minimum Consideration, no further consideration is payable.

Certain intellectual property relating to the Superbahis Business, including the Superbahis brand and
its domain names, have been retained by Corvee Limited pending payment of the final instalment of
the consideration. At that point in time Corvee Limited itself will be transferred by Sportingbet to EPC
pursuant to the terms of the Put and Call Option Agreement referred to below. Pending the transfer of
Corvee Limited, it licences the use of the Superbahis brand and domain names to EPC.

In consideration for EPC agreeing to enter into the Services Agreement summarised below with GVC
Sports, GVC agreed to enter into the Business Purchase Agreement as guarantor of EPC’s obligations
thereunder.

19.4    Service Agreement with EPC

On 13 October 2011, a service agreement (“Service Agreement”) was entered into between GVC,
GVC Sports and EPC under which GVC Sports agreed to supply EPC certain services to support
EPC’s operation of the Superbahis Business.

EPC pays GVC Sports a monthly fee for the services provided to it under the Service Agreement. The
fee is payable on the same day as the monthly instalments of the consideration are payable to Longfrie
under the Business Purchase Agreement. The monthly fee equals the total of EPC’s cash reserves at
the relevant month-end after it has paid the instalment of the consideration due to Longfrie under the
Business Purchase Agreement for that month and adjusted for certain permitted costs.

19.5    Deed of Undertaking relating to EPC

On 13 October 2011, GVC Sports, EPC and Sigma Corporate Management entered into the Deed of
Undertaking pursuant to which GVC Sports was granted an option, exercisable at any time from
completion of the acquisition of the Superbahis Business by EPC on the occurrence of certain events,
to acquire the shares in EPC (or its business and assets) or to nominate a third party to acquire the
same for nominal consideration. Those events include a breach by EPC of any of its obligations under
the key transaction documents entered into with the Sportingbet Group, a breach by EPC or Sigma
Corporate Management of any of its obligations under the Deed of Undertaking, a change of control
of EPC or Sigma Corporate Management, the insolvency of EPC, EPC’s sale of or granting of security
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over its business or assets, the payment of the consideration (payable by EPC to Longfrie) in full and
the death of the ultimate beneficial owner of EPC.

The Deed of Undertaking also contains certain warranties and undertakings given by EPC and Sigma
Corporate Management to GVC Sports relating to the ownership and activities of EPC including
(i) warranties as to their respective corporate status and capacity and confirmation that EPC does not
and will not carry on any business other than the Superbahis Business; and (ii) undertakings to comply
with the transaction documents, not to dispose of or charge the assets of the Superbahis Business and
not to pay dividends without the prior written consent of GVC Sports.

19.6    Put and Call Option Agreement

Sportingbet and EPC entered into the Put and Call Option at completion of the acquisition of the
Superbahis Business by EPC pursuant to which:

(a)      EPC granted Sportingbet (for nil consideration) the right to transfer to EPC all of the issued
shares in Corvee Limited; and

(b)      Sportingbet granted EPC (for nil consideration) the right to acquire from Sportingbet all of the
issued shares in Corvee Limited subject to payment of all of the instalments of the
consideration and any and all fees payable under the Transitional Services Agreement and the
licence under which it uses the Superbahis brand.

On exercise of the put or call, EPC would procure the repayment of an amount of £5 million owing
from Corvee Limited to ISCI (being the value of the intellectual property rights at the time such rights
were acquired by Corvee Limited). This will be paid using the part of the consideration held by
Longfrie as security. If the amounts so held are insufficient to repay the whole amount of the debt
owing, the balance will be waived or released.

In order to secure EPC’s rights under the Put and Call Option, in the event of a change of control of
Sportingbet, Corvee Limited granted EPC a charge over the intellectual property rights which are held
pursuant to escrow arrangements.

19.7    Transitional Services Agreement with Longfrie

Longfrie and another member of the Sportingbet Group, Sports Odds Limited (“SPODDS”) entered
into a transitional services agreement with GVC Sports on completion of the acquisition by EPC of
the Superbahis Business. Under this agreement, Longfrie and SPODDS provide certain services to
GVC Sports in connection with the Superbahis Business for a period of up to three years. Those
services include the provision of certain back-end functionality, web services such as website
development and maintenance, payments reporting and Sportsbook trading.

A monthly fee of €500,000 is payable by GVC Sports to Longfrie under the Transitional Services
Agreement. However, this is reduced to a sum equal to the monthly consideration payment due to
Longfrie under the Business Purchase Agreement if that is lower. In addition, any fees paid under the
Transitional Services Agreement are deducted from the consideration payable by EPC under the
Business Purchase Agreement.

19.8    Sale agreement relating to the Betboo Business

A sale agreement (“Sale Agreement”) dated 1 July 2009 in respect of the sale and purchase of shares
in Intera N.V. was entered into between Awa Ltd (as seller), GVC (Cyprus) 2 Ltd (“GVC Cyprus”)
(as purchaser), Oswaldo Lavini Russo (as a founder), Almir Ribeiro da Silva (as a second founder)
(together the “Founders”) and Intera N.V. (“Intera”) in relation to the purchase by GVC Cyprus of all
of the issued shares in Intera, the owner and operator of the Betboo business (together with its
subsidiary, Intertronic Ltd) (“Betboo Acquisition”). The consideration payable by GVC Cyprus for
the Betboo Business under the Sale Agreement was US$4 million and an earn-out based on the sum
of the profits for the two years to 30 June 2012 and five times the profits for the 12 months to 30 June
2012. The total purchase price was capped at US$30 million. The seller gave to GVC Cyprus
extensive warranties and an indemnity in respect of any breach of warranty, other undertaking or
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covenant under the terms of the Sale Agreement. In addition, each of the Founders provided to GVC
Cyprus a guarantee in respect of the due and punctual performance by Awa Ltd of all its obligations
under the Sale Agreement. The Sale Agreement is governed by the laws of the Dutch Caribbean.

First amendment to the Sale Agreement

On 28 September 2010, the parties to the Sale Agreement entered into a deed of amendment (“First
Deed of Amendment”). Pursuant to the First Deed of Amendment, it was agreed that GVC Cyprus,
Intera and GVC would be entitled to use the Betboo brand in relation to the then proposed new GVC
sports betting and gaming business in Europe and that in consideration for the grant of this right, GVC
Cyprus would pay Awa Ltd USD$350,000 by way of an advance on the earn-out payment payable
under the Sale Agreement.

Second amendment to the Sale Agreement

On 14 February 2011, the parties to the Sale Agreement entered into a second deed of amendment
(“Second Deed of Amendment”) pursuant to which the parties agreed to amend the earn-out structure
set out under the Sale Agreement (as amended). It was agreed that from 1 July 2011 the earn-out
would be paid by way of monthly payments of USD$157,000, plus an amount equal to 20 per cent.
of the actual operating result of Betboo from 1 January 2011 until 30 June 2012 (payable monthly),
plus 25 per cent. of NGR generated over the four year period to 31 December 2014, payable annually
in arrears. The deferred consideration remains capped at US$26 million.

19.9    Betaland Sale Agreement

On 10 April 2012, GVC announced that it had entered into an agreement with an independent third
party company, GVC New Limited (which is not owned by GVC), to dispose of its Betaland
Sportsbook and gaming business on a debt and cash free basis and for nil consideration.

Regulatory approval for the disposal was given by the Lotteries & Gaming Authority (the Maltese
regulator of the Betaland business) with effect from 4 May 2012.

19.10  Nominated Adviser and Broker Agreement

On 29 September 2011, GVC and Daniel Stewart entered into an introduction agreement (the “Nomad
Agreement”) pursuant to which Daniel Stewart has agreed to act as the Company’s nominated adviser
and broker (for the purposes of the AIM Rule for Companies and AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers)
in relation to the Company’s continuing obligations under the AIM Rules for Companies. The
Company has agreed to pay Daniel Stewart an annual retainer fee of £50,000 (which the Company
has agreed to increase to £70,000 as from Admission), subject to annual review, together with any
applicable VAT thereon. The annual retainer fee is exclusive of any additional work carried out by
Daniel Stewart outside the scope of the Nomad Agreement (e.g. advice on potential acquisitions,
disposals or fundraisings) for which a separate fee or fees will be agreed between the Company and
Daniel Stewart at the relevant time.

The Nomad Agreement may be terminated by either the Company or Daniel Stewart giving to the
other not less than 3 months’ notice to such effect or by either party forthwith in the case of various
insolvency events in relation to the other or material or persistent breach by the other party of its
obligations under the Nomad Agreement, which breach is not capable of remedy or has not been
remedied within 5 Business Days of its occurrence. Daniel Stewart may also terminate its
appointment under the Nomad Agreement forthwith in various other circumstances, including non-
payment of its fees within 30 Business Days of the due payment date or if the Company fails to
comply with advice given to the Company and/or the Directors of the Company by Daniel Stewart in
respect of any applicable laws, regulations, rules and regulatory guidelines such that, in the reasonable
opinion of Daniel Stewart, such failure could jeopardise or damage the reputation of Daniel Stewart
or otherwise if Daniel Stewart reasonably considers its reputation is likely to be prejudiced by
continuing to act as the Company’s nominated adviser and/or broker. The appointments of Daniel
Stewart under the Nomad Agreement as the Company’s nominated adviser and the Company’s broker
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shall terminate immediately if Daniel Stewart is removed for any reason from the register of
nominated advisers maintained by the London Stock Exchange or if Daniel Stewart ceases to be a
member firm of the London Stock Exchange (respectively).

Except in circumstances of Daniel Stewart’s negligence, wilful default or fraud, the aggregate liability
of Daniel Stewart under the Nomad Agreement shall not exceed the aggregate amount of the fees paid
to Daniel Stewart pursuant to the Nomad Agreement.

19.11  Engagement Letter

Pursuant to an engagement letter dated 26 September 2012 (the “DS Engagement Letter”), GVC
appointed Daniel Stewart to act for GVC as GVC’s financial adviser under Rule 3 of the Takeover
Code in respect of the Acquisition and the Scheme, as GVC’s financial adviser under the Prospectus
Rules and as GVC’s ongoing nominated adviser under the AIM Rules for Companies given that the
Acquisition constitutes a “reverse takeover” for the purposes of the AIM Rules for Companies and in
connection with the Admission. In accordance with the terms of the DS Engagement Letter, GVC has
agreed to pay to Daniel Stewart for its services a success fee of £750,000 (plus VAT where applicable)
payable on the date of posting of the Scheme Document to Sportingbet Shareholders, such fee payable
as to as to an initial fee of £50,000 (plus VAT where applicable) on the date of the Daniel Stewart
Engagement Letter and further monthly fees of £50,000 each (plus VAT where applicable), ultimately
to be set off against the success fee.

19.12  Introduction Agreement

On 20 December 2012, GVC, the GVC Directors and Daniel Stewart entered into an introduction
agreement (the “Introduction Agreement”) pursuant to which Daniel Stewart has agreed to provide
services to GVC in connection with the cancellation of trading on AIM in the Existing GVC Shares
and Admission of the Enlarged Issued Share Capital to trading on AIM. The Introduction Agreement
provides for the payment by GVC of fees to Daniel Stewart in accordance with the fees payable
pursuant to the Engagement Letter as more fully described above. The Introduction Agreement was
varied by a letter dated 22 January 2013. The Introduction Agreement contains certain warranties and
indemnities given by GVC, and limited warranties given by the GVC Directors, all in favour of Daniel
Stewart, as well as obligations on GVC and the GVC Directors in relation to the Acquisition and the
Scheme and the agreements entered into by GVC in relation thereto.

The obligations on Daniel Stewart are conditional on the satisfaction or fulfilment of a number of
conditions, including the continuing unanimous recommendation by the Sportingbet Directors of the
Acquisition, the passing of the GVC Shareholder Resolutions and the Sportingbet Shareholder
Resolutions and the Scheme having become Effective in accordance with its terms and the Acquisition
and the transfer to William Hill Australia of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses having been
completed prior to 8.00 a.m. on 31 March 2013 (or such later time and date, being not later than
31 May 2013 or such earlier date, if any, as GVC, William Hill/William Hill Australia and Sportingbet
may agree and the Panel and the Court may allow). Daniel Stewart also has the right to terminate the
Introduction Agreement in certain circumstances, including if any statement in the Announcement,
this document, the GVC Notice of EGM or the Scheme Document is untrue, incorrect or misleading,
if there has been a material adverse change in the financial trading position or prospects of GVC, the
GVC Group or the Enlarged Group, if there has been a breach of any of the warranties or any other
obligations of GVC and/or the GVC Directors in the Introduction Agreement, if there has been a
breach of any of the obligations or undertakings given in favour of GVC by William Hill/William Hill
Australia or Sportingbet in the Consortium Agreement, the Deed of Undertaking or the Transfer
Agreement which prevents or materially restricts GVC and the William Hill Group from completing
the Acquisition and the transfer to the William Hill Group of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses in
accordance with the terms set out in the Announcement, or if any event or circumstance becomes
apparent or arises which means that any of the Conditions is incapable of satisfaction or fulfilment in
accordance with its terms (whether or not GVC and William Hill/William Hill Australia themselves
lapse the Acquisition and the Scheme as a result of such event or circumstance), which in any such
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case Daniel Stewart considers to be material in the context of Admission or which means that, in
Daniel Stewart’s opinion, it is not appropriate for GVC and its shares to be admitted to trading on
AIM. Furthermore, Daniel Stewart also has the right to terminate the Introduction Agreement (after
consultation with GVC, to the extent practicable) if before Admission there shall have occurred,
developed or come into effect any change in online gaming or gambling regulatory conditions, which
in the opinion of Daniel Stewart is likely to have a material adverse effect on the financial or trading
position or the business or prospects of any member of the Enlarged Group or of the Enlarged Group
taken as a whole.

The Introduction Agreement will automatically terminate if the Nomad Agreement as more fully
described in paragraph 19.10 of this Part 10 is terminated by Daniel Stewart in accordance with its
terms.

If Admission does not take place as a result of GVC aborting the Acquisition and the Scheme and
Admission or for reasons unconnected to a failure by Daniel Stewart to comply with, or other breach
by Daniel Stewart of, its obligations under the Introduction Agreement, (i) Daniel Stewart shall be
entitled to retain (to the extent previously paid to Daniel Stewart by the Company) the initial fee and
all monthly fees previously paid to Daniel Stewart by GVC as referred to in the Daniel Stewart
Engagement Letter, (ii) GVC shall pay to Daniel Stewart all outstanding and unpaid monthly fees for
the period up to the date of such termination and a pro rata amount of such monthly fee for the month
in which such termination takes place by way of an ‘abort’ fee for its services in relation to the
Acquisition and the Scheme (together with any related VAT chargeable on such fee) and (iii) GVC
will remain responsible for payment of all the fees and expenses of GVC and Daniel Stewart in
relation to the Acquisition, the Scheme and Admission as specified in the Introduction Agreement
(together with any related VAT chargeable on such fees and expenses).

20.      SPORTINGBET’S MATERIAL CONTRACTS

Set out below is a summary of each contract (not being a contract entered into in the ordinary course of
business) entered into by any member of the Sportingbet Group:

(a)      within the two years immediately preceding the date of this document and which are or may be
material to the Sportingbet Group; or

(b)      which contain any provision under which any member of the Sportingbet Group has any obligation or
entitlement which is material to the Sportingbet Group as at the date of this document.

20.1    Superbahis Business Purchase Agreement

On 13 October 2011, Longfrie and Sportingbet entered into the Business Purchase Agreement with
EPC and GVC summarised above at paragraph 19.3.

20.2    Transitional Services Agreement with GVC Sports

Longfrie and SPODDS entered into the Transitional Services Agreement with GVC Sports
summarised above at paragraph 19.7 on completion of the acquisition by EPC of the Superbahis
Business.

20.3    Put and Call Option Agreement

Sportingbet and EPC entered into a Put and Call Option Agreement, which is summarised above at
paragraph 19.6, on completion of the acquisition by EPC of the Superbahis Business.

20.4    Scheme Implementation Agreement relating to Centrebet

On 26 May 2011, Sportingbet, Sbet Australia Pty Limited and Centrebet International Limited entered
into the Scheme Implementation Agreement which set out the terms on which Sbet Australia acquired
all of the Centrebet ordinary shares and the Performance Rights (as defined therein) by way of a
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scheme of arrangement under Australian law. Sportingbet was a party to the Scheme Implementation
Agreement to guarantee the performance of the obligations of Sbet Australia under the Scheme
Implementation Agreement.

20.5    2011 Placing Agreement

On 26 May 2011, Sportingbet entered into the Placing Agreement with Oriel Securities Limited
(“Oriel”), pursuant to which Oriel was appointed as sponsor and lead manager to Sportingbet. Oriel
agreed, as agent for Sportingbet, to procure acquirers for the new Sportingbet Shares (to be issued as
part of the scheme of arrangement referred to above in paragraph 20.4) at 42 pence per ordinary share
subject, in certain cases, to clawback. Sportingbet gave certain customary representations, warranties
and indemnities to Oriel under the Placing Agreement. The liabilities of Sportingbet under the Placing
Agreement are unlimited as to time and amount.

20.6    2011 Subscription Agreement

On 26 May 2011, Sportingbet entered into the 2011 Subscription Agreement with ISM Capital.
Pursuant to the 2011 Subscription Agreement, ISM Capital agreed, as agent for Sportingbet, to use its
reasonable endeavours to procure subscribers for the Original Bonds. Sportingbet has given certain
customary representations, warranties and indemnities to ISM Capital. The liabilities of Sportingbet
under the 2011 Subscription Agreement are unlimited as to time and amount.

20.7    2012 Subscription Agreement

On 22 May 2012, Sportingbet entered into the 2012 Subscription Agreement with ISM Capital.
Pursuant to the 2012 Subscription Agreement, ISM Capital agreed, as agent for Sportingbet, to use its
reasonable endeavours to procure subscribers for the Additional Bonds. Sportingbet has given certain
customary representations, warranties and indemnities to ISM Capital. The liabilities of Sportingbet
under the 2012 Subscription Agreement are unlimited as to time and amount.

20.8    Convertible Bond Trust Deed

Sportingbet entered into the Convertible Bond Trust Deed with Capita Trust Company Limited (the
“Trustee”) as trustee for the holders of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds on 9 June 2011 constituting
the Original Bonds as an unsecured, unsubordinated obligation of Sportingbet; as supplemented by a
Supplemental Trust Deed dated 25 May 2012 constituting the Additional Bonds.

The Convertible Bond Trust Deed contains customary undertakings and indemnities from Sportingbet
in favour of the Trustee, including an undertaking to procure that the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds
are admitted to trading on the Professional Securities Market of the London Stock Exchange.

The Convertible Bond Trust Deed is governed by English law and is available for inspection by
Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders at the registered office of Sportingbet.

20.9    Convertible Bond Agency Agreement

Sportingbet entered into the Convertible Bond Agency Agreement with US Bank N.A. (the “Principal
Paying and Conversion Agent”) on 9 June 2011 with respect to the Original Bonds, and the
Supplemental Agency Agreement on 25 May 2012 with respect to the Additional Bonds. Pursuant to
the Convertible Bond Agency Agreement, the Principal Paying and Conversion Agent provides
administrative services in relation to conversion and redemption of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds
and the making of payments on the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds.

20.10  Transfer Agreement

On 20 December 2012 Sportingbet, GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia and William Hill
Organization entered into a Deed of Undertaking pursuant to which they agreed to execute a copy of
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the Transfer Agreement immediately after the Scheme Court Order is filed with the Registrar of
Companies. The terms of the Transfer Agreement are summarised above in this Part 10.

21.      LICENCES

Refer to Part 4 of this document for details of the licences held by the GVC Group.

22.      CONSENTS

22.1    Grant Thornton has given and not withdrawn its consent to the issue of this document with the
inclusion herein of its report in Parts 8 and 9 of this document and the references to such report and
to its name in the form and context in which they appear and has authorised the contents of Parts 8
and 9 of this document. Grant Thornton is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales.

22.2    Daniel Stewart has given and not withdrawn its consent to the issue of this document with the
inclusion of its name and references to it in the form and context in which it appears.

23.      SIGNIFICANT CHANGE                                                                                                                     

23.1    There has been no significant change in the financial or trading position of the GVC Group since
30 June 2012, the most recent date to which financial information has been prepared and published.

23.2    There has been no significant change in the financial or trading position of the Sportingbet Retained
Businesses since 31 July 2012, the most recent date to which financial information has been prepared
and published.

24.      PROPERTY                                                                                                                                            

The material tangible fixed assets for the GVC Group as at 31 December 2011 were as set out in Part 7,
Section C of this document.

As far as the GVC Directors are aware, there are no environmental issues affecting GVC’s utilisation of its
fixed assets.

25.      GENERAL

25.1    The nominated adviser and broker to the Company is Daniel Stewart of Becket House, 36 Old Jewry,
London, EC2R 8DD, which is regulated by the FSA and is a member of the London Stock Exchange.

25.2    Where information in this document has been sourced from a third party, GVC confirms that it has
been accurately reproduced and, as far as it is aware and is able to ascertain from the information
published by that third party, no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced
information inaccurate or misleading.

25.3    GVC has agreed to pay all other costs, charges and expenses of, and incidental to, the Admission,
including the fees of the London Stock Exchange, registrars fees, printing, advertising and distribution
expenses, GVC’s legal and accountancy expenses and all related irrecoverable value added tax, if
applicable.

25.4    The expenses of or incidental to the Acquisition are payable by GVC and are estimated to amount to
approximately €5 million (excluding value added tax).

25.5    Other than the intended application for Admission, the New GVC Shares have not been admitted to
dealings on any recognised investment exchange nor has any application for such admission been
made, nor are there intended to be any other arrangements for dealings in the New GVC Shares.

25.6    As part of the cash underpinning arrangements, which are more fully described in Part 10 of this
document, Henderson AIA will receive commission from GVC equal to two per cent. of its cash
commitment, that is to say, up to £233,500.
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25.7    Save as disclosed in this document, no person (other than the professional advisers referred to in this
document and trade suppliers and counterparties of contracts being in the ordinary course of business)
has: (i) received, directly or indirectly, from GVC within the 12 months preceding the date of this
document; or (ii) entered into contractual arrangements to receive, directly or indirectly, from GVC
on or after Admission, fees totalling £10,000 or more or securities in GVC with a value of £10,000 or
more, or any other benefit with a value of £10,000 or more at the date of Admission.

25.8    The GVC Shares are in registered form and will, following Admission, be capable of being held in
uncertificated form. CREST is a paperless settlement procedure enabling securities to be evidenced
otherwise than by certificate and transferred otherwise than by written instrument. The GVC Articles
of Association permit the holding of GVC Shares under CREST. CREST is a voluntary system and
holders of GVC Shares who wish to retain share certificates are able to do so.

26.      DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION                                                                             

Copies of the following documents will be available for inspection during normal business hours on any
Business Day free of charge from the offices of Daniel Stewart and shall remain available until the Effective
Date:

(a)      the GVC Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association;

(b)      the historical financial information of the GVC Group for each of the two financial years preceding
the date of this document, included in this document;

(c)      the historical financial information on the Sportingbet Retained Businesses included in Part 8 of this
document;

(d)      the reports of Grant Thornton set out in Parts 8 and 9 of this document;

(e)      the GVC Notice of EGM;

(f)       the consent letters referred to in paragraph 22 of this Part 10;

(g)      the Consortium Agreement summarised in Part 10 of this document;

(h)      the Deed of Undertaking referred to it in Part 10 of this document;

(i)       the Transfer Agreement summarised in Part 10 of this document; and

(j)       this document.

The date of this document is 25 January 2013.

AIII 4.3

AIII 5.1.8
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PART 11

DEFINITIONS AND GLOSSARY

The following definitions apply throughout this document unless the context otherwise requires:

“2006 Act” the Companies Act 2006 of the Isle of Man

“Acquisition” the recommended cash and share offer being made by GVC and
William Hill Australia for GVC to acquire all of the issued and to
be issued share capital of Sportingbet to be effected by means of the
Scheme or, should GVC and William Hill Australia so elect, by
means of a Takeover Offer, on the terms and subject to the
conditions set out in the Scheme Document or, if applicable, the
Offer Document together with the transfer of the Sportingbet
Australian Business, the “miapuesta” brand, the Sportingbet
Guernsey PropCos and the grant of a call option over the Call
Option Assets of the Sportingbet Spanish Business to members of
the William Hill Group

“Additional Bonds” the £15 million 7 per cent. convertible bonds due 2016 issued by
Sportingbet on 25 May 2012

“Admission” the admission and/or re-admission (as applicable) to trading on
AIM of the GVC Shares in issue upon the Scheme becoming
effective (including the New GVC Shares)

“AIM” the market of that name operated by the London Stock Exchange

“AIM Rules for Companies” the rules and guidance for companies whose shares are admitted to
and trading on AIM, entitled “AIM Rules for Companies” as
published by the London Stock Exchange from time to time

the rules entitled the “AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers” as
published by the London Stock Exchange from time to time

“Announcement” the announcement made by GVC, William Hill and Sportingbet
regarding the recommended offer for Sportingbet in accordance
with Rule 2.7 of the Takeover Code on 20 December 2012

“ATD” Asesores en Tecnología y Diseño, S.L., a company incorporated in
Spain with registered number B-65787129

“Audit Committee” the audit committee of GVC, which at the date of this document
comprises Lee Feldman, Karl Diacono and Nigel Blythe-Tinker

“Australian Regulatory Authority” the NT Commission, the Treasurer of Australia and the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission

“Betaland” a branded website used by the GVC Group and sold on 4 May 2012

“Betboo Business” the GVC Group’s Betboo website and proprietary sports gaming
and bingo platform business targeting the Brazilian market

“Betboo Turkish Business” the GVC Group’s Turkish-language website trading under the
Betboo brand

“Bondholder Clearing Systems” means Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. and Clearstream Banking, société
anonyme

“AIM Rules for Nominated
Advisers”
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“Bond Loan” the sum loaned by William Hill Australia to Sportingbet pursuant to
the terms of the Transfer Agreement to satisfy the Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholder Cash Consideration

“Boss Media” Boss Media Malta Casino Ltd, Boss Media AB and Boss Media
Malta Poker Ltd

“Business Day” a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday) on which
clearing banks are open for normal business in the City of London

“Call Option Assets” the assets that are the subject of a call option to be granted in the
Transfer Agreement, by Sportingbet to William Hill Australia over
certain parts of the Sportingbet Spanish Business comprising:

(a) the SYWS Customer List;

(b) the SYWS Customer Balances;

(c) the entire issued share capital (but not part only) of SYWS;
and

(d) the entire issued share capital (but not part only) of ATD

“Capital Reduction” the proposed reduction of the share capital of Sportingbet under
Chapter 10 of Part 17 of the Companies Act by the cancellation and
extinction of the A ordinary shares in the capital of Sportingbet
provided for by the Scheme

as such term is defined in the offering circular dated 6 June 2011
pertaining to the Original Bonds

“Closing Price” the closing middle market quotation of a share on a particular
trading day, as derived (in respect of the Sportingbet Shares) from
the London Stock Exchange Daily Official List and (in respect of
GVC Shares) from the AIM appendix to the London Stock
Exchange Daily Official List

“Companies Act” the UK Companies Act 2006 (as amended, modified, consolidated,
re-enacted or replaced from time to time)

“Conditions” the conditions referred to in Part 1 to which the Scheme becoming
Effective is subject and which are set out in full in the Scheme
Document

“Consortium Agreement” the deed entered into by GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia
and William Hill Organization on 20 December 2012 setting out the
obligations of the parties as joint offerors towards each other in
connection with implementation of the Acquisition and certain
protections to be afforded to the other following the Effective Time

“Corporate Governance Code” the UK Corporate Governance Code published by the Financial
Reporting Council from time to time

“Court” the High Court of Justice in England and Wales

“Court Hearings” the First Court Hearing and the Second Court Hearing, and “Court
Hearing,” means either one of them, as the context requires

“Court Orders” the Scheme Court Order and the Reduction Court Order

“CREST” the relevant system (as defined in the Uncertified Securities
Regulations 2001 (SI 2011 no.3755) in respect of which Euroclear

“Change of Control Conversion
Price”
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is the Operator (as defined in the Uncertified Securities
Regulations)

Daniel Stewart & Company plc, a company incorporated in England
and Wales with registered number 2354159, which is acting as
nominated adviser and broker (as defined in the AIM Rules for
Companies) to GVC

“Deed of Undertaking” the deed entered into by GVC, William Hill, William Hill Australia,
William Hill Organization and Sportingbet on 20 December 2012
undertaking to enter into the Transfer Agreement

Disclosure and Transparency Rules as published by the FSA under
section 73A of FSMA

“EC” European Commission

“ECJ” European Court of Justice

“EEA” European Economic Area

“Effective” in the context of the Acquisition:

(a) if the Acquisition is implemented by way of the Scheme,
Part 2 of the Scheme having become operative and the
Capital Reduction having become effective in accordance
with the terms of the Scheme; or

(b) if the Acquisition is implemented by way of a Takeover
Offer, such Takeover Offer having been declared or become
unconditional in all respects

“Effective Date” the date on which Part 2 of the Scheme becomes operative and the
Capital Reduction becomes Effective in accordance with the terms
of the Scheme

“Effective Time” the time on the Effective Date at which Part 2 of the Scheme
becomes operative and the Capital Reduction becomes effective

“Enlarged Company” GVC following the Acquisition

“Enlarged Group” the GVC Group, as enlarged by the acquisition of the Sportingbet
Retained Businesses following the Acquisition becoming Effective

“Enlarged Issued Share Capital” the Existing GVC Shares and the New GVC Shares

“EPC” East Pioneer Corporation B.V., a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Sigma Corporate Management, a company incorporated and
registered in Curaçao, Dutch Caribbean under company number
88008

“ESOP” the GVC Holdings plc Employee Share Option Plan

“EU” European Union

“Euro” or “€” the monetary unit of the EU’s single currency

“Euroclear” Euroclear UK & Ireland Limited, a company incorporated in
England and Wales with registered number 2878738

“Exchange Act” US securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder

“Disclosure and Transparency
Rules” or “DTR”

“Daniel Stewart” or “Nominated
Adviser”
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“Excluded Shares” any Sportingbet Shares legally or beneficially held by any member
of the GVC Group

“Executive Directors” the executive directors of GVC, being Kenneth Alexander and
Richard Cooper

“Existing GVC Shares” the 31,592,172 GVC Shares in issue as at the latest practicable date
prior to the publication of this document

“Existing GVC Shareholders” the GVC Shareholders as at the latest practicable date prior to the
publication of this document

“FATA” Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth)

“First Court Hearing” the hearing by the Court of the claim form to sanction the Scheme
under section 899g of the Companies Act

“FSA” the UK Financial Services Authority

“FSMA” the UK Financial Services Market Act 2000, as amended from time
to time

“Grant Thornton” Grant Thornton UK LLP

“Guernsey Properties” eight freehold properties located in Guernsey and each held by
Sportingbet Guernsey PropCos

“GVC” or “Company” GVC Holdings plc, a public company limited by shares,
incorporated in the Isle of Man with company number 4685V

the articles of association of GVC as at the date of this document

“GVC Board” the board of directors of GVC

“GVC Directors” the directors (both executive and non-executive) of GVC at the date
of this document whose names are set out on page 44 of this
document, and “Director” shall mean any one of them

“GVC EGM” the Extraordinary General Meeting of the GVC Shareholders to be
held on or around 21 February 2013 (and any further Extraordinary
General Meeting in case of adjournment of the meeting or
reconvening of the said meeting)

“GVC Form of Proxy” the form of proxy sent to GVC Shareholders in connection with
their voting instructions at the GVC EGM

“GVC Group” GVC, any subsidiary undertaking of GVC, any parent undertaking
of GVC and any subsidiary undertaking of any parent undertaking
of GVC, in each case, from time to time and including, following
the Effective Date, Sportingbet plc and its subsidiaries comprising
the Sportingbet Retained Businesses

“GVC Material Territories” the jurisdictions from which the GVC Group generates substantial
revenues, being those territories listed in Part 4 of this document

“GVC Notice of EGM” the GVC Shareholders Circular dated 25 January 2013 containing
the notice of the GVC EGM

“GVC Articles” or “GVC Articles
of Association”
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“GVC Shareholder Resolutions” the ordinary resolutions to be proposed at the GVC EGM to approve
the Acquisition and increase the authorised share capital of GVC as
such resolutions may be set out in the GVC Notice of EGM

“GVC Shares” fully paid ordinary shares in registered form of €0.01 par value each
in the capital of GVC

“GVC Shareholders” holders of GVC Shares

“GVC Sports” GVC Sports B.V., a wholly-owned subsidiary of GVC, a company
incorporated in Curaçao, Dutch Caribbean, under company
registration number 19454

“GVC Voting Record Time” the last date and time upon which entitlement to vote at the GVC
EGM will be determined which will be set out in the GVC Notice
of EGM and will be 6.00 p.m. on the second day before the GVC
EGM

“Henderson AIA” Henderson Alternative Investments Advisers Limited, acting in its
capacity as discretionary investment manager of the Alphagen
Volantis Fund Limited

“Henderson Volantis Capital Team” the investment management team operating at Henderson Group plc
and/or any of its subsidiary undertakings under the Henderson
Volantis Capital name and led by Adam McConkey or his successor,
together with any other employees in Henderson Group plc and its
subsidiary undertakings from time to time who may be behind the
same information barrier as that team

“IFRS” International Financial Reporting Standards

“ISCI” Interactive Sports (C.I.) Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Sportingbet, a company incorporated and registered in Alderney

“ISP” internet service provider

“Issuer” GVC Holdings plc

“ITEPA” Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003

“London Stock Exchange” London Stock Exchange plc

“Longfrie” Longfrie Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sportingbet,
incorporated and registered in Guernsey

“Long Stop Date” 31 May 2013, or such earlier or later date as Sportingbet, William
Hill Australia and GVC may agree and the Panel and/or the Court
may allow

“LTIP” the GVC Holdings plc 2010 Long Term Incentive Plan

“Material Territories” the jurisdictions from which the Enlarged Group, after the Effective
Date, will generate the majority of its revenues, being the combined
GVC Material Territories and Sportingbet Material Territories

“Member State” a member state of the EU

“Miapuesta IP Assets” the intellectual property relating to the “miapuesta” brand and
owned by any member of the Sportingbet Group prior to the
Effective Time
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“Mix and Match Facility” the mix and match facility under which eligible Scheme
Shareholders (other than any Scheme Shareholders in a Restricted
Jurisdiction) may elect to vary the proportions in which they receive
cash and New GVC Shares under the Scheme

“New GVC Shares” the new ordinary GVC Shares of €0.01 each in the capital of GVC
to be allotted and issued pursuant to the Scheme

“Non-executive Directors” the non-executive directors of GVC, being Lee Feldman, Karl
Diacono and Nigel Blythe-Tinker

“NT Act” Racing and Betting Act 1989 (NT)

“NT Commission” the Northern Territory Racing Commission

“NT Licences” licences to conduct business of sportsmaker granted by the NT
Commission to Centrebet Pty Limited (dated 2 December 2011)
and Sportingbet Australia Pty Limited (dated 28 November 2011)

“Offer Document” should GVC and William Hill elect (with the consent of the Panel)
to implement the Acquisition by way of a Takeover Offer, the
document which would be dispatched to Sportingbet Shareholders
containing, amongst other things, the details of that Takeover Offer,
the terms and conditions of that Takeover Offer and certain
information about GVC, William Hill and Sportingbet

“Official List” the Official List, which is maintained by the UK Listing Authority

“Original Bonds” the £65 million 7 per cent. convertible bonds due 2016 issued by
Sportingbet on 8 June 2011

“Overseas Shareholder” a holder of Sportingbet Shares with a registered address outside the
United Kingdom or whom GVC reasonably believes to be located
in or a citizen, resident or national of a jurisdiction outside the
United Kingdom

“Panel” or “Takeover Panel” the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers

“Prospectus Directive” the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of
4 November 2003 on the prospectus to be published when securities
are offered to the public or admitted to trading (No 2003/71/EC)

“Prospectus Rules” the Prospectus Rules brought into effect on 1 July 2005 pursuant to
Commission Regulation (EC) No 809/2004 and published by the
FSA pursuant to section 73A of FSMA

“Reclassification Record Time” means 6.00 p.m. on the Business Day immediately prior to the
Second Court Hearing

“Reduction Court Hearing” the hearing by the Court of the claim form to confirm the Capital
Reduction under section 645 of the Companies Act and at which the
Reduction Court Order will be sought

“Reduction Court Order” the order of the Court confirming the Capital Reduction

“Registrar of Companies” the Registrar of Companies in England and Wales, within the
meanings of the Companies Act

“Regulated Assets” the assets used exclusively in and forming the Regulated
Sportingbet Businesses, as more specifically described in the
summary of the Transfer Agreement in Part 10 of this document
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“Regulated Sportingbet Businesses” the Sportingbet Australian Business, the Sportingbet Spanish
Business and the Sportingbet Guernsey PropCos

“Regulations” the Uncertificated Securities Regulations 2006 of the Isle of Man
(Statutory Document Number 743/06) including any modifications
or any regulations made in substitution under sections 48 and 215
of the 2006 Act and for the time being in force

“Regulatory Authority” any government, government department or governmental, quasi-
governmental, supranational, statutory, regulatory, environmental,
or investigative body, court, trade agency, association, institution or
any other body or person whatsoever in any jurisdiction

“Relevant Financial Instruments” a financial instrument relating to the GVC’s securities in respect of
which disclosure would be required under DTR 5.3.1 if GVC were
incorporated in England

“Remuneration Committee” the remuneration committee of GVC, which at the date of this
document comprises Lee Feldman, Karl Diacono and Nigel Blythe-
Tinker

“Restricted Jurisdiction” the State of New York and any other jurisdiction where GVC is
advised that the extension of, availability or issue of New GVC
Shares would violate the law of that jurisdiction or would result in
a requirement to comply with any other governmental or other
consent or any registration, filing or other formality which GVC, in
its absolute discretion, regards as unduly onerous

“SAF LLP” Sportingbet Australia Finance LLP, a limited liability partnership
incorporated in England and Wales with partnership number
OC366399

“Scheme” the scheme of arrangement proposed to be made under Part 26 of
the Companies Act between Sportingbet and Scheme Shareholders
to implement the Acquisition, details of which are set out in the
Scheme Document with or subject to any modification, addition or
condition approved or imposed by the Court and agreed to by
Sportingbet, William Hill Australia and GVC

“Scheme Court Order” the order of the Court sanctioning the Scheme under section 899 of
the Companies Act

“Scheme Document” the circular to be sent to Sportingbet Shareholders and Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholders on or around the date of this document
and to be made available on the websites of GVC and Sportingbet
setting out, inter alia, the terms of the Scheme and the notices
convening the Sportingbet Shareholder Court Meeting, the
Sportingbet General Meeting and the Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholder General Meeting

“Scheme Record Time” means 6.00 p.m. on the Business Day immediately before the
Second Court Hearing

“Scheme Shareholder” a holder of Scheme Shares

“Scheme Shares” (a) the Sportingbet Shares in issue at the date of the Scheme
Document;
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(b) any Sportingbet Shares issued after the date of the Scheme
Document, but on or prior to the Sportingbet Voting Record
Time in respect of the Sportingbet Shareholder Court
Meeting; and

(c) any Sportingbet Shares issued after the Sportingbet Voting
Record Time in respect of the Sportingbet Shareholder Court
Meeting but before the Reclassification Record Time either
on terms that the original or any subsequent holder thereof
shall be bound by the Scheme or in respect of which the
holder thereof shall have agreed in writing to be bound by the
Scheme,

in each case including, where the context so requires, shares arising
upon the reclassification of the Scheme Shares in accordance with
the Scheme

but excluding (A) in the case of references to “Scheme Shares” or
“Scheme Shareholders” in relation to the Sportingbet Shareholder
Court Meeting any Excluded Shares in issue and any Sportingbet
Shares in respect of which the Henderson Volantis Capital Team is
the discretionary investment manager and/or legally or beneficially
held, or managed, by Richard Griffiths and/or Antisoma plc at the
Sportingbet Voting Record Time in respect of the Sportingbet
Shareholder Court Meeting and any Scheme Shares referred to in
(c) above and (B) in the case of all other references in the Scheme
to “Scheme Shares” and “Scheme Shareholders” any Excluded
Shares in issue immediately before the Reclassification Record
Time

“SDRT” Stamp Duty Reserve Tax

“SEC” the US Securities and Exchange Commission

“Second Court Hearing” means the hearing by the Court of the claim form to confirm the
Capital Reduction under section 645 of the Companies Act

“Securities Act” the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder

“Services Agreement” the agreement entered into on 13 October 2011 between GVC,
GVC Sports and EPC under which GVC Sports agreed to supply to
EPC certain services to support EPC’s operation of the Superbahis
Business

“Share Incentive Schemes” the LTIP and the ESOP

“Shortfall” if cash elections made under the Mix and Match Facility are not
matched by equal and opposite share elections, any amount to be
provided pursuant to the underpinning arrangements described in
Part 1 of this document, plus an amount of up to £7,225,024 which
is to be paid by GVC to satisfy cash elections made by Scheme
Shareholders under the Mix and Match Facility to the extent that
such elections cannot be satisfied pursuant to (i) the irrevocable
undertakings described in Part 1 of this document to make elections
under the Mix and Match Facility; and (ii) the underpinning
arrangements
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“Sigma Corporate Management” Sigma Corporate Management Inc, a company incorporated and
registered in Panama

“Sportingbet” Sportingbet plc, a public company limited by shares, incorporated
and registered in England and Wales under company registration
number 03534726

“Sportingbet Australia” Sportingbet Australia Holdings Pty Limited, a company
incorporated in New South Wales, Australia with registered number
ABN 19149602817

“Sportingbet Australian Business” the regulated business operated by the Sportingbet Group in
Australia under licences issued by the appropriate Australian
regulator, which for the avoidance of doubt excludes any European
or other businesses operated by the Sportingbet Group under non-
Australian licences

“Sportingbet Australian IP Assets” the intellectual property used, exploited or relied upon exclusively
by the Sportingbet Australian Business prior to the Effective Time
and owned at that time by any member of the Sportingbet Group,
which is not to be transferred to a member of the William Hill
Group by operation of the Transfer Agreement

“Sportingbet Board” the board of directors of Sportingbet

holders of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds

“Sportingbet Convertible Bonds” the Original Bonds and the Additional Bonds

the cash consideration to be paid to Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholders pursuant to the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder
Resolution in full settlement of all amounts due under the
Sportingbet Convertible Bonds, including any accrued but unpaid
interest

the meeting of Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders, to consider
and, if thought fit, approve the Sportingbet Convertible Bondholder
Resolution (with or without modification) including any
adjournment or postponement of any such meeting

a resolution of Sportingbet Convertible Bondholders to authorise
the trustee of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds to agree an
amendment to the conditions of the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds
that the Sportingbet Convertible Bonds will be automatically
redeemed if the Acquisition becomes effective and Sportingbet
Convertible Bondholders will receive the Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholder Cash Consideration

“Sportingbet Directors” the directors (both executive and non-executive) of Sportingbet
from time to time

“Sportingbet Finco” Sportingbet Intragroup Financing (Guernsey) Limited, a company
incorporated in Guernsey with registered number 53863

“Sportingbet Form of Election” the form of election for use by an eligible Scheme Shareholder who
holds Scheme Shares in certificated form in relation to the Mix and
Match Facility

“Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholders”

“Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholder Cash Consideration”

“Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholder General Meeting”

“Sportingbet Convertible
Bondholder Resolution”
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“Sportingbet Forms of Proxy” the proxy forms to be sent to Sportingbet Shareholders in
connection with their voting instructions at the Sportingbet
Shareholder Court Meeting and Sportingbet General Meeting
respectively and “Sportingbet Form of Proxy” means any one of
them as the context requires

“Sportingbet General Meeting” the general meeting of Sportingbet Shareholders convened in
connection with the Scheme to consider and, if thought fit, approve
the Sportingbet Shareholder Resolution (with or without
amendment) including any adjournment or postponement of any
such meeting

“Sportingbet Group” Sportingbet and its subsidiary undertakings as at the date of this
document and, where the context admits, each of them

“Sportingbet Guernsey PropCos” (a) Cambria Villas Limited, a company incorporated in
Guernsey with registered number 46904;

(b) Cleveley House Limited, a company incorporated in
Guernsey with registered number 49377;

(c) Ivy Lodge Limited, a company incorporated in Guernsey
with registered number 50638;

(d) Les Rosiers Limited, a company incorporated in Guernsey
with registered number 27005;

(e) Orianna House Limited, a company incorporated in
Guernsey with registered number 46905;

(f) St James Place Limited, a company incorporated in
Guernsey with registered number 46984;

(g) The Jungle Limited, a company incorporated in Guernsey
with registered number 35938; and

(h) Tudor Apartments Limited, a company incorporated in
Guernsey with registered number 48252

“Sportingbet Material Territories” the jurisdictions from which the Sportingbet Group accepts
substantial revenues, being those territories listed in Part 4 of this
document

“Sportingbet Retained Businesses” all businesses and assets of the Sportingbet Group, other than the
Regulated Sportingbet Businesses

“Sportingbet Shares” the existing unconditionally allotted or issued and fully paid
ordinary shares of 0.1 pence each in the capital of Sportingbet and
any further such ordinary shares which are unconditionally allotted
or issued before the Scheme becomes Effective

“Sportingbet Shareholder” the registered holders of Sportingbet Shares from time to time

the meeting of Scheme Shareholders convened by order of the
Court pursuant to Part 26 of the Companies Act to consider and, if
thought fit, approve the Scheme (with or without amendment)
including any adjournment or postponement of any such meeting

the special resolution of Sportingbet Shareholders to amongst other
things amend Sportingbet’s articles of association, which is to be

“Sportingbet Shareholder Court
Meeting”

“Sportingbet Shareholder
Resolution”
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considered and, if thought fit, approved (with or without
amendment) at the Sportingbet General Meeting

“Sportingbet Share Plans” the Sportingbet Executive Share Option Scheme 2004, the
Sportingbet Restricted Share Plan 2009 and the Sportingbet 2011
Long-Term Incentive Plan

“Sportingbet Spanish Business” the regulated business operated by the Sportingbet Group in Spain
under licences issued by the appropriate Spanish regulator, which
for the avoidance of doubt excludes any South American or other
businesses operated by the Sportingbet Group under non-Spanish
licences

“Sportingbet Spanish IP Assets” the intellectual property (including any part of the Miapuesta IP
Assets) used, exploited or relied upon exclusively, by the
Sportingbet Spanish Business prior to the Effective Time, but
excluding the Paradise Poker brand and any software associated
with Paradise Poker

“Sportingbet Voting Record Time” is 6.00 p.m. on the second day before the Sportingbet Shareholder
Court Meeting and the Sportingbet General Meeting (or, if any such
meeting is adjourned, any adjournment of it as the case may be)

“SPODDS” Sporting Odds Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sportingbet,
a company incorporated and registered in England and Wales under
company registration number 3655231

“Sterling” or “£” the lawful currency of the UK

“Substantial Interest” a direct or indirect interest in 20 per cent or more of the total voting
rights conferred by the equity share capital (as defined in the
Companies Act) of such undertaking

“Superbahis Business” the Turkish language website, www.superbahis.com and associated
offshore assets which were acquired by EPC from Sportingbet on
21 November 2011

“SYWS” Spread Your Wings Spain plc, a company incorporated in Malta
with registered number C 54301

“SYWS Customer Balances” the balance of funds (together with an amount equal to any
provision held by SYWS in respect of any customer referral or sign
up bonuses which have still to be taken or used by SYWS
customers) received or receivable from and held by or on behalf of
SYWS

“SYWS Customer List” the list and/or database of SYWS customers

“Takeover Code” or “City Code” the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers of the United Kingdom
issued from time to time by or on behalf of the Panel

“Takeover Offer” a takeover offer, as that term is defined in section 974 of the
Companies Act

“TFEU” Treaty on the Functionality of the European Union

“Transfer Agreement” the deed to be entered into by William Hill, William Hill Australia,
William Hill Organization, GVC and Sportingbet, governing the
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transfer of the Regulated Sportingbet Businesses from Sportingbet
to members of the William Hill Group

“Turkish Businesses” the Betboo Turkish Business and the Superbahis Business

“UK” or “United Kingdom” the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

“UK Listing Authority” or “UKLA” the FSA acting in its capacity as the competent authority for the
purposes of Part VI of the FSMA

“US” or “United States” the United States of America

“US Exchange Act” the United States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and
the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder

“US Securities Act” the US Securities Act of 1933 as amended and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder

“US GAAP” US generally accepted accounting principles

“William Hill” William Hill plc, a public company limited by shares, incorporated
in England and Wales with company number 04212563

“William Hill Australia” William Hill Australia Pty Limited, a company incorporated in the
State of Victoria with Australian Company Number 161652973

“William Hill Board” the board of directors of William Hill

“William Hill Group” William Hill and its subsidiaries and subsidiary undertakings from
time to time

“William Hill Organization” William Hill Organization Limited, a company incorporated in
England and Wales, with registered number 278208

“Wider GVC Group” GVC and its subsidiaries, subsidiary undertakings, associated
undertakings and any other undertaking in which GVC and such
undertakings (aggregating their interests) have a Substantial Interest

“Wider Sportingbet Group” Sportingbet and its subsidiary undertakings, associated
undertakings and any other undertaking in which Sportingbet
and/or such undertakings (aggregating their interests) have a
Substantial Interest

“Wider William Hill Group” William Hill and its subsidiaries, subsidiary undertakings,
associated undertakings and any other undertaking in which
William Hill and such undertakings (aggregating their interests)
have a Substantial Interest

“WTO” World Trade Organisation

References to the singular shall include references to the plural, where applicable and vice versa.
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GLOSSARY

“Active Customers” customers who have either won or wagered more than €50 Net
Gaming Revenue in CasinoClub

“ARPD” average revenues per day

“B2B” business to business

“B2C” business to consumer

“Clean EBITDA” earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation and
before exceptional items and share option charges

“Contribution” NGR less software royalties, payment processing costs, affiliate
shares and other marketing expenditure

“Contribution Margin” Contribution divided by NGR

“EBITDA” earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation

“Interstate Treaty” the German Interstate Treaty on Gambling

“NBV” net book value

“Net Gaming Revenue” or “NGR” the fair value of consideration received or receivable. In sports
betting, NGR is calculated as the gains and losses in respect of bets
placed on sporting events which have taken place in the period,
stated net of betting taxes and certain promotional bonuses. In
casino and gaming, NGR represents the net win in respect of bets
placed in games that have concluded in the period, stated net of
certain promotional bonuses. In poker, NGR represents the rake or
commission for games that have concluded in the period, net of
certain promotional bonuses

“Net Operating Cashflow” profits, before taxation plus depreciation, amortisation, share option
charges, but after deducting, capital expenditure, cash absorbed by
working capital requirements, tax payments, management’s
estimates of other significant outflows in the impending quarter,
interest payments (if any), and acquisition earn-out payments

“RNG” random number generator

“Sportsbook” sports betting operation
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